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PREFACE 

A MANUAL of a big subject like the economic history of mod
ern Europe is very properly judged according to its useful
ness as a key to the main ideas and the most important 
literature. Perhaps it is needless to add that the facts and 
sources-included are very much restricted by the limitations 
of a single volume.1 The proper guide in selecting this ma-

.. terial was felt to be the needs and wants of the particular? 
readers for which the book was designed. Two of the authors 
have been more or less habitual teachers of introductor:lJ. 
economics, as well as of economic history. As Anier:lca;_ 
college curricula are organized at present, an introductOlv._ 
class in economic history contains a large percentage it " 
future specialists in economics or business. The other iel; 
portant contingents come from the fields of ,history, iose ' 
sociology or social economics. Our own experience natur"h 
extends to only a few institutions, but the publishers h!jl,ve 
made a systematic inquiry as to the situation elsewhere. 
The facts indicate that we should miss the mark if we did not 
give most weight to the interests.of the students of ect'no
mics. It seems clear to the writer of this preface that the 
nature of the subject also demands the emphasis indicated 
above, and that the specialist in history loses nothing be
cause the conventions he is used to are sOJ;netimes ignored. 
Any departures from the orthodox arrangement are due t,p 
the fact that we are examining the development of a specifio 
group of institutions, mainly for people who are not profes
sional historians. 

It is not necessarily a sad reflection that t;l0 institution is ' 
changeless, or perfectly logical in itself at any given time. , 

• As a compact ,introduction to the p ..... nt volume the .....,. p"\)lish ... 
brought out in 1926 an E"""""'lc Hlalory,o/ Euro", 10 tho EM 0/;",6.M iddle 
AgM, by M. M. Knight. • 

t' 



PREFACE 

Int.e" pess~'t cu<lii . st that every age carries the seeds of 
its oWll;ddeft,-\-tftel),F.· . t is on as solid ground in remarking 
that. these se.,edillia'8 0 tho:ll3 of new growth, better adapted 

,tt till; ~.~".' . Because we can discover some of the 
me!!'riiii~gs in what they have been, and at least real
'''e that more is hidden in what they are in the process of be-

..... ~history will never be entirely useless. This peren
? "age of the present with the knowable past and the 

future means that all divisions into periods are 
. Commercial institutions in the age of exploration 

tinued to adapt the earlier ones of Venice, Genoa, 
.. Ha urg to the changing conditions. The in

'\t I specialization of economic life which was 
g a feature of the so-called "expansion of 

~ 
rly modern times was not new. In the eco-

.~"§ . e expansion itself, as well as the growt~ of 
. l" , had been going on at least since the beginnlng 

~a. of thls preface has gone over the manuscript 
• ~~napters on modem times here presented, and has 

attempted to make every reference to earlier periods self
explanatory. It may do no harm to add several pOllltive 

l cautions to be observed in looking backward at the Middle 
Ag&'J. There was a good deal of what we would call" capital
ism" in the late medieval towns, especially in connection 
with those, export industries dominated by the commercial 
gilds. Fortunately, it is no longer common to think vaguely 
of the period in ieneral as "dark" or "backward." Many 
iI].dustrial processes, notably those connected with metal
working, were far superior to the corresponding ones used in 
antiquity. It would be hard to estimate the effects of the 
appearance of paper, printing, gunpowder, and'the compass 
in Europe, all of which occurred before what we call modem 

,times. Especially in the organization of business and of 
'labor had improvements taken place, the long-time conse-
quenc).\pf which could hardly bve been dreamed of in 1500. 
Medieva1 towns, as Ernest'Nys has so well stated it, "did 

" 
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even what antiquity had not done - they ennobled lab()~." 
Human society is based on life as well as materials, and the 
important developments are not ,Iways the mechanical ones. 

In dealing with the Industrial Revolution as a very natural 
outgrowth of centuries of commercial change, we have merely 
carried over into a manual the view which has been estab
lished by many monographs during the. past twenty-five 
years. Besides a great development of industry on" the 
mechanical side during about a century following 1750 (a 
date which has no particular merit except convenience), a 
significant shift took place from the domination of industry 
by commerce to something very near the contrary. While it 
would be absurd to ignore the Industrial Revolution, or to 
deny that any such thing occurred, the older dramatic con
ception of the movement, as springing from a few mechanical 
inventions, is no longer permissible. Neither at the hegm
ning nor at the end of the hundred years or so just men-. 
tione\l were the changes purely English, or anything like it •. 

Any manuscript prepared by a number of authors is likely 
to lack the unity needed in a textboqk. The writer whose 
initials appear below was asked by the editor and the pub
lishers to check the finished material in order to supply 
omitted items, eliminate duplications, and .harmonize the 
method of treatment as much as possible. This gives him 
an added responsibility, which he cheerfully assumes. 'the 
sole aim in writing this volume has been to make the course 
of European economic development as intelligible as possible. 
in the space at our disposal. To those honest critics who 

. aid us in correcting our mistakes, or who rr.ay help others in 
avoiding them, we offer our humble shate of the gratitude 
of the profession. 

M.M.K. 
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ECONOMIC HISTORY OF ~lJROrE 
IN MODERN TIMES 

CHAPTER I 
THE BEGINNINGS OF EUROPEAN EXPANSION 

ORIGINS OF MODERN SOCIETY , 

IN tracing European expansion the present tendency is td' 
lay much less stress than formerly upon such dramatic events 
lIS the fall of Constantinople in 1453 and the great cultural 
and religious movements popularly termed the Renaissailce 
and the Reformation. Constantinople suffered a long de-

, eline' before the Ottoman Turks finally captured it.' .Its 
eclipse w~ due to slow but very great changes in European 
economic organization which curtailed its monopoly of mar
kets, Md to certain military movements in Asia affecting its 
sources'of supplies. The Renaissance, or intellectual awak
ening of the fourteenth and succeeding centuries, is now ' 
generally regarded lIS a mere acceleration of a movement al
ready well under way, and having its roots far back in tile 
Middle Ages. Its economic, social, and intellectual atmos
phere was derived at least lIS much from the contemporary 
European situation lIS from the classical revival which has 
given the period its name. There is no d'ivorcing it, as e
factor In modern history, 'from the material facts which un
derlay and surrounded it. Chief among -these are the eco- • 
nomic life of the Italian cities, the invention of printing, and 
the great expansion of Europea. economic contacts which 
began with the crusades, merged into the 'overseas explora
tions and coloniting projects, and is still going on as the 
exploitation 6f backward re~ions of the earth. 

Neither the R~aissance nor ~e Protestant Revolt,was in 
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any true sense a "cause" of the great changes in EuropeaIl 
life which followed - both were dramatic but incidental 
factors in a general situation. Historians of the Reformation 

',are interesting themselves more and more in such economic 
,'matters as the effect of the rapid development of trade and 
; industry upon peasant life, politics, and the point of view of 
Europe~ generally. It is impossible to consider the.revolt 
from the Church separately from the flood of printed books 
and pamphlets which would not have been possible without 
the inventions of the preceding century, or to peruse the 
pamphlets themselves without perceiving the driving force 
of the economic issues they raised. The bourgeoisie or' enter-

( ,prising middle class of the towns, and the national state, had 
attained a potential force which was bound to assert itself 
befl.lre very long. Whenever this should take place, the 
overturn of the medieval system was inevitable, through the 

:play of forces which it had itself produced. From the 
cI'USll.des to the present, the most impressive and constant~ 
factor in the changes which have appeared is the'expansioD 
of trade. Dwmg the Middle Ages, this exerte4 itself chiefly, 
on inland seas, rivers, and caravan routes. In early modem 
times, before the age of railways, the oversea phase was the 
most striking. This cumulative growth of cemmerce meant 
much more than a mere qliantitative change. It altered 
rllpidly in character also, breaking out of. the b(lUllds of the 
older organization. Eventually, it built for itself the very 
different structure of business which we know Ill! modem 
capitalism. 

I THE BEGINNINGs or MODERN CAPrrALlSM 

. Capital, defined Ill! a l!rod~cingsurplus created by man: 
:h~ted almost from the beginning of hum1l'l timll- It 
hili! even been accumulated in fluid negotiable form ever 
since the dev~lopment of coined money •• 

C*talism means a good deal more than.the mere amllllS
ing.o cap1tal. For mstancBl the socialist, who wishes to 
destroy the capitalistic organization" would usually admit 
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'the need of fully as much capital in prod'ueing under the 
'. system he advocates. It goes v1ithout saying that a produc

ing surplus, or capital, must first exist; but the real earmarks 
of capitalism are the fpW in whjch this capital i,s acCll!!!!!,-
la~ and the method of applying it. • 

While there was a good deal of ~~rome"reiaL 1¥!<i!!n8feia~ . 
enterprise for ~rivate profit in the ancient world,.. it \ was 
greatly restricted, a:s'"compared with the situation in modern 
times. This capitalism - for such it was - hardlY tou~h!l..d 
industry. The prevalence of ~ and of a ao~ or 
household system of" pr~ partially accounts for this. 
MoreOver, the ancient imperial governments frowned .upon 
purely private bW!.iness on a large scale as a possible enemY' 
of that type (of)"1"tate. Fluid or negotiable capital was 

• amassed largely in connection with public or semi-pdblic 
enterprises. In Rome there was hardly a shadow of the\ 
organization of banking and credit as we know it. The 
considerable bulk of commercial and financial operations 
should not betray us into forgetting its relative insignificance 
in the vast areas and populations concerned. • . 

Whell the Roman Empire in the West broke up, such 
forms of enterprise as might be called capitalistic disappeared 
for a time, and landed property stood almost alone. Capital 
began aga,in to accumulate, first in southern Europe, along 

. the trade routes from the East. In the medieval WIld, as ~n 

\ 
the ancient, it was chiefly applied to large-scale commerce" 
and finance, not to industry. Such industries as grew up 
along the trade routes to provide exports were' definitely 
dominated by the organizations for commerce. 

For example, the Florentine arti di Calimala dealt in cloths 
from the north of Europe, and also refinished them. The· 

. gi!E!, mastm were real wholesalel1L moving goods in quantity 
to an4 from both northern Europe and the Near East. In-
8t~ of shifting precious metal to make their J;1ayments, they: 
developed an elaborate banking technigUlt using bills of' 
exchange. ., " 

There were also 1!pecialized bankers and money-changers 
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in medieval Italy •• As in ancient times, these professional 
financiers paid particular att1ntion to public business. They 
founded branches in northern Europe, got concessions to 
collect Papal revenues, and built up their general business 
around this st@.(\y flow. , Sometimes they made loans to 
monarchs~ recouping themselves by the exploitation of mo
nopolies • and concessions. Florentine banke1'll did this in 
the Kingdom of Naples, and the great Bank of St. George at j 
Genoa had a similar origin. 

The Cburch'a prej!1dj~ against private profit and interest 
was largely inherited from ancient times. In the end, 
medieval Europe was more than twice as large as the Roman 
tJart had been. The importance of the trade routes from the 
Levant and the looseness of medieval governments made the 

I regulation of large-scale commerce and the accompanying 
t' financial operations particularly difficult. During most of 

the medieval period there was friction between the Papal 
Government and both the commercial towns and the weakly 
organized Holy Roman Empire. The very chaos of small 

< states and feudal currencies made the money-changer indis
'pensable and complicated the problem of con'trolling his 
activities. Small industry, for local markets, was in a strait- ' 
jacket, but export industries shared som~ of the power and 
immunities of the great commercial gilds for which they 
wfirked. 

With the rise of national states, the financial capitalIsm 
which had grown up in nerthern Italy began to look less like 
that of tbe ancient world, and to take on an aspect more 
familiar to us. Monarchs like Philip the Fair of France took 
advantage of both the financial strength and the wide. ex-

. parience of such bankers as his I taIian advisers, Biccio and 
Musciatto. This was nearly two hundred years !?afore the 
times conventionally spoken of as "ulodern." , 

The ~wns, some of which manufac.tured on a 
considerable scale before 1500, would \lava been evan more 
radical ~han the nationlfi state. in freeing businesS from the 
Church's restrictions, had they pOSSf.ssed the power. As ,.- " 
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soon as the states had securely establiShed their authority 
over the towns, the medieval sYstem, already toppling, found 
this additional disruptive force released against it. 

C,!llvinism, which began in that urban environment, has 
been particularly blamed (and praised) for the aisertion of a 
new ethical code which has been defined as turning the 
medieval si!!. of coyetousoess into the modent ,economic 

. principle of "S.!!!!-tching to hoard and hoarding to snatch." 
This is not fair to the early talvinists. AS members of 
mercantile communities, they found themselves obliged to 
depart in many ways from the strict principles laid down for 
a simpler soeiety which no longer existed around them., They 
,strove heroically to preserve the good - one might say tilt 
Christianity - of the old system, by a rigid discipline of rich 
and poor. The economic forces they liberated proved less 
amenable to control than they seemed at the time, but these 
factors really dated far back of Calvinism. 

Luther's rexolt against the Church aided only incidentally 
in the triumph of the new spirit of private enterprise. Him
self of peasant origin, tte founder of the new sect reasoned 
from the 'ffilage, not the commercial town, as the basis of 
society. A new economic order was appearing, regardless of 
all the Calvins and Luthers. Calvin, the hard-headed town 
lawyer, recognized the change as an accomplished fact, which 
he,tried to reconcile with what seemed to him fundamentafin 
medieval Christianity. Luther, the peasant and mystic, saw 
rather the terrible abuses incident to the great change which 

.. was taking place, and fought the economic innovations which 
threatened the class and country he knew.' • 

Men who deal with such vast forces, converging in eertain 
perioqs to produce transformations which nobody can foretell 
always do a good deal which they do Dot intend. For exam
ple, the use of paper, h cheap and plentiful writing material, 
had been spreading over western Europe for some two hun
dred years. W,* hay-e been taught to think' of it chiefly in 
connection with the printing press, "\\'hich it made prsJtisable. 
To some extent, this habit has blinded people to the impor- • 
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tance of the introauction of paper in commercial and financial 
transactions. Nobody suspE,cted, or could have suspected, 
the force of propaganda and counter-propaganda unlocked by 

~
the appearance of printing. This is one of the reasons why , 

, uther,loo&g backward at village collectivism, incidentally 
ave a grEj.at impetus to the growth of nationalism and eco-

; omic individualism. Calvin, as sincerely opposed as Luther 
. to the medieval sin of covetousness, got his name attached 
to a type of economic ethics of which a medieval thinker 
would have regarded covetousness as the main characteristic. 
Neither man had more than a glimmering notion of the means 
human nature would eventually discever for making this new 
~ciety as humane and'tolerable as we find it. If either could 
have looked down four centuries to conditions just before the 
begitming of factory legislation in the nineteenth, he might 
have regarded his forebodings as justified. 

Only the crudest beginnings of the stock companY had been • 
made at the opening of modern times. ,Some of the financial 
houses, such as the Fuggers, were quite rich, but they were 

• largElly family concerns. There was capital enough to start 
the great enterprises of oversea trade and exploration., These 
ventures were badly organized and financially unsafe at the 
outset. It was during the course of the great moveinent 
which has been called the expansion of Europe that the dia-

I tidctively modern type of capitalism appeared. • 
An outstanding characteristic of the new capitalism was to 

be the use of readily negotiable shares of stock which re
presented the capital in great enterprises. This was made 

< Ilecessary by their size, and also by the permanency of the 
investment. Once the trade with distant regions like the 
East and West Indies became established, and its flow. fairly 
regular, the capital required for gathering and d~tributing 

• merchandise was quite large, and difficult or impossible to 
assign to partillular voyages. With a joint-stock organiza.

,tion, more people could participate. A freE!r negotjability of 
thesl:lares tended to place the cOlltinuityof 9rganization above 
the lives and fortunes of particular individuals or families. 
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Controversies have raged for many years around the origins 
of modern capitalism. We cad minimize these by following 
the thread of the evolution of business organization rather 
than the more obscure, and for us less important, one of the 
accumulation of the capital itself. Since it undoutltedly came 
from various sources, no single explanation would suffice in 
any case. 1 Internati~al.Jl.QJUmer.ce, in_~~~st, and .. ullUJ'Y. 
mining, and tile reYe!lues f~D;llanded estates all played their 
roles. '. For our purpose, the main fact is that capital. e~ed 
i!Dhe-.openinlt!ll!hesixJe!l!lth .. ceIlEWl', hi such forms and 
quantities that the" adventurers" -largely self-made men 
- could get their hands on it and apply it to the new oppor
tunities.1 There have been so many "commercial revolut 
tiona," and they have differed so much one from anotha-, 
that the expression itself is objectionable; but the fllC't re-

J mains that the growth of commercial capitalism which ac
companied the expansion of Europe liuring the first two 
modern centuries changed the medieval economic order be-
yond all recognition. ' .. 

MOTIVES OF OVERSEAS EXPANSION 

Some four general reasons have been assigned for the ap
pearance of the great age. of discovery and colonization which 
characterized European society from the middle of the fif· 
teenth century to the close of the eighteenth. In the fi&t 
place, there was the stro!!l!econolIli-ll impulse to get more and 
better contacts with the' sources of Eastern commodities. 
The growth of commerce had a cumulative influeace in stimu
lating demand, and thus increasing the ddtlirEj for a better 
source of supply. Besides the general motive of commercial 
gain, there was a special incentive on the part of western 
Europe!)Jl cities to break down the I~ over the .. 
direct trade with the Near East. In the political field, there ';' 
were also str9ng ~entive§ fbr overseas expansion. The 
greater states of Ji:urope felt that their p~tige at home would 

I See the ~'Note on the Rise of Moc!ern C.p[ta1iam" at the cIooe <l'f th'& next 
ohapter (p. 337-Ml). 
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, be enormously advanced by adding distant lands to their 

European domains. There ~as also the ever-present re!i.g
" ious motive a del!.ire to convert the aborigines or pagans 

who Bat iD. darkness. Finally, we must not underestimate 
;, the set of ~sychological influences revolving about the ele-
. ment of curi~ andthe sp!tit of adventure, which was able 
to overpower the natural reluctance to risk one's life in the 
real hazards of navigation, as well as the more horrible 
imaginary dangers of voyages to uncharted regions. 

" By the time these influences had become operative, certain 
, imErovemeny in nautical science had made possible fairly 

successful navigation out of sight of land. Most important 
. df all these developments was the mariner's compass. Sup
plemented by crude instruments for reckoning position at 
sea bY. observation of sun, moon, and stars, the compass made 
it possible for the mariner of 1500 to locate himself at sea 
even after a number of days' voyage from the coast. The 
absolutely indispeusable instruments for deep-ssa navigation 
had appeared. 

" Tlie common statement that overseas expansion was ren
dered necessary by the capture of the Eastern trade routes 
by the Turks has been disproved by Professor Lybyer. Sta.
tistics of European trade and prices in the fifteenth and six-

lteenth centuries prove that the Turks did not in any impor
,; taAt way interfere with the old trade routes. In fact, they 

made heroic efforts to arrest a decline which had already set 
in. They did not occupy.the southern route through Egypt 
and the Red Sea until 1520, a generation after Qolumbus had 
discovered ~erica and Vasco da Gama had reached India 
via the Cape of Good Hope:-Fiirthermore, the earliest at
tempts to establish overseas contacts with the East began 
even before the capture of Constantinople in 1453 . 

. ' As usuaJ, the real explanation is undoubtedly a Composite 

lone. Improve~ents in navigation and geographical know
ledge gave the spirit of adventure, long-staftding missionary 
yearainlS, and the desir~ for new opportunities for profitable 
trade a chance to express themselves. While the Turkish '. , 
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'. expansion may not have serioujly cut down the volume of 

trade between Asia and Europe, it must be remembered that 
the EurOllean Ilslmand was increa,sipg, that caravan tr3jl5-
portation meant high prices, and, finally, that tJ:te Italian 

, monopoly was held largely responsible for those prices. The 
period of discoyeries and colonizatjon is associated with the 
ri~e of the independence and prosperity of the states and 
cities of the Atlantic seaboard in Europe, and the accompany
ing decline of the commercial and economic importance of the 
Italian peninsula and the Eastern Mediterranean. 

GENERAL NATURE OF THE DISCOVElUES OVERSEAS' 

The first important western European state to take ar: 
interest in overseas exploration was P~. Under the 

" auspices of l1:ince....Renry the Navigator, the PortugUese 
sailors began, before the middle of the fifteenth century; to 
discover and exPlore the islands in the Atlantic lying off the 
coast of Portugal as well as the northwestern coast of Mrica. 
A generation after this, Diaz, skirting along the western 
coast of Mrica, discoveredthe mouth of the Congo River, 
and later the ~uthern extension of the Mrican continent, 
around what we now call the Cape of Good Hope. Finally, 
in 1498, Vas~~_da Gama at iast achieved the century-old 
~on for a direct overseas route to India. In May 9f 
1498, he arrived at Calicut, after having sailed around the 
Cape of Good Hope and across the Indian Ocean. Two 
years later, ~r~ discovered ~J'azil and laid the founda
tions of the great Portuguese Empire in the,New World. 

Even more important were the discoveries carried on under 
, the auspices of the Crown o~. A daring and persistent 
,. Italian, Christopher Co\um us, received the support of the 

Queen of Spain for his project, and inlli~ reached what he 
supposed to be some outlying island of the East fndies. In 
later ,voyages he not only discovered more islands, but also 
touched the mainTand of the westeI'l\ eontinent. The Span
iards were lucky enough to find precious metals in Mtmco 
8J!4..Peru, but northern Europeans generallv continued for 
j, •• "' 
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generations to regard the North American continent as an ir-
ritating obstacle in the way'of a successful westward voyage 
to the East Indies. Most of the navigable rivers, estuaries, 
and bays along the Atlantic coast were entered by one or 
more EurO'pean navigators in the hope that a voyage of a few 
days would show them a pa558.ge to the coveted goal. The 
most striking of the Spanish explorations was that of M.II&~l
lan, one of whose vessels completed the first circumnaviga-

"1iOn of th,!lJill2!l.!l ip 1522. Though Magellan was killed in the 
Philippines, some ~ sailors returned to Spain with the 
first incontrovertible proof that the earth is round. Magel
lan'sieat was repeated (1577--80) by Sir Francis Drake, com
'wander of an English plundering expedition tci'the Pacific 
which was cut off by the Spaniards and could not return by 
the <regular route. 

I 
Following on the heels of these Po!1J,ig];!ese and Spanish 

~plorations were those initiated by the F~h, English, and 
Ull.tch, as a result of which the European knowledge of the 
eastern coast of North and South America, the coast of 
Africa and southern Asia, and the islands of the East Indies 
was notably increased. The explorations were, of course, . 
but the antecedents of colonization. Each country made 
extensive claims to regions which its navigators had touched 
even superficially. In many cases, the real nature and ex~ 
tfutt of the lands involved remained practically unknown for 
a century or more. The extreme breadth and vagueness of 
some of these early c1a.i:rqs is perhaps best exemplified by the 
famous division of the world between the portuguese and the 
jlpanish by Pop'e Alexander VI in 1493. 

About this'same time, the Ru!lSians began to move over the 
U~untains into the greatarea @~, the occupation 
of whicli'W'ii:Siiot completed until the ClOse of the nineteenth 
century. Likewise, they turned to the southeast and re
newed an attep1pt begun five hundred years (ml'lier to reach 
the Mediterranean. The Byzantine Greeks had checked 
the\XI btofore. The renewed stnaggle with the Ottoman Turks, 
successors of the Byzantines at the Straits, was destined to 
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last into the twentieth century, to involve every first-class 
'. power in the world, and to le1!.ve Russia as far from the 

coveted city of Constantinople as ever. Russia was im- . 
portant, but her territorial expansion, like that of the United 
States, has been chiefly by land, a fact which -gave her a 
secondary place until the age of the great sea adventures had 
passed. 

THE RN AL COlWllERCLAL EMPIRES: PORTUGAL 

The general history of Europe and the world from the mid
dle of the fifteenth century to the close of the eighteenth can 
best be organized about the story of the rise, ascendancy, and 
decline of what Professor Cunningham has called "the rival 
commercial Empires of western Europe." The first of these 
western European states to aspire to empire was the. little 
seaboard country, Portugal. Vasco da Gama and his fellow 
explorers gave the Portuguese the great advantage of priority 
in the race for commercial supremacy. Portugal, with vast)' 
possessions in the East lndies and South America, was far 

I' ahead of all her competitors; but the foundations upon whlch\ • 
.. ) this power rested were far too frail to support so pretentious ' 

an edifice. The Portuguese were without experience in 1 
colonial administration and had no trained body of colonial 

. officials and administrators. Graft and corruption, private 
profit and favoritism at the expense of national interests, add 
a short-sighted I policy of frightfulness in dealing with' the 
natives made needless and interminable trouble in the East 
Indies and invited competition. Little attempt was made to 
organize the sources of supply. • • 

Equally great difficulties in selling the Oriental goods to 
the European markets were dealt with in the same haphazard I 
way. Lisbon's land connections with the rest of Europe were 
poor. No Portuguese organization existed for distributing 
the products, and no consistent effort was mad~ to create one. 
The result was ti!.at buyers came from northern Europe to 
Lisbon for the goods and e&rried them off to enrich. old 
markets such as the cities of the Low Countries. This not 
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on~ cut down the' possibilities of profit, b~t it also endan
gered the monopoly. In time, the northern Europeans were 
eertaiD. to sail past Lisbon and attempt to tap the Eastern 

'sources of supply. Portugal's monopoly rested upon a man
: time suprl'!macy which her population and resources were too 
'small to maintain. The customs of the time regarded as per
fectly normal such depredations of commercial rivals as would 
now be called piracy. Before long, the vital drain of the East 
India trade began to be felt in the form of a shortage of 
sailors. Peasants who were sent to sea had to be replaced by 
African slaves, and an actual decline of the Portuguese popu
;latiolJ set in. For over a half-century after 1580, Portugal 
r.vas under the Spanish Crown. During this period, Spain 
~eatly neglected opportunities in the East Indies in order to 
became practically supreme in the New World. 1'lIll.Du.tch, 
who had just achieved their substantial independence, cap
tured the leadership in the importation of spices from the 
East. 

SPAIN , 

When, in ~ PhililL!1 succeeded his father Cha~~s I 
(better known as Charles V of the Holy Roman Empire) as 
Ki.E.&..o.i. Spain, there seemed every prospect that Spain would 
remain wnat it then was, the most powerful of the 'modern 
I!!.iles. It was fortunately situated geographically with re
spect to overseas expansion both in Africa and in America. 
Sailors under Spanish auspices had taken an important part 
in the discoveries, and Spain had marked out vast claims. 
At home, the country had been united, at least in name, by 
the work of Philip'sancestors, particularly Ferdinand and 
Isabella. The kingdoms of which it was composed jeal
ously clung to their ancient privileges, however, and any at
tempt to create an adequate national system of twtion was 
almost c'ertain to start a lltvif war; but it seemed likely that 
real consolidat\on would in time take placfilo, 
~ a<tdition to Spain/eliilip .• cmltIoUed the richest seetion 

of northern Europe, the .. N.l!th~lands, including what b to-
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day both Belgi1llI! and Holland. By ties bf history and fa:nuly 
relationships, he was 8J!Led.t.o the greatest political organiza.
tion of central Europe, t1!.eJ=t:0ly Roman Empire. Further
more, Spain had at this time the most powerful navy pbs
tlessed by any European state. By 1550 her revcmues in gold 
and silver from the New World had already surpassed the 
total output of the old. The insistence of the Germans which 
had led to the separation of the Empire from Spain on the 
abdication of Charles V (Charles I of Spain) in 1556 had 
really been a Godsend to the latter. During the Protestant 
Revolt, which had come to a truce the previous year at Augs
burg, the German lands had been a millstone arouv.d the 
Spanish neck, drawing otT forces and revenues which a newly 
united country with great internal problems yet to solve 
could ill afford to spare. In fact, Philip's great-granq.re.ther 
Ferdinand had moved heaven and earth to prevent the 
original union of Spain and the Empire. 

Spain's strength in 1556 was potentially very great, but 
actually less than it appeared. An enormous work of eco-l 
nODll, . C consolidation was necessary before this strength could 
beea.fely exerted. Charles's wars with the Turks, the French, 
and the, Protestants had been expensive. Ferdinand's ex-, 
pulsion of the Jews in 1492 had left Spain without experienced 
financiers, and the increasing persecution of the Moors was 
destroying the most important industrial class. They w~re 
not finally exp~lled until 1609, but Philip ejected them from 
the prosperous ,egions and made them worse than useless to 
the State. Aragon was poor and rebellious, and had to be 
subdued by a Castilian army in 1591. Porfugal was broug~t 
under the Spanish Crown in 1580, but never yielded revenues, 
military strength, or affection. The first serious attempt 
really to unite the countries led to a successful Portuguese re-
volt in 1640. .. 

Three important sources of revenue remained~ Castile, 
the Americas, ami the Netherlands. Castile needed long and 

'patient economic reconstruction to teplace the contribtltions 
of Jews and Moorlt: Moreover, it had never been organized . ,"' ' ;.'. 
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• as the center of a cdmmercial empire. Most of the treasure 

from America enriched privMe individuals rather than the 
royal treasury. Quite the opposite of his father, Philip had 
grown up in Spain, considered himself a Spaniard, and was 
unpopular In the N etherlande. The zeal of his religious per
secutions was at least understandable in racially conglomerate 
Spain, but the application of the Spanish Inquisition to the 
urbanized Low Countries was the last straw to a proud com
mercial people already exasperated by heavy taxes and 
clumsy foreign rule. The local nobles and burghers took the 
name of "beggars" from a foolish remark of one of the ad
visers.to the Regent (Philip's half-sister), when a group of 
1!hem came to court in 1566 with a serious petition. This be
came the catchword of national sentiment, and people in the 
cities put on as insignia tiny replicas of the beggar's wallet 
and bowl. The movement, at first national and economic, 
got out of control. Mobs of Protestants began smashing re
ligious relics, invading' monasteries, and persecuting zealous 
Catholics. Philip sent the Duke of Alva with an army to re-

, store order and punish heresy. 
Spain's economic difficulbies now began in earnest. Alva's 

activities in the southern Netherlands, the highly industrial
ized part, ruined the prosperity, of the region and drove 
thousands of refugees abroad. His heavy and ill-advised 
taS1es were as bad as his persecutions. Revenues fell off and 
it was necessary to increase taxes in Castile. The Govern
ment at home was corrupted by the general introduction of 
half-annates - officials surrendering one half of the first 
:year's salary. Titles were sold, as well as taxed in transmis
sion from father to son. The coinage was 4ebB\ed. The 
Church was mulcted of enormous sums (over $6,000,000 
annually after 1561), ostensibly to equip galleys for fighting 
the :rurks. ",Many people bought their way into the tax
exempted class of hidalgo8, and important government reve
nues were permanently alienated for ready cash. Passing 
over. the alcabakl. or BItles tax, which drove innumerable 
merchants out of business, the stamp taxes, the confisc~tions 
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for supposed ofl'enses against religion, 'and some amusing 
sources of income such as selMg legitimacy to people born 
out of wedlock, we come to the limosna al rey, or "alms for 
the king," which suggests the desperate straits of the Govern
ment. A house-to-~ouse canvass was made by g~ntlemen of 
the eourt, accompar\ ed in each case by a parish priest and a 
friar, and each citizen was asked to give what he could spare! 
The rapid rise of prices in Spain put the country in a position 

. faintly analogous to that of a gold-mining camp, where the 
precious dust is no more easily got than spent. 

By 1560 Spain owed Flemish, Italian, and German bankers 
about $100,000,000. The current rates of interest were fromf 
15 to 30 per cent, and much of this debt drew even more thwJ1 
the latter rate, due to the fact that it had not been paid when \ 
due. Finally, Philip II was unable to meet his interest,' and 
the Italian bankers cut ofi' his credit, the Genoese relenting 
when he assigned to them certain specific revenues of the 
Spanish State. The armies were chronically unpaid, and 
often in revolt, leading to such untoward events as the Slick 
of Antwerp, Maestricht, Ghent., and other cities in 1'574.( • 

, Philip's unwise financial practices played into the hands of 
the Dutch. Frankfort, Genoa, and other places at first; 
profited by the fall of Antwerp. The Genoa fairs declinea; 
after about a ~U-century, and Frankfort gradually fell undet 
the domination of Amsterdam. This city eventually fell hmr 
to much of the old financial greatness of Flanders - Antwerp 
in particular. 

Not only the system of taxation, but the general economi~ 
policy of the Spanish Government as well, fended to dry u 
the sources of )'Vealtl:\. Philip's various wars drew ofi' larg 
numbers of sailors and injured the fishing industry. The 
seven million sheep of the Mesta or privileged.gild) of wool 
growers fed foreign mills for the most part - all Spain· did 
not produce !Ill much woolen cloth as the single.city of Bruges. 

• This II8S<lciation '* wool producers WlI8 really & trade gild, .. Dr. JuUus 
XI .... h .. clearly ohown in his grea\ work, '21uJ M .. I4. The f&e\ that the 
product in which monopoly .... sought WII.II of country origin must nl>t he 
eJIowed to suggeet anythillg IIWlOrio.l in the organiJation. 
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.IAf~r the expulsion of several hundred thoWllmds of MoriscOB, 
" Spain was not even self-stJ.pporting agriculturally. The 
L privileges accorded the M eata prevented the extension and 

intensification of agriculture. Laws were even passed com. 
pelling the'restoration to grazing of lands which had formerly 
been used 'for that purpose. L~being scarce, wages 
reached such levels that great numbers OfFrenchagricultural 
laborers drifted in. This purely temporary immigration did 
not greatly help the situation in the regions, such as Granada, 
where the need was for intensive agriculture. fu!.!Lin's ba9lt
w~jDjlld~ led to a great influx of FrencllaRiSans 
also. , Like the laborers, these failed to take root, working to 
fLccumulate money and return home. Descriptions of gilds 
and fairs in Spain at this time remind us very much of north
ern France at a far earlier period. 

(

Spain of the sixteenth century, a grazing country with in
sufficient agriculture, lagging industries and a population of 
some seven millions which was increasing very slowly, did not 
have the financial and industrial organization to serve as the 

, nucleus of a great permanent empire. Numbers were want
ing to found colonies and to man fleets and armies for defend-
ing them on so vast a scale. Durjngthaseventeenth century. 
population fell off and, like that of Portugal earlier, the whole 
SpjuuSli socral fabric began to show signs of disintegration. 
:t\Yot a few contemporary writers and statesmen saw the
difficultiea, but it was physically and morally impossible to 
solve them with the means at hand. Such fortunes as were 
quickly amassed in the coloniea made the slower and more 
permanent labots needed in the home country seem a.II the 
more irksome. The lure of a military career drIl.w a great 
many, and used them up. Manual labor was in disrep-ute, • 
du.ejo feudal traditious, to the enormous!5'1"6iig1ilstory of 
slavery ill Spain--froni Roman times, and to the mixture of 
races and reli~ons, Te~s of thousands turned vagabond, 
and other tens of thousands went into reli~ous orders. 

lI4erQantilism, which tnvolved state control of a.II forms of 
induiiti'lat and (,lommerciallife, ~~_developed to a far higher 
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and more absurd degree in Spain than' in other Euro;ean 
,states. Partly as a result of a keneral theory that the State 

should rigorously control economic life and maintain the 
largest possible balance in treasure, partially due to the 
necessity of protection from English and other'privateers, 
Spanish commerce was most thoroughly controlled and 
closely watched by the mother country. Merchants were t 
not allowed to sail whenever they pleased, but were compelled I 
to send their ships with a great Heet which left Spain for 
America or the American colonies for Spain at stated inter
vals. In some cases the voyages were separated by a year, or 

. even more. Though this system was later somewhat,modi-
fled, and the trade which it envisaged was supplemented by 

\
much smuggling, the total amount of commerce between 
Spain and the New World remained quite inadequate,' ' 

T~~.§PAIli.s1unerchantrhampered by such a system of regu-r· 
lations, could achieve little in competition with the re1ativel!1 
free and daring merchant of the Netherlands or England 
Too much stress was laid upon the mining of precious metals) 
and too little ;upon the development of a healthy economic lif~l, 
in the colonies. These were forbidden to produce many such 
commodities as wine, which might compete with Spanish 
goods, but which Spain was unable to furnish in the quantities 
demanded. '{he Spanish, like their French consms and co
religionists, practiced more social and racial admixture wi::t.h 
the natives than did the English and Dutch in America, yet 
this assimilation did not prevent them from exploiting the 
native population. 
, Seai.n..cal1'!e. into sharper <lo\lisi~n witp ;ElnglaEd over th, 
Americas than with any other one power. The destruction\ 
oflhii Spanish A~da. by the sailors of Elizabeth in 1588 is I 
sometimes tiili'iin as the crucial event in the decline oJ Spanish . 
prestige in Europe. Under the tutelage of the Contixiental 
I1aii:was, Eiigliindhad developed: Solid economic framework 
Vfhich was not yet too old, complicated, or Unadaptable to 
changing conditions. ~sh '!Vere a fairly unitedjleo-\ 
pie as to language and customs without the necessity of any , 
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such purging operations as robbed Spain of valuable economic 
elements. Moreover, Engl~d's position next to both the 
Atlantic Ocean and the seas and river mouths of north
western E~rope gave h~!"-tur.!ILJ!&ly~~age which told 
more and more heavily as ocean navigation developed. 

Too little attention has b'iren paid to the geographical dis
unity of the Iberian peninsula and to its relative poverty in 
natural resources as factors in its slow economic development. 
The difficulty of~ginterior lines of communication 
hampered·t1ie~owth of national industry, the Mediterranean 
ports are cut off by near-by mountain ranges, and the AtIan! 
tic seaboa.rd cities 8J'1j too far from the great markets of 
l!:urope. E~~d's iso1a.tion and comparative freedom from· 

I attack were unportant, particularly during the period when 
she was practically self-suflicing economically. On the other 
hand, Spain's too-rapid enrichment through American pre-
cious metals made her peculiarly vulnerable, especially since 
other nations displayed more ingenuity in developing navies 
at a time when great innovations were taking place. M!ny 
of the phenomena of actual inflation occurred in Europe 
through 1he-swift increase in the ilfoney metals themselves, 
and were naturaJbz:,..more manifest in Spain than elsewhere. 

The Spanish Government is not to be criticized on moral 
grounds for a policy of colonial exploitation which was quite 
gtneral at the tiID.e. It is the economic unwisdom of the 
system, in the light of results not fully visible then, which 

Icommands attention. The Spanish colonies, hampered by 
regulations and inadequately served by the fleets from the 
tllother country,'established an immense, mutually profitable 
smuggling trade with the commercial peoples of nOl\thwestern 
Europe. 

Since it is so frequently mentioned and so seldom described, 
a brief glance at the Spanish colonial trade organization might 
be profitable. < At the head was the ClUla de &mtrataciOn, 
created in 1502, with its headquarters in seville, but moved 
to CaditJ in 1517. Its activiti.ls were a strange mixture of 
the commercial and the political, though the former were 
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Supposed to predominate. "Heayy taxes, the averia and the 
almojarijazgo, were imposed u~n cargoes both outward from 
Spain and homeward from the colonies. The c~~~!l~I:a1 
in the coloniet enioy~!!..!/" j\ll'is4!£tj()n which soII!e neglected 
and others abused. AB iI).)~pain herself, the Chufi:h.exel;cised 
'I,'.as'!-'.P9Welt in ~e colonies, held much land, and spent large 
sums in the rearing of great buildings in the midst of an ap
palling general poverty. Latin-American historians, them
selves perfectly loyal Roman Catholics, have accused the 
religious orders of those days of fostering a wilIful ignorance 
'which was fatal to economic development, hoping to prevent 
the spread of heresy. 
~u~al?!~!t reguiatiQu ... t(Uleveiop ~tu~ally in th'ls 

~~.J,!!!Ls.t.I:ang& w:orld; yet this control was split up among 
conflicting and overlapping authorities. From Flotilla or 
California through the entire tropical belt to Cape Horn, 
every variety of condition had to be met. Any bureaucratic 1 
system, striving for something like uniformity of administra- ' 
tion and policy, would have been bad, and this one was not 
even the least of evils. Some of the Spanish territories ID ,the . 
New World were already fairly densely populated. Others 
possessed climatic and soil conditions which invited the im
portation of slaves. These added the diseases and some of 
the customs Of Africa to what would have been a medley of 
discords in any case. The Spania.rds were not severe with 
their slaves, in comparison, for example, with the French. 
Many were liberated in Spanish Santo Domingo, and the re
mainder practically lost their African religion and customs, 
whereas in French Saint-Domingue (now'Haiti) there l1l'i' 
copious vesi;!ges of Africanism to this day. Santo Domingo I 
was excePtional, as a colony which did not pay, but any 
general charge that the Spaniards neglected what they con
sidered to be their duty toward more primitive peoples would 
be unfounded. • 

Every coloniahystem must have a good deal of flexibility 
in it somewhere, to meet vaorying ~onditions. The Bgtish 
hit upon a considerable degree of autonomy -largely by 
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accident. France's posse~ons were less extensive than 
Spain's, and less manageable than those of Great Britain, in 
the latter case largely because of the climates, the proportion 
of natives, ,and of inferior accessibility in the particular in
stance of tli.e North American ma.inlaud. French industry 

/ was better developed than Spanish, the resources of the home 
. \and were greater, and the country was more fortunately 

" 

situated relatively to the :markets of northern Europe. For 
these and other reasons, the French colonial administration 

• was better organized, and far better manned, than the Span
ish, though very little if any less bureaucratic. The Spanish 
slstem, as it appears on paper, could not possibly have 
worked, but it gained a Bexibility largely by being tempered, 
if J].ot honeycombed, with corruption. 

E. 
PreeiouB metals were, in theory, reserved for the Spanish 
rown. In fact, the Government was defrauded of a large 

part of this revenue. This was true also of the heavy taxes 
which the Casa de contrataci6n was supposed to collect, keep
ing elaborate aCcounts of all cargoes. The temptation to 

. officials not to enter items proved too great, and as early as 
1660, the taxes were replaced by a fixed payment (790,000 
ducats). 

Ordinarily, the galleons went from Cadill to Cartagena 
(now in Colombia), stayed about four months, and then pro
ceeded to Porto Bello, on the Isthmus of Panama, to dis
charge and receive the cargoes to and from Peru, far down the 
West coast of South America. Mter about two months, they 
proceeded to Havana by way of Cartagena. The trip to 
Vera Cruz, in Mexico, was made either from Havana or direct 
from Cadiz. When there was any danger, whiro was the 
usual thing, the Spaniards tried to have very powerful con~ 
voys from Havana to Cadiz, as the returu cargo was ex-
tremely valuable. • 

Foreign inte~lopers - English, French, Dutch, and Genoese 
especially - broke into this supposedly clo~d circle of trade 
at a!most every point •• TheY' carried merchandise to and 
from one Spanish colony to another, which was forbidden, 
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and also, to some extent, to and from . their home ports • 

. . Treasure ships and fleets of me1:chant ships were attacked 
and pillaged, in time of peace. One of the most important I 

. leaks was the cWlption gf SQlIlIish officials at CadiZ, allowing 
merchandise from northwestern Europe to go to tHe Spanish 
colonies without paying the heavy dues. Professor See 1 

cites a memoir of 1691 which estimates that more than ninety 
per cent of the merchandise shipped from Cadiz at that time 
was of French, English, Dutch, Genoese, and Flemish origin, 
passed under Spanish names or through Spanish commis
sioners. 

The above date (1591) is, of course, more than a ceutury 
beyond the greatest effort of Spain to subdue the Dutch ancJ.o 
crush the English. Queen Elizabeth had more or less openly 
aided King Philip's revolting Dutch Protestant subjects. 
English privateers practiced what would now be classed as( 
piracy upon Spanish merchant fleets and .trading stations I 
If an excuse was deemed necessary, Philip's eminence as a 
royal supporter of the hated Roman Church was called to 
mind. 

When the English and Dutch practically closed the Chan.' .... 
nel to Spanish ships, thus blocking the only practicable route 
to the Netherlands, Philip collected a grand fleet, the ~ 
mada, to break'1hrough. His plan was to establish connec· 
tions with the army in Flanders and then to launch a gre~ , 
naval and military attack against England. ~ion' 
Qf 1588 failed disastrously because of.poor strategy, unfavor· 
able lYeather,' and tliifgreater speed andrarige'Of the English 
fleet. Instead of crushing the English navy 4nd overturning, 
the Government, the explltl,ition re4ill:.Et\!jlpain to..luec..Q~~ 
class sea poweJZ. laid her colonies and commerce open to 
~-crepre;fations than ever, and practically assured the 
success of the Dutch struggle for independence. Leadership 
in ocean commerce, backed by the power of fle2ts and imagi· . 

I lM Oriqi_ du Capi/alismJl M odmuo, p. 5" The best single source for 
Spanish colonial trod. is probably C1!..n,nce Raring: Trodo and N<Wig<iliotJ 
bel ...... Spain and tM I...n.. in tM ,."" t)/ tM Haj>ibuTg •• 
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native economic organization at home, gradually passed to 
the English and Dutch. '!'he southern part of the Nether- . 
lands, which remained in Spanish hands, was largely ruined 
in the struggle, and F~.re1a.tively strengthened by 
th~.spain. The long age of southern European 
economic leadership was drawing to a close. 

TilE DUTCH 

The withdrawal of the herring industry from the Baltic 
into the North Sea was a blow to the Hanseatic League, but 
it helped lay the foundations of Dutch commercial greatness. 
In this industry, the Dutch and Englisb were fated to bel 
'rivals because of geographical position. While less dramatic 
and romantic in appeal than the struggles between the trad
mg'C.ompanies, the North Sea fisheries remained one of the 
chief bones of contention between the two nations until the 
issue at arms was finally joined in Cromwell's time. The 
inevitable relationship between North Sea fishing and Baltic 
trade is seen in the history of both of these successors to the 
German Hansards. 
~he . .'lBv~J;lteE!!l"th.CJentury, the Dutch were' . 

t~rcial leaifers. Though they had strong rivals, 
especially attiiel5pelling and the close of this century, we 
must avoid making their rise and decline too dramatic. A' , 
t'iumber of cities in the Protestant Netherlands had been im
portant earlier, though overshadowed by those of Flanders.; 
The northern or Dutch part profited enormously by the 

~
SPanish ravages of the southern in the reigJ! of PhUfp 11. Not. 
nly artisans, but merchants and bankers as well, emigrated~' 
rom Antwerp and Bruges to Amsterdam and Jtotterdam, 

carrying the business with them. By 1625 the last two were 
among the leading commercial cities of Europe, which had 
been far from the case a haif.century earlier. In still another 
twenty-five years they had surpassed all their rivals. 

Viewed historically, therefore, the Dutoh first attract our 
atwntion as traders iIt the North, Baltic and White Seas, 
and, lis noted above, in the r6le of interlopers in Spanish 
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.. colonial trade. The Thirty Yeary' War (1618-48) ruined the 
Germa.n Hanseatic cities and thus played into the hands of 
their rivals. English competition for the Baltic commerce 
might have been much more severe but for the difijculties of 
the first two Stuarts with their Parliaments, whi~h were al
ways niggardly with "ship money." Cromwell's first navigar- I, 
tion Act of 1651, which led to the actual conflict, was really 
a firm and dextrous application of the ,commercial-naval 
policy of Charles I. What a king had failed to do, and the 
great Civil War had again postponed, the dictator was able 
to carry out. 

In addition to the rivalry in the North and Baltic Seall and J 
in Russia, both the Dutch and the English had active trading 1 
ventures in the Levant. Finally, the better-known strug¥les I 
in the East Indies and in America grew steadily in importance. 
The Dutch East India venture began 4!.~ in six semi-inde
penden"'t'groups representing as many cities, with a loose and 
somewhat vague general administration to join them. Not 
until 1652 were they organized into a single "company" 
worthy of the name - the reason for this union being that 
competition between them had been disastrously a.iIecting 
prices. Amsterdam furnished half the capital and one third 
of the directors Qf the new East India Company. The mos~ 
important plantations were in Java, Macassar, Teruate 
Amboyna, and Ceylon. The struggle for the mainland 0 

India finally narrowed down to England and France, but the 
'I ~h were too solidly in possession of the s..e!.'!!k.~ge of the 1 

. Islands to be uprooted. In our age of world trade, steam 
\ransport, and refrigeration, the importance of their virtual 
monopoly of the one product, pepper, is very difficult to ap
preciate. EE~land.t)le chief ~val, gave up the competition 
in the islandS hefore the end of the seventeenth century. 
Other than economIci reasons figured in this. The two 
countries were allies against the French, stood.more or less 
together as Protelliants, and even had their crowns united 
for a time after the flight of Jatnes II from England in.l658. 

Only after decades of unsat~actory attempts to financevoy-
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ages separately did a real j~int-stock enterprise emerge, with 
pooled capital, continuous corporate directorship, and ade-' 

! quate permanent facilities for handling the trade at both ends • 
.lI~he Dutc}!. East India Company was in many ways the model 

of the large number of privileged trading companies established 
by other countries during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. It had both shares of stock and what we should 
call bonds, or guaranteed obligations, these latter paying 3i 
per cent interest. Stock dividends, like the market price of 
the stock shares, varied enormously. The yield sometimes 
reached 25 per cent, and 15 per cent was not unusual. Spee
ulation in the shares was rife, false news was skillfully manu
~factured and sprung upon the exchange to force the price up 
and down, and men dealt in what we would call futures, -
agreeing to take or deliver certain amounts at future times, 
without the slightest need of handling any actual stock what
ever. As a general thing, only those with a certain amount 
of ability and knowledge survived at this intricate game. 
Thus speculation tended to stabilize rather than unsettle the 
price, and whole years went by wj.thout a variation of more 
than 2 per cent in the value. By the end of the seventeenth 
century, the original investment of 600,000 florins had in
creased a little over ten times in market value. The organi
zation of the Company was not unlike that of a state. It had 

'its Directors, its Assembly of Seventeen, and its General of 
the Indies to carry on the work 'On the ground, besides a 
crowd of well-paid officers and functionaries, who often mis
appropriated its funds in spite of their fat pay envelopes. 

• ThIl..Ba.nk ofAzl;l~tJ;!am, fOllI).d~ it\1608, was ~ 
9J~-'Neither was it, strictly speaking, a ~,W;li.it\l: 
tion, although it loaned much money to the East India 
Company, and some also to' the city of Amsterdam. So 
important did it become as a ba.nk,9i.iepQsit, however, that 
a mercliant 'I'{.aB practically obliged to have an account there, 
and to make and receive his payments by "ia'ansfers of depos
its.,. in order to elljoy first-rate credit. "Bank money" com
manded a premium over coin. The premium was partly 
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natural, for much of the coinag~ was light weight, and partly 
artificial, forit depended upon the price (in "bank money") 
at v.hieh the bank would buy and sell coin. Instead of 
handing checks to the payee to collect, the dJ;awer, if a 
private person, was obliged to go to the bank 'himself, or 
send an accredited agent to have the transfer made. The 
bank dealt in foreign bills of exchange, and handled the pay
ments of the East India Company. After the middle of the 
seventeenth century the bank made loans, notably to the 
East India Company and later to the city of Amsterdam. 
These loans were secret,. and ultimately led to the bank's un
doing. This bank was by far the most important which had 
existed thus far'in the world. , It was thoroughly inter~'l . 
with the maritime commerce of Holland. There appe 
eventually, in connection with the system of which it waa th 
center, most of the characteristic phenomena of modern\. 
capitalism: stock companies, stock speculation, dealing in 
futures, and the purchase and sale of commodities by stand
ardized samples without the necessity of seeing the actual 
goods. . 

The Dutch West India Company likewise began with a 
number of disconnected ventures. Sir Henry Hudson was 
sent out by one of them in 1609. The New Netherlands Com
pany was chartered in 1615, particularly to monopolize the 
fur trade of the New World as against all other Dutchmen': 
Those groups operating' west of the Cape of Good Hope 
were fused into the West India Company in 1621. It wasted 
a good deal of energy in futile attempts to conquer Brazil and 
various Spanish possessions in South America, but it held a. 
section of Guiana, and the island of Cura9aD furnished a mar
velous base for the contraband trade with Spanish America. 

Holland's chief asset was her, geographical position. A 
curious series of historical accidents undoubtedly aided her 
in making the most of this. As already noted"EngIish com
petition was held 'back for nearly a half-century at the most 
critical time by quarrels between the'early Stuart Kings ood 
their Parliaments. -Louis XIV of France was unable to con· 
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-·quer the Free Neth~rlands m.a series of wars after 1667. This 
was partially due to the naval and commercial strength of the 
Dutch, even after a decade of English assaults upon Dutch 
trade and, the taking of some colonies, of which the New 

'NetherlanJs (New York) was the most important. The 
long-continued commercial greatness of the Dutch after the 
attacks, one following upon the other, by two powers each 
possessing much greater natural resources is partially ex
plained by the rivalry of the aspirants with each other. Eng
land could hot afford, either as a Protestant country or as a 
trading country, to allow a complete conquest by France. 
Moreover, France was also in trouble with Spain, and the 

l ~paniards were glad to strike a blow at the French by throw
'ing a highly lucrative trade to the Dutch. Before the end of 
the century, the titanic struggle between France and England 
was on. It was destined to last, with brief intermissions, 
until 1763. Besides being the allies of the English in the 
early stages, the Dutch were left to pursue their commerce 

• .more or less tranquilly until the end - sometimeS· actually 

[

,Iprofiting by wars in which they were neutrals. Their pre
eminence in the grain trade to southern Europe was one of 
the strongest pillars of their economic structure. 

: Dutch commerce continued to prosper, and even to grow in 
tolume, until about 1730, after which it remained practically· 

\ stationary. While no absolute decline occurred, the rapid 
'increase in England's trade put her decidedly in the lead by 
1750. If we remember that the economic decline of the 
Netherlands was merely relative, mueh of the mystery wh4:h 
.has been woven around it disappears. The population of 
these two countries did not differ greatly in numb9l"s during 

,the seventeenth century. More than half of the Dutch 
j people lived in towns, proba.bly less than a quarter of the 
: English. This means exactly what it seems to: that the 
IDutch Nethedands '!V!)rein advanc~ pf England in.economic 
organIzation: - It also means, however, that the Dutch popu
laoon was much nearer'its malimum. England alone, with
out counting the rest of the British Isles, has four times the 
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area of the Netherlands, and js vastly richer in natural 
. resources. 

Moreo,ver, the insular position of England spared her mUCh\ 
military expense ail:ifgave her it-secUrity trom invasion and a 
freedom 'of development not possessed by any Continental 
country. This is particularly true of the Netherlands, in an 
exposed position by both land and sea. Taken alone, the dej 
pendence of the Dutch upon sea communications was a weakl 
ness. In the case of England, this was more than compen
sated for in the days when she was self-sufficing by the ab
sence of dangerous land frontiers. Finally, the want of a .. 
unified policy, either political or economic, in what amo\Ulted{ 
practically to a loose .!!llioll .of cit!.."1l1ates, placed the DutcH 
at a serious disadvantage in the three,comered contest with 
Engllmd and France. Much of this goes back to the f\llldar
mental factor of the lack of natural resources at home. The 
Du~c!Lo\Ye their contiiiued,-iiideven revived, economic im
portance to-day to the profitable remp.ant of then: colonial:' 
emp~; to their highly developed .l!1!l.ry!ng.indJl.Stry, to the 
growth of their carrying trade in the nineteenth century, 'and 
to a few important manufacturers who are able to maintain 
themselves in spite of dependence upon foreign raw materials. 

A real attempt was made by the Netherlands to build up) 
industries to match the growth of commerce. This was aided 
by the immigration of persecuted Hugnenot capitalists 8.IIil 
artisans from France. That it did not succeed any better is 
undoubtedly due largely to reia1iYepoverty in natural re
sources. In other words, the charge that the Dutch were too 
purely commercial in their capitalism to' keep up with, 
countries which industrialized themselves more rapidly may 
be tme, but this does not mean that the situation arose from 
their short-sightedness. It is easy to criticize their economic 
organization. ChartereQcompanies were given too much 
pOwer by a loose home government inclined to ,shirk the task 
of establishing sIl.tisfactory political connections with the 
colonies. Thus government was subdrdinated unduly to 1'-4)00 , 

nomics, and"'t:linlotiiiiists had little feeling of loyalty or re-
I 
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sponsibility toward a sta~ in whose policies they shared 
hardly at all. The result was reflected in the alacrity with' 
which the Dutch at New Amsterdam surrendered to the 
British fI~t, the paid governor and staff standing practically 
alone in tileir loyalty. 
r The ~ch East India.~_Company grew more and more 
[corrupt and'iiiipfiigressive, actuilly borrowing money at last 
in order to hide its bankruptcy. Its last dividend was paid in 
1782, and when it was dissolved in 1798 it was found to be 

. over fifty million dollars in debt. During the half-century 
following the Napoleonic wars, Great Britain gave back all, 

1
he F>utch possessions captured while that great struggle was 

·going on, with the exception of Ceylon and Cape Colony. 
The East India trade and plantation system was carefully r&

: .' on~tructed during the nineteenth century, first as a govern
ment-controlled monopoly and later with more freedom of 
~ivate enterprise. 
)Other Teutonic peoples of the Continent lagged far behind 

/-the Dutch in the race for overseas dominion. Had the Great 
! Elector (1640-88) been followed by a line of successors with a 

vision equal to his own, Prussia might have developed con
siderable importance I!.S a colonizing and commercial power 
some two hundred years oefore the awakening under Bis
marck and William 11. The Great Elector esta'lllished a . 
'fiinaU colony on the Guinea coast of Africa, and laid the 
foundations for a German navy. His successors, however, 
sold his colony to the Dutch in 1720 and did little in the way 
of increasing th,e Prussian fleet. 

THE STRUGGLES OF ENGLAND AND FRANCJ!l 

)Though the eventual ascendancy of England over the 
Dutch seems to us pretty definitely assured by the time of the 

. Stuart Restoration in 1660, it was by no means 80 certain 
that she would triumph over all contestants for overseas do
minion and commercial supremacy. To Ulodem eyes.Eng

,laM, with her vast colOnial empire, is likely to appear a far 
strongllr power than France, but the situation in the middle of 
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the seventeenth,century was practically .~h~ reverse. FJ:ance\. 
was' a we8.1thy, powerful and weh-centralized state, WIth a 
population of some fifteen millions. while England was a 
small country, with six or seven millions. The explanation 
of the fact that after a hundred years of struggle En~1and was 
able thoroughly to defeat France in the race for colonial em
pire must be found on other grounds than a comparison of 
apparent strength and material resources at the beginning. 
Even the trained observer might very well have classed 
France above England in industrial development, on the 
basis of what he could see. Peter the Great of Russia. who 
visited western Europe at the close of that century, made no 
such mistake, but Peter was no ordinary student. English
political institutions turned out to be better suited to a pro
gram of expansion, and the type of colonial administra.tion 
which she developed in the areas overseas proved more vital 
and adaptable. More obscure but probably quite as much 
to the point is the fact that her social development and con-.• 
clition at the time provided a surplus of farmers and artisans'
willing to move permanently with their families to a strange r; 
but promising land. 

Earlier than any other major European state England had . 
broken away from themeclieval economic and political system. 
The Wars of the Roses practically finished feudalism, and a 
strong national monarchy appeared as early as 1485, wheli"" 
Henry VII founded the Tudor line. The economic and socialu 
foundations of the feudal order were already pretty thor-I. 
oughly disintegrated. Manorialism had been undermine~' 
by the rise of the towns, the growth of the "001 trade, th • 
various effects of the Black Death, and the rise of the Eng 
lish corn market. The way had thus been prepared for the\ 
free peasantry and the age of yeomanry that was to last J 

until the great period of enclosures following 1740 •.. Dw:ing 
the Hundred Years' War many Flemish weavers had come 

. to Engl~d~d faid the foundations ofa great wooleo. in· 
dustry. From that time on, England had been a I?ower!.W 
c~~p.e.!itor of the Continent in the .cloth business. .; 
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The English gild system had become so weakened by ther 
fifteentn an:a:S1XteenthceMuries-thatit could put up littlel
opposition to the new industrial developments, and a dif-I 
ferent system of organization appeared in certain industries. 
This is Imown a.s the "domestic" or "putting-out" system.
This new type of industniUOrder invol~ed the intervention 
of a capitalist or organizer between craftsman and consumer 
- a man who owned the raw materials, and often the tools, 
hired the workman for wages and made his living by market
ing the goods at a profit. This new system, plus the growth 

, of the weaving industry and the greatly increa.sed develop--

1 
melilt of sheep-raising, combined to make the period of the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in England a sort of earlier 
"industrial revolution" (under commercial leadership), to 
wl:ai,ch England owes the beginning of her present supremacy 
in textiles. In the latter part of the sixteenth century, 
English commercial and maritime enierprise wa.s still further 
developed. A result of the growth of English privateering-

I wa.s that it stimulated individual enterprise and also enriched 
- tire privateers and the royal Trea.sury. 

In addition to her commercial and industrial development, 
England's policy with respect to Continental warfare wa.s 
one from which she.profited a.s compared with France, Spain, 
or the Holy Roman Empire. After the Hundred Years' 

""'War, England relied m!Mnly on diplomacy and financial aids 
and participated little directly in the wars on the Continent, 
thus saving resources in men and money which were lavishly 
wa.sted by her competitors. The.t the Continental powers 
did not do likilwise is of course no moral stigma upon them. 
It wa.s E~ geographical. isol"tion which 
enabled her to fight or stand aloof at will, to specialize ec0-

nomically and yet be reasonably free from the menace of a 
~ large industrial population likely to be suddenly shorn of its 

~
001s or markets. Moreover, the future proved to be with 

the nation Which could put a large volu::ne of staple goods 
Q.lI the market at a smaIl margin of profit on each article. 
This program, presupposes an enormous am,ount of tools, a 
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wide distribution of such skill aa is required, and lqng periods 
.. of relative peace and stability iIf which to accumulate both. 
~e appeared for the moment to be far strongej 

than England, her political and industrial situation was b 
n~_.!Ile.ans as promising f<Rthe .. £utm:e. The feudal.flystemli 

. retained its hold upon France politically until the middle ofl 
the seventeenth century, ~'hen it capitulated to the assaults 
of Richelieu and Mazarin. Even after this period it r~1<lI.ined 
many of its economic and eocial aspects until the French 
~ution. Furthermore, the economic systemof gilasaild 
monopDrr'es still prevailed in France though the character of 
the monopolies was changed through the creation of ,some 
and the fostering of others by the State. There was nothinl1l'\ 
like the same degree of freedom for the individual manu] 
facturer and merchant that prevailed in England during.this 
period. . 

:FJ:.ance devoted a great deal oLheUI).!lrgJ';.to .dyJl,llStlc and • 
ter.rit.Cu:Uil.quB.'l'!'els. Often in' spite f)f the best advice of
ministers, the Bourbon monarchs, bent upon humbling the 
rival Hapsburgs of central Europe, refused to devote them
selves consistently to the problem of improving the economic 
life and colonial system of France. The military-minded . 
social order, the traditions of "grand monarchy" and the 
presence of a fabulously luxurious court at the very heart of 
the national life tended to turn French industrial genillill' 
unduly toward luxury goods. Whatever their artistic merit, 
these were not calculated to bind the country economically 
to cruder lands across the oceans. 

In their policies overseas, the English showed a correspond. 
ing superiority in program and achievements. In part due' 
to the fact that the French discoveries in North America 
were at first practically confined' to the region of the St. 
Lawrence, the Great Lakes, and the Mississippi, France was 
able easily to penetrate into the heart of the continent and to 
take up great claims. Being either unwilling"or unable to 
send large numbers of Frenchmen inte the New World, it was 
inevitable that the system of colonization should be the 
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extensive occupation of a large region by a sm.a.l1 and seat
tered population. By the lniddle of the eighteenth century .~ 
it is estimated that there were not over 90,000 Frenchmen in 
the vast area of Cans.ds., the Great L~, and the upper 
Mississippi Valley. 

By means of a series of fortified posts, the French were 
able to maintain a semblance of control over the heart of the 
North American continent. The typica.I French settler of 
the North American mainland was either a soldier ora 
trapper. In the West Indies he was a planter, or an artisan 
or merchant in one of the few towns, surrounded by a horde 
of b1f.ck slaves. There was little possibility under such cir- . 

<lCumstances of building up a real New France, a permanent 

$d well-solidified society. Finally, the French failed to 
shoW' the wisdom of EngJ.a.nd in allowing their colonists a 
relatively large degree of autonomy and self-government. 
Aaide from the loss of incentive and enterprise involved, the 
wisest ministers in far-off France could not visualize the 
myriad of practica.I problems which demanded solution in 
the-strange environment of the New World. 

In the long run, the great mountain barrier of the Appa.
lachians proved a fortunate thing for the English settlers. 
It prevented their spread too rapidly into the West, and 
foreed them to concentrate upon the narrow coasta.I plain of 

d!lhe Atlantic. The restricted size of this area, and conditions 
at home which caused a la.rge migration to the New World, 
resulted in a chain of fairly compact, well-organized English 

,colonies. These had a populatioll.of about 1,500,000 by the 
middle of the' eighteenth century. The French colonies 

I could boast of no such numbers, cohesion, or pe.£lll&nency of 
organization. Furthermore, England began - particula.rly 
after the Revolution of 1688 - to work out an elaborate and· 
fairly wisely conceived system of colonia.I administration, 
~which for a time suoceeded in effecting a remarkable com
promise between the principles of local self-government and 
imperia.I supervision. .Again. the commercia.I policies of the 
two states.reflected credit upon the sup;rior wisdom of the 
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English. French mercantilism, somewhat like that of Spain, 
. . was of a more thoroughgoing anti restrictive sort, tend,ing to 

rep!llss rather than stimulate commercial enterprise. Though 
at many points the English regulations were no milder on 
paper than those of France, they were enforced' very im
perfectly down to 1763. As a matter of fact, the commerce 
of both mother country and colonies probably was advanced 
rather than retarded by the English mercantile syetem. Fin-j' 
ally, of all the European states at the time, England was 
most successful in working out a happy balance between 
territorial expansion and commercial gain. This tended to 
give her a twofold supremacy in both the political and.,com
mercial realms. .,.. .. 

It was more or less evident that when the great struggle 
should come between England and France" the superior 
national strength of France would have to reckon with the 

I more flexible commercial and colonial system of England. 
After a series of indecisive conflicts, from the close of the 
seventeenth century, the final struggle broke out in 1756. 

France remained true to the weaknesses of her earlier 
policy. She devoted far more attention to strengthening her 
forces which were fighting in Europe than she did to adequate 
support for her generals and admirale in India and America. 
Neither France nor England had sent any great number of 
colonists to India. Dupleix for France and Clive for Eng:. 
land played the military game in Hindustan with great 

, ability and slender resources, using largely native Spahis or 
"sepoys" for soldiery. Of the two, Clive got more material 
support from his Government at home, and it was the 
English who remained in possession at the end. England' 
kept aloof from the Continental conflict, with the exception 
of seading money and supplies to aid the enemies of France. 
She concentrated her attention upon the East Indies and\ 
the New World and, with the aid of very effective colonial 
troops, was able. completely to break the }trench power. 
As a result of the TrellotI of 176~, France surrendered practi~ 
cally all of her overseas possessions' to Great Britain and, \ 
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as a colonial empire, sank into a third-rate position, from 
which she has emerged onl/' since the founding of the Third 
Republic after 1871. . 

The effort to dislodge the French from the West Indies 
failed. Their colony of Saint-Domingue (now the Republic 
of Haiti) was the one great world source of sugar up to the 
French Revolution. Ruins of magnificent irrigation works 
are still visible, bits of stone chAteaux still peep out of the 
jungles, and Cape Haitien (once Cap Fran90is) is an amazing 
skeleton of what was once a noble city. The tax on sugar 
which was a great factor in bringing on the American Revolu
tion ~rose largely from the indignant consciousness of British 
"lltatesmen that it was the illicit trade of their thirteen col
onies with the French West Indies which had nullified their 
attempted blockades and made the conquest impossible. 
Even in the eighteenth century, Europeans still had a great 
deal to learn about the commercial forces which their own 
activities had released. The lesson was destined to cost 
them most of their possessions in the New World. 

1!lI'IGLISB TRADING COMPANIES 

English trade, as well as that of the Netherlands, profited 
greatly by the decline of the Hanseatic League. Mter the 
final expulsion of the League from London in 1597, the 

<1tIerchant Adventmers held a Virtual monopoly of the export 
of manufactured cloths to the Netherlands and northern 
Germany. It may be recalled that the Merchant Staplers 
of the Middle Ages had been exflorters chiefly of English 
raw materials, $\lch as wool, tin, lead, and leather, first work-

, ing with the Flemish Hanse, but independently after the 
middle of the fourteenth century. As England became more 
and more of a manufacturing country, the character of the' 
trade changed accordingly. Finally, during the period when 
the enormous new flow of specie from the Spanish colonies 
was taking place, and when medieval pl"8:ctices were being 
'r4.Pidly undermined bY'modern capitalism, the Staplers dis-

. appeared altogether. 'The Merchant Adventmers may be 
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caJIed the .. l~ccessors in the sense that both were engaged in 
. , the Contir;ental trade. ' 

The dream of making England a first-class maritime and' 
naval power goes as far back as Henry VIII's reign, early in 
the sixteenth century. That monarch's hands '\ft!re rather j 
full of other matters, including a secession from the Church. 
His daughter ~ made a marriage aJIiance with the Crown 
of Un, temporarily stopped the interloping trade, and 
turned English efforts in other directions. The Muscovy 
Company sent its first expedition into the ~a in 1553, 
and received its formal charter a little over a year later. It 
secured an inlportant share, of the Russian trade, a.pd is 
notab1e~8ltthe first great joint-stock company. .A1otheI" 
thrust in the same general direction was the Eastland Com
pany, or Merchant Adventurers in the ~c, chartered in 
1579. Dutch competition proved too strong for it in the' 
end. 

In the meantime, QlI.!;en Elizabeth had ascended the 
throne. She had none of MarY's reasons for respecting 
Spallish.JI!tem~~(i~s.~·~Engi;;d now struck out, 
with more vigor than ever, for the main prizes. Whatever 
Elizabeth's own abilities, she was ably served by her min. 
isters. A strenuous attempt was made to develop new eco-

t
' 

nomic resources, especislly to n:lll.ke England as nearly inde
pendent as possible of foreign shipbuilding materials an~ 
ship stores. A thorough study of the ports was made, repairs 
and enlargements being then undertaken. Burleigh saw 
that, after all, the one great need of a maritime power is 
experienced sailors. To provide1lie"m, the Ashing industry 
was encouraged, everything up to outright ~inst • 
the Spaniards was applauded, and interloping on the slave 
trade was authorized. ' 

Government chartel)S and encouragement to new ventures 
in oversea trade were merely items in the above program. 
Lest this consciollS phase of the development Seem too im
portant, however, we should .consumtly remind ourselvtls' 
that the whole was a product of the new opportunities. 
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PrivaJ,e enterprise 'and statE! 'policies were th .. ·';'Jited by a 
fo~·~greii.ter·-thiiIi' ""themselves, ." just as the ex)ansion of' 
Europe in general and the so-called" commercial revolution" 
at home were different but interdependent phases of the 
same movement, 

All these English trading companies founded in the latter 
part of Elizabeth's reign were on the general model of the 
M.E~.n: ComPll.tly of 1554. It was the Dutch, more than 
anybody else, who were to perfect the stock company during 
the following century, in connection with the East India 
trade. The Merchant Adventurers had appeared shortly 
aftel'jl400, organized rather as a gild than as a modem com

'merci8.1 enterprise. Each member traded on his own account, 
there being no collective capital. The advantage. of organi
zat~n was, of course, regulation, which also carried with it 
the possibility of protection. N.2t:\!!l.!!!J553 did a group of 
merchant adventurers set up what we should call a real 

, company, with a collective capital. Trade had simply out
grown individual enterprise. This new company, chartered 

l
in 1554, was the MuseQ'yy.CoI.llpany mentioned above. It 
began with 240 shares of stock each valued at £25 sterling. 
'Each voyage was financed separately, the stockholders divid
ing the profits at the close in accordance with the invest
ments. Other companies of the same type were the l,evant 

"'"!Ir Tll~mpany, Inentioned above, and the Hwis.Qn'.11 
Bay: ComJ!lloDy."""""The African Company grew out of a series 
of sP~radic expeditions aaimg froin 1562, when Hawkins set 
out with three ships in search of slaves. Its first charter was 

• granted twenty-five years later. The Quinea Company, 
which attempted really to regulate the slave trl!.de, did not 
appear until 1618. 

Ralph Fitch went on a long and eventful journey to India 
for the l,evant Company, returning in 1591. '.to the practi
cal effects ot his observatiohS and contacts were added an 
incalculable impression made by the trip tlpon the minds of 
EPglish people. Nine 'years later appeared the BriUsh East 
I~dia Company. Like the others of the period, it began with 
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d "'Y m •• b' I .' a loose an aw"ns ;galllzati<yl y separate voyages, on Y 
. gradually outgr si ,it. 

The British E.v- ~~dia. Company, formed in 1~OO, sent out 
its first expedition, to Java, in the following :Yltar. Eight 
years were required to wind up the affairs of tJils voyage. 
In the meantime, others were organized, each a financial 
unit. Sometimes the same men had money in several voy
ages at once, but the only connection between them at the 
outset was through the general court or board of governors 
which maintained certain regulations under the charter, 
Even a summary of the vicissitudes of this Company during 
the first half""entury or more of its existence would eit;:er be 
impossibly long for a treatise of this kind, or so simpIii as ut 
appear absurd. We must therefore confine ourselves to a 
few observations which seem necessary by way of expb.na
tion of the struggle with Holland and France which was to 
follow. 

At the outset, the spice trade with the islands, most of 
which are far to the southeast of the peninsula of Hindustan, 
was regarded as the important thing. Dutch competition 
was severe. In fact it finally triumphed, and the whole char
acter of the original British venture was changed. Since 
English manufactures were to grow up only with the trade, 
it was found necessary to pick up cargoes on the mainland o.!J 
Hindustan, including the raw silk, calicoes and other goodS'f 
which the Spice Islanders demanded. A trading post was 
founded at Sur~1609 and more permanently organized in 
1612. A oollSlderable capital, separate from any particular 
voyage, was needed to maintain such collecting organiza... 
tions, and also for the disposal- oftentimes quite slow - of 
the cargoes which were brought back to Europe. The East r 
India Company became a real joinwtock enterprise in 1622. 
Another hnlf-century or so intervened before the extreme. 
crudities of organization were eliminated. • 

Much trouble '\vas experienced with interlopers - people 
who remained outside of the Compa.ny and its regulatiollS, 
but actually organized voyages to the Indies. These men 
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often had no interest in t~e solid fut tb·the trade, and 
did .not hesitate to make trouble with thives or rivals if ' ' 
they coUld immediately profit by it. Th. ,truggie with the 
Dutch in the Spice Islands during the early part of the seven
teenth ceiitury was but one phase of a JIluch broader one 
between the two rival commercial empires. England's real 
future in the East India trade was to lie on the mainland 
rather than in the islands. This" division of labor" with 
the Dutch was becoming visible by about 1630, though a 
half-century was yet to roll by before it became definite and 
complete. 

A 't'WlXlercial empire being a system of outworks connected 
'with the central organization, one must always consider any 
part of it in relation to the others which obviously affect it. 
The't:eactions of the cloth and indigo trade upon industry and 
finance played an important role in producing the" commer
cial revolution" at home, which will be mentioned in more 
detail in the next chapter. Conversely, economic develop- ' 
ments in England profoundly affected the commerce with the 
East Indies. Even at the risk of seeming intricate, the 
remark must be made that English ventures in the New 
World during the same period affected the East India trade 
through the home organization, and vice l'lJTsa. The Eli5t 
India Company underwent a great transformation in the 

""t1ighteenth century, and was not finally disestablished until 
1858. 

England occupied Barbados in 1605, Bermuda in 1612, 
St. Kitts in 1622-24, and finally 'Jamaica in 1655, after a 

,futile attempt to capture Santo Domingo itself, the oldest 
of the Spanish colonies in the New World. The tondon and 
Plymouth Companies which loom so large in American 
history were joint-stock enterprises. By 1624 the total 
capital of English companies for exploiting North American 
colonies was .. about £300,000 sterling, the Virginia venture 
alone representing roughly two thirds. • 

.spanish statesmen did not- take the Virginia settlement 
very seriously as an economio enterprise at the outset, but 
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the~ were very much' concerned over its possibilities as a 

, base of operations against their tleasure fleets and territories. 
James I at first side-stepped any responsibility for the pro- ' 
tection of the colony, avoiding war with Spain by the assur
ance that it was purely private.' The Spaniards did not want ' 
to provoke a war, so they avoided any openly hostile move 
against Virginia. Besides the Thirty Years' War and other 
distractions in Europe, this desire on England's part not to 
seem too aggressive in the New World started her American 
colonies in an atmosphere of unusual freedom from regulation 
for those times. Not until nearly the end of the century was 
any thorough and systematic interference attempted bl the 
mother country. " • 

This and the origin of the English colonies under the 
auspices of advanced types of business organization con
tributed to a singular freedom from the lumbering vestiges 
of the medieval European economic and social system which 
handicapped Spain so severely - France to a lesser degree. 
In the case of the Massachusetts Bay colony, the general 
court (or board of directors, as we would now call it) was 
removed to America, and the newer economic flexibility of 
the stock company was carried over in part into the field of 
government. The capture of New York from the DutCh} 
put England in a very strong position. The very want of 
any organized system of governmental control at the outset,,!: 
which might have led to a crippling uniformity in defiance of 
local conditions, was not, in the end, to prove a source of 
weakness. 
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CHAPTER n 
THE "COMMERCIAL REVOLUTION'" 

GENERAL NATURE OF THE CHANGJ!lS 

IF it is ever permissible to use the word "revolution" to 
designate a series of changes requiring decades to complete, 
this is perhaps one of the oases. We need to be fairly definite, 
however, IUI to what WIUI overturned, and also IUI to what ap
pei].l'ed in its place. An attempt WIUI made in the lIUIt ch~pter 
to show that the s~_di! _otlllodel'll capitalisIJl,..JVere afi'eady.r 
springing up, here _~!'l there,_ by1500. In fact, if we look at 
particular businesses; or even towns, in Italy and the Low 
Countries long before that time, their appearance is seen to 
be quite modern in many respects. Modern capitalism long. 
resembled medieval IUI regards the domination of industry 
by commerce •. When real industrial capitalism had reached 
such a stllge of development that it could turn the tables 
and put trade in a dependent position, the commercial revo
lution was over. This did not occur until the eighteenth -
century. 

The object of a definition, if we. take the word literally and 
exactly, is merely to fix bounds. In trying to sketch a move-.,., 
ment in time and space, it is almost infinitely preferable to 
deal with the positive forces which produce change and con
tinue to appear, rather than merely to record the disap
pearance of this or that factor which once seem.ed important 
- or perhaps actually was so. Thus we can postpone fixing 
the forward boundary of the "Commercial Revolution" for 
the moment, merely noting that another step in the economic 
deVelopment of western society, to which the name "In
dustria.! Revolution"· seems to have become thoroughly 
fixed, overshadowE\lf the more strictly commercill1 phlUle. 

How we date the commerciQl revolution is of no great 
consequence. Dating it at all is merel;)' a'matter of con= 
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venience. Even'if we JQ,S.ke the period very long - say 
roughly from 1500 to 1750 - there will still be students of 
the origins of modem capitalism to remind' us that many of 
the phenomena go back at least to the crusades. Others will 
complai.!i'that a long time elapsed after 1750 before machine 
inllustry and the organization of business which went with 
it really predominated. Still others - and the size of this 
group is increasing - will point out that it was the organ
ization which led to the machines rather than the converse, 
and that some of the most important factors were at work 
long before 1750. All of these people are right, and there 
is ni,real quarrel between them. 

'( It would be misleading to state that the changes in com- . 
. mercial and financial organization were either the cause or 
the ,effect, in any mechanical sense, of the expansion of Eu
rope. The two went hand in hand. They were contempo
raneous aspects of the same course of economic evolution. 
If we separate them somewhat arbitrarily, it is merely for 
simplicity and convenience of treatment. Only jf this fact 
is borne in mind can the aim be achieved without distortion 
,or misunderstanding. In dealing with the so-called "com
'mercial revolution," the main emphasis must be placed 
upon _ges in business organization within the skeleton of 
historical events roughly sketched in the last chapter. 

~ 9:reat improvemen~ in ~on and shiQ\1ui!fling con· 
tinued to take place. A series of inventions in the field of 
nautical instruments appeared, from the earlier compass and 
astrolabe to the development of the mariner's log in the sev· 

• enteenth centUry and of the chronometer in the eighteenth. I The provision of quadrant and sextant, telescopes, and other 

\

acceSSOries enabled navigators to find their way at sea far 
inore safely arid effectively. Maps, charts, and tables were 
constantly improved, lighthouses built, harbors cleared of 
natural obstacles and pilot services inaugurated. The rise 
of nationalgoverhments marked the end·of medieval strand 
lawS;-whlch"liiifpralltically conferred upon localities the 
right to pillage stranded vessels. Along with theSe improve-
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, ments went the development of better and more seaworthy 
: ships. At first the tendency was to'Coiicentrateupon in
cmsed size. The galleon and carrack appeared vessels 
of from two to five decks, well armed to beat ofi' ~rivateers 
and pirates. Ships of these types proving unwieldy, the 
~tch"and ~~~~~.e.~illlized in craft somewhat smaller hut 
far swifter, more seaworthy, and more reliable. North 
European practices had long been difl'erent, due partly to 
peculiar conditions, including the weather, and the newer 
builders were also less bound by tradition than the old. 
Venice was still a great naval power, and the Turkish Em
pire rapidly became one. Spain could not have ig.iored. 
Mediterranean conditions if she had wished. All these'" 
maritime developments were significant in respect of ,the 
changes of business organization which accompanied them. 
The shift from Mediterranean commercial supremacy to " 
that of the Atlantic seaboard towns and states was closelY\ 
related to the superior cheapness of the single, direct haul " 
by sea. . 

From this vantage-point we can see the outstanding 
features of the commercial revolution. The volume oft~ 
E~ean trade increas~.rltpi~!y, changing its n~ is \ 
always the case:--n.eWiden!l<!"&l!9N!!P.hi,Cltt SCORe ,of this. 
commerce was a vital factor in the changes. At first, Euro- " 
peans naturally sought the goods already in demand. -
Cheaper ways of transporting them increased the amounts 
moved and lowered the prices relative to other goods. New 
wants appeared. Articles which had been ,consumed" ex
clusively by the rich began to reach the lower social strata. • 

, N~D!~hods o~I!!lent had to be developed to cover the 
greater bulk of importations from the East. Here the newt 
supply of precious metals from America played an important, 
r61e. As in the Middle Ages, when the crusades had stimu-' 
lated the demand for Oriental products, many af the goods 
were imitated in EUrope, giving rise to ,new industries. Wares 
were also manufactured to tralle for those demanded botlr 
from the Orient and from t~e New World. As sea tra.ns,. 

• 
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portation became more efficient and cheaper, goods of lees , 
value for weight could be moved over the long dietances; 
revolutionizing the character of the trade in both directions. 
We read.a great deal about the effects of Europeans and 
European products in developing civilization in the New 
World. The Oriental world was of course much more popu
Ilous, better .organized, and more resistant to Occidental 
ways, but profound, though more subtle, changes took place 
there also. 

\ The dislocation of prices in Europe, which was particularly 
"!appare'ntm ~tll'ce~as due only in part to the 
• incr~ased supply of precious metal from America. Especially 

during the second half of this century did the r~id rise at
'tra.ct attention. There are no complete and convincing 
indexes, but most of the estimates VIU'l. from lOP to 200 per • 
cent, with a rough consensus of opinion, if it is permissible to 
call an average of such variegated results by that name, some
what below 150 per cent. It is a real dielocation, not a uni
fo:tIIl rise, some goods changing in price out of all proportion 

40 others. The in~ase OU>M!pt~.8:!ld {)~edj.tfacilities, the 

{
growth of stock and' produce exchanges and the i!!mr.2!.ement 
of transportation facilities were all factors in the shift. 
Europew8:li"gradually approaching a ;real price economy. 

, Speculation and monopolies got a good deal of the blame for 
the increase - in the case of the first, it is safe to say much 
more than its just due. 
. Jean Bodin was perhaps the keenest contemporary analyst 
of these phenomena.! Carefully read, his works give rise to 
only one major criticism in the mind of the modetn economist. 
The analysis of the value of one money in terms of another is 
extremely shrewd. Bodin was inclined, however, to lay· 
stress too exclusively upon the quantity of precious metal as 
a "cause" of prices and the accompanying phenomena. The 
expansion 'et' credit and other increases in .the efficiency of the 

.;. 1 Especially hie Di.o<>oIft ..... ,. ,..,...........,., 11 la ..... ; .. """" a.. ............. , 
1568. Th. deOtructive religioua w ..... mad. France to oome ciegnle • apeci&I 
caee. . 
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. . financial and CO~lIlt~ -;;,.. systetA may easily make a given 
!quantity of metal serVe for more transactions, with the same 
general effect on prices as though the actual amount in circu-
lation had been increased. ., 

Other striking featU1\eS'of the commercia.l revolution which 
should be mentioned before proceeding to details were mer-

t 
cantilism, the stimulation of manufacturing, and the trans
formation of social classes. The last of these is hard enough 
to analyze at any time. The first had its own peculiar mean-
ing in its day and under the prevailing conditions which is 
often missed by later writers because they do not look care
fully enough at the historical background. All were to eon-. 
tribute to a new age of industrialism which, it is safe to say, 
was not foreseen by those whose labors did most to usher it in. 
All Bishop Bossuet aptly put it: "Men do otherwise than·they 
intend!" 

What the commercial revolution o~ed- Of .. rathe't 
finished overturning - was the medieval system of 8ociety,~ 
with its hierarchy of gilds,-itil mO~lSo1atea: i:iiimors 
and villages, its town units in commerce, its notions of just 
price and condemnation of interest and profits, and its com
paratively meager trade along generally north-and-south 
lines, financially dQIDinated from the Mediterranean north· 
ward. Perhaps most important of all was the overthrow of. 
the stereotyPed Bocial..order, and the recogniti~ 
creative power of a myriad of personal amhitions is SUB

ceptible of some control. It is dangerous, like all great forces, 
but it was always so to the lower classes. .Modern Euro
pean society has gradually released it, dubbed it .personal 
initiative in its chastened and approved form, and attempted 
regulation. 

THE DEMAND FOB NEW GOODS 

Hitherto, the trade of Europe with the rest of tlm world had 
. been limited rat~r strictly to the P10ducts of the. Orient, 
\chiefly spices, silks, tapestries', precious stones, perfumed 
}woods, and commodities pf this sort. Most of. them, with the . . . 
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Dotable exception of spices, were "'2.. M cof luxury rather th.an 
those of common consumption. ~ I ~\\£he opening-up of new' " 
areas, particularly in the New World and the East Indies,' 
the supply; was greatly enlarged and a whole Dew range of 
commodities added. The European demand rapidly in· 

~
reased for such things as tea, coffee, cocoa, and other non· 
lcoholic beverages, wine and rum, sugar, and various types 
f vegetable foodstuffs. Among these were potatoes, Iima 

beans, yams, and tapioca. Tr.Jmil,laJ fruits - for example, 
emons, limes, oranges, bananas, and pineapples - arrived 

in ever-increasing quantities. Among the other goods de
,manded were carpets, rugs, wall paper, Eastel'!l furniture, 
china, Dew formsoT'biieiital: dtess"1l.nd adoI1:lxnent,' ostrich 
ieathers, furs from the colder regions, exotic drugs and medi-

\

cines. Tobacco was ODe of the largest single imports from 
the New '(Ifond for a considerable period of time. 

For early modern times there are no trade statistics broad 
enough in scope and compiled with sufficient care alid under-
standing to be worth quoting. We have to visualize the 
extent of economic progress chiefly in other ways. During 
the firlt two modern centuries, Europe's habits of consump
tion were vastly changed by the influx of Dew goods. Upper
class life was already profoundly affected as early as 1600, 

.but the amount of innovation varied greatly from one local
ity to another. The new states had not yet achieved highly 
or~anized or unified economic systems, and internal lines of 

!
.commUniCation were still poor for.the most part. By 1700 
'the middle classes, particularly in England, Holland, Spain, 
Portuga:\';"'and France, had generally changed the,j,r mode and 
standards of consumption - the laborious masses of the 
I people much less. '1:t)Y8ll not until tl!.eJ:i&l}~nth century 
that the effects of th," commercial revolution penetrated to 
the very foundations of European society, helping to bring 
on the so-clr:lled "Industrial'Revolution," which altered the 
conditions of human ,life more than anY other period of 
timilar length in historyy' • 

In the seventeenth century,_ ~~Il!!.A Wc 6ihina -' .. . 
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tm.4e with New England and the West bdies. With the 
.. southern colonies she had a highly developed trade in to

bae(lfl..ancirige, and had laid the foundations for a llouriiiii.':. 
ing commerce in naval stores. She did a lucrative fur busi
ness with the North Atlantic colonies and Canada.,es well as. 
importing from this area iron, lumber, codfish, and oil. With, 
the West Indies she had an immense trade in sugar, molasses,1 
rum, dyes, spices, cotton, tropical woods, and tobacco. She' 
divided with the Dutch a sla\'e trade between the western 
coaat of Africa and the American cofoiiies. West Africa also 
furnished gold, gun! arabic, ebony, rare woods, ostrich\ 
feathers, and ivory. From the Far East and the Eaat Indies 
came an impressive group of commodities, enumerated 8f 
follows by a contemporary historian: 1 . 

Books, canes, drugs, gums, oils, indigo in \arge quantities; cochi
neal, China-ink, geJIs, turmeric, seed-lack, shell-Iaek, stick-lack, 
ivory, f&llS, cane-mats, cinnamon, cloves, mace, nutmeg, pepper, 
cayenne pepper, ginger, sago, sugar, tea, rice, coffee, preserved 
fruits, mother-<lf-pearl shell, and spoons made of it, saltpetre, ar
rack, cotton, cotton yarn, raw silk of Bengal and China, calicoes 
and muslins, cassia, ebony, sandal, satin and sapan woods, por_ .~ 
lains, japanned cabinets, ornamental furniture, tiger skins and 
precious stones. " 

Set off against these imports from oversea were the leading 
Eng,lish exports of wheii, woolen and cotton cloth, hard
ware, gimpowder, and various trinkets which 'were used in ~ 
the tr&dewitllbackward peoples. 

The situation at the opening of the eighteentb centfu:y is 
very well illustrated by coffee, a commodity· very rarely used 
in Europe fifty years earlier. Consumption doubled bet~ 
1710 and 1720, and again in the following decade; but in the 
next five years, 1730-35, it almost trebled. This commodity 
was getting to the breakfast tables of the middle classes in 
large quantities. Coffee is only ~~jllustlJl.tion of 
the general siliuation.CI2lliOwas to prove !'ar more impor
tant beCiiiSe importation wpa destined to give way to man-

• Bot.eford, I. B., BngIiM ~ ... /At Bif"'-'A C~, pp. 34-3.S." 
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ufacture. Cloth-making Vfas a big factor in bringing Iron) 
and coal to the fore, and these have revolutionized the mod-

'ern world. 
In the course of European expansion overseas, the com

merce of \ne Western World passed from the coaeting type, 
mainly along inland seas, which had endured for some five 
thousand years, to the stage of oceanic or world-wide traffic. 
Only a relatively small fraction of the habitable parts of the 
world wae reached by the earlier explorers, but they enor-

, mously extendeci the range of European geographic know
ledge and contacts and laid the foundations for the coloniz~ 
tion and discoveries of the nineteenth century. The whole 
period of four centuries has been relatively brief, but it hae 
opened up to western Europe practically all the land areas of 

Es planet. The speed and efficiency of our world-wide 
ystem of transporta.tion and intercommunics.tion is one of 
he most characteristic material aepects of present-da.y 

. civilization . 
.... T~~t'!!!!!U!P'-.9~~!l!!.t~e!!otsl1anges with the 

=- introduction of vaet quantities of new commodities. The 
Ps~1IlIl9giea.Uactor of demand is ae important ae it is subtle 
in economic activity. The kinds and quantities of goods 
which people of various social classes feel themselves entitled 
to comes pretty close to being a fundamental element in 

~aping the material structure, as well as the mental outlook, 
of a society. Before the end of the commercial revolution, 

. midqje-elass houses were not considered comfertable without 
glass windows, wooden or tiled roofs~' carpets and rugs, and 
upholstered furniture. Wall paper wae introduced from 
China, and lacquered ware from Japan. The hammOck came 
from the West Indies. More comfortable and serviceable 
typ*,s of c101hing came into g'W-eral use with the cheapening 
of both cotton and linen cloth. . Cotton in particular became 
much more plentiful. Undercl~thing and bedclothing made 
of these materials, now considered necessarie§ by all classes, 

. had never been generally used -in Europe before the com
mercial revolution. Sil,! . ..!lY!ture, introduced frOIa the Eaet 
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during the Middle Ages, was gI'\!atly developed in northern 
Italy and southern France. 

Parasols and folding fans appeared, in imitation of the 
Orient. At first, the parasol was mainly an objeet.1If ostenta.
tion, being associated with royalty in the lands of its origin. 
It ceased to be a mere l!UIl-8hade.in the eighteenth century, 
when the collapsible umbrella for protection against rain was 
developed. ~~ l!Uc!!. ~ perfu.mes1 furs, and ostrich 
feathers need only be mentioned. TOaad to the a~ance 
of dwellings, already revolutionized as to furnishings, con
eideral5Ie attention was paid to gardens, in which were 
planted various new trees, shrubs andlIowers, brought frorq. 
distant lands. Among these were the Virginia creeper, aster, 
dahlia, nasturtium, sunflower, magnolia tree, century plant, 
pepper plant, coral tree, and locust tree. The breeding of 
these in Europe, as well as the obeervatioB of them in theii
netive habitata, were vital factors in bringing about a. new 
attitude toward biological science. 

The ran~-£.o.Jl!UlIled _in_ E~~ .v.:as.greatly in
eres.sed. Spices were demanded in larger quantities, even
tually reaching even the lower elasees. The ~tato was 
brought to Europe in the sixteenth century. It was eaten by 
some of the poorer people at the end of the seventeenth, but 
ita value as a staple article of human diet was realized only ill·. 
the time of N apolcon. kar had been a medicine and a rare -
luxury until m<?dern times. ~ane cultivation becam\. an 
enormous industry in the West Indies in the eighteenth cent- • 
I ury, the demand for sugar being stimulated by the introdu~ • 
Ition of tea, coffee, and cocoa. Indian corn or maiZe, like the· 
potato, took hold very slowly in Europe as human food, and 
has never been as fully appreciated there as in America. The 
turkey is an American fowl, given its name supposedly be-. 
cause of its outlandish appearance. 
, The rl\le of coftP=bm,seR ot.caUI...and of the d Of tobacco,: 
in undermining the home as. an airtight compartment in 
society, in political intrigue, as gatherings for business and the' 
proml?tion of Iite.r&ture, is flpDiLiar enough not to requirs die-
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cussion in detail. 'Rum, lemon drinks, and tea may be men- . 
tioned in the same connection. Of the medicines, quinine 
and opium should certainly head the list. . 

'

Europe', structure of social. classes was to be pretty thor
oughly transformed during this period of some two and a half 
centuries. In this process, the inevitable results of the mere 
fact that an expansion took place should be remembered 
while considering more subtle expIaitations. The new trade 
was accompanied by great improvements in the economic . 
organization at home, and both worked together to permit 
of the IlUpport of a much larger population in Europe with 

~
gher rather than lower standards of living. Many people! 

also emigrated, particularly to the New World. Some were 
. dnapped, criminals and indentured servants were sent to· 

work-out their freedom in one way or another, and more still 
Jeft voluntarily. This steady drain of the European popuJa.. 
Uon has continued. No arrangement of socie.l classes can be 
really stereotyped where the restless ean get out and strike 
a diJIerent level if they IlUCCeed and choose to return. Many 

· did come back rich, especially from IlUch regions as the East 
and West Indies, where a white European is not likely to 
spend his whole life willingly. The increase in population, 
which is often too strictly attributed to the Industrial Revo-

_lution, got a good start in this earlier period. 
More striking, if not actually more significant, for Euro

. I pean history than emigr.@otion was the inJlPMse iu l)umQet:.s, 
i .!'_t)~~ and power ~1ll1~dcUa..elaIIa..or .bourgeoisie. Be
aides OBe engj\gecl m trade, finance, and industry, the pro-

• fesaional group in the middle class grew in n~rs and in
fluence. In the new states the lawyer class was relied upon 
by monarchs as one of the chief bulwarks of absolute mon
archy-not so much against popular tendencies in the earlier 
period as against the traditional privileged classes of an older 
order. TI:I'G'rise of the bourgeoisie must be viewed against 
the general backgrounq of European ~on, but it is best 
&"PIained in terms of economic' changes in Europe herself. It is 

· a product of the growth of mod~m capitalism. The v~t im-
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provement of the home market w!lS an important factor in the 
, , eventual shift from commercial io industrial capitalism, and 

was closely associated with the displacement of social classes. 

PRECIOUS METALI!I AND PRICES ., 

At the opening of modern times, northwestern Europe had 
actively resented the financial domination by bankers from 
the Mediterranean regions for more than two hundred years. 
As in areas similarly placed in any age, including our own, it 
was commonly believed that more money was needed. 
Whether the mere existence of more precious metal in Europe, 
or in this part of it, would have made any difference worth 
mentioning is a hard question, if not an impossible one, tll> 
answer. Generally speaking, the quantity of money is, 
sufficient to handle the transactions, and raises no greatJ15ro
blems as long as it remains fairly stable. A strong tendency 
for the supply to move in one direction may of course create a 
scarcity or a surfeit locally. 

There can be no doubt, on the other hand, of the advantage! 
of producing a universally acceptable commodity of gold or '. 
silver - that is, of increasing the supply which may be traded ' 
for other goods. It is quite possible that northern Europe 
tended to be short of money metal during the Middle Ages, 

, because of the importation of Southern and Oriental goods 
into a relatively primitive economic society, the movement oi 
Papal taxes, and the exactions of Italian financiers. The 
"shortage," if any, was thus merely a manifestation of eco
nomic dependency and crudity. Medieval Europe as a 
whole may have suffered more or less from tl!e effects of pay
ments to the Orient. The great distances, the numerous'. 
stages in the journey, and the high cost of transport em
phasized the need of moving only the most valuable commod
ities for their weight. 

Toward the end of the Middle Ages, a good deal of silver 
. and gold :was milled in central Europe. This new source of 

wealth, and particularly' of f.luid wealth, was one of the. 
factors in the growing ascendancy of German finanCe rel&-
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tive to lta.lia.n. 'Fhe vast number of laws and regulations 
against the export of coin could hardly have arisen except· 
to counteract a real and quite general tendency. People are 
sometimes tempted to forget that medieval business men and 
statesmeJl. 'Were not opera.ting in a modern environment and 
to attribute to them a simplicity or folly which was not 
actually theirs. Northern Europe could break away from 
southern domination only by accumulating capital in forms 
suitable for investment. To do this in the face of an estab
lished flow of trade and investment required some ingenuity 
and no little arbitrary interference. 

Europeans had been making increasingly successful efforts 
.to duplicate or find substi1i!!~s for Oriental imports, and to 
develop products of their own to exchange in this trade, all 
Well as to mine and mint money metal. At the opening of 
the Sixteenth century, the money situation was already 
somewhat ameliorated. Europe was producing annually 
some $500,000 to $750,000 in precious metals, and a similar 
amount was being drawn from the West Coast of Africa.! 
If we accept the usual estimates of $170,000,000 to $200" 
000,000 as the amount of coinage in circulation in Europe in 
1492 or 1500, $250,000,000 is not an improbable figure for 
1520. Accumulation went on constantly in spite of the 

\ drain eastward, and both European and African production 
>;of precious metals was 'stimulated in every possible way. 
This acceleration in output continued to about 1600, after 
which time the dearth was less acute and the flood of gold 
and silver from America had so raised prices and wages as 
to rende~ many-Old World mines unprofitable. In addition 

• to the gold and silver in circulation as coinage a"bout 1520, 
there was also a considerable amount in the form of plate and 
other works of art, and much was hoarded in the form of 
bars, coins, etc. Nothing much better than a blind guess at 
the total w2!lld be possible. 

I Th ... e.timates were token from a number of European 8OUI'COO. which 
roushly ag..... Acoording to So.theer' ••• timates. quoted below. they would 
bo.much too low. Th. qu";tion i. " highly technical one, and the exact 
/igUXIIB alii not of particular iJnportance for OIQ' purpooo h ..... 
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Shortly after 1520, th4t.S'p!!:n~rds got large lump sums by 
the pil.liig& --of:irZtec and Inca 'treasures; and also s{eveloped 
.. steady supply..of precious metals by: working the mines of 
Peru, Bolivia, and Mexico. Thu~Ql.ltput of the world • 
was roughly tripled between 15.29..!!!':U550, ud by' the 
latter date theAiiierican mines were supplying more than 
all the others combined. A tripling of the yearly output does 
not mean, of course, that the total European supply was 
increased in proportion. Gold and silver are very durable 
and the stock of 1500 represented the accumulations 'of 
thousands of years. 

Production at such .. rate was certain, however, to ten in 
time. Over a billion dollars' worth of new money metal was~" 
mined between 1520 and 1600, and it is likely tha~ a much i larger percentage of this went into circulation as coins than 
was true of the stock in existence at the earlier date. We can 
only speculate as to the total effect of the new monetary 
situation in putting the old plate and hoards into circulation, 
and there are no reliable figures as to the amount of silver 
which flowed out of Europe to the Orient. The usual esti
mate is probably conservative enough; that th.J"£'<Lina&lt~f!' 
E.urope increased about twelve-fold during the sixteenth cen- . 
tury. A quantitative impression of the increase in precious 
metals from the discovery of America to the beginning of the 
Industrial Revolution about 1760 may be gained from the. 
table on page 310.1 

Several things about this table strike the eye intmedistely. 
First, it represents only the increases, not the total supply, 
by periods. Second, the production of silveroat first greatly 
outstripped that of gold. Finally, the accumulation for the • 
whole course of the commercial revolution adds up to a really 
stupendous figure. Even if credit facilities had not been 
mUltiplied, the effect on prices - and of these upon business 
organization and the distribution of wealth - would have 
taxed the ima~tion. One should note thal'the figures 
8.ll'l f0lJ>.~ductio_n ..... not.c~ulatiori. . 

I Condensed from Soetbeer'. eotimates, as printed in the annual reporta of 
the Direclor of the Mint, 
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WOIILD PD.oIlVC'l'ION 01' GOLD AND SILVElI, 1493-1760 
(Forty.y ..... perioo., with the exception of the fil'IIt) 

:hm;op TO'INi3~=r 
149S-152O .....••.•• $107,931,000 
1521-11160.......... 204,697,000 
1561-1600.... ....•• 189,012,000 
1601-1640.......... 223,572,000 
1641-1680. . . ....... 239,655,000 
1681-1720. .. .. ..•.. 313,491,000 
1721-1760.......... 680,727,000 

TOIf.u. Srorn. P:aoI:>VCftO;W 
(Value iD doUan) 

$54,703,000 
297,226,000 
597,244,000 
678,800,000 
684,691,000 
579,869,000 
801,712,000 

Totals ••....•.•.• $1,859,085,000 $3,594,245,000 

The average annual accumulation about 1500 was around 
$5,000,000. A half-«lntury la.ter it was three times as great. 

"For the 1a.st twenty years of this (sixteenth) century, the 
average was over $22,500,000. It feU off slightly during the 
next· fifty years, and then rose again in the period to 1760, 
being a trifle over $38,500,000 for the final twenty years. 
During this part of the eighteenth century, just before the 
Industrial Revolution, the increase of gold relative to silver 
wa~ as striking as the converse had been in the earlier part 
of the commercial revolution. For instance, the value of 
gold produced in the period 1561-1600 had been only about 
31l per cent of that of the silver, whereas in the forty years 
up to 1760 it was roughly 72l per cent. This changing ratio 

_ between the two metals produced its own series of financial 
disturbances, and gradually forced the modem solution: 
monometalism, or the single gold standard. It may be noted 
here that after 1760 the situation changed again, silver pro
duction gaining on that of gold for a long period. H we give 

, the Industrial Revolution its older conventiona4lates, 1750 
to 1830 or 1770 to 1830, it can be seen at a glance that it was 
not accompanied .by any such rise in the volume of money 
metal as characterized the period of 1500 to 1750. The 

. average annual output from 1750 to 1830 was only about 
S40,OOO,ooe, a slight increase over the previous forty years. 
In fact, the ye&r1y average for the 1a.st haIl of the period was 
mss than for the first, and about equal to that of the forty 
years just before the Industrial Revolution. . . 
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Without attempting to make this astoUnding increase in 
, 'the supply of money metal an isolated" cause" of the great 

economio changes which went with the expansion of Europe, 
we can still note the obvious fact that it is a c9;tvenient 
vantage-point for viewing a good many of them. Gold and 
silver being commodities, they follow the general rule that 
an increase in supply is accompanied by a decrease in ex
change value against other goods. This decrease - or rise J 
in prices, if viewed from the other ang1e- is part of a very 
complicated process, and is not rigidly proportional. We 
must not be surprised to find that the rise in the quantity 
of money metal is not exactly parallel or relative to that of 
prices and wages, from year to year or even from decade to 
decade. Nearly all economic tendencies require a certain 
amount of time to express themselves, and they are usually 
counteracted, retarded, or reenforced by other factors, among 
which the deliberate 'purposes of men are often not the least 
potent. 

Such was the situation in the sixteenth century. The 
• mounting volume of precious metals which might be con

verted into specie tended to reduce the purchasing power of 
a given amount of goid or silver. Governments - for ex-_ 
ample that of Elizabeth - legislated on wages, in a not 
altogether unsuccessful attempt to hold them arbitrarily low. 
Both private trading companies and states which were inter
ested in imports from overseas made ingenious attempts to 
keep the prices high. Foreign trade was regulated in a way ~ 
calculated to attract and keep precious metals; 

The mercantilist philosophy which lay back of this coin-
• cides with the modern arguments for protective tariffs at 

many points. Before condemning suchregulation as a 
whole, it is well to remember that gold and silver were practi
cally the only money, that few· nations had enough to secure 
the full advantages of a money economy, and thM-the total 
amount ,of these m~tals was changing rather rapidly. Some 

. credit facilities existed even at tHat time, but they are hardly j 
comparable to those of to-day. All the western European 1 

, . 
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countries had a ~rge residuum of manorial and other non
monetary economic Jife, and hence could absorb vast 
amounts of precious metals simply in changing over to a 
money .~conomy, without producing any proportionate 
change in prices or wages. One aspect of this situation was 
that an increase in the number of cash purchases and sa.les~ 
which occurred at the same 'ilineasthe growth iD the money 
supply must have tended in part to...\lanceI the effects of the 
lAtte]:upon..pcices. . -_." .. , 

While the data preserved for us are fragmentary, the 
general trend of prices from the thirteenth century to the end 

, of the sixteenth is fairly clear. The thirteenth-century 
author of Flew gives the average price of wheat in England 

. at six pence or about twelve cents per bushel, a figure which 
checks up fairly well with those of J. E. T. Rogers in his 
lIistory of Agriculture and Prius.' Between 1261 and 1400 
the average price was 53., lid. per quarter of eight bllshels, 
or nearly fifty per cent higher than the quotations given 
ab,ove. leaving out certain periods of famine or exceptional 
crops, we find the price creeping lip gradually until about 
1380, when it fell off for two decades, but not nearly back to 
the thirteenth-eentury level. Of course, there were fairly 
violent temporary fluctuations at the time of the Black 
Death. 

From a little over 58. per quarter just before 1400, the 
price rose until about 1470, when it slumped for some twenty
five years. Rogers's quotations. for 150lHll are mostly be
tween 68. anq 8s. The figures increase ste8.dily up to 1550, 
when they range between 98. 6d. and 168. Id., v.;i.th manyen
tries near the higher level. While his quotations for 1575-76 
are extraordinarily varied - from 108. Bd. to 29,. 4d. - a 
rollgh average can be struck around 15,. For 1583-84, the Ox-

• 000-" A venel'. H"/oI,,, toonom/qlu de '" pro",.uu, flu f<Ilaim, flu 
denrhlo 01 flu pri:t de I'on 11!OO 41'an 181JO, in five v'llumes, performs a similar 
task in Frencb. There are many briefer troatJnenta of this pri .. movement, 

• aaDle dealing more or .... oonfideutly with the slippery questiOll of actual 
purobasing power; •. g., O. A. SteJfen'. Stud .... ..... GoacAidIW der Engliaduttl 
Lohnarboi/tr, 
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ford average was 188., and the twelve-month period he chooses 
. in 1591-92 was the last year in which the average price was 
below 208. Most of the quotations for 1600-01 are between 
308. and 408. This represents 0. good deal of a Dt9Vemen~t 
from the 78. or thereabouts of a century earlier and the 48. of 
the thirteenth century. Other things such as eggs and liv 
stock tell the same general story. Schapiro 1 gives a brief 
summary of the increase in the prices of such goods as foods, 
clothing and spices in Germanic countries. For instance, 
beef rose 15 per cent between 1500 and 1525; clothing 50 
per cent, wheat and oats over 100 per cent, and many spices 
still more. 

The extent of the change so early in this century is ample 
evidence that other factors besides American gold and silver 
were at work. There was certainly something in the charge 
of contemporary writers, including Luther, that vast mono
polies existed, and that society in general had not yet learned 
to protect itself against the newer business methods which 
had long been pushing up through the ruins of medievalism. 
Moreover, America was far from being the only factor in the 
increased production of precious metals early in the sixteenth 
century. 

This great increase In prices, coupled as it was with th~ 
accumulation of capital, the growth of stock and produce 
exchanges, and the weakening of older economic restrictions 
stimulated trade and speculation. It increased the profits of 
the industrial and merchant classes. Had it not been fO~ 
the effects of the vestiges of gild restrictions oq the wages of 
journeymen, the wage-eo.rnlng population would undoubt
edly have benefited much more than it did. The landed 
nobility who received their rent payments on long-term 
leases in kind were much less adversely affected than those 
who had reduced the dues to cash, since the prices of farm 
produce rose, while the purchasing power of a giVQl amount 
of money fell off. l'J.'he squires who owned and worked their 
own farms generally shared in tHe prosperity because of the. 

I Social R~o"" and u.e R6/ormali<m, chap. I • . 
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rise in the prices of the things they had to sell. Long-term 
lease-holders and peasants whose dues had been commuted 
to cash tended to profit at the expense of their landlords. In 
many ~tances, governments took cognizance of the price 
changes and-attempted regulation, but, as in the old Statutes 
of Labourers, such opposition to general economic tendencies 
was usually unsuccessful. 

THE RISE OF MERCANTII.ISM: 

Like nearly everything else in the early modem world, the 
(state policies) known collectively as "mercantilism" had 

their origins in the Middle Ages. If one factor is to be chosen 
• :as more central and essential than the others, it must be the 
-grow}h ofthenatiop!!J stJ1.Ml at the expense of the authority 
of towns, nobles, and Church. Of these three, it is the first 
especially which holds our attention. The central Govern
ment of the State did not merely supeJ:sede the maze of 
practically autonomous towns, with their conflicting regula
tions and ambitions. It had to incorporate them into itself, 
getting rid of the absolutely indigestible elements in their 
organization and doing the best it could to harmonize the 
others with its own purposes - really with its own existence 
at the outset. If we remember this, we can afford to ignore 
a good deal of the criticism which has been leveled at the 
mercantile system. 

Regula~ed mQ.nopoly had permeated the medieval system 
from center to circumference. l'he central Governments 
weakened it considerably in the course of establishing their 

_ supremacy over the towns and gilds; more than ~ey intended 
to, in fact. New forces were at work, such as the cheapening 
of long hauls and the grow..th of money eco..nomy. Both led 

, to territorial specialization, and hence to an interdependence 
of widely separated regions which was destructive of the 
older ~nd.!!arrower system of monopolies. The first concern 
of a state is to maintain its authority liver its territories, 

• which cltlls for revenues to'support its forces and adminis
trative pe.'SOnnel. If the fiscal autonomy of the towns had 

, . 
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not already outlived its usefulness, underi:nined by the de
. veiopment of commerce, it is hard to believe that the central 

Governments would have triumphed. 
The medieval practice of collecting duti~ onKoo~ carried . 

from one town or district to another was not SUIllIllIirily abol
ished by the central Governments. Towns still had to have 
revenues, and it was quite logica.l for the states to preserve 
such souroes as they could, collecting a shMe whenever 
possible. Duties on good!! coming from abro!ld became the . 
province of the central Government, but port towns often 
collected special revenues or fees on the same articles. 
Municipal taxes of this kind &re not unknown even in the 

, contemporary world. For example, they havl{ given rise to 
loud compla.ints on the part of shippers to the WestJndia 
port of Santo Domingo in the twentieth cenj(iJ:y. The fact 
has been noted above that heavy taxes on)loth imports and 
exports were levied at Cadiz, on goo~j,ng to and coming 
~rom the colonies, foreign !?rod~ctsJ>~ m?re than Span
Ish. Revenue was the mam obJEII't of the duties at first, but· 
the protection of commerce and industry from foreign coin
petition attracted the attention of the central Governments 
more and more as they took the place of the towns, which: 
had pursued the same end with even greater zeal during the 
Middle Ages. 

,Exports as well as imports were taxed, England being less 
inclined to the practice, and abandoning it earlier, than the 
Continental countries. There is a general feeling in the, 
United States, doubtless arising from our. uniform policy, 
that export taxes &re in some way abnormal: Yet such a 
tax on coffee is one of the chief sources of l'tlVenUe in Haiti, 
under the American protectorate. Whatever the economic 
objections to them, such duties are levied by Governments 
when they need the income. England did not have the -
system of interior customs lines which until 1789 cQ1Dplicated 
French taxation. 'She found out earlier than France that· 
import duties are more practica.l than those on exports, for \, 
purposes both of revenue and of protection to. industry.' 
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The English Government preferred regujation to taxation 
as a means of preventing the export of needed raw materials. 

Of all the various things which the mercantilist policies 
tried to accompliSh, the one which has attraCted most at ten

\ 'tpon .w~the accumuw.tion Md coPsm..aJiJ!.IL Cl! precious 
. ~Is. Spain's amazing rise to wealth and power in the 
sixteenth century was believed to be'due chiefly to the silver 
and gold she drew from the New World. If this is not the 
correct explanation, we might still ask: what is. That she 
should attempt to monopolize the supply in her own colonies 
was accepted as a matter of course. The North European 
interlopers who pillaged her treasure ships or traded sur
reptitiously with her colonists wanted the same thing. 

, Wha.tever theoretica.l objection ma.y be ra.ised to turning 
any la.rge sha.re of a nation's energies towa.rds accumulating 
precious meta.! as a form of wea.!th, the fact rema.ins that it 
would pay debts to Lombards or Fuggers, buy goods, and I 
serve as a basis for securities and credit in the rise of capi
ta.1ism. 

'None of the great eommercia.! powers were well eonsoli-
dated when the expansion of Europe began. Vestiges of 

I medie~~autonomy were everywhere. For instance, it 
is a.1most incredible to the present-day student that a centra.! 
Government as loosely organized as that of the Netherlands 
could survive at all. Financi,!lhupervision was one of the 
weapons for wea.ring down these loca.! privileges, as well as 
the one means of gua.rantceing an income to the State. Ill. 

• the period of incomplete nationa.! consolidation and only 
pa.rtial transition to money economy, States lived more to 
themselves than they did later. They often ca.rried 'on 
hostilities against each other, especially at sea, even in time 
of "pea.ce!' Violently fluctuating currencies /\Dd prices and 
thelluspeneion of the free movement of internationa.! pay>
ments Uupecie do not eeem 80 abnormal to-day as they did 
to the student before 1914. 

1 Another thing which attracts our attention is tha.t the 
: period of mercantilism coincided a.1most exlMltly with that of 
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the r!!pid increase of the supply of precious metal. If Europe 
. had only $200,000,000 circulating in the form of coins - or 
even twice that amount - at the beginning of the commer
cial revolution, the additions of a single decade in the six-. 
teenth century were a respectable fraction of tb'e whole. ' 
Production had reached a sort of plateau by 1750, and the " 
annual accretion of some $40,000,000 was a very small per
centage of the total accumulation of some five billions since 
1493 - without taking into account the original supply. 
The rise of capitalism was even more rapid than the growth 
of the stock of precious metal would indicate, for this was 
accompanied by a growth of credit facilities, especially in 
the latter part of the period. As manufacturing developed, 
the European market became more important, and as the 
rate of increase in the total 8'Upply of money metal died do)VD, 
the purchaaing power of the existing stock became more 
stable. No longer was it a foregone conclusion thal: the 
nation which did not add to its coinage at about the rate of 

, the general increaae would see its total existing supply de
cr_ in purchasing power. The mercantile system died aI' 
natural death when the conditions under which it had arisen 
and flourished pa.ssed away. Even this hasty sketch of the 
eoonomic environment of mercantilism may serve to make 
the equally brief definition of prinoiples to which space 
limitations confine us seem less crude and unreal. 

Mercantilism reached its peak as a recognized system~' . 
the seventeenth century, and declined from the eighteenth 
into the nineteenth. National states made it their aim to 
attre,ct and keep as much precious metal as possible, both 
in their treaauries !!lid in the hands of private citizens. The 
art of war was making great strides in efficiency and tllq)eD- • 

siveness. and any nation might have to practice it on a 
moment's notice. Funds in available form for such emel'
gencies were highly necessary. Certain manuf/!illtures in . 
connection with firearms. shipping. and clothing had to be 
maintained within the country which aspired to be a great 
power. or even to protect its independence. Sea power was 
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vital to make up'deficiencies, as well as to carry the destruc
tive operations abroad, or keep them there. This was one of . 
the reasons for the viole!lLnationalism ()fjloIlllllerce - it was 
the maritime nation which could exert naval strength in 
time of'~ar. Not only was this peace-time basis necessary 
to train sailors and keep up ports, but the specialized warship 
itl!eif only gradually replaced the converted merchantman. 
Even after the change, privateering was a scourge to com
merce. 
" Economic pOW!ll' was as much coveted as military strength. 
In sweeping away a mass of local restrictions, the national 
states had to feel their way to a new system of regulations 
which would guarantee revenue and economic stabilitY, as 
well as military safety. As early as the reign of Elizabeth, 

I prQteeJion was a recognized aim in compiling tariff schedules. 
The British East India Company was hardly launched when 
demlnciations of it began to appear, based partially on the 
charge that it sent more bullion to the Indies to pay for its 
cargoes than it brought back. Thomas Mun answered this 
iIidictment in 1621 with a discussion of the balance of trade 
as a whole, arguing that the single case of the East India 
trade could not properly be considered separately. This 
defense of the Company was elaborated in a "petition and 
remonstrance" to Parliament in 1628, and especially in his 
famous pamphlet of 1664, England's Treasure by FUT"I'aign . 
Trade. Balance of trade, he argued, is a complicated eco
nomic fact, made up of a number of debit and credit itelXll!. 
Only one of these is the payment of bullion. Parts of the 
BUmS due for excess of imports are canceled by charges for 
shipping services, and some of the bullion actually paid is 
recovered later, perhaps several fold, upon the resale of the 
imports concerned. The sums due for imported goods are 
affected by every payment, direct or roundabout, between 
the cowWies concerned, including remittances of all kinds, 
the expenses of travelers and ambassaJors, and even war 
expenses and indemnities. • . 
. The ,English Navigation Acts of 1651 and following years 
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preceded the more famous P!Q!;.ectiYe. tariffs instituted in 
France by Colbert, Louis XIV's Treasurer, these latter be
'ginning only in 1664. Symptoms of distress in the English 
(woolen industry) appeared about the time of tl.1f} Smart 
Restoration (1660). The trouble was at first ascribed to 
French competition - France being unpopnlar anyhow be
cause of religious and national issueS. A pamphlet settiIig 
forth this view brought one Samuel Fortrey a momentary. 
popularity. It soon became obvious, .however, that the 
main difficulty lay in the competition of East Indian and 
Persian stuffs with English woolens. There followed a 
battle between the vested interests, the woolen industry 
clamoring for the exclusion of Eastern cloths and the East 
India Company working by pamphlet, Parliament, and more 
subterranean political channels to keep its imports on. the 
approved list. Later, the growing cotton manufacturing 
interests formed a third party in the discord. 

A compromise between the warriDg English economic 
groups was effected in 1702, in the Methuen Treaty with 
Portugal. Portugal was an important -buyer of woolens, 
and her colonies made her an even more valuable customer. 
Moreover, the doul>.le blow at.¥..r!Ulce was popular, the bitter 

. contest over the succession to the Spanish throne having just 
broken out. France had been a bidder for the Portuguese 
woolen market, and the treaty also hit her wine trade by 
admitting port wines into England at a. third less duty. 
This gave rise to much smuggling, as the English preferred 
French wines to the heavier Portuguese product. The lower 
classes could afford neither, but managed to g~t fashionably 
drunk -" as drunk as a lord," the saying went - by the 
use of rum and Holland gin. Another aim of the Methuen 
Treaty WIIIiI to tap the Brazilian gold supply. 

A Calico Act of 1721 prohibited the 'U86 of painted, flow
ered, or dyed calicoes, but not of white goods. Cot$&n manu
facturers prospered so grea.tly that by 1735 this industrial 
group was able to force through the Manchester Act, exempt
ing it from the terms of the 1721 Calico Act. This brings us . 
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Ito the period of' the industrial inventiops, which put the 
English cotton industry in a few decades beyond the need 
'of government protection. Thus mercantilism was not at 
all the ~ple formula about treasure and the balance of 
trade which it is sometimes made to appear in summary 

. accounts, but an extremely complicated policy for dealing 
practicaJiy with both foreign competition and rival economic 
groupS at home. 

England, France, and the Netherlands all had ample 
reason for trying to attract sdme of the new flow of precious 
metal from Spain and Portugal, having no considerable 
mines of their own. Spa.i![s economicweak:n«;lss was so great 
that the competition was mainly lIIIlong the three "have 
nots" of northern Europe. Spanish mercantilism was very 
different partly because of a surfeit of the very thing the 
others lacked. Trying to attract the surplus, they built up , 
their manufactures and commerce at the expense of Spain's, 
while her incentives in the SIIIIle direction wanted a certain 
irqmediacy and vitality. 

The EJ!glish ~avigation Act of 1651 was aimed mainly at 
the Dutch. It provided-that -goodS from- Asia, Africa, or . 
America must arrive in England by English ships or those 
with mainly English crews, and that goods from Europe 
must be brought either by English vessels or those of the 
country of origin. A new act of 1660 listed certain colonial 
products, including sugar, ginger, tobacco, cotton, indigo, 
and dyewoods, which the English colonies could export only 
to each other or to the mother country. The list was ex
tended in 1706 and 1722. In the meantime, ~ act of 1663 

'required all European goods for the English colonies to pass 
: through England. This legislation affected France as well 
as the Netherlands. 

Colbert was no less convinced than Mun that Spain's 
power rested upon the treasures of the Indies. "Manu

f factures," he wrote, "will produce returns in money, which 
is the single aim of commerce and the only means of increas
ing the greatness and power ,of the State." He established 
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the East India and West India Companies in 1664, and a 
Senegal Compa.ny in 1673. Great difficulty was encountered 
in raising the capital, a.nd the results were mediocre. Louis 
XIV's long series of Continental wars, with their dizsipation 
of capital a.nd energy, was a factor in this, but the failure was 
apparent even before Colbert went out of office a.nd the most 
destructive of the struggles began. Only in the West Indies 
(Saint-Domingue, Martinique, and Guadaloupe) were the 
results completely satisfactory. The French Guinea Com~ 
pa.ny was given the slave trade with the Spanish colonies in 
1701, but it was withdrawn a.nd awarded to the English 
twelve years later in the Treaty of Utrecht, together with the • 
privilege of sending out one cargo a year. French trade with 
the West Indies was repeatedly interrupted by the wars with 
Great Britain down to 1763, and much of it went to' the 
thirteen British colonies on the mainland, serving later to 
embroil them with their mother country. 

To discuss the decline of mercantilism in detail at this 
point would force the ~troduction of some historical facwrs 
out of their proper order. It must suffice for the moment to,,:," 
state that the decay was...1!ue to the develo. pment of caPi}e.I;\ 
ism, the expansion and intensification of tr4de, a.nd the 
gradual transformation of the industries which fed foreign 
commerce. Europe got over her real or fancied dearth of 
money metal, both by increasing the supply and by evolving 
other aids to the accumulation and application of capital. 
In this situation, less of an actual "treasure chest" was 
needed to meet the possible emergency of a wa,r. No longer 
were one or two nations able to throw into circulation in a. 
decade a large fraction of the existing amount of specie. As 

\ 

North Europea.n countries became industrialized, they turned 
their attention to the more POsitiv. e factor of finding markets 
for their ma.nufactured wares. In a. sense, the Europea.n, 
market was rediscovered, and nations made trelrties with 
each other to promote exchanges adva.ntageous to both . 
parties. Protective tariffs have continued, but they are • 
better understood a.nd more r~nable. The rise of populal 
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government has put the general consumer in a position where 
his feelings about prices have a decided effect upon legialati9n: 

• • BANKniG, CREDIT AND :&XCRANGES 

, Interest rates at the beginning of the commercial revolu
tion were still high, and erratic, the question of proper security 
remained unsolved, and financial operations were greatly 
hampered by inherited traditions and practices. Many of 
the banks succumbed through the defalcation of princes too 
strong to be coerced. Others decayed with the families 
which controlled them, because the joint-stock company was 
not yet well enough worked out to bring in new blood and 
drop outlived policies. 

The Peruzzis of the fourteenth century had a capital of 
some $800,000, the Medicis of the fifteenth perhaps $7,500,-
000. By 1500 the Fuggers of Augsburg, well north of the 
Alps, were the richest banking house in Europe. They had 
erected their business largely through the aid of Bohemian, 
Styrian, and Carinthian gold. Already, in 1511, before their 
section of Europe had become seriously involved in oversell. 
ventures; they had a capital of 196,760 gulden, a sum which 
had increased to 2,021,202 gulden 1 by 1527. At this time, 
they were making about 55 per cent annually on their invest
ments. 

During the first century of European expansion, the 
Spaniards carried on their banking operations mainly with 
the aid of old established houses in the Low Countries, Italy, 
and Germany, The growth of commerce and the enormous 
increase in specie were accompanied by a m~er.~ of 
~.lC~lyylge, and credit was extended on a vaster scale, 
leading in many cases to heavy loss and the disruption of 
old banking concerns. In its earliest forms, the stock com
pany was not particularly well adapted to banking. ~ 
werP waeo- the~_91Jnt!Wlati~~xch~geJ its most 

• I Repreaenting a purchasing po'fl'el of 80me 120,000,000 in our money. 
This figure must he practically doubled for the peak of their proaperity, about 
' ..... R 
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famous financiers being the Marans or con~erted Portuguese 
'·Jews. The founding of the bourse or stock exchange there 
. in ~ was 'an event of the first order in the history of 
~ll.top~it!!lism. .' . 

If we remember the extreme crudenese of the joint-atock 
company in the sixteenth century, we ~ not make the 
mistake of resding any very strict resemblance to our stock 
exchanges into thls Antwerp Bourse. "A.,Eontinuous fair," 
it was called, and the characterization descnbes 1t pretty 
accurately. There were practically no stock shares on whlch 
to speculate. The betting - for many of' the operations 
were practically that-~was1argely on the prices of actUal) 
capital goods, on exchange, and on insurance. Arbitrage, or' 
~~ling. in the differences between lll'icesouates of exchange 
in different places, was . .!t favorite form' of speculatiop.. This 
had been done in the medieval Italian towns, but never on 
any such scale as at Antwerp. lIi1ll;ritime ~ance had also 
been practiced in. Italy, and later in PortugaJ.:'1t'grew so 
eDormouiily In-Antwerp that in 1564 SiX hundred people w~re 
making what one writer calls a "fat living" out of it. There 
were no companies, but a number of people often insured the 
same veseel. Premiums became more or lese standardized.~ 
Frauds were so co~on that an attempt was made in 1559 
to -regulate the businese by law. 1Jfe insurance :was also in 
use, limited chiefly to,fixed periods, such as the durationof a· 
journey by land or sea. This also led to frauds, and even 
to crimes. 

Such an atmosphere was the breath of lif~ to promoters 
and adventurers, as well as to captains of industry, finance, 
or commerce. ~J;.teriesJlQlI.rish~!I. People could be found 
to bet on anythlng, including such matters as the sex of 
children yet to be born. Some transferable "securities" 
appeared to represent capital, and commodities were also 
sold by grades, without even the use of samples. Negotiable 
stock did not precede bourses, however - the evolution was 
rather' the converse. It was 'the trading in these early 
bourses, of whlch there were ~ great many, whlch led to the 
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development of securities of the modem type, and these in 
turn made possible the establishment of stock exchanges ot 
the kind familiar to us, in the seventeenth century. A new 

.' [tYPe of Ii!~ was made necessary by the enormous growth of 
commerce and credit, and also the growing traffic in bills of 
exchange, but the form these institutious were finally to 
assume waited upon govel'l!Plent IlJd and the development 
of the joint;:Stock en~rprise. 
• The early attempts to float stocks and 'bonds were not 
Jparticularly happy. Most of the banks were of deposit 
: only, and the I1Iws rarely prevented the banker who was so 

.' inclined from using the func41 for _speculation. A famous 
case was that of Hocbstetter, who tried to corner the mercury 
'market and ruh;;a-hiS-depositors. Cardinal de Tournon got 
the banks of Lyons to concentrate their deposits in a fund 
with which he hoped to regularize the public credit, promis
ing 10 per cent interest, which did not materialize. Bonds 
were issued by the same city in 1554, to be sold in the various 
b01J.l'Bes and privately subscribed for. We are told that they 
were taken even by servants and foreigners. The enterprise 
turned out to be a veritable "bubble," a century and a half 
before the "South Sea" and "Mississippi" debdcle8. 
l!lte~e.s~w8.§geperally legaJiz~ J!lJi;:!:!flJpe in the sixteenth 

.' century. Philip II m.me 12 per cent legal in Spain. Henry 
VIII fixed the rate in England at 10 per cent, by an edict 
which was abrogated during the Catholic resction under 
Mary, but restored m 1571, over the violent protests of the 
Anglican ChUfCh. There was money to be had on the Con- . 

• etinent at 6 per cent, and even less, for safe ventutes. Capital 
as getting fairly plentiful, in other words, at the end of the 

sixteenth century. One of the consistent aims of Colbert, 
:and also of English governments of his time, was to keep 
. terest rates as low as possible. 

The rise of the ;S~ oLAmsterdam, the first of the great 
, modernbanks,was etchedintheL;:stchapter. Itsenormous 
• power and prestige were pa.'rtially founded on the fact that 
it w~g.Uy 13 public institutio!" founded by the City Council 
, . . 
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and h, a.ving" its .offic,es in the City, Hall. 'The '!!l!!Jlf..PJlPer\ 
. ·~curities. was Inll~l!.J!!,®l...gen8!al~Ams~dam than in 

AUtwerp a balf-century earlier. It was liare, aCcording to 
l'r2fessor So~~art, that <!redit)E!!L~~c.~~Je~y "im-· 
pelll~h~mi.!._life:-wB.!l,,:~~~ed:'-aD.d 
tbat the capitalistic spirit or mentality appeared. Still, the 
bourse at Amsterdam, like the earlier ones at Antwerp and 
elsewhere, was rather a permanent fair than a modern 

'

exchange. The first of these, organized around the central 
, idea of dealing in shares of stock, appeared at London in 
,1698. ~J)k 9i...E~udand had been founded four years 

earlier, to assure the credit of the reorganized Government 
under William and Mary, born of the bloodless revolution' 
of 1688. By 1724 when the Paris Bourse, also a true stock 
exchange from"ffii inception, waSTounttea:;1hat of Amsterdam 
had achieved the same general structure by evolution. It 
continued to be far more important than that of Paris down 
to the French Revolution. 

The differentiation of stock exchanges, about 1700, from 
the older bourses, which had been largely produce exchanges, 
attracted public attention to the new possibilities for specula.. 
tion. Public loans were the favorites down to the nineteenth) 
century, when the canal and railway companies began to 
put their stock on the market. The trading companies 
generally preferred to sell their bonds through private 
channels. 

England and Scotland together had 140 j$!int-stock com
panies at the end of the seventeenth c;;nt,ury, with a ~otal 
capital of £4,250,000. Nearly three fou.r.~hs~ofJhis capital 
belonged to six of them: the Easflndia, African, Hudson's 
Bay and New River Companies, the Bank of England and 
the Million Bank. The prices of some of these shares fiuctu
ated enormously. Those of the East India Company fell 
from £200 in 1692 to £37 in 1697. During the same period, 
those of the MriclID. Company dropped from £52 to £13 and 
of the Hudson's Bay Company from £260 to £80. A number, 
of stock-jobbers got prison sentences, with no visible effect . 
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on the price movements. Another crisis occurred in 1708, , 
following a period of specuJation and inflation, and a large 
number of companies foundered. It was just after this that 
the mOBtJamous "bubble pe~d" opened. The capital of 
the Bank of Englima, fiXed originally at £1,200,000 and 
raised to £2,200,000 in 1697, was raised to £5,559,000 in 
1710. We must always see these financial misadventures of 
the eighteenth century against their background of war, and 
especially of an amazing commercial expansion. 

'JJ!!! South SruL..Compa.nl'..!V!!!...l!r!~ed in 1711, with a 
nominai capital of £9,000,000, lent to the Government at 
8 percent. Under the terms of the Treaty of Utrecht (1713), 

• the English obtained a monopoly of the slave trade with the 
'Spanish-American colonies, and also the right, which was 
grossly abused, to send one shipload of merchandise per year. 
These privileges were handed over to the South Sea. Com
pany, It added whale-fishing and other legitimate ventures 
to its activities, and finally offered to take over the national 
del?t at a lower rate of interest. Shareholders exchanged 
their holdings for stock in the Company, and all seemed to 
be going well until the public got a sudden passion for the 
shares and bid them up to ten times their actual value, on 
the basis of the interest yield. This boom was accompanied 
by, or to be more exact, largely composed of, the flotation 
of a large number of bogus stock enterprises. People bought 
stock in companies for making perpetual-motion machines, 
for putting alchemy on a commercial basis, and so on. A 
famous one WIIS "for an undertaking which shall in due time 
be revealed." . 

South Sea. stock rose 36 per cent from January to May, 
1720, reached 600 per cent in May, was over 1000 from June 
to August, and fell to 121 in December! In this last period, 
Bank of England shares fell from £265 to £132, those of the 
East India. Company from £449 to £14~ and those of the 
African Company from £200 to £45. English finance re-

I ~covered from the crash in a few years, however, and resumed 
jits growth. 
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France did not get off BO lightly fro~ her simultaneous 
"bubble," which is associated with the name of the Scottish 
financier, John Law. He had a plausible scheme for re
organi~ing French banking and public finance. • Unfortu
nately, it Will! combined'lHth a speculative venture for 
developing trade between France and the New World. An 
era of almost insane speculation followed, rendered doubly 
dis!Il!trous by the fact that the three billions in paper money 
issued by the Bank was inseparably involved with the affairs 
of the trading concern. The shares of his company rose over 
900 per cent before the crash came. For a long period after 
this, the French public was suspicious of negotiable stock, 
which Will! called simply "paper," and the growth of credit • 
Will! undoubtedly retarded. The" old regime" in France, 
with its tax-farmers, privileged cl!ll!ses, interior customs'" 
lines, and non-parliamentary government, Will! so much of 1£' 
unit that it is hard to be confident about attaching specific' 
weight to one factor or another in her later economic mis
fortunes. 

~'THE EVE OF THE INDUSTIUAL REVOLUTION 

Besides the stirring events of the struggle between great 
powers for economic and military supremacy, certain more 
general developments,> not confined to anyone or two 
countries, attract the attention of the student of any phlll!e 
of European life early in the eighteenth century. The, 
modern wars which followed each other in dreary succession 
down to 1763 were not fought on nothing, oI;.for no object, 

, but rather were a phase of the enormously increased wealth 
of Europe and were fought for the largest possible shares in 

, it. This cannot be doubted for a moment by anyone who 
will reflect that the expansion went right on, in spite of all the 
destruction. The uses and abuses of capital in its most r 
fluid or mobile form of paper instruments, and of the in· \ 
struments themse"ives, during the "bubble period" were 
merely the surface phenomena Of a VlIl!t accumulation. 

While the percentage of in~rease in foreign trade Will! less 
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in the eighteenth ~entury tha.n at sOllle earlier short periods 
in the commercial revolution, the growth in actual tonnage' 
was unprecedented. As in the a.m.asaing of precious metal • 
and mlUliY. other si.mila.r phenomena of economic expansion, 
we always have to think of the"1'ate in two different sets of 

, terms: first in..!!Q!!ars, tons, or some such units of measure
~ ment; second in. percentages of the whole - as added, in 

both cases, within given periods of time. A third vital con
sideration in figures on economic growth is the area involved. 
For instance, a comparison of wheat production, br-of the 
growth of it, in Great Britain, Rnssia, and the United States 
't~~.4ay would rest upon t'\Y.!l.liletJL'of.1igures, one giving the 
'~mounts per acre, the other the amounts per person. In 
~his way, the modern statistician is able to get at some of 

-(he qualitative differences as well as the quantitative ones. 
t)lder statistics are often unconvincing, or even obviously 
unreliable, because those who gathered them did not con
ceive their possible uses when economic science should 
becpme more highly developed, and thus left out a great deal 
which we should like to know. These are among the reasons 
why the economist is so chary of using old figures; 

The outward-bound tonnage of English foreign trade in 
1700 was approximately 317,000. It rose to 448,000 in 1714, 
to 661,000 in 1751, to ,959,000 in 1783, and to 1,958,000 in . 
1821. From this it is obvious that we should avoid any 
romantic dizziness about the immediate effects of an "in
dustrial revolution" beginning about 1750, 1760, or 1770. 
In value, Enl1;land's imports were about five sixths of the 
exports in 1700 and about three fourths in 1800. '" We cannot 
get figures for exactly the same yiars in England and France. 
The total trade of England, in round numbers, was about 
$60,000,000 in 1700, and about $364,000,000 in 1800. That 
of France was roughly $43,000,000 in 1716, and $231,000,000 
in 1787. French trade with the continent of North America 
had not been large, so that the loss of territories there in 1763 

.was not a heavy blow to conlmerce. The French East India 
Company, as reorganized in 17;3, after the collapse of Law's 
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system, had yielded annual profits of about $14,500,000 in 
the period 1743 to 1756, closed by the outbreak of the final 
struggle known as the "Seven Years' War." In 1768 these I 

returns were only $3,600,000, and the com. pany'was sup~ 
pressed the next year. ·The revolutionary period, beginnin . 
in 1789, soon disorganized the French navy, and the events 
of this era tended to euhance Great B!i.!tt!B1ColX).1;l1ercial 
advantage at France's expense. -:English imports increased 
from $80,000;000 in 1185 to $150,000,000 in 1800. 

This factual background of the Industrial Revolution 
should make us cautious about treating the mechanical in
ventions as primary causes. The value of France's foreign, 

ftrade increased a little over five times between 1716 and 
11787, that of England not very much more. Plenty of com-

/

' petent authorities can be found to disp,!lte the common' 
statement that Great Britain was more irid. ustrialized than 
France in 1750. The enormous smuggling trade of the 
eighteenth century must add to our caution in accepting 
official figures on commerce too literally.' 

Mantoux, in his Revolution industrielle au XVIII" si~cle, 
has given us the classic proof that the stimulation of industry~ 
came from the exporters. One must remember that in the .'. 
eighteenth century, England's exports chronically exceede 
her imports, the reverse of the situation in recent times. 
Commerce sgI!.9Q!!l!.l;lll,ted industry, a fact which is particu
larlY obvious as regards foreign trade. Most of the goods . 
consumed in England were produced there, however
Hobson's estimate is fifteen sixteenths. It WIlS the imports.- . 
tion of the raw materials from the Orient which made pos- • 
sible the development of the cotton and silk industries. 

I The tonnage statisti"" .... ssfer than those in terms of values because of 
the rise of prices during this century. It was quite Uneven for different goods, 
agricultural products rising most and some manufactured WflJ'e8 actually falling. 
The _eral rise lIIay have averaged as high 118 50 per cent for all Europe, 
though any eatilnalo "'oy be un ............ tably near gueaswork. The figu .... iD 
the text are merely to aid in a rough tpmpa.rison. All money estimates of 
""\ea of growth.,.. of cou .... lIlIIguified in a rising market of this sort. It be-' 
ing England'. typical producta which rose 1east in price. we would Iond to 
underestimate her economic achievements. . . 
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, New ~mm!l!!:iai centers arose. IJ,yerpooL, a fishing vil· 
lagemthe seventeentIl-century, became a great port in the' 
eighteenth. Her tonnage rose from 27,000 in 1700 to 
140,000 io,.1770, her population from 5000 to 34,000 during 
the same period. Nantes, Bordeaux, aiiaTe1imein France 

,had a similar, if somewhat less striking growth, and 

\ l\t.ar:;~ became a center of world commerce rather than 
mere y 0 Mediterranean trade. Lyons declined in relative 
importance, especially after the cleblicle of the Law system. 
Mercantilism, whether "good" or "bad" (if these words 
have any place in economics), had its effects. For example, 

.~ tl!!..!2Ylch, who had carried on largely a commission trade 
jfor o~hera and.ltad,!,-o gre!tE!l&u_r.~.resources of their own, 
trelatlvely deolined. ""'TIirs must have been due in part to 
protective policies elsewhere, as well as to the more im
personal economic forces. 

Manufactures grew up near such ports as Liverpool, ~ 
favored by a good, cliIpate for the textile industries as well 
as py nearness to wa~r poyrer and supplies of minerals. 

1Whether the commercial development "caused" that of the 
lindustries, or the converse, is rather a futile question. It is • 
enough for us that they were associated, and that the com-

, merCial capitalism of the importer-entrepreneurs was the 
older. 

Another proof - besides the growth of credit, exchanges, 

~
nd the mobilization of capital in the form of stock shares -

. that the costs and risks of business enterprise were becoming 
tabilized and, organized is seen in the development of in-

• S\!!l>Dge. Maritime insurance was already old .... as we have 
seen. It was in line with the general development of col-
lective enterprise to spread out the risks among a number of 
people, so that all would lose a little instead of one losing) 
everything. One simple way of accomp1ishing this was by 
means of an{llgr~ment)among cooperating merchants to die
tribute any losses incurred. All would' sign their names 

• beneath the agreement, froth which practice arose the term 
"un~~~g." Greater specialization and organization 
" . 
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were inevitable as business grew more complicated. Mer
chants developed the habit of meetipg - for example in the 
great coTeiHiouiieso£London, especially at Lloyd's - and 

. arranging for the insurance of ships. The next'step was 
the organization of companies. By 1725 most of the mari
time businesS in England was in the hands of two stock 
companies, the London Company and the Royal Exchange. 
In 1706 appeared the Sun Fire Company, following a long· 
development of fire insurance since the great fire of 1660. 
The Friendly Society, a mutual life insurance organization, 
had been organized in 1684, but the first great companies 
were the Amicable (1706) and the Eqnitable (1762), both of. 
which historic English concerns are still in existence. 

In France, the Compagnie d'assurances mari!imes was 
fourui.ed1Iil750, and was broadened out in 1753 into the 
Cinnpagnie d'assurancea generalea, which also ~ured houses 
against fire. Strangely enough, furniture was not included. 
A new concern, the Compagnie d'assurance8 contre l'incendie, 
created in 1786, covered furnishlngs, but not jewels .and 
securities. It disappeared in 1793, a victim of the general 
circumstances of the French Revolution, and particularly of 
a foolish and ill-timed scheme of the Constituent Assembly 
for establishing a system of social insurance. The competi
tion of the stock companies was fatal to the business of the' 
individual insurers. Systematic tables of risks had not been 
developed in the eighteenth century. The more legitimate 
business was hampered for a long time by its traditional 
association with speculation and outright gambling. 

All through the eighteenth century, the price level creJ?14· 
'!P, but more rapidly during the second half •• It was mos~ 

"'nnevenly scattered over different kinds of products. This is' , 
evidently one reason why its effects on different countries 
were not the same, either in force or in kind. We can con
fidently attribute. the stal?,ility, and in some cases the fall, 
in the prices of manufactured ~oods to industrial progress . 

. Against the background of rising agric}.lltural prices, includ-' 
ing that of the l!2.d itself, t4ese special cases are arrest~g. . . . 
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Various explanations of the general rise were offered. Arthur 
Young, observing French conditions just before the Revolu-' 
tion, attributed it to the incre~ of population. The amount 
of preciblIli metal steadily rose. Few people at the time 
suspected one of the first factors which would occur to lit 

present-day economist: the multiplication of credit facilities,. 
which accompanied the accumulation of actual capital good, 
and enabled what money there was to carry on more trans
actions. All these factors were spread over the entire cen
'tury, and are by no means to be attributed solely to the In
'dustria.! Revolution, the economies of which rather combated 
;han accelerated the general price tendency. 

THE: OLD UGIME AND THE NEW IDEAS 

Dramatic interest in the French Revolution has led to a. 
detailed study of the" old regime" in France which preceded 
it, and to a tendency in the minds of those who read history 
to assume tha.t the conditions so eloquently described under 
that, title were more strictly limited to the Continent than 
was actually the case. Important vestiges of the strip. 
system of agriculture, of the village organization which went 
'l\ith it, and of gild restrictions in the towns survived in 
England even into the nineteenth century. Ancient class ' 
privileges and prohibitions had yet to play important rbles 
before the" reforms" were complete - in so far as they have 
been achieved to date. While the conventional approach 
offers overwhelming advantages as to convenience and brev
ity, we must ke~p the mental reservation that the boundaries 

• are thus made too sharp - that the method carries with it 
a certain distortion, like the error in the best of compasses, 
which could do damage if the user were not aware of it. 

In the France of the second half of the seventeenth century 
and the first half of the eighteenth, the Parliament or States 
General had come to be regarded as an ancient and closed 
episode in an outlived system of governmen't. This fact was 
patiently explained to the Brttish in 1713, while the ratifica
tion of the Treaty of Utrecht was being discussed. At that , 
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time, the body had not met for ninety-nine years. France 

'was governed by a privileged bureaucracy, arranged in I 
classes. So was England, for that matter, but her system" 
gave the new economic leaders, who were genuinelrimpor
tant in the-national life, much more influence. There were 
more vestiges of feudalism in France, but French agriculture . 
was prosperous, and the peasant was probably as well off as 
any in Europe. Of the cloud of specific abuses which need 
not be catalogued here, all were linked in one way or another 
with the costly and relatively unadaptable administrative 
system. The Treasury was chronically in trouble, especially 
after the military expenses and misfortunes which culminated 
in the disastrous treaty of 1763. • 

Treasurers of the central Government and of the provinces, 
tax-receivers and tax-farmers (collectors on contract), and 

I financiers whose main business was the traffic in advances to 
, the Treasury, till.d private finance to the State - and hence 

to the abuses. Partuans or traitants could acquire the right 
to collect some tax or to hold some office for an advanc .... in 
time of need. When the revenues did not suffice, which was 
often, those of the following year would be discounted for 
ready money. Even in Colbert's time, such a series of con
tracts for $2,884,000 was discounted at a loss to the Govern
ment of more than a sixth, and Boulainvilliers claimed that 
of $200,000,000 advanced between 1689 and 1709, the specu
lators retained $53,200,000, or more than a quarter. Profit
eers in munitions and other war materials made fortunes at 
the expense of the Government. Huge amo\Illts in the form 
of incomes for life or in perpetuity (rentes) weighed upon the 
royal Treasury, the Church, and the various provinces. By 
1789, there were $12,400,000 of these from the Treasury and 
around $30,000,000 from the Church, not counting those of 
the provinces. 

In a country w~ose offices were apportioned by class dia-l 
tinctious, many of which could be purchased, fortunes or I 
incomes thus attained tended to disappear from the normal
economio channels. The Church, which was fabulously 

"'----'--
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Iwealthy, did not ~ominally pay taxes, but made" contrlbu-
• Iftions,,, to which strings were often attached. Owing to restric-' 

tions, interior customs lines, and local privileges, goods did 
not moveSreely to market, even within the country. Every 
attempt to correct one of these abuses, often recognized as 
such, mej; with resistance from some privileged class, person, 
or locality. The business public was beginning to feel decid-

(
edlY that it had "n~hts," dictated by certain prin
ciples of common sense and rational administration. It was 
no longer possible to put all the people who were able to 
demand recognition on a budget already swollen to the point 
of bankruptcy. By" the abuses," complaints of which filled 

,. the air, was really meant "the privileges," which kept a 
group of incompetent people, many of them indifferent to 
administration on principle, at the head of state and society. 
In an age of capitalistic expansion, such a government was 
in a dangerous position. 

The situation was no better in most of the Continental 
co1l;lltries. Of teller it was worse, for of all the states which 
had copied French "Grand Monarchy," not many were as l 

rich as France. Even in England, old economic regulations . 
and prejudices were overcome very slowly, and after bitter' 
contests at every step. Dealing in futures or contracts 0j , 
the stock exchange, without delivery, was repeatedly de
nounced in the House of Commons during the eighteent 
century. Specu1a.tion was condemned by both David Hume 
and Adam Smith, neither of them in any sense reactionaries. 

PuILlicity, in,eluding advertising, made great strides during 
, the eighteenth century. Both the Dutch and.J;he English 

\

had practiced(cornmeroiaJ advertiSinmin a limited way at the 
close of the previous one. Such methods of actively solicit
!ing business were generally greeted as unfair competition. 
ll'he business man was supposed to sit quietly in his shop or 
office and wait for customers to seek him out. Neverthe-

· less, the contrary practice grew. Passive \-esistance to com-
• petition gradually came to "spell ruin, and the whole code 
of busi¥ess ethics was overturned. This little-worked field 
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of economic history is one of the most inviting Cor serious, 
. deta.iled research. France was much behind England and 
the Netherlands in theiijireaaoraiIverlising. A Paris ordi
nance as late as 1761 condemned a group of mellC1!1.nts for 
spreading circulars announcing the sale of goods at a reduced 
price. 

Mercantilism assumed the need of a degree of protectionl . 
which was outgrown by one industry after another as pro-(-
ceases were improved. Thelcottons grouPlin Great Britain, 
for example, began to grow extremely restive about the 

, middle of the eighteenth century, fceling that the legal re
strictions were more a hindr~ce than the protection was a _ 
help. In the end, those who wanted greater freedom of 
competition triumphed. T!!~.2biections to the mercantile 
system were formulated as a new set of "principles" by the 
French Scorwmiste8, better known as the "P~s." 
Turgot, who became Louis XVI's Finance Minister in 1774, 
Wii:Si'pupil of Quesnay, the outstanding leader of the group • 

• They believed 'thit--governmental restrictions should. be 
strictly limited to the protection of men's" natural rights" 
to make the most of their capacities. Their stress upon 
agriculture, as the only truly productive kind of effort, since 
it added to the supply of primary materials, did not make 
them intolerant of commerce and manufacturing. Adam, 
Smith, whose Inquiry into tk Nature and Ca'U8e8 oTiM 
rearm of Nati0n3 was published in l7ZfI; was not a Physio
crat, but his views were inlluenced by those of his French 
contemporaries. • 

This really grea~ tre8:tise is too broad F,d deta.iled to lend ' 
itself to brief stii:iu:nary. It merely cnticized some of the 
inconsistencies of the Physiocrats, but deli;ered the deadliest ' 
kind of an att~ OD mereanti!i!!.n.!, by adopting an entirely 
different, systematic approach ·to the subject-matter of eco
nomics, more in. harmo~-wft!l'~;;,~t,ions as they had 
become. To Adam Sllft~ the governfinental regulation of ", 
business was not fouPcied ~po; abstr~ principles, such as' 
justice, but upon ex;'p~ency alone. Bet\ter than any other . . '" \ 
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, economist of his day, he appreciated the practical advantages 
of a vdde territorial specialization - broader even than the' 
confines of nations - each regio/l or country exploiting its 
own pE!ooliar advantages. In this way, one nation could 
profit by the rational development of another along certain 
lines, provided the movement of goods were reasonably free, 
each exchanging the things it could best proauce. Such a 

! liberal policy would not necessarily abolish all the protective 
fCagfi's erel!i~d bytne mercantilists, but it would reduce them 
f to the narrower confines of obvious, and often temporary, 
• expedieJl,cy, The later Manchester School of economists . 

allowed laissez-faire to run8lmost' intO a political dogma of 
• rampant individualism, opposing even perfectly necessary 

public interference to prevent abuses. Adam Smith himself, 
as his writings reveal him, was too sane and realistic to have 
been led to any such extremes. 

Turgot's attempts moderately to liberalize the Frencb state 
regulations soon procured his dismissal at the behest of the 
vested interests affected, and France swept on toward the 
financial distress which was one of the main immediate fac
tors in overthrovdng the old regime. The loss of the thirteen 
}North American colonies in 1783 was only one of a group of 
icoincident incentives for Great Britain to modify ber tariff 
'policy. A large part at the restrictive system, as affecting. 
cotton goods, had disappeared on the eve of the American 
Revolution, as a result of the clamor of !;he industrialists tbem
selves. The effects of the techJlicIII advances associated vdth 
the. Industrial,Revolution were already beginning to be felt 
'by 1783. Various duties were cut, and in 1786 a..commercial . 

i treaty with France:! signed. British woolen and cotton 
textiles and hardw were admitted into France at fairly 
low ad valorem rates: exchange for reciprocal concessions 

· on French vdnes, brandies, oils, and other products. The 
writings of the E~/)~'ill ~ of Adam Smith certainly 
aided in mObiliz~''" g I the argum """'08 whlch the economic 

• cbanges themselves were brl'nginge~~~ard. 
Much of th~ s .ematic lite~ture o~~e French ~volu-
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tion, which more or less crystallized opinions about it, was 
Written in the middle third of the nineteenth century, under 
the influence of "economic liberalism," including a wave of 
enthusiasm for free trade. Careful students are nllt. so sure 
to-day of the practical benefits of this tariff agreement of 
1786. English competition was at least partially responsible 
for a considerable amount of distress and unemployment in 
the textile centers of northern France. Coinciding with lean 
harvests and other factors, this aggravated a concentration of 
uprooted poor people in Paris which furnished an unfortunate 
atmosphere for solid work on the part of the Constituent 
Assembly. 

,.'(' NOTE ON THE RISE OF MODERN CAPITALISM ../' 

In the last chapter, a brief attempt was made to sketch the 
background and beginnings of the modern form of eapitalism. 
After noting the fact that controversies have arisen as to the main 
sources of the eapital and the identity of the religious, llational, or 
other groups which have been most active in developing its present
day organization, this formal approach was dropped. It seemed 
more logical, especially in the space available, first to set down the 
main facts· about the expansion of. Europe and the more obvious 
ways in which this process affected the search for larger, more 
flexible types of organization. In dealing more specifically with 
the development of these types in the present chapter, the emphasis 
has again been placed on the less controversial points about the 
growth of capital and the accompanying changes in methode of 
applying it. There is a more formal and sociological approach to 
the.. same problem, of which every student of economic history 
should be aware. Because it is formal, dealing with general defini
tions of phenomena which were not uniform at different times and 
places, no one of the writers of ita vast and bewildering literature 
agrees exactly with any ofthe others. SOMe of them have developed 
suoh different attitudes and dealt with such distinct materials, in 
their various works, that they Beem at times to disagree with them
selves. 

What are the ess.ential features of the" capitalist r~gime" of to
day which distinguish it tram its predecessors?· - One of the out
standing faots about it, from the jIIlgle of organization, is the I. ~ 
presenoe of eapita.l in the form of mgotillble sUJck, viewed as an in- \ • 
IItS~ to yield interest. Before. tlle1tallCized worde themselves 
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acquired their present definite meaning, strong national states 

!
arose, joint-!ltock companies were perfected in the atmosphere of 
international trade, and machinjl ingustry underwent a considerable 
develoR/!lent. N atio_nal regulation superseded local, and finally 
political "c~ntrol was weakened to a shadow of its former self by the 
growth and toleration of economic competition. The family and 
the gild gave way to the individual as the final unit, at the sli.me 
time tbat the individuals were being or.P!!.il:ed into much larger 
productive groups thaneitiier or the first two. Not until the final 
triumph of mac . e ro esses in the nineteenth century had trans
forme e W ole orgamza Ion 0 lab~ it the structure 
of social classes, dij.sll:cit~.J,I! achieve its present form. Con
sidering this long historical process fUr a Bort of drama, many at

, tempts have been made to pick out the leading actors and assign 
them their re,les. . 
. Professor Werner Sombart, who has probably written more on the 
subject than any otherone person during a quarter of a century, 
was not very clear at the outset as to just what he meant by capital" 
ism. In the first edition of his Der M odeme KapitalitrmUB (1902), 
he was seen to be enormously impressed by the mere accumulation 
of capital, and by rent as a factru: in ~cess. He later multi
plied studies on war, the Jews, and finally thc entrepreneur or busi
neSs man, arriving eventually at a multiple or eclectic explanation. 
Of Sombart's various th8Qries concerning the development of capi
talism in modern times, most attention has been given to his claim 

~
hat the emigration of Jewish financiers, &at to Amsterditm at the 

close of thesmeenth century and auitle later to ~d, iccounts 
or the ascenda.ncy of the'Dutch and British. Some of his" proofs" 

are quite fanciful- including those of the re,le of the Jews in 
colonization - and have been undermined by careful research. 

MIIX Weber thought that it was rather the Continental Calvin
ists a.nd English Puritans who supplied the competitive capitalist 
spirit or mentaJity (Geis/). Tawney, S~e, and others have noted 
that there are ma.ny common elements in the attitude of the Jews 
a.nd the various Calvinist groups.' In developing his contention 
ithat the English Puritans contributed much more than the Con
itinental Calvinists toward the triumph of the "economic virtues" 

JR. H. Tawney, in his R.!ig/oII and tIuJ Rio. of Capilal ..... (London, 1926), 
sketches the argumenlB concerning the parIB played by religioU8 groups. The 
"oIu. of this work .. a well-balanced summary is I .... ned by the fact that iIB 
author h .. a po~ition of hi. own. For example, iIf outlining that of Mu 
Weber (pp. 319-21), he gives littl .. idea of ilB real breadth, as developed in 
Weber'. W'rt.ch4!t.u .. clliihl4 and his otudy of Dill ,....t..tanti<cII. Ethi!< ""d 
der Geiat diJa KapilaZ ......... George O'Brien, ill hi. HOMY 011 the E_ic EfledI 
of the Rofo~" (London, 1923), re"!lhe.e conclusion:' much like T~wn.y·S. 
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over medieval prejudices against the "sin of covetousness," Tawney 
\ 'deals very plausibly with the historical setting of the movement. 
Besides living in a highly commercialized and individualistic society, • 
the Puritans had before them a clear picture of what they did not' 
like, in Charles 1'8 .. Colbertist" state capitalism, aglliiiit which' 
they revolted. Both the Anglican and Catholic churches also 
opposed the growth of individualism and economic competition on 
principle. The final opponent which aided in crystallizing Puritan! 
views was the titled, landed, and privileged nobility. Later on, 
Engiand was in a peculiar situation because of ber leadership in 
the Industrial Revolution. English: economic society, Tawney • 
holds, tbus developed with the interests of the city in the fore
ground, while those of the State were emphasized in Germany, and , 
French thought was dominated rather by the speculations of phi-~ 
losophers than by the exigencies of business. wo 

The very plausibility of the conflicting" religious group" theories 
is disconcerting, since they cannot all be true. Any detailed men
tion of the long list of writers on the evolution of capitalism, to
gether with their views, would merely distract attention from the 

, main points to which a very brief sketch must be limited. All of 
: these people either frankly or tacitly acknowledge the force of 
, another group: tl!e national state. It was as such that Eng-

I land, Holland, and"Fiaxicii"achieveil their eminence in modern 
, economic life, whatever the religion of the financiers and traders at 

the outset. Lujo Brentano prefers to go back to the crusading 
period and follow the evolution of competitive trade ss his thread, 
of continuity. 

Everyone of these theories is also obliged to lay some stress on', 
the trading town ss the cradle of modern capitaljl;m; particuia.rly\: 
those ~he town WIISMO"1m'importii.nt financial center.' 
It continued to have its own interests and point of view, even after 
its power to reguia.te economic life had been curtailed by the na.
tional state: ,!,:e~ght r~~ar~ !~~t both J':,!8and,. CalviWsts Were 
a part Qf ~his tradlDg atmospl.leJ:.e~ rather th8Ji1hat of the villagejlr 
country - the first perforce town dweners because they were Jews, 
and the second perhaps Calvinists because, among other ressons, 
they were first townsmen and traders. Economic competition wss 
not the only expression of rising individualism, which See goes so 
far ss'to call the one issue, "whether we consider the progress of 
capitalism or the brewing of the Renaissance and the Reformation." 

So invariably do these trains of thought about broa.d social groups 
and their general economic. phi\l)s~phies come back to the ~o
graphic and historical realities of the town ss the modern age in •• 
heritedit, that one is often temllted'to brand-them 'as mere intel· 
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lectual excursions. Doubts of their solidity as explanations of 
economic change are not allayed by the amount of non-economic 
controversy they introduce. Oftentimes the issue between the 
conflictoing views seems to be largely one of taste. The writer who 
disapprOv!!S of the ethics and procedure of modem competition is 
likely to deplore those currents in the evolution of commerce and 
finance in the towns, during the crusades and later, which ushered 
in contemporary capitalism. It is not strange that this same per
son should dislike the Calvinists or Jews who took so active a part 
in the process. 

This introduction of an elem~t of moral judgment is a source 
of confusion. The increasing emphasis upon geography in the 
newer work on economic history is undoubtedly due in part to a 
desire to keep close to things which can be defined with considerable 
accuracy,"weighed, measured, and checked. To explain the rise of: ' 
'Dlodern capitalism in terms of religious groups leads to the dragging I 
in of other controversies which have not proved very fruitful. For; 
example, it brings in the old dispute, which has filled many volumes, . 
as to whether the Protestant Revolt was an attack upon a fine 
type of society, susceptible of indefinite improvement along the 
main lines already laid down, or a liberating revolution against in. 
tolerable conditions, maintained by a sacerdotal tyranny. The 
way is thrown open to another series of assaults upon the ethics, 
rather than the economics, of modem competition, vividly exem· 
plified in A. J. Penty's A GuiUhman's Interpretation of History. 
Very likely much that was "good" disappeared in the too rapid 
overthrow of the medieval economic system; but this is a dangerous 
question to inject into eoonomio history, which, to be of much uae, 

, must concern itself mainly with what actua.lIy occurred, and how. 
Professor Henri See ha.s done economic history an admirable 

service in his little popular book entitled us Origims du CapillJ/" 
ism6 M oderne.' It is not an analysis of the theories of previous 
writers on the S\lbject, BO much 118 an arrangement of weU-authenti· 
cated historical facts. In recommending this work,..we venture to 
suggest that its main outline is pretty sure to stand. When capital
ism is traced from one place or phase to another, the emphasis is 
placed upon such geographic realities as advantages in resources or 
position, 1\8 these affected the inherited structure of economic s0-
ciety and the policies of men. 

If we adopt this point of view, it is easy to find flaws in the type 
of argument criticized above. Leaving Professor Sombart's varioua 
and sometimes slightly muddy'i;heories to the host of critics already 

, in the field, it may be profitable to glance at Professor Tawncy'. 
1 In the CoUectioD Anuand Colin, P ...... , 1926, ~IO pp. 
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argUInent coneerning the ~le of Puritanism, as sketched above. 
'To begin with, it is open to doubt if English town society was more 
commercialized or individua1istic than that of the Continent at the 
time of the rise of the PuritllJll!. CarefullyanaIyzed, do Charles re 
mercantile policies suggest .. Colhertism" or "state ear;l'talism" 
any more than those of Cromwell, under whose regime the first of 
the Navigation Acts was pa.!!Sed? As to Anglican and Catholic 
opposition, were they not on exactly the same grounds? No con-

. villcing proof is presented that such moves as the legalization of 
interest were more (or less) deJayed on the Continent than in Eng
land because of religious opposition. If the resentment of the busi
ness community against the nobles burned hotter in England, or 
was more effective, it was certa.inly not primarily because their 
privileges were greater; nor is it to be admitted offhand that their 
resistance to change accelerated it. Was Puritanisnl a "cause" or 
a mere incident of the growth of English cities, with their com
merce, industry, and typically urban point of view? 
. The final two items, comparing England with Germany and 
France, are perhaps the most dubious of all as explanations. Onoe I 
Germany's political disunity was cured, capitalism made as rapid! 
strides as anywhere in Europe, which suggests at least one tangible. 
reason for any earlier backwardness. Moreover, her case takes us 
back to the main religious &rgUInent. The most highly indu!tri
alized regions of modem Germany are divided between Catholicism 
and Protestantism, depending, it would seem, upon natural re
sources and location. Likewise, the industrial region of north
e8.8tern France is Catholic. And how about Belgium, whose in
dustrial concentration is hardly surpassed in Europe? It is not 
proved, and seems hardly suaceptible of proof, that French thought 
is any less individualistic than English. Before we attach too much 
weight to its being dominated by the speculations of philosophers, 
we should demand both definitions of the terms and substantial 
evidence 8.8 to the facta. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING. 

This chapter and the previo\18 one covering the S8llle period of time, the 
BOurees naturally overlap. No,," particularly the references above to the 
works of Hauser, Scmbart, Strieder, Tawney, and Weber on the origins of 
capitalism. We might add Scmbart'. books, TM J_ and M.dIJm Cap
iIaliom, and TM QuinJ.._ of Capitaliom. 
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CHAPTER m 
THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 

lNDl1STRY ABO'D'l' 1750 

THE emphasis upon commercial and financial development 
between 1500 and 1750 should not be allowed to obscure the 
fact that industry had also grown enormously. This growth 

I had carried with it considerable chan~B in organization and 
. ~I1Ilique. In the Low Countries, many industries had 
Jpread from the towns to the countryside, where by the six- . 
teenth century they had undergone a degree of capitalistic 
organization by "merchant-manufacturers." Among these 
were the cheaper grades of carpets, some linens and laces, and 
a light, inexpensive cloth known as wonted, made from 
Spanish wool. The rural ai-tiaan produced on a small scale, 
and usually marketed through a middleman or entrepreneur. 
Ofrentimes this "merchant-manufacturer" or "clothier" 
also furnished the raw material. All fully developed during 
the two centuries iust before 1750, with the variollsprocesses 
divided among different households, coming together in the 
clothier and reaching tke market through him, this was called 
the "putting-out'~ .lIystem. It was very common in the textile ' 
indusirfes' of England, the Low Countries and France, as well 
as other places where cloth-making for the market was im· 
portant. . 

There is a certain suggestiveness in the divislon of the in
. dustrial work carried on in homes into independent and de
pendent tms - remembering always that they are not to be 
mistaken for general economic "stages." For example, in 
Bri!tany, a poor agricultural region without extremely active 
urban ~rs, the merchant capitalist remained such, instead 
of "putt g out" raw or partially worked materials and 
gradually tting control or the industry itself. The same 
was true of the Belfast region of northern Ireland until after 
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"11'6(;:' Likewise, there was a great deal of ~ally inde~en,dent 
·rurp.l jpdustry in the English county of Yorkshire clear into 
the nineteenth century. The artisan was free to buy his own . 
wool and to sell his finished cloth in the markets of.,Bloadford, 
Leeds, Halifax, or Wakefield. Under such conditions, where 
the independent artisan might and could compete with the 
clothier, or where the industrial capitalist did not exist at all, 
life under the domestic system was often quite attractive. 
It was in many cases a mere adjunct to agriculture, carried 
on by renters (or even-owners) 'on-rain;V,-days, or in seasons 
of little farm work. 

Rural industry expanded in other regions for quite different'f 
rea,!!ons. Whe~t!l!l..II.QiL'\Vas rich, proprietors were partic-:\ 
ularly tempted to apply capitalistic methods to agriculture., : 
The social prestige of landholding led many men who had" 
made fortunes in commerce to purchase estates, and there 
was a certain carry-over of the4' earlier methods into their 
later activities. Many peasants and small renters increased: , 
their holdings. Technical improvements were also made.' 
The name of Jethro Tull (1674-1740) is associated in Eng- ~ 
land with the introduc~ of machinery for drilling in grain " 
instead of sowing by hand and for more tliorOOghcultivation. 
About the same time, Lord Charles T!:nYll~nd experimented 
with clover, turnips, and other crops which could make rota,. 
tion possible, eliminating the fallow year. With the solution 

I o1t'!l:e problem of winter forage, more and more attention was 
, paid to sto.c!7raising for profit. The attempts of such men as 
Rober~ B,akewell to improve the breeds of ca~tle and sheep 
led to renewe'a(agitation for enclo8Ure)- the strip system, 
with common pastures, being irreconcilable with specialized 
pure stock, which must be kept apart. D.;:ainage and Alrtil-r 
ization were also studied by men like Thomas Coke, al 
myriad of experiments yielding surprising resultS.-

l3ack of all this, as the most positive factor of all, was an 
eX'pan~~arket: France had ~ road system in l.Z.SO which 
sliould certainly eommand the respeet of any Americap. who 
ean remember our own of a hundred and fifty years later. If . 
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Englisl1 roads of' the eighteenth century were often ~iiti
cized, it was partially because of the enormously increased 
demands made upon them. A few detached sentences from 
the wri.tit!gs of travelers like Arthur Young are sometimes 
permitted to cloud the fact that some improvements had 
been made. 
I The gradual destruction of the old village system by the 
fonsol}dation of holdings and the introduction of more effi
~ient farI!Ji.ng methods left propertyless, many peasants in 

, I the richest localities. Especially in regions where this con
dition was associated with considerable urbanization, the 

. rural artisan was often left practically at the mercy of ,the 
, clothier, who became a real industrial entrepreneur. Some 

'such situation had arisen within Flemish towns at a much 
earlier period, but never to anything like the degree that it 
developed in the countryside of the same region in the eight
eenth century. Oftentimes the clothier distributed the m&- . 
terials, owned the tools, controlled the market, and even ven

;tq,x:edto some extent to supervise the processes. In eastern 
• F'riulce before the French Revolution, machines were in

': }litallett in some cases to carry on these rural industries - for 
I example, in cotton-spinning - and the competition was djs:. 

• astrous to old established towns. Before the general intra-
· duction of power-driVIm machinery, there was IIJl evident 

tendency, both in England and on the Continent, ~ group 
the various processes under the same roof where local condi
tions and the nature of the industry made it practicable. 
The..obstac1e~ were considerable, especially in the case of 

.1 rural industties, often outweighing the advantages of im· 
./1 proved supe,!'vision and the saving in transportation. 

Enc1oSlll'li) went on at an increasing rate in England after 
1740, and in a hundred years the village system had largely 

" disappeared. Much as we read about the enclosures under 
'the Tudor kings, less land was involved in the movement for 
the whole period than was enclosed during some single years 
of the later century mentiotl.ed above. To illustrate by two 
fairly representative decades: 469 enclosure b.ilIs wel,'ll passed 

"""'''-, « 
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'lifthe decade beginning with j.'l90, affecting 858,276' acres; 
'and in the deca.de following 1810, 853 bills permitted the con
eolida.tion of 1,560,990 acres., After 1801 it was easy for 
priva.te individuals to get such bills through a docilO"'Parlia
ment and to o~t the peasa.nts, who had enjoyed some pro
tection up to tha.t time. The old regime in France did re~rd~' . 
the application of capita.lism to agriculture - how much, 
it is hard to sa.y, for the'system was not at a.Jl uniform an 
some change took place, even in its strongholds, long before 
1789. 

In tfying to appraise the infi1,!l)!!!l!LQU!!~.9.!.tm!Uket'. J 

overseas before 1750, it is perhaps no fairer to sta.te tha.t this' ' 
i'Stim
1 

. .1l'fated manmacturing than that the increased industriall . 
outPut expanded the nlarket. The colonists were far more 
important as buyers than the natives. In the single year 
1658, DO fewer than 24,000 pairs of shoes were sent to the 
Virginia colony alone. There was a limited market for 
textiles in the North American colonies, but hardware was 
in steady demand .• Among the goods sent out were muskE\ts, 
hoes, nails, swords, tools, lea.d, pewter, and tinware. " Wool 
and cotton manufactures were the largest items in the tOtaT, 
iiiClmfuig-thnronmiercewiththe ·Orient,ironan~e1.pl'D
ducts rankl!!&.!l~3t. The gu.Jlj?owder in~as an im
porlailtOne. ~4ipbullding was greatly ;tJmulated by the 
growth of this expoff'tnide. Increases in Euro~'spopu1a-\ 
tion and in the range of goods demdeaa:isoconstantly. 
built up the hom.!Jlj.!!J'ket. I I 

We know now that the amount and variety of goods which 
the world market could be made to absorb were capable of 
an expansion which nobody would have dreamed of in 1750. 
The commercia.l revolution had already opened up enough of 
this market to indica.te vast possibilities. Perhaps the most 

I important changes which ha.d taken pla.ce were in the rea.lm 
,of ideas, beliefs, aI\d incentives-where nobody but a very 
simple-minded person will use scales or a measuring-stick 
with any confidence. The medfeval cra.ft gild system had . 
never be~n, s\rictl;: speakiIig, !' form of industria.! orga.niza-
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tion, but merely a method of regulation. In suppre&M,g 
competition'it had CUrbed individualism, enterprise, and tu I 

a very large extent active demand. By curtailing changes. 
in the'<,'a,riety or rate of output and by stereotyping social 
classes, this regulative system had a1so prevented radical in
creases in demand, since wants which would generally be ' 
futile if entertained are not likely to bring actual goods into' 
the market, and the base of multiplying wants was thus kept) 
artificially narrow. That demand tends to be indefinitely 

, extensible where competition is general and wants are freely 
eXIiressed is axiomatic in modern economic thought, ltecause 
it is an observed fact. Given these two conditions, it follows 

~ inevitably that the wants must tend to outstrip the limited 
'supply of goods. No perfect equilibrium is possible, but a 
'practical, working balance between wants and supply can be 
achieved by keeping the wants down and forcing up the sup
ply. The first of these correctives predominated in the 
medieval system, and the modern one has perhaps over
str.essed the second. Once the mediev¥ hierarchy of the • 
"spiritual" over the" temporal" was overturned, competi
tion unfettered, and the acquisition of wealth made respect· 
able, a stupendous force for change was unchained. 

This background of expanding middle- and 10weNllass de-
1mand was a vital factor in the growth of rural industry which 
(preceded the Industrial Revolution. The putting-out system 
was particularly adapted to the rougher, less expensive types 
of cloth, for both home and foreign markets. Those coun
tries and regiQns which specialized in these grades had an ad
vantage in that their market was developing 1P0re rapidly. 
When the new textile me.chinery appeared, this was even 
more marked. It is easier to make a fairly coarse or loose 
oloth by machinery than it is I/o fine one. Especially is it 
easier to begin doing so. Once a start was made and the profits " 
began to come in, there were both funds and experience for i improving the machines, which were t1ius enabled to en

. , eroach more and more upoh the handicraft monopoly of the 
higher grades of goods. Aa ~tween nations, En$la,!!!Lba.d 
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S~~il!~~~l!l~~Jn thUIP~<?f cJot~ which bt.n.ttlle.mselves 
to mechani~al proc~sses tlll!on had. FrAACe. 

. England's political, legal, and military situation was like-! 
wise favorable to the growth of the new industria~ She I 
had developed the basis of representative government and 
parliamentary supremacy at least a hundred years earlier 
than France. Her merchant classes had become able to in
fluence political policy and adapt both' domestic institutions 
and -international relations to -their needs. Arbitrary ro~all 
interference with economic activities and personal property 
rights had been successfully terminated by 1689: Excessive~ 
and inequitable taxation, contrary to the wishes of the voting 
classes. had been brought to an end. L~s had been passed 
guaranteeing the security of property and the freedom and 
sanctity of contract. A large degree of freedom in industrial 
and commercial action had been secured.. The average 
English investor was perhaps freer than any other to make 
use of his commercial and industrial sagacity and foresight 
without fear of political interference. Even diplomacy had 
been colored by the new economic spirit after the revolution 
which dethroned James II in 1688. In the early part of the 
eighteenth century, W.alpcle.J!ml!lte4-.~nglish .foreign rela
tions largely in the interesj; of inve.stors and,..merchants, set
ting a precedent which was widely followed thereafter. 

Finally. the Industrial ReV'Olution was barely under way \ 
when the old r~gime fell in France. precipitating a quarter, 
of a century of disturbances on the Continent. This period 
proved as favorable to British industry as it was destructive 
of that of her rivals. It was pl\rtial!y . .in recogrution of this . 
fact that Napoleon attempted to ruin England eoonomically! 
with his Continenta,L!310ckade, designed to keep British. 
products from the near-by European markets. 

By 1750 the textile industries had undergone vast changes 
in organizl!,tion and considerable alteration in techl!.ique. 
The growth of thfl putting-out system. in both country and 
town, together with the emphasill on new types of goods, had 
disrupted the re~trictive medieval economic order, body and 
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spirit, and its fragments were fighting a losing batti~\for 
emtence. Considering the eagerness for mechanical im· . 
provements, we might even be surprised at the small number 
whicb.,.appeared in the first haIr or more of the eighteenth 
century. 

The mechanical developments which were to make the 
most difierence in the long run were not, it now appears, the 
ones which attracted the most attention at the time. At the 
openinLP1J!J.~ev.entfuLcl!Iltury, textiles were king in the 
economic realm. All the metal trades put together were a 
poor tbW1n commercial ranking, if we separate cottons and 
~ns for the first and second places. That obSCure me
e!!anies were doing clever things along seemingly banal lines 

. like the toy industry did not seem very important. Even 
o the experimen~ in new processes for making iron and steel 

did not receive much general notice until they reached a 
highly practical stage. This was just at the time when a 
succession of < textile inventions'put a new emphasis upon 
metals for the construction of machines which paid enol'
mbusly. H we look at the mechanical revolution of a century 
or so following 1750 more or less separately from the accom· 
panying economic changes, we must surely admit that it was 
a much bigger thing than a series of improvements in the 
methods of making cloth. The 1'Il1I1.reVQIlLt..ion was a very 

, broa~ 2,!le iI!.-lI!.I!!!! pO!V~!.2.Ye.r Nature, by making he~ wor.k 
for him. ~d...coal were to birthe trump cards m this 

.-~. 

TEXTILE MACBINERY 

"Mal$.ine" is 1\ very loose term which it see~ best to use 
here in its restricted sense of a train of mechanism or an in· 
strume.,nt for the conversion of motion, thus distinguishing it 
from a"simple tool or implement like a chisel or an axe. The 

(Spinning wheel,>which was in use before the Industrial Revo
lution, was undoubtedly a machine. Pethaps the (Old hand 
loom, which was little more than a frame for holding the warp 
or lengthwise threads while the woof ?r weft was being drawn 
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throu~h crosswise, hardly deserves the titIe. It became a 
machine, strictly Speaking, however, with the addition of 
John Kay's "flying shuttle," patented iD. 1733. A simple, 
spring-aiivlCe tlUew tfieshuttle to and fro, saving !p.0I'e than 
half the Iabor previously required for weaving certain kinds of 
cloth, and speeding up the prOCel!8. Even before this time, _ 
the weavers had tended to pre1!8 upon the spinners for yarn. -
A whole industry, the most important in England, was ' 
hampered in its growth for the moment by the inadequacy 
of one process. Note the phrase "hampered in its growth." 
Back of the whole situation was the commercial factor of an 
increasing demand for cloth. 

Attempts were made by many ambitious inventors to de
vise a better spinning machine than the simple wheel, and 
prizes were offered. One device of ~ .and Paul, which 
appeared shortly after Jaf's invention, seems to us now to 
have needed only a little perfecting to have made it success
ful. About 1767 James Hargreaves developed a machine L 

which was practically a sP~W.iWh.eel with.m.1lltip~ spindles. 
The story goes that he had noticed a spinning wheel contmue 
to revolve after it hsd been turned over on its side, and thus 
conceived the idea of standing the spindles up, driving a 
number of them with a belt from one wheel. His earliest 
models had eight spindles, but before his death the number 
hsd been increased to eighty. Hargree.ves's machine was at 
first quite light and easy-running. As it increased in size, the 
problem of power arose j but by that time other important 
developments hsd taken p1e.ce. The "jeD,!.l'y," as it was 
called, hsd the further defect thst it woUfd spin only the 
coarser and looser yarns, calling for a mixture of flax. with the 
cotton. 

Both the simple wheel and the jenny were intermittent 
spinning devices. They did by hand- or foot-propelled ma.
chinery whst the spinner had done for ages with the thrown 
spindle: drew out 1 quantity of liber, twisted it, and paused 
to wind it before drswiiag out e.nother. The first practicaU • 
continuous spinning m&chine was ce.lled the "water frame,"1 .. --'-
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becauSe of the ne~ssity of Wling power to turn it, ~n a~count 
of its size and cumbersomeness. Richard ~Jc.!'?gbt's name 
has been aesociated with it, though he purloined the idea 
from 11. Ip8.n named IDgbs, getting it from the maker of the 
1a.tter's model. IDghs, whose model took a prize in 1767, had 
used the general principle of the earlier machine of Wyatt 
and Paul, which had fa.iled because of a higb tension which 

I broke the yarn. Arkwrigbt's first mac~i!tJt..was finished in 
11769. It was run by horse power, but his Cromford mill, 
set up in 1771, used water power. The fiber was pulled out 
by successive sets of revolving rollers, the 1a.ter ones turning 
more rapidly, and then twisted into yam. This yarn was 
firmer than that produced by the jenny, making the use of 

. linen in the weft of the cloth unnecessary. 
While the(roller-spinne~ still practicable for the yarn used 

in making some grades of cloth, it did not solve the multiple 
problem of hardness, fineness, and smoothness. Arkwrigbt's I 

most important contribution was the commercially success
ful application of power on a considerable scale. It was 
Samuel Crompton's hybrid "spin$g mule" of 1779, com
bining the qualities of the earlier deVlces, which made it 
possible for the more expensive English 1a.bor to produce the 
finer grades of goods in competition with the East Indies. A 
mQl.lliied i.o.r.m..of Crompton'!LJl)Jlie has remained one of the 
.most significant and widely used of the mechanical spinning' 
devices tGour own time. 
I <. Ell ~~y,an American, made the first successful cotton 
i!!.t_ in l1ll.2. It consisted of a spiked cylinder, rotiil'illg 
tIirough a bed-piece also equipped with rows.pf spikes, fOof 
·mechanically separating the seeds from cotton fiber. This 
lI!.!.!chinU.rQl!gh~.Q.hout,._VQ@tion in the whole cotton in
dustry, by making possible the pr6diictiori of fiber ready for· 
spiirning in vast quantities and at a re1a.tively low cost., 
Without it, the other inventions would have been much less 
.important, and the enormous increass id cotton-growing in 
the United States could hArdly nave taken place. - Our ex
ports increased, in round numbers, from 200,000 pounds in 
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1791 to 2,000,000 pounds in ~800, and the amount grew pro- .' 
'gressively. The consequences for agriculture in the Amer
ican South were V8.\lt and complicated, the new industry 
serving more than anything else tore'(!ve the. declining 
enthusiasm for negr.!tJlJJl,very. Nearly,a century elapsed 
before the value of cotton seeds W8.\l recognized, and formed 
the basis of new industries. \""1 

The flying shuttle was a relatively efficient device. About 
forty years passed by after the great inventions in spinning 
before any power lo..om was sufficiently perfected to become a 
serious competitor. Edmund Cartwright, an English clergy
man, devised one 8.\1 early 8.\1 1785, and had a working model 
by 1787, which was patented. It was quite clumsy, and' 
never had any commercial success. A long series of im
provements by Johnson, RadclitTe, Horrocks, and other.s 
paved the way to the first real commercial success in 1822. 
An a\l~ for making the finer cloths had to wait 
until metallurgy and machines of precision in general had 
reached a higher stage of development. The Kenwor~hy 
and Bullough model, which appeared in 1841, marked the 
transition to the present-day type. 

There were many other mechanical innovations in the 
textile field, such 8.\1 the use of roller devices in ,printing call
coes. Without denying the importance of the sum total of I 

changes in cloth-making up to about 1840, however, the mOl)) 
we look ,at the Industrial Revolution 8.\1 a whole, the more we 
are convinced that it did not consist of these. The next 
chapter may be anticipated by the remark jJlat industrial 

I capitalism had already made beginnings under the putting
out system, and that the single proprietor or partnership, 
rather than the then joint-stock company, characterized the 
earlier textile mills. Even if we regard the Industrial Revolu
tion chiefly 8.\1 a mechanical one, which is rather an obsolete 
view, we cannot fail to note that before the improvements in 
cloth-making went very far, they encountered the general 
problems of power, I!lachinedesign, ,and metallurgy for pro
viding suitable materials. 
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mON, STEEL, AND COAL 

To take up the development of the commercially successfui 
( steam engine>at this point would foree us constantly to refer 
to the' pffigress, or the want of it, in iron- and steel-making. 
Such a mechs:ni.sm obviously has to be made out of materials 
of certain kinds, sizes, and shapes. Watt's difficulties eon
sisted not 60 much of a dearth of ideas as to what he wanted 
done, as of the want of suitable materials and of known pro
cesses for getting them into the desired forms. C~ings of 
the required size, quality, and precision would have en im
possible a few years earlier. Finally, the definite conception 
of a complicated mechanism does not drop full-blown into 
,the mind from nowhere. The Newcomen Vumping engine· 
with.which Watt began had been deVeTOpe"d because it was 
needed in coal mines. These had become common because 
of agrowGig'~areity of wood; and one reason for this was 

. that the increasing demand for iron took a great deal of char
coal. 

It will be recalled that the expensiv~ess of the minimum 
organization required for oversell. trade led to the perfection 
of the jQint-stocuo~p!,ny, and that the high cost was due 
only in part to..thcunechimica..lflQuipmep.t. For instance, the 
demand for permanency was a big factor, the initial or pre
paratory investment being large and the operations neces
ea.riIy spread over a considerable period of time. Mining 
was the one eighteenth-century industry which most nearly 
duplicated these conditions i particularly coaJ mining. By 
1750 it had generally outgrown the stage of profitable ex
ploitatjon on a small scale. The sinking of shltfts, the con
struclllon of side galleries, ventilation, pumping out, raising 

" the ~~1 to the surface, and the accompanying engineering 
atrd t601-making services were among the operations which 
reqclred a large capital investment. They also called for 

. scientific'fuanagemerit.''''"Such organizati(Jn, applied to such, 
I problems, was a first-rate .factor in the development of in

dustrial capitalism and also of machine processes. It was 
• the Newcomen pumping epgjne of 1705, as perfected in the . . 
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mines'during more than a half-century, whi~hformed the basis 
for Watt's more famous invention. In .l.756 the Societ~ 
d'Anzin, a Fnmch...coaL.-mining company, had a thousand 
miners, besides half as many workmen in its shpps, By 
1789 the total number had risen to four thousand, and it was 
using a dozen steam engines. 

Entirely new vistas opened before this industry about 
IU5, whe~9n was ~~ . ..s.uccessful!y,_smJl~!!.ml:u:.!.?ke. 
~onsiderable progresinad been made in ftg'Ilace design dur.. 
ing the Middle Ages, and the mechanism forfurnishing the air 
blast had been greatly improved. The Moors had been the 
~ as well as the rulers in-thEi'Spanish peninsula, 
and after the religious persecutions many remained behind, 
converted either nomina.lly or in fact. Catalonia \'!lllS- a 
great source of.iJ.'9!!JI<rui./lteel, and the sworc:fsOrT01edo'were 
alIDostas famous as those of Damascus. AJ.lJQWj,ug..device 
was d~velope<I:4J. f:lP!!'i!l which used the a4- forced from a great 
tUbe by 8. descending column of water. Technical progresE 
continued down to the eighteenth century, the Germans in 
particular greatly enlarging the furnace and impr;-ving 'its 
design. Theirs was fed from'ihetop,and insuiate'd by air
chambers to prevent the escape of the heat. Two great' 
difficulties remained: first, the heat was still insufficient 
thoroughly to liquefy the ore, and second, the chemistry of 
iron and steel was not understood. Steel is merely pure' o:r 
ma.Ileable irQn with a small percentage of carbon added - or 
rather remaining behind, in the earlier processes. We now 
add about one per cent of carbon and various metals such as 
vanadium, nickel, and chromium, Too much carbon
above two per cent - gives cast iron instead of steel. Differ
ent kinds or grades of iron and steel were produced separately 
by taking an ore whose behavior when heated was known by 
fxperience and treating it by rule of thumb. The genera.! 
~Iution had to wait upon the growth of the science of chem
pstry in the eight&nth and nineteenth centuries. In the 
meantime, it was discovered that'steel could be made by re
heating and further, refining cast iron in a special furnace. 
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A number of attempts were made as early as the seven

teenth century to use coke or coal instead of charcoal in fir-' 
fug. Dud Dudley, an Oxford graduate, took out a patent in 
1622, which was later annulled. His competitors persecuted 
him, wrecking one of his plants after an earlier one had been 
destroyed by flood. We cannot be certain now as to the de
tails of his process. The growing scarcity of wood for char- . 
coal led to new attempts along the Same line in the eight;... 
eenthcentury. The elde~rby used c~k~ for preliminary 
heating about 1708, and his son madet1ie venture a commer
cial success after'&. quarter of a century by employing a water
wheel bellows, Using a Ne'!!to~e to hoist the water. 
Smeato~der blower, introduced in his Carron Works 

in Scotland in 1760 to replace the bellows, was almost as 
important as the Newcomen engine in paving the way for 
Watt's great invention. It led to It great deal of mechanical 
improvement in the making of cylinders, pi'stons, valves, 
packing, ete., and called for specially refined and polished 
steel for the moving parts. At first it was operated by 
water power, but Smeaton later connected it with the beam 
of a huge Newcomen engine. 

S!n.£!!::tgn'j.mach.inery largely solved the problem of making 
lIl!g iron. To make good steel in quantities, however, it was 
st~cessary to find some method of removing more of the 
carbon. After a number of lesser improvements had been 
inade, Peter Onions brought out his ~ICP!l!.c.!l1ll'l in 
1783. This consisted of reheating the iron m a special fur
;;:;;e until it was soft like paste, and then stirring, providing 
oxygen with a cold blast. The remainder of the cinder or 
scoria (carbon, ete.) was hammered out. Henry Cort re
fined the puddling process and made it a commercial suc
cess. In this way a good grade of malleable iron was made 
commercially available Itt an unprecedentedly low price. 
He and Purnell perfected the rollinl mill, for saving labor 
and turning out bigger pieces tll8ii waS' possible by ham
mering, and also for making sheets. This revolutionized the 
steam boiler, the crudeness of which, coupled with the diffi--, ,----"'- , , ' 
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culties of manufacture, hAd been one of the great hAndicaps 
·to the commercial building of steam engines. An engine 
which must transport itself, together with its boiler, as in a. 
steamship, must be exceptiona.lly efficient for its we~t. It is 

. fair to say that the s~t.w.t.tl.!'ll!1 the realm of com
mercial feasibility about 1785.. A number of attempts were 
immediately made, an(i"within less than twenty-five years 
one of them succeeded. Eventually, the plates which the 
rolling mill made available at a moderate price were applied 
to the construction of iron, and later steel, ships. In fact,' 

. the lirstiron vessel, a _~anal bQ!Iot1.JYas b.J,dlt. in Vel' 
Tb~ent8IUlvention in-steel-ma g, that of 

Sir Henry B_~E1er, bel~_ to_ the seci,ixia.half o(the nine
teenth century. Of course, a multitude of refinements in the 
procesSes took place in the meantime. As we shall see when 
we take up that period, Bessemer's experiments were 
prompted by his discovery in connection with another in
vention thAt the vast development in machine technique had 
absurdly outrun the facilities for producing steel in the 
needed quantities and forms. . 

STEAM POWER AND IllACHINES OF PRECISION 

There was nothing new about the idea of using the expan
sive power of steam to produce lateral or r~mot~. 
Hero of Alexandria is known to hAve constructed" a rotii:ting 
Btea.m"tOy as" early as the second century B.O. Newcomen, . 
whose pumping engine was patented in 1705, didno"t'Origrn-1 
ate either the idea of a piston moving in a cylinder or that of \ 
a sepa.rste boiler for generating the steam. i>eE~~ Papin, a 
professor of physics in the German University of Marburg, 
hAd employed the first, and Th<tmas Savery the second, 
There are many other names and experiments in this con
nection which might be of antiquarian interest if space were 
available for taking them up. As noted above, Newcomen's 
invention answer&! very well the purpose for which it was 
designed, and was widely used for pumping out mines. The 
remains of a very large one still lie on a hill above the Arti-
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bonite River in Haiti, where it was evidently installed late 
in the eighteenth century by some French planter for raising' 
irrigstion water. The Newcomen engine did not have any 
crank or ,produce rotary motion. I lie chief source of power 
was the vacuum created under the piston by condensing 
steam wit1i& jet of cold water. It required a good deal of 
attention and was extremely wasteful of fuel. Wastefuiness, 
it should be observed, is a relative term. The device sur
vived for decades, in competition with the other means of 
accomplishing the same ends, which is sufficient proof that it 
was practicable in terms of the fuel and labor supply at the 
time. 

, ~,an instrument-maker in the University of 
{Glasgow, was given a model of the Newcomen engine to re
)pair in 1763. His attention was drawn to the loss of heat, 
'and hence of power, entailed in cooling the cylinder at every 
stroke to condense the steam. He thought of providing a 

. separate condensing chamber. Later, he had the really rev~ 
lutionary idea of eliminating the vacuum principle entirely, • 
cloSing both ends of ihe cylinder, and applying steam pres
sure on each side of the piston alternately to force it back and 
forth. This would eliminate the waste of cooling at each 
stroke and enable the engine to be driven at a much higher 
speed than the Newcomen. The invention took on a crank 
and fly wheel, and finally a set of mechanically timed valves 
for admitting the steam. 

The model was only the beginning of Watt's troubles, 
which throw a ,great deal of light on the naturs of the mechan
ical revolution. It is especislly interesting ~ compare 
Watt's facilities with those of Sir Henry Bessemer about 
three quarters of a century later. Even with our present
day mechanical engineering knowledge and shop equipment, 
it is often a long way from a small, soft-metal model, embody
ing the idea of a machine, to the full-sized, commercially 
practicable machine itself. Smeaton regatded the invention 

, as" very remarkable," buthisopinion was that it could "never 
be brought into general use." Though himself a distin-, 
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guished inventor, and in the closest touch with the iron and 
. steel businees, the reason he gave for his judgment on the 
engine was the" difficulty of getting its parts manufactured 
with sufficient precision. " 

~ There were no cylinder-boring machines or lathes with 
tool-holders, and casting was still a crude process. Some of 
the cylinders made for Watt were an eighth of an inch wider 
at one end than at the other, and one eighteen inches in 
diameter was three eighths of an inch out of true. The rod 
which carried the thrust of the piston through one end of the 
cylinder had to have a stream-tight packing which would 
Withstand both heat and sollking. Little was known about 
bearings capable of working continuously at the speed and 
pressure required for such parts as connecting rods. Lubri
cation was another vexing problem in the days before petro
leum oils, specially adapted to heat and other peculiar 
conditions. 

After the bankruptcy of one firm, Watt had the good for
tune to get as a partner Matthew BoultoJ;J., whose finallcial 
backing and long experience in manufacturing and marketing 
mechanical toys were invaluable. The Newcomen engine 
was simpler and cheaper to build. To compete with it for· 
pumping, the Watt and Boulton product had to be made both 
reliable and quite durable, in addition to its advantages as a 
fuel-eaver. There is doubt as to just when the last Newco
men engine was coustructed, but the one mentioned above 
in the French colony of Saint-Domingue (Haiti) was appar
ently not quite installed when the slave insunection began 
in 1791. 

On the other hand, in industries where rotary motion was 
required, Watt and Boulton had to compete with water 
power. Their greatest advantage lay in sites where other 
conditions of manufacture were favorable but where falling 
water was una.va!Iable. Even here, it was sometimes pos
sible to raise the water with a Newcomen engine, as at the 
Carron Works before 1775, letting it turu wheels afterward. 
That this competition was not severe is indica.ted by the . . . 
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fact that in the year mentioned Smea.ton attached his 
blowers directly to a Newcomen engine. Watt and Boulton ' 
added a governor which maintained;a fairly even speed by 
regulatinlt the flow of steam, increaSing it when the pull of 
machinery began to cheek the aPeed and cutting it down 
when a lightening of the load produced the opposite effect. 
The Watt engine was supreme almost immediately where 
~Yierieiatedpowei:;a:;,~ necessary for turning shafte 
equipped with multiple belt wheels. Its first application to 
a cotton mill was made at Papplewick in 1785. 

Where iron and coal deposite lay side by side, as in north
ern and central England, the Watt engine solved the problem 
of putting the power where it was needed. The impetus of 
the various new processes was felt more and more in the ma
chine-building industry, especially after about 1800. Often
times it was of overwhelming advantage to place the machine 
shops far from natural water power, in order to get them near 
the other industries they served. 

'Until the appearance of the steam turbine about a century 
later, the development of the Watt engine was rather in the 
nature of refinemente than of changes in general principle. 

, The compound engine merely added one or more cylinders 
for using waste steam.. Great increases in size and power 
occurred as better matetials became available. Better design 
added to efficiency as engineering practice improved and fuel 
grew more expensive. 

Steam- and water-driven machinery gave a new impetus 
'to the mining Df iron. Coal mining was also stimulated by 

• ,the new demands for generating steam, and eBpKially by the 
'use of coke for smelting; but this increase was less immediate 
and impressive than was the case with iron. Thll \l.!!!! of the 
steam _lIngine did not spread much to the Continent until 

,J after-ISI5. There iron was still quite generally snrelted with 
charcoal, especially in Germany, where th~ type of ore gave 
thst fuel an advantege. England's iron production had in • 

• creased about 400 per cent between 1740 and 1788, amount
ing to about 68,000 tons in tb:e latter year. A good deal of 
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" . 
this incre~se was due to the replacement of Swedish and'Other 
'imported material. During the twenty years following 1788, 
another increase of about 300 per cent occurred. This was 
also in part a relative English advance mther than.a general 
European one, the importation difficulties incident to the 
French wars being added to the factors already at work. 

During the past few years there has been a growing real
ization of the e:xaggemtions of earlier writers on the Indu.s
trial Revolution regarding the rate and amount of chan~ 
~These overdramatizations and honeS-tenors -o'f 
judgment arose from a number of sources, one of which has 
been mentioned above: underestimation of the developments 
before 1750. Two other very general ones, each of,which 
could be analyzed into several worthy of separate mention 
were: (1) other factors at work between about 1760 and 1840 
besides the mechanization of industJ;ial processes were slighted 
or ignored; and (2) new methods were assumed to have been 
predominant at much earlier periods than they actually were. ' 

As to the first of these, we cannot ignore the fact that the 
" social upheaVal and war)on the Continent from 1789 to 1815, 
, coupled with England's insular position, was as unfavomble 

to the spread of her technical innovations abl'Q8.d as it was 
stimulating to their development at home. Great Britain 
was able practioo.lly to cut the communications of her two 
chief commercial rivals with their colonies and other oversea 
markets, and to appropriate these, to some extent, for hel'
self. With reference to France, this procese did not begin 
with the French Revolution, but dated fromJ763, or even 
earlier. Furthermore, it must not be forgotten that France 

• lost the Napoleonic wars in the end, Bnd with them the 
Belgian Netherlands, where some of the most intensive eco
nomic efforts of the First Empire had been concentrated; or 
that a neW' competitor, the United States, had in the mean
time got on its fee~ commercially and started a little indu.s
trial !,!!volution of its own. While the structure of Con~j 
nental society was, on the whole, doubtlese more favorable ,:'\ 
economic cl\ange after 1815 than before 1789, a quarter of a 
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century was a good deal of time to lose at the propitious mo-
, ment for hitting a hot iron. Finally, the long period of ~ 

action and fear of radical change which bring to mind such 
names 88 that of Metternich and such arrange,fuents as the 
Holy Alliance did not provide a healthy atmosphere for swift 
economic evolution: England was less affected than the 

\ Continent because earlier developments and the peace of 
VS15 left her with the trump cards already in her hand for the 
game which was, in reality, only just beginning. 

This suggests the second capital error which has pervaded 
much of the literature on the Industrial Revolution, and still 
does some of it. Such inventions as the steam engine, the' 
puddling process, the rolling mill, and the power-driven 
spinning machinery appeal to the imagination, and their 
long-time effects were tremendous; but they did not imine-

, diately transform even their own industries. Mechanical 
spinning was by no means triumphant by ISI5, even in Eng- ' 
land. In the whole textile industry of Great Britain, not to 
mllntion that on the Continent, thll putting-out system still 
produced most of the cloth, The financial strain of the wars 
had retarded the accumulation of industrial capital, and 

.very little tendency toward financial concentration had yet 
"appeared. England counted seven hundred and fifty coun-
try banks, but most of them were either private or run by 
very small companies. Some official recognition of the 

(changing social structure had been made. Justices of the 
'\peace had lost the right to fix wages in IS13, and the regula
tion of apprElllticeship had been abolished in the following 
year. These were war-time measures, and it is very hard to 
say just what r61e purely industrial motives played in them. 
Furnaces of the newer types had been multiplied, but Eng
land was still dotted with the shops of small artisans, makers 

\ of hardware, tools, etc. 

{

It was in the period from lID5 to l~that power-driven 
machinery achieved its actual predominance in England. We 
can leave the details until later, but the production of coal 
may be mentioned here as a ~ggestive index. The estimated 
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figure of r.qI,OoO,OOO tons for 1850 is about four times the out
. put immediately after the peace of 1815. S~ Hum,phry 
~~~fetY lainp ws.s imirnduce~15. ts enclosed 

e ws.s prevented from coming intO contact. with the 
gs.ses in the mines. Machine design and construction ma
terials became largely standardized in a single generation. A 
cylinder-boring device had appeared in 1785. Though 3 
terials had been turned for a very long time to give them per 
fect roundness, the lathe was developed into a practical 
chine for iron work at the end of the eighteenth centwy. 
Na.smyth and Maudsley are among the names associated 
with it. The prototype of the simpler present-day forms ws.s 
made by Clement about 1818. Really efficient tools for 
working steel appeared gradually during the decades which 
followed. This feature of the Indust)'iaJ. Revolution is as 
lacking in popular or dramatic interest s.s it ws.s vital to the 
changes as a whole. 

Professor Usher gives a telling illustration of the revolu
tione.r;v progress in machine work between about 1770 !,n~ 
1840. At the earlier date, James Watt ws.s struggling with 
the incredible crudities of smith-work which threatened with 
failure a machine which would not have been thought compli
cated at the later one. In 1843 Bessemer and his brothers
in-Iaw:sel up a machirtE!j:ou~a~gJ;)i'eJrr()nze powder used 
in gilt lettering. The process was secret.-'·TIlough the 
parts"were machined in diJJerent shops, these men s.ssembled 
them with a set of tools, and the machine actually ran for 
forty years without the necessity of anybody ~lse entering 
the factory I What might very properly be called the "~.!l~ .. 
Industrial RevolY.ti..on" was impending, based upon machine 
~hlch were to grow more and more automatic 
and upon the vast new dex~lopme~!!! .. i!t 8~1:~g wi I 

which Bessemer's name is s.ssociated. 

TWSPORTA,,-ON FAClLlTIES 

The growth of industries, e..ten under the putting-out sys
tem, in some regions to supply the needs of others, including . 
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the movement to ~aports for shipping abroa~, ~~ ~rforce 
accompanied by improvements in the means of transport..' 
\i!>lk Some account of this is necessary for even'the mOst 
8\lDlIIl&l'Y.explanation of tbe Industrial Revolution in Eng
land. Especially in the great expansion and mechanization 
of industry after 1815, the increasing application of some of 
the great inventions to this field ca.lled attention to the fact 
that tbe making and movement of goods are only different 
8.!Ipects of the same general problem of territorial specializa
tion. 
, 4 se.cle&o£.U.t.\ltnpike,. acts" following 1663 marked tbe first 
determined effort to imiro~e EngTIShliighways. Individuals" 
corporations, and communities were authorized to build toll 

I ~!1s 8.!1 commercial enterprises. The amount of progre""; 
achieved during the next century ia a subject' of dispute. 
From the standpoint of the gentleman trave1er in a coach, 
there W8.!l evidently material for vociferous complaints. 
That the situation was 8.!1 bad in the eyes of the trader, who 
w~ glad to be able to move his goods at all, even by ll~k
~orse, is not so certain. Macaulay's extravagant account 
ha.s been bolstered up by scattered and quite unrepresenta
tive quotations from Arthur Young, referring to the latter 
part of the eighteenth century, in attempts to prove that the 

~
oads were practically impassable, and remained so. There 

. were well-surfaced and properly drained roads in France, 
where a modified form of Roman methods had long been fol· 
lowed, but s.2i~e..c.onstruc.tioni.n Engla.wl ~ with the 
work of ThOql8.!l Telford (1757-1834) and John Macadam 
(1756-1836): - ... 

Telford's method W8.!l similar to the French one. His 
foundation consisted of a series of heavy flagstones, laid side 

. by side and bound together with pitch. The surface W8.!l 
tormed by adding sma.ller stones, carefully selected and rolled' 
smooth. This made a wonderful road, but the process was 
expensive. Macadam merely laid down' a series of stone 
coatings, beginning with very coarse material at the bottom 
and shading off to a surface almost as fine as dust, tben roU-. 
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ing the road quite smooth and hard. Both Telford andS 
Macadam laid great stress on the careful preparation of th~ 
roadbed, including provision for adequate .drainage. The· 
~eedbecaine so pressing that central and local goyernmen '" 
e05perated, and b;V1850 England had an adequate network of .v 
main roads. -
El:lllland~.c~~ in .c8{l~~~ltwas even more?!" 

marked. France had a coruuderable system in 1750, an . J. 
there had been other canals, used purely for transportation ' 
elsewhere in northern Europe even in the Middle Ages. ~ 
notable example is the one connecting Liibeck with the Elbe 
and thus with Hamburg. Doubtless the fact that the ind ~ 
tries involving heavy hauling had developed late in Eng
land is related to this situation. She imported much of her . 
iron from Sweden clear down to the Industrial Revolution, 
and worked it up within reach of the sea. Textile manufac
tures could get along very well with pack-trails as auxiliaries 
to the rivers and sea communications before the volume 
grew too large and machines began to come in. They 
needed this kind of a network, however. At this point we 
can be pardoned for a great deal of skepticism concerning the 
arguments that no considerable development oocurred before 
1750. 

T~!l.jrrt.EI:l __ .c~was built to serve the eompara-( . 
tively new coal industry, followmifa-parliamentary authoJ'oi 
ization i!l1759. It was only seven miles long, conneoting the 
Duke of Briirgewater's collieries at Worsley with Manchester. 
The builder, J ames Brindley, was not a trained engineer, and 
seems to have-;~hout any reference at all to Con
tinental experience. Yet the difficult enterprise - involving 
locks, viaducts, tunnels, and extensive cuts - was success
fully completed. The achievement was, after all, rath, e~( 
'insignificant compared with the French Canal d'L¥iC!!, 
one hundred and forty-eight miles in length, built under 
Louis XIV in the-previous century. A considerable network. 
of canals spread over England, Scotland, and Walell by 1840: •. 
when this form of transportation began to be overshadowed 

• 
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'\bY~. There were about three thousand miles of 
canals in England by that date, or more than three fourths' 
of the present system. Of course, many of them have been 
greatly eI1,larged. 

Whl!X!t.heavy ha~was necessary before the develop
ment of gooaroaiis or canals, the English sometimes em

;"ployed_t!t4!.,!IQ::!l.a,!!ed "tramw~,1I Two rows of timbers were 
" laid down to serve astriiCIC'8,' and, later, these were sometimes 

protected by strips of iron to prevent excessive wear. Event
ually, as iron became cheaper, it tended to replace wood for 
track construction. Besides the private tramways of mine
owners, manufacturers, and merchants, some public ones 
were built and operated on the toll principle. The perfecting 
of the steam engine, and especially its success in the steam
boat, led to many ,efforts to make a self-propelled vehicle. 
Some of the machines were designed to run on roads or pave
ments, others on tracks; but it was the adaptation to the 
tramway which succeeded. Richard Trevithick, William 
Redley, and George Stephenson were among the pioneers. 

f. Siephenson:S first reasonably successful loc~e was 

EoiriP1eted i.J:l1814. In)~5 the Stockton~Darlington 
• way was opened, the first on which steam power was used. 

he speed was about ten miles per hour. Five years later, " 
the Liverpool and .J.\!a.nIlhester line, thirty miles long, was 
cOlnplBted, the first to inaugurate a pasSenger service. St&
phenson's Rocket, one of its locomotives, performed the un
heard-of feat of attaining a speed of tw.ep.ty-p.jp.e miles an 
hour for a shor~ distance. Tw.ep..ty miles an hour was main-

, tained on schedule in 1838, on the new line froD\,.London to 
Birmingham, a distance of one hundred and twelve miles. 

. ¥3y 1855 there were over eight thousand miles of railroad in 
'\lse in the United Kingdom. At first it was thought that the 
'tailroad could be operated in the simple manner of the turn
pikes, being rented to any person who would pay the toIls. 
The necessities of management soon led to' the operation of 

• trains and the maintenance of the right-of-way by the same 
people, usually organized as a joint-stock company. 
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The earlier railways bore little resemblance to ours of the 
. present da.y. In time, the various forms of track gave way 

to the flexible roadbed, with oross-ties laid in atone ba.llast. 
At first there were no telegraph lines. The tiny. cars were 
built chiefly of wood, and such safety appliances as the air
br8.ke and block-signal system were wanting. None of the 
great mechanical inventions of the period under discussion 
had vast and immediate effects - perhaps those of the rail-
way were realized the quickest of all. . 

t-; Although the idea of a ~mboJt was an obvious one 
after the appearance of NewCOilleii's engine in 1705, and 
many inventors worked to realize it in practice, a century 
went by before Fulton achieved undoubted commercial 
success. By 1785 the Watt engine was a perfected mechan- • 
ism of provedworth, and Cort's improved rolling mill made 
available iron plates suitable for portable boilers and fire
boxes. We may say that the ste&II1boat now bec&II1e a cer
tainty, to be realized sooner or later. John Fitch built one' 
which actua.lly carried passengerS on the DelawareIUVer for' 
several months in 1790. It was mechanica.lly crude, How
ever, and he was too poor to perfect it - or even to use the 
best materials then known. The enterprise was a commer
cial failure. Perhaps it was still too early, a little more time 
being required to perfect the ma.chinery specifically needed, 
and a1so machine work in general. For ex&II1ple, the slide 
rest for the lathe was invented between this venture and the 
next notable one. . 

Seventeen ye~ after ¥itch's steam. boat, ,which ran bUr: 
f.alled to make money,..RQbertlmt9y, apPlied adequate capi I 

tal to e. similar attempt~. First-rate builder • 
were hired to construct a hull, and a Watt and Boulton en
gine was imported from England •. The boat was christened 
the Clermont and launched on the Hudson River, where it 
made the voyage upstre&II1 from New York to Albany in 
1807. Fulton ad'd his partner, Livingston, secured a virtual 
monopoly of the traffic on American rivers, which they main- ~ 
tained for many years before the United States Supreme 
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· iCourt declared it ~Cl4tDStitutional. The Savannah, a ~ling 
.ship with an auxiliary steam engine, c,ossed ~tie.,in . 
;1.~19i but for many years longer the greatest use of steam 
vessels w~ on rivers or in other places where currents, close 
quarters, and wind-breaks made sailing difficult. 

The first truly successful trans-Atlantic voyages made by 
steamships were those of the Sinus and Great Western, 
which crossed in eighteen and fifteen days, respectively, in 
1838. A year later, the Cunard Line was established, the 
first of the great trans-Atlantic steamship companies. Erica
son perfected the screw-propeller about this time. In an
other quarter of a century, wooden construction was gen
erally giving way to iron, and steel gradually replaced both. 
This transition became possible only after the Bessemer pro
cess came into use after the middle of the century. 

Tl!:: NEW INDtJSTlllAL :REVOLUTION 

(A) STEEL 

The expression "New Industrial Revolution" is used here 
purely for convenience of description, in the hope that it may 
suggest the nature of a change and acceleration which took 
place in the process we have been following, especially after 
thQ.mick:Ue.of...the.~eteenth century. There is always some 
advantage in retaining the conventional boundaries of periods 
like the Industrial Revolution, which grows rather than 
diminishes as time and criticism put readers on their guard 
against over-sharp definitions and terms which imply too 
much. Looking at the three main aspects of the Industrial 

~
eVOIUtiOn - t'he mechanical inventions, the :Q.se of the 

• actory system, and the accompanying triumph of industrial 
capitalism - 1850 is perhaps less objectionable as a closing 
date than 1840 or 1830. The extent of the transition was 
fairly clear by 1850, which boundary in time includes the 
more important early factory acts. Machine industry and 
industrial capitalism had also undergone a "considerable de-

• velopment in Belgium by that time, and Bome of the im· 
portant facts about the spJ:e&d of the neY\' order outside of 
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England were visible. Finally, whillt,little shops were still 
numerous in England herself, most authorities would prob
ably agree with P~see that "large-scale c~~!Wic 
~~ry already pl8.yed a preponderant r61e." The spread 
of the Industrial Revolution to the Continent of Europe and 
elsewhere, especia11y after 1850, was one of the big factors in 
bringing on the new phase of it. This aspect is more ob
vious in connection with orgauization than with the pro~ 
themselves, and it lends itself only to the detailed treatment, 
which will be undertaken in later chapters. 

A new era in Il)AChinery \V8B opened by B~e!'s.J)rocess, 
which made goOd steel available in huge quantities, at a 
greatly reduced cost. Steel is one of the m0.!!LvLtlU_k.~ys to( 
the new industrial developments of the second half ot the1 
nineteenth century. Much stress has been laid upon the I 
larger c~!E~, bars, rods, plates, and rails, together with 

, their effects on railways, factory machinery, structural ma-
terials, and ships. On the other hand, refine,!llents in smaller 
parts and tools made practic!lob1e such machines 8B automatic 
lathesj which could turn out innumerable pieces _try 
ailIe. This eliminated most of the lahor of fitting and made 
possible the a.ssembling even of complicated devices by a 
series of workmen, each performing a simple operation with 
a few tools on an accurate time schedule. Harvesting, !,pa.
elYD.ea. went through the revolutionary transitioniii'" methods 

. of manufacture, and the c~utomobile is the classic el!;-' 
ample of the new technique. At'tiie'liea:iiof the change lay 
the i.mPrmcements W. the s~ijj; le8d!ng to 'precision 
in the moving parts of machines, 8B well 8B to amazingly 
durable fine tools for cutting metale. The unifOrmity of 
product made poesible by automatio machines has already 
produced results in many fields suggestive of the effects of the 
Ptintlng press in its field. , 
S1rJI~ Bessemer was, already an inventor of note, and 

had pa.id some attentIon to the Cort process for making mal
leable iron, when his attention"'W8.8 forcibly drawn to the 
IIOIIrcity and cost of good steeL A projectile on which he was 
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working just after 1850 stood the tests made by military 
people; but it required a high muzzle velocity and hence a 
heavy charge of powder in the cannon which fired it. .As- . 

. sured that the invention was impracticable because of the 
eost of making guns light and strong enough to handle it, he 
turned his attention to correcting this condition in the steel 
industry • Neither his many trials nor the technical details of 
his new converter belong to this narrative. The main pr~r 
blem whi?~ he solved was ~et the ore hot enollgh to burn.r 
out the silicon and substantUi.ify an me llarbon, whereupon 
steel could be made by adding the deiired amount of car
bon. Aided by a hot blast, sufficient heat was generated in 
the converter which he designed to set up internal combus
tion in the cast or pig iron. His process reduced the cost of 
steel to about thirty-five dollars a ton, or less than a seventh 
of its former price. 

I' It was found that Bessemer's process would not work with 
ores which contained more than a very small percentage of 
,phosphorus. This difficulty was fina\Iy overcome by what is 
ca1Ied the Siemens-Martin or open-hearth procellll. It was 
in use before 1870, but was unproved liiteF by TholIlllB, 
G:ilrut.rist, and others: Its outstanding feature is a basic lime- • 
stone lining which absorbs the phosphorus from the molten 
iron. Both of the above processes are still in use. Some
times they are combined in what is known as the "duplex" 
process, in which the iron is conveyed directly from the blast 

. furnace to a Bessemer converter, and from it to the smaller 

. open-hearth futnaces. Of I!!,te Iears, electric furnaces have 
.bJl!l!l widel:l! l!§!l.d, es~.Y_for_ q\lali~iiCij6l1of the 
i finer steels. 

-Perhaps the most impressive change wrought in the physi
cal appearance of the modern city by ch~p stee1 is in the 
buildings themselves. The so-ca\led "7idr!loyer" would 
be impossible without its frame of etrue ur steel. Even 
the Boors of the better buildings are made 6l' reinforced con-

• erete, covered with wood if necessary. Factories, railway 
terminals, and bridges show the same influence. Many of 
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the 'accessory developments are fa.milia.r to anyone who has 
watched the erection of a modern factory, office building, or 
apartment house: such as power riveters, hoisting machinery, 
steam heating systems, and ponderous sheet-metal fll9ades 
made to resemble stone work. 

The ships which were considered huge before 1850 would 
have been small at the end of the .century, and they would 

• seem even smaller to-day. The Gmat WSiltVHl Qf l8.3.8 was 
too large to be practicable: 236 feet long, drawing about 
1340 tons and with a horse power of 440. Steel construction, 
has so increased the possibilities for size and speed that we 
hardly know what the limits are. The Majestic and Le
viathan, sister ships taken by the British and Aiiiericans from 
the Germans, are over 900 feet long, develop about 100,000 
horse power, and draw over 58,000 tons. They cross the 
Atlantic on a six-day schedule, which is nearly two days 
longer than the record time, whereas the Great Western took 
fifteen. Since the construction of the Lnsitania and Maure
tania in 1907, the steam turbine has come into favor for the 
larger vessels, instead of the reciprocating engine. It would 
have been useless to invent the turbine in 1850, because of 
the expense of turning out its myriad of parts by the methods 
then in vogue. 

THE NEW INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 

(B) NEW SOURCES OF POWER 

Th!:..£2.s,Ij:p.dustry itself, including mining and'distribution 
by both land and sea, has undergone what might well be 
called a mechanical revolution since 1850. During the last: 
quarter olllie nineteenth century, the p~roleum ip.j!!~;'y ( 
ro~.fu:.~~ Since then, the emphllSlS has passed from I 
illuminating oil, with lubricants always important, to motor, 
fuel. Certain grades of fuel oil have been found cheaper in " 
the long run th\U coal for 'use on the ocean liners mentioned 
above. Because of the greater cruising range and the smaller 
crews required - economizing in room for quarters - all the. 
great ~avies h~ve been cha;n~~!lil'idl~ from coal to oil. 
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Ra.i1w!:I.S, especially in oil-producing countries, have also 
aisc'ti;rde9:,c~I\{-:h.iJJ:!:IiiJiJ9qo1#Qt,ives in" many cases. The 
growth in the use of oil fO!~generating s~ was not a pri. 
mary development, however, but incidental to the rising 
demand fQr the more highly refined petroleum products for 
in_te~al~2m~'!.~ion motors. As the c~ption of ,~~o- " 
liiie li8s Increased, a growing supply of the reSfdii'tilPioducts 
ol:PetrOIewi" h; been thrown on the market, to be absorbed ' 
at a price which can compete with that of other fuel. Oil is 
re~~ e"asy.~aJld cheap to h.ancl).e, whether by pipe-lines ana 
tanks on land or by tank steamers and lighters on the water. 

Otto and Langen put on the market the first practical gas 
) eWe during thU~~!!tl...Pefore 1870. This type of mlirol . 

grew up Wl'tli the petroleum i,ndustry, aided from time to time 
by developments in machine technique and scientific know
ledge. For example, the wide use ot .picl:£.les helped to \ 
evolve the pneumatic rubber tirl', the chain transmission, and 
the wire wheel, with its power-economiziiiibl!:l1 bearings, all 
of W;hich were useful in th.· early experiments with autc>
mobiles. Ignition troubles seemed almost insurmountable 
until the development of electrical appliances pointed the 
way to the solution. Such a growth is cumulative: use 
pointing out defects in construction and design, the correc
tion of these leading to "ider use, this finally to the cheapen
ing of production, and so on. 

Before 1900, Dr. Rudolph Diesel, a German scientist, had 
) invented add considerably perliiC""ted the type of internal
, combustio'LlJ!l~ which was to prove best adap-t;;;ITouee 
; inSlllPS. "It takes a heavier and cheaper fuel thllJl gasoline, 

which is sprayed into the cylinders and ignited by the heat 
resulting from compression. The Diesel engine has proved 
highly practicable for small freighters, especially those mak
ing long voyages to out-of-the-way places. Worries about· 

, coaling stations are eliminated, the cruisin,J range is very 
great, and a small crew suffices. The expense of keeping up 

• steam is avoided in case of long waits in rough roadsteads 
or, badly equipped harbors. Most of the world's freight on 
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the seas, it should be noted, is still carried by coal-burning 
. steamers of considerably less than 10,000 tons, without fixed 
'schedules - that is, they are not "liners." 

Especially sinc!,. the World War, air traffic has undergone & 

prodigious development in Europe: The figures mount into 
the millions of pounds of merchandise and the hundreds of 
thousands of passengers. They would be unimpressive re1a,;. 
tive to those for railways, motor cars, and ships. Without 
such a comparison, their meaning would be quite uncertain~ 
A critical analysis could not yet be made anyway, for the 
industry is so new that nobody can tell to what extent it is a. 
competitor, and in what measure a. mere auxiliary, of the 
older system. For the airplane to become a really 1irst-rate~ 
factor in European transportation, many technical improve-' 
ments would have to be made: in the machines themselves, in 
weather prediction, in the number and equipment of landing
fields, counections of these with the cities, etc. There are 
regular passenger and express services between the principal 
capitals; which by no means include all the important oipes. 
Where the distance is considerable, the load light, and Speed[ 
the all-important consideration, the airways promise to be 
supreme, for speed does not Illultiply' the cost JUld danger as it _ 
does on the ground. 

Germany was supposedly crippled by the peace treaty, but, 
ehehuforged ahead of all her rivals -largely becauee the 
military restrictions limited her to the P11!'!!Y._~~IllIller~ial 
tYI!es of aircrl!:!t, while France, Great Britain, and'Italy were 
left free to aim at two birds with one stone •• The factor of 
possible uee in war inevitably stands in the way of much 
needed international regulation. On the other hand, a 
strikingly large fraction of the present routes cross frontiers. 
Govermnents have out red tape to facilitate this, hoping to 
encourage the industry, with war needs in the backs of their 
minds. If railwal'l' automo.biles. ' and boats could offer the) 
l!8.IIle facilities for non-stop runs, with efficient inspections at 
the termlilafS only;1t'ii'Co'ilceivable that airplanes might lose • 
some business which they now get. 
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l So far, tIw..,motor car is ~h m2!~_s.et:ic)us cO~'peEtor o! 
~t~ailwa,y. Its moli1lity gives it a great advantage where 
good roads and pavements already exist, since the load can 
often complete its journey without being shifted, instead of 
stopping at fixed stations. It has played an important rMe 
in the newer expansion,ot:EWoPIl. Instead of requiring a . 

t, 'big initial outlay, it can develop traffic considerably and begin 
to tap its income on relatively cheap roads with fairly steep 
grades and improvised bridges. This is especially true 
where the climate is dry during the seasons when the traffic 
is heaviest - as, for example, inJi orth Africa. 

Detailed mention will be made in Iater 'Chapters of the re
newal of interest in water power, especially in those coun
tries, like Italy, SwitzirIana', S'weden, and France, where the 

, coal supply is inadequate and power sites are plentiful. The 
newer developments are along quite different lines from the 
old. Nature has placed a large percentage of the good power 
sites in rough or actually mountainous country, where manu
factures would encounter transportation difficulties. The 
railway furnished only a partial solution. A revolution has . 
t~~Ja.ce with the perfe!l,!!on of the ele~~~.i1ina,~lI allli 

\

motor, which permit of gelie~e power in an easily 
transmissible form and using it many miles away. General 
plans for electrifying the railways have appeared in a number 
of European countries. These have not been limited to 
places where water power is plentifnl and coal scarce. Many 
of them contemplate the generation of the electric current by 
burning coal i:p steam engines. 

• 'Il!ll.s;lectric mntgr iSlII!..ill,!!stration of the fact.that~e in-
~.!¥Iing mechauization. of ,ind\istry$ince the middle of the 
eighteeiitlicentury has not tended uniformly toward con
Centration. s.ta.nda.:rdizat!<1-I! in a myriad of things - such 

(
as machine threads, sockets, drills, wire, wheels and tires, 
spool cotton, the eoUar sizes in clothing, and so on ahnost 

, infinitely, including the vast numbers of co'mplicated devices 
~ \ like sewing machines, phonographs, and automobiles made by 

\ single manufacturers, so nearly exactly alike that the parts 
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will interchange - has created new fields for narrow special
'ists. Some of these make parts for the manufactmers them
selves. Others sell them to the consumers direct, either to 
replace worn or broken parts or as accessories, to perform 
some special service. Discs for pho~ographs, blades, strops 
or stropping devices for f!!il~.!xJ.:~.ors, and the multiplicity of 
attachments for motor cars are examples. No specialty is so 
small that its maker cannot install an electric motor and buy 
power as he uses it. Even big factories have in many cases 
abolished overhead shafting, which keeps on turning even at 
the moments when half the machines are idle. The electric 
dynamo and motor are back of our street railway systems, 
including subways and elevated trae!ts and the elevators in 
our tall buildings. These illustrations will at once suggest \ 
many more of the devices impossible in 1850. 

While it is not a power device, the e~ric !iSht has been' 
constantly associated with the above evelopments. The 
candle and the crude lamp burning sperm or whale oil were 
practically supreme in the field of artificial lighting in 1~50. 
Cities began to install gas plants on a considerable seaJe about 
that time. The \lse of kerosene became ~neral about 
twenty;five yearnmteJ;. A practicatiIe arc light)lad'"alriia;dy 
&p~d, and the incandescent bulb was invented shortly 
afterward. The economic significance of electric lighting, 
espec~y ~ ~~d .inee !gllLl.·~an iii!dl~-lii<est~ted~ 
AlI1li~lder~.!E-_tJpns were mere makeshifts m comllan5oll1 
ItiiiigiD.e that it is only four-thirty in a late November after
noon in northern France. Night will have faJl.\ln a half-hour 
ago, so far as close work is concerned. Tens of thousands of 
machines in the Paris region aJone are going on just the same 
under clear, soft lights, which appear at the snap of a switch. 
Some of them will change shifts a little later, and run all 
night. For two months yet, the days will average shorter 
than this one. A steamer is docking just now in Cherbourg, . 
with a trainload or passengers and mail for Paris, as we knew 
this morning from a wireless message. She is a blaze of 
light. So are the dockS aiid the custom house, and so will be 
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the train. A transia.tion of this ~ fragment of a situation 
into the terms of 1850 will bring out a contrast which grows 
more striking as we accompany the passengers into their taxi
cabs in Paris and start off at a miraculous pace to cover more 
of the city in an hour than their grandfathers could have 
done in a day. 

The mention of llirn1ess telegral11w reminds us that elec
tricity has revolutionized life in other ways since 1850. At 
that date, the telegraph was still in its earliest infancy. No 
ocean cable had been laid. A quarter of a century was yet to 
e~re the invention of the ~ephone. In another 
quarter of a century, the wireless tele~as still a scien
tific plaything, but telephones were being instaJled in viIla.ges 
and farmhouses. The wirelll..SI!~l!hone was never a com
mercia.! success until after the World War; but in the mean
time, intercommunication at sea had been revolutionized by 
the wireless telegraph. 

~~B~Y 
It is impossible entirely to avoid dramatizing the Indus

tria! Revolution. The term itself is dramatic. But we can 
keep clear of some of the most misleading conceptions of the 
earlier dra.ma.tists, which have been pointed out by the later 
ones. This way of viewing the events concerned has done 
good, for it has enticed people to look at them with some 
imagination, and even critical judgment, a little of either 
being better than none. l'be. J",wstrial Revolution did not . 
burst upon a ,stereotyped and unsuspecting world in 1750, 
1770, or at any other time. Professor Asbley's dlaracteriza,... 
tion of it as a "aIM .. .!Jl~)~re.~tible evolution" is quite 
strong enough to suit the critical mind. Too much attention 
has been paid to a few textile inventions. Often the steam 
engine itself has beendealt with as though it were a mere 
convenience, produced in the nick of time for turning cotton 
mills. This has led to a negle;l2fJ!!e general development 
of the machine technique whico/is so,typical of contemporary 
industry. In this brief chap~r we have a~~pted roughly 
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to sketch what might be Jl&lled the mechanical revolution, 
'not as a story or dr8Jlll!.J:l!!!lllrete1ilitse~but in such a way 
e.StotiUillsh the essential background against which the 
changes in organization must be seen. To avoid scattering 
a supposed "revolution" over a century and a half on the 
one hand, and thus destroying all sense of tinJ.e, or giving the 
inlpression, on the other hand, that the process was somehow 
worked Ol:lt and finished about 1830, 1840, or 1850, a sum
mary of a new phase has been added, traced in even less de
tail than the conventional one. For example, no mention at 
all has been made of the t~writer, or of the newer printing 
presses which turn out our<? y, weeKlf,' andmonthly adver
tising with a fringe of news or fiction to aid in attracting the 
attention. Whether either of these movements should b~ 
called a revolution is a question, but they have to be called\ 
something. Anybody who will use a little informed imagina
tion in comparing the appearance of, and the activities and the 
goods consumed in, London, Paris, or New York to-day with 
the same picture in 1850 cannot be much offended bY.the 
term "revolution." If he will then perform the more difficult 
operation of comparing the aCtual, visible facts of life in 1850 
with those of a century earlier, he will feel much the same 
way. ,Those people with appetite for culture who have 
understandingly read good contemporary literature produced 
by the two earlier periods have an advantage in making these 
solid, humdrum comparisons which cannot be quite gained 
in any other way. . 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING 

The omission of a IWlllber of works often cited perhaps calls for a word 
or explanation. Several of them will he found in the list at the close of the 
next chapter, on "The Factory System." By the time both are read. the 
praotical reason for this division should he clear. Others of theee works 
are not given because their historical point of view is eo much opposed to 
that of the newer and more dete.iled etudiee that it would he oonfueing. 
For this point eee UBher. Ind ... 1rial HiWJry of England, p. 249, and the 
review of Dr. Knowles's hook (cited below) by Profeeeor Clapham in the 
E""""",;' J IfIJrMl. vol. ltlIXl, p. 229. The p.m.nt chapter and the next 
being intended in part ae an introduction to the more detailed on .. which . , 
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follow, it has been thought advisable to avoid both crowding and repeti
tion by deferring tbe treatment of many faote until later. This has also 
postponed the mention of some books. 

"Ashton, T. S.: Iron and Steel in IM Indmtrial Revolmion. 
Baines, E.: Hutory oJIM Cotton Manufalll:urtl in Great BriI4m. Old, but 

still useful. 
Ballot, Ch.: Introduction du machin~ dana I'indmtrisfra~o:iu. 
Bessemer, Sir H.: An Autobiography. 
Bowden, W.: Indmtri4l Society in E,¥!land toward# IM End oJ IM Eight.. 

tIImJh, Centwry. 
Boyd, R. N.: Coal Pits and Pitmen, chaps. [-v. 
Brlggs, M.: Eoonmnic Hi.8Jqry oJ E,¥!14nd, pp. 93-140. 
Cantrill, T. C.: Coal Mini,¥!, chaps. I, v-x. 

'Chapman, S. J.: The La1lC4JJhirtl Cotllm Indmtry, Chape, I-VlI. 
Clapham, J. H.: The Woollen and Worsted Indmtries, chap. IV. 
-, -- An Eoonmnic History oJ MO<krn BriI4in, chape. I-Ill, v, VI. 
Cleveland-Stevens, E.: E,¥!lish Railwq,ys: Their Dmlopment and IMir 

Relation to IM State, chaps. I-V. 
Cunningham, W.: Growth oJ E,¥!luh Indmtry and COInmera in Motkm 

Tima, part I, chap. xv; part n, chaps. I, n. (Also included in tbe par
tial reprint entitled The Indmtrial Revolmion.) 

--British Industries, pp. 173-95. 
'Curt1er, W. H. R.: A Short H utory oJ E,¥!IUh Agriculturtl, chaps. XIV-XIX. 
"DanieIs, G. W.: The Early E,¥!lish Cotton Industry. The Introduction, 

by tbe late George Unwin, is especially illuminating. 
Forbes, U. A., and Ashford, W. H. R.: Our Wat.rways, Chape, VlI, VIII. 
Galloway, R. L.: History oJ Coal Mini,¥! in (kw BriI4in. 

'GriJIith, G. T.: Population Problem8 oJ IM Age oJ Malthus. 
·Ha.l~vy, E.: A History of IM E,¥!IUh Peopls in 1816, book n,.chap. n. 
'Hamilton, H.: The E,¥!lish Brass and Copper Indmtries /0 1880, chaps. 

x-xn. 
Hammond, J. L. and B.: The Rise oJ Mocimllndustry, part 11. 

"Heaton, H.: Y orkohir. Woollen and Worsted I ndmtriss, chaps. vm-xn. 
Jackman, W. T.: The Development Dj Tranaportation in MO<krn E,¥!14nd. 

2 vols. 
'Jeans, W. T.: The CrtIIJtor80JIM Ag. oJ Stul. . 
Kirka.ldy, A. W., and Evans, A. D.: The History and EconiItnics oJ TraM

port, chape, I-m. 
Knowles, L. C. A.: The Industri4l and C"",!Mt'CiIll Revolutions m Great 

BriI4m dUri'¥!lM Ni'lletunlJi CtmbJ.ry, 2d edition, 1922. 
Lipeon, E.: History oJ IM Woollen and Worsted Industries. 

'Lord, J.: Capital. and Steam POlDer. 
'Mantoux, P.: La RlvoImion industrislls tJU "";'i,' siAckI. 
M8l'IIhall, L. C.: Readi'¥!s in Industri4l Society. chAp. VII. 

"Mereditb, H. 0.: Oullinu Dj IM Economic Hi.8Jqry oJ E7I{/14nd, book IV, 
chaps. x, n. • 

MoDit, L. W.l E,¥!land on IM E.., oJ IM Industri4l Reuolmion. part n. 
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Moss, K. N., and othel'B: Historical RIJIIittD of Coal Mining, chaps. I-VII. 
Published for the Mining Association of Great Britain. 

Pratt, E. A.: A History of Inland TraIl8pOl't and Ctmlmunication in E'fl{/" 
land, chaps. X-)CVl1I. 

Plebl., G. H.: History of Steam NauigoJ\on, chaps. I-III. 
Prothero, R. E. (Lord Ernle): Englilh Farming, PIUI and PrwmJ" 

chaps. VlI-XVI. 
Smart, W.: E_ic Annals of the Ni'lllJleenlJi Cenlury: 1801-18llO, 

chap. I. 
Smiles, S.: Lwes of BO'Ulton and Wall. 
-- Lwes of the Engi'flM1'8. 
ThUl'Bton, R. H.: H iatory of IM Growth of IM Steam Engim, chaps. I-VI. 
Unwin, G., Hulme, A., II.Ild Taylor, G.: Samuel Oldlcnow and the Ark-

wrightB. 
"Usher, A. P.: Industrial Hiatory of England, chaps. X-XIII. 
Webb, S. and B.: English Local G<wernment: The Story of the King', 

Highway, chaps. V-VIn. 

Williame, J. B.: A Guide 10 Some A.tp/ICl8 oJ English Soci.aI History,176IJ-
1850. 

Wood, H. T.: Industrial England in IM Eighteenth CenJury. 



CHAPTER IV 
THE FACTORY SYSTEM: 

QUESTION OF INTERPRETATION 

How far back in human history" factories" can be trae~ is 
a moot question, the answer depending largely upon how the 
ward "factory" is defined. The controversies which have 
arisen about it do not concern us very much here, as we are 
idealing with the modem factory 8!Jstem, which did not exist 
before the eighteenth century, and was still in its infancy, 
. even in England, at the opening of the nineteenth. If we . 
define a factory as an industrial enterprise in which at least 
one person is completely specialized to management, control, 
or direction, some examples could be found in both ancient 
and medieval times. Admitting the logic of this common 
definition, the word" factory" has nevertheless been avoided 
in £he earlier part of this treatise, simply because it invites a 
comparison with present-day conditions which might lead to 
confWlion. It seemed just as logical, and less dangerous to 
clear thought, to call the earlier concentrations merely central 
shops. 

The picture of a factory which comes into our minds when 
the word is used includes automatic or semi-J!,utomatic ma
chines driven by power. Even-if only a single model of one 
article is maqufactured, production will be broken up into 
processes, and these into tasks. Take the ver,x simple case 
of a small heating stove, made of sheet iron with cast iron 
top. doors, grate, and base. Cutting, bending, and possibly 
stamping the sheet iron will be entirely separate from the 
cast work. Besides' the larger castings, there will be a 
number of small ones, such as a shaker for the grate, and 
probably sliding or revolving ventilators't'or the doors. A 
good deal of drilling, assembling, and finishing must be done 
after these pieces are provided. 
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:Leaving meeha.nical details aside at this point, we have al • 

. roady been thinking of the workmen, each with his own task, 
paid by the day or by the piece. They must be regimented. 
II.iI in no earlier manufacturing system, so that the power and 
the expensive time of the supervising personnel may not be 
wasted, and one process not lagbehind the others. Some of . 
the most distinctive features of this picture arise from the 

! presence of relatively· expensive macl].inery, representing an 
initial inV/#ltment which will pay only if the plant keeps up a 

! fairly steady output of salable products. Each part, such 
as a stove door, is just like the last and the next. For 
example, the workman operating the specially constructed 
and adjusted drill for making the holes in the door hinges 
never has to stop and think. He does not require a seven- " 
'Year apprenticeship to learn the process. A day or two will. 
probably suffice for" breaking him in," especially as the one . 
highly skilled operation of sharpening his drill bits is per
formed in the machine shop in another part of the factory. 

This reference to the drills brings up another aspect of the 
contemporary factory system. The sma1I revolving tool 
which carries the outting edge of the drilling machine is not 
made by the man who keeps it in order, but is produ«ed in 
large quantities and standard sizes by another concern, being 
purchased in the market by the various manufacturers and 
repair men who use it. Neither does the stove manufacturer 
make his own bolts and nuts. These are made and marketed 
in standard sizes, with standard threads. Thus a thousand 
bolts of one make could be ordered which would fit the holes 
made by the corresponding standard size of drill, regardless 
of manufacture, and taktJllly one of a thousand nuts pro
duoed by a third maker. This illustration is meant only to 
suggest the cOlll!llercial orgalll,za,tion back of the system as 
a whole, which is assumed when it is not formally considered 
in looking at the organization and division of labor in the 
particular factor!. Our stove manufacturer certainly would 
not make his own sheet iron, and might even order some of 
his castings outside. Similarly, the automobile factory does 
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not make its tires. Usually it buys itS wheels, be;..mgs; 
electric equipment, etc. - often its bodies, and not infre:-

. quently even its engines. This -mere glance from a factony 
window at the industrial and marketing organization outside 
suggests also that the disp~sal of finished prodl!.cts is quite a. 
different process from what it was in the eighteenth century. 

All this is by way of 1a.beling the items which appear before 
the twentieth~jlntury mind at the mention of a factory, in 
order to be sure that they do not follow us too closely and cut 
off the view, when we move a hundred years or more away 
from them to look at a simpler order. The factory 81/stem is 
evidently not merely the product of a seri~_ of mech!lJlical 
iu:y~nti,onB, any more than it is of a number of other factors. 
To state that the inventions made it possible calls for the re
tort that they themselves became practicable only at certain 
points in the growth of capitalism and the division of labor. 

I But capitalism mahe'l!!llDmercial, industrial,-fi:iI:a.tl:ciBl, or 
all of these combined. Furthermore, the capital may belong 
to !,ne person or partnership, it may be borr9wed by such a 
one from financial concerns (as was commonly the case in the 
early cotton mills), or it may be jointly subs.cribed by people 
who hold the stock and participate in the direction of the 
ent~rise. In dealing with the rise of capitalism, we should 
alwA) ~ 'try to keep our minds clear as to whether we mean the 
accumylation of capital, the growth of those forms of o~gan· 
iza!ion which were to triumph later, or something else. 

Finally, the phrase "the division of labor" needs to be 
employed wit}! more than the 'usual caution and exactitude. 
Incr~a.sing speclalization may lead to the breali;ing-up of an 
industry into special trades, as in the case of the wool weavere 
of medieval Florence. The rise of the putting-out system' 
and its spread to the country in Flanders, England, and else
where in northern Europe much later was another example 
of actual dispersion accompanying a "di~~." On 

) the other hand, the factory system is charfu:terized by a con
centration of personnel, by dividing up the tasks rather than 
the trades. A marked tendency to concentrate the work-
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ers IUld the processes was visible before the appearlUlee of 
·powermachinery. Although themechlUlical inventionsstim
ulated this, if either was a primary" cause," we must pick the 
one which appeared first. TerritQrial specialization is also a 
division of labor, IUld usually signifies that others are taking 
place. 

Two other influences in the rise of the factory system may 
serve to feed ;;: healthy skepticism concerning this word 
"cause" IUld a type of historical reasoning which it too often 
represents. Professor Sombi!Xf; is quite right in emphasizing 
the importlUlce orrhe vast increase of the EurQ:Q~Jtla.. 
tion in bringing about thellnattrrumpKof modern capitalism. 
T"'hiS'rise dated at least from the beginning of modern times, 
and was greatly accelerated after the middle of the nine
teenth century. It is lUlother factor which IUltedated the 
Industrial Revolution, IUld doubtless helped to bring it on, 
but was reinfo(ced in its turn by the new order. 
, The case is similar to the application of ca,pitalism to agrb 
c~tl!!'llL a phase of which, in England, is called the e!!<ili1..sm-e 
movement. Even in France, where the decay of the old 
~g'ime~as more retarded thlUl in England, it was noted tbtl
the putting-out system of cloth manufacture- ,lJour~ 
particularly in those regions where dispossessed PM 
were numerous. This system had already outgrdwtf the' 
stage of increasing diffusion before the onset of the Industrial 
Revolution, and had begun a ,concentration which would, no 
doubt, have been much less complete but for the added incen
tive of the new machinery. Once this inceo.tive had ap
peared, the deVeloping factory system in its turn reacted upon 
the enclosure movement. ' 

We are now in a position to see the source of a good deal of 
the overdramatization of the Industrial Revolution. The 
term itself was popularized by BllUlqui, who used it in 1837.' 
This was in the m!,dst of a serieJl9f factory acts which recog
-nized a new order of things and attempted to make some 

• Cf, Anna Belanson: "The Early U.., of the Term Indust.ria\ Revolution," 
in Q1.<orIerI; J......." qf B_, vol. =vi, pp. 34311. 
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necessary adjustments. Not only did the factory workers 
obviously need protection, but the hagd wel!-vers outside 
were suffering even more from low wages and poor living 
conditions. Looking at the factory system at that stage in 
its growth, its most important feature seemed to be the ma
~!.lry. Riots in which machines were broken up 'hadl 
taken place in England, notably in 1811-12 and 1835, but 
others earlier and later. They seem to have been entirely 
suspended in France from 1789 to 1815, but appeared again 
after the peace, though never to the same extent as in Eng
land. 

One school of writers on the Industrial Revolution has al- ' 
ways defined it in such mechanical terms that it appears as 

'th..!!..':cause'~ .o.f the factory system. Th~,!o !U'et of course, 
as ~eJ?~~le as a SiliiceS$itm-efhehs and eggs, and the injeo-, 
tron of the ldea of "cause" is merely a source of confusion in 
thought. This highly mechanical explanation of the rise of 
the factory system is still with us in the well-thumbed works 
of ~any writers.1 

There are two other main types of special explanation of 
~e economic changes of the past century and three quarter!!. 

-·~..!'ne, ~ntioned above owes much of its logical com
lieteness to the emphasis placed by the others upon the :q,ur 

r cbj.ne!l. In these latter, however, particular stress is laid 
• upon entewrise an~ organiz/!&ion. Both grew up amid the 

aetual, visible benefits and evils of the new order in a period 
l of fairly rapid change. T)ley had an inteij~t1Wl~~.i>.llPhere 
I also, which ill somewhat foreign to us after the passage of 

years. At the elose of the present chapter, we shall briefly 
take up some of the more formal doctrines in their relation
ship to the process of economic development. For the pre
sent, we may remind ounelves of the wave of individualism 
and impatience at state regulation which swept over western 
Europe at the end of the eighteenth century, and of the 

• Prof....,. Uober singles out Gibbina by way 01 illustratiOD. Another 
e ...... ple it Cbarl .. Beard'. delightfully written book OD the IDd""trial Revo
lution, which.till h .. a wide circulation, though it was .. produc, 01 hie youtb 
and doea Dot coincide with hie mature vie ..... 
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French Revoluti2nary enthmdasm for "liberty,' equality, 
'fraternity"; that Adam Smith lived and had followers; and 
that the early nineteenth century, like every other period, 
had its own way of thinking about human society, Ours, 
perhaps more than many of us realize, tries to follow a type 
of reasoning which biological science has found useful in its 
field during the past fifty years more or less. A century ago, 
thought about social or economic processes was less likely 
to follow the methods of laboratory scientists than those of 
the curreI!.t p¥1osophers, among whom Hy;el was extremely 
prominent. The idea of "evolution" - perhaps" progress" 
would be a better word - was- present, but it tended to 
picture history as moving in some "moral" or "spiritual" 
sense toward human freedom and higher types of organiza.
tion. This would be no place to attempt any explanation of 
the importance then attached to the logical completeness 
of systems of thought, or to give any account of the corre
spondence deemed to exist between the "thought process" 
or idea. and the real world or object. ------- , 

Liberty became identified in many minds with extreme 
individualism, which, carried far enough, becomes anarch
ism. Reacting from the restrictions of the older mercantile 
policies, the doctrine of iaiJ!!ll!kJaire or econoIpiCl liberty went 
pretty far in the other direction. The suggestive name 

. "EcolI.Qmi..£..!A,b.er.a.lism" has been given to aschool ofthought 
from which sprang the liecond of our three general types of 
interpretation of the Industrial Revolution. All state inter-! J 

ference with private enterprise, including l;egulation by· 
tariffs, was condemned on principle. This attitude was often i 
tempered by a humanitarianism which a.dmitted at least a 
temporaryn~ior some pUblio interference in economic' 
matters, for example in the pltssa.ge of factory acts to protect 
women and children. Nevertheless, a certain moral convic
tion remained that somehow the course of evolution would 
vindicate econom!c freedom and individualism and the 
temporary wrinkles would be smoothed out. The Industrial 
Revolution was an obvious subject for economic sermons of 
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this type, showing how the' processes of history had been 
leading inevitably to lau8ez-faire./Toynbee's Lecture8 on the' 
[ndU8trial"Revolution of tM Eig1deen!h Century in England 
form one of our contacts with a: late and intellectually re
spectable version of this view, which also appealed to Cun
ningham, himself origina.Ily a cleric. 

A third and much more variegated type of explanation 
w8S'g!ven-gre1i.fiogue b;}:. Karl M.J!1'X, the German socialist, 
though the real kernel of it is held by many who dissent en
.tireiy from his g~ economic philosophy. That kernel is 
the interpretation of the Industria:! IiiiVOfution as a £,4.B,§!LOf 
t~e rise of modem !l.~. Marx criticized 1regel 1 for 
,~ummg a sort of mystical directing spirit back of history, 
and trying to get in touch with it through the processes of his 
own mind rather than by careful observation of historical 
reality. Ostensibly, Marx's own system was founded firmly 
and solely on such observation, and this contention was made 
the basis for his claim to have introduced a new" material
istic conception of history." Even those who susJ;e;;t that 
he found what he waS looking for can hardly deny that the 
method of procedure suggested is sound if carefully and 
judiciously pursued. Mane's materialistic conception of 
history, however, included much more than practical direc
tions for hist~rical research. Except for the moral or "spir
itual" bias, he kept most of Regel's elaborate scheme of 
reasoning by piling up negations or antitheses. Whatever 
his motives in picking the rise of modem capitalism as the 
avenue for approaching and traversing the Industrial Revo
lution, and however wrong his conclnsions m9ly have been, 
the method has been exceptiona.Ily fruitful as pursued by 
more recent scholars. This is not because of its merits as 
a special explanation, but largely because, if conscientiously 
and thoroughly followed, it partakes less of that nature 
than the others. Historical perspective. becomes possible, 

l In the p",lace to the .. ""od edition of v.. Kapilal. The attempt to reform 
Begel's U dialectic." and hen.ce the germ of the 'I materialistic conception of 
history," dated ffOm Marx', B;nkilung IIIr KriIik dor H~ Ro<hIapiI~ 
ph .. , published in 1843. 
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.and the absurd detachment of the Industrial Revolution 
from the conditions which led up to it is partially avoided. 

Later writers like Sombart and Mantoux owe Marx more 
than is apparent at a glance. For if the development of 
business organization is to be the main theme, there is no 
need to begin the Industrial Revolution in midair with the 
invention of a flying shuttle, a spinning jenny, or a steam 
engine. If any of these, or all of them, had actually" caused I, • 
the appearance of the factory system, it would still be neces
sary to explain the "cause" of the cause, or admit that the . 
account was very unsatisfactory as history. On the contrary, 
to anyone who has read a little about the earlier period of 
European expansion, it is clear that capitalism had a long 
course of development before it became predominantly in
dustrial, and that the transition was not sudden. 

The historical explanation of the rise of industrial capital
ism which has steadily gained ground in the past few years is 
not that of Marx, though it owes him a good deal for its 
central idea. It deals with the rise, and later the decline, 
oflaissez-Jaire individualism merely as facts to be" noted. 
While'the effects of the 'mechanical inventions are not neg
lected, neither is the perfecting of machine processes torn 
from its setting of organization and turned into a "moving 
finger" which writes history by itself. In other words, this 
explanation is mu~~lectic, not special If it chooses 
one"Plttli ratbeF1b.an another fof threadihJrits way through 
the maze of events, it is merely because that one seems to be 
the most convenient and on the whole to offer the best view. 

THE RISE OF INDUBTRLIL CAPITALISM 

The distinction between extractive and other industries is 
artificial from the standpoint of organization in many eases, 
and to be respected largely because of its age. For example, 
a ooal mine is no? called a factory, though it may be run 
largely by machinery. AB already noted, because of the 
required outlay of capital many mines became joint-stock 
en terpris\lS at a p~od when m,ost of the cotton mi11s were 
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not. This factor of necessarily large initial investment and 
heavy overhead expense in the rise of industrial capital-' 

> ism could not exert its full force in the textile trades until 
power-driven machinery had achieved a crushing superiority 
in efficiency, threatening first the profits and then the liveli

,hood of competitors. Neither the flying shuttle nor the 
" ipinning jenny forced the concentration into factories. Both 
were hand devices, as useful in rural as in urban industries. 

hhis was not true of either the water frame or the mule . 
. ~ Even these did not affect the wool industry much at the out

set. Its general concentration took place decades later, 
I especially after the development of commercially succ~ul 
i po~er 100l11s. 

Marx laid a good deal of stJ:ess upon the r61e of the manu
facturer in the rise of capitalism - far too much, it is now 
conceded.' Charles Ballot has made it clear that Colbert's 
favors to royal and privileged manufacturers did not lead to 
much industrial concentration. Even at this time there was 
a recognized distinction between the craft master in the 
Lyons silk industry and the merchant master who put out 
his work. The particular year for which we have the text of 
a regulation as proof is 1667. In 1744-nearly a century 
later - the salaried dependence of the craftsmen upon the 
merchants was legalized. All in the case of cotton, an expand
ing market gave the advantage to the man who could keep 

I Though Marx' •• 1 .... on the 1'610 of developing capitalism was in .. """"" .. 
spring-hoard for others who have done much toward briDging up the facts and 
armng;ng them into .. more realislic historical explaoation of modem indua
triali,m, biB own' conception of the pro .... was largely wrong. Lohor, he 
thonghl, had to free itself from its outgrown shell of mediev..weslrictio,,"; but 
the disintegration of the system liberated forces which were seised upon by 
capitalists to place new .... triotio"" upon lahore .... aided by the Statee. Th. 
concentration of capital in the nineteenth century was, to biB mind, proof that 
capitslism was itself approaching a break-up, freeing newforceslikewil!e oreated 
by lohor. He did not seem to appreciate that oommereial capitalism was also .. 
part of the organiz.tion which outgrew its medieval shell, and that the early 
modem restri.tio,," were not only the lineal d .... ndants of the modieval OD." 
but were actually I ... rigid on the whole. Neither did'Marx recogni .. the vast 
diftereno. between early modern commercial capitslism and the maturing indua
trial .apitslism of his own time. History was thus dram,tiled by slurring over 
.. multitude of sinall, gradual transitio,," in order to collect them into .. ooupla 
of big, revolutionary onee - one of them atill in the future. - ' , 
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in tOuch with it and the one who could put up the required 
o capital. Convenience tended to bring these two together in 
the same person. The silk market was against the craftsman 
in another way. Fluctuations in style made it increasingly 
difficult for the man of small capital to a.ssume the risks. 

The first considerable application of power-driven ma-l 
chines to the textile industry was in the silk throwing mills 
for taking the fiber from the cocoons. Cooke-Taylor quotes I 
a statement that one John .. Lombe brought this device tQ 
England from Italy about 1715, liuilding himself a factory 
an ~ of a mile in length on the banks of the Derwent 
which turned out over three million yards of organzine a day. 
Mechanically, silk lent itself, like cotton, to machine pro
cesses; but the market for it did not prove capable of any such 
extension. Perhaps it would be more realistic to state that 
the supply of raw silk was more definitely limited and re
quired inore Jabor to' get; that the price was, therefore, 
necessarily too high to compete with cotton in quantity pro
duction, and that it was in this field that machinery;W1l3 
to be supreme. The French Revolution also hurt the great \ 
canters of the silk industry, like Lyons. 
A..t~g~S first water wheel of 1779 Dlarked the beginning) 

of power machinery 1l31ill1ri.llueilce in concentrating the cot--. 
ton industry. Power devices had entered glasl! and Paper 
mlUlufacturing in a small. way, and SmeatOn's cylinder 
blower, together with coke firing, had begun its centralizing 
pressure upon the iron business. Most of the concentration 
which took place be"Tore 1770 was evidently fonother reasons. 
A few big shops have attracted a good deal of attention. 
Professor See tells us that over half of the cloth manufacture 
of Reims was carried on in this way, and still more in Lou-

00 viers. The main reasons were to save transpgrtation CO!ts 
and facilitate supllrvision. These CIl3eIl of concentration were 
not caused by pqwer machinery, nor did they immediately 
lead to its use. The organizers were still primarily merchant 
capitalists. The putting-out system was far more general, 
aud even the gild hierarchies survived in some places. 
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Certain technical pecu1iJtrities of the cotton goods in
dustry, which manifested themselves und~~ut 
system, had a great influence upon the ~IDh.d-eapi
t~s. These peculi.arities themselves, as well as 
the form of org~ation which they stimulated, tended to 
produce Concentration, and the whole situation as thus 
shaped was favorable to the advent of power machinery. 
p.'he printing, bleaching, and drying of cotton goods for the 
1'tctual market as it then existed required a great deal of space 
and fairly 8ltpensive equipment. Furthermore, these finish
ing operations called for considerable stocks of materials, in
cluding cloths and coloring matter. Back of it all was an in
c:reasing volume and diversity of demand which kept splitting 

;, up the skilled operations and creating new ones. 
This growth called for more and more capital, which was 

applied at the end rather than at the beginning of the long 
series of processes i but this finishing end of the series was 
also the one nearest the market. The result was 'a quasi
commercial, quasi-industrial capitalism - a sort of transition 

,stage. For at least a century before 1770, urban society had 

i been increasingly dividing itself into laborers, wage-earners, 
or proletarians on the one hand, and on the other an employ
ing class of capitalists for which they worked. As industry 
grll,! in ~I!~tan!le l'll1e,gvJ!_~_,,-ommer~e, and concentration 
set in, this tendency increased, blil'it was no more a simple 
product of power machines than the machines were of it. 

The introduction of wat.!l-r, frame and mule sp~g gradu
aIly upset the business organization as well as the technique 
of ootton manufacturing in a curious way. Instead of being 
at the marketing end of the series of processes, spinning was 
almost at the opposite end. Pirenne 1 has pointed out that 
the new industrial capitalists who grew up with this formerly 

• "Stage8 in the Social History of Ca italism," A"""*"" Hi.a1Dri<al RaMuI, 
April, 1914, vol. lUX. See aIao Oeorge ~nwin: 8amUBI Oldknaw and u.. Ar/o. 
wrighu. Charles Ballot, in his L',mrodudWn tIu tnaeIa!n/ .... da ... j'ind .. tria 
/ranpJw, comments on the l8Dle situation in France. Pirenne empha.s.iles the 
import&noe of new blood in all the tro.neition periods during the rise of capital. 
iBm, Evidently the .. If·made American captain of industry is not a unique 
IIgure in eoonomic history. , , -
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despised process were quite generally self-made, not the mer-· 
. chant-manufacturers who had been prominent in the cotton 

industry or their sons. Some of the men who founded cotton 
mills had been prominent in other industries. For example, 
the Frenchman Franc;ois Perret, who set up a cotton factory 
at Neuville in 1780, had been a silk manufacturer in Lyons. 
In times of swift change, old firms are often handicapped by 
the very size of a business with established connections and 
traditions. 
. In the last chapter mention was made of a tent old in
crease in American cotton exports during the decade before " 
1800, at the opening of which the c!'.1ton.sip. was perfected. 
During this decade, English exports of cotton manufactures 
rose in value from £1,662,000 to £5,406,000. This was justf 

at the time when Fran. ce was handicapped, relative to Engi 
land, by revolution and war. Cotton was given a suddeD\ 
increase in advantage over silk, which industry was further 
hampered by the events of the period. Ep..K!@d's substantial 
and growing supremacy at seJl. from 1793 to 1815 put her in 
a peculiar positiOii1'nrespect of a growing industry which 

1 depended upon imported raw material and needed export 
I markets. She made the most strenuous attempts to keep her t. 
improved textile machinery from reaching her competitors, ' 
enjoyed a monopoly of the one practicable type of. steam 
engine, and was the one country which had considerably de
veloped iron smelting with coke. Her command of the sea f 
perpetuated itself in war-time by keeping open to her and 

. largely closed to her enemies the best world sources of naval 
sto.res and shipbuilding mat,!lrials. 

For decades the greatest advantages of power machinery 
accrued to the earlier processes in cotton manufacture
notably( ginning and spinning)- rather than to the later 
ones, nearest to the marketing end. Just how much influ
ence this exerted. upon the growth of distinctively industrial 
capitalism in the business is hard to estimate. The industry I 
\\"aB split into two camps: While the merchant capitalists 
\\"ho clung to the putting-out system held a Iaige share 'Of the 
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'IIlarket, they depended upon the industrial captains of the 
spinning machinery for their yarn. Of course, this depend
ence was mutual. As the industrialists grew wealthy and 
the volume of their production increased, they clalilied more 
and more with the merchant-manufacturers. The mills 
extended their operations further down the series toward the 
market for finished cloth. This amounted in practice to a 
growing domi.na.tion of commerce by industry. 

The decisive stage of the transition in England was betwecn 
about 1820 and 1840, when the putting-out system encoun
tered the deadly competition of power-driven looms •. We 
may. say that the factory 1rJ/8tem was fully established in 
fdIgland by the later date and certainly predominant in the 

. ~e industries by 1850. The perfection of weaving m.a-

E
hinery enabled this system to establish its supremacy in the 
001 and silk trades, as it had already done in most grades of 
tton 1i.iicJ1iIiel"1." 

LABOR CONDITIONS 

There is no more intricate task in economic history than to 
trace th, effects of the rise of the factory system upon social 
classes. As early as the thirteenth century, even in northern 
Europe, the(wage-earning journeymen)in some trades had 
shown a sufficient consciousness of their common interests, as 
opposed to those of their employers, to form a.sscciations and 
attempt concerted action. Laws and regulations were passed 
sgainst the practice. In other words, neither group in the 
growing division was entirely unconscious of it.) A resJ 

, proletariat existed in some of the FJ~ wwns which manu
factured for export at the end of the Middle Ages, dependent 
upon its wsges f;ram employers for its daily bread. As re
marked above,(the spread of the putt.ing-out system, es
pecially in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but 

(also in the sixteenth, greatly increased th~ numbers of the 
proletariat, and the weakening of the older form of appren
ticeship tended more and more to fix this class in its purely 
wsge-ea.rning rble. . 
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Every age has had its changes. It is these rather thrur 
any sort of stable conditions, however bad, which have pro
duced unrest. Whenever the changes have been swift, they 
have brought dislocation, misery, cries of ruin, and beliefs 
that what went before was better. Not to go back to John 
Ball, we may recall Thomas More's !abors and writings to 
check enclosure (sixteenth century), and Goldsmith's De
serted Village (eighteenth century). Labor conditions under 
the factory system fall under a number of different though 
related subjects, which should be treated separately to avoid 
confusing them. Unfortunately, the most important one 
historically is the one on which we have the least information: 
the exact effect which the concentration and mechanization 
of industry produced upon working-class life as it actuaUy was 
just before the Industrial Revolution. 

w.r e can state positively that the factory system took the 
!abor of men, women, and children out of the household:, 
The eoncentration enables us to see conditions in the factory 
with exceptional clearness. About such vital questions in 
the comparison as the labor of women and children under the 
putting-out system, we do not·know as much as we should 
like. How much worse off, if any, were the early factory 
workers than their more numerous competitors outside? 
Both were mainly wage-workers. Just before 1840, in Eng
land, when the commercial capitalism of the weaving pro~ess 
was engaged in a losing fight with the rising captains of 
industry, the wages and conditions outside the factory were 
probably the worse, on the whole. To what extent were 
both due to the fact of swift change incident to the rise of the 
factory system rather than inherent in the new order itself? 

Even if we could answer all these questions positively, the 
general comparison suggested at the outset would involve a 
pretty detailed knowledge of the conditions under which the 
fathers and grandfathers of these workers of 1820 or 1840 had. 
lived and !abored. We should see immediately that these 
differed enormously between induatries, and from Yorkshire 
to Kent or from Brittany to Flanders. Much of the literature 
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Il on this subject partakes of the nature of propaganda, and 
,J avoids setting up or acknowledging any real standards of 

comparison. The historical vice of suddenly beginning a 
narrative like that of the rise of the proletariat in the middle, 
and of failing to suggest what.it is that is being compared, is 
that there is always an implied standard: that of the reader, 
who lives in a different age and place, and proba.bly belongs 
to quite another lIOcial stratum. To give a mild but perhaps 
suggestiye example, some volunteer American relief workers 
in Europe during the decade of the World War regarded a 
peasant as in misery if he did not have leather shoes. 

Where the putting-out system was rural, and in the regions 
where the peasants involved still had cultivable land, real 
misery does not seem to have been very general on the eye of 
the Industrial Revolution. Conditions were likely to he 
w0!:.Be where the 'l'!:Qrkltl1l were landl~. Another factor was 
the amount of concentration. Even an enterprise which 
was chiefly centered in a village, and formed the source of 
livelihood of ,most of the (villagers, might still be called 
"rural." In using the word" craftsman" for this period, it 
should be recalled that the man designated may very well be 
a waglHlarner, working at home for a clothier. Still another 
situation presents itself where the putting-out system oper
ated in a town, and a fourth where it was much modified or 
abolished by collecting the workers in a central establish-

tent. All things considered, the order in which these four 
rough categories of workmen and conditions is given would 
,seem to be the 10rrect one in a descending scale of well-being. 

J 
The first class tended to lose its land, the second to be col
lected in a town or an industrialized village (which is the 
same thing except, perhaps, for less diversification of in

\ dustrial and commercial life), and the third to be concen-
" , trated in a central workshop. ~t :th!'lnew machinery did • 

was to increase the amount of dislocation.8.!!d the movement 
of population toward the centers where the workers were 
subject to more discipline and regimentation. Only those 
who ,bad land had been_ indep.endent. as a. class .. before. 
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There were still vestiges of crafts which had not fallen under 
the sway ortheiiuttiD.g.:(,ut system. These now had to 
struggle against a new form of capitalism as well as the old 
one, to maintain their independence. 

As long as work continued.to be done in the homes, the 
women and children worked chiefly with the men of their own 
families. They were certainly overworked, undernourished, 
and badly treated at times. in organization, the putting
out system resembled nothing in the contemporary world so 
much as the sweatshop, which can be tolerable'or very bad. 
'If misery was not always increased by the introduction ofl 
-factories, it was at least massed and made conspicuous. 
Eventually, this fact helped to bring about protective legis-, 
lation.1 
(When the workers entered the new industrial towns, they 

did I!ot find -well.:equipped dwellings, but rather hastily 
erected shacks and' tenements. ~ The factories themselves 
had arrived so swiftly that most of them were crudely built, 
from the standpoint of safety and health as well as of, com
fort. For the first time, women and children were employed 
on & large scale in work which separated them from their 
homes during the entire working day. rGreat.~ were the 
abuses of woman labor, the most distressing aspect of the 
new factory system lay in the gen~~} eIll:p'loi'!:!1ent of young 
9hilqren. Much the worst ~vil was that connected with the 
utilization of pauper apprentices. ') 

«Jreat numbers of poorchildrenlwere to be found in the 
cities of southern England, ~pported out of the poor-rates.> 
As soon as the delllJl.nd for child labor develope. d, poor-' 
authorities began to (farm out these apprentices to manu
facturers in the northern towns'Jostensibl:~(as "apprentices") 
to learn a trade. Once the authorities 01 London, for ex
ample, had sent these children out o,f that part of the coun
try and given up control over them, !fuere was no one to look 
after their interests. The only curb upon the occasional 
employer who was devoid of humanitarian sentiments was • 
the fear of sta.r;'ation, epideIl1ics, or a mortality BO terrific as 

~. 
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actua.lly to create a scarcity of Iabor. Various cases of work-
. ing days of (Q~.to_eighteen h01,l1'll-{orchildren under 

(ourteen.years,of.&ge were found by factory investigations, 
and the wages paid were pitifully low.) The following testi
mony of a father of two working boys, given to the factory 
commissioners in 1833, is a 88J1Iple of the worst conditions: 

My two sons (one ten, the other thirteen) work at the Milnes' 
factory at Lenton. They go at half past five in the morning; don't 
stop at breakfast or tea time. They stop at dinner half an hour. 
Come home at a quarter before ten. They used to work until ten, 
sometimes eleven, sometimes twelve. They earn between them 
6s. 2d. per week. One of them, the eldest, worked at Wilson's for 
two years at 28. 3d. per week. He left because the overlooker beat 
him and loosened a tooth for him. I complained, and they turned 
him away for it. They have been gone to work sixteen hours now; 
they will be very tired when they come home at half past nine. I 
have a deal of trouble to get 'em up in the morning. I have been 
obliged to beat 'em with a strap in their shirts, to pinch 'em, in order 
to get them well awake. It made me cry to be obliged to do it. 

tthe following table, condensed from one in Bowley's 
Wages in the United Kingdom in the Nineteenth Century, indi
~ates the amount paid per week to leading types of Eng1ish 
Iaborers between 1795 and 1833: 

1796 1807 18:K 1838 
t. 4- .. 4- .. 4- .. 4----------

London artisa.D ............ 25 0 30 0 80 0 28 0 
Provincial artisa.D •••••••••• 17 0 22 0 24 0 22 0 
Town lahorer .............. 12 0 14 0 16 0 14 0 
AgricuIturallahorer •••••••• Q 0 13 0 9 6 10 6 

.It will be noted that the changes, in terms of money, were not 
great for the period. These figures are for men. IT):te pay
ment to women an<l children was much lower, averaging from 
four to nine shillinSS...P!lr week. With the low wages, the 
absence of liealthy fonns of recreation, and the long working 
day, it is not surprising that immorality WIIS prevalent, as 
about the only method of breaking the monotony of in • 

• dustriallife. The drawing of women and children into the 
factories on a really large scale in England was stimulated by , « ., .... _. 
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the Napoleonic wars, when men were harder to get, but the 
practice was eontii:t.ued becawse it paid." 

Even the most elementary hygienic laws were ignored. • 
Ventilation and heating were often-abSent or inadequate. 
No provision was made for rest rooms, or the other comforts 
now common in well-equipped factories - or the medical 
services now prescribed by law. Machinery was generally 
unprovided with guards. OJ'atal accidents were frightfully 
common, and maiming even more so. The relatives of the 
deceased and the injured were rarely able to collect damages, 

i as the common law required proof that the employer was 
directly responsible for the accident.) Aided by a good at,.. 
tomey, he could usually lay the blame upon the employee 
himself or invoke the negligence of a fellow servant, which 
was also sufficient. 

, !:a.bor conditiop~ in the mines of Eng\all,ci a~this time were 
even WOTSe_thp.!:l mJ.he.CactorieS. Women and children Were 
extenSively employed in underground pits from twelve to 
sixteen hours per day.'- WOmen were- utilized to push or 
draw coal carts, particularly' in places where the roof was too 
low to allow a donkey to pass through. Children of four and 
five years of age were used in the mines as .. trappers," open
ing and closing doors for the passage of carts of coal. CI'he 
,\!ages paid to these women and children were sc;andalously 
lo,!, averaging from ~8. 6a. for the young children to 12'1. per 
week for the very besfwomen.) 

It would be easy to charge euch conditions to the inherent 
moral turpitude of industrial capitalism, a.qd easier still to 
attribute them to the swift rise of the factory syetem. We 
must be slow about meaeuring the amount of humanitarianY 
ism at the opening of the nineteenth century by the- stand
ards of our own time. !>enai_ codes were still frightfull I 

severe. Public torture of convicted criminals had hardly, 
gone 'out of fashion, and the idea that people should not be, 
tortured to get ·confessions before conviction was still new. 

'The same combination of clrcumstances which enormously • 
stimulated child and woman labor - the effects of the French 
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and Industrial Revolutions - abolished slavery in the end, 

~
~sse.4.~1':.!l~jIig lalw:)eg!~.!~ion/softened criminal proced- ' 

ure, and created a world in which acts would be considered 
trocious wb.j.ch passed as a matter of course in the eighteenth 

ceJ1tury. 

I: 

[Moreover, conditions were worse, on the whole, in the 
smaller enterprises than in the big ones, kd things now al
most incredible went on outside. For example, we may take 
the noto~ous and terri~l~ case of the chimney sweeps. Many 
of the chimneys were lesslliiii a foot square inside. Children 
were taken at three or four years of age - and sometimes 
stolen - for this work. They were pushed up through the 
chimneys, often while still hot. Many were burned to death, 
lost in side flues or smothered. Permanent disfigurement or 
loss of eyesight was commoner than death outright. The 
hardiest child could not get used to the work for many 
months. These unfortunstes were treated practically like 
animals, havingtlieirfoodiiiro~ tOtIlemli.ria:~oneri·.Koing 
unwashed for Years. Serious attempts to abolish the evil by 
law ~ere. iriitiltted as early as t804,-bat they repeatedly died 
in_~i~.!mtl especially in tIi.i"'m>use· of LOrds, the strong

. hold of the landed interests rather than the industrialists. 
In fact, a majority of the larger employers supported the re
form legislation, including the factory acts. Adolph Blanqui 
noted more than three quarters of a century ago that it was 
particularly smaller, poorly equipped manufacturers who had 
to cut wages and grind their help in order to compets with 
the bigger, better organized plants.' 

The factory system involved so many different elements, 
some old and familiar, others neW and strange, that even 
those who recognized a situation which would have to be 
regulated were at first unable to see the problem as a whole. 

'(l'he wa&e system had crept in as a feature of the putting-out 
~ystem. I As the capital investment neceBSa.!'Y for mining in· 
creased, and machinery such as pumps became more general, 
the problem of regular hours and discipline arose. In the 

• D .. claim .......... "....,., " ........ 1848. pp. 42-45. PW, 1849. 
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occa.sions.l central shops of the cloth trade the situation was 
'similar. The factory with power-driven machinery rendered 
discipline and regimentation absolutely inevitable, if con
fusion and ehaos were to be avoided. A supervision based 
upon personal contacts would not meet the situation created 
by the bringing of scores Of hundreds of workem under onj 
roof. Rules had to be made defining the hoUfS of labor, the ' 
assignment of individual tasks, the attitude of the employee 
in his relations to the employer, details of conduct within the, 
,actory, and even the matter of orderly entering and leaving. 
I'Arkw~t was one of the mat to devise an adequate code of 
Ir'acto!:l di§cipline, and his system was so successful that it 
~ was widely copied, becoming the basie for much more elabo-
fate ones later) So intricate has the code become in some 
places that its complete and literal application would pafalyze 
the opefation of the plant. This situation has been seized 
upon by certain fadical labof OfganLzations, which have 
practiced peaceful sabotage solely by carrying out the rules 
with great thoroughness and litefaIness. , 

(Two general ~t!l 01 p~!&~, coming together at various 
points; arose from the very nature of the ~~.2~.Fil'St, it 
was an economic-institution;"in'VolVi:filPm mvestment in 
machinery which mnst oe kept turning. Second, it was a 
social instituti~n, affecting all the othem, including the 
faiiill~dtIi; State. ) Even as a competing economic unit, it 
had to find by experience what the limits were beyond which 
a ruthless exploitation of the workem did not pay. This 
was not one problem, but an intricate series of pfoblems. 
What would pay one manufacturer, temporarily, might not • 
profit him in the long run, or another at all. The perma- . 
nent interests of all the manufacturem put together were 
more bound up with the well-being and purchasing power of 
the workem as consumem than was at fifSt realized.{ FinallY~ 
~JLsWe, as Jlle ~dian otthe common and permanent in 
terests of everybody within a la.r~ area, including the gen
erations yet to come, found it necessary to regulate manu-
facturing. ) . ------ e. __ ..... ~ 

.. ~'" . 
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When this necessity became apparent, which was pretty • 
early in the history of the factory system, it found in the way 
not only private interests and prejudices, but also a v/l3t..lUl
c.m~..to..JYl!.J!.1.kiIld..of...regula,.t~~ w!lSrequired. The 
~k:J.!:lJu!~ i~.~.eIt~as at fir~qu!te..'£~[Is![l'I!-!~ye, seekipg 
,l!rotecJilm ana re}i~£,in .. !~e appli~ation of. Q)d laws such as 
the Elizabethan Statute of Artificers in England. From the ..J 

start, there was a hostility toward the ~es themselves, 
which were sometimes brOKen up by"mobs when the misery 
became acute, as in the case of the Lj1ddite ri~2. '¥ 
Reformers from the more fortunate c~ directed their 
efforts mainly to the correction of specific abuses, beginning 
with the condition of the apprenticed children in the cotton 
mills. These waifs from the workhouses were supposed to 
be learning a trade, but were often actual industrial slaves. 
In a peculiar sense, they were the wards of the State. For 
that reason, the State could regulate their treatment by em
ployers without making a frontal attack on lais8ez-faire SIllI

ceptibilities or stirring up the cry that it was invading the 
sacred precincts of the family. Nevertheless, there was no 
logical place for public control to stop, once started. It 
spread to other groups of children, to women, to men, and 
from one industry to another, until eventually it dawned 
upon people that there was a prin~iple involved. 

EARLY LABOB LEGISLATION 

The changes in the economic and'social structure of society 
which matured in the factory system were at least revolu
tionary enough to render obsolete the mass of litbor legisla.
tion accumulated through centuries. Apprenticeship, which t 
had been so important in medieval and' early modern regula.
tions, had ceased to exist in some of the new industries. In, 
others irwd not mean at all the same thing which it had in 
earlier times. A large and permanent clal\l! of wage-earners . 
was one of those disconcerting things known as facts, which 
have to be recognized sooner or later. This class had its 
peculiar interests, some of which it gradually came to regard 
~.. • • _1. 
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JlS rights. These have a. way of becoming legal when a. great 
many people agree upon the same ones. For the aspirations 
of a group to become law, there must be leaders. We should 
probably pick£obe~ and Robert Owen as the two men I 
who did most to bring the need ;;r factory regulation before 
the English people up to 1820. Both were manufacturers. } 

<Besides various sanitary and edUCational provisions, ~s ' 
"Health and Morals Act" of 1802 forbade the U apprentice
,!~!p'"'i1Or'cri1rd1e"'"iiUii'(j.'~.~~iiithe' d~ liIiiited chlId'labor 
to twelve hours a day anC! prohibited night labor altogether) 
It did not touch the smaller establishments with not more 
than three apprentices or twenty people in all. Neither did 
it prevent parents from taking their children to the mills to 
,work. War with Napoleon broke out again almost im
Illediately, and the law was largely j dead letter during the 
trying times of the next dozen years. Its scope was too nar
tow, and the loose system of inspection provided might have 
broken down even under more favorable conditions. During 
the very month in which the battle of Waterloo occun;ed, 
Peel proposed to the House of Commons that the earlier act 
be extended to include non-apprenticed children. This was 
not done, but a parliamentary committee was appointed in 
1816 to investigate the whole subject. 

In spite of the trials of a reconstruction period bel.and 
Owen, )armed with the finilings of the committee,(succeeded 
in forcing through a new Factories Regulation Act in 1819) 
This measure brought allctilldren under tneproViSionof the 
earlier one, establishing nine years as the minimum age of 
employment in cotton mills. The...,twelve-how;: day now in
cluded one and a half hours for meals and applied to children 
up to sixteen years of age, an~ was fixed as the 
maximum on Saturdays. There was a great deal of opposi
t~on to this act, and it was badly enforcecC in spite of special 
provisions passed.later. It interfered with the exploitation 
of children even by their parents. (Lai8se2-jaire sentiment I 
in economic thought was growing, given a peculiar turn by 
:Mal~~ views on population and those of a rising school of . ',. . -">--~~. . 
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economists on Wages) Malthus had suggested in his famous, 
essay that a population which I1lultiplied must tep.d to press 
upon respurces which he thought could be increased only by 
addition under the conditions then existing. Some econo
mists were a little hasty in deducing from this that wages 
would hang around a level of bare subsistence, since if they 
were improved the slack would be taken up by further in
creases in numbers. Short hours were frowned upon as 
breeders of idleness and vice. Neither the employment of 
women and children nor the approval of it was new. Defoe 
had rejoiced a. century earlier to see in a. Yorkshire town 
"scarce anything a.bove four years old, but its hands were 
sufficient for its own support." 

AdamSmith ha.d contributed to the late eighteenth-century 
enthusiasm for scrapping economio regula.tions in general, 
and commercial ones in particular. -&he prohibition of wage
earners' (journeymen's) associations in earlier times had been 
part of a. system of regulation which also forbade combina.
tions of employers (masters) to control an industryfand ma.in
'ta.ined a. minute supervision of commerce and prices. -j:M:er
chants had more and more broken away from this during the 

lcommercial revolution, and at the end of the eighteenth 
{century many people 4eemed free trade possible, even be
I tween nations. This tendency and spirit had spread in in-
dustry during the long growth of the putting-out system, 
which was dominated by merchants. (Early in the nineteenth 

) 

century, there was a general faill!re to rec(lgnize that the 
creation of a. .permanent wage-earning class which had to 

• barga.in with ever larger and stronger industriill and com
merc\al, units must inevitably lead to organization sooner or 

\

later' (Combinations of workers were forbidden, not only by . 
the English common law, but by an ancient body of statutes, 
~ well. ~ 
LThirty-four of these acts, the acoumula.tion of centuries,' 
were abolished in 1824, and an act authori~ing peaceful 
combinati<tI!l set ih their place) Q:his new law was replaced 
the 'following year with one which withdrew most of the . . 
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privileges it conferred, but the mass of old legislation was 
• dead. Revolutionary and Napoleonic France had been1 
equa.\ly severe with workingmen's associations for bargaining 1 
purposes, and had shown some of Engl~d's laxity in per
mitting other eombinations to spring up) There were sur- 1 
viva.ls of the old compagnonnage of the gild period, and also 
of the mutualiU of pre-Revolutionary times. Both had more 
or less ritual. The traditional function of the first was to pro
vide hospitality and companionship for wandering journey
men, and the second was an organization for mutual aid, as 
the name suggests. (By ahout 1825, the factory system was I 
beginning to take hold in France. This growth was accom- . 
panied by the rise of a new type of a.ssociation, the "resisjltIlce 
80.£iety" (societe de resistance}. which was frankly a combina
tion for bargaining strength. ) 

C!rhis early growth of unionism was a factor in the whole 
problem of lahor legislation, not so much because of anything 
the unions could openly 40 a.s of the solidarity which they 
manifested and promoted.lunions were not permitted by laW, 
in France until 1884, but enjoyed sixteen years of .. tolera
tion" previons to that timeJ Since the Government did not 
allow them to do anything more inunediately practical in.,! 
their own interest, theu~t in fpr sPCialisl!,l, the real cradle 
of which was rocked in France. Later. they founded co
operatives by hundreds, but the Government suppressed 
these in 1851. . The English proletariat was as much more 
important than the proletariat of France a.s the English 
factory system wa.s more general. Unionism grew until I 
1834, when a decade of renewed governmental severity 
turned the interest of the working classes into more general 
programs. ChartisIIl) a vast but unsuccessful agitation for 
Bweeping rerdrma In the Government which have largely 
been achieved since,6Yas in part a product of suppressed 

. unionism. Many took part in the Anti-Corn LIIYL move
Ip.ent, and there V:IJJJ a good deal of experimenting with co
operation, IJJJ in France. After this decade, English trade
unionism entered a period of ete.!ldy and conservative growth, 
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but its directly traceable 'effects upon labor legislation be
long to a later time.) . 

Even fourteen years is a good while in a period of rapid 
industrial development like that which separated the factory 
acts of 1819 and 1833. The perfection of the power loom in~ 
1~2, which made it an undoubted commercial success, gave \ 
tfie factory system a general superiority. It steadily invaded 
the whole textile field, gradually forcing the abandonment of 

I the putting-out system. This was accompanied by a general 
mechani~ation of industry, including the E!l?l"~ad of sterun 
engines and a vast increase in the mining of colJJ and iron. 
Not only did the business of the old merchant-manufacturers 
'pass over largely to the new industrialists, but the weavers of 
wool and cotton goods employed by the former suffered 
everything up to actual death by starvation in the process. 
If the struggle between the two forms of capitalism had been 
actually hand to hand, conditions might not have been so 
hard for the workers, ~r so confused; but the industry was 
moving at the same time. Of,tentimes the starving hand 
weaver could not hire out to the near-by factory, because there 
was none near, the centers of the old industries being in 
different parts of the country. ReguIation was more difficult 
in new factory towns than it would have been in older centers 
of population where the element of outsiders was larger. Life 
was certainly more stark and ugly, if not actually less com
fortable. The mines and collieries were the most isolated, 
but they did not attract much attention until later. 

Michacl Sadler precipitated a great deal of agitation into 
actiOn byintroducing into Parliament a bill far a universal 
ten-hour day in 1831. It was lost, but the ferment con
tinued, borrowing enthusiasm from the crusade to eliminate 
slavery in Great Britain's West India colonies. The next 
year a parliamentary commission was appointed, with Sad
ler as chairman, to make an investigation of factory condi- ' 
tions. After a terrific political struggle, the most famous of 

. all the factory acts was passed in 1833. J..ord Ashley. a young 
scion or onel>f the most eminent and aristocratic families in 
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England, was largely responsible. '.ple act applied to textile 
'mills generally, with some eoncessions to the silk industry . 
• With this one exception, the Iabor 'ot childre!l under nine in 
i fact<ll'ies was fo!'Jlidden. No person unje!,.i~n could be\" 

worked more than pine hours a day or forty-eight in a week, 
including an hour aria-a'half per day out for meals. For 

. persons under eighteen, the limits were twelve hours a day, 
sixty-nine per week. 

Night work was precisely defined as that between 8.30 P.M. 

and 5.30 A.M., and no young person (under eighteen) was per
mitted to do it. On the positive side, the act prescribed tWl\r. 
hours' schooling per day for all factory children. Really'4 
adequate inspection was made, by bringing in inspectors from 
the outside and giving them the widest discretion, backed by 
law, in seeing that the provisions of the act were fully ob
served. They could enter any factory, summon any person 
as a witness, and even pass supplementary regulations which 
they deemed necessary to enforce the measure. A system 
of conferences and reports laid the foundation for a body of 
expert knowledge, which would be available whenever it 
should be found necessary to extend or change the original. 
act. 

To the person who has been looking at the twentieth· 
century industrial order, or steeping himself in the records 
of medieval gild regulations, this result of more than thirty 
years of agitation looks rather mediocre. Labor leaders did 
not shed any tears of joy over it as a substitute for SadIer's 
ten-hour day measure. No restrictions were placed upon· 

-. the employment of women, not to mention men, workers. \ 
Moreover, ii.:!!.a..IlJ)l~t.Q.u.!!£t, and did not touch the 

~qually disgraceful conditions in mines, collieries, and various \ 
I other branches of industry. Considering the general spirit 
of impatience at any suggestion of government interference 
at that time, howeyer, the act made some signif\.9ant brel!,ches 
in the /ausez-/ aire policies. These were not so large as they 
were well placed to grow. A partial acknowledgment had 
been made of the fact that the home was no longer the unit of 
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industrial production, and that the family no longer fully 
sufficed to protect and educate its members. 

Almost incidentally, Parliament in 1840 accepted Lord 
Ashley's suggestion to create a generalChildren's Employ
ment Commission. The Coal Mines Regtilation Act of l~ 
followed its first report, and the ~nd,-:ooVeifug various 
other industries, bore fruit in succeeding years in a long 
series of regulatory measures. From cotton manufacturing, 
the field of government regulation had been expanded first to 
textiles in general and then to industry in general. It was 
not until 1878 that the Factory and Workshop Act classified..( 
all ind~mes"8Jld provided a thoroughly knit fabric of labor 
law, but the real victory had been won long before. 

A factory act of l~ade various minor changes in the\ 
regulations for child labor, gave WO~Il.!!!M~UI,:!!!!lction 
as young persons (between thirteen' and eighteen years), re- . 
quired the encl,?BlJfe of dangerous machinery and provided 
for money compe!:lS&tion in case of preventable injury by 
maQhines not properly guarded. The Ten-Hours ~i11 for 
wom~n and childr~p. in textile mil1s was passed in •• ..1847. 
Lesser"iegiiliitions and new provisions for enforcement 'OOn
tinued. Nllw in!!u~tties were brought within the growing 
system until ful8.Ily, in 1867, eveIL!he workshops were given 
a special set of rules, iinlie same spirit but adapted to their 
special conditions. By that time, even isolated labor was ' 
regulated, and the broad lines of a complete policy were laid. 
down. T~Q,Il§'l!~r.e influential in bringing about 
this legisl!l-tio'lof the sixties. . -

lIanee adopted a c:!lilq;:il,l.bpr law iDJMJ, after years of 
\\gitation. It was similar to the one then in force in Englana, 
though more liberal on the whole. Trouble was encountered 
in enforcement. Other scraps of legislation up to the war 
of 1870-71 with Prussia may be passed over, as they were not 
enforced. The" June Days" of 1848, a revolt in Paris ,,'hich . 
followed the discontinuance of the national workshops, 
helped to discredit labor reforms.1 Beginning with 1874, a " 

1 It waa a system of tempowy relief rather thaXI of real workshops, set up 
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series of laws established government regulation of labor 
. conditions in industry generally. lI.eIgillID, mQ!'!l_B:!!.,=!!;!l.£e~d • 
industri!!lly t,haD France,. went through this process about I 
the same time as England. T.b§ G1lI:mans .w;elll.sQm!)whate·· 
ahead of the French in this matter, even in the period before 
G1lrman industrial expansion ha([ got under way, and while 
France still held Alsace-Lorraine. 

t Factory legislation after the fifties really belongs in a differ- tu 
ent category, and should hardly be called "early." In the I 

last chapter, the perfection of Bessemer's steel process was 
taken as an important fact illustrating and influencing the 
rise of a new phase of industrialism. Even in the earlier 
period, the narrative continuity of the spread of regulation 
is somewhat artificial. The main stream of events was ther 
evolution of economic organization, of which an inseparable 
part was the increasing mechanization of processes. Bad. 
labor conditions were a heterogeDeous by-product of this.' 
So confused were they that the working classes did not even 
develop their own leaders in the movement for regulation at 
the outset. Before the triumph of industrial capitalism 
about the middle of the century, the factory and out-work· 
parts of the proletariat were hardly connected. Even in the 
strictly industrial branch, we have seen that there was no 
close relationship between groups, the regulation of condi
tions in mines coming forty years after the first factory act 
and nearly a decade after the one of 1833, when the abuses 
in the mines and collieries were fully equal to the ones 
co2rected. 
(Jhe growth of both uuionism and socialism 1 after the mid- , 

....... ring tbe revolutionary crisis and ..... fully slated for failure by tbe enemies of 
Louia Bl&no. who had a tota.Uy dilIerellt ochellle for "oooial"workshops" whicb 
he hoped might revolutioni.e eoonomic society. 

1 Socililism. is extremely hard to define, as it represents the more or less con .. 
flioting hopes of various people and groups for traosforming industrial ..,mety. 

I In goneral, it contemplatee the substitution of collectiv&ownerohlp and manage
ment of the great materikl instruments of production for the (capitalist) system 

: of private property, enterpriee, profits, interest l and rent. Historically, it baa 
developed its own hodi .. of thoory, dialectic, and dogm .. for the interpretation 
of economic facts, whieb have their place in the history of doctrinee. The 
term Hscientific aocialism,u aB applied to Marxism, a.roae from a rema.rk of . . 
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dIe of the century was very closely associated with the tri
umph and the increasing cOIlllolidation of industrial capital.' 

• ism.? The call for proletarian unity by Marx and Engels in 
the Communist Manifesto of 1847 was an admission that it 
did not exist as well as an expression of the hope that it might 
appear. ~enty years later, it was substantially a fact in 
England, so far as the attitude of protective legislation w~ 
concerned. This was the year in which Karl Marx, who was 
living in Lpndon, published the first volume of DQ.iI Kapita'l. 

(The putting-out system had largely disappeared. There 
was still an unorganiz~d agricultural wag~arning class, 
but the industrial workers were no longer helpless, leaderless, 
or inarticulate.? 

Still, the much~heralded social revolution did not show its 
head on any near horizon. If integration of a kind had made 
amazing strides, it was not at all the simple process which the 
social revolutionaries of the forties had expected. Wn S 
Continent, the unions were more or less related to the social 0 

ist movement, but in England, the home of the Industri 
Revolution, they were much more specialized to particu 
trades. A national association of IB45lived for fifteen years, 
but never included many of the largest unions. After a 

· newer industrial revoI\ltion had arisen from the triumph of 
, industrial capitalism, cheap steel, and other factors, the re

lations between British trade unions tended to be more 
· sporadic. Instead of the proletariat forming one class, it was 
divid\ld into many, the interests of which were often not the 
same. Town and country clashed without adhering strictly 
to any class lines. In England, the town poinl of view in-

lfluenced the Government more than in agricultural France. 
,.Some workers were also investors in capitalistic enterprises, 

some shared in cooperatives, and still others were fairly 
satisfied with their condition) However little besides their, 

Engels in 1877, wbo based the cbum on the meterialislic conception of history 
and tb. theory of surplus value. Th.latter will be brieOy discusaed at the cl ... 
of tWs ohapter. The Communillt Manifesto of 1847, written by Marx and 
Engels, is an extremely brief but astonishingly satisfactory exposition of their 
poaition. W. should eaU it a socialist manifesto now. , 
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chains they may have had to lose in 1847,' in later years 
some of them felt that they had a considerable stake in t.hej 
existing order. CUnions tende<l.. to be definite and practical\, 
rather than revolutionary_in their choice of labor legislation, I 
and their interests \xpressed -a variety similar to that of; 
groups of capitalists., 
'-Unionism and socialism competed as often as they co

operated. Both found it very difficult to ignore national 
boundaries or to organize across them. Socialism as well 
as uni~m.1lpliL\1P_jnto. groups with conflicting interests.) 
Revolutionary fervor lost some of its heat with the pa.ssage 
of time and the failure of the social revolution to materialize. 
Then people who did not want any revolution began to join 
the movement, and some socialistic groups to cooperate with 
those which did not even pretend to be socialists. Many o( 
the practical results of socialist aspirations were achieved in 
this way. 

In the field of labor legislation and organization there is 
also a certain reality to the conventional ending of an In
dustrial Revolution about the middle of the nineteenth cen
tury. Laissez-faire commercial capitalism lost its economic' 
leadership to a laissez-faire industrial capitalism already 
tainted with government regulation, and facing the neeessity 
of tolerating some organization of the wage-earning cla.sses. 
By ea.sy stages, already begun, these workers were also to 
gain the vote. They were destined to exert a profound in
fluence during the second half of the century, not only upon 
the laws governing their own sort, but also upon economic 
policies in general. 

-I I The CommUlllst Manifesto declared that the proletario.ns had "nothing 
to lose but their chains," a.nd that the communist (socialist) aims could be 
achieved U only by If. violent overthrow of the existing social order." Its battle 
ery, .. Workingmen of all lands, unite'" hu been repeated innumerable time. 
since. This militant attitude must he viewed against & backgrouod not only 
of the personal experi~neee of the two exiles, but of many failures to overturn 
capitalism by forming regional nuclei or communities of socialists, and of the 
...... tanoe to wid .. pread innovatiODII in matters of deta.U. 
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NEW ECONOMIC mEAS 

(A) ORTHODOX ECONOMICS 

Adam Smith's ideas were written down fairly early in the 
Industrial Revolution. Some of them were, of course, formed 
long before 1776, either in his own mind or in those of others. 
The g~,ysi,?~ had~~!!'!lle, the freedom of labor, 
arid' a great reduction in state interference generally. Their 
world was a world of law, and to them the laws of nature 
were, on the whole, beneficent. A system of free competi- • 
tion, they thought, would find the price levels most advan
tageous for everybody, since personal interest must seek 
what is best for it, and the good of all is merely the sum total 

lof that of the individuals. It must be remembered that they 
I were upper-class, cultured people, living in France under the 

\

Old regime. Their stress upon extractive industries (and in • 
most cases upon agriculture alone) as the sole true creators 
of new wealth was largely a product of their environment. 
Turgot, wbo stood halfway between these Bcrmomis!e8 and 
Adaln Smith, was free from many of the earlier vagaries 
about production, but not all. ~h found some really clear 
thought about the distribution of wealth (income, rewarc1s), 
and there was some which he did not find - notably that of 
Condillac which Wa9'more in line with our present views 
than his own. !!if! greatest_contributions were his analysis . 
of production and his synthesis of the whole field. 
""'Trieappe&.rance of his Wealth of N ation$ was exactly timed 

to give it a profound influence upon the attitude toward 
problems in connection with the rise of the fact,.ory system, 
still in its early infancy. He transmitted to economics as 
a rising science the eighteenth-century enthusiasm for a 
"natural order," including an optimistic view of the supposed 
natural organization of economic society under the pressure of 
personal interests, if these were allowed to exert themselves. 
To his broad culture in the thought and rnstitutions of the 
past were joined great powers of observation and analysis 
and a happy faculty for expressing himself. Considering 
tpat he was alhilosopher, already well kno,wn for a ,treatise 
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on ethlcs, the superiority of his ideas on the production of 
. wealth over those on its distribution is a little puzzling, as'it 

is in the latter field that most of the ethical questions arise. 
Professor Rist suggests an answer to this problem.1 In 
Smith's course at Glasgow, before he went to France and 
came into contact with the Physiocrats, he dealt almost ex
clusively with production. The bacl~,ground for this part of 
his thought was thoroughly British. The important parts 
on distribution are founded more upon Continental ideas. 
On the whole, they are perhaps less clear, digested, and inde
pendent of their origin. While he organized the treatment 
of the distribution of wealth by distinguishing between its 
sources as wages, rent, and interest, he never rounded out his 
doctrine by dealing with labor, land, and capital as three 
factors in production. This familiar approach was added. 
by one of his interpreters, the Frenchman J. B. Say. 

With telling practical examples like the famous one of the 
makers of pins, Smith argues that a nation should be viewed 
as a vast workshop, in which the basis of wealth is the divi~on 
of labor. The growth of specialization to tasks leads, he as
serts, to greater dexterity and inventiveness on the part of 
the individuals, and a great saving of time is achieved in 
avoiding constant changes of occupation. Later, he has a 
flash of pessimism, reflecting that a workman specialized on 
a simple detail may become stupid and ignorant in the me
chanical routine. He foreshadowed Malthus, Ricardo, and 
Marx in sugg~sting that the supply of laborers depends upon 

1 Gide and Rist' A History of E_ic Doclrinulrtlm IM Ti ..... 1 IM Physio
.... to to IMPr ..... ' Day, English tran.o\a.tioll, 1917, from thellllcondF",ncheditioll 

--af..1913, pp. 50-06. Some such work .. this- and this is the best which has 
appeared I!O far - is an indispensable companion to the study of tho .oonomio 
history of the p .. t hundred and fifty ye...... In economic history proper, whe", 
the main stress must be upon aetual orga,niJa.tion, any compact treatment ex .. 
cludes the attention to the .pecis.l8ubject 01 the accompanying growth 01 the
oriea and progr&nlB which it deI!Ilrvea. Even in the above work of 648 pages, the 
authors apologm, lor the IIOceaoe.t')' omissions in th. history of doctrine., which 
they regard .. only a "distinot branch" of .oonomic history. If theymuot aleo 
regret lithe comparative neglect of the economic history," which is our main 
lubject, we can at Iea.st feel ... y about eoonomiaing sp ... on a branch of it 
which they have treated 80 welL 
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the demand for labor, with poverty and misery as checks. 
The well-known parts of his doctrine concerning the "nat
ural" freedom of enterprise and trade have been mentioned 
above. They are largely transmissions of the current eight
eenth-century view. 

Smith's more or less confl!cting the pries of the nature, 
source, and measure of value helped to split his successors 
into irreconcilable camps of "cIa.ssical economists" and so
cialists - to mention only two, and these in their broadest 

, outlines. Labor was, he stated, not only the one source but 
also "the real measure of the exchangeable value of all com
modities." This proved unsatisfactory in dealing with the 
·more developed societies, so he varied it and added to it as 
the case seemed to require, leaving his theory of value more 
or less obscure, as a whole. In one place, the "real price" 
is assumed to be based upon laborj but in another it is the 
cost of production, including wages, plUll interest and rent on 
the capital and land which have cooperated in the process. 
Elsllwhere, he treats interest and rent as deductions from the 
value which labor alone creates. Ail to the day-to-day price 
of the market 1 he admits that it fluctuates with the quanti
ties demanded and offered. 
, M~hus, like Smit~, was widely traveled and a cleric and 

I We might illustrate the dilferonce between the two prices by the crop of 
American cotton. Though the qUlllltity is known, once it is picked and tb. 
amount of Iabo. for thet year eettled, the price, ... y on Ja;nuary 20, may he 20 
per cent above or below tbe average one for the crop. Preomt-day economi818 
would deny tbat even the market value of tb. whole crop is determined by tb. 
amount of Iabo. required to produce it. It dependa upon ".DlMd ... weU ... 
'aupply, and dema;nd is datermined by a highly compla greup of factora, in
cluding conditions in tbe cettoll DlMufacturiDg industry (which are in turn 
affected by tbose in otber industri .. ) ...... t, interest ratee. ete •• /as ""U ... wag ... 
Evell in the apparently simple .... of a crop wboee size is Iisod and known by 
yeara, the market value is affected by the amount left 0_ from previol1l 
..... us. opinious ... to the qUlllltity available duriDg the C1lrl'(mt ..... n bel.re 
it is all matured and ginned, and also by estimatee of tbe next erop. with whicb 
.. me of tbe preeent 0lIO will have to compete. Obviously. Iabor CBDIIOt be " 
very ""eful m .... uze of value undar .. Ngime of priv.""property (which Adam 
Smith aseumed). if it does not CO_lid to tbe actual market price of one bale 
of cotton or the average market value of all of tbem. Smitb bad hi. doubl8 OD 
thi. aubiect. but they did not lead hinI oompletoly to clear up hia doctrioe of 
value. 
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philosopher, not a business man. Among his various con
tributions, the one which had most effect was his study of 
population, especially of the tendency to QvelPopulation. 
In the society which he observed, justat the turn of the cen
tury and in the midst of the French wars, he did not regard 
the prospect of increasing the means of subsistence faster than 
an arithmetical ratio as promising. Since population, if 
unchecked, doubled in about twenty-five years, he thought 
checks must be found, and favored "moral restraint" as an 
alternative to misery. 

David ~do was a broker who had amassed a fortune on 
the stock exchange. He was not university trained. The· 
emphasis in his difficult and controversial writings is on the 
distrib'ili()~.§!!lili, whereas Smith had stressed pro
duCtion. Smith's optimism and eighteenth-century back-. 
ground had led him, in his explanation of rent, to stress a 
sort of special bounty of Nature, whereby more people could 
live on the earth than were required to till it. Malthus had 
suggested that the pressure of population tended constantly 
to tax this bounty, and added that the owners of the more 
fertile land got a special profit because of that advantage. 
This "differential rent," as it was later called, was considered 

. a just reward for the "strength and talent" of the original 
proprietors. As to the later ones, they were assumed to have 
exercised similar virtues in amassing the purchase price. 

Ricardo took the view opposite to Smith's, holding that\· 
rent comes not from Nature's bounty, but from her niggardli- \ 
n4!l!lS! Rent arises only "when the pro/iress of population./ 
calls into cultivation land of an inferior quality or less ad .. 

~tageol.\Sly situated!' The oost of raising grain on the 
poorest (or marginal) land fixes the price, and those who hold 
better land can get a profit or bonus, which is the basis of 
rent. It is evident that there is a simultaneous pressure to 
cultivate more intensively the lands already in use giving 
an "intensive margin" of cultivation also, as we ca1l it, as 
well as an "extensive" one. Ricardo saw, as Turgot had 
before him, that this leads to diminishing returns - that is, 
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that the product from a given piece of land cannot be inde
finitely doubled by doubling the expenditure. Ricardo said 
little about the distance from market, leaving this feature of 
production cost to be developed by the German, von Thiinen. 

According to Ricardo's analysis, rent could not increase ~ 
the cost of grain in the market, beinS itself entirely depend
e~t upon_.the ~ti.ce. Therefore, let us have free trade in 
griiur!'''1Ie refuSed to treat capital as a separate factor, in
sisting that it was a mere creation of labor, to give it effect. 
For him, as for Adam Smith at his simplest, labor was the 
measure of value. Smith had admitted that this was strictly 
true only of primitive societies, and brought in both capital 
and rent in dealing with the others. Ricardo assumed that 
the amount of capital employed in producing goods is "pro
portional" to the amount of !abor employed and e1iminated 
rent as a source of value. 

Ricardo had struck a terrific blow at the moral prestige 
of. the landlord class. His great confidence in man's pro: 
ductive capacity did not suflice to cover up an ominous note 
of 'pessimism in his attitude toward Nature and the popula
tion problem. By 1817 when his great general treatise ap
peared, there was more than grumbling about the factory 
system, grain prices, and enclosures; and most of the laisuz
faire enthusiasts saw no charm in an attack on principle upon 
the whole idea of a beneficent "natural" order, even by a 
friend of the existing one. 

It is not so easy to trace the effects of Ricardo's important 
contributions to the theory of money and international trade 
as it is of his doctrines concerning rent, value, wages, and 
profits. His friend James Mill took the logical consequt'.nces 
of his rent and value theories and advocated the approprla-

. tion of rent by the State through taxation. Thus he was a 
forerunner of Henry George, of "single-tax" fame, among 
others. Ricard.!!1!al1o!'"yalul!! !!l~ 1 was one of the foun-

I Note that Rioardo, like Smith, 88I!IIlI1ed a ftgime ;., pri .... te property, &Dd 
.... merely trying to explain its operation. ru. Iabo .. value doctrine became 
eomething entirely different in the hand.o of tha aocia.lists, who diacardnd hill 
primary I18SWDptiOn. 
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dation stones of Marx's socialistic doctrine. Between Ri· 
, cardo and Marx were Blanc and Proudhon. Blanc wanted

f to set up "social wor1!.Bl:lops," by means of whlch the whole 
laboring cla:s8would get what he conceived as its produce; 
but his theory was confused by It. doctrine of con . 
according to .. Il,~ds rather than production within the class 

(
\Proudhon was clear on the idea of a surplus value which labor , 
~reated and did not get. -Man won his first honors as It. 
theorist in 1847 in an attack upon Proudhon - not for his 
ideas about labor as the source of value, but for his extreme 
tendencies toward individualism. This aspect of Proud· 
hon's thought, which was practically lai8sez-fair6 liberalism 
gone to seed, led him to be classified in the end as one of the 
founders of modern anarchy. 

Ricardo was a free-trader, but not identified with the 
"Manchester School," though he greatly influenced James 
Mill and, through him, his greater son, John Stuart Mill. 
All Professor aide remarks concerning what may be called 
the main stream of economic thought: "The thirty years 
which separate the publication of Ricardo's Principles' of 
Political. Eronumy (1817) from Mill's book bearing the same 
title are occupied by economists of the second rank, who ap
ply themselves, not to the discovery of new principles, but 
to the development and coordination of those already formu
lated."1 John Stuart Mill clung to the idea of the "unearned • 
adv.anta.ge_''j:q . .r.~t - one of various elements which -gave 
his thought a certain slant toward socialism. Rejecting the 
notion that the distribution of wealth is governed by im· 

-l-Ol the ........ued .. optimista," c .... y may be omitted as an American, but a 
word should perhape be inserted about the Hllf'I1Il)fI,w t.....,../quu. the best
known work of the Frencbmau. Fridmic S .. tiat (1801-50). His souodest 
contribution w .. hio empbaoia upon the otaudpoint of the conoumer. both for 
uode .. tauding aud for regulating economic phenomena. Incidentally, this 
.t ....... demaud rather tbau supply. He had au optimistio but doubtful idea 
(to be combated by the socialist Rodbertuo) tbat labor'. share of ita proctuoo 
in oo6peration with capital tended to inorease as tame went on. Hi. argu
ment was baoed upon the decline of interest rates. What escaped hio notiee was 
th~t • drop. eay from 5 to 8 per cent, represented an _. in capitalization 
oftener tbau a de ....... in yield, and also that the .ooumulation of prolita and 
dividends, as weD ao the original capital. must be considered. 
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mutable economic laws, he thought that human ~terfer
, ence could do a great deal toward introducing cooperation 
· and mitigating the evils of the wages system. His adherence 
to laissez-faire was strong but moderate. To him it was a 
good general guiding principle, to be ignored where the .acts of 
individuals were obviously h.armf~ to society. Especially 

· did he think it necessary for governments to afiord organized 
protection to the interests of the consumers as such. This 
attitude encouraged many other moderates to lend their 
support to advanced labor legislation, including social insur
ance, often class.i.fied as the policies of "State Socialism," 
which came into vogue toward the end of the century. 

John Stuart Mill, who lived from 1806 to 1873, is the out
· standing figure of his til1le in what may be called the main 

• line of development of orthodox economic doctrine from 
Adam Smith through Malthus, Ricardo, and J ames Mill to 
.Jevons and Alfred Marshall. His influence upon the stream 
of events was due not so much to any resolution of the pro
blems which troubled his predecessors as to his sensitiveness to 
botb current issues and the thought of others. To Malthus's 
ideas on population he merely added an emphasis on other 
than "moral" restraints. His anxiety to protect the con
sumer had been shared by Bastiat. Bentham's utilitarian
ism is not materialism With Mill, who is careful to distinguish 
between different kinds of happiness. That he did not get 
any farther than he did from Ricardo's notion of value may 
have been due in part to the influence of Continental social
ists. Early in life, Mill had fallen somewhat under the in
fluence of the Saint-Simonian school, and at the time of his 
death had written part of a book on socialism. There Is 
hardly a period in history so full of economic changes, and of 
ideas about them, as the three quarters of a century following 
the appearance of Adam Smith'lII Wealth of Natiom. John 
Stuart Mill was the man of similar breadth and reasonable
ness to whom fell the task of restating the position in the 
light of the new facts imd the new knowledge. 
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NEW ECONOMIC mEAS 

(B) CRITXClSM, INCLUDING EARLY SOCXA.LI.SM 

In the detailed chapters following this one, we shall have 
occasion repeatedly to notice that a great change took place 
toward the end of the nineteenth centurY in the attitude 
t.oward laissii1.aire vs. government regulation. Besides the 
material basis for this, it had a background of systematic and 
widely accepted ideas which ought not to be entirely ignored. 
Even if we consider the labor legislation, social insurance 
measures, and trujiIs simply as expements, we need-not 
forget that the statesmen who pushed them did so with one 
eye on the conscious groups they were supposed to benefit, 
placate, or undermine. Among these there were others 
besides the orthodox economists, a~very few of whom have 
been mentioned above. 

Great Britain differed enormously from the Continent
perhaps more so after the Napoleonio wars than in the time 
of Adam Smith. France never went through anything like • 
the English enclosure movement, but remained a predomi
nantlyagricultural country of peasant villages and compara
tively small holdings. Manufacturing occupied quite a dif
ferent position in her national life and thought as a whole, as 
it still does, and early in the nineteenth century she had 
nothing to correspond very nearly with the British mi!!<jle 
class. This last element was even more strikingly absent 
ili Germany until recent years. (The Continent provided 
more fertile soil for the growth of a proletarian class with 
socialistic leanings. Germany in particular did not find 
that the economic doctrines of a nation of foreign traders and 
m'lmuIacturers for export fitted her needs and aspirations 
particularly well,) 

Between 1840 and 1860, a group of German scholars, led , 
by such men as Roscher, Hildebrand, and Knies, founded a : • 

• ~cal school of economio tho,!!ghl. Their successors,' 
have included Schmoller, Biioher, and Sombart in Germany, ' 
and Leslie, Cunningham, and AshIey in England, to mention' 
only a few outstanding names. This movement represented 
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a really serious revolt aK~s~thll abstract ecgnomics.!>iRi
cardo, for example. Its founders were deeply convinced of' 
!tlle'futility of mixing broad generalizations with fancifully 
iJlerfect imaginary situations to build up dogmas. Their 
idea was to indulge in very little speculation, develop a sound 
historical method, and u~e it to accumulate a reliable fup.d of 
information, descriptive of the immediate past of yesterday 
which we call the present, and also of its. inheritance from a 
remoter one. Respectable, university economics in Ger
many was very little prejudiced against a degree of state 
interference which would have caused a Manchester School 
economist to turn in his grave. 

Friedrich List's emphasis on the unwisdom of neglecting 
historical perspectives when determining national policies 
allies him to the historical school. He had lived in the 
United States, a protectionist country, and done well there 
in a business way. His plea that free trade was absurdly 
favorable to the nation, Great Britain, which had the lead 
in manufacturing did not have its effects until many years 
after the publication of his N ati&M1 System 0/ Political Eco
nomy in 1841; but his friend1in~ to state re~lation fitted 
in too well with some of the current socialistic doctrine to 
escape notice. • 

In sketching merely the socialistic ideas which produced 
some undoubted effect, either directly upon institutions or 
upon later thought which bore fruit, we can completely 
ignore everything down to Owen, Saint-Simon, and Founer 
in the early part of the nineteenth century. The French 
Revolution followed Rousseau in a respect fo~ private pro
perty which was almost pious. Fran90is Babeuf's communist 
plot had practically no connection with later theories.1 

Sismondi, who lived from 1773 to 1842 and began writing 
,ecoiloiiiics in 1801, was hardly less bitter than Owen, or even 
Karl Marx, in his criticism of the exis~g order. Nor was 
he much more popular with the "Orthodox" school, as he 

I Loui. Blanc foUo ... d Saint-.'!iimon, Fourief, and Silmondi mainly, but la 
mown to have rend tbe writillga of Buooarotti, a survivor of the Babeuf plot. 
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dubbed writers like Malthus, Bica.rdo, and Say. "We might ~ 
'almost say," he exclaims, "that modl'rn society lives at the 
expense of the proletariat, seeing that it curtails the rewa.rd 
of their toil." Yet he never made an ecoJ,lomic attack on, 
the institution of private property. He was not a socialist. , 

Socialism in one of its aspects was a revolt against some 
of the most fundamental principles of the French Revolution; 
These were written la.rgely in the language of the Physia
crats, good bourgeois 1?conomiBtes. To the Revolution, all "i 
forms of association were anathema and private property 
was sacred. The early socialists set out to destroy private 
property by means of associations - communities, pha.
langes, ete. 

If anyone doubts the force of ideas, or thinks that this 
J;!ears any close relationship to their soundness or original 
intention, let him trace the i labor-value doctrine,) fore
shadowed by Adam Smith and crystallized by Bicardo. 
Nobody believes it now but the socialists, and some of them 
repudiate it. We find echoes of it in Sismondi, who was 
Bicardo's antagonist, and who, though not a socialist him
self, came very near to writing a source book of their most 
important doctrines. Robert Owen based his theories upon 
it. The Irish socialist, William Thompson, elaborated the 
labor-value doctrine into something very like the form used 
by Karl Marx decades later, Rodbertus confined himself 
to the assertion that labor was -tihe::real source of every 
product, and mentioned the equality of its value with the 
quantity of labor expended as an "ambitious ideal" 
though he never denied it as a. fact. The labor theory of \ 
value was the keystone of the Marxian arch, and Lassalle 
preached it far and wide as the "brazen law of wages" 
("iron law," we say in English). There is a certain humor 
in contemplating the use of a. doctrine of Bicardo the banker 

" to kindle revolutions, and finally, in the twentieth century, 
to overturn a. great empire. J 

Thompson was perhaps the clearest thinker of these 
Utopian socialists, but we cannot be ccrtain that his writings . . 
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had any great lasting effect.l Both Owen and Fourier gain 
a certain pict)ll'esqueness from their personal activities. Or' 
the more famous Fourier phalanges, the stove and grate 
factory of Jean Godin at Guise survived, and Brook Farm in 
Massachusetts did not. A number founded later in France 
still exist. Owen's original factory community at New 
Lanark prospered under his personal guidance, but others 
failed, including one at New Harmony, Indiana, in the 
United States. Perhaps his strongest claim to immortality 
is the part he played in establishing the Rochdale cooperative 
stores, which he regarded as a minor feature of his work. 
His influence in the passage of factory acts has been men
'tioned above. 
i Owen wanted to abolish profit, which he thought pre- i 
',ven"ted the laborer from repurchasing the product of his toil, 
~ed to overproduction, and thus led to such economic crises as 
had just occurred in 1814. He tried out a very foolish scheme 
for ~lng labor-currency in pI~ _Qf money. This scheme 
has appeared iil thewritiiigs of later socialists from time to 
time. Fourier would have tolerated interest as legitimate. 
After aIf,1fourierism was at bottom a scheme of coOperation 
and profit-sharing. H we are willing to accept a few modifi
cations, we can say that it still has an enormous vogue in 
France, and might very well have had a greater one but for 
the onset of Marxism. 

Saint-Simon's own influence was chiefly personal, but a 
group of his immediate followers gathered up and systel:ll&
tized a really important body of doctrine after his death. 

1 Interest and rent were regarded II!LaJ!I.lC leVied upon the 
labor of others, but the profit of the entrepreneur is regarded 
merely as payment for his labor of direction, and therefore 
just if it is not excessive. To them we,alth was an instrument 
of social prod~i:tion, and they railed at the idea of its trans
mission by inheritance without regard to the fitness of the 
recipient to fulfill the implied obligations to society. Their 

I The moat important of his work. wall: An Inquiry into /he Princip/fo of u.. 
Dillribution of WeoiIh .... ' Cond_1o H""",n Happi_. 1824. , . ' 
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! socialistic State would be a sort of bank or repository of the 
wealth of the country, passing it out to people according to 
their capacity and special talents. Note that it did not con
template equality, except in the Napoleonic sense of a "career 
open to the talents." Saint-Simonisro in its final form was \ 
socialism, not the communism sometimes distinguished 813 : 

"Utopian." Marx W813 an abler man and a better scholar 
than any of its promoters, but the claim of his socialism to 
be more" scientific 11 is open to dispute. Engels reproached 
them with their failure to anticipate the doctrine of surplus 
value, a rudimentary form of which, we might remark, W813 

a source of weakness to the thought of Owen. The Saint- . 
Simonians had a system of historical stages to prove the 
advent of socialism. It differed from Marx's, but can hardly 
be called less evolutionary or "positive." 1 This group W813 

prosecuted for illegal association in 1831 and practically 
broken up. The new leader, Enfantin, had already carried 
the movement ofi' into ethics and religion. 

All these early socialistic movements seem to have' got 
into more or less trouble about their handling of the problem 
of the ,family and the position of woman. Leaving their 
practices and some of their more radical schemes aside, we 
may note that items which would hardly attract attention 
to-day were then considered scandalous and revolutionary. 
For instance, Thompson wrote a tract in 1825 entitled: An 
Appeal of one Half of the Human Race, Women, agaimt the 
Pretemione 01 the other Half, Men. Unexciting 813 this looks 
now, one simply did not say such things in those days, before 
the rise of organized feminism. John Stuart Mill, a student 
of the early socialists, much later expreBBed similar views in 
a famous essay. 

Louis Blanc W813 one of the "little men of great influence" 
who are continually cropping up to remind us how impossible 

, some things would be to predict, II.nd how difficult even to 
I Sa.inlrSimon'. BUggeBtion that the feudal, legal, and Industrial periode in 

the development of government oor ... opond to theologieal, metaphysical, and 
scientific ro!gi.m .. h .. led to a claim tlur.t he, not Augll8te Comte. wa.s the real 
originator '!i the "~ti"" philosophy," 
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explain plausibly after the fact. He WItS a journalist of no 
particular distinction who had made some attacks on the . 
corrullt "July Monarchy" of Louis Philippe (1830-48). By 
1840, the Saint-Simonian movement had definitely died 
down, and the ItSSOciationists like Fourier, Owen, and Thomp
son were obviously not making any great headway against 
the cUrrent economic organization. The Organisation du 
Travail for which Blanc is known appeared ItS an article in the 
Revue du Progres in 1839, WItS published ItS a pamphlet in 
1841, and immediateiy ran through many editions. 

The central theme is a condemnation of competition which 
reminds us of Sismondi, whom Blanc had read. Competi-

• tion must be destroyed, root and branch, or it would exter
minate the proletariat and ruin the bourgeoisie. His cure 
WItS little more than the simplest type of voluntarY producers' 
cooperative, formed of men of the same tr9.de. It had al
ready been proposed by a Saint-Simonian named Buchez, 
with the difference that he WItS interested in smaller industries 
and. did not regard public assistance ItS necessary. The 
Government WItS to aid in launching these "social work
shops." Supposedly they would be so efficient as to drive their 
competitors out of business, and general socialization would 
be the eventual result .• Blanc's vogue WItS evidently due to 
the extreme simplicity of his scheme and the timeliness of his 
agitation. No great effort and no special machinery were 
to be required. The State was asked to give a trifling and 
momentary aid to start a movement destined to destroy it. 
This idea of state responsibility was to be a powerful weapon 

• in the hands of Lassalle, and an important item ill the reason
ing of Rodbertus. Blanc did not originate it, but he popu1ar
ized it. For that reason we must count him among the 
fathers of state socialism. He himself WItS thrust into the 
foreground by the revolution of 1848 in France, hoodwinked 
and baffled by his enemies, and dropped into obscurity. 

'/ .fto,lllihon's book, Qu,'uke qu.e la ProprieU (1840), ap
peared at approximately the same time as Blanc's but-known 
one, and was also widely read. Its famou'Suitlsis, that" all 
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'property is theft," was made the basis of a general. attack 
. upon existing economic society, with emphasis upon the 

exploitation of Ia.bor. He W88 an extreme individualist, and • 
is best known 88 one of the founders of modern. anarchy. 
In a sketch of a solution, he foreshadows Kropotkin's ideM 
on mutua.! aid. He had one of the most brilliant minds of 
his time. 

It is quite possible, in spite of the conventiona.! view, that) 
Proudhon's greatest influence W88 exerted through the social-i 
~ Nothing could be more scathing than his criticism of 
Saint-Simon, Fourier, and even Blanc. Communism W88 to . 
him uThe religion of misery." It W88 Proudhon's Systerne 
dea contradictiom ~etmmllique8, published in 1846, which led 
Karl Marx, as a socialist, to attack him the following year in 
a book entitled La misere Ik la philosophill (U The Poverty of 
Philosophy"). Proudhon's objection to the existing institu-j 
tion of private property was on the ground of its failure to 
recognize the primary factor in production, land and capita.! 
being useless without it. Property must be retained,. but, 
purged of its elements of unearned income, of the exploit&-. 
ti~n. (jf Ia.hor, and of the restrictions it pIa.ced'upon the frea-: 
dom of work and exchange. Marx's ideas resemble Proud
hon's at so many points that he has often been charged with 
borrowing 88 well as refuting. In justice to Marx, it might 
be asked if any idea can ever be "new" except in the sense of 
correcting and rearranging previous ones. 

Karl Rodbertus (1805-75) belongs both to the period when 
socialist economic theory was being formed -let us say, for 
convenience, up to 1848 - and to the later one of more per
manent organization. He was an "early" socialist in the 
sense that his Die F urderungen der arbeitenden Klassen, con-

~adicting Bastiat's notion that the share of the working 
class in the fruits of production tended to increase, W88 

fimshed in 1837, and other important work on economic 
doctrine appeared before (as well as after) the middle of the 
century. His r6le in the later organization period was a.!
ways that of thinker and counselor. Both persona.!ly a.nd 
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through his writings, he influenced Lassalle, Bismarck's 
friend and a great figure in the development both of state and . 
of revolutionary socia.lism. Due in part to Lassalle, Rod
bertus was recognized and his work highly esteemed by some 
of the best-known economists of Germany, notably Adolf 
Wagner, who was to play a leading specific part in the 
growth of state socialism. . Because he was not personally 
an organizer or a propagandist, it is harder to estimate the 
influence of Rodbertus upon events than that of Lassalle or 
Karl Marx. 

While this is no place to go into the nice details of systems 
of thought, the remark should be made that Rodbertus need 
pot be the mysterious figure in socialist doctrine which he is 
often pictured. Most of the mystification of those who so 
yiew him is due to the clearness of his own reasoning. En

llarging upon Adam Smith's idea, he regarded human society 
;as a kind of organism, resting upon the division of labor. 

1. Considering the individual as merely a contributing and not 
at all self-sufficing factor from the economic point of view, he 

i condemned "economic liberty" as a fallacy, and picked upon 

I
'the State as the historic institution best fitted to become a 
conscious coordinating agency. To his mind, effective de
mand, expressed in terms of money, was entirely insufficient 
as a control of production, since only those with purchasing 
power could make their wants felt. What he wanted was a 
system in which social need would play a larger r6le in calling 
goods into existence, perhaps in the end entirely supplanting 
money power as the controlling factor. 

He stressed manuallabor as the characteristic: sacrifice 1 of 
I Like the other eociaJista. Rodbsrtus was little impressed with the ".s",i· 

fice" of the IcloUing capitalist." In N. W. Senior's Otdlins of Political Econ
.... y (1836). the word "abstinence" had been used to .xplain the aoeumulatinn 
of capital. By twe h. had m ..... t a "del&y of enjoyment" on the part of thoee 
possessing property, leading to use in production instea.d of its immediate oon
aumptioD. This waa an important addition to Rica.rdo'. notion of value. and 
quite iD line with it. omce tblI empbaeia waa la.id upDn limited supply !IS a 
lIOurce of value. 

Rodbsrtus aJeo developed a theory of cri .... foreshadowed in the writings of 
ilismondi and Owen. Goods o""r .... umulate. b. thought. bscause of the ..... 
• trioted purchasing power of the workers. due to their decreasing share iD the 
produce of their labor. , 
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irreplaceable time and energy back of the creation of goods, 
and criticized the existing machinery of exchange for allowing 
exploitation of the workers. Unlike Mar){, he avoided mix
ing the working principles of the system before his eyes with 
those ofthe one he hoped might appear. Ideally, labor ought 0 

t9 command its entire proqpce, which would mtlke it the 
measure of value, but he never said that it Was the measure 
of value in the existing economic order. To achieve this, 
private property and individual production would have to 
disappear. Rodbertus was a landowning liberal rather than . 
a revolutionist. He had no confidence in the judgment of 
the masses as to what was good for human society, and hence 
for them in the long run. His system of wage-coupons i 
whereby the State might immediately guarantee to th;/ 
workers a certain share in the general progress will not be~ 
analysis. Considering that he objected to "economic lib
erty" and thought that as much personal freedom would 
exist under his "Christian-Social" State as under those exist
ing, there is nothing particularly inconsistent about his toler
ance of the idea of monarchy. He was a sort of "Fabian 
State Sooialist," though he objected to the state sooialism 
of the Eisenach conference of 1872, which will be mentioned 
in a little more detail below. While he did not like the doc
trines of actual state socialism, his thought did a great deal,. 
toward forming them. 

NEW ECONOMIC IDEAS . 

(C) ORGANIZED SOCIALISM 

The mention of Christianity and of the rising nationalism 
of e~onomists like List brings before us two new schisms in 
socialist thought which were largely to reprac~f'those of the 
early or formative period. Both drew their organized 
strength from institutions already in existence. The prestige 
of the Church was old and deeply founded, and the national 
state, that "most august creation of man," was coming into 
its own at a rate suspected py comparatively few people even 
in 1850. 
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Christian Socialism, or "Social Christianity," as some of 
its various exponents have preferred to call it, can be men
tioned only in passing. Some of its adherents have wanted to 
make peace with the more radical movements of the nine
teenth century and aid in establishing a world of workers, 
without the direction of private capitalists. Others would 
not greatly change the material aspect of the existing order, 

. but want to set up Christianity as a vital moral authority 
over all classes, able to resolve their conflicts. Between 
these, there are numerous shades of opinion. Almost the 
only common elements in the vast number of programs have 
been their hos~ty to the laissez-faire economic liberalism of 
a.bout 1850 and their desire, as Christians, to avoid the mate
rialism which characterized the maturer socialist movement 
beginning about tha.t time. 

A Protestant might call himself a Christian Socialist merely 
because he recognizes that individual salvation is inseparable 
from social environment. A Catholic may not, like a Pro
testant, be an out-and-out socialist. Many Social Catholics 
have objected strongly to state socialism; The commonest 
idea has been to organize eorporations or unions resembling 
the medieval type, with the hope of somehow connecting 
these associations with-a reorganized State. Any movement 
of the working class alone radically to change its status is 
frowned upon from Rome as actual socialism. Protestant 
socialists have accomplished a good deal individually and in 
groups, but the organized movement is certainly not'an im
portant factor to-day, so far as appearances go. Even 
Catholic socialism is not really united as to ainiS. Its incon
spicuousness, even in most Catholio countries, is not hard to 
explain. To rejuvenate the existing order, it would have to 
have a dependable majmtg - including converts to its social 
program, from interest or moral conviction and Catholics 
amenable to religious discipline on economic matters. There 
may be some prospect of such a revival, but to deal with it 
here would be doubtful prophecy. or idle speculation. 

State socialism represents a strange mixture of antidote, . , 
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synthesis, and compromise. The German historical school 
of economists was fairly friendly to it, and some members 
finally championed it. Lassalle was one of its founders only1 
in the sense that he wi~ use the State to introduce an\ 
order which would eventually be real socialism, which state, 
socialism is not, inasmuch as it rests upon private property. 
Rodbertus was a founder. in that same sense, although he 
was more of an economist and less of a political compromiser. 

Ferdinand Lassalle (1825-64) had been a Marxian (even I 
in the intimate sense that both were profound students of 
the philosopher Hegel), and probably retained most of his orig
inal intellectual preferences to the end. He wanted to be a 
political leader, however, in Germany. For that purpose, he 
had to have a definite and immediate program which would 
not cause his expulsion from the country, alienate the liberal 
reform element or frighten a large fraction of the working 
class. When he returned to politics in 1862, after fourteen 
years of other preoccupations, his two main proposals were 
universal suffrage and state support of producers' associa
tions. On the political side, he could count on the liberal 
discontent with Bismarck's new forceful policies. His attack 
on the economic order was based, like Marx's doctrine, OD 

Ricardo's le iron law of wages." 
Cooperation was a timely issue just then - Schulze

Delitzsch had waged a more or less successful campaign for 
establishing cooperative credit societies among artisans since 
1849. As pointed out above, state interference was not so 
unpalatable to German economists as to most of the others. 
Lassalle built up the prestige of Rodbertus to strengthen this 
advantage. German natioy,alism had been given an economio 
turn by the Z ollllllTein Ol"'Customs union and the protection
ism of such men as List. However remote it may seem to
day, Hegel's epic of the long struggle of mankind for liberty, 
waged against natural forces, oppression, want and ignorance, 
eternally striving for the highest forms of union as tools to 
work out the destiny of the race, is not to be ignored as a 
coijrdin~t!ng p~ciple which touched all these reform schemes 
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of the late nineteenth century. La.ssalle's General Associa.
tion of German Workera, founded in 1863, seemed to be a 
conquering army in the making, when he suddenly left it lead
erJess the next year, as the result of a duel. What of its forces 
were not dissipated were to be gathered up by the Marxians, 
the state socialists, and othera, and used in a different way 
than he had intended. The great German Social Democratic 
Party dates its origin from 1863, and acknowledges La.ssalle 
as its founder. 

In the very year of La.ssalle's death,~ founded his In-) 
ternational Workingmen's Association in London. Two o( 
its representatives, Wilhelm Liebknecht and August Bebel; 
sUcceeded in winning over the Schulze-Delitzsch societies, 
which had been cooperative and educational, to socia1ism. 

L In 1869, the Social Democratic Party had its formal beginning. 
It was divided and more or less discredited by a group of 
anarchists, led by Bakunin, and finally joined forces with 
Lassalle's General Association of German Workera in 1875, 
keeping the Marxian name but dating its origin from 1863.1 

" {~tate socialism in practice dates from Bismarck's attempts 
to sUppress the socialistic propaganda of this group, under
mining its moral influence at the same time by imitating the 
program of Rodbertus and La.ssalle. Its formal beginnings 
had taken place earlier. The German historical school of 
economists had been issuing a journal since 1863, to propa.
gate its i~a that economic principles should be accepted only 
with broad reservations as to time, geography, and circum
stances. A conf!:!!:ence of economists, professQ,.ra, adminis
tratora, and jurists had met at Eisenach in 1872, issuing a 
maWfesto against the lai8sell-fair, school and in favor of the 
State as a great moral and educational institution, adapted to 
"enable an increasing number of reo pie to participate in the 
highest benefits of civilization.", A Verein fur Sozialpolitik 
had bsen organized to prepare the way. Professor Schmoller 
drew up the manifesto, and Professor Wagner plunged into 
the composition of his Grundlegung, which appeared in 1876, 
to support th~ program. 
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(Bi~rck used the exac"..o~~ount and kind of the proposals .' 
of n;e;tate socialists whicfillluited his purpose of combating 
socl!lism proper and tying the working classes to the Imperial 
Government. In 1881 he began his campaign to establish . 
accident, sickness, and, later, old age insurance which led to 
the laws of 1883-89.) He frankly avowed his purpose of. 
creating "700,000 annuitants among the very people who 
think they have nothing to lose, but who sometimes wrongly 
imagine that they might gain something by a change." Be
cause it did not seem to offer the same practical advantages, 
his attitude toward industrial regulation proper was much 
cooler. It had to wait for the enthusiasm of a new Emperor, 
WilIiam 11. l.State ownership of certain grsat publie utilities)
was accepted on principle in Germany, rather than judged by 
standards of convenience, even against a 1:tandicap of doc
trinal prejudice, as in some other cOllltries.l 

Marxism, as economic doctrine, offers curious contrasts 
and similarities to the contemporary but rival explanations 
of the same phenomena. Katl Marx was a many-sided 
person. As a philosopher, he was very proud of his material
istic revision of Regel's method. He knew a great deal about 
English industrial conditions and their immediate historical 
background; but he has heen criticized for the sources of the 
earlier history which he used so freely to establish the trend 

. of evolution, and for his imperf.ect gr~p of the newer scientific 
thought.1 As a theorist, it has been suggested that his work 
might be regarded as an attempt to correct, round out, and 
therefore supplant, that'Or Ricardo. Finally, not only was 
he associated with Engels during the most productive period 
of his life, but the latter brought out two of the three volumes 
of Das Kapital itself, and we do not know exactly what shape 
the material was in when it changed hands. The title 

I See o.or(!t'JI Sorel'. pre! .... to the French tro.nslatio .. of A. Labriola'o Karl 
MCIN:, L'S""""",io", Le SodaIiMe, P..n.,1923, pp. mtlf., and the references 
to Sore!'s .... lier articles. Veblen h .. commented on the mixture of Hegelian 
and Darwinian evolution...,. tbought in Marxism, iD his ..... y on "The Socialist 
Eoonomioo of Karl Marz," iD TM PI400 oJ s_ ... M odtIrn Civili.tation, pp. 
433-40-
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"S(lientilic socialism" was dtr • from an expressi~n of 
~ls in 1877, who based thll, ". for Marx on two die-

"Icoveries: the !!!.~r.ialist!!! J)c;lIlceptiOJL..Of .. history. and the 
I t~eory_of Siiijllus vaiue. . 

'Since we are here concerned only with doctrines which 
produced indisputable effects, perhaps the task of selection 
is not so hopeless as it seems at a glance. Back of the two 
suggested by Engels lies the idea of a class struggle between 
exploited and exploiters. This had more or less died down 
when the Russian Revolution and various others incident to 
the dislocations of the World War brought it to the fore again. 
Whether or not the Bolsheviks are true Ma.rxians does not 
alter the fact that the call of the Communist Manifesto. 
for proletarians to unite, throw off their chains, and gain 
the world reached them across the decll.des and produced 
effects. 

The materialistic conception of history is a terrain avoided 
by all prudent angels, and one approaches it with a sense of 
its pitfalls and possibilities for ambush. Whatever Regel's 
shortcomings before the Marxian reconstruction, we can at 
least appreciate his famous remark that history teaches us 
that it can teach us nothing; which meant, in its original 
setting, that reflection on what people think history has 
taught them does not inSpire to optimism. If Marx banished 
any brooding or indwelling spirit from history, he at least 
kept the Regelian dialectic or method of reasoning. ,In the 
preface to the second edition of Das Kapi/al, Marx asserts 
thli\t Regel's "Idea" a sort of personified thought-process 
- was conceived as "the demiurge of reality, which is only 
the phenomenal form of the Idea"; whereas he, Marx, held 
the movement of thought to be merely the reflection of the 
material world in the human brain. Raving removed this 
"mystic side" of Regel's method, Marx proceeded to use it 
in what he called its "rational form," to prove that a "posi
tive conception" of the existing order betrayed its negation 
and inevitable destruction. 

Bernstein, who was none other than the literary execuror 
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of ~gels, split socia1ist doctrine wide open and started a re
visionist movement in 1897, through attacking the use of 
this ponderous and antiquated Hegelian method of historical 
reasoDing by wading through contradictions to get at truth.' 
This would have involved throwing overboard the historical 
proof of the inevitable downfall of capitalism, turDing oppor
tunist and letting the final goal take care of itself. Kautsky 
wrote a book defending orthodox Marxism 2 on the ground 
that Marx would not have put his views on the future of 
capita1istic property in the dialectic form without having first 
observed the march of irresistible forces in contemporary 
history. "What would remain of the Marxian method," he 
asks, U robbed of th~ dialectic which has been its best working 
tool and its sharpest weapon?" Nevertheless, revisionism 
was practically supreme in Germany within a few years. 

This dispute brings up a very broad question as to the func
tion of history, the usual answer to which a century ago was 
that of Marx, whereas to-day it is oftener that of Bernstein • 

• One view is that history is simple enough to be arranged 'in .' 
trends for use in making fairly broad prophecies about the 
future. The other is much humbler in the face of the com
plications which present themselves. It often takes a highly, 
traioed and intelligent worker years to bridge one little gap in 

J To the Hege1ians, truth, being a syuthesio of variOUII views with elements of 
f ..... bood in them, mllllt be """,hed by passing throngh eontradictioll8. Engels 
illllStrated this by taIring a quantity a, making -0 of it by denying it, and then 
multiplying -0 by -a to gilt 1'0', or the original quantity raised 0118 degree 
for having passed throngh the)legation • 

• Bernstein first wrote a son .. of articl ... in en. N",.ZIlil in 1897. He .... 
profoundly inlIuenoed by Webb and the Engllsh F.biane with whom he bad 
beeome acquainted during his reside."" abroad. His book appeared in 1899. 
Th. Engllsh translation (London, 1909) ill entitled R ... !ulimlary Soci<Jliom; .. 
CI""iIi<:i.m <PId an Affinnalioro. Kaut.sky'. reply was entitled B......,.,; .. und daB 
~ P_m; """AntiI:riIik. BernslA!in'. critieillm was timed 
lllllt after a defeat at the polls in Gflrmany. Openly socialistic propaganda bad 
been .... rely repressed by la .. from 1878 to 1890. The Social Democrats bad 
met in 1891 and drafted a ...... polltical program, known as the "Effort Pro
gram,1t revising the Gotha document of fifteen years earlier. The revision 
drape all the _tier anarchistic tendencies and indud .. some itema wbich 81Ilt" 
gIl8I the eompetition of et.ste soci&liIIm, For a good brief so.mm.ary of soci&liIIm 
in Gflrman politi.., ... Ogg: Bconomitl DerJelopmml of Madam BW'OpS, chap. 
un. See ..... DawsolI: 6oo/ulioft of Madam Chrman" chap. XDL 
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our knowledge of the past, with f ly solid ground to build 
on at each side and many fra nts to indicate what has 
been. What kind of an enterpriSe, then, would it be to pro
ject the whole vast theme of hiStory, including the unrecorded 
and misinterpreted millions of events, into the still empty 
space of the future, with no pillars but the clouds for the other 
end of the span and not even debria for a guide? The 
economists who made these queries would rejoice to see the 
inherited part of the present better understood, and even 
a little light thrown upon the immediate future for which 
practical provision must be made. It is pleasant to dream of 
seven-league boots, and some day we may possess them, but 
the first need is to learn to walk straight. We have had so 
many logical and geometrical general formulas for history, 
ending in "Q.E.D.'s," that we have grown wary and begun 
to demand accurate work on concrete problems. 

This attitude would lead to two comments on the Marxian 
labor theory of value and the multitude of preceding labor
value doctrines: First, the amount of labor which enters 
into the production of an article is not a reliable or useful 
me~ure of its value under the present regiffie of private 
property. Economists are pretty generaJIy agreed about this. 

;, Second, it cannot be sta.ted positively what the measure of 
value will be in any future system which can be set up and 
made to wurk, until it is in operation, and thus made subject 
to actual detailed observation. 

Such criticisms do not destroy the value of Mant's work as 
economic doctrine. Some of his analysis is extremely pene-

, trating, and has not always been properly app"teciated by 
those who are skeptical about his dialectic. On the other 
hand, Kautsky did not underestimate the latter as a tool for 
shaping conviction or a weapon in the war of interests. Tools 
and weapons grow dull from constant use, however, and com
petitors rise up to make them obsolete. The most immedi
ately dangerous rival in this case was state socialism. By 
attacking the practical problems in detail, it tended to split 
the actual socialists into groups, and to organize these as 
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.political parties. At first, some of them refused to cooperate 
in working for practical aims, for fear of thinning and com~ 
promising the pure doctrine of the founders and jeopardizing 
the "coming revolution." In the end they gave in, almost 
without exception, with the result that the movement became 
more political than economic in western Europe, many people 
voting "socialist" tickets who neither looked forward to a 
proletarian revolution nor had any deep convictions about 
the abolition of private property. We shall be obliged to 
allude from time to time to this new type of political his-. 
tory, founded on pretty clearly defined economic interes~ 
groups. 

This leads to a final remark about the "materialistic con~ 
ception of history." Many socialist writers still cling to it in 
the modified form of a rigidly "economic interpretation." 

• All motives are traced back to economic ones, which thus b~ 
come practically" causes," in the mechanical sense, of events 
and changes. In this extreme form, the "economic inter~ 
pretation" rests upon a "conception"; and a general" con
ception of history" is for all practical purposes a "philosophy 
of history" under a slightly different name. Even where the 
method of research is truly scientific, in the sense of being ac
curate, properly controlled, and fruitful, this does not in itself 
demonstrate the soundness of the philosophy (conception, or 
system of general assumptions) - or disprove it. Avowed 
philosophies of history are a little out of fashion, but actual 
ones are with us still under variowwfseudonyms. 
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CHAPTER V 

DEVELOPMENT OF ENGLISH AGRICULTURE 
SINCE 1800 

By 1850 the separation of industry from agriculture was an, 
accomplished fact. Factory production had gradually taken I 
the place of the domestic system. The enclosing of land, 
for agri_cultural purposes, which had begun on a formidable 
scare during the second half of the eighteenth century, had 
.resulted in an almost complete elimination of open-field 
culture. Although gr~t_.improvements in agricultural 
technique had been introduced previous to 1850, it was also 
true that many forces which had beneficially influenced 
agriculture in earlier days had almost completely disappeared. 
Thus the small tenant class, for centuries an important 
factor in agricuJ.tural progress, had been largllly eliminated. 
Moreover, large-scale production in agriculture took a firm 
hold and even threatened the complete extinction of small 
holdings. But the larger problems with which English 
agriculture had to contend during the nineteenth century 
were the inevitable result of improvements in the means of 
communication which opened up growing markets for the 
products of English industry while enabling England to get 

, in exchange the cheap food products and raw materials of 
the new lands across the seas. 

The growth in population following the Industrial Revolu-: 
tion stimulated an ever-expaI}ding m8;!'ket for agricultural 
products. To a surprising extent English agriculture was able 
to supply this growing demand, yet imports of wheat and 
wheat flour rose from an annual average of more than 600,000 
quarters 1 in the decade 1801 to 1810 to about 458,000 quarters 
from 1811 to 1820 and from 534,000 quarters in the decade 
1821 to 1830 to 907,000 from 1831 to 1840, finally reaching 

1 A quarter ill .iK~ buehela. 
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2,588,boo quarters from 1841 to 1849, a condition explained' 
. in part by the precarious food situation resulting from the 
potato famine in Ireland. The following table presents a 
comprehensive picture of the increl¥lejllJi;llgli.!i.t imports of 
wheat and wheat flour from 1776 to 1842.1 For comparison; 
the exports are included. It will be noted that the reliance of 
the British consumer on foreign-grown foodstuffs increased 
steadily. 

ExPOR'nI 
(quartel'll) 

1776 .................. 210,664 
1780.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 224,0l)9 
1786 .................. 205,466 
1787 .................. 120,536 
1789 .................. 140.014 
1791.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... '0,626 
1796. . . . . . . .. . • . . .. . • . 24,679 
1SOI.. . . . . . .. .. . . . . ... 28,406 
1S08.................. 98,QOl) 
1810............. .. ... 75,786 
1815 .................. 227,947 
1825.. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 38,796 
1837 .................. 308,420 
1839.. . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . 45,512 
1842.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 68,047 

.bo>oJml 
(quarwl'fl) 

20,578 
3,915 

51,468 
59,339 

112,656 
469,056 
879,200 

1,424,765 
84,889 

1,567,126 
384,475/ 
787,006 

1,109,492 
3,110,729 
3,111,290 

Let us also consider the price which the English farmer 
received for his products. In the five decades from 1770 to 
1819 the average annual price of wheat rose, but this fact 
must not be taken as an indication in itself that the condition 
of the English agriculturist was improving, for violent fiuctu8r 
tions in the price of this cereal did much to interfere with his 
continued prosperity. Deficiency jin the harvest raised the 
price of wheat to 1138. 10d. per ooperial quarter in 1800, to 
1193. 6d. in 1801 and to 1268. 6d. in 1812. The harvests of 
the next three years were more favorable, and prices again 
decreased to 65s. 7 d. in 1815. 

The decline in the price of agricultural products which; 
began during the Napoleonic wars produced a condition inl 
England which was extremely critical. Whatever artificiali 
aid the English agriculturist had received from the isolation' 
caused by these wars was withdrawn once peace was restored 

1 McCulloch'. C...........,;" Dit.Ii<JnorrI (1847), p. 438. • 
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on the Continent. It was urged by many that tile sev~rity of 
the depression faced by tenant farmer and landlord would be 

. mitigated by the imposition of hl!!l-VY imP9rt du1ies on farm 
products. In an attempt to protect the interests of these 
classes the famous Cor.n Law of 1815 was passed. By the. 
terms of this act, foreign wheat might not be imported unless 
the domestic price was 80s. or Jl1.ore per quarter (about $2.50 
a bushel). Other cereals likewise received protection. Be
cause of poor crops in 1816 and 1817, prices rose, reaching 
96s. lId. in 1817. A decline followed which, with the excep
tion of a few years, continued until the outbreak of the World 
,War. It should be noted that the low prices for cereals did 
'not seriously endanger the position of the agriculturist until 
after 1875.' 

',-\ In 1828 the Corn Law of 1815 was modified to permit the 
~portation of wheat upon payment of a tax of 368. 8d. when 
the price rose to 50s. If the price advanced to 738. the tax 
was to be reduced to 18. Again in 1832 the rates were modi
fied to the extent that importation of wheat could take place 
upon payment of a tax of 208. if the price rose to 50s.; should 
the price increase to 65s. the tax was to be lowered to 78. 

The. protection which the Corn Laws extended to the' ~ 
grower of cereals was in itself insufficient to improve the i 
general condition of agriculture .. The small proprietors andi' 
tenant farmers were sorely distressed by high repts and by/. 
their inability to obtain necessary c~t. Rather than con
tinue a meager existence or incur indebtedneSl!, many gav,? up 
their lands, this adding still further to the concentrated hold
ings which were now increasing rapidly throughout England. 
In the late thirties changes in agricultural tech!!ique began to) 
exert It distinct influence. Improvement in the means of in- ~ 
land transportation - extensive road and canal construction, 
but particularly the building of railways - greatly facilitated 
the distribution of agricultural products. It was thought 
that. these developments, combined with a pol!cyg!pr()t,ee-

.' 'tiQJl, would enable England to become completely indepen
'CurtJer, W. H. R.: A Short HislDrfl of Efll/lish AgriculluTe, pp. 35(h';3. 
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. dent of foreign foodstuffs. it"!>} 1'l, .cy of making'the country 
self-sufficient through the ~e~:J1 of a burdensome system of 
protection was, however, SI. t~tO be abandoned. 

FROM THE REPEAL OF THE CORN LAWS TO 1875 

The history of English agriculture from 1~~_~.0.l~~4 
divides itself into two distinct periods. The first began with 
the elimination of the Corn Laws (1846-49) and ended in the 
seventies; the second began in the seventies and lasted until 
the outbreak of the World War. 

The repeal of the Corn Laws, which had long been agitated 
by Richard Cobden and the Anti-Corn Law League, marked 
the conclusion of a distinct epoch in English agrarian history. 
These laws, looked upon by the agrarian interests as their 
only safeguard against complete annihiIation, were with
drawn in the face of bitter opposition, and England entered 

. an era of extensive trade liberation. That the supporters of 
the Corn Laws had exaggerated their true significance may 
be seen from the fact that agriculture prospered after their 
repeal, even though prices temporarily dropped in 1849 and 
reni8.ined low until 1853. The domestic producer, however, • 
was no longer able to support the rapidly growing industrial 
population, and the home-grown products were supple'!lented, 
though not as yet displaced, by foreign products. It is well to 
bear this fact in mind, ~e the conditions of this competi
tion changed in later year&..and became a source of grave 
danger to the prosperity of English agriculture. 

Scientific methods of dr~age, introduced in the thirties, \ 
were rapidly extended after 1850. Wider use of art-wsial 
fertilizers was made possible through the importation of 
g\lani> from Peru and of b@es from the prairies of South 
America, the former used in the grain fields, the latter for 
fertilizing rootilrops. New crops were introduced and the 
practice of crop rotation was greatly extended. Equally I 
significant inipriiVeiileiits in farm machinery were made./ 
Harrows, clod-crushers, grubberS;plowS;-cUitivators, drills, 
and mowing, reaping, and threshing machines of improved 
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Iconstructio~ were put into Il> b~ion. It is largely O~g to, 
. these innovations that Eng . ar~culture was able to main

tain a fair degree of prosperit ktil the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century. With t ~ exception of the year 1860, 
the harvests were good. Prices, though at times low, were 
remunerative, partly due to the ~ased-I!U.PJ.l!:¥': of the 
standru:dmedi\llJl.cl..exohlttige attendant upon the ~old die- ' 
coveries in California and Australia, which greatly stimulated 
trade and indirectly benefited the agricultural interests. 

THE A.GRICULTURAL DEPRESSION 
, In the last quarter of the century a serious agricultural de
'pression swept over England, Of immediate importance in 

\ bringing about this situation were ~~e devastatin~ effect~ of 
i slleep.lyt, cattle plagJlll' and poor crops. The first mdication 
of immediate peril came in 1875.' Previous to 1874, the 
competition met by English agricultural products had been 
largely restricted to wool and the more important cereals • 

. Up to that time Engush wheat fields had not seriously de- " 
elined in area. But poor harvests in 1875, 1876, 1877, and 
especially in ~879 worked great hardship on the entire rural 
population. In 1879 nearly 3,000,000 sheep were lost through 
the rot. Foot and mouth disease and pleura-pneumonia 
ravaged the herds of cattle, and the production of agricultural 
!).I'Ops Wall helow any figure reached $lee 18.00. 

This condition might have been overcome without unusual 
exertion on the part of those most vitallyaft' ected if it had not 
been of long duration, but the continual recurrence of disaster 
was bound to undermine the foundations or'the agricultural 
life of the country. Under normal conditions it would have 
been possible to import foreign foodstuffs until the losses 
which had been incurred through poor harvests had been re-

o paired; but the weakened home producer soon found it in
creasingly difficult, if not impossible, to enter the competitive 
struggle on equal terms with countries which had better 
facilities for growing agricultural products. His position was 
made infinitely worse by a general reduction in the price of . ' ' 
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cereals, a logical consequ't";bl{ the rapid increase in the 
. world supply of agricultural~,lfducts. From i866 to 1870 

the average annual price d~heat (per imperial quarter) 
was 548. 7d., increasing in t'll next five years to Ma. 8d.; 
but dropping as low as 478. 6\ from 1876 to 1880.' Until 
the last half of the followmg decade prices were still reason
ably remunerative, but conditions became extremely critical 
after 1884. From 1891 to 1895 the average annual price was 
slightly below 27s.2 

Hitherto, poor crops had meant high prices, but foreign ~ 
competition had completely altered QUs condition. Improve
ments in shipping facilities and the "l\jwerin!L2!J:~lIll.tta
tion costs on land and sea brought the P;;ducts of foreign 
counthes mul!!r'closer to the English market, thus adding to 
the already numerous difficulties of the home producer. 
Prices remained low until after the opening of the twentieth 
century, although some slight improvement is to be noted 
after 1894. A similar tendency is also to be observed in the 
case of rents. 

Foreign com.l!!ltition, as we have seen, had early been a 
mattel"iirPublic concern in England. Agricultural interests\ 
had demanded and had received vital assistance in the strug
gle against this actual or imaginary enemy. When danger' 
seemed to be more real than ever before, protective meas
ures were withheld, and the agricultural interests of England: 
were compel!ed to enter the competitive struggle on a basis 
very different from that of earlier days, and at a time when 
foreign countries were extending their output far beyond the 
needs of their own people, and tendering part of their surplus 
in exchange for the products of British industry. 

In the V~ted..States the vast wheat-growing areas wel1l 
just beginning to influence the world market. Labor-saving 
deyices, which were,introduced during the Civil War to over
come a labor shortage, were now used to increase the surplus 

1 The same .. in 1861 \0 1865. 
• In 1894 th. pri .. cIropped \0 220. lOci. per qtw.rter, the loweet point ever~ 

reached. 
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of agricultural products for ~ l~.h~ and rail_way const;ction . 
. reached to the remotest cor:~ of the country. The wheat 

fields of Argentina, of India}pf Egypt, of Russia, of the 
Balkans and, more recently, o\(Australia and Canada, were 
also rapidly adding to the world's food supply. 

AVIIlR.!.GI!l ANNUAL WPORTS OF WBllAT AND FLoua' 
AMOt7M'r 

(0"',) 

, 1861-1865 ........................... 34,651,549 
1866-1870 ........................... 37,273,678 
1871)-1875 ........................... 00,495,127 
1876-1880 ........................... 63,309,874 
1881-1885 ........................... 77,285,881 
1886-1890 ........................... 77,794,380 
1891-1895 ........................... 96,882,863 
1896-1900 ........................... 95,956,376 
1901-1905 ........................... 111,638,817 

As long as the cos~nsportation were sufficiently high 
to offset any advantage which foreign countries might pos
sess in agricultural production, competition was not to be 

• feared. Freight rates declined, however, with tlte result that 
the domestic products were not merely supplemented but in 
part displaced by foreign-grown products. The reduction in 
price, already referred to, brought witlt it in time a reduc
tion in rents, althougli at first tlte landowners refused to 
lighten the burden of the hard-pressed tenant farmer. 

If the acreage under cultivation and the yield had con
tinued even as before 1875, there would possibly have been 
little cause for alarm in tlte long run. As matters stood, a 
stea<!,yre.t!.uction took place in tlte acreage devoted to cereals, 
with heavy additions to the land already set aside for 
grazing. In 1871 iust before the period of depression, the 
total number of acres of arable land under cultivation in the 
United Kingdom amounted to approximately 18,~00,000. 
By 1914 this had been gradually reduced to 14,300,000 
acres. The area devoted to wheat dropped from about 
3,056,000 acres in 1879 to 1,456,000 in 1895; that of barley 

. from 2,932,000 to 2,346,000. The increase in prices since the 
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nineties did not prevent arable lands from being turned into 
. permanent grass, the latter increasing from 15,065,000 acres 
in 1883 to 17,335,000 in 1912.' At the same time the acreage 
devoted to wheat-raising alone increased from 1,456,000 in 
1895 to 1,901,000 in 1900, an increase made possible by bring
ing under cultivation lands formerly devoted to the growing 
of other cereals. During the next ten years considerable 
fluctuation in the wheat acreage occurred, ranging from 
1,408,000 acres in 1904 to 1,972,000 in 1912. The necessity 1 
for an increased food supply during the World War caused a 
substantial addition to the wheat acreage, the highest point 
being reached in 1918, when 2,796,000 acres were devoted to 
the raising of this one' cereal. Af)er the war emergency had 
passed, the total again declined - to 1,979,000 acres by 
1920. 

J RURAL DEPOPULATION 

Beginning with the late seventies, and accentuated in re
cent times, migration from ruraI districts was out of propor
tion to the actual acreage of arable land which had been with
drawn from cultivation, and to the disJ.:!lacement of la1>.or 
through machinery. la 1851 the total number of agri
culturallaborers in England and Wales exceeded 1,713,000. 
Twenty years later, it had dropped to 1,457,000. Each suc
ceeding decade witnessed a further diminution. By 1881 the 
number had dropped to 1,352,000; between 1891 and 1901 
it decreased from 1,285,000 to 1,192,000. 

THE REMEDIES PROPOSED 

With conditions as described, it was natural that innumer
able proposals for overcoming some of the difficulties of the 

'Total arable land devoted to grain <ll<>p". root., potaw.s, clover .... d rote.
tiOIl s ....... Md other crop", including bare follow: 

v....... 'l'IIcraI..\1'H 
<."ltItap) DJ' Acua 
1819-1883. . . .13,988 
1889-1893. .. .12.91' 

I::t:l~: :": :U:~I 
1919-1928. ." .11.688 
1824.. ..... ., .10,w.It 
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farmer would be made -'-both~actical and visionary, em
anating from the Govemtnent and from private individuals. 
It is significant that, wherever in recent times the need has 
been felt for imp,=oving agrillultural conditions, the proposals 
have almost invariably been strikingly similar, which would 
indicate that the roots of the problem are much the same. 

(

' Plans for making rural life more att,Lactive,liprovision for 
~all hgJdings for the purpose of drawing part of the in-

I 
dustrial population back to the land, d\!ties on imported food-1ii 
stuffs (both raw and manufactured), facilities for general and ~ 
more technical education, promotion of combinations of \l 
agriculturallaborers, and org~ation of cooperative enter-.,; 
prises, including credit institutions, 84'e probably the most 
'important measures which have been suggested as giving 
some hope of relief to an apparently desperate situation. But, 
after all, such remedies can be justified ultimately only if 

, there is present a sound underlying basis for the existence of 
the industry which is thereby being stimulated. The adverse 
fortunes which English agriculture has encountered have been 
part of the costs of an extensive, and on the whole probably 
beneficial, adjustment of England's economic activities and 
her economic structure to a new world situation, which offered 
vastly greater opportunities ,to English industry than to 
English agriculture. A proposal which plans to increase the 
production of a given article at the expense of the consumer is 
usually economically unsound. To consider such agrarian 

l 
measures independently would betray an entirely too narrow 
conception of their real significance. With the possible ex-

{
Ceptions of restrictive laws pertaining to importation of 
foreign products and to nationa.!.ization of land, they might, if 
successfully carried out, help to malte it possible for some 
types of English agriculture to compete more successfully 
with foreign producers, especially in the domestic market. 
The arable lands of England, even were they to be inte~vely 
cultivated, could not malte her independent of foreign food
stuffs. Even if it were within the power of the Government 
~~ malte such a condition possible, England would be the 
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loser. She would forfeit her ehare in the advantages of an 
'international divieion of labor - a division of labor without 
which the great industrial countries of the world would find 
it impossible to continue to develop along the lines best suited 
to their national temperament, their climate, and their natural 
resources. 

:F:XTENT OF LANDHOLDINGS 

By the middle of the nineteenth century the open-fieldi 
system, which was almost universal in England at one time, 
had practically disappeared, and enclosures had consolidated 
the most fertile regions of the country. All told, from 1700 
to 1760, about 334,974 acres we~nclosed, from 1760 to 
1843, approximately 7,000,000 acres. Landholdings were 
also increased by brlng'liig moorland and heath under cultiva.
tion and by careful drainage of lands which otherwise would 
have remained waste. In the century or more preceding the " 
agricultural depression of the seventies, the tendency toward 
concentration of holdings was very evident. The advantages 
of production on a larger scale - the greater economies that • 
could be effected and the opportunities for experimentation-

, made it profitable for the small landholder to sell his land 
in order to become a tenant farmer on a more pretentious 
scale. The small proprietor or tenant undoubtedly possessed 
certain advantages as against the large producer, but the dis
advantages were increasingly greater. For a while produc
tion on a large scale finally threatened to undermine the small 
landholder and tenant farmer completely. Only in recent 
years has this tendency been checked. 

ALLOTMENTS AND SMALL LANDHOLDINGS 

AB a partial solution of the problems arising out of the 
" agricultural depression, it appeared desirable to make pro

vision both for individuals who wiehed to supplement their 
·livelihood by agriculture and for those who wished to en
gage in agricultural activity !IS a sole means of support. Ef
forts of private individuals and of the Government have,' 
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?een directed toward increasing allo:'m!~ts ~.!LBpl~ h!!!d
~. 

, Distinction must be made between the allotment and the 
small holding, tenns which have received a rather precise 

· connotation in the IawB of Great Britain. .A!! allotment is an 
• area of land only 1arJ~~L~nough partially~ supportjhe culti

vaiOr:-According to the Acts of 1892 and 1907 it ranges from 
I , ... " ...... ______ 

la quarter acre, or even less, toJive acres; whereas the srnj\U 
holding, which may be bought or leased, will usually vary 
· from one to fii~ acres. Allotments had early been made by 
private indiViduals who either expected to receive some 
economic advantage or were guided by charitable motives . 
.sporadio, unorganized efforts of this sort were not sufficient 
to relieve the situation to any appreciable extent. During 
the latter part of the eighteenth and the early part of the 
nineteenth centuries, the allotment system was closely con
nected with the functions of the poor-law authorities, to 

, whom was entrusted the purchase or lease for allotment 
purposes of lands sufficient to care for the most pressing 

· needs of the community. It was late in the nineteenth 
, century, when the agricultural condition of the country had 
become critical, that the Government finally 'took steps to 
introduce legislation which it was hoped would increase the 
number of small cultivators. 

In lSj!:,!..the Allotment Extension Act was passed, the e.i-
, dent purpose of which was merely to suppl]t.ment the private 

allotment system which had made considerable progress in 
Bome parts of the country. It soon became evident that the 
law was entirely too narrow in its scope and that it provided 
inadequately forfthe proper execution of its terms. New 
legislation was passed in 1887 which attempted to remedy 
some of the defects of the earlier laws. The law of 1887 
provided that the 10cllJ s~IJ,'Qthoritiel!. could co~ the 
owner_to sell or leaSe such lands as were needed to provide 
sufficient allotments. That this procedure was unusual, and 
that far-reaching results'might follow such a precedent, was 

"'\ probably little realized at that time. Usher states: "The 
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prinQi1l.le of comp~on that was Applied to this small problem 
'has been gradually applied in a eonstantly widening field, and 
the notion of the superior claims of the general soeial interest 
has thus become embodied in much important legislation." 1 

Following the passage of the Act of 1887, the number of allot-' 
ments increased rapidly. Thus, while there had been ap
proximately 357,000 in 1888, the number rose to 455,000 in 
1890. By 1895 it had reached a total of about 579,000. In 
spite of this apparent success, there were many observers 
who were pessimistic of the results which had been at
tained. Provisions for comp!;llling the Iandholder to sell were I 
essential to the successful operation of the allotment system. I 
On the other hand, the inditI~enc~willful disregard of the 
law by the parish authorities who administered its provisions 
also had to be taken into account. Not until the passage ofl 
the Small Holdings and Allotments Act of 1907 was this par
ticular defect remedied. By the terms of this act, local 
authorities were compelled to provide allotments in numbers 
sufficient to meet actual need. This act was consolidated 
with earlier lawe in the Small Holdings and Allotments Act 
of 1908. Thus the allotment system evolved, until to-day itl 
has become a factor of some consequence in the economic life 
of England. Whatever its eventual results, it furnishes an 
interesting illustration of the difficulty of even guiding the 
main stream of economic development. 

With the building-up of an allotment system has come in 
more recent years the growth of the 8IlllI.\!~~ mgy,!l!.l1entl' 
It was hoped that such holdings would add permanently to 
the rural population of Great Britain by giving to those other
wise unable to cultivate the soil an opportUlllity of obtaining 
land from the government authOrities on reasonable terms. 
With this object in view, an act was passed in 18\l.2, known as 
the SmallHoldings Act. The defects of the early allotment 
system are also to be observed in the provisions of this act. 

I 
County councils were given the pow~r to buy land from pro
prietors who voluntarily agreed to sell. The extent of such 

'lnlroducli<m 10 th. Ind .. triGl HiltorJ/ of Eng14nd, p, 242. • 
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land purchases,it should be understood, was left entirely to 
the local authorities. Such an arrangement was foredoomed' 
to failure. As before, Jethlor willful disregard of the law 
became glaringly apparent. he Sma.ll Holdings and Allot
ments Act of 1907 substanti y modified the principle upon 

I which the 'entire system rested by introducing compulsory 
meJl,S)l.res which did much to overcome the inaction' of the 
past. Not only were the county councils themselves given 
the power to comp!ll an unwilling landlord to sell, thus elim- • 
inating one of the alleged reasons for inability to extend the 
sma.ll holdings, but the newly created Sma.ll-Holdings Com
,missioners could in their turn direct a county council tg take 
,ac_tiqn upon plans which might be drawn up either by the 
council or by the Board of Commissioners. The original 

. purpose of the sma.ll holdings movement was to sell plots of 
land, ranging from one to fifty acres, payments if necessary 
to extend over a period of years. It, was not intended to 
encourage leaseholds. ThIl history of the Sma.ll Holdings 
Acts has shown that the sale of such lands to settlers has been 
insignificant as compared with the amount which has been 
Jet out. 1 While this fact may be regretted by some, the form 
of tenancy provided for hardly deserves criticism. The land 
acquied by the county councils, either through purchase or 
lease, has been added to rapidly since 1908, and the total 
number of small holders has shown some increase. The ideal 

\ embodied in the I;!ma.ll Holdings and Allotments Acts has 
been furthered in recent years by several organizations, 

• F. W. Hirs\, writing in 1912 (Po:rter'. Progr ... of tM Natioto, new od., pp. 
20&-206) observed that" Tbe chief bindraneea to its [the S!;pall Holdings A.\ 
of 1892) effective working 1O¥ in the inability of the eounty couneil to le ... 

jholdings 0_ ten a.reo in siIe, in th. aboence of powe", of eompWsory pw
\chase, and in the necessity for energetic and sympathetic administration of 
th. Act by county counciDo", who bad had extensive ngrioultural o"",rionce," 
.. But," he added, .. it is no doubt ulso true \bat 8Dl&ll holders in tb. United King
dom have to a great _t been backing in \bat spirit of co-operation whi.b i~ 
.... ntial to theirau ...... and to which tbe otrength of the 8Dl&ll holder in FIiIn .. 
Germany and Denm.,.k is iarg.,ly due. Tb. backwardn ... of England in thi 
_t haa been partly oaueed by \be relatively g ..... t number of 1arge .. tarea 
which rende", c()o(lperation between the smaller a more difficult matrer," 
Economic chaogOO following th ...... haw gi ..... a notable impotuo to the b ...... -
ing-up of \b ... 1arge ootatu. 
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notably· the Allotments and Small Holdings ·Association of 
. England. While the agrarian situation may have been im

proved somewhat by these measures, there are many who 
hold that the solution of the agricultural problems of the 
country calls for an even more far-reaching program. The 
Labour Party has declared for a policy of lan~pfipnQIj~8r 
tilm-, and an iinportant wing of the Liberal Party is willing to. 

o go quite as far.1 

DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES ",., 

In an age of severe competition the need for new and better 
educational facilities becomes pressing. The simplicity of 
method which characterized econOli!1fc activity in early days 
no longer exists. In industry, to be sure, division of labor has 
resulted in a. lessening of skill on the part of the individual 

rlaborer, but organization as 8. whole has become vastly more 
,intricate. In agriculture the sit1lllition to-day is not unlike 
that which prevails in industry. Vscience has been applied to 

I tlle preP8.!:ation of the ground, to the selestion of crops best 
suited to the chemical properties of particular soils, to com

;; ba!ing plant and animal diseases, and also to the ~tr8r 
tion of the farm through'the introduction of better business 
methods, such as accounting systems. -

A knowledge of these and other facts quite essential to suc
cessful farming requires not only practical experience, but 
careful study as well. Education of a formal nature has 
therefore become increasingly important. Countries where 
competition ouly slightly a.fI'ects the agriculturist need give 
less thought to this question than those where the competi
tive struggle is keen. As !!.l!:.tb:.M.l123, a Board of Agricul
ture, a. subsidized agricultural society, for the advancement 
of agricultural technique, was established in England, un
der the secretaryship of Arthur Y oung. I~ this organ\ 
ization disappeared, but the ~.A&iQ].il.tl!.r.lJ:!..§.?~.t;y)ater 
(1&3.8) assumed many of its functions. The~~tg9.,,~rn. 
ment Board of Agriculture was not estllbll.shed ~ 

• Cf. R...-aI Report Q/ &he Lib<rraI Lontl C ...... iUoe (1923-25). . . 
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when agricultural conditions had become critical. This 
newly created b08.l'd, in conjunction with the B08.l'd of Educa
tion, hili! recently been instrumental in carrying out an ex
tensive program, of education throughout Great Britain.' 

o Funds have been provided by both central and local govern
ments for the equipment of experimental stations and col
leges. Of the e8.l'lier agricultural colleges the one established 
at Cirencester in 1845 an~patria College in Cumber
land, organized in"'b!7 4, were the most influential, although 
both colleges have since been discontinued. Beginning with 
the successful efforts of Sir J. B. Lawes in the forties and en
~ouraged by the efforts of the Royal Agricultural Society (in
~orporated in 1840), agricultural experimentation hili! ad-

~vanced rapidly in recent years. Since 1909 the Development 
/ pommission hili! formulated a f8.l'-reaching program of agri~ 

iultural rese8.l'ch. Substantial govemm!lI!1. subsjqies hav~ 
been granted to a number of existin~rUneqt stations and 
colleges to conduct rese8.l'ch in plant pathology, plant-breed-. 
ing, fruit-growing, dairying, agricultural eeonomics, and allied 
problems. The number of institutions giving courses in agri
cultural subjects hili! been greatly increased. Yet educ~ 
tional facilities still remain inadequate, a fact to be accounte , 
for itt part, at lelll!t, .by the conservatism of the Engli 
farmer. Nevertheless, judging by the amount of produce 
they get from an acre of land there is no evidence that 
English farmers are less efficient than those of other coun
tries.1 

ORGAIDZATION OF AGmCULTURAL LABOIIERS 

The future of the agriculturallaborer may depend largely' 
upon his ability,JQ co~bine for purposes of mutual better
ment, both economic and social. That this constitutes no ' 
mean task is cle8.l'ly shown by the history of such organiza
tions in countries where the attempt hili! been made to bring 
together the scattered forces of agricultural labor. The 

I Th. evidence is ably reviewed by Prof""",. D, H. Macgregor, in the 
Eoo""",,,, Journal, Sepwmber, lO2/; (vol. XXXV, pp. 389-97). 

, ' 
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. migra.~ory nature of this class of workmen resulting from the: . 
seasonal character of its employment, and the fact that \ 
only relatively smaJi numbers of such laborers are found in ' 
anyone locality, are obstacles which usually militate against 
successful organization. These obstacles, however, have not 
prevented the experiment from being tried in Grest Britain. 
The NtJ.tional AScul~ Laborer's '{Inion, organized in , 
18721.indeH,nele ership of Jose ph Arch;1lad a remarkable 
6'ii:rBhort-lived existence.' 8.inIleJ.9U the organization of 
agricultural laborers has P..;?~~t;?,J~p~&, as indicated by J 
the membership in the NatlonaIAgncwtural Labourers' and • 
Rural Workers' Union, which in 1920 had a total enrollment 
of approximately 200,000. How~, due to the~mic 
depression of 1921-23, the membership declined considerably. 

It haaclt;;;:l\>een maintained that only through such 
organizations will the agricultural laborer's condition be 
raised generaJiy to the level of economic and social decency. 
This statement can hardly be refuted. If we agree with 
those who believe that the difficulti~ of orgl!Jlization are in
superable, then little hope exists for the agriculturallaborer 
unless the Government, through legislAtion, provides him 

e'th the essenti!U sa,feguards. Such measures as minimum 
age laws, housing laws, insurance against the ordinary and 
xtraordinary hazards of his employment may go along way 
oward solving his problem. 

Passage of the Com Production Act in August,.!Q!Z. pro
vided for a basic mlwmumwage of 25 shillings per week for 
agricultural laborers. The resporuu'D1myorent'orerng- the 
minimum wags was placed in the hands of the Central Agri
cultural W ag8!l J~oard, and a careful plan for the administra
tion and liia.tion of such wages was adopted. A basic !W,ni
mum wage was established from time to time, and after in
vestigation definite rates were determined upon for the vari
ous counties. On October I, 1921, 'the Com Production 
Acts (Repeal) Bill became effective, and the machinery for 

I '!'be membership in this organiJation declined from approximately 86,000 
in 1874 to noo in 1894. 
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regulating and enforcing minimum waierates was abandoned . 
. ' To take the place of the Central Agricultural Wages Boardl 

and local boards, the organization of voluntary local con·, 
ciliation committees was recommended, to determine;aget 
ratesr~hich could be legally enforced if necessary. By the' 
end of 1921, approximately fifty-seven of these committees'" 
had been organized. The industrial crisis of 1921-23 how
ever, caused a sharp decline in agricultural wages which offset 
most of the advantages gained during the prosperous years 
previous to 1921. 

'." , COOPERATION 

Co6perative undertakings have long played an important 
part in bettering the lot of the agricultural population of 3 

number of Continental countries, but in this r~d 
has been d~.ard. In many countries of Euro~ 
where landholdings are relatively small, notably in Ftraiic 
in Denmark. in ltaJy and in certain sections of German 
this movement i).as been well organized and has accomt 
pUshed excellent results. In England and Wales, on tU 
other hand, in spite of the establishing (1901) of an organiza.
tion for the express PUl'POse of fostering cooperative under
takings in the rural sec,tions, it has been difficult until quite . 
recently to maintiUn agricultural credit and supply associa.
tions. This is all the more astonishing when we consider tha~ 
cooperat.iQil ill_ret~ling has been remarkably successful i4J 
English urban communities. Despite their early failure,' 

l farmers' co6perative ru!sociations)Rppreciably increased their 
membership from the early part of 1919 to Ja'buary, 1920. 
That this form of cooperation may ultimately become a 
factor of importance in the agricultural organization of the 
country is not unlikely. 

'OTRElI lUlMEnIES 

(It, has also been sugfested that England revert to her for- ,.( 
iI mer p0!ic~-,?f p"r?t~~Von in order to combat the serious effects 

of foretgn agflcwtural competition.) That such a proposal 
. . ' 
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meets with the support of those who represent landlordid 
· is not surprising, for the argument in support of protective" 

tariffs in England is just as alluring as in other countri,s where 
· the spirit of national self-sufficiency still prevails. (As earlYl' 
" as ~ ... a ~arted throughout Great Britain, 

under the leadership of Joseph Chamberlain, to reestablish a 
gen6l'&l prQtel)!~...Jis.I:itL with colO'tiIal preference. Sup.. 
ported by the Unionist Party, but bitterly op.Il.Qse~J:he 
Libera~ this program made considerable progress in the 
years preceding the World WarJ. There was little to be 
gained by denying the claim, of the protectionists that the 
landlords would profit by an increase in the price of food· 
stuffs which would follow if duties ~ imposed upon cereals, 
flour, and the products of the dairy industry. But whether 
the English consumer would benefit was another matter. 1 

of Higher prices would accrue to the advantage of those directly 
interested in agriculture, but the consumer would pay dearly/' 
for the landlords' prosperity, and after all the Governmen~ 
had to take cognizance of the fact that the industrial popula
tion far outnumbered the agricultural. A protective tariff, 
moreover, by raising the cost of living, would ultimatelyv' 
affect wages, and hence the price of industrial products. This 

· would in turn react upon the economic relations with all parts' 

lof the Empire, making some sort of preferential treatment for 
British exports necessary. The repercussions of by English • 
tariff act would be so complicated, and its long-time effects 
upon traditional policies so "revolqt~onary, that the political! 
parties have generally looked upon it as a dangerous issue. 
(Finally, among the, fl1llledies.suggested for the agrioultural \ 

depression, lall.d iill.ti(:mali~ation has been put forward as a I' 
feasible solution~""Tli1nl.1l:tTotmIization of a country's landed 
resources is at most a dim and d,:>ubttul possil1i1ity for the fu
ture. ) In the meantime, practical ana effective steps - even if 
they appear to be merely" temporary palIiatives" - must be 
taken if agriculture is to retain even itlfpresent importance in 
England's national economy. Perhaps the most important 
of these remedies are those which look toward attljoining 

, -. d 
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, better living conditions and a. largEJ me~ of ec~nomic 
: security for those engaged in agriculture. ~t appears likely' 
that the right rg1l41pr the immediate f~~ure leads toward 

~
~anentlu~ a ~um w!lge for agricultural I ~ 

la1:)o~, enacting and en!or~ijijL~!:liilifrigJ&Ws, and proVldfug 
~t f~~es aI)d Iib..El~ __ opp?.rtuniti~ for landhoidings.i) 

we1i8:ve seen, ~e Gov~nt h8.s ilieady taken some 
important steps along this road. 

Proof that opportunities exist for the further expansion 
of English agriculture, it was thought by some, was given 
during the war, when the production of wheat alone increased J 
thirty-two per cent (in 1916) over the annual average of the 
period from 1904 to 1914.1 The acreage devoted to the cereals 
(wheat, barley, oats, and rye) in England and Wales in. 
creased from an annual average pf 5,294,286 in the years 
1905 to 1914 to 5,637,190 in 1917. CI'4eeffortsof the Governi 
ment in 1917 to increase the food supply through legisJ!tio 
resulted in adding to the total arable lands considerably ove v 
one million acres by 1918. But, as in the Napoleonic wars, 
the stimulus of higg Prices was the main factor in bringing 
about an increase in British crops. ) 
:......In order to guard the interests of the producer, the con-{ 
sumer, and the Government, the corn. Pro.duction A. c.t .was ' 
put into.operatio!l in Au~~. Th~ ~~~vi:ded mini- ' 
m,!!!D pnceSl'for wheat and oats~ If the pnce dropPed below. 
these iIiiiiiJit1i;-wliiiiIlWefetObe changed from time to time, 
the Government stood ready to pay the difference. But in 
place of a fixed minimum. per bushel, the la.w provided that 
the farmer should receive payment or compe1ll!ation based 

, upon the acreage under cultivation. In describing the operlll"' 
tion of the system, Reginald Lennard states: "If the average 
price of a quarter of wheat or oats for seven months from the 

I PBonll'CTI0N or WBllAT 

Tv-".z:~ BU..-Le 
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beginning of September in any year was less than the guar
. anteed minimum price for that year, the farmer wa.s entitled 
to be paid four times the amount of the difference for every 
acre planted with wheat and five times the difference in the 
ca.se of oats for every acre planted with that grain. The pay
Imenta to the farmer might, however, be reduced or withheld 
laltogether if the J.aD.d had been negligently cultivated." 1 

Owing to the high price of cereals, the regulations of the 
Government were ineffective, excepting in so far as they en
couraged the extension of the cultivated area. The Govern
ment in December, 1917, also fixed maximum prices, through 
provisions contained in the Defence of the Realm Act. From 
the standpoint of the producer t!;li( regulation wa.s disad
vantageous, since the maximum prices were actually below 
the current or market quotations. , 
. Q'he minimum price guaranty for whea~ and oats, it should J 
be mentioned, wa.s again provided for in'-the Agriculture Act~ , 
which went into effect on January 1,(L921)as was likeIDse the 
provision for the ~e.i.{!iutboth of these mea.sures 
wer~ withdrawn through the re~al of th~m:.n~!:<.>gUction " 
Act which became effective on October 1, 21l Not alone 
theagriculturallaborer, but the farmer a.s well, has therefore 
been deprived of the benefit of government protection. The 

lresult has been that both classes have ~uffered finan, cial 
'osses which it will be difficult for them to repab. 

Even before the repeal of this legislation, mJlch of the war
time gain in productive area had been lost. CBJ':,!ll~~ of 
1922, England found herself with only about 300,000 acres 
more than at the beginning of the wa,r, a{oss of about a mil
lion acres)or approximately seven ninths~ the increase as it 
had appeared at the time of the armistice. In brief, the 
United Kingdom has gone back to something very near the 

I 
agricultural situation of 1914, producing about two fifths off' 
the food supply at home and tending to ke,ep a high percent
age of grass lands relative to those tilled. ) 

No single explanation of the persistence of a system of huge 
I Journal qf Political Economy, vol. xxx, p. 609. 
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holdings, as compared with France and Belgium, can be 
made. Great Britain's position in world trade and manu-. 
facturing evidently has much to do with it, but this item be
comes less convincing when we include intensively industrial
ized Continental countries in the eomparison than it would 
if we chose France alone. That the Jituation is not at all sat-

\

isfactOry is generally recognized. (fu spite of all that has 
been done. to encourage sma1l holdings and allotments, it 
,cannot be said that any promising cure is in sight. The 
(development of'1lducational facilities for technical training 
,is sorely needed, and a go~d deal could be done to foster 

....... rural credit institutions.).AB German writers often in-
sisted before the war, it is possible that Great Britain's 
relatively swift rise to her dominant position in world 

!trade, industry, and "finance has been due in part to for
tunate combinations of circumstances. Whatever the rea
sons, agriculture has paid a certain price for it. It would 
be rash to predict what kind of economic readjustment may 
take place with the growth of industry and commerce else
where, but if Great Britain's relative predominance should bel 
affected, she might very well have to grow a larger percentage 
of her food supply instead of trading for it abroad .. Wise 
measures could accomplish something in the meantime, but 
in the absence of any great economic pressure or anyassured· 
economic advantage, the results of attempts to force people. 
onto the soil have not been particularly encouraging. 
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i:' CHAPTER VI 
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF GERMANY 

SINCE 1800 

ABOLITION OF SERFDOM 

'(DIVERSITY of climate, differences in the fertility of the soil, 
r an4 racial and political conflict have played an important 
• part in the development of agriculture in Germany. The 'I 
struggle from serfqo,5 to f~dom was successful only after 

. centuries of conflict. In England the disappearance of the i 
manorial systezu, was gradual, but certain and continuous. 
Not so in Gerlhany, for in some parts of her territory serfdom 
disappeared early, while, at the same time, a highly developed 
manorial system continued intact elsewhere. The reasons 
for this situation are to be found in the conditions under which 
the manorial system flourished and decayed throughout Ger
man lands conditions which were largely controlled by the 
g~<llP'aphical regions in which, respectively, they developed. 
v' In the sou:Utwest, the manorial system early showed signs ': 
of deca~OiiimutatiQ.J) of 5e!'Vices, notably during the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, gradually led to a decline in 
serfdom, until, by the nuddle of the seventeenth century, it ' 
had largely disappeared as a factor in the economic life of the 
people, even though, legally, serfdom was not abolished until 
much later'and unimportant remnants of manorial organiza
tion continued into the twentieth century. vThe scattered 
manorial possessions in many parts of the southwest gave 
little opportunity for the development of landlordism. This 
lapk of territorial coo,tinuity frequently enabled the serf to 
secure his freedom through commutation of manorial obliga
tions, and, possibly to gain possession of one of the numerous 
scraps of la"nd which c09Btituted part of the holdings of his 
lord. Thus, in tim~' e relatively independent peasant be
o~e a dolIl.ipant fi in the rural organization of this ter
ritory. • / 
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" In the northwest, landholdings had been more extensive 
than in the south since the early Middle Ages .. They-were I 

never minutely subdivided, the real manorial order did not 
take hold, and serfdom was abandoned as unprofitable before : 
modern times. Fairly large tracts Were leased to farmers'" 
and the peasants were chiefly agricultural laborers. This! 
region was near Holland and the Hanseatic towns, and much " 
of it was in the path of Dutch colonization eastward, as a 
multitude of family names still shows. In comparison l'ithr 
eastern Germ~owever, individual holdings were rele.
tive1y small.' 

Pressure of foreign influ!;lnces and s,verityof cfuyate largely 
determined the history of the terri,l:6ry which lies east of the 
Elbe. The enervating influence of serfdom and its numerous 
appendages had practically vanished from the greater part of 
Germany by the time that, with retarded vigor, serfdom was 

\ universally establislled in the east. For this confused state 
of affairs, Slavic invasions were partly responsible. The re
colonization of this territory by Germans, Dutchmen, and 
others in the ninth and tenth centuries had been supported by 
concessions of land and also of freedom from the prevailing 
system of personal obligations. Opportunities of exploitation'. 
under a manorial 'system were, however, too great to anow a: 
free and unhindered development of this territory. By the 
seventeenth century, serfdom had become well established, 
its conditions often extremely severe, bordering, in some cases, 
on abject slavery. This situation prevailed until the early 
part of the nineteenth century and can be accounted for by 

, the desire of the landlords to increase their power through dis- ' 
possession of the small landowner, a policy which was ruth
lessly carried out until the greater part of the land in the . 
northeast was brought under their immediate control. It I 
was not a difficult step to bind the population ,to flhe soil and' 
to establish serfdom once the free peasant had been torn from \' 
what he thought to be his rightful possession. Many ac
centuating forces entered into this e,t"Uggle. The Thirty 

I Samriua VOD Wa.lteI8bauaen, A.: ~ Wwchqfllgachidll.o, p. 13. 
" . 
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Years' War (1618-48), with its attendant confusion, gave the 
large landed proprietor an opportunity of imposing still • 
severer terms on his helpless subjects, until finally the "rule 
of custom," which had previously regulated the services de
manded of the serf, disappeared, and the lord was able to 
impose his own terms. 

• At the opening of the nineteenth century the need f01 
legal emancipation was particularly pressing in easte~, 
Prussia, where economic and political forces which had led. 
to the dissolution of feuda.I institutions elsewhere were as 
yet not in evidence. A national calamity of the most 
disastrous nature was required to destroy the legal founda
tion of serfdom in Prussia. The victories of Napoleon in-I 
1806 mar1i'ed11ieoegmiWi'g of great reforms. A defeated 
Prusma conceived a program of reorganization in which the 
abolition of serfdom was but a part. Shortly after the far
sighted administrator, Stein, had taken office, the EmIJiWlipa
tiQ!LEdi.ct of 1807 was iesued. This edict provided for a 

, . complete emancipation of the serf by 1810. At the same time 
,the caste system, which had prevailed for so long and which 
,had ~dSuch endless hardships, was abolished. Laws 
which had closely regulated the economic activity of the 
various classes were withdrawn, thus allowing the nobility 
to engage in activities which were formerly permitted only 
to a citizen, and allowing citizens, in their turn, to engage in 

'

the pursuits of the peasant. Furthermore, the restrictions 
pl;ood in the way of landholding were withdrawn • 
.!Had the emancipa1ion proclamation been carried out as i 
originally intended, one of the -greatest obstMles to the 
agricultural development of Germany would have disap
peared at one stroke: Legally the serf had been freed, al~ 
though he was still kept in a condition of semi-eerfdom\ ~ v 
Three forces contributed to destroy the full effect, of the 
Edict of 1807: the general backwardness of the pea.sant/ .. 
population, the attitude of the Government, and the opposi-\' 
tion of the lords. The manorial system had not as yet been 
displaced by a. new and more vigorous organization. In 
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England, manorialism had disappeared gradually, making 
room for a new form of eeonomic activity, which proved to bet 
extremely profitable; namely, sheep-raising. The severance 
of the bonds of serfdom was carried out in later days, not 
!Uways without protest, but at leMt more willi.ngly than in 
Prussia. Emancipation came in Prussia at a time when the . 
manoriiU organization was still firmly established and still pro
fitable to those who were fortunate enough to reap its bene
fits. The struggle to overthrow manoria\ism showed the in
herent strength that rested in the landlords. Their influence 
was responsible for the inclusion of agricultur!U laborers in the 
Ge8imleordnung (Se!Y.IItR.~di.nangel QC!~lO. This ordi .. ' 
nance eireumscribed the freedom o(;i large number of pe~ 
ants who were supposed to be domiciled with the landlord, 
by restricting their right in the matter of contractu!U rela
tions with the lord. Thus a separate code was set up for 
the express purpose of allowing a contiI!uation of many of 
the manorial customs which the Emancipation Edict had 
intended to abolish. It is a significant fact that this ordi
nance was enacted only shortly after the Edict of 1807 had 
beeome fully operative. The history of the peasant and the \ 
agricultural laborer in Rrussia in later years is closely related 
to that of the Servants' Ordinance· of 1810. While thet 
industrial laborer gained his eeonomic and political freedom, 
the agricultural laborer was held in virtual bondage through 
the strict interpretation of the ordinance. Similar laws were 
put into effeet in other German States, although from time 
to time their severity was mitigated by amendments to the 
original acts. 

But in Prussia legislation affecting the condition of the 
newly created peasant had only begun. The manoriiU lords 
in many instances stubbornly refused to acknowledge that 
serfdom had come to an end, and exerted their influence with 
the Government to introduce legislation which would ward 
off, to some extent at leMt, the possible future dangers to 
their interests which emancipation tli.eatened to produce. 
In the years immediately following the Edict of 1807. laws 
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were passed which in some respects weakened, and in others 
strengthened, the position of the p~ant. During thel' 

tHardenberg Ministry a law was enacted (1811) which allowed I' 
) the p~ant to own the lands which he held, but provided for 

c> an adjustment between the landlord and the peasant where-
by the latter was to cede a certain portion of his holdings to 
the lord in compensation for the losses which the lord sus
tained by relinquishing many of the feudal rights that he had 
exercised in days gone by. The la\!. of 1811 grouped the} 
peasants into two classes: those who held their lands by 
heritable rights, and those who did not possess such rights. 
It provided that the former should cede one third of their 
1101dings to the lord, and that the others should cede one 
half, the remainder to become the property of the pessant. 
However, "& royal declaration of 1816 limited the applica
tion of the principle to men who did Span1idiemte, the full 
peasants who had plough oxen and a share in the regular viI
isge fields. All below them were excluded, left to the old law, 
liable to be called upon for services. Now the declaration 
of 1816 remained in force till 1850, and most of the work of 
rearrll;Dgement was done under it for those peasants whose 
land was not heritable. The higher grades were more for
tunate. They bought off their old obligations by a sacrifice 
of land, or by an agreeinent to pay a rent without sacrificing 
land; and there were no great delays in concluding the 
transaction. " 

"But the.' regulated' peasants, llIS the tenants of non
heritable holdings came to be called, fared badly in the 
long run. Their lord could make any arrangement he liked 
with them before 'regulation' began. As it did not begin 
until they asked for it, he could buy out their interest in the 

,land under the free trade legislation of 1808." 1 

The Act of 1811 also provided that those who held ex
tremely small plots of land, where subdivision would have 
resulted in the creation of holdings insufficient for a liveli-

1 Clapham, J. H.: Till B""""""" Dooelopmlllll !I Fro .... oM Gorman"l811J.. 
1914, pp. 44-45. 
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hood, should be given the opportunity of paying rent to the 
'landlord. A further difficulty encountered "by the small 
peasant resulted from the fact that the law did not provide 
for autol!latic sep!!:ration of his holdings. In every case it 
was necessary for the peasant to request that such division 
be carried out, which obviously was a slow process. 

As a result of this legislation, new lines of cleavage de
veloped within the rural population. For those who did not 
possess heritable rights, the servile relationship existing· 
between lord and serf often continued as before emancipation. 
Even the modifying influence of legal freedom, which carned 
with it a circumscribed right of migrajion (a privilege which 
was of doubtful advantage owing to/he political and econ<r 
mic confusion which existed throughout a large part of the 
German lands in the early nineteenth century), did but little 
to change the position of a considerable number of the rural 
population until 1850. 

In the same year (1811) the regulatory features of early 
enactments were extended to include certain elements of 
the rural population which formerly had been neglected • 

. Even so the lowest class in the rural population remained 
at the mercy of the landlord. This class (laborers and 
tenants-at-will) was still in It semi-servile state, rendering 
services as of old when called upon to do so. With a com
munal council interested and willing to defend the claims of 
the landed proprietors, who still resembled the manorial 
lords of earlier days, little mercy was shown in demanding 
such services. 

h 
An inevitable result of the emancipation of the serf im " 

eastern Germany was the further concentration of land-/ ~ 
holdings, which was made possible through the separationl 

! of peasant and manorial1ands and through additions to thei 
i landed estates of areas bought from the smaller peasants .• 
I After emancipation, these possessed the right of disposing of 

their property at will and often did so, owing to their in
ability or unwillingness to carry o~agriculture independ
ently. 
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That the peasant, even after he had gained complete pos- • 
session of his land, would continue to cultivate his fields as 
he did before emancipation was to be expected, for common 
rights among the peasantry were maintained. This condi
tion was greatly deplored by contemporary writers, who saw 
in the perpetuation of these rights a serious handicap to the 
newly created peasantry. The history of agriculture in 
Germany showed that their fears were not mere illusions. 
I'rogress in the consolidation of peasant holdings was ex
Itremely slow. The Prussian law of 1821, however, gave it 
an impetus and other German States passed legislation with 
the same end in view. Gradua.lly the retarding influence of • 
ancient methods of agriculture was overcome, sometimes 
by the efforts of the pelYlants themselves, but more fre
quently through legislative enB!ltment. 

The early disappearance of serfdom as a v,ital factor in 
agricultural development in the southwest and in the north
west has been referred to elsewhere. Remnants of serfdom 
still existed in these districts long after serfdom had been 
legally abolished. However, the system of landholding 
which prevailed in the southwest made impossible a settle
ment between the lord and the peasant on the principle 
adopted in Prussia, namely, that of eeding to the lord part of 
the peasant holdings. Instead, the peasant was required to 
make paY,!llent over a term of years; gaining unrestricted 
freedom and possession of his property only after the terms 
of the financial settlement had been fulfilled. Some States 
made more rapid progress than others in e1iminating the 
servile dues which had been inherited from the past. In the 
great majority of cases, this matter had been definitely 
disposed of by the end of the nineteenth century, only a few 
remnants of suoh dues still lingering on into the second 
decade of the present century. 

PROGRESS 01' AGRICULTURE TO 187S 

I German economic life during the eighteenth century'\ 
~entered chiJlfiy around agricWture. Only. here I1Il;d there , 
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were industry and trade followed as exclusive or independent 
8.ctivities. The great commercial centers, which in centuries 

~
past had furnished outstanding examples of efficient organi
zation had completely disappeared; all that remained wa~. 
a disorganized Germany, broken into many States, eae 
struggling for economic independence. The Industrial 
Revolution, which had already deeply affected the economic 
life of England, had not as yet greatly influenced Germany; 

,AB late as 1816 a large majority of the people, approximately 
i three r~liB,-was distinctly rural in character,' 
D~g' the NapoleoDic~ii.Is agricultural production had) , . 

. been seriously hampered. 1m unduly Yu'ge output followed 
the conclusion of hO. stilities. By tW' twenties production1 
had become excessive, culminating in a serious crisis. The 

, growth of industrial activities, beginning in the thirties, ... 
resulted in an increased demand for agricultural products; 
prices rose and the position of the agricultural population 
was greatly strengthened. Crop rotation was extensively.' 
applied, improved agricultural impl~ts were introduced, l 
and the application of chemistry to agriculture received the 
careful attention of Germiiii'scientists. 
Ed~tion, which had become increasingly important as 

scientific knowledge was brought to bear upon the solution 
of agricultural problems, was encouraged by the establish
ment in Prussia of a number of agricultural colleges, begin
ning iD.-thethirties, and by the inclusion in university cur
ricula of scientific courses in agriculture. Agricultural pro
duction now demanded a techlucal knowledge which had 
been unnecessary as long BB strip cultivation prevailed, with 
its fixed and limited rotation of crops. The production of 

(b~etsl(ganalone, which had become an important industry 
by the middle of the century, required considerable skill. 
In order properly to develop this industry and others that 
depended for success upon application of scientific knowledge, 

! it was necessary to provide technical training and suitable 
I machinery. These new demands ~ the agriculturist were 

1 Sartorius von Waltersbauaen, op. oil.. p. 6. . . 
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met with' an initiative which was all the more remarkable 
when the general backwardness of agriculture throughout' 
Germany is taken into account. Interest in agrarian pro
gress is also shown by the number of ~of cattle and 
of machinery which were held quite regularly after 1835. 
The importance of improved method!!'.QfJ1.c;t9kkeeping, in
troduce4-hY.-theJa.rge landholders, likewise should not be 
overlooked, for success in agriculture as in any other econo-

. mic activity depends in part upon an accurate system of 
accounting. The benefits of scientific knowledge accrued • 
at first only to the proprietors of large holdings, who alon~ 
had the necessary capital which expensive equipment called 
.for and the concentra~ed holi;Iings which were needed for 
experimentation. For this reason eastern Prussia, where I 
landlordism predominated, became the canter of agricultural 
progress during the nineteenth century. 
Enc~~nt to the small peasant came at first not so 

much from the application 'Ornew6r and better methods of 
agriculture as from improvements iUI:!~L ~a,.ns . .Q(. QQ.Dl
IXtlll1ication.. After the fiftie~. the .ra.il~ !$pread a network 
of rapid and cheap tr8ni$portation in all directions, thus 
rousing the small peasant from his lethargic state. New 
fields of endeavor were opened to' him, and his economic 
dependency upon the iandlord was diminished. 

German agriculture continued to show signs of fairly 
continuous progress until the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century. The area under cultivation grew steadily, surplus 

~ 
commodities were accumulated, and the eXjlo.!! .. !!LIlgri
cultjll"ai pr9ducts became an increasingly impbrtant factor 
in .~conomic life. 

I AGBlCULTUR.U. DEVEOOPMENT SINCE 1875 

Among the many economic problems which Germany 
encountered following the Franco-Prussian War was a 
serious ~cultural depression.- -X victorious Germany, I ~ 
politically and economically strengthened, emerged from 
this conflict, ready to undertake industrial reorganization ' . 
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. on a scale never before dreamed of. Such a transformation 
• could not be accomplished without a far-r~aching rea_djust
ment in the economic organization of the country. The 
period following the Franco-Prussian War was characterized 

(

,. by a feverish effort to achieve national greatness through 
a p2!igy of econO!!lic selL-st!1!iciency. Previous to 1870 
German agriculture had been able to maintain itself in a 
fairly flourishing condition without governm~'!.t~tance. 
The great wave of inflation which swept over the country 
following-mecuIiiiiiiatimr-of the war with France, and the 
heavy indebtedItess of the landholding class, which was 
particularly pronounced in the eighties pnd the early nineties, 
were in large measure respollSlole for('the difficulties now en-

,countered. Added to these problems was the sudden phe- . 
nomenal growth in industrial activity, which drl!J,p.~ the 
rural districts of m¥Y ~b(lI:eI'S to meet the unprecedented 
demand of the great industrial plants for labor. This in
creased demand meant a rise in wages, which the landowner, 
in turn, had to meet, even in the face of the falling prices 
which followed after inflation had run its course and deflation 
had set in. Foreign competition, moreover, affected the Ger
man landlord to an alarming extent. The wheat fields even 
of distant continents were brought into close competition 
\'11th those of western Europe, and thus a new source of 
danger arose. 

AGRICULTURE AND THE TARIFF 

'The expanding industries of a newly born Germany almost/'. 
immediately demanded protection. Competition with the\ 
firmly established and well-organized industries of other na
tions, it was claimed, would not allow an unhindered develop
ment unless some security were provided. Protection 
against the importation of foreign manufactures could not 
be undertaken under conditions then prevailing in Germany 

. without granting similar con~'lSSions to the agrarian in
terests, which, rightly or wrongly, maintained that their 
welfare also depended upon a. protective tariff. In previous 
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years the export of wheat and rye had been fairly regular, 
while the domestic market had been well supplied with home: 
grown products. Why, therefore, should protection be 
extended to the landlord? Without doubt, the agricultural 
.depression of the seventies had changed conditions apprecj.. 

• ably. The growth in the industrial population after 1875 
had resulted in an increased demand for cereals which the 
home produce,r was unable to provide. With the large 

l 
cultivators c1amoring for assistance the Government soon 
found itself helpless and allowed fairly substantial duties on 
agricultural products in the tarifF of 1879, However great 
the dangers may have loomed in the minds of those who 

,promulgated this tarifF, it must be remembered that, so far, 
German agriculture was not in a precarious eondition, even 
though imports of foreign cereals had already begun, notably 
from Russia. While the cultivated area and the total 

, production slowly but steadily increased, the demand for 
foodstuffs rose still more rapidly. Hence, even though 
prices did not immediately react to the stimulus of the tariff, 
ultimately there was bound to be a rise, to the detriment of 
the consumer. 
I 'The large, not the small, producer benefited from this 
I protective legislation. But even with the former, the situa

tion was not altogether satisfactory. The heavy demand of 
the industrial plants for labor, as already noted, had brought 
about a rililC in the general level of wages. Furthermore, 
despite the increased demand for agrieultural products, 

. world prices persisted in their downward trend. For years 
, the pressure of falling priees, brought on by II.II' ever-increas

ing production abroad, was the weapon used by the landlord 
to force the Government to continue and to strengthen 
legislative measures on his behalf. Once Bismarck had heen 
won over to the theory of an Agrarstaat, he became the polir 
tical spokesman of the great landlord class or country gentl~, 
men, the J umJC6r8. So the policy of protection was coo;.:, 
tinued, n:otalwii:Ys with the same enthusiasm, but with 
sufficient force to strengthen materially the position of the 
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large proprietor. If the infIuenoe of this class had not bee~ 
• so powerful in the councils of state, the history of agraria4 
Germany would have taken a very different course. 

Increase in the duties on agricultural products continuedr ':
until the early nineties. Reductions were then introduced", 
which, however, did not materially change the general policy. 
inaugurated by Bismarck. High protection on agricultural \ 
products was again provided in the Act of 1902 (effective in I 
1906},-w.h!lu the tariff underwellt a ~ompllltELt:!.vjsion. In 
addition to the duties imposed, various obstacles were now 
placed in the way of the importation of a large number of 
agricultural products. The landed p]oprietor thus gained 
possession of a powerful weapon in his,.6truggle against foreign 
competitors. 

In the years following 1906, the increase in the price of 
cereals brought about a significant change in the importance 

. of agriculture. Coupled with risin,E prijles, there was a 
steadily increasing demang for lap.d, which greatly advanced 
its market value. In spite of the still heavy indebtedness of 
the landholding class, which resulted in part from the price 
inflation of the period following the War of 1870, the condi ... 
tion of the landlord was now much less precarious than'. 
during the latter part of the nineteenth century. He had' 
given considerable attention to the production of rye and 
wheat and his output had increased, I yet he was by no means 
able to meet the demand of the domestic market. Although 
in the years just preceding the World War, 'the dependency 
of the German consumer upon other nations had become 
slightly less, the Government nevertheless estimated that in 

.1914 between one sixth and one fifth of the population was 
obtaining its sustenance from abroad. 

I PnOl>ucmoN OP Rn: ANI> WIlEA'I' IN GERIoUNT, 1880-1919 

l~~~~ M~OM. M~!~n. 

~~~=::::::::::::::::r.:~~:~~ 
1900-1'i1QQ ••• ,., •••••••••• 9,124.844 
1\l'1G-1919 •• •••••••••••••• 9.:W'.86Il 

• A lIletrio ion 11 220'.8 pounda, 
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~ 
~ The danger of foreign competition was by no means the'f 
only problem which faced the-landlord and demanded the 
attention of the Government. The tendency of the popula,.. 
tion to concentrate in industrial centers became a serious 
problem in Germany, partic~larly ui the east. The agri
cultural laborer was no longer closely bound to the soil, 
altho\lgh devious schemes, some of which became law, were 
used to bind him more closely to the landlord. Rapid! 
increase in urban population began in the third quarter of! 
the century, but even as late as the decade following the! 
Franco-Prussian War little change occurred in the numerical 

,importance of the rural population. In the nineties, how
ever, a decided decrease can be observed. From 19,225,455 
in 1882, the rural population, including those engaged in 
forestry and the fisheries, dropped to 18,501,307 in 1895. 
By 1907 it had declined to 17,681,176 or 28.6 per cent. ofthe 
total, as against 42.5 in 1882. Relatively and absolutely, iI..J 
the population of rural Germany had declined. I The in- '.:.-j 

Buence of the introduction of farm machineryilhe spirit of 
indepenp.ence ~ngendered by the revohitionary movements 
of 1848, and later the greater security and opportunity of 
self-development resuJting from the establishment of na,.. 
tional unity~ the increased mobility of labor following the 
introduction of the rail';ay and other means of rapid inter
communication~ater opportunities for a more varied and 
regular emp\oymentfbetter living conditions in the cities, 
due to the strict enforeement of social legislation these 
have been the main reasons for the decline' of the rural 
population. 

Moreover, ~ were lower in the rural districts, often 
considerably below those paid to the industrial worker. The 
standard of living of the rural laborer was therefore corre
spondingly lower. There existed, furthermore, a deplorable 

VJlacLofxecpwtion of the civil rights of the agricultural 
population. The relationship between the tenants-at-will 
and the ogricultural laborers and their employers was still 

, ' 
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tinged with the spirit of the manorial regime. Even the 
'amended Labor Code in Prussia (1869), the Imperial Civil 
Code, and other liberal enactments of recent years which 
benefited the industrial class, cautiqusly oI!.litted the agri
cultural Jaborer from their provisions. The rural exodus 
was likewise encouraged by active propaganda on the part ~ 
of agents, who made every effort to cause an influx to the 
industrial centers. . 

To take advantage of the greater opportunities in the 
industrial sections of the home country was not the only 
alternative left to the dissatisfied agricultural population. 
The possibility, indeed probability, 0; economic success in 
foreign lands was not to be over1ook~, and at various times ( 
the agricultural districts of Germany considerably swelled 
the tide of emigration. It is well known that the revolu- • 
tionary upheavals in the forties had much to do with en-" 
couraging emigration in the two decades following; but the 
economic motive also was beginning to play an increasingly 
larger part. Later, conditions in the United States during, 
and immediately following the Civil War, and the industri-. 
alization of Germany contributed to decrease the number 
of those leaving for foreign lands. In the eighties, however, 
temporary economic disturbances gave renewed impulse to 
the wave of emigration. Only 35,888 left Germany in 
1880; in 1881 the figure rose to 220,902. Increased indus-

• trial activity after 1895 again caused a remarkable decrease 
in the number of emigrants, a condition which prevailed 
until the outbreak of the World War. Following the war, 
due to restrictions imposed either by the home Govern
ment or by foreign countries, emigration has been reduced 
to an extremely sma.ll figure. 

Since the increase in t~ population did not affect the 
number of available agricultural Jaborers, the dependence of 
the landlord on foreign labor became more pronounced, until 
in recent years the German rural population, particularly in 
the east, has been heavily supplemented by the foreigner, 
coming, under close governmental Bupervision, ,rom the 
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countries bordering on the German frontier. Owing per
haps to the competition of this foreign element in the labor 
supply, accustomed to a lower standard of living than that 
maintained by the German Jaborer, agricultural wages did 
not rise so rapidly as in the industrial centers, where this 
competition was not present. In 1907 the total number of 

, migratory laborers, largely Russians, Poles, and Austrians, 
" reached a total of 257,329; by 1912-13 it amounted to • 
\ nearly 500,OOO.i 

Rural depopulation was also partly due to the seasonal t 
demand for labor and to the introduction of farm machinery 
which displaced a fairly large number of agriculturallaborers. 

, Foreign migratory laborers therefore filled a distinct need, 
but still were not numerous enough to satisfy the demand of 
the landlords. So at times recoUl:'se was had to the u tiliza
tion of soldiers in the harvesting of crops. Following the 
example of the United States, proposals were even made to 
introduce Chinese coolie labor. But this plan came to naught. 
Introduction of migratory laborers into the native !sbor 
supply should at best be regarded as a temporary measure; 
certainly not as a desirable solution of the problem of labor 
shortage. Outside of eastern Prussia the migratory laborer 
was of relatively little importance, since elsewhere the local 
labor supply, supplemented to a small extent by foreigners, 
proved sufficient to cultivate the fields and harvest the crops. 

Improvement in the general condition of the agricultUl:'al 
population was distinctly retarded through the efforts of 
the "~" which successfully exerted its in
fluence upon the Government to prevent the passage of 
legislation which would be detrimental to the financial in
terests of its members and urged the enactment of laws which 
would perpetuate the privileges which they already pos
sessed. Compared with the eastern provinces of Prussia, the 
lot of the rural population was much better in those sections 
of the country where the small peasant ruled and where the 
agricultural population was permitted to combine for mutual 
betterment, as in Bavaria. The stubborn resistance of the 
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large landed proprietors to any serious attempt at reform was 
directly responsible for the perpetuation of a system which 
in many respects had become intolerable. The landlords 
even went so far as to destroy some of the customs which 
previously had mitigated the unsati.sfactory condition of the 
rural laborer. Thus the partial abolition of the method of 
wage payment, whereby both a money compensation and a 
payment in kind were made, severed a tie which had reacted 
favorably upon the personal relationship of the landlord to 
his laborers. 

EXTENT OF LANDHOLDo/GS 

One of the interesting facts in conne<Rion with the agrarian 1 
problem of modem Germany has been the steady increase 
which has tali:en place in the number of relatively small 
holdings. The southwest, as we have seen, was never 
troubled to any large extent with concentrated landholdings. 
Even during the late manorial period, the lords' possessions\ 
were well scattered, so that, once the bonds of serfdom were 
severed, many peasants found an easy access to the land. 
Nor did this problem arise in the northwest, where individual 
peasant holdings were larger than in the southwest, yet still 
relatively small. The problem of large iandholdings, 88 

pointed out elsewhere, was restricted almost entirely to 
the northeast. For reasons which are not difficult to under~ . 
stand, the small peasant paid little attention to the activities 
of the landlords or Junkers. Fl~ctuations in the price of the· 
basic agricultural products had less. signifioance for him i 
since his interests were less specialized than those of the 
landed proprietor. The labor problem which gave the large 
landowner such grave concern was practically unknown 
to the peasant, whose personal efforts, combined with the 
efforts of members of his \,ousehold usually sufficed to 
obtain the maximum results from the lands which he culti· 
vated. 

Since 1882 there has been a tendency for \arge landhold- 1 
ings to dec~, relative to the total agricultural area of 
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the country, a tendency also noticeable in the case of ex
tremely sma.ll. holdings. Thus, in 1907, in Wiirtemberg 
and Bavaria only two per cent of the total agricultural area 
was occupied by holdings in excess of 250 acres. In the 
Mecklenburgs, conditions were vastly different, about sixty 
per cent of the total agricultural area being occupied by 
estates in excess of 250 acres.l Of the total agricultural lands 
of the country, previous to the war, holdings from 12l, 
acres to 50 acres covered about one third of the total area, 
those less than 121 acres only slightly in excess of ten per cent. 

In 1890 and 1891, in the eastern provinces, the Prussian 
Government attempted to improve the agricultural situation 
by introducing the necessary legislation for the establish
ment of emall holdings. Both acts provided for the pur

~ chase by the Government of lands to be sold to permanent 
settlers. To safeguard the principles upon which this colo
nizing scheme rested, the Government retained for itself a 
certain degree of control over such lands by establishing 
a permanent rent charge. This plan proved fairly successful, 
and was later approved even by many of the conservative 
JUrlker8, who saw in its execution both an opportunity of 
selling to the Government lands which they no longer 
wished to cultivate and a new source of labor supply, which 
they sorely needed.' -By 1905 the Government had pur
chased approximately 600,000 acres of land and had placed 
settlers on about 300,000 acres. Since a considerable portion 
of the lands in which the vast estates of the large proprietors 
were located was still governed by the laws of entail, which 
applied to arable as well as to forest lands, there was little 
likelihood of a weakening in the position of the Junker. 

Laborers' holdings similar in some respects to the English 
l allotments were provided for in subsequent legislation. 
Other German States, including Bavaria and Mecklenburg
Schwerin, introduced legislation with the same object in 
view. In those regions which were predominantly Polish in 
character, the establishment of emall holdings was under-

• Clapham, .p. oil., Po 200. 
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taken wlth an entirely different purpose in mind, namely, 
the replacement of Polish peasants by German settlers, a 
policy which at times was ruthlessly carried Ol1t, but in the 
end failed of its purpose. This experiment must not be 
confused with the small holdings movement, since political 
rather than economic consi~erations were responsible for it. 

! AGRICULTURAL coOPERATION 

~ L The cooperative principle has been applied in Germany to 
I many phases of agricultural activity. Of the various organi
zations which have adopted it, the Rai.1t~J>anks have 
undoubtedly been the most powerfu:r.--These banks bear 
the name of their founder, Fri~ch ~J!i.ljI!n, whose efforts 
were responsible for the estii.biGhii;:;~r~f what became, in 
time, the strongest group of agricultural credit associations 
in Germany. Beginning in W7 with the organization of 
local consumers' leagues, Ra.ilfeisen extended the eo6perative 
principle to rural credit in 1864, through the organization 
of local credit banks. To render financial assistance to these 
institutions, a central bank was established in 1876. With 
the extension of the activities of the Raiffeisen associations 
into fields other than that of agricultural credit, it beeame 
necessary to combine these various activities into separate 
central associations of which a large numbel'were established. 
Moreover, general associations of local eo6perative societies 
were organized, those at Neuwied and Offenbach being the 
two most important. These two assoclatiOlfllater (1905) 
combined and formed a national association.' 

,-One of the outstanding characteristics of the Raiffeisen 
banks is the provision for unlimited liability of its members. I 
Originally the issuance of Sbares of stock w'8S~not provided 
for. This policy was eventually modified to meet legal 
requirements, and nominal shares of stock were issued. 
Essentially the Raiffeisen banks are engaged in providing 
agricultural credit; but the eo6perative principle has been 
extended so as to fumish to members many advantages po&

sessed by the larger cultivators individually. Thus, co-
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operative supply associatiqD8, wholesale warehouses, and 
local retail stores have come within the scope of their ac
tivity. The • membership in these associations has been 
estimated to be in the neighborhood of 2,500,000. 

Other cooperative institutions have Also been developed 
with astonishing success. The Schulze:Delitzsch associa.
tions, although at first concerned primarily with the develop
ment of the cooperative principle in the towns, have in 
recent years extended their activities to the field of agri
cultural credit. Also, cOOperative societies whose function it 
is to furnish the smalllandholder with some of the economies: 
of wholesale buying, have rapidly increa.sed their member
ship.l. , 

It is surprising that, in a country which has such a well- \ . 
developed system of cooperative rural credit, the retail 
cooperative store has made but slight progress. In the field 
of production, a few cooperative dairies have met with some 
success, particularly in Prussia, in Holstein, in Mecklenburg, 
and in one or two other States. Throughout the country as 
a whole, however, this form of cooperation is relatively 
unimportant. 

Following the leadership of Prussia, a number of successful I 
State Centra1 Cooperative Banks have been established" 
whose function it is tG extend credit to soci~ties whose mem
bership consists of local cooperative credit associations. 

I 
The success of the cooperative principle in the rural districts 
of Germany offset in part the la.!:k of civil liberty which 
prevailed previous to the war, and its beneficial in.8uence 
in modifying the condition of the rural districts can hardly 
be overestimated. 

THE FUTURE OF 0 AORICULTUJI.E 

We have alre y spoken of the trying experiences of the 
German cultivator after 1875. The danger of overemphasiz
ing the precariousness of his condition has sometimes been 
overlooked by those who have steadfastly maintained that 

1 Sartoriua YOB WaltershauseD, 01'. dl., pp. 43ih:1s. 
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only thfough favorable legislation could his lot be changed . 

. That industrialization would be followed by a greater depend
ence upon foreign sources of food supply was to be expected. 
It is therefore a.ll the more remarkable that Germany was\, 
able to produce so large a percentage of the total supply of . 
foodstuffs which her population demanded. The fact that 
the amount of capital invested in agricultural· activities 
steadily increased in thequarter century preceding the war· 
and the preponderance of llUldowning cultivators as com
pared with tenlUlts were both indicative of the healthy state 
of German agriculture. 

In England industrial IUld eommercia} pursuits have be
come the focusing point around whiclfa.ll other economic 
activities center. This is the logical outcome of a geogra
phical division of labor, which, in the course of time, has 
perforce become international rather than purely national 
in scope. Moreover, it is one which we should not be unwill-
ing to accept. \ 

A territorially restricted country, if it wishes to attain \ 
supremacy in the industrial field, usually cannot retain an 
equal measure of supremacy in agriculture. While the • 
output of the basic agricultural products may increase 

• .through more intensive IUld scientific methods of cul
tivation or possibly through bringing under cultivation 
poorer grades of land as in Germany, during the war, the time 

. must come when irresistibly the law of diminishing returns 
will ca.ll a halt to further remunerative increase in the pro
duct, no matter how great the pressure of the population 
upon the food supply. From a study of agriCultural. condi~. 
tions in Germany we must conclude that there Iil'e oppor 
tunities in some sectioTIJI of the country to advance the point 
of profitable endeavor still further through more intensive 
cultivation and bringing new I8.nds under the plow .. 
Agricultural production in Germany previous to the war· 
showed consistent signs of slow but continuous progress' 
accompanied by a fairly steady inCI'flase in the totnl 8.I'fla 
under cultivation. 
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The readjustment of the boundaries of Germany, 'as pr<l-'\ 

vided for in the Treaty of Versailles, has in many ways d~ 
) tU!ped the agricultural organization of the entire country. 
The effects of territorialloS§etl.. were felt particularly in the . 

I production of rY~he'j'e'theToss amounted to over 1,133,-
000 hectares, or 17.7 per cent of the rye lands previously 
under cultivation. The cession of lands formerly devoted 
to the cultivation of w~at and spring b!!:d.ey, while not 
nearly so large in area, amounting to 292,458 and 270,829 
hectares respectively, represented 14.8 and 16.4 per cent of 
the pre-war areas under cultivation. The decline in the 
production of wheat was serious, dropping from 4,656,000 
metrl.'C1oiis in 1913 to slightly less than 3,000,000 metric 

, tons in 1921. Besides, Germany lost more than 11 per cent~ 
it of the lands previously devoteerio-the-CuItivatiq!l-.«:!f..9~~S • 

This loss was particularly serious, since most of these lands 
produced foodstuffs considerably in excess of local consump-

~
ion. Germany's dep~dence, ,UPO, n foreign cereals has there

fore been greatly increased:sinee the war. The problem of 
ovisioning the nation has been further intensified by loss 

f lands devoted to the raising of beef and other meats. To 
I obtain an adequate supply. oU~l'J;ilizers was another graves 

problem which confronted the agriculturist. "Soil mining" -, 
was quite, prevalent· during the period of the war. The 
natural result was a fairly rapid d~Ii!l.e-jn"12rodU2tiyj~. 
Although statistics show that greater amounts of potash 
and nitrogen were consumed in 1919-20 than in the years 
just preceding the war, there has been a sudden and appre-

C, ciable decline in the amount of phosphates used. This 
decrease is in part to be accounted for by the unfavorableJ 
rate of exchange, the decrease in the purchasing power of 
the nation, and of course by the blockade during the war 

/ 

period. Th~ position of the German agriculturist was. 
particularly depressing after ~yin.!!!ti!l~ed such 
ridiculous proportions as in 1923. Not willing to exchange 
his produce fqr a steadily depreciating currency, the landlord 
and the peasant preferred to withhold their crops from the 
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markets in the towns, which' greatly aggravated the food 
Situation in the populous centers. On the whole, although\ 
German agriculture has shown signs of remarkable strengtll 
and recuperative power since the war, the total productioI) 
of agricultural crops to 1923 remained below that of pre-w¥' 
years. 
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~;'CHAPTER vu 
AGRICULTtJRA:r,. DEVELOPMENT OF FRANCE 

SINCE 1789 

As late as 1789 the serf still constituted a fairly important 
element in .the rural population of France, especially of the 
northeast. Of greater importance were the cll7l8iers, et who 
.held land by an ancient fixed quit-rent or Ce1I8. The most 

(

favoured among them might owe c~ and nothing else but 
a fixed payment, akin to the fine in English copyhold tenure, 
made when land subject to cem changed hands at death. As 
cem and fine had usually been fixed generations or even 
centuries back, and as the purchasing power of money had 
steadily fallen, the burden was singularly tolerable." I In ad
dition to the censiers and free peasant proprietors, a land ten
·ure known as metayage was common in pre-revolutionary 
France. Under this system a division of the crop between the. 
cultivator (metayer) and the landlord occurred, and in many 
cases, under the guise of such tenure, ancient feudal obliga,. 
tions of a most oppressive nature were exacted. Tenant 
farming, unrelated to the restricted tenures of the cll7l8iers 
and the metayer8, had likewise gained a foothold; but large 
estates were relatively unimportant as compared with 

\ 
~ngland. The decay of serfdom in France, it should be' 

-rreinembered, was np~ followed by a general concentr~tion 
\ of landholdings; therefore the small peasant proprietor could 
fiourish. , 
. The structure of French agrioulture was OnlY __ !llightlYI' 
influenced by the ~evolution. The rough edges were 
smoothed down; inconsistencies in land tenure were removed; 
but agricultu~al technique was little ohanged. The abolition 
of serfdom was accomplished by the Revolutionary Govern
ment without much difficulty. The censier8, who had oc
cupied such a. unique position in the a.gricultural history of 

I ClaplulrQ, .p. cil., pp. 13-14. 
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France, were f~ed from the payment of· quitrents, andJ' 
'gainl!d unrestrict.~ p'osseB§ion of their lands. The remnants 
of feudal obligations which surrounded the metayers were 
abolished, although otherwise metayage was not interfered 
with. 

The Revolutionary Government also gave consideration 
to the traditions connected with the use of the commons. 
Thus, in 1792 a law was passed which required that most of 
the commons were to be divided among those who held 
common rights, but this measure was soon modified, making 
division of such lands voluntary.l As a step in the direction 
of liberating agriculture from ancient opligations, an enact
ment was passed in 1791 freeing agriculture from the bindingj . 
anp minute regulatigns which in the past had destroyed in
dividual initiative in matters of crop cultivation. The Gov
ernment furthermore took steps to destroy large landholdings~ . 
through £o~c!!ion of the lands held by the Crown, the nobil- ,. 
ity, and the Church. It has been estimated that in pra-revo-

• lutionary days possibly one fifth of the area of France was 
held by the nobility, and one fifth by the Church. After their 
confiscation a relatively small part of these lands was pur
chased by the peasant, but a substantial area was absorbed 
'?!.the_xn.i~dle cl~, which let out its newly acquired.,lands to 
tenant farmers:-- IJespite the intention of the revo'Rltionary 
leaders, lands which had been confiscated from the nobility 
were in part returned to their former owners or purchased by 
them after the turbulent days of the Revolution had ended 
and the Napoleonic Government was firmly established. 

, More than one half of the confiscated lands of this class was 
probably thus restored by the end of the Napoleonic regime. 
Of the land belonging tq, the Church, possibly a third or even 
more was bought by private individuals, the remainder being 
held by the State. In England, as we have seen, small peas- I 

ant proprietors and tenant farmers were almost completely 
eliminated by means of enclosl.\res and by the existing system 
of inheritance. France in pre-revolutionary days WIUI also 

• In 1803, even the voluntu,y division of the commons waa prohibited. 
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burdened with ~tai1 and primogeniture, although egtilitarian 
inheritance (equal distribution of the property of the de:. 
ceased among his children) was frequently practiced. Both 
the Revolutionary and the Napoleonic Gove=ents made 
the principle of partition obligatory. With the extension of 
territory under Napoleon, this practice spread into other 
parts of Europe where the Code Napoleon WIlS in force. 
Even to this day, in territories ·Outside of France, its in
fluence is noticeable in the prevailing ia.nd tenure. In 

I France egalitarian inheritance has notably contributed to 
~ the preservation of small peasant holdings, which to a certaiJ:J 
extent hllS end8.!lgered agricultural prggress, since the small 
peasant proprietor finds it difficult to obtain sufficient capital 
with which to purchllSe labor-saving devices and insta.ll 
other essential improvements. Besides, should he possess 
the necessary funds, it is quite probable that he would have 
comparatively little use for power-driven machinery because 
of the limited acreage which he cultivates. 

The N J!I!Qleom!L.\V.8.1'S greatly stimjllated_!llEicultu,ralj 
~~~~~on. The exigencleaof warfare led to an effort to~ 
increase output in three ways: through improved technique, • 
extension of the area under cultivation, and the introduction 
of new frops. From the defeat of Napoleon to about the 
middle of the century, agriculture made considerable head
way', but largely in the direction of an inere.ase in the area 
under cultivation rather than modification of agricultural 
technique, although crop rotation was beginning to be sedu
lously practiced by a large number of cultivators, and a few 
new crops were introduced. Agricultural implements were}. 
quite genera.lly of the most primitive construction. The 
wooden plow WIlS still in use and methods of pllUlting and 
harvesting were much the same IlS in previouB centuries. 

That the(sma.ll pellSlUlt proprietor)or tenant would be 
unl!;ble to take advantage of mlUlY of the benefits of modern 
improvements WIlS to be expected. Herein lies one of the 
real disadvantages of sma.Il holdingS, inherent, too, in the law 
of egalitarilUl inheritlUlce, which gives the pellSlUlt access to 
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~he land, but simultaneously robs him of the possibility of 
obtaining many of the economies which the larger producer 
can ea.siJy afford. In comparison with newer countries, 
where extensive production could be profitably carried on 
without the expenditure of excessive amounts of physical 
labor, but which required It. greater amount of capital, the 
French peasant was getting results which were not in pro
portion to his physical exertion. Thus, what the peasant 
gained by his industry he often lost by the greater effective
ne..-s of foreign producers. I Improvements in technique, ~ I 

involvinglscientific rotation of crops, and better methods of 
l fertilization could be undertaken even lIY the small peasant; 

and while he might not be able to lfford expensive farm 
machinery, at least he was able to buy a better plough and 
It. few of the less eXpensive implements of modem design. 

The industrial transformation, which came over England 
with remarkable rapidity after the newer industrial devices 
proved their practicability, was slow in affecting France, 
since the latter, in the early decades of the nineteenth 

• century, was not in It. position to undertake It. reorganization 
I of its industries. By natur!!L!tP,gtude, France was best f 
fitted for perpetuation of an essentially agricultural state. 
Her laws of partjtion (egalitarian inheritance) and the lo.ve 
of the Ja,nd which so clearly characterized her peasant popula
tion made even the smallest proprietor satisfied with a sOme
what meager existence. 

Fundamental changes were therefore necessary before 
the self-sufficiency of the rural districts could be broken 
down. RuraJ isolation was partially penetrated in the early 
decades of the nineteenth century by the construction of 

(roads and canals.)but \'\t.S not completed until the ra.i1ways 
and the telegraph had spread their network of intercommuni
cation into the remotest sections of the country, and thia 
was not fully accompliShed until the last quarter of the 
century. . 

Although relatively slow progress was made in introduc
ing labor-saving devices, increase in the total output of agri-. . 
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cultural products occurred. Between 1818 and 1889, the. 
average yield of wheat lands per acre advanced from about 
11 to 171 bushels. The per acre yield of oats and barley 
likewise showed substantial improvement. Since 1831 the 
increase in the average yearly production of wheat also gives 
proof of the stability of French agriculture. While an un
interrupted increase is not to be expected in the yield of any 
agricultural crop, there has been a fairly steady increase in 
the production of wheat, l in spite of a decrease in the total 
area devoted to the cultivation of this crop. 

The inherent strength of French agriculture, as contrasted 
with the weakened position of the English producer, is 

. clearly shown by the import figures. Partly due to the 
, diversity of agriculture and the existence of small holdings, 

and partly to the artificial stimulus of protective legislation, 
imports of wheat from the early part of the "Dineteenth oen
tury have been reduced to a very low figure. In fact, pre
vious to 1875 the average annual importation was negligible 
in comparison with produotion. Not until the depression 
in the seventies is any substantial increase recorded. From 
1871 to 1875 the average annual importation of wheat 
amounted to only 7.68 million cwt. For the next twenty 
years, however, it fluctuated between 19.92 (from 1886 to 
1890) and 26.34 million cw1l (from 1891 to 1895). Importa
tion of cereals has from time to time been necessary ·because 
of a deficiency in the domestic crop; but exportation of 
agricultural products has been made possible on an increasing 

, scale through the divel'!!ityoCl."rench agriculture. The 
average annual value of agricultural exports'from 1893 to 
1897 amounted to 667,000,000 francs, increasing to 715,000,-
000 francs from 1903 to 1907. 

I Within the present territol? of Fran ... 

PaOD"""'ON OP WHIIAT, 1881-1920 
1'aM<-YwAB M'lLLlONl or 
Av ..... o. H.oro~. 

Ta*Yha Mn.,uo)ftl O. 
AV.RAOS BSC'l'OLlT." 

1881-1800. ' ••••••••.••••• 109.1 
1891-11XlO •• , ••••••• , ••••• 110.1 ~rn:l~~:::::: :::::: :::lM'J 

• A boc:toliter 11 about •. 76 bumela f 
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But the conditions under which French agriculture Hour
!.shed in the latter part of the nineteenth and the early 
twentieth centuries were somewhat different from those of, 
former days. Protection, as in Germany, had gained the} 
upper hand. Behind a tariff wall results could be attained 
which were very different from those which could be hoped 
for in a free-trade country like England. Among the wheat- \ 
producing nations of Europe, France in 1914 held a place 
second only to that of Russia. In total area devoted to 
its Cu.tti~ation, she exceeded by many millions of acres the 
wheat fields of Germany and of England. 

Next to wheat in impoltance come; yjniculture and the 
wine industry. Production of barley,~, rye, bU~heat,( 
potatoes, and sugar beets also occupies an important position 
in the agricultural organization. The cultivation of the 
potato, "starting from humble beginnings early in the nine
teenth century, had become a staple crop everywhere by 
1850. Once the peasant had overcome his prejudices, he 
relied on it more and more, and the larger" holders grew it 
for urban markets. By 1882 there were over 3,000,000 acres 
of potatoes in France, and by 1911 over 3,750,000 acres .••• 

, Between the same two years the French total crop had in
, creased 66 per cent. i but this is not a decisive test owing to 
the great Huctuation in the yiel<\r:>f the potato from year to 
year. The crop of 1892 was over 50 per cent., but that of 
1900 not much more than 20 per cent. beyond the level of 
1882. Yet allowing for these variations, the general move
ment was decisively in the right direction." 1 

Difficulties in obtaining cane sugar from her foreign pos
sessions during the Napoleonic wars, induced the French 
Government to underta.b..! the systematic encouragement of 
the beet-sugar industry, which later grew to immense propor
tions, particularly in the early twentieth century. The 
growth of the dairy industry and the increase in the number 
of cattle sinceJ:880 is furthEP' evidence of the progress of 
French agriculture. 

I Claph';"", op. ciI., p. 175. 
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THE DEPRESSION IN AGRICULTURE 

The disastrous effect on English agriculture of the depres
sion which occurred in the seventies has been referred to at 
·some length. )loreign competition .. one of the chief reasons 
for agricultural decline in Great Britain, also gave rise to 
oonsiderable alarm in France, although the full force of com
petitive production neyer conf}'onted the French agricul
turist, thanks to the helping hand of· the Government. 
Nevertheless, in the seventies and eighties the dr<?p in the 
price of agricultural products seriously interfered with his 
prosperity. One of t. he~ for the depression is to be) 
found in the withdr~wal 2LcaWal from agriculture. New} 
.opportunities for invesTment had made less profitable the use 
of capital on land, and the agricultural interests suffered 
accordingly. Minor factors in the depression were the direct 
lan.JlWes, which at times were extremely burdensome, the 
~ i!l W!tges resulting from the decline in the number of 
agricultural laborers and domestic servants, and absentee 
landlordism. The laws of transfer and inheritance of land 
might be added, although French writers have frequently 
denied that these factors entered into the problem. The 
food supplies of the country were being fairly regularly supple
mented by foreign products, So condition which in 1878 and 
1879 was partioularly' alarming, because of poor harvests. 
The fact that wheat was being imported meant little in itself, 

, since in the twenty years from 1860 to 1880 a fairly regular 
• imponation had taken place; but the sudden increase in 

imports in the late seventies appeared to many to be the 
prelude to a very serious situation. 

A similar depression, beginning in the seventies, occurred 
among the vineyardists. Following 1873 phylloxera and mil-l 
dew ravaged the vine-growing districts of France. As these' 

, plagues grew worse, dependence upon foreign wines increased, 
, especially from 1880 to 1900. This situation was particularly 
annoying to the vineyardists and wine manufacturers be-
cause of the unusual prosperity they had enjoyed just prior 

. to 1873 .. 
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ENACTMENT OF PROTECTIVE LEGISLATION 

All soon as it was found that foreign products were being 
imported and consumed in the home market to a degree 
that endangered the future of domestic production, the en
actment of protective measures was advocated on all sides. 
To a degree, agriculture had been protected from out,.. 
side competition from the very beginning of the century,' 
but the self-sufficiency of the country had made such meas
ures relati;ely' unimportant. .AChange in policy of a very' 
radical nature occurred during the latter part of the nine
teenth century. In so far as agric1}ltural products were 
affected by the tariff of 1~1, protection was distinctly 
negligible. The'1iJ8.rming drop in prices in the first years of ; 
the eighties was sufficient argument to induce the Govern
ment to establish fairly heaVY duties on agricultural pro
ducts in the tariff of 1885, the tax on wheat being increased 
to 3 fr. per hectoliter. Duties were a\so imposed on a fairly 
large number of other agricultural products, including barley, 
rye, and oats. Two years later the tax on wheat was raised 
to 5 fr. and in 1897 it was advanced to 7 fr. By the Meline 
tariff (1892) and in subsequent legislation, practically all ' 
importani-agricultural products were given either partial or 
complete protection. 

These IaWl! were unquestionably effective in building-up I 
domestic production. It is a.lso true that the larger culti
vatol'S reaped the greatest advantage from protection, asl 
had been the case in Germany. To be sure, the a.verage 
annual price of wheat was higher from 1887 to 1891 (amount
ing to 24 fr. 70 per hec~liter on the Paris market) than from 
1892 to 1896, when it dropped to 20 fr. 20. In the next 
decade it increased to 22 fr. 50. Although prices rose, the 
consumer was at least partially protected by the regulation 
of the price of bread by local government authorities. Con
sequently the ta.rifI was not in every case as detrimental 
to the consumer as might be expected. Certain it is that the 
ta.rifI was unusua1ly effective in elimina.ting the importation 
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of foreign products, which was one of its main purPoses. I 
After 1895 foreign importa.tion decreased rapidly. The' 
average annual importation of wheat alone fllll from 26.34 
million cwt. in 1881 to 1895, to 11.37 million in 1896 to 1900, 
and to 4.97 million in 1901 to 1903. Whatever may have 
been the immediate effect of the tariff, prices had to rise in 
fhe long run. In the tariff laWB of the twentieth century, 
\tgriculture received its full share of protection in spite of the 
industrialization of the country, which demanded the serious 
attention of the Government. 

DEPOPULATION OF RURAL DIBTRIC'l'S 

In France, as in England and Germany, a tendency to
ward rural depopulation is to be observed, although the es
sentia.l1y rurlM character of modern Fr.!lJlce has prevented 
a. very rapid diminution in the agricultural population. As 
late as ·the middle of the nineteenth century, more than 

.(three fourths of the total population was employed in agri
culture. A quarter of a century later, when the population 
had increased to 36,905,788, the rural population alone 
numbered 24,928,392 persons or 67.6 per cent of the total.' 
The following table clearly shows the decline of the agri
cultural population from 1846 to 1906: 8 

TOT"" 
UnAH s .... 

y ..... POl'Vw:now 
Number Percent Number Per cent 

llWtl •••••••••••• 85,400,486 6,646,788 24.4 26,758,748 75.6 
1856 ............ 36,139.364 9,844,828 27.3 26,294,586 72.7 
1866 ............ 38,067,064 11,595,343 30.5 26,4.,71,716 69.5 
1876 ............ 86.905,788 11,977,500 32.4 24,928,392 67.6 
1886 ............ 88,218,903 13,766,508 35.9 24,452,395 64.1 
1896 ............ 38,517,332 16,025,812 a9.1 23,491,520 60.9 
1906 ............ 39,252,245 16,527,234 42.1 22,715,011 67.9 

1 All this to.riJf legislation, .. affecting agricultural producte, muot be viewed 
in tholight of tho French policy of "tariff ... imilation" of the 0_ poaae ... 
&0". See Gimult, Arthur: ThAI Colonial Tariff PolicJI of FTGtOCO • 

• Including the populetion of ..,mmuniti .. of I ... than two thousand i ... 
habitante • 

• Aup.Larib6, M.: L· ... ,_ diJ Id Fro .... 4gritol<, p. 124. 
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Sinc~ 1846 there had been an absolute .... decrease in the, 

agricultural population. This decrease --was; most pro-; 
nouncea-lii.-th"e case of day laborers and domeStio servants. 
In the course of a single decade (1882-92)" the number of 
agricultural laborers dropped from 1,480,6'/'811to 1,210,081, 
and the number of domestic servants from 1,954,251 to 
1,832,174. On the other hand, proprietors, tenant farmers,i' 
and m/tayers increased in number. But the total increaseJ 
of 144,189 was more than offset by,the total loss, which 
amounted to 250,369. The same tendencies are to be 
observed in later years. 

The causes of rural depopulation in trance are much the 
same as in other countries. While urbanization was under 
way in France, the same conditions prevailed in England, 
Germany, the United States, and for that matter, in all 
countries that were expandillKjngustrially. In certain of 
the more prosperous rural sections of the oountry a decided 
Idecrease •. JxUlle bir1;!:!-rate was in part responsible for this 
Idecline. The growth of population in the urban centers is in 
itself proof of the depopulation of the rural districts, since 
the total population of France has remained fairly stationary 
during the last few decades. In 1872 only 69 towns had a 
population in excess of 20,000. The number increased to 
104 in 1891 and about twenty years later to 120. 

To offset the deficiency in the labor supply as it gradually 
became more acute, it was necessary for many of the larger 
peasants to resort to the tunployment of1oreign laborers. 
This fact seems to prove conclusively that the displQJlement 

'of farm labor b-y maQhinery was by no means the funda.
, mentel cause for the ~ exodus. In France, as elsewhere, 
the problem had deeper ramifications than appeared on the 
surface. 

SIZE OF HOLDINGS 

Diyjsion of the larger landholdings in France began at 
least as early as the seventeenth century and constituted an 
important phase of the agricultural history of that country 
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even before the Revolution. The establishment of egali
tarian inheritance greatly encouraged the division of agrl-' 
cultural lands into relatively I!IIlall holdings. The following 
table shows the size of landholdings from 1862 to 1908: 1 

St .. : 01' HoWtuto. 18611 1882 1892 1908 

Leos than 1 hectare .......... . 2.167,667 2,235,4OS 2,087,851 
From 1 to 10 hectares ..•.•.. 2,435,401 2,635,030 2,617,558 2,523,713 
From 10 to 40 hectares .••••. 636,309 727,'l'J:J 711,118 745,662 

From 40 to 100 hectares ... :{ IOS,391 118,497 
154,167 142,088 

Above 100 hectare •...••..... 33,280 29,541 ------
Total .................. 5,672,007 5,702,752 5,50S,464-

. The number of extremely I!IIlall holdings (below 1 hectare) 1 
increased from 1882 to 1892, but a decided decrease occurred \ 
in the years following 1892. After 1892, holdings of from 11 
to 10 hectares decreased, as did larger holdings (in excess of 
100 hectares). The number of holdings of from 10 to 40 
hectares, however, showed an increase. Of the total.land 
holdings, possibly three fourths were cultivated by the owners 
and the remainder by tenants and metayer8. The increase in 
the medium-sized holdings (from 10 to 100 hectares) has been 
due in part to the thrift of the peasant, which has enabled 
him from time to time to add new strips to his holdings. 

France to-day is distinctly a country of relatively small 'J..! 
holdings. The so~ia1 dis!inction attached to landownership,' 
has never played as important a r61e in her history as it did 
in England. There was seldom any displacement of agri. 
cultural proprietors because of the d~ {or encLosures~ 

, Consolidation of peasant holdings was almost entirely the 
result of volun.tary ac~on on the part of the proprieto 
themselves. From the standpoint of the nation and of the 
individual cultivator, the absence of a large niunber of ex· 
tensive landholdings had its disadvantages, but these werej /' 
more than offset by the advantages inherent in small peasan~r 
proprietorships. \ 

• Aug6-Larihll, Gp. cil., p. loa. 
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DEVELOPMENT 01' COOPERATION 

As pointed out in the preceding chapter, the benefits of 
mutual aid through the organization of agricultural coopera.
tive societies have been clearly demonstrated in the agricul
tural history of Germany. ('In France the restriC)1;ions up0D! < 

professional organizations introduced in the early part of thli 
century were removed in 1884,· with the result that labo~ 
unions and other forms of federation were established!' 
Cooperative societies were thus able to gain a foothold) 
France has benefited by the experience of other nations in 
matters relating to cooperative enterp~, but she can also 
recount many attempts whic,h early ,tvidenced the success 
of organized mutual effort. (. Societies for spreading knOW-f' 
ledge of improved agricultural technique and for extending 
advice and aid to the agriculturist generally were formed 
before 1850. Agricultural comice8 - i.e., local organizations \ 
of cultivators - were likewise active in promoting the same . 
principles. ~880ciations syndicale8, which had as their pur
pose cooperation in the building, upkeep, and regulation of" 
systems of irrigation, drainage, and the like, represented 
another distinct form o( cooperative endeavor, which more 
closely resembled the cooperative ideal of to-day than did 
the early agricultural societies and comice8. ) 
\:More important from the standpoint 'of the agriculturists 

are the syndicat6, whose purpose it is to otIer to the cultivator{. 
the advantages of ~tiYUluying and selling. Essen
tially, the syndicats exist for the purpose of etIecting the 
econ'?mies which can be obtained through cooperative buying 

lOf fertilizers, farm imple.ments, seeds, and the like. Coop
erative distribution of 'agricultural products through the 
agency of the syndioot has also been a valuable service. 
Membership in these associations is not restricted to those 
who cultivate the soil, but frequently includes the agents of 
landowners and even the manufacturers of agricultural im
plements and artificial fertilizers. In most syndicats, how
ever, the landownem predominate numerically, and definite~ 
restrictions are imposed upon admission to membemhip. , 
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<The services which these associations render are numerous 
and varied. Not to be overlooked are the efforts of the' 
ayndicaU~ promoting the general welfare of their members 
through ed~ation. In addition to the ayndicats proper, 

(
special COijperatl.:fe marketing and producing societies have 
been established(forme of cOi3Perative endeavor which have 
met with p,articular success @ the d~ and wiz!e-making 
inft\lstries. 

\The effectiveness of these associations has been generally 
increased through the organization of district unions in which 
local syndicats hold membership, and the Union Centrale de8 
SyndicaU Agricoles, with which the local societies are also 
,affiliated. Originally the syndicat did not concern itself 
with mutual credit and insurance, but with the growth of 
these societies their efforts were greatly extended, and co
ijperative insurance a.qd credit were added to their already 
numeroiiSfunctions. Among 'the organizations which ex
ist solely for granting agricultural credit, the Durand Funds, 
(Cau8es Duranda), or commqnal aid societies, are of partic
ular importanee. The functions of the French cooperative 
rural credit associations also have been greatl3{ enlarged 
through the financial support of the Government. ) 

ORGANIZATION' OF AGBI=URAL LABORERS 

The same difficulties which were encountered in other 
countries when the organization of agriculturallaborers was 
first undertaken were also met with when attempts were 
made to combine the agricultural laborers of France. In 
England, the existence in the rural population of It fairly 
lax:ge number of landless laborers resulted quite early in 
attempts to organize the agrioulturallaborers. After many 
failures these attempts, in reeent years, have met with some 
success. The stability and self-sUfficiency of the French. 
peasant population and the relatively small number of 
agricultural laborers made organization ob. a national scale 
extremely difficult. Nevertheless, strikes have occurred, 
from time to time, in the rural districts of France, and the . 
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establishment of unions has frequently been the outcome. " 
Between 1891 and 1904 serious labor disturbances occurred ',' 
among the woodmen and vineyard w()rkers, with the result 
that a number of unions were organize'd. In the agricultural 

~ districts of Seine-et-Marne in 1906 an,d 1907, labor troubles 
were again in evidence; in 1912 a strik,e also occurred among 
the vineyard workers of the Champ agne. Since the war 
several labor conflicts of grave conse'quence have seriously 
disturbed the agricultural sections of 'the country. In spite 
of the partial successes attained, agri cultural labor associa
tions have not, on the whole, met with the same success as 
those in the industrial centers. 7 

DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION,AI. FACILrrIES 

(The Ministry of Agriculture in Fra~lce has been extremely' 
active in promoting education and ()fIering advice to the 
agricultural interests ,of the country'. Other educational ' 
agencies have been the National Agronomio Institute, and 
the speeial schools established by thEI various departments 
for the purpose of spreading advanceci technical knowledge.) 
The ~COle3 praliques d' agriculture have undertaken education 
of a more elementary nature for the benefit of the poorer 
peasants and other classes in the rural districts who may be 
financially unable to attend the large r agricultural colleges . 

..J FRENCH AGRICULTURE AND TE[E WORLD WAR" 

(Few countries were so sorely affecte'd by the World War as\1 
was France. Hundreds of t.housands of the most fertile/I 
acres of the country were 1;';'1 waste arld permanent improve-' I 
menta valued at billions of francs werE, destroyed. :Added to 1 
this was the loss of movable Pl'QPertlr on the farms located 
within the area of active combat whlich had to be replaced 
before the peasant could be expected t,o ~ttain the production 
reached in the years preceding 1914. (.Before the war was 
ended the problem of restoring the lands which had been laid 
waste had been taken in- hand and constructive measures 
were passed looking toward their rehabiIitationj But the . . 
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real problem came after the armistice. (The Government 
proceeded in this reconstruction with astonishing vigor. > 

Replacement of the peasants' equipment called for indemni
fication for losses suffered, and through the financial aid and 
enterprise of the Government hundreds of thousands of 
acres were recovered from the grim use to which they had 
been put. Official figures indicate that out of approximately 
3,337,000 hectares laid waste during the War,t over 95 per. 
cent had' been recovered by the beginning of 1925, and most 
of.J..] he remainder was land of little value at the outset. 

I.:I;'he !'!l'allabor ~tage was particularly acute in France 
during the war, about five million peasants being mobilized 
,altogether. Fertpizers were available only in much smaller I 
quantities and agriculture was otherwise demoralized . 

• Vi!,heat production fell off nearly half, and a substantial 
decline in the output of other grains, as well as of potatoes, 
occurred. Within a half-dozen years after peace was re

, stored, French self-sufficiency had been practically reestab
lished as in 1914, much as England had fall?,\ back to her 
pre-war dependency during the same period., During the 
war, colonial natives, particularly North Africans, were en
couraged to come in as laborers, and ~any Spaniards and 
other foreigners also seized the opportunity fgr high wages. 

[The shortage has continued, due both to the number killed 
I in the war and to an accelerated movement to the towns. ') 

The problem of Algerians, Tunisians, and Moroccans is much 
lessened by the fact that they usually return to their homes 
after accumulating a little money, but that of the I.~em
~ts has become acute in some sections particularly since 
the recrudescence of violent nationa1ism has obstructed na
turalization. France is in the dilemma of needing a minimum 1;1 
number of agricultral colonists for North Africa to keep' 
her ciyilization and language there from bsing swamped by 
Italians, Spaniards, and natives, but of being able to furnish 
them only at the expense of making way for a dangerous 

I About Jlight and one fourth millions of....... 0DIy about half of thiII 
p_ted oerioua diJIi.ulti .. ill_ration. 
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amount of foreign immigration at home or seeing land aban
. doned for want of cultivators. 

IJn spite of complaints and criticislll8, French agriculturel , 
is in about as satisfactory a condition as any in Europe. .... 
The climate and soils are quite diverse, but a large percentage I 
of the surface is rea\ly exceptional land,) Adding Alsace
Lorraine, a good agricultural country as well as a great in
dustrial region, will not greatly upset the prc-war figures of 
48 per cent arable, plus 4 per cent in vineyards, 19 per cent 
forests, 12 per cent grass lands, and only 17 per cent classified 
as "unproductive" (which included the surface of town 
sites and other residence areas, rivers/and other bodies of 
water, as well as mountainous, ma&-shy, and otherwise 
entirely unutilizable lands). The surface of,:Germany was 
divided up about the same, as seen at a glance, but.her ilands 

! 
were POO!:!l!. on an ~verage, and she had a population of 120 
to the square kilometer, as compared with 74 for France. 

I The United Kingdom had about 146 per square kilometer, 
and over 65' per cent of her surface was grass land, only 
about 13 per cent arable"and about the same fraction 
unproductive as in France. ,,) 
LCompared with her great northern. neighbors, France~' .., 
seen as a predom!n_!!~!lj:_agri~.ull1E:'!l-L!l2.ll!!iry.> more th 
half her population actua\l;1iving on and from the lan 
Aside from certain tropical products, her soil can very , 
nearly furnish the necessary food for her people, and there 
are some agricultural exports to help cover the imports. 
While such an economic system may, of course, taX her 
industrial resources and run her into debt during a war, it 
has its decided compensations in the long run. As .com
pared with France, industrialized Central Europe, and even 
victorious England, went through a fearful economic crisis . 
in the period of world dislocation just after the war. Some 

J of France's freedom from unemployment was due to recon
struction work, charged to the still-unhatched golden eggs of v. 
reparations, but this is far from being the whole story. A 
low population density and a highly developed, practica\ly 
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seli-suflicient agri.Q,u1tural society, make a valuable insurance 
policy against unsettled times. Set off against this are the' 
dangers of relatively~ak man-nwr and martial industries . 
on an armed continent, and tne difficulties of pursuing empire? 
outside without any leaven of surplus population to send.l 
~The future of France's agriculture, like that of Great 
Britain, is inextricably bound up with her economic position 
in the world. If she is to become more industrialized, as 
seems likely since her recovery of Alsace-Lorraine, the process 
must inevitably be accompanied by a drif.L~pulation 
from country to town. In fact, this is already apparent. 
Any considerable increase in the use of fllJ1ll. machinery 
;would affect the system of small holdings, especially if 
combined with a marked rise of manufacturing. Consider
ing the low birt4-rate, the relative weU:being of the peasant'J 
and the tenacity of French institutions in the past, it is 
hard to see s'Uch a: change in the immediate future or to ex
pect'its swift accomplishment.) 
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CHAPTER vm 
GROWTH OF ENGLISH INDUSTRY SINCE 1800 

GENERAL SURVEY OF INDUSTBIAL PROGRESS 

ENGLISH industrial supremacy in the nineteenth century 
rested upon a complex group of factors. All were closely 
linked with tWJLhistori~aI~fac.ts, both associated with her 
insular position: (1) the earli!lr occ~nce of the Industriall· 
Revolution in England; (2) her territprial isolation from th~ 
,Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars of the Continent. By' 
encouraging the estabJi.sh.!:qent of colonies, Great Britain 
had been able to obtam'markets which were not likely to be 
influenced by the continuaIly reourring politioal disturbanoes 
on the European Continent. Her markets were therefore'. 
reasonably stable and capable of expansion. If England had 
depended solely upon Europe for the disposal of her surplusl 
goods, her commerce would have been far more frequently 
interrupted and her manufdeturers would have suffered as 
did their competitors on the Continent, who were directly 
exposed to the devastating effects of the wars of' the nine-
teenth century. . 
Thej!l.§.~on of Great Britain has been a factor as 

important in the almost uninterrupted progress of British 
industry and commerce as it was in their early establishment. 

I British markets have been easily accessible and her OppOl'-
I tunities for obtaining raw materials almost w:ilimited. In 
the struggle for industrial supremacy, she was greatly aided 
by the fer!i1ity of her soil, by a temperate cli,!!ate, and by an • 
'absence of difficult geographical barriers to the development 
of the means of comm,l1nication. The construction of canals 
and of railways was for England a relatively simple matter in 
comparison with other oountries less favored. Moreover, 
the two basic raw materials upon which modern industrial 
organization largely depend, ~.4J!.o.!l ore, were found in 
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close proximity, thereby making possible' a rapid extensio~ 
'of the iron and steel industries once coke-smelting had dis
placed the charcoal furnace. English industry also enjoyed, 
tee benefits that were to be derived from a liberal govern
ment p~, which gav~ the manufacturer an Opportunity to 
pursue his activities ~thout the interferences which at times 
handicapped his foreign competitors. 0 

Favored by the advantageS of an early start, English ' 
industry forged rapidly ahead during the first half of the 
nineteenth century and for a. time held many of the most 
desirable markets of the world. Her industrial plants'· 
produced commodities which had world/.wide demand. The,. 
quality of her goods could not be surpadsed. In the applica
tion of the ma.ch~ l!.rocess and the development of a mer
chant ~e, she maintained undisputed leadership until 
the closing years of the century. Not until other countries 
began an extensive exploitation of their"natural resources and 
undertook the production of goods on a large scale was a 
disturbing element introduced into the peaceful expansion 
of English industrial enterprise. 

Improvements in industrj!lJo~~que, which continued 
almost uninterrupted throughout the century and revo
lutionary changes in the means of comm]Fication, greatly 
stimulated industrial activity. Practically every branch of 
industry underwent expansion; the engineering industries 
showed astonishing growth; Om increiused. production of coal ' 
and iron ore kept pace with the ever-growing demand for 
fuel and raw material; docking facilities were improved; 
better and more economical methods of handling raw materi. 
als and manufactured goods were devised. At the same time 
fundamental developments were taking place in business or
ganization. Large-scale production demanded the training 
of efficient managers and the expansion of markets called 
for improvements in the mechanism of exchange. By the 
third quarter of the century exportation of manufactures be
came of foremost importance, and the importation of raw 
materials and foodstuffs grew steadily. Th~ results of the 
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;evolution in the means of transp<!.rtation were making 
themselves felt and industrial concentration became all 
essential factor in economic growth. 

The last quarter of the nineteenth century found Great 
Britain facing the results of successful industrial enterprise on 
the Continent and in America. The English manufacturer 
suddenly realized that he was exposed to a condition not 
unlike that already existing in agriculture. His position was 
no longer secure as in the years immediately follo'!ing ,~h! 
Industrial Revolution; he now found himself compelled to 
cO!!1pet.e for his markets. The unwillingness of many Eng- . 
liehmen to modify their business methods to meet these new 
conditionS Will! in part responmble for their loss of control in 

"recent times of the markets which they had earlier conquered 
without serious opposition. Many English manufacturers 
persisted in believing that foreign competition could be 
overcome without a drlll!tic revision of business tactics. 
This lac!t of adaptability has been by no means a negligible 
factor ID tlie relative decline of English wares in the mar
kets of the world. But it must not be assumed that English 
manufacturers were wholly responsible for their predica
ment. Exploitation of natural" resources could be aceom- • 
plished more cheaply in those countries not yet highly in
dustrialized than in the older countries where the expense of 
ob~aining raw materials was frequently very much greater. 
In competing with his European and American rivals, the 
English producer was therefore at a disadvantage. 

The final quarter of the century was a trying period for 
industry in general, Great Britain being particu"larly affected 
by its vicissitudes perhaps mainly because the bulk of her 
business was so large. The increase of British trade with! . 
t~e Continent was only one feature of a growing interna.
tional economic interdependence.1 Especially after the de
pression of 1.§23, the competition of Germany and the United 
States began to be felt. Protective tariffs, against which 

I M .... randa. Statistical Tablos aM CM.m ...w. R.' ........ to British aM 
Foreign Trado aM Ind""tnaI Condilio .... fint ..nos. 1903, (Cd. 1761). 
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Great Britain could not retaliate because of her dependenc~ . 
'upon world trade, cut'into the markets of some industries. 

The most cursory survey of the industrial development of 
Great Britain during the nineteenth century would show that 
her prosperity rested upon a relatively small number of 
industries. Foremost among these was the manufacture of • 
cotton gooqs. Both the flying shuttle and the spinning 
jenny had been introduced with little necessity for immediate 
readjustment in the existing economic organization. They 
were essy to make, and could be used at home. The use of . 
water p<?wer had caused Bome dislocation. Especially did 
the spread of factory methods to new pl'ocesses and kinds of 
goods emphasize the advantages of jilst the right kind of 
clin:!l\te for the handling of delicate fibers as automatically as 
possible. 

Wool-combing and weaving were at first relatively unaf-: 
fected by the machine technique. The Napoleonic wars J 

were in part responsible for the slow introduction of weaving 
machinery .. Prices were high enough to ensure ,profits, and 
the labor shortage was made up by putting women and 

. children to work. The putting-out system was extremely. 
tenacious in the woolens. Its firms were old and often 
strong, and the hand-loom weaver fitted very well into their 
commercial type of organization. Until after 1820, the. 
pCJ.wer loom was still imperfect, and not particularly impor
tant even in the cotton industry. The usual estimate of the 
total number in England at that time is around 12,000, as 
against 2400 in 1813 and 85,000 in 1833. If we go back to 
1806, we Jind only 8000 of the 466,000 pieces of cloth manu
factured in Yorkshire turned out by factories. 

By 1840 the independent spinner and weaver had ceased ' 
to be of any great importance, although the elimiil.ation of 
the domestic worker was not yet complete. In some pro
cel!SCS, such as wool-combing, handicraft methods maintained 
an important poSitioii'iintil much later. Homespun yarn 
had been practically eliminated, however, and .the remaining 
weavers were largely settled in the vicinity of the spinning 
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mills. The triumph of the weaving machinery was due both 
to its savings in the cost of manufacture and to the willing~ 
ness of the market to absorb a larger volume of goods. The 
remarkable development of the cotton industry is shown in 
the increased consumption of raw cotton:' 

1'... Cofto~~ 
1781. . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • • • .• . .. . .. .. .. 10,900,000 
1790......................................... 30,600.000 
1800......................................... 51,600,000 
The average of 1800 to 1814. • .. . . .. .... .. . . . .. • 64,100,000 
The average of.1815 to 1829. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. 144,000,000 
The avel1l&" of 1830 to 1844. • . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . • .• 373,400,000 
1845 ••....•.....••..•.•..•.......•..••..•••.• 592,000,000 

At first the manufacturer depended largely upon the 
limited supply of raw cotton which he could obtain from the 
British West Indies and Turkey. Increase in cotton pro
duction jp. the United St!!tes added considerably to the world 
supply even before the opening of the nineteenth century. 
The importation of raw cotton, which was by no means 
negligible previous to 1S50 now increased enormously: 

Po~(lrRAw 
CoTro.H bwo.IrnD 

1856. . . . .. . . • • • • • . .. • .. . .. • .. .. .. . • • .. • . .. • 920,000,000 
1860. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . • .. .. . .. . • . • • • . • • ... 1,086,400,000 
1870.. . ... .. ............................. 1,075,200,000 
1830 ..... ' ....... : ......................... '1,377,600,000 
1890 ....................................... 1,657,600,000 
1900 ....• , ................................. 1,624,000,000 
1908 ....................................... 1,724,800,000 

The English manufacturer took full advantage of the op-. 
portunities offenid and soon produced cottoQ goods far in 
excess of the domestic demand. Exportati()n of these SU11llus 
manufactures hecame essential to the success of the in
dustry. From about £7,050,000 in 1801, the official value 
of exports of cotton goods rose to above £112,000,000 in 1849. 
A steady growth in the number of spindles also reflects the 
prosperity of the cotton textile. industry. From 37,516,000 

• Porter, O. R.: TIuo 1'rogrota of 110. NoIWrl, p. 309. Th. 6guree for Am.,. 
icau. cotton production below are from the same 8Ou.rce. 
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in 1874 the total increased to 43,905,000 in 1903; by 1913 
'over 50,000,000 spindles were in operation. 

The inventions which had so remarkably influenced the 
progress of the cotton industry likewise had a revolutionary 
effect upon the manufacture of woolen textiles. Previous 
W 1850, the woolen industry had de~dea Iirgely upon raw 
)'fool grown in England, the supply of which had increased 
~onsidernbly during the first half of the century. Before. 
~odern methods of production had been introduced, the 
raw material from this source slightly flUpplemented by 
imports from abroad had been quite supiclent to satisfy the 
demands of the handicraftsmen. ~e power machinery , 
had been introduced, the scarcity of the supply of home
grown wool became acute at times. Fortunately for the 
English '!Q.9l manufacturer, a n!!!.._SOurce oLsupply was 
created in the second half of the century, when A!lllt!'l!lia, 

, TII!!!!'-ania,. ~ape Cglony, and to a lesser extent South Amer
ica materially increased their exports to Great Britain. 
The extent of Britain's importation of wool is shown in the 
following table: 1 

1850 ................... .. 
1880 ................... .. 
1870 .................... . 
1880 .................... . 
1890 ................... .. 
1895 .................... . 
1905 ................... .. 
1908 ................... .. 

I....,BTS OF WOOL 

QU.l.n'lTT 
(lnaludinc woalen 

m:\ 
74,326,778 

148,396,577 
263,267,709 
463,508,963 
633,028,131 
775,379,963 
620,350,885 
723,820,547 

11,031,479 
15,812,598 
26,375,407 
28,025,687 
28,49t,:M9 
26,648,737 
30,746,990 

14,388,674 
30,761,867 
92,542,384 

287,408,589 
340,712,303 
_,935,226 
277,864,216 
326,312,398 

Another indication of the growing importance of the 
woolen industry is to be found in the export of textiles. 
In 1820 the declared value of such exports amounted to 
£5,586,138, advancing to £7,693,118 in 1845. Frnncls W. 

I Porter, op. aL, p. 337. 
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Hirst describes the development of the woolen industry in 
the following words: 1 • 

"The wool trade, like every other trade, ha.s its ups and downs: 
but the general movement ha.s been from higher to higher levels. 
Its first stimulus came from the repeal of the Com Laws; its second 
from the Cobden Treaty of 1860, under which the duties 011 British 
woollens enteriug France were lowered, and the trade between the 
two countries was stimulated. Next came the Civil War in the 
United States, and the cotton famine from 1861 to 1865, which gave 
another impetus to the wool industry, with a corresponding infla
tion of prices, foll~wed by a fall. And, fourthly, the Franco
German War in 187(}-71, when, during the stagnation of production 
in the countries engaged in the war, there was the greatest boom 

,ever known in the British wool industry, which, however, was to be 
surpassed in 1907, and again in 1909 and 1910. In many trades, 
the profits made in these good years were invested in new bnildings 
and plant at a time when prices were at their highest, and, instead 
of the prosperous times continuing as was expected by many, there 
followed a severe shrinkage of values and of demand, both for home 
and export, intensified by a change of fashion against the bright 
goods of England and in favour of the soft all-wool goods of France. 
The loss of capital and employment towards the end of the' 'seven
ties,' resulting from over-expansion and the fall of prices, was the 
greatest ever experienced in the history of the trade, and seriously . 
retarded for some time the prosperity of the wool industry. 

Twenty years later the Boer War caused a severe depression, but 
if we compare our unprotected trade with the protected trade of our 
chief rival, France, we shall see not only our greater strength in 
surmounting tariffs, and finding neutral markets, but also our 
greater recuperative power after periods of depression. In 1882 
British exports of wool manufactures were valued at £22,200,000, 
those of France at £17,700,000. In 1896 ours had increased to 
£27,100,000, while the French had fallen to £12,900,000. In 1898, 
under the Dingley Bill, ours had fallen to £21,900,000, and the 
French to £10,100,000. In 1907, a record year of international 
trade, the exports of our wool manufactures had risen to the mag
nificent figure of £34,200,000, while those of France were valued at 
only £12,100,000. In 1882, Free Trade Britain led proteCtiOnistJ 
France by only £4,500,000; in 190711he had increased this lead to 
22 millions. The truth i. that where our workpeople are ski.Ued, . 
and our millowners enterpIjeing, the cheapness of food, clothing, 

1 Porter, ThfPf'O(J1'f4.ojIJolJNa&m,pp.33:HI4. MetbuenCo., London,1912. 
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I 
!Iond" of all other things which enhe.noe the efficiency of workers, and 
reduce the eost of production, llIlIke it difficult for foreigners to 
compete. 

Moreover, an important development, consequent upon the ex
tension of me.chinery in the German and other foreign woollen 
industries, is our increased export of yam ••• !' 

THE EXTRACXlVE INDUSTRIES 

The condition of the extractive industries likewise reflects 
the pro~ress of, British industrY-dUring the nineteenth 
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century. The increased output of the mines. beginning 
early in the century, was largely due to the extensive applica-' 
tion of stea:rp. ...pQyyer to industry, which meant a large con
sumption of fuel, and to the growing demand for metals used 
in a great variety of manufactures. It sho)lld be noted that 

, the introduction of improved mining technique and better 
transportl,!,tion facilities which ~ere rapidly perfected during 
the nineteenth century, played a significant part in the growth 
of tpe output of the mines. 

The inventions of Wait and Boulton (1765 and 1774), thei' 
improvement of roads, and the construction of canals and, 
later of railways were of great importance in the extensionj 
of coal mining. Watt's invention brought 'about a revolu
'tionary change not alone in the drainage of the mines, but 
also in driving shafts and in removing coal from the pit. 
Besides, many other improvements were introduced. 'l'he 

.(use of coal pillars as supports in the mines was largely 
eliminated, the wooden support being substituted, 

Complete statistics for the production of coal during the 
first half of the nineteenth century are not to be had, The 
extent of the growth in coal production, however, is indicated 
by the increase in the shipment of coal from Newcastle, 
which in 1801 amounted to 1,331,870 tons and increased to 
2,977,385 tons in 184'9. Coal exports from several other 
ports showed an equaIiy remarkable growth. Beginning 
with the second half of the century, the coal mines of England 
yielded a constantly increasing output.' 

THE mON AND STEEL INDUSTRY • 

In the production of iron and steel, progress has been no
thing short of phenomenal. In 1796 official statistics show 
that in England and Wales only 104 iron furnaces were in 
operation with an output of approximately 108,000 tons. 

I PaODlJCI'lON or Co.u. 
(Tell-year a_l 

DIIC4.D1I To... D*<:...,. Ton 
1880-1880 . ......... . 180,783,988 UIOO-l909 . ........ . 242.541,688 
It1K)-l89it .. ..••... . 19I,078..ws uuo-ulle .. ........ 266,1K4.613 . ' 
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The' opening of the nineteenth century witnessed a period 
of marked prosperity. An output of 1,200,000 tons was 
estim.ated for the year 1836; four years later production had 
increased to 1,500,000. Many fac,!!>rs contributed to the 
expansion of the iron and steel industry in the years that 
followed. Forem'ost among these was the steadily increasing . 
de:!'l8.I!..d for iron and later for. steel, in railway and steamShip 
construction. . That the inllrea.sed demand for iron 'ore which 
followed far exceeded the available supply 1 from domestic I 

sources is shown by the fact that impprts rose from 1,632;601 
tons in-l880 to 6,297,963 in 1900; reaching 7,020,799 tons ten 
years later. By far the largest single lnipply of foreign ore 
was obtained from Spain, although uhports from Greece, 
Italy, and several other countries have been by no means 
negligible. 

The production of pig iron in England quickly responded 
to 'the needs of industry, advancing from 3,826,752 tons in 

, 1860 to above 9,000,000 tons in 1908, 4,209,403 tons of 
which were produced from foreign ores. 

DEVELOPMENT OF MEANS or COB.lMlJNlCATION 

'The development of internal means of communication in 
England began in the eighteenth century with the extension 
and improvement in road construction, following the suc
cessful efforts of Macadam, Metcalf, and Telford. The 
growth of industry, especially the sudd~n shift of the more , 
important industries to within close proximity to the coal 
and iron ore deposits, greatly intensified the need fQr, petter 
roads, and the increase between 1800 an,d 1850 in the number 
iiideffectiveness of toll roads inevefy seCtion of the country, 
bears witness to the 'rapid progress of road construction. 

The second phase in the evolution of the means of com-

1 Production of iron <m in the United Kingdom sin .. 1880: 

PaODtrC'l'lON or lBoN Ou 
(Ten-year aftl1l808) 

DltCu. TOM DwcADa ToJIt 
1880-1889 .••••. o •••• 1S.8'T8.800 1900-UJOO ••••••••••• 14:.2 • .:t:mo 
18&O-188D .. .• •..•.•• • 13,OI8..ao IgIo-Iale •••.••• , ••• 1'.iIM,iOO 
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• munication - canal c.oD/ltrl,!ction - began with the comple
tion in J1~Lo£ .the Bridgew.ater Canal, between Worsley 
and Manchester. The successful operation of this canal 
stimulated construction in other parts of the country. From 
1760 to 1800 several private oompanies were organized so 
that considerable progress was made even before the opening 
of the nineteenth century. F:.:om 1800 to 1850 canals were of 
importance in promoting the industrial development of the 
country, since many bulky goods could now be carried notj 
only more ch\laply but with far le~s difIiculty than beforeJ 
The total length of English canals gradually increased to 
nearly 100Q miles i!l.19Q6, but their relative importance had 
greatly diminished due to the competition of the railway. 
The latter, long before the steam engine was first introduced, 
had demonstrated its feasibility in the form of tr!llIiI'!!l-Ys. 
In the years immediately following the first successful efforts 
to utilize the steam engine in locomotion, relatively little 
was accomplished. After 1836, however, the number of 
railw.!l-YB completed, and those projected, increased to an 
'astonishing extent. By 1!!!~ miles were in operation in 
the United Kingdom. Then followed a period of extraordi
nary growth, the total mileage increasing from 6621 in 
1850 to over 10,000 by 1860 and to 15,537 ten years later. 
After 1870, while aQditions to the railway mileage were 
fairly continuous, I it compared unfavorably with the develop
ment in earlier years. This was to be expected, for even be
fore the opening of the present century the country was well 
provided with a network of railws;YB': 

J MILES OP ltAu.WAT IN O.JlU'I'ION (UlIl'l'ED EiNODOK) 

IWl:::::::::: Uft 
IrJ:::::::::: lS:~ 
1870. . •• .. . • •• 15,637 
1816 ....... ,,, 16,658 

l=~:::::::::: I~:~~' 
1878 .......... 17.333 
1879 ••..••.••• 17,690 
1880. .. • .. . ... 17,033 
1881 .......... 18.175 
1882. • . . . . . • •• 18.'51 
1883 .......... 18.681 
.1li8Io""" .... 1 .. ~ 

1885 ...... 0 ... 19,169 
1888 •••.•••••• 10.332 
1887 ••• , ••• , •• 19,.518 
1888 .......... 19,812 
1889 •.•••••..• 10,043 
1890 .......... ~,073 
1891 •••••••••• 20.191 
1892 •••••••••• 20,325 
1893 •• "., .••• 20.6-16 
1894 •••• , •••• , 20,908 
1896 .......... 21.174 
1800 ...... , ... 21,271 
1897 •••• , ••••• In,438 
1&)8 .......... '. 21,650 
1 •••.••••••• 21,700 

1000 •••••..••• 21,855 
1901. ......... :n.078 
1002 •••.•.••.• 22,15:l 
1903 •• , ••••••• 22,43& 
lUOf •••..•..• " 22,63t 
1905 •••••••.•. 22.847 
1906 .... , , .•••• 28,063 
1901 •.•.•• , ••• 23.108 
1008 ••.••••••• 23,20S 
1909 ..•..•.••. 23,2S0 

ft~~:::::::::: H::1~ 
1912 ....•..••• 23."41 
1913 .......... 23.691 
UU" ......... 23,1Ql 
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GROWTH OF Sllll'BUILDlNG 

Although the construction of the steamship had proceeded 
rapidly after the successful experiments of Fulton in 1807, it 
'was not until ~~en the Sirius and the Great Western 
crossed the Atlantic, l:tU!."f the triumph of steam navigation 
was fully assured: This success was followed by the estab
lishment in 1840 of the first regular trane-Atlantic steamship 
line. After 1840 the growth in the tonnage of steamboats 
registered in the United Kingdom increased rapidly. By 
1850 it amounted to 168,474 tons; twenty years later it had 
increased to over 1,112,934. Yet tht displacement of ,the 
sailing vessel by the steamer did not\come, in the case of 
Great Britain, until much later in the century. 

GROWTH 0 .. THE SHIPBtllLDlNG Tl\ADES 

SBll'll Bvrur 

Y ... SAlUNO bAIl TOT"'" 

Number To .. Number To .. I Nwnbe, To .. --
1840' ......... , .... 1,296 201,111 74 10,178 1,370 211,289 
1850' .... , ......... 621 119,111 68 14,584 689 133,695 
1860 ... , ...... " •. , 
1870 ............... 541 117,032 433 225,674 974 342,706 
1880 ............... 348 67,580 474 346,361 822 403,541 
189()I ..... ,., ...... 277 123,224 681 528,789 858 552,013 
1900 ............... 688 46,010 846 886,627 1,413 932,687 
1910 ............... 348 28,250 730 670,219 1,078 69S,469 

I 1840-50 vetlRta bullt and f1m reabtered in the Ur:d.ted KinadOMj after 1850 ve.obi buil~ 

"\~1f: :~~ ~bWJ\ for other oountri.,. and for the navY. 

Meanwhile there likewise occurred changes of fundamental 
importance in shipbuilding. G. R. Porter was able to writ ... 
as early as 1845: "The building of iron ships is fast becoming' . 
an important branch of national industry; it is one in whichl J 
our mineral riches and our great mechanical skill will secure \ 
to us a virtual monopoly." 1 The history of shipbuilding fully' 
justified this prediction. In the total tonnage constructed 
by British shipyards the increase has been phenomenal, ee-

, Porter, op. ciC., p. 2S8. 
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peciallY in the last quarter of the century. From 342,706 
tons in 1870 construction increased to over 932,000 tons in 
1900. While not maintaining nearly as high a record as in 
1900, the shipbuilding industry of Great Britain has con
tinued to be one of great importance. 

INDUSTJUA.L CRISES 

The fairly regular recurrence of periods of prosperity fol
lowed by periods of depression is one of the outstanding 
phenomena of modern economic history. Previous to the 
opening of the last century, industrial crises were more local 
in character, although overinyestment in -~speculative com-' 
panies was frequently followed by serious economic disturb

'ances, and political uph~vals sometimes, endangered the 
economic ,stability of more than one nation. Ease of com-

• munication has resulted in a much greater interdependence} 
of nations through intensive speciali.zation in production. 
It is almost impossible to date these crises, as their passage 
from one country to another is often delayed. Moreover, 
one may prove severe in England and fairly mild on the 
Continent, or the reverse. There is considerable evidence of 
a looseness of definition; what seems a "crisis" to one writer 
not being accepted as such by another. 

Jevons gives 1lU5 as the date of the first important crisis in 
England during the nineteenth century. This was rather a 

< charact~ti<l dis~bance, involving as it did both an indus-

(
trial, commercial, and agricultural readjustment after a long 
war and difficulties with inflated currencies. .As far as the 
disturbance in England was concerned, however, it is proba

"ble that the troubles of 181()""11 were equally great. One of 
the most obvious symptoms of a depression is usually the 

T accllDWlation of manufactured goods which the market re
fuses to absorb, but it would be rash to call this a "cause." 
The statement Wlllprobably go undisputed that the one 

. unfailing predecessor of a general crisis is infi!tion; but 
inflation has its industrial as well as its financial aspects. 

Besides periods of world-wide depression, there are local 
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crises, and those which chiefly affect particular industries. 
For enmpfe; t1iifEnglish cot~n ~dustry had a very bad 
time during the American Civil War, du~ to cth~~Q¥city of 
the raw product. British iron and textile industries, a.s well 
as finance, felt the American crisis of 1857, following a period 
of overspeculation. The most familiar and recent case of 
general depression is that 'following the World War. Note; 
however, that it did not follow immediately, but only after 1 
a period of feverish industrial activity, specnlation, and some 
of the most ama;ing exampies of inflation. The factor which 
we have given la.st wa.s really first, -re~lning over from the 

war. "" 
Some factors may be brought into play by the force of 

extraordinary circumstances and yet continue to operate 
afterward. An example is the stimulation of Egyptian cottoq 

• production because of the failure of the American supply dur
ing our Civil War. Egypt ha.s continued to be an important 

, source of cotton -especially of certain fine grades. This com
mercial crop has had vast effects upon her whole economic 
system, upon social cla.sses, political idea.s, and foreign rela.
tions. Similarly, the shortage of British coal during the 
World War hurried the opening of mines in various quarters 
of the globe. Some of these paid, once they were opened, 
affecting the market for the British product after the war. 
So it was also with cotton spinning in the Orient and in the 
United States. The ~rmm chemical industry suffered 
permanent losses to Great Britain, America, and France, 
strong nations which were inclined to protect their own fac
tories, once established. - especially considering the military 
importance of this class of manufactures. On the other' 
hand, the coal mines developed in French North Africa dur
ing the war were unable, in the main, to meet the post-war 
competition. 

UNIONISM AND SOCIAL LEGISLATION 

'The Molestation of Workmen Act of 1859 made it lawful 
"to persuade workmen by peaceful means ~ abstain from 

" 
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working in order to raise their wages. " 1 Although much of 
the ground covered had already been won in practice, 
the passage of the Trade-Union Act and the. Criminal 
Law Amendment Act in 1871 marked a new era in the 
leg!!! l!o@igpn of labor combinations. The main provisions 
of the Trade-Union Act were the definite legalkation of 
labor organizations and the withdt;.awal of common-law 
restrictions which had been effectively used.at times. The 
trade unions were now permitted to register as benefit 

!societies, to hold property, an4 to receive the protection of 
the law in respect to their funds. At the same time, the 
Criminal Law Amendment Act was passed, providing for 
the prosecution of trade unions adopting a policy of molesta
tion, intimidation, obstruction, or similll.r practices. Many I 
of these restrictions were finally withdrawn in 1875 and! 
1876. Pe8,£ef.ll! persu~on to abstain from work was at, 
last completely legalized, and it was provided that the actions . 
of trade unions were not to be interfered with unless their 
activities were illegal "when colIllliItted by an individual."~ 
Following the passage of this legislation anany new unions 
were organized, trade-union congresses were helcf for the 
purpose of formulating national policies, and a. more unified 
labor program was laid out. lAfter 1875 the trade unions 

I gained steadily in membership and influence, and many of 
the remaining restrictions which still existed were with
drawn.' Trade:.UnioiUsm also became a political force, al-
though it was not until 1893 that any definite action was 
taken to establish an independent labor party.' 

(The greatest single setback to British unionism proved to 
, be. merely temporary. It is usually known'simply as the 
TatI vale case. The Welsh railway company of that name 

1 Stone, Gilbert: A HWDryo' Lobor, p. 236. A sketch of the earlier progress 
of labor organization and legislation has been attempted in Chapter IV above, 
where it was suggested that the general cou.rse of unionism in England was not 
clearly apparent until about the middle of the nineteenth century • 

• In 1895 about 1,000,000 workmen were affiliated with the Trades-Union 
·Cong..... By 1920 the total had increased to more than 6,500,000. Th. 
industrial deprellllion of 1921-23 resulted in a marked dee1ine, ilia total tor 1922 
being only oligbtly in ex .... of 5,000,000. 
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sued" the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants for dam
ages resulting from a strike in 1900, and was awarded £23,000 
(about $115,000) damages by the House of Lords. This 
decision was given, reversed, and finally confirmed in 1901. 
The principle involved was the liab~L!!!~i_o_ns for thet • 
acts of their members, and the right of an injured employer 
to collect damages by law from funds amassed for other 
purposes, which had been supposed to be immune from such 
attachment. It was extremely important, as it made or-

(
ganized labor vulnerable even where the unorganized labor
ers were not, since they usually had.teo little property to 
make a suit worth while. Since the Imds' inte!'Pretation 
of the existing laws was final, Labor wentiliiopolitics to 
secure such an amendment of the Conspiracy and Protection 
of Property Act of 1875 as to make decisions like that in the 
Taff Vale case impossible. The opportunity arose at the 
end of 1905, when Labor helped the Liberals under Campbell-

- Bannerman to overturn the Conservatives, and was rewarded 
in 1906 by the passage of the Trade-Unions and Trade-~ 
:Qi;putes Act. Its most important provision was to put the { 
f~ of unions beyond damage suits because of the alleged 
"tortious acts" of members on behalf of the organizations. 

Lln 1909 the House of Lords confirmed the so-called Os
borne Judgment, which forbade labor unions to assess their 
members in order to pay members of Parliament. At that 
time these members were nQt paid a sal~y by the State;'and ...; 
the only means of keeping poor but suitable representatives 
in office was by such contributions. (The problem was partly' 
solved in 1911 by the adoption of a salary of £40011. year. A f 
new Trade-Union Act in 1913 hedefined such bodies as b'" 
temporary or permanent combinations with the principal 
and statutory obiects of trade regulation and benefits for 
members. While its wording was s'; ambiguous as to give 
rise to lawsuits later, it/established the principle that unions/ 
may accumulate political funds, provided the e!.lds have been 
decided upon by secret ballot and the contributions are not) 
compulsory. 
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: To protect its interests, the Labor group wa.s graduallYl 
drawn formally into politics. Since the enfrancl!Jsement of I 
a cotisiderable fraction of the !aboring class by the Reform : 
Act of 1867, Liberal candidates had catered more or less to 
the views of the new voters. Two avowed Labor candidates 
were elected to Parliament in 1874 through a combination 
with the Libera.1a. The grou~ rose to t~n in 1&85, the year 
~oIIowing a new Reform Act, further broadening the fran
chise. (By 1892 the entire Labor contingent in the House of 
Commons wa.s s~teen, mcluding a new element of genuine 
radicals with socialistic leanings and an interest in the un
skilled a.s well a.s the skilled laborers. The Independent 
Lab,gurJ;'!\rty, founded in. !893, wa.s distinctly socialistic in 

. its avowed final aims,land also had an immediate program 
to which its members in the House of Commons were 
strictly pledged. lThis included sickness and old-age in~ 
surance, progressive taxation of unearned incomes, disarma
ment, and later woman's suffrage. The Fabian Society h 
been founded in 1883, led in its early years by famous men 
such a.s Sidney Webb, George Bernard Shaw, and Graham 
WaIla.s. It wa.s largely propagandist, and quite non-revolu
tionary in its principles, a.s the name suggests. i The DemO" 
cratic Federation, founded three years earlier, wa.s strictly 
Marxist and revolutionary. ' 
She Labour Party of to-day dates from 1900. At first, it 

wa.s wilOiilStana non-sociaIistic. By 1901iit had twenty
nine members in Parliament, in a total Labor contingent of 
fiftI;:four, the remaining twenty-five consisting of various 
socialistic and non-socialistic elements. The J..abour Party 

- drew up a moderately socialistic resolution in 1907, and many 
of.its members, such a.s J. Ramsay MacDonald and phiiip 
Snowden, were avowed socialists. Due to its flexible organi
zation and moderate policies, and also to the growing weak
ness of the Libera.1a and their dependence upon outside sup
port, the party grew enormously up to the World War, in 

I spite of its socialistic leanings in a country traditionally 
conservative. Emerging from the political truce incident to . 
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the war, the Labour Party became the most vigorous op
position group for five years, and became the rulingpovern
ment for nearly a. year, following December, 1923. 

,As Labor has orga.mzed itself politically, and also affected 
politics by voting or trading with less sRecifically laborite 
groups, laissez-faire has largely crumbled.: Whether social 
legislation belongs mainly to political or to economic history; 
it has had economic effects which cannot be ignored. There 
is no sharp line of demarcation between the two fields, th"e 
only question about incorporating such materials being the 
practical one of the space they des.erve at the expense of ' 
other things. I Germany had been t~ in sociaLin~, • 
sur.ance legisl!!-tiOn:;-beginning with sickness insurance . .' 
1883, and developing a most remarkable system by the en 
of the century.l While the German scheme was violently" 
criticized in Great Britain for twenty years, its amazing 
practical suC19ess finally led that country into the same path,) 

- which she followed with an enthusiasm and thoroughness 
equaled only by that of Germany herself. 

When the Liberal Party came into power, with Labor 
s;pport, at the end of 1905, it was pledged to a program of • 
old-age pensions and other social legislation as well as a law 
to prevent such decisions as that in the Taff Vale case. 
An Employ~r's .Lillcl?mty Act of 1880 had given British 
laborers ili dangerous trades substantially the same protec
tion Which those of Prussia had enjoyed for more than forty 
years. Its provisions were extended in 1897, 1900, and 1901, 
to include more than half of the laborers of the country, em
ployers being obliged to insure them against accidents.") 

(A really comprehensive program was begun with the pas-·. 
sage of the Workmen's Compensation Act of 1906. Instead 
of dealing with classes of workers by name, it established'~Jl
il!ry insurance for all except manuallaborers and those earning 
over £250 a year. Some 13,000,000 workers were involved, 

I The circumstances which led Bismarck to espouse this program have been 
di.cll8Sed in the final .. ction of Chapter VI above. See Ch.pter IX on .. Ger
man Industry," for a brief discll8SioD of ilAl PH in the German economic 
order. 
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instead of about 7,000,000 under the earlier legislation. The 

. lmPloyer was required to pay a maximum of £1 a week during' 
ime out for injury, medical and funeral expenses in case of 

death, and benefits for dependents, if any.' While this was 
not compulsory state insurance, in the German sense, it 
accomplished much the same purpose, since employers 
tellded to shift the risk to insurance companies. 

{Earlier schemes of relief for the aged were superseded or 
systematized by the passage of the Old-Age Pensions Act of 
1908. An amendment of the next year had the effect of 

..(bolish!ng ,the oldelJ!Q9~ ~elief.'J The newer legislation was 
a pension scheme, pure and simple, for British subjects of 
certain ages and income categories who had been residents 
'twelve years and citizens for twenty. (Unlike the German 
system, the payments were provided for entirely from PUbliC( 
funds, no contributions from employers and employees being 
required.1 In this respect the programs of Denmark and the 
Australasian countries were followed. Sickness and un-I 
employment insurance were added by the National Insur-, 
ance Act of 1Ql1. '>Medical and maternity benefits and care 
of.an advanced and systematic type were features. 
~'I'he provision for llI:temJllo;YIllen1!.ln~l!rance was a distinct 

step in advance of the German program. Labor exchanges 
had been set up in 1909, the year of the abolition of the old 
poor-relief mechanism. Germany was handling this effi
ciently, but had always balfed at comprehensive unemploy
ment insurance legislation.' Realizing the possible scope of 
the plan when it should develop, two groups, the building 
and engineering trades, were singled out for a beginning. 

,[Contributions of employers, employees, and tile State built 
up a fund for each employee, who drew against it when out 
of work through no misconduct or voluntary act of his own. 

(During the course of the World War, over three millions of 
, workers were withdrawn from production. More than half 

1 The Widows, Orphans and Old-Age Contributory Pensions Act of 1925 c,.. 
tended the national insurance scheme, and put old-age pensions, 80 f ...... the 
working population is concemed, upon a contributory basis. 
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pf these were replaced by women, about 70,000 came in from 
outside, including the Dominions, some 700,000 were re
leased from military service, and there was still a deficit of 
more than three quarters of a million. Under these cir
cumstances, conscription was established in 1916, with a 
special view to regulating the assignment of personnel to 
military or economic service according to the supreme needs 
of the Gove'rlllIlent. i 
(Strikes assumed enormous proportions after the war, it 

beingestimated that 85,800,000 working days were thus lost 
in the single year 1921; Following t~e onset of the industrial 
crisis at the end of 1920, !vast numbetl! found themselves out 
of employment.> The figure rose to more than two and a half . 
million during the summer of 1921, and stayed above a mil
lion for over two years. (Added to the huge burden of war 

~
ensions and allowances, the weight of this post-war unem- ' 

ployment situation has brought into sharp relief certain 
asio issues concerning the assumption of such risks by the ~ 

State: (a) Can the State bear the finanoial burden? . (b) If 
so, is the money to be raised by taxation, or at least in part 
from some arrangement whereby each industry assumes 
special responsibility for its own unemployment? (c) Can 
any system of unemployment allowances be devised which. 
vdll be adequate and yet a"l'.oid deIqoralizing the worker? 
(d) Granting that all these problems can be solved by public 
unemployment insurance should the assistance take the 
form of payments without work, or of arranging a schedule of 
public works to be pressed whenever times (U'e dull, or some" 
such modification to a system of "doles"? ) 
",Various extensiops in the National Insurance Act of 1911 

brought the number who came under the unemployment 
provisions up to about 12,000,000 by the time the crisis of 
1920 set in. Within six years after the armiStice, the total 
cost of unemployment insurance ~rom public and private 
sources was well over £350,000,000.' Of course, the situation 
of this period was abnormal. French writers repeatedly 
c~arged" that B~tish workmen spent a great deal of time 
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across the Channel, living in comparative luxury on either, 
doles or strike benefits at a time when the franc was weak aIid 
the cost of living low in France. How can Governments I 
fix wages and give compensation for unemployment in in
dustries over which they have no control or interfere in 
management without fundamentally altering the whole' 
fabric of private enterprise? No system of government 
insurance can be any stronger than the Government con
cerned, or any safer than the investments of the funds per
mitted by law. So far this has been a German rather than 
a British problem, since Germany lost the war and inflation 
went almost infinitely farther there. Inflation and changes 
in general price levels both affect any such system, however. 

{

If the cost of living rises to a point where the rates of pay
ment contemplated when the funds were accumulated will 
buy only half as much, the system is ineffective to that 
extent, and it is unsafe in proportion to the probability that 
this will occur. There is no getting around the fact that 
such funds, in so far as they are raised by taxation, are sub-
jected to tlie interested political influence of those who do 
not pay as well as of those who do. The whole theory of 

{

business enterprise is affected by this separation of the ac
cumulation of wealth from the power to decide about its 
distribution. We are already a long way from lai88ez-jaire, 
~d not very certain as yet whither we are bound. 
tThe~!!!'&.~t!'i~e declared by the Trade Unions Council', 

of Great Britain in May, 1926, to support the cause of the 
striking miners, brought forward some fundamental issues) 
This move was supported by funds from abroad as well as \ 
at home. Though tpe Government triei! to avoid all other 
questions save the one of whether the tying-up of the whole 

, economic system by a fraction of the population was or was 
not revolution,' there were others quite visible in the back-

I The "~~," o",.gonised In ~_4, jomed the Mineno' Federation,) 
the Transport Worke .. Federation, and the National Union of Railwaymen. 
Such a oombination of epecieJly trained people in key pooitio .. may obviously 
threaten, and might oonceivably bring about .. stoppage 01 the national 
... nomic machine, which would aff .. t miJliODl of people not partieo to the 
d.ispute. . • . 
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ground, which did not disappear when a compromise was 
effected. (The miners' strike continued for months, causing 
enormous loss to various industries) Under world conditions • 
at the time, it appeared that (the coal mines could not pay , 
what was generally conceded to be(a decent wage to all the 
workmenlwho habitually followed that trade without running 
at a loss. Wany people asserted that this need not be the( 
case if the ~es were nationa1i~!ld. Here is a typical diJ .p 
lemma for which our generation has no positive solution.\ 
How is a Government to ensure that a vast industry will 
pay a decent wage to a given n~ber of people, either 
through regulation or direct mana~ment? If it cannot 
be done, how is the difference to be made up? Who is 
to decide whether the condition is temporary or perma.
nent? If a wage is fixed which the poorer units cannot pay 
and they go out of business, what is to be done for the 
workers who are trained for one thing and obliged to turn to 

.' another - especially at a time when there is little to turn 
to? The older lai8sez-..jair6 economist would have said un
hesitatingly that the State must keep its hands' off, letting 
prices and wages find levels conceived as "normal" through 
competition. But both employers and employees are or- , 
ganized on a vast scale, and such a struggle, even if peaceful,( 
might be intolerable to the consumers and paralyzing to the I 
nation in general. On the other hand, the socialist would 
say with equal conviction that the Sta~ must step i!! com-"'" 
pletely and end this destructive competition. The issue aB 
to whether private or public management would prove the 
more efficient bristles with practical and theoretical pro
blems. \ If the State is to buy the properties, a great deal 
depends upon the price, and if they are merely leased, the 
conditions-of the arrangement with the owners, including 
the guarantees given, are all important. To suggest only 
one difficulty in evaluating a plant, either for purchase or 
for the apportionment of revenues, an arbitrary decision to 
abandon it would make it worth something like the value of 
its equipment elsewhere, less the cost of moving; whereas . 
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a totally different figure might result from calculating the 
chance that conditions may improve and make it profitable 
to use the machinery on the ground. (A rational reorganiza
tion to get coal from the best-paying seams at the lowest 
possible cost would presumably increase the quantity that 
the market would absorb, but there is no certainty that all of 
the older mining personnel oould be employed in such a 
scheme.' . 
( One factor eternally escapes formal regulation, and that is 

P'?Euiation itself. If an industrial nation like Great Britain 
sudd~ds herself with several million more people than 
the world demand for manufactured goods will provide with 
work, and hence with food, what is to be done with the sur-

. plus? To support these workers in idleness obviously puts! 
an additional burden upon the fraction of the productive 
machinery which is still turning) Even if we say that the 
Dominions are not crowded, that does not mean that farm
ing countries can suddenly absorb vast numbers of miners 
or factory workers. <War and inflation are the enemies(· 
of economic stability, but· the-diSlocations they produce\ 
are ~rgely those of other times concentrated and magni- I 

tied. , 

INQUSTRY AND ElIIPIRE 

While this opens a subject which will be touched again in 
a chapter on commerce, a word must be put down as a 
reminder of Great Britain's positiQ.!l,.!tUhe genjer of a world
wide empire, and of her preeminence in world trade. These 
facts serve to uplain a land system at home,with which a 
more self-contained nation would starve. The 'British 
Empire includes about a jjfth of the earth's ll!,ll.d surface and 
roughly a Qu.a!ter of itUl'Pulation. In this medley of some 
four hundred millions is scattered a handful of about ten mil
lioneof native stock from the British Isles,beyond thclr bor
ders, and the surface of the United Kingdom is less than a 
thousandth part of the whole. The great units of Canada,{ 
,~outh Africa, India, and Australasia absor~ about ~o.!.ty per { 
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{cent of the exports of the United Kingdom, and furnish 
\l.round thirty per cent of the imports. 

It is the character of this trade, rather than its volume, 
which draws our attention in connection with industry. 
Cer.Jlllls and m~ts are imported from Ca.tW!a and Australia/,:,' 
and also WCLol, higes, and leather in large quantities from the" 
latter. Cotton comes from ID!ya and Egypt,as well as from 
the United States. In and out of her possessions, Great 
Britain has a tremendous grip on the world sources of rubber .... 
~d p~lel!!D. Her initial advantage in supplies of 708:i I' 
and iron has never been entirely lo~, though her mines are 
getting deep, many of the eoal sea.ml are thin, and competi. 
tion is becoming constantly more serious. On the one hand~ 
she is the great world market for foodstuffs and raw materials 
on the other typically an exporter of manufactures, which 
form more than three quarters of the total. Cotton goods 
alone average around twenty-two per cent. Other important 
items are iron and steel, woolens, construction materials,/ 
chemicals, and nautical supplies. In general, the Empire is • 
sparsely populated and agricultural, the home land densely 
populated and industrial. ! 

In such a situation, shipbuilding takes on an importance 
even disproportionate to the actual profits it yields directly. 
It is inextricably bound up with a system of naval con.struc
tion, underlying the peculiar need of a .nation which cannot 
even temporarily feed its people or industries on home pro
duce, to keep its lines of communication open in a world 
where wars still occasionally break out. Great Britain is J 

not the only country with a(chronic excess of imports over 
exports) but in her particular case this represents the ret,!ll'll 

tn investments abroad and the pr<?,.fits from carrying goods 
or others. The rise of other maritime powers, such as 
ermany and the United States, affected Great Britain's 

commercial position in the world, and any such change is 
immediately reflected in the industrial system. For instance, 
American goods are very close to the Canadian market and 
peculiarly adaptE;d to it. Canada is practically independent. 
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It is easy for American firms to set up what might be called 
sub-factories there, inside the Empire, in combination with' 
Canadian capital and management. 

The 1luiffity of modern indl!!tr!a..L.!lall.!ial constantly 
changes the economic structure of the Empire in another 
way. British capitalists set up cotton mills in India, tempted 

(
by the saving in transport costs, the cheapness of labor, 
and the freedom from labor legiSlation. In time the product 
of these mills comp,!ltes noticeably with that of English 
mills, and tends to throw British labor out of employment in 
periods when the market is narrow. For practical as well as • 
humanitarian reasons, British labor leaders take an interest 
in improVing conditions and raising wages in India through 
'organization and legislation. Similarly, American labor 
groups have paid more and more attention to Latin-American 
conditions, particularly in Mexico. Another effect of such 

" competition is vmcreasip.g.JJpe<:ialization - a constantly 
changing division of the processes and markets. Short-fiber 
Indian cotton and the Oriental market for cheap, coarse 
goods go together. British skilled labor and experience con
centrate more and more on the finer grades. This is one 
reason why the number of spindles is not a particularly happy 
measure of the importance of the cotton textile industry. 
There is no unit for making strict comparisons between goods 
made"from different grades and kinds of a raw material like 
cotton, under different conditions and for different markets. 

There are limits to such specialization, but they are ex
tremely hard to fix. In fact, they are constantly shifJing, 
and merely of a certain arbitrary, practical valq,e for the time 
being. At the outset, the factory methods were especially 
adapted to the coarser goods. It was a long time before Great 
Britain learned to compete successfully with the hand-made 
calicoes of the East. Having finally destroyed that in
dustry, she faced a rising competition in the grades which 
had first established her supremacy. As the Oriental 

. (worker becomes more skilled and improves his standard of 
living, the mills in that part of the world can take on new . . 
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grades of goods which are not too difficult to manufacture 
. near to the market as it exists at the time. In the meantime, 
the West takes up new things like arti.licial silk, and always 
tends to have a monopoly of certain products used in in-

I 
dustry, such as the upholstering fabrics and enameled or 
rubberized cloths employed in automobile manufacturing. 

The" downfall" or" decline" of Europe has been predicted " 
in various terms and forms by writers in our century, particu-
larly since 1914, and Great Britain is an obvious central target 
for such gloomy prophecies. Every age is "modern" until 
it is past, each successive" file of tim~' being the foremost 
by definition while it lasts. Europe vias apparently checked 
in 1914 in the midst of a vast upward swing in population and 
economic activity. Ten years later her trade was still far 
below the pra-war volume and her numbers about exactly 
on a level with those of 1913, while both America and Asia 
had swept ahead. This does not necessarily mean that 
either Great Britain or Europe as a whole has reached the 
peak of economic development. Surely at least Great)" 
Britain, Germany, and Italy are densely enough populated 
relative to their resources that a halt or slackening need not 
be regarded as a disaster. Europe has never worked out 
more than a fraction of the economic destiny which might be 
hers, and she may yet do so. Her resources are roughly 
comparable to those of the United States, but the temtorial 
division of tabor has remained extremely awkward and crude, 
due in large measure to the hampering restrictions of national.,/' 
systems. If these could be rationalized, enormous new .. 
possibilities would be unlocked. That Great Britain would 
be among the first to profit is indicated by the fact that, as 

. a free-trade country, she has much to gain and very little to 
lose. There is no doubt that the American mass production!" 
which impresses Europeans so much is largely founded on a i 
vast marketing area without tariff boundaries or hampering, 
frontier restrictions. 

It is too early to say that Europe is decadent, or that 
Great Britain has reached anything like the peak of her 
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n;dustrisl production. ThesE! nations are eacl!, o~hers' __ best 
pote'illMJ!l:arkets, and often actual ones. Small or poorly' 
equipped plants waste the energies of highly skilled workmen 
where better machinery would be possible if the market were 
not divided up into fragments. Possessions outside of 
Europe are so organized, in many cases, as to become merely 
fragments of the above fragments, and do not contribute 
what they might to the prosperity of the whole Continent. 

I 
The w6;e is aEparent even without counting the direct cost 
of riva in the form of economic and military preparations 
for possible wars. Many Europeans are keenly aware of 
these handicaps, and have a lively sense of what might be 
accomplished if they could be removed or reduced. In this 
f~ame of mind various confet!IDces called largely to consider 
specific problems since the war have disoussed far more 
general reforms. The French industrialist and ex-Minister 
Louis Loucheur aptly called the pra-war malady of Europe 

. "industrial disorganization," and introduced a resolution in 
the 1925 meeting of the Assembly of the League of Nations 
calling for an international conference to study the post-war 
phase of it in detail. This led to much preliminary work dur
ing 1926, and finally to an international economis _c~!!!erence 
at Geneva in 1927. It can be nothing more than an iniwal 
step, but it would be rash to fix bounds to the industrial 
future Qf any European' country until a thorough attempt 
has been made to unlock and organize the real possibilities of 
the Continent. - -
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CHAPTER IX 

GROWTH OF GERMAN INDUSTRY SINCE 1800 

, r IN the early nineteenth century innumerable restrictions so 

J
interfered with the progress of German industry that even'. 
in France, preeminently agricultural, industry; reached 9. 

, more advanced development than in Germany. This can 

I 
be accounted for in part by th~l.$1ow:.disa.ppearance of the 

"' gUd.system in different parts of the 00Witry:- In the western 
lanastlie"liberal French eode helped to weaken the gilds. 
Their monopolistic character was further undel'jllined, be
,tween 1808 and 1811, by the liCC!!Sing of craftsmen. Even 
so, the gilds eontinued for some time to exert considerable 
influence in 9. few branches of industry, particularly outside 
of Prussia. This can easily be explained if we remember that' 
the mechani.,!LaJ, h1..Y~erUtqLslo.wJy:jp.J!:QQ.~.ced in 
many parts of the country. In some branches of industry, 
gild control had -been disrupted even as early as the sec
ond decade of the century. ~Legislation~therefore merely 
hastened its destruction. The persistent efforts of the gilds
men during the first half of 'the century to maintain their 
position of privilege sltowed how desperate' their condition 
had become. Another serious obstacle to economic progress 

;. was removed in 1807 with the elimination of a large n1ll)lbE:r 
r of ~'ternal duties. 

I
JThereason for this slow development of German industry 

, is in part to be found in the ~eo~lli~po_s!!!?n of the ~ 
.. country. /The devastating ef(~orwarsnaa made the 
,accumula~ of capital difficultLInadequate means Of\ . 

. l.tco~un.ic~tio~, deficient banking fiCilities, and the lack of J 
,8 Uniform medium of exchange greatly retarded the transi· 
tion from handicraft to machine production~ Not until 

. )833, after the formation of the 'z0llverein, were currency re-
forms initiated, and ro!\ds that eould withstand heavy traffic 

,'.t extensively constructed. In ~en ~,j!!wd hlld in . 
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operation e. railway system comprising ~, G ~; 
. had coml2leted less thl!Jl,JQ!Lmiles. Again, agri!,lultm:e \ 
a~Qm!l..tl a very large percente,ge of the. total population ( 
during fully three quarters of the century. In Prussia alone, 
it amounted to 73 per cent in 1804. As late as 1871 it was . 
still 67.5 per cent. (for Germany as a whole the percentage 
was slightly less, although, in 1871, 63.9 per cent of the 
population was still classed as rural~ No one factor was of 
greater importance in retarding industrial progress previous 
to 1871 than the lack of political,w:ity. The formation ofl 
the Empire was therefore of great iml'ortance in the evolu
tion of industrial Germany. ,./ I 

Summarizing the course of events during the first half of 
the nineteenth century, Alfred Marshall writes: 

"Misfortune followed Germany till about 1850. A few of her in
dustries, especially in Saxony and the Rhine1a.nd, attained some suc
cess; but speaking generally she remained poor relatively to France as 
well as England, and backward relatively to both of them as well as 
to Belgium and Switzerland. But when one looks below the sur
fa.ce, one can see that the true GIlIJXl8n spir.it was merely overlaid 
by incessant strife. !t-never died: its revival was largely due to a 
revolt against the sla.ughter of Germans by Germans under Freder
ick 11 and under Napoleon. Driven in on themselves by political 
fa.iJures their thoughts founded "l!P empire in the air," that is, an 
empire in philosophy, literature, and musio. This empire in the 
air was not Prussian. It was German. And the ideal empire was 
the foundation of the material." 1 

INDlJSTRIAL PROGRESS AND THE BEGINNINGS OF CAPlTALISI\I: 

Large scale production on an extensive scale did not begin' 
in Germany until the middle of the nineteenth century-' 
certainly, n.ot before 1840 - although a. few examples of 
enterprises conducted on a capitalistic basis are found 
earlier. There were cru!ie beginpings of the factory syst~IlL 
in the eighteenth century, but industrial activity was lim
ited and the influence of factory production almost negligi
ble. During the Napoleonic wars the Continen~al B.,lockade\ 

I 1 nd ... try and 7'rodo, p. 123. 
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I clld much to stimu1ate industrial growth. A number of 
beet-sugar establishments and spinning mills, operated on'
~ system, were at that time organized. The heavy • 
demands of the Napoleonic armies for textiles likewise had 

• a stimulating effect upon cloth manufacturing, especially iD 
Saxony. The blockade, moreover, extended the territory in 
which German producers could dispose of their goods. But 
the in~trial organization of the country IUS a whole rested 
urum an exceedingly weak foundation. As soon IUS the 

.' blockade was lifted a:rra EngllSli proaucers were again able 

) 
to market their surplus goods on the Continent, a severe 
reaction set in, and the German manufacturer lost heavily, 
IUS did those of other countries. I ' The year ~ marked an event of some 'importance in the 

fliistory of German industry - the establishment by the 
/IPrussian Government of the Gewer~ (Trades In

\stitute). It did much to spread information regarding the 
'newer technical processes and WIUS also responsible for the 
establishment of several factories. But these improvements 
were only local in character and at first exerted relatively 
little influence. 

The transformation of the politi9al and economic life of 
Germany in recent years constitutes one of the most re
markable chapters in modern industrial history. In the 
words of W. H. DaWBOn: 

..... The last fifty years witnessed the decay and end of th~ 
old "subjective" epoch of self-absorption, of conoentrated, self 
centered national life, and the openiog and the triumph of a ne 
"objective" era of external effort, beginning withJoreign-trade 
ambitions and culminating in ambitions foreign-politics. This 
more than anything else is the distinguishing ms.rk of the Germany 
with which the world to.day has to do - the abandonment of the 
old national forms of life and the resolute pursuit of world-aims/ 
lInd a world-career, with the determination, if not to win absolute 
primacy among the nations and empires of modem civilisation, at 
l4ast to dispute such primacy with any existing or potential claim
~t.'" 

~T,", Euolulion oJ Modma Ckrmony, pp. l-ll.. 
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This new epoch in the eoonomic life of Germany ws.: 
marked by a rapid growj;h in the p~pulation of industrial \ . 
centers, as in the case of EngIa.nd after the Industrial Revolu- • 
tion. From only 8 cities with a population in excess of 100~' 
000 in 1871, the number increased ten years later to 14; b 
1905 it reached 41. Approximately 63.9 per cent of th 
population in 1871 was engaged in agriculture and related 'E 

industries; by 1890 it was 57.5 per cent i twenty years later . 
about 40 per cent. The rapid industrialization of modern I 
Germany is likewise indicated by the increase in the number of ) 
persons engaged in the more importan;branches of industry 
for the years'1875, 1882, and 1895;' f 

Building" .................... . 
Cotton ....................... . 
W oolen and worsted ............ . 
Flax and linen ................ .. 
Silk ......................... .. 
Mining, ...................... . 
Iron and steel ................. . 
Le.ther ....................... . 
Paper ............. , .......... . 
Glass ......................... . 
Brick, tile, and pottery ......... . 

. Chemical ..................... ' 

1876 

Unknown 
291,000 
194,000 
200,000 
77,000 

283,000 
732,000 
490,000 
46,000 
36,000 

145,000 
41,000 

1882 

947,000 
211,000 
197,000 
138,000 
91,000 

321,000 
808,000 
542,000 
58,000 
39,000 

227,000 
57,000 

1896 

1,354,000· 
255,000 
262,000 
106,000 
70,000 

430,000 
1,115,000 

655,000 
85,000 
58,000 

307,000 
97,000 

It will be Been from the foregoing table that particularlYl 
heavy increases were made in the building trades, in mining, 
in the iron and steel industries, in brick, tile, and pottery
making, and finally in the chemical industries. Only in the 
case of flax, linen, and silk hldiisfries is an actual decline to 
be observed since 1875, although employment in the cotton 
industry i)1 the late seventies and early eighties decreased 
seriously. 

The ability of German industrialists to adopt met~ods'\ 
which had already gained a high degree of development in 
Great Britain was largely responsible for the success which 

I TM Eoo/uIi<m of Modern Gormanv, p. 44. 
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they in turn attained. (That Germany gained distinct ad- { 
vantages from applying an already proved industrial methqd' 
'\without suffering the consequences of continued experimen
,tation Catll).ot be denied,) A considerable quantity of the 
goods produced in Germany was at first consumed by her 
steadily growing population. A general rise in the level of 
wages, combined with lower prices resulting from production 
,on a large scale, gave the German manufacturer greater 
opportunities of disposing of his wares than he had earlier 
p,ossessed. At the same time the number of persons solely 
r:ependent upon industrial earnings steadily increased. 

;.j.1 "'.After the establishment ofjhe. EmPire, German indu6t~ r r 
: .I~JjreceiVed encouragement through steps taken by the Govern-, 

-tint to orga.D.i.ze and develop the industrial resources of the: 
r ountry. This policy was manifested in every phase of na
tional economic life. In this respect the industrial history , 
of Germany differed considerably from that of Great Britain, I 
where a policy of laissez..,faire was the recognized one after ~' 
1850. (German industry derived many direct and indirect 

; benefits'from the protective tarifJ and from the painstaking 
care Wftliwliilllrthi!<Ov~ endeavored to direct the 
systepl of l\<iu9atio~ into the channels that would yield the 
greatest advantage to industrial and commercial effort) 
Willingness to apply ,the best intellect of the country to 
industry could not fail to influence beneficially her economio 
growth. Mention should also be made of the in~ 
the ariny upon business m:gl!J1i~ The period of in
voluntary military service disciplined men and trained them 
to the advantages oU.Q.Q];!eration, qualities which'in them: 
selves later proved highly important in developing industrial 
and trade oombinations. 

As in agriculture much earlier, the introduction of improve-l 
ments in mllchinery became a vital factor in the develop
ment of industry; and finally after the middle of the century 
the accumulatiQn of capital began to influence economic 
organization. At first this was slow, but it gathered force. 
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THIII TEXTILE INDUSTRIES . ~ -= 
, "Spinning and weaving, pa.rticularly of ~ materials, \ 
had been for centuries an important agricultUral by-industrY. ) 
The peasant grew lIax, spun his oWIl yarn, did his OWIl 
weaving, and in some cases grew madder for dyeing purposes. 
The wea~g of !¥ten was almost exclusively a by-industry, 
a small percentage of the looms being operated by weavers 
with no other occupation. Thus in Prussia, out of a t<!tal of 
about 250,000 linen looms in 1831, approximately 216,000 
were used by peasants whose main activity was agriculture. 
In the spinning of linen yarn conditioIJ#! were much the same, 
although in eastern Germany a large number of spinners 
were exclusively so engaged. The coming of the rail"it-y, 
1Vhioh revolutionized so man~ industries, only slig _tly 
a.!T ected the production of linen. 

This industry suffm:.ed severely after J815 through the J ~ 
competition of cotton teXtiles and the persistence with whichl 
it followed the older methods of production. A sharp de
cline in the production of lIax was an added cause for dis
tress. Although the ZoUverein gave some encouragement, 
the position of the indUiitfYwas most insecure, as is shoWIl 

, by the steady decline of linen exports and the precarious 
, condition of the Silesian linen weavers in the forties. The 
temporary eJ.iInhlation of the. supply of American cotton 
during the Civil War in the United States stimulated the 
linen industry to renewed life, only to lose again in the com
petitive struggle which followed. For at least the first four , 
decades of the century, spinning persisted as an imPorta:n~ ", 
handicraft. After 1840 the use of power and the establish 
ment of spinning mills became extensive. The quarter
century following 1882 saw the almost complete disappear
ance of handspun linen yarns. In linen weaving conditions 
were essentially different, the handicraftsman persistently 
maintaining his position. As late as 1882, when modern. 
methods of spinning had become quite prevalent, there was 
little indication of any fundamental change in linen weaving. 
But the revolution eventually came. Combined with for-

, . 
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eign competition, it caused a drQP jn prices which resulted in, 
great distress among handicraftsmen, who still endeavored 
to codtpete with the machine-made linen textiles. ~ t 
chine~was exte~ introduced after l.!1.QP, but the Ger,,} , 
~ has made little progress since the opening 
of the present century. Importation of foreign linen yarn 
and textiles has been heavy in recent years, but the export 
trade has been relatively unimportant. 

In' the silk ip4ustry progress was made even previous 
to 1840, ~al consumption of the raw material. 
amounted at that time to only 600,000 pounds, as against 
1,900,000 pounds thirty years later. This rapid advance 
can be accounted for largely by the fact that in the produc
tion of silk mucl1 depends, upon the dy~ing and finishin~ \ 

i. \' processes. EveQ pefore 1870 German ScIentists had deyel
oped these processes to a high point ~f efficiency. Mor~ 
over, the raw mat~rial was largelY1i:ii.pgrted, ilieaomestic 
output constituting but a small part of the total consumed 
by German silk producers. Silk spinning had been early, 
organized on the factory principle, but as late as 1871 weav- ' 
ing was still carried on extensively in households. -

In the manufacture oL woolen textileB the number of 
independent master weavers wh6llid not combine agriculture 

, with a handicraft was .considerable. Only approximately 
one fourth of the woolen looms in Prussia. in 1831 were 
operated by peasants as a by-industry. So far, however, 

, the power loom and the factory system had contributed 
. little to its growth. The use of modern methods of produo-

• \ tion became more important in the sixties, b,!lt weaving 
was still a domestic industry as late as 1871. A moderate 
increase in the output of raw wool occurred in the years 
preceding the Franco-Prussian Warj this was followed by 
a slow but continuous decline in its relative importance. 

'IThe price of foreign wool dropped in the meantime, a~d the 
manufacturer could afford to impQ.rt his raw material in 

• large quantities. In the spinning of wooleh yarn concentra
tion and the ub\l of power had gradually supplanted the 
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independent handicraft and the domestic systems. Witlilil 
· twenty-five years after the close of the Franco-Prussi~ 
War, spinning was almost completely controlled by t~~ 
machine: In the weaving of the. textiles, however, as late 
as 1895 modern methods of production had by no means 
completely displaced the home worker. The factory system 
made continuous gains in the years that followed. Even in 
recent times the woolen manufacturing industry has had a 
fairly wide distribution, although there has been heavy con
centration in Prussia, in the provinces of the Rhineland and 
in Brandenburg, in Silesia,mf3axony, 8.fd in Alsace-Lorraine. 
Raw wool, semi-manufactured, and \ manufactured wool 
combined have also been of importance in the export trade. 
In the year preceding the World War, woolen goods held 
fifth place in the list of exports, surpassed only by machinery, 
ironware, coal, and cotton goods. 

In the~d silk industries conditions were very \ 
different. Difliculties involved.in obtaining raw materials 
gave the middleman an opportumty from the beginning prac
tically to control both industries. AB a cotton manufac
turing country, Germany ente~Jh~.Eeldmuch later thanf 
Great1}ritain. Once a foothold was gained, progress was 
exceedingly rapid. Between 1836 and 1840 the annual 
consumption of cotton already amounted to 18,500,000 
pounds, increasing to more than 56,000,000 pounds between 
1851 and 1855. In the corresponding years of the next 
decade (1861--65) it exceeded 97,000,000 pounds. Another t 
indication of the growth of prosperity in the cotton industry l 

• is found in the increase in the amount of domestic yarn 
· used by the German cotton weavers. During the early 
decades of the nineteenth century the cotton industry de
pended largely upon EnglisJ:1 y!j,rn. By 1850 this dependence ",' 
had been greatly reduced, with the total of domestic yarn 
approximating the amount imported. A. decade later 

lhomespun yarn exceeded the imported supply. By 1871 
the former amounted to nearly 2,000,000 cwt., whereas 
the foreign yarn imported was about 400,000 cwt. There 
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-was also a steady increase between 1852 and 1867 in the 
number of spindles and in the output per spindle. 

But the introduction of cotton textil!l ):tll!!chinery was 
sl.!>w, especiaJly in the case o~ As late as the middle 
of the nineteenth century less than five per cent of the total 
number of cotton looms were power driven. From 1850 
r.0 1871 the la~ter increased considerably, but the hand 
~oom was still preeminent. Spinning was much earlier in· 
Buenced by the introduction of machinery, as we have seen. 
With the growth of the industry it was the mill rather than 
the handicraftsman that supplied the weaver,with yarni and 
it was in this branch that the greatest advance was made 
previous to 1871. 

Much of the increase in the output of the German textile 

~
. dustry occurred after the Franco-Prussian War, when the 
I . Is of Alsace-Lorraine .l'I'J~re J~dded to those of Germany. 
!his ~rritorial acguisitiori particularly afl'ected the cotton 
mdustry. Between 1854 and 1856 Gerinan manufacturers 
consumed on an average '37,500 metric tons of raw cotton. 
The relative unimportance of the cotton textile industry 
at this period is to be accounted for by the fact that, as 
material for clothing, cotton was just beginning to come into 
popular use. The annual consumption of cotton increased 
to about 127,500 met~ic tons in the years 1875 to 1877. 
This increase, however remarkable, was insignificant in 
comparison with that which occurred after the opening of 
the twentieth century, when an annual consumption of 
more than 370,000 metric tons was recorded. German 
knitti.ng maghines and bla~k dy,!!S captured the market for 
cotton knit goods, which were exported in quan'tity even to 
England. 

DEVELOPMENT OF COAL MINING 

(German eoald;;posits were only sligqtlYdevll.loped in the 
eighteenth century,<charcoal;.eonstituting the most important 
fuel used for indus~oses.\ Some activity in the ex
traction of coal in western Germany, nota~lY in t~e Ruhr, I 
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Basin, occurred early in the nineteenth century, but lack 01 
'capital prevented mining on a large scale. It is significant, 
therefore, that, beginning in the thirties, a few large mining 
companies initiated projects for the exploitation of the coal 
resources of the Ruhr, and that by the middle of the century 
these companies controlled the greater part of the output of 
this region. (These efforts to increase production, while 
significant, did not assume proportions comparable with the 
success attained by Great \Britain. The relatively slow 
development of coal mining': can be accounted for by the 
backward state of the iron Td metallyrgical industries, the 

, \inadequacy-of the means of pransportal,ion, and the scarcity 
fof capital. England, endlBcf with natural and artificial 
waterways, was able to car"'.on an active coal trade as soon 
as the demands of industry~airanted an extension of coal 
mining. In Germany, on tl:l.e other hand, it was not until 
afte@"~ that melUl! of cOD!JD,unication were sufficiently 
developed (excepting along the rivers, where steamboats 
began to play an important part as early as the thirties) t9 
exert an influence upon the economic organization of the 
country. Besides, artificiI!J. waterways were still almost to
tally lacking.! As late as 1846 the output of the coal mines 
of Prussia amounted to only slightly in excess of 3,000,000 
tons. (Moreover, practically all of the important German coal 
deposits were located in ~russia or the Prussian provinces, in
cluding those of the Ruhr, the Roer, the Saar, and Silesia. 
By 1852 Prussia produced about 5,000,000 metric tons; less 
than fifteen years later her output had increased toI8,500,000 
tons; by 1871 to 25,950,000.1 ' 

The eft' orts of industrial enterprlsers were soon reflected 
in the steadily growing output of the basic commodities and 
the establishment of factories operating on a large scale • 

.. J,.n expanding industrial organization and increased use of 
railways and steamships after 1850 meant a more rapid ex
ploitation of coal del?osits. So far coal mining was still 

I The total production for GMnany (inoluding LUXI!mbu.rg) in 1871 amounted 
to 29,298,000 metrio tons. 
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~arried on in the same fields which had provided the nation 
with the scanty supplies demanded early in the century: 
The last quarter of the century saw an eXpansion of coal 
mining in these districts, as well as energetic efforts to obtain 
a greater output in Silesia, where coal mining had only 
recently been developed extensively. From 1875 to 1900 
the production of coal increased from 37,436,400 to 109,290,-
200 metric tons, not including lignite (brown coal), t which 
about 40,498,000 metric tons were mined in 1900. . Lignit1 
was obtained largely from mines near the rivers Oder, Saale, 
Weser, and Elbe. In the year previous to the outbreak of 
the World War, Germany's production of anthracite coal 

I had increased to 190;109,400 metric tons; in additIon 87,233,,,, 

) 

100 metric tons of lignite were produced. The most aston
ishing phase of the history of coal production in Germany v 
was the rapidity with whiCh, the coal resources of the nation 
were exploited after 1900.1 ' 

, Only the ease and cheapness of transportation permitted { 
of the importation of English coal in 1913 by localities into \ 
which it was difficult and expensive to ship the output 'of 
German mines. A comparison of the production of the coal 
mines of Germany with that of British mines indicates a 
relatively more rapid increase in the former. Although a 
fairly steady increase in French coal mining is also to be 
observed, it was negligible after 1900 in comparison with the 
progress made in Germany and Great Britain. 

( Approximately one half of the output of German coal in/. 
1913 came from the mines of the Ruhr region, the remainder 
chiefly from Silesia and the Saar,' with a relatively small 
contribution froin Saxony. \ The 1910-19 averages given in 
the table above are fair as to lignite, moat of the supply of 

• l'8oUUC'l'ION OP CoAL 

(Ton.year aVlll'llgU) 

J).oADB M~~~{:.KI 
1880-tR99.. ••.. .... .... .... ... 67 
1~1899 ..................... 81. 
1000-1909 ................ ' .... 126, 
1910-1919.. .. • ... •• ..... • .. ... 1$8, 

M8'I'lUCTol'lt 
Li,nibl 

14.872,0';"0 
:2.5.124.230 
53,031.010 
86.""160 
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which Germany kept under the peace treaty. Note, how
ev-er, that the figure of 158,470,970 metric tons of coal is 
far short of that for the single year 1913 (190,109,400 metrio 
tons). Although she exported about $60,000,000 worth of 

,1coal more than she imported in 1913, she has had to iml!or~ 
\considerable quantities since the war. Besides the eoa~ 
deliveries to France on reparations, she had lost the Saar 
mines entirely, and the most highly developed part of Upper I 
Silesia was finally awarded to~. Moreover, the Rhen-' 
ish-Westphalian region, of which the heart is the Ruhr, had' 
been developed in connection with the iron mines of Lorraine, 
which went to France in 1918. Deprived of some 60,000,00~ 
tons <i coal a year, or nearly a third of her pre-war output, 
and left with less than two thirds of the amount of her pre
war consumption, Germany's industrial position seemed com-' 
pletely changed at the very time when heavy reparation 
payments were being dmnanded. In the Ruhr region, 
however, she still retained the great, concentrated European 
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source of coking coal, together with a system of furnaces and 
transportation so marvelously developed as to be able' 
practically to decree profits or losses to the holders of the 
Lorraine iron ores. It was the seizure of this district in 
January, 1923, which practically separated French policies 
from those of the greater war-time allies, and in the end 
paved the way to the economic rehabilitation of Germany. 
The Ruhr was too important for one or two powers to handle]:; 
against the will of its owners and without the cotiperation 
or sympathy of the other European nations. 

mON .AND STEEL 

The Rhenish-Westphalian industrial region alluded to 
above has few rivals. In the degree of its concentrated,.1 
intricate efficiency, it is perha.ps absolutely unique. This 
is all the more commanding to the imagination when we 
reflect thatfno longer a.go than 1865, Germany was quitei" 
disunited p<ilitically, and, in spite of her .§!c!l.J.JUllon or ZQ!l-1 
~ her industrial systelll was on the .whole rather prinll- -
tive. Iron-making had been carried on 8.1! a. peasant side· 
ind.~try during the eighteenth and early nineteenth cen
turies,lburning charcoal and using equipment which ma.y 
fa.irly be called crude. O'he production of iron ore soon 
felt the effects of the fisl)al union, trebling between 1848 and , 
1857.' ) From 1852 to 1875 the iron furnaces of Prussia 
alone increased their output from 160,000 to 1,395,000 metric 
tons. (The production for Germany as a whole showed a 
similar growth, rising from 685,000 metric tons in 1862 to 
2,000,000 in 1875.) 

Q:n the(engineering ind.ustries)relatively little"progress 000\ 
curred previous to 1850, A few sporadic efforts were made 
early in the century to establish machine works in the Rhine 
provinces and around Berlin. / Whatever suocess was at
tained was largely due to the policy of the Prussian Govern
ment and the encouragement received from British indu&o 
tria1ists and workmen who established themselves in Ger
.. I Fr<mI13,S74,509 cwt. to 39,241,087. 
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ma.ny. I Some headway was made in the twenty years before 
1870, but the machine works of Germa.ny did not begin to . 
. produce on a large scale until after the Fra.nco-Prussia.n War.: 
The tra.nsition from ha.ndicraft production was made at first , 
almosj; entirely with imported English, French, a.nd BeIgia.n ' 
machinery) Solingen was the center of a fairly importa.nt 
cutlery industry ev:en in the early part of the century. The 
craftsmen generally worked under! the putting-out system, 
which was only gradually displaced-after 1850) 
" Germa.ny's military strength, as proved in 1866 a.nd 1870,1 

was the expres~on of a slow growth III which the real signij 
nca.nce was to become more appareh,.t in the domain of 
economics later. The way had been paved in part by a.n 
efficient educational system. In building up the Zollverein 
a.nd getting rid of racially conglomerate Austria, the Germa.ns 
had builded even better tha.n they knew, at a period when 
free-trade theories were nearer their decadence, a.nd nation
alism more of a force in Europe, tha.n most people suspected. 

iTheir sobriety a.nd discipline, the almost reverential attitude~, 
toward sci~nce in their higher schools, a.nd a certain habit of 
state interference inherited from Prussia, were all parti
cularly useful in the situation which gave birth to the Em-
. 'i ptre .. 
Some elements in this situation must be regarded as for

tuitous. (France was weak in a military way after a.n unfor
tunate adventure in Mexico a.nd a long series of campaigns 
in North Africa which had placed undue emphasis upon a.n 
open style of fighting. Europea.n conditions were quite 
different, a.nd Germa.ny was familiar with them from a. 
recent war with Austria. With typical Germa.n thorough-f
ness, methodical study a.nd preparation had preceded action) 
The America.ns had just fought a vast civil war, beginning 
with ma.ny ideas brought by General Kearny a.nd other ob
servers from Algeria, but ending with the plodding siege 
methods of a Gra.nt. Both sides had nearly lost repeatedly 
because of faulty knowledge of the terrain. (The Germa.ns) 
turned out to have the best maps of eastern Fra.nce, the best 

\ , 
. "l 
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jtactiCS "and strategy for that kind of country, and the besl 
materials known at the time. When it came to makin! 
peace terms, they demanded all of Alsace and the part 01 
Lorraine then industrially developed and known to be rict 
in minerals, besides a billion-dollar inde~ty a largE 
sum in those days.) " 

Both geography and a coincidence of fortunate circum. 
stances were-kind to the Germans. The new provlllCes, 
seized nearly two centuries earlier from the older German 01 

"Holy Roman" Empire, were largely bilingual and not dif· 
• (ficult to assimilate. (Lorraine's "immense deposits of phos

phorous iron ore were just becoming available through thE 
development ofilpen-hearth smelting. German industrial· 

r;
. ts bought the Siemens process in 1881. The Rhine region 
was perfectly located to bring these and other ores togethel 
with half the known coal deposits of Europe. In many way! 

~ I Germany's backwardness in 1870 was an advantage, be-

I cause her system of industrial and transport nuclei, onCE 
established, was remarkably free from obsolete organ.ization 

; and machinery. Her commer~lal sit.uatio~, in the heart oJ 
the Continent, was practically ideal; her statesmen and 
economists were not prejudiced against stat.!Linjerference or 
tariffs designed to keep the country self-sufficient. Nor 

"I must we forget her growing "intelleciua] pro)etariat." It 
has been estimated that there were five thousand university
~trained chemists before the World War~and that the services 
lof one of these doctors of philosophy could be secured for 
about seventy·five dollars a month during the earlier part 
of his career, when he was, nevertheless, perfectly com-
petent. '" 

(Modern Germany is often dated from 1881, when the· 
English Siemens process was purchased. Previous to 1871 
the o;tpiitof iron ore was extremely small compared with 
that of Great Britain, though the production of all the Ger
man lands was slightly superior to that of France:"') (The 
development of the Siemenll-Martin.or" basic,process, ell
pecially including the improvements addJ i~" England in 

c' 
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the seventies, put an entirely new 'laluation upon thll 

(

'Phosphorous ,ores of Lorraine and Luxemburg, and raised up 
the fiI:!lt_ID'l!at EUropean ri'yaI of Great Britain in the iron 
business. Early beginnings of a transformation under the 
German Empire were perhaps especially exposed to inflation 
because of the French war indemnity, and the depression of 
1877 was severely felt. Then began a gradual increase in 
ta.ri!!.!ates, aided by the growing parliamentary influence of 
certain "infant industries" - notably iron and steel. Be-

,f
hind the protecting wall, the complex of favorable geograplllc, 
scieptific, and soci!!J f8,!ltcirs produced an almost uninter
upted expansion of the output of~n ore, pig iron, and 

steel.' ') 
:Despite the rapid increase in production, imports began 

after 1887, and about 22 millions of tons of ore came in 
during 1913 (from Luxemburg, Sweden, France, Spain, etc.). 
If we include Luxemburg, which was largely integrated into 
the German eoonomic orbit up to the end of the war, the 

I pig-iron output increased from 2.7 millions of metric tons in 
1880 to over 13 million in 1910. 'Steel production rose from 
1.55 millions of tons to 13.14 million during the same period. 

f
(I'he decade ending in 1910 was decisive in the history of the 
ll'on and steel industry. England still maintained a small 
margin of superiority in pig iron, which was lost in the next 
few years.. As earl~as 19~O,germany was turnip.gO)lt m<!!~ 

, s~_e~! t!!~~!hltILui.t~d.Kingdom. 
In 1913 the iron and steel output of the leading competitors 

t The lo..year averages for iron, in metric toos. were as follows! 
DIDQAJ>. laox Oftll 

1880-1889. , . . • ••• . • 8,952,640 
1890-1899" .... " .. 13,332,110 
1900-1999, .••••• ". 22,443,170 
1910-1919 .••••••... 19,917,390 

PIo IBOI'f 
3,619,590 
6,877,770 

10,650,000 
11,940,000 

Note that the 1910-1919 decade carried German:,> from the pro-war and war
time peak over into the post,.war droP;-and that" th.-average thlJll tend. to 
cover up both. The 1913 figure was 28 millions of tom of ore, with 21 million 
from Lorraine alone, and 17 million of iron. TbIJll with Lorraine WI\8 loot 
three fourths df- the I!ro-WIlZ total, to which was added the Saa.r basin and the 
apecial advantages i1H.taemburg. 

" 
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~as represented by the following round figures, in millions 
of metric tons: 

UNI'l'h ST.tmUI GDIWf'I' E!rrQL.&lI'II :ra.....ca 
Iron .............. 31 17 10 5 
StAlel. ......... ,. ,. 31 17 7 5 

~
berman metallu.rgiCal production quad£!Ipled between 1872 
and 1900, while that of England was increasing only about 

I, thirty per cent~\ The history shut up in that sentence lies 
back of volumes which hav" been written on the dramatic 
rise of modem Germany. (She entered the World War as" l the leading iron and steel manufacturer of Europe, only tol 

\

lose a large part of the advantage she had prepared and 
then swiftly built up in a century of struggle.' With Lor. 
raine went three quarters of her pre-war ore, and the tip" 

. of Upper Silesia, which finally fell to Poland, is another in-
tensely concentrated center of coal mining and metal-
lurgy· '. 

\Economically, the Lorraine ores and the coal mines, fur~ 
naces, mills, and transport system of the Ruhr are i.ns.!'pa
rable. This fact, probably quite as much as disputes' about 
reparations which furnished the occasion, accounts for the if 
.Frencjl occupation_pI the Ruhr region in 1923.\ The throat
cutting competition of the period of irritation and' fear fol-' 
lowing the war was ruinous to all parties, and the above 

. move, instead of putting an en~ to it, rather brought the 
cqnviction that no forcible or one-sided solution was feasible.l 

\ ~ the end, time smoothed out some of the hatreds, and the 
n.ecessities of all pressed for a spirit of colipemUon ·jlnd sane 
-aegotiation. (The so-called Dawes Plan, which was prac-. 
tically the League of N atio!ls sc?eme for the financial restora-J 
tion of Hungary adapted to Germany, enabled the latter 
country to sta\l.ilize her eurrency and stop the D).ad inflation' 
which was paralyzing reparation payments and dislocating 
the whole economic fabric of western Europe. . The LocamO' . 
~a~y and the admission of Germany into the League of • 
Nations b9th expressed and helped tl> further a new spirit' 
of confidence, )with the V{,IIl' f~~· tl;I~ ever,in .the back-
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ground. lA Franco-German Commet!!tal Treaty waa signed 
in August, 1926,land the premiers got together at a trout 
luncheon in Thoiry, where they amiably talked over a com-t 
mercialization of reparation bgnds. (At the end of September 
an (international steel carteD waa announced. Its central 
idea waa to arrange the necesl!ary cooperation between the 
Lorraine and other foreign ores and the -coke production of 
the Ruhr, and its avowed purpose to st9P the ruingus com
petition between the steel producers of different nations:'l 

"Normal" steel production was estimated at between 26 
millions of tons a year aa a minimTJiill and 30 million aa a 
maximum, and this output waa appcMioned between the 
interested parties in roughly the following percentages (of a 
production of 29,000,000 tons): 

Gmnany ................... 42.89 
France ..................... 30.98 
Belgium .................... 12.17 
Luxemburg ..... :........... 8:25 
S-Valley ................. 5.71 

Such publicity and governmental supervision were provided 
for, the organizers claimed, so' aa to eliminate any grave dan
ger of monopoly prices. Great cartels for priclt.fixing and v 
apportio!ling prod)lction at the same time have always been 
precarious in the past. There is no intention here to argue I 
that this is or is not the correct solution. In a sense, it 
carries Europe back to the pre-war period, when such com
binations were often discussed. Some kind of internationalF 
cooperation' is absolutely necessary. The machinery for. 
joint discussionJ research, and action has been enormouslY' 
developed since the war, and must still be greatly elaborated 
in contact with such p~oblems. 

OTHER METALLURGICAL' INDUSTlUli:S AND THE PRODUCTION . , 
OF W.CHINERY . . 

Practically every branch' of the metallurgical industries 
undenyent expansion after 1870. Increasing amounts of 
iron anq stee1·. w~ 'abs?Fbell by uom~tic manufacturers, 
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until finaJly Germany was fairly independent in respect of 
such materials. She imported vast quantities of ore, but 
was not obliged to do so, as war-time experienec proved. 
Due to the mines of Uppel" Silesia, she ranked second in the 
world in the production of e with 280,000 metric tons out 
of a total of a million. Moreover, Belgium was third, an 
important fact in connection with the war (the United States 
being first). In lel).d ...... Germany ranked third, after the 
United States and Spain. Her greatest weakness was in 
copper. 

Steel production proved adequate during the war, but, 

~
strangelY enough, Germany experienced some diffi~u1ty in 

, turn!ng out the needed &mDunts of ~ Other shortages 
I entered into this situation. It is hardly rash to state that 

the war explode!! the idea of the self -sufficing nation, though 
a glance at the post-war tarilf systems of Europe suggestS 

IliPat this lesson has not been taken very much to heart. 
, Germany was extremely sh.Qrt ofJlEltrQ!eum, even after over-

running Rumania in 1916. This fact, and the enormons ex
pansion of the chemical industry, put a heavy burden upon 
the coal supply. How to get the absolutely essentiallUDount 

,'of coP{!!!l' was always a difficult problem. Thnutomobile 
ind~ry was continually embarrassed becau.st rubber could 

, not get through the blockade, and all manufact~ving 
the use of fibers - cotton, wool, jute, and silk - were kept 
in a mad search for substitutes. Germany might not have 
cracked even under this strain had it not been for the peren
nial and terrible dearth of' food products which cannot be 
done without permanently, \ otably fats. Some of the in
dustrial substitutes, such as for leath,er, were highly 

i ingenious. Everywhere the German armies went were 
, curious automobile tires, co . g of two steel rims with 

coiled springs between them these being ~ even for 
bicycles. 

Older competitors maintain • their superiority in the 
manufacture of some 'kinds of machinery. For example, 
American aDd British harvest.en, thresher!!o traction engines, 

• f ~ ~ 
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.and farm tools continued to force their way into eastern 
Europe, and even into Germany herself. German ships con- \ 
tinued to mount British nautical instruments. Hardware 
dealers in the Ba.lkans carried stocks of German bolts,"iiuts, 
and screws, but British plumbing supplies and related fix
tures held their place in the market. The cu~ery situa
tion was especially interesting. Most industries abandoned 
the putting-out system and handicraft workmanship rather 
rapidly after 1871. German cutlery split up into three dis- \ 
tinct grades. First, there was, and still is, the old hand
hammered handicraft product, with~ any superior in the 
world, if indeed it has any equal. At the other extreme, 
there was developed a very cheap imitation of the English 
goods to which the market was accustomed - manufactured 
..by machine methods similar to those which enabled the Ger
mans to capture the toy industry. In the middle was a 
group of old concerns, notably some of the most famous ar' 
-Solingen, which sufficiently mechanized the processes to 
make cutlery and instruments only slightly inferior to the 
hand-hammered grades, but at about half the cost. 

Within th.e half-eentury preceding the World War, el!d' 
tricj!y 'Was applied to practically every phase of hllIlla.Ii~~ 
eXtsiince - illumination, transportation, communication, 
heating, and industrial power. The manufacture of elec
trical equipment kept pace with the expanding commercial ' 
use of electricity, and by 1914 was one of the great industries, 
of Germany, employing abou~ persons. Its organi~ 
zation was representative of the highest type of industrial' 
efficiency, producing for export as well as for home consump
tion. Leading factors in its growth have been its generation\ 
of ~~ cheap transmission, and wide 
distrio\ltion.-~e--Units grew particularly large, and no 
industry has been subjected to more concentrated control. 
In 1914 almost the whole of it was in the hands of two con
cerp.l!, Siemens-Schuckert' and the Allg61Mi716 Elektrizititt8 
Gesellschafl. • .. 
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THE CHEMICAL INDUSTIUJilIi--

) 

German preeminence in the chemical industries has been{. 
achieved partly through the application of ~ci!l!\1!ijc klM1.w
ledge, and to a lesser degree through"tlie possession of supe
rior naturmreSQ!!l'Ce8. In ~she had something ap
proaching a wor!d 1ll'l!l9.R9liJi.f.ter.18.7J.,. but lo~~mucil. of it 
in 19~8. Besides recovering the lost provinces, France has 
opened up considerable deposits in North Africa. Impor
tant deposits of mineral salts are also found in the Barz 
Mountains. SulphJI~~ B<lid, potassium salts, sodium 
chloride, sul~ur, and many other chemicals were sup
plied in increasing quantities to the domestic and foreign 
markets. 

f 
The most impressive case of Germany's rise to leadership is 

in connection with thE!.. d~du.!itry. This is only one of a 
IgrOUp of~-tar praguc 8.In 1913 about thr~lour;ths of 
~~ jn~(Jermany. Coal-tar or anilin I Bubstitutes were developed for indigo, and another world-old 
industry perished when a method was found for synthetically 

I
dUPlicating the famous purple murex product. ~ is 
equally important as a basis for VariOUS. m. edicaI preparl/>tion~. 
Finally, the Germans have long excelled in the compounding 
of various se.t!J!!1.S, as well as the arsel!ates used in comQat- • 
ing tropical and other amoobic infections. Thuing the war 

• other nations developed their coal-tar chemical industries, 
both to meet military needs and to make substitutes for •. 
German dyes and medicines. Both in the peace treaty and' 
in subsequent tariff legislation, attempts were made to 
prevent the Germans from regaining their old preeminence. 
This was partly with military needs in mind. Likewise in 
the optical industry, heroic attempts were made by the 
enemy nations to duplicate certain line grades of German 

I 
~. In this field, as in that of the chemical supplies for 
p~tography, the export market is somewhat more friendly 
to British" and French goods than it was before the war or 
immediately after the peace, but the Gw:mansand.Americans 
seem likely to continue dividing most of it between them •• 

• .j 
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Concentration has been extremely marked in the Gilrman" 
Chemic8i industry. Moreover, innumerable agreem"llnts 
between independent producers have been maintained. 

POPULATION CEN'l'ERS AND DISTRIBUTION 

{A study of the number of persons in the three most im~ 
portant occupational groups ~ (including for-! 
estry and the fisheries), indust ,and trade and transports,.: 
tion - shows that from~to 1907 concentration was 
particularly heavy in the case of the second group, where the 
number of persons employed in and dependent upon industry 
increased from 16,058,080 in 1882~26,386,537 in 1907. 
In agriculture, on the other hand, while from 1882 to 1907 
the number of persons employed increased from 8,236,500 to 
9,883,300, the total number of persons dependent upon 
agriculture, decreased from 19,225,455 to 17,681,176. In 
trade and transportation, a pronounced increase is to be 
observed. The number actively employed rose from 1,570,
aoo in 1882 to 3,477,600 in 1907,and the total number depend
ent upon these activities (including persons actually em
ployed) increased from 4,531,080 to 8,278,239) 

(An astonishing growth of population in the larger indus-\ 
trial centers also occurred during the same period.) The im
portance of the tendency of an increasing percentage of the 
population to concentrate in the urban districts is clearly 
represented in the population statistics. In 1885 approx
imately 8,600,000 persons lived in cities with a population 
in excess of 20,000, representing 18.4 per cent of the popu
lation of the country. Twenty-five years later (1910) the 
number had increased to 22,400,000 persons, representing 
34.5 per cent of the population. Thus while the cities with 
'a population in excess of 20,000 were growing rapidly, con
centration in the 1arge urban districts was particularly pro
nounced, increasing in the case of cities with a population in 
excess of 100,000 from 4,400,000 persons in 1885 to 13,800,000 
in 1910. From 1885 to 1910 the number of cities with a 
pbpulation in excess of 100,000 increased from 21 to 48, re-
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~resenting at these respective dates 9.4 and 21.1 per cent 
• of the total population. 

INDUSTRIAL CONCENTRATION 

{ 

/Increased co~anala."bor in the hands 
of large enterprisers has been characteristic of German 
economic organization since the eightie$. By dividing 
such enterprises into three groups: first, those employing 
from one to five persons, second, those employing from six 
to fifty, and third, those employing in excess of fifty-one 
employees, the following statistics are obtained for the years 
1882, 1895, and 1907.' 

GROtJP I. ENTmu>mm:. WITH FRO .. 1 TO 11 EHPLOYEES 

Y..... ~::,: 
1882.. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. 2,882,768 

1895 ................. 2,934,723 

1907 ................. 3,124,198 

TOTUNVV'IIU 
O»'EKnon .. 
4,335,822 

4,770,669 

8,3.53,576 

GROtJP U. ENTERPRISES WITH FRO" 6 to 50 EHPLOYEES 

y~ ~ 
1882 .................. 112,715 

1895 .................. 191,301 

1907 .................. 267,410 

TcrrALNO'VDU 
or EKPLOY&118 

1,391,720 

3,644,415 

GROtJP IU. ENTERPlIISES WITH ExCESS 01' 51 EHPLOYEES 

NtlMlilnOJ' 
Cmte .... 

1882 .. ,.,............. 9,974 

1895.. • .. • .. .. .. .. .... 18,953 

1907 .................. 32,007 

TO'l'AL N17MDER 
orEMn.on.a 

1,613~347 

3,044,267 

5,350,025 

It will be observed that a large increase occurred in a.1l 
three groups, both in the number of enterprises and in the ! . 

'Helllerich, Karl: Gmnanll. 'E.",.",mc J>roqrwo GM NaIitmal W...uth, 1888-
1915, p. 40. 
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number of employees. . The relatively slow industriaJizati&:n 
· of Germany previous to 1882 is indicated by the larger num' 
ber of small enterprises and the number of persons which they 
employed.' For succeeding years an absolute increase oc
curred, but relatively those in Group I lost heavily after 1882. 
The second group showed remarkable-growth, advancing-in 
number and in persons employed far more rapidly than the 
smaller enterprises. The greatest advance, however, is to 
be noted in the case of enterprises with more than 51 em
ployees. A division of Group III into establishments em
ploying less than 1000 men and those employing in excess 
of that number furnishes addition~dence of the general 
tendency toward concentration. With a total of only 127 
concerns, each employing 1000 or more in 1882, the number 
increased to 506 in 1907, employing all told 213,160 and 
954,645 persons on those respective dates. 

It is always well to be cautious in employing phrases like 
"industrial concentration," which have a way of creeping 
over into a loose popular literature and there acquiring vague 
meanings capable of deceiving the unwary. (The growth of 
large pla.nts like the KruJ?,R. Works fit, Essen is to be expected 

· in an industry founded on concentrated'diiPosits of high-grade 
cO,al and very special traIl!lport conditions for bringing in 
iron ore and carrying off finished goods. A simi1ar case is 
that of the chemil:al industry around Mannheim, making 
coal-tar products. )There is a great saving in spreading the 
heavy expense of experimentation and testing over as large 
an output as possible from the same group of raw materials. 

· A point is reached even in such industries, however, where the 
organizatign gets unwieldy, and there is a tendency to sub
divide them - rather by products than by processes in our 
day. This is pretty _ decided when the products become 
standardized. Such \a. tendency toward decentralization 
in war-time Germany was commented upon repeatedly, the 
Government even taking steps to prevent it in the interest 
of easy control. During the period of post-war conversion 
of plants to feed a changed market, the opposite was the 
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cbe. The financial concentration of industry,. , concerning 
which a somewhat romantic literature grew up around the' 
name of (~tinne8, ds not necessarily the same thing. 
'lt may be temporary, as in that ease, facilitated by a coin
c}dence of inflation and a painful industrial readjustment. 

There still exist in Germany enough small and inefficient 
plants to make some healthy concentration possible by lop
ping them off. On the other hand, there are plenty of small 

'ones which are large enough for the work they do. I An Amer
ican illustration may be permissible to make this point clear. 
Two brothers set up an ice-<lream factory outside a Mas
sachusetts industrial city, using the ice from their mill pond 
and buying their milk from surrounding farmers. The 
product was immensely superior to that of the big plants 

. which had to use extracts in bulk. They made a nice little 
fortune out of the business. Then they began to take orders 
from Boston, and almost immediately the demand outran 
the supply. These brothers could enlarge their plant
or rather build an entirely different one - and begin using 
the ordinary commercial raw materials. In that way they 
would change the quality of the product which had attracted 
the orders and embark in an entirely new enterprise under 
the same name; or they could continue as before, limiting the 
size of their plant by the local supply of ice and milk availa
ble without heavy overhead costs. In this case, it was the 
supply of raw maf.Jlrials which was limited, but in another it 
might be the m!!!,ket. The one must be fitted to the other. 
There is still a demand for the German "hand-amithed" 
knife and razor, at twice the price of the excellent standard 
brands from big Solingen firms. Here the supply is limited 
by the number of particularly fine craftsmen, and this is in 
turn more or less controlled by the demand at the prices 
which high-grade, strictly hand work makes necessary. 

The genera1ized picture of a mythillally efficient German 
which has been so widely cireulated abroad for a quarter of 
a century or more does not bear close inspection. It turns 
out to be a blurred composite of many actual Germans. 
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. some of them sUperior. There is the regimented, ruIe-of

thumb German of the black knitted goods industry, backed 
by the chemical science of dye-making and cleverly designed 
machinery. In sending these goods to England, the home 
of machine-made "textiles, however, he takes back other tex
tiles which he could very well make himself. Side by side in 
the market with tbe marvelously cheap mechanical toy from 
a German factory is the product of a Schwarzwald peasant 
who works by himself through the winter evenings. One is 
often merely clever and the other more or less artistic, but 
they do not belong in the same p~e. 

During the war the Germans meticulously copied the com
monest type of French rotary aviation motor - with one 
exception. A little valve dome, extremely difficult to cut out 
and shape in one piece, was replaced by one simply stamped 
by halves and these mechanically riveted together with prac
tically no trouble at all. Here is an example of strict copy
jng modified by some German's detailed ingenuity. At the 
same time the Germans were perfecting their own quite 
different type of motor - water-cooled and fixed instead of 
air-cooled and rotary - and their enemies were copying it. 
Of the picture of an entirely unoriginal German, it might be 
remarked in the above connection that the generally ap
proved design of aviation motor at the close of the war was 
much more like his than the French as of 1914. 

The mythical German of intricate financial organization 
turns out to be equally commonplace when the various 
models are examined instead of the picture. Many German 
firms and branches abroad were liquidated by foreigners 
as a consequence- of war, sequestration, and confiscation. 
American firms have branches in Germany, and German 
firms establish branches in America, in peace-times. Fi
nally, the study of the reparations question, especially in 
connection with setting'up the Dawes Plan, furnished a 
special opportunity for intimate contact with German meth
ods by those familiar with others. As to the infinitely regi
mented, detailed efficiency of the lower ranks, German ac-
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counting wa.s found hardly up to British and American 
standards . 
• French economists have often expressed the helief that 

Germ.an industry wa.s structurally defective and unsafe at 
the period when~it presented the most imposing appearance, 

, because it wa.s decl1l:): ~ debt and founded too much on 
I credit. Financially, this meant that the capital of big 
factories wa.s often largely supplied by industrial banks, 
which borrQwed part of it abroad. The nature of a good deal 
of the foreign market also called for a use of commercial 
credit which emphasized this economic peculiarity - a 
sound and progressive one as the Germans saw it, but viewed 
with less confidence by their competitors. For instance, a 
Berlin firm was glad to put large shipments of photographic 
supplies on the shelves of a Rumanian dealer, transport 
charges paid and risk covered, being reimbur~d in easy in
sta1!ments as the goods were sold. The practice built up 
business, but British and French firms felt that the Germans 
carried it beyond the limits of safety. 

During the inflation period, and especially after swift 
depreciation of the currency assumed its record-breaking 
(lace in 1922, certain Germans like l!ugo Stinnes practiced 
wliat-iillght well be called the ~~_01 .g2,i!!Kjn12..1kl>J, 
In such a time a debt con~racted for a thing of permanent 
value like real estate or working industrial plants keeps 
getting smaller in terms of gold, and easier to pay a.s inflation 
proceeds. . Stocks, being priced aecording to their yield, 
rise much more slowly than the gold value of the paper 
money declines - in terms of gold they actually tend to fall 
substantially. Stinnes bought 35,000 original- shares of the 
Berlin Commercial Company for a million and a half of gold 
marks in 1922, though their value on the Bourse before the 
war had been around fifty million. Starting with a capital 
of a few thousands of dollars, he built up a consortium which 
united over four thousand enterprises, some of them very 
large. His heirs did not take his final advice to .. pay the 
debts," and the consortium crumbled almost entirely during 
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the stabilization period. The prices, in gold, which had beeJ1 
'absurdly low, swung over in the opposite direction
incidentally giving a new set of profiteers their chance. 

During the first year under the Dawes Plan (ending 
August 31,1925), many of the new firms of the war and in
flation periods foundered, and the following winter brought a 
series of failures which constituted something like an eco
nomic CrISIS. Conditions improved decidedly during the 
spring and summer of 1926, and the second annual report of 
the American Agent-General under the Dawes Plan (S; 
Parker Gilbert) characterized the s.eneral economic situation 
as the most satisfactory since stabl!b;ation. If we are hon- , 
estly seeking the long-time trends, we must write off most of 
the literature on the inflation period as merely confusing, 
and banish from our minds any conventional picture of the 
German as sharply distinguished from other people. Ger
many is a weU-organized nation, with many skilled workmen 
and trained business men. She still has vast resources, and 
there is every reason to hope that she has a great future as an 
industrial country yet before her. The nature of those re
sources, together with their position relative to others and 
the markets, suggests that the typical unit of production 
will continue to be fairly large. Beyond this, the historian 
is silent, listening very guardedly to the prophets ... 

There are sti11.rnanx iI!!i~pl'l.ndlilnth~dicraft8glell in Ger
@!Wj', as in other induStrial countries. They are probably 
a more important element, on the whole, than in Great 
Britain. The putting-out system is still extensively used in 
the larger industrial communities, although the exact number 
so employed is difficult to ascertain. In the case of a major
ity of the rur.!l!t!l~aft"lVQ!!ters of both types, their industrial 
activity is still largely incidental to their agricultural pur
suite. The most conspicuous examples of the putting-out 
system in 1914 were the clothing, embroidery, and lacemak
ing industries. Both it and the factory system have made 
inroads upon independent home work in the production of 
cutlery, carved goods, toys, and musical instruments. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF WATERWAYS 

In Germany the construction of canals and of highways 
which could withstand heavy traffic bega,p la~r than in 
France and England, although fairly extensive road systems 
were built in the westeru section of the country during the 
Napoleonic period. The introduction of the railway came 
at a time when industry was just beginning to assume im
portance, and temporarily forestalled the development of 

r 
other means of communication. Mter 1850, however, the con
struction of roads proceeded rapidly throughout the country. 

) 

The development of the railway system was likewise 
responsible for the neglect of canal-building. The larger 
ii8.Vigab1e~ riverliof Germany, the Rhine, the Elbe, the Weser, 

. the Oder, the Vistula, and the Danube, had for many cen
turies been important channels of communication. The 
coming of the steamship had greatly increased their useful

. ness. But canals were few and relatively insignificant until 
after the formation of the Empire. Upon the completion, 
from 1871 to 1903, of several extensive canal projects, 
Germany possessed navigable waterways measuring in total 
length nearly 9000 miles. A large percentage of this total 
(5041 miles) consisted of navigable streams; canals totaled 
1369 miles; channeled rivers about 885 Iniles, and the smaller 
canals connecting lakes and other bodies of water, made up 
the remainder. Of the more important projects undertaken 

• in recent years, the JPel"P~n81. joining the Baltic and the 
North Seas, and the Dortlllund-Emden Canal should be 
mentioned. Before 19i4 most of the import.ant rivers of 
Germany were connected by canals, so that the industris! 
centers were provided both with water and rail transporta
tion, permitting them to import raw materials· cheaply and 
to export their commodities into distant parts of the empire 
or even into foreign countries without great difficulty. 
Yet, in spite of the encouragement which has been kiven ~o 
the development of the waterways and the large volume of 
traffic carried, the cans! projects of Germany, from a purely 
:6nancis! standpoint, were unsuccessful. 
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RAILWAY CON5Tl{!J(;TIQN 

The rapid urbanization"gf Germany mentioned elsewhere 
in the present chapter would have been impossible had it 
not been for the development of the railway with its ali
companying advantages, ch~per transpo.rt;ation of gOOds,f 
and greater mo~ility of lagor. Th~ first _r.a[Iway to be sue- " 
cessfully operated in Germany was completed in Bavaria in 
~ connecting Nuremberg with Fiirth. A line between 
Leipzig and Dresden was opened four years later, and one 
between Leipzig and Magdeburg in 1840. In fairly rapid 
succeSllion new lines were cons~ted in various parts of 
the country, connecting the more important industrial 
centers. By 1871 many of the main lines had been com- . 
pleted. The growth in the railway system since 1871 is 
shown in the following table: 

R.m.WAY MILEAGE: GEIULUIY 

TOTA.L PuvA.'l'BLT ()w)nm Gonlilltld1ft' 0wwJm, 
(E.i1ometen) (Kilometen) (Kilometem) 

1870 .•..•..•.•.... 18,887 10,612 8,274 
1875 .••••...•..... 27,981 15,923 12,058 
1880 .•••....•..... 33,865 13,106 20,214 
1865 ••..••.......• 37,967 5,288 31,901 
1890 .............. 41,818 4,342 37,476 
1895 ....•......... 45,203 3,845 41,358 
1900 .............. 49,878 4,166 45,712 
1905 .......•..•..• 58,822 4,135 49,687 
1910 .............. 69,031 3,679 55,353 
1914 .............. 61.749 3,682 58,067 
1920 .............. 55,558 3,612 51,944 

.J 1922...... • .. .. ... 55,350 3,658 51,691 

The prob~g?J~!!!l!-PJnl.~l!..pf th!,ull-!lways! ,. 
faced the VarIOUS States from the outset. In southern . 
Germany the policy of state ownership developed early. 
In fact, many of the railway projects in this part of Germany 
were initi~ted directly by the Governntent and. continued to 
remain in its hands. In Prussia, the Governntent at firs~ • 
assumed the responsibility of chartering private railwa 
companies, in a number of cases guaranteeing interest pay 
ments on their indebtedness. The early policy of Prussia 
was therefore to enoo~e private rather than governnIent 
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ownership. The first attempt to construct a state-owned, 
railway was undertaken by Brunswick only three years after 
the Nuremberg-Fllrth line ~ completed. Almost 
immediately similar efforts were made by other States. The 
introduction of government-owned railways in Prussia came ( 
in 1848. Not, however, until Bismarck took the reins of 
government was extensive natio;;:rrzMion undertaken. It 
was his intention to unify the railway: system of Prussia and 
eventua11yiO' bring the railways of the various States under 
imperial control, which because of state oppo~tion he was 
unable to accomplish. 

/: 

The annexation of Hannover and Hesse-Cassel gave Prus
sie. control of the government-owned railway systems of 

, these two States. By annexation, again, Prussia gained 
possession of the railways of Nassau, and of a section of the 
Main-Neckar railway system; she was also able, .through the 
purchase of private lines, to bring within her control a large 

~
umber of formerly independent railways. By IJm1 the 
russian Government owned and operated within her terri

tory a total of 5300 kilometers and operated besides, 3900 
kilometers which were privately owned. Thirty years later 
the State owned and operated lines had increased to 37,400 
kilometers, with only 2900 kilometers remaining in the hands 

~ of private companies. Throughout Germany the extension 
'1of other state-owned railway systems also proceeded rapidly, 
.' so that by 1914 practically the entire railway system of the 

nation was owned by the various States. 
After 1871 the central Government acquired control of 

the railways of Alsace-Lorraine, although the management 
was vested in the hands of the Prussian Railway Admiuistra
tion. lIllitl'..Qf action on the part of the various state rail. 
ways was secured through the eStablishment of the Imperiall 
Ra,il~jl.Y .Office, which was organized shortly after the forma.. 
tion of the Empire. Through this centralized control it was 
possible for the central Government to exercise decisive in
fluence with respect to the fixing of r~es and the regulation 
of matters of gen~ral in~rest to the railway system as a . 
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• whole. Thus, through unification and standardization of ,1 
rates, the difficulties which normally arise under a system of 
state ownership were largely overcome, and the railway 
system of Germany was enabled to care effectively for the 
growing industrial and commercial needs of the nation. 

While this system maintained a singularly high level of; 
effiJliency during the war in spite of reduced personnelJ 
vastly increased demands, and the use of large amounts of 
material beyond the frontiers, it was greatly disorganized 
by the events following the armistice. Defeated Germany 
was assessed 5000 locomotiv~ 150,000 freight cars at 
the moment of the greatest strain of readjustment to peace
time conditions. The various state lines were 'transferred!' 
to the central Government under the" new· constitution. I 
-Railway tra.nsport was only one outstanding case of the 

losses entailed by progressive inflation. Like postal rates, 
passenger fares and freight charges can be readjusted by a 
90vernment only periodically. When the value of the paper 
money which it must accept is sinking from day to day, the 
loss goes on increasing until the time - usually at least a 
month or two away - when new schedules of rates can be 
published and put into effect. If this process follows the 
purchase of lines at excessive .Prices and is accompanied by 
general economic demoralization, worn materials and the 
employment of much useless personnel, the deficit may soon 
become very large. 

When the Dawes Plan went into effect in> 1924, the operE 
tion of these government-owned lines was turned over t 

I a joint-stock company, and 11,000,000,000 in gold bon 
issued to produce revenue for reparations. The directors 
were chosen by the Government, the trustees of the above 
bonds, and the private holders of the capital stock of 26,000,-
000,000 gold marks. Thus the operation of the German • 

f 
railways is bound up with that of the Dawes Plan, concern
ing which a word will be added later. After two years, dur
ing which the interest on the obligations was met without 
serious incident or strain, the system was giving better 
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service than when the company took it over. This is, of 
course, no argument one way or .the other concerning the . 
relative efficiency of private and public managemenj;. H the 
one worked well after the inflation period, so did the other 
before. J§In few countries of the world has government ownership 
ntered so extensively into commercial and industrial life 

in Germany. In 1914 the Prus~ GovernID.ent owned 
d operated mines, smelting and salt works, anq railways -

having, as noted above, almost complete contrQI of the rail
way system of the state. The Governments of Bavaria and 
Wiirtemberg operated railways, telegraphs, and various 
mining enterprises. With few exceptions the different States 
developed those industries which might be of fiscal value or 
'which were necessary adjuncts of other state activities. In 
the case of the railways the additional argument of milijary 
prep!l"e.'!neBS led to an aggressive program for the develop
ment of means of communication throughout the Empire. 
Lest this suggestion mislead somebody, it should be added 
that the railway systems of all the Continental great powers 
have been built with military needs in mind, and that Great 
Britain is merely fortunate in possessing no land frontiers, so 
that her commercial communications automatically adapt 
themselves to both purposes. 

THE LABoa MOVEMENT 

, Previous to lii!0 the German labor movement developed 
'but slowly. The close affiliation of trade-unionism with 
: socialism for a time seriously endangered the existence of 
these orgaqizations, for the 4!\ti-Socialist Law,o! 1879 also l 
threatened the status of a large number of labor combina-I 
tions. Many trade unions therefore came under the bl!,ll of \ 
the Government and were dissolved. Between 1878 and 
1890, while the Anti-Socialist Law was in operation, the 
trade unions of thecoiiiitrywererecirgli,!fzed, many unions' 
assuming the form of frien.dly socijlties.; It should not be 
understood that alllabor combinations ""ere eliminated with 
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the passage of the Law of 1879, for many unions whicb were 
. non-political in character were not interfered with. l With 
the repeal of the restrictive legislation, trade-union activity 
and membership increased and definite policies were for-
mulated. " . 

In 1914 four distinct types of lahofcomhinations were in 
ixistence. First, the Free or ~ Sgcial Demo!ll1!,tic Trade i 
~ asso, ciated with. the Social Democratic m~~-;ment;~ 
second, the Hirsch.:Runck!ll"..Jmi.Qns, most of which had with
stood the a~tacks against trade unions during the late 
seventies and eighties; third, thLChristian unions; fourth, 
the "Pacifist" unions, so-called; and fifth local and independ
ent unions. The combined membership increased from 
slightly more than 1,000,000 in 1901 to over 3,791,000 in 
1911. \. With the exception of the chemical industry, labOlJ 

, in nearly every branch of industry was subjected to formid
able control. The most extensive combinations were found 
in the mineral, metal, .and textile industries, in the building 
tfades and in transportation. The Free Unions as mentioneli 
above, were closely. affiliated with' the Social Democratic 
movement, whereas the Hirsch-Duncker unions opposed the 
principles of socialism; in fact they were organized with this 
policy definitely in view. The influence of the latter was 
particularly strong in the :inachine and metal industries,)but 
their total membership only slightly exceeded 100,000 in 
1911. .'rhe non-Catholic Christian unions and the Catholic 
unions likewise exerted considerable infIuen~e. The avowed 

. purpose of the latter was to oppose the influence of the Social 
Democratic unions. The independent trade-union movement 
was particularly strong among the railwaymen, J>ut it also 
brought together many of the Polish workers' in the coal 
mines of Westphalia and Silesia. Of a. very different charac~ 
ter were the "Pacifist" unions, which opposed the use of the 
strike. They were extensively subsidized by employers, 
and can hardly be regarded as trade unionS in the ordinary 
sense of the term,) Their membership in 1911 was about 
162,000. ,The purely local unions were of little importance; 
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J;neir membership in 1911 was only slightly in excess of 7000. 
(,The Social Democratic or Free Unions, with a membership' 
of some two and a half millions before the war, were by far 
the most influential) 

.J .' Thus at the outbreak of the war, the situation of organized ' 
J labor in Germany was still a little obscure and uncertain. 

Unions were recognized by law, but fiercely fought, and 
even completely excluded, by powerful groups of industrial
ists. They were divided by regional, religious, political, 

. and even racial differences in their origins and programs. 
To some extent they were undermined by the relatively 
~gh w~es and good treatment accorded by the very em
ployers who used the blacklist and boycott most ruthlessly, 

. and a.lIected also by the elaborate state system of sO,!!ial 
ins.!!!ance. During the early part of the war the unions were 
inclin~d to be ne~tr!ll,. and in many cases even to cooperate 
with the Government against more radical elements which 
lreally opposed the contest and attempted strikes or sabotage. 
Complete and final recognition of their legal status was fol-

.... Iowed by representation. on government bure!'-us. For the 
moment~ the antagonism with which employers had often 
lumped unionists and Socialists to~ether in their pre-war 
views seemed to have died down an<tanimosities were buried 
in a common patrioti~m. Then a group of more radical 
Socia1ists split off in 1916 and began to oppose the war. 
Practically all the Socialists were urgipg the Government to 
attempt a just peace after the Russian Revolution of March, 
1917, and the declaration of war by the United States.' 
. Labor-unionism was obscured in the pronouncements, 

struggles, and strikes from that time until th-e fall of 1918, 
because it was revolutionary socialism which prepared and 
carried out the overthrow of the Hohenzollems. Once a 
wave of proletarian resentment had swept away the old 
-Imperial Government, the Moderate Socialists stepped in, 
and eventually got control of the Provisional Government.) 
There was some fighting, but the moderate group col)perated 
with non-socia1istic parties and tradll-union leaders to head 
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• off the attempt at founding a government of the Russirui 
soviet type. They were backed. there can be no doubt. by 
the sentiment as well as the votes of the nation a.t large. 

lOne effect of the agita.tion .of 1918 was to increase interest 
and membership in the socialistic unions. In the course of 
the revolutionary readjustment at the end of 1918 and the 
beginning of the following year. many workers who entered 
more radical organizations of the soviet type shifted to 
others/'and the total membership rose to about 7,000,000 by 
1920. tThis· wa.s due partly to politiclll manipula.tion, as 

I 
the unions were made the sol~cognized representatives of 
the worlcing c1a.sses, and the older labor leaders succeeded in 
joining the successful move for an eigM:hourA!l-Y with their 
movement) It should be borne in mind also that (be new 
republican atmosphere was favorable to the growth of trade
unionism, and that the general miserY. coupled with a reac
tion against an unsuccessful war, had played no mean role in 
the momentary wave of radicalism) -By 1923 there were 
more than 13,000,000 organized workers.')including some 
9,000,000 Socia.1ists, 2,000,000 members of federated Chris
tian unions, 650,000 Hirsch-Duncker (politically liberal, non
socialistic) unionists, and roughly 700.000 organized rural 
workers, plus other smaller groups. 

Il'he new constitution of 1919 provided for a hierarchy Of) 
labor councils, to form Distri.rt- Econolllic 9.o1lDcils in con
junction with representa.tives of the employers, and finally 
for a single Federa.l Economic Council for dealing with 
problems affecting employment. la.bor conditions. and related 
problems. ) AB far as this goes, it is functional or industrial . 
representation:1" In practice, it has not gone very far. (Works 
Councils and a provisional Federal Economic Council were' 
set up in 1920, but the latter is merely an advisory body, and 
it is in no sense an authoritative branch of the Government, 
with powers matehing those of the political parliament or 
Reichstag. ~ 
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SOCIAL INSURANCE 

I 
jstate socialism -'Which is n;t;~ci~lism, but rather an 
attempt to ~ prevent it by inoculation - was "made in 

-../1 Germany." Iy Bismarck had in him a curious streak of 
Christianity, which was on exceptionally good terms with 

I his stolid .patriotism. When the two spoke in unison, the 
effect upon the rank and file of his countrymen must have 
made him feel a little foolish, comparing it with his bootless 
attempt to deal with socialism by force. If only it could be 
made tolerably good business, it would certainly be sound 

. politics to make the worker as sure of a job as possible, 
secure him against sickness .and injury, and make some 
provision for helpless age. --Time has vindicated BiBmarck'fi. 

,belief that such insurance must be as sound as the State. 
Mechanical details have differed from one country to an
other as the idea has spread, but as to the general principle 
there is no middle ground. Perhaps what is sound business 
in the end is also good politics - we may hope so, at least • 

• He probably lived to see the dual success of this scheme 
transcend his wildest dreams . 

.:;/ (The first measure offered to the Reichstag was an accident 
insurance bill. This seemed logical and politically feasible, 
as an extension of the idea of employers' liability legislation. 
Though introduced in 1881, it met unexpected obstacles, 
and did not become law until 18'84, becoming effective the 
following year. In the meantime, a sickness insurance bill 
which had been attached to it in 1882 was passed in 1883, 
going into effect at the end of 1884) several months after its 
companion had finally been passed. (The general plan was 
"for employees, employers, and the State to 'cooperate in 
the expense, with enough publio supervision to gllIIJ'antee 
stability and eliminate any element of private profit.' 
( These bills, at first somewhat explll'iI!,lental, were ame,nded 

from time to time to improve administration and take in 
new groups of workers. An Q~:age and invalidity law was 

1 For a discU8Sioll of the background of socialist agitation, _ the fina1 ... tion 
of Chapter IV abo"". 
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added in 18891 to take effect at the beginning of 1891. (Mt~ 
• the scheIDehad proved itself, permeated the economi( 

mechanism of the whole Empire, and been copied by a largE 
fraction of the world, it was finally coordinated and codified 
in 1911. An enormously complicat<;!d m!lchanism was se1 
up for administering its elaborate provisions in the interest oj 
the millions of people affected, scientifically ~alculating thE 
risks involved, etc) /Unlike the English law'mentioned iD 
the last chapter, (the{accident insurance measure,> was no1 
based, on the direct liability rf employers, but eagh con· 
tribJ.lt~d to a fung. administered by a mutual association, 
which calculated the risks, fixed schedules, supervised thE 
installment and nse of safety devices, and paid indemnities. 
/ Again unlike Great Britain, Germany never adopted 8 

~ational system of unemploYlAent insurance, though she 
was obliged to have recourse to'unempioyment allowances 
after the war. The typical institution for handling this 
pJoblem has been the l!lbor registry or exchange. Most of 
the largest are municipal, though some are operated by 
unions, and even by private persons. Some of the States, 
like Wiirtemberg, Bavaria, and Baden, have amalgamated 
these agencies into systems) Both in connection with the 
exchanges and independently of them, there is a vast net· 

. work of public and private lodging-houses to take care of the 
unemployed at nominal rates - sometimes for work.. There 
is some actual unemployment insurance in German munici· 
palities, but this form of solution has not been very popular • 
• Union funds for strike benefits, etc., might be called a 

species" of insurance. These were hard hit by the disastrous 
peace of 1919 and especially by the inflation period, and the 
system has been only slowly put into operation again. In 
fact, the whole social insurance mechanism went through a 
terrible ordeal. Those entitled to benefits suffered from the 
depreciation of the currency, like the recipients of other fixed 
payments.) Only those who have intimately observed one 
of these waves of inflation can fully appreciate the misery 
they entail. (People who had thought their old age secure 
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fotmd themselves in the most abject poverty) Those with 
a few pennies for bread waited interminably in lines, ~and 
whole sections of the population existed literally for years on 
a diet as tedious as tepid water, even if it had been sufficient. 

STABILlZATION 

, The..iert'itoriallosses. of Germany followip.gj,bl!.Tlllaty of 
!VJ:rsaiJ.les, great as they were in terms of area, were unim
~portant in comparison with the loss of raw materiaJs. Many 

J! of the richest mineral deposits, especially ir21l.and zinC:-2!:.e, and 
important resources in coal were transferred with the cession 

,\of territory. Germany lost the major part of her potash, and 
also a large fraction of her cotton industry. The industrial 
crisis beginning in 1921 further aggravated the already 
serious economic situation. Note that the" losses" are such 
only on the assumption of considerable sharpness of national 
economic boundaries. All the plants, mineral deposits, and 
transport facilities remain just where they were. There 
need be nothing permanent about the disorganization of 
the markets. What can be done with this machinery and 
these resources depends upon Europe's capacity to organize 
herself for production. The emotions remaining from the 
war were naturally something of a hurdle to be got over at 
the start, but this can be raised or lowered. 

So serious did the situation appear in 1923, after the oc
cupation of the ~ that nothing short of the break-up 
of Germany was predicted in many quarters. It was 
sincerely believed by many Germans that this was Fxance's 
real purpOSE!, to be foresta.lled only by heroic l'e$istance, 
'&idiiifoy· the sympathy of other powers whieh feared lest 
:one nation become too strong. "French pressure and Ger- . 
lmany's costly passive resistance in the Ruhr," wrote Joseph 
IS. Davis, "heavily reduced German industrial productivity 
land precipitated a collapse of the German mark, in the third 
:quarter of 1923, which culminated in poli tiilal distur~ances, 
a brief period of acute econoU)ic brelJokdoWD, and a severe 
.economic crisis. Thanks to a determine!! policy of c~ency 
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and fiscal sanification, supported by the promise of cod
. structive action upon reparation issues, the recovery has 
been surprisingly prompt, though still incomplete and ac
companied by a severe credit stringency." 1 The proposals 

,of the DaW!l!Gommittee had been submitted in April, 1924. 
According to the terms of the armistice, Germany was tot 

make compensation for the physical damage directly cause!f 
by her aggression to Allied civil populations and propertYf 
Unfortunately, the wording was not such as to put its mean
ing beyond legal quibbles, but the spirit was made partic
ularly clear by Wilson's Fourteen Points, upon which the 
agreement was assumed to rest. Thgn..British and French 
politics got into the peace treaty. Pensions and separation. 
allowances were injected into the interpretation of "all 
damage to the civilian population of the Allies." The docu
ment was founded on the formal assu.!!lption that Germany 
was wholly responsible for the war. Defeated and disarmed, 
she was in no position to reject this confession under duress . 
.Ai such, it could have no bearing upon any question of 
moral guilt, and no standing as historical evidence concerning 
the facts; but the new interpretation of "civilian damages" 
made it of enormous financial importance. To the German\ 
mind "reparations" had been doubled, or worse, by a jug-I 
gling with language which was nothing short of a breach of 
faith, and now included in fact what was repudiated in name: 
a ",ar indemuity. Furthermore, the Sum was not even fixed, 
but left for later consideration. President Wilson and the 
American delegation at the Peace Conference of Paris ob
jected to the change, but finally gave way, apparently on 
the ground that it was impossible to get an agreement upon 
a reasonable sum at Paris, and the matter had to be left 
for time to show the unwisdom of demanding the impossible. 

, The American Senate failed to ratify the treaty, and the sum 
assessed by the Reparations Commission in 1921 was 132 
billions of gold marks, or about 33 billions of dollars. Bbnds 

1 .. Economio and Financial Prog""" in Europe, 1923-24," in 11...... 0/ 
BCOIIDmic Slatialict, July, 1924, p. 207. 
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were to be issUed by Germany to cover interest and principal 
on 50 billions of marks, payments to begin immediately.' 
The remaining bonds (class C) for 82 billions of marks, were 
to be dealt with later, when there should be revenues to 
cover them, or some of them. 

Trouble began almost immediately. The Germans re
garded the A and B classes of bonds, in the sum of 50 billions 
of gold marks, as ample if not excessive total reparations, 
and the imposition of the remainder as a deliberate attempt 
to crush them economically. Without pronouncing on the 
question of justice or good faith, the British were inclined, 
on second thought, to agree with them as to the total sum 
which it was feasible and proper to collect. France was the 

. stumbling-block. Having arrived at a total on paper, she 
held out for taking radical measures against her ancient ' 
enemy or making any scale-down contingent upon reductions 
in her own obligations to her allies (or acceptance by them 
of Class C bonds in payment, which amounted to the same 
thing). In the meantime, German eeonomic conditions 
seemed to be approaching complete chaos. A loan was . 
impossible because of the uncertainty that the fantastic 
indebtedness could ever be paid. Inflation went on apace '. 
to meet the running expenses of tneGovernment, the. note 

\ issues reaching five hundred times the 1913 figure before the 
~end of 1922, and capital was being sent out of the country 
lat an alarming rate.. The Reparations Commission, dom
'inated by France, refused a moratorium. Delays in pay
ments in kind furnished a technical excuse for joint interven-
tion. . 

/ 

.. In January, 1923, the French and Belgians'occupied the 
RUhr, the British refraining, and finally deciding that the 
move was not permissible under the terms of the treaty, 

" :Great Britain's own economic situation was bad, and she 
. was more intere~ted in reviving Germany than in crushing 
her.' The mark plunged so fast that calculations of prices 
became impossible without cutting ofi' conventional numbers 
of ciphers, and an article worth a million marks at the close 
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of Saturday's business would sometimes be priced at two 
• millions Monday morning. Nobody saved any money, to 
see its purchasing power halved in a few days. Early in 
July a dollar exchanged for only 200,000 marks, at the close' 
for nearly 1,000,000 and in Septemher for 53,000,000. In' 
that month formal passive resistance was.abandoned in the 
Ruhr, where production was already practically at a stand
still. The French found it an elephant on their hands, with 
world sentiment against them and their chances of ever 
realizing anything growing less daily. By November they 
were ready to acquiesce in the appointment of two commit
tees of experts. One of these studiellJ,he flight of German 
capital and reported that the only promising remedy was 
stabilization. The other, under the chairmanship of Gener~ 
Dawes, formulated a plan for balancing the budget and put- ' 
ting the reparations payments on a business basis, out of . 
reach of politicians. 
\ The so-called ~which went into effect in Sep

tember, 1924, is founded on the basic assumption that all 
action mUSt conform to the one necessity of holding the 
curre~c'y __ sta!>Je. A loan of 800,000,000 gold marks was 
floated, and a new rentenmark created, which has been held 
at the par value of the pra-war mark for nearly two and a 
half years at this writing. This has been done by making all 
payments on reparations accounts in marks and within the 
country, leaving to Germany's credito)'S the responsibility' 
of converting these into other currencies. Such transactions 
are controlled in a way to prevent the rate of transfer from 
becoming so rapid as to endanger the stability of the mark. 

~ Theoretically, this would mean the refujlal to cash checks 
except in cases where foreign credit balances exist to pay 
them. In practice, it means a transfer committee of six \ 
members which is constantly watching imports, exports, 
and exchange, and undertaking no payments which cannot 
be carried through. Thus creditor nations are obliged to 
maintain such commercial relations as to make the transfers 
possibl;' and the one insurmountable obstacle of the period 
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b'efore the Dawes Plan went into effect is removed. The 
committee is composed of the American Agent-General, one' 
other American, and one member each from Great Britain, 
France, Italy, anq Belgium. 

Other features of the scheme are a German bank of issue 
!under the supervision of the foreign group, a transportation 
ta.x,-provisions for diverting some of the customs and in
ternal revenue to reparations, and the stock company men
tioned above as having taken over the German railway 
system. To this writing, the first annuity of 1,000,000,000 
gold marks and the second of 1,220,000,000 gold marks 
(about $300,000,000) have been made. The scale of pay
ments provides for a gradual rise to 2,500,000,000 in the fifth 
year. French and Belgian economic control of the Ruhr 
ceased within two months, and the military evacuation 
occurred at the close of the first year - though the occupa
tion of the regular zones, as provided in the .pellCe treaty, 
continued: The evacuation of the Ruhr was perhaps 
hastened by France's need of her troops in Morocco and 
Syria, but it was bound to occur soon, as the Dawes Plan 
does not allow of independent intervention. The schedule . 
of payments after 1928 is quite heavy, and calls either for 
large borrqwings by Germany or for a large increase of 
German 8XpQrts if the transfers are to be made over a long 

I period of years. Borrowing, of course, is no solution of 
Germany's problem. It merely postpones it and changes its 

'form. 
An important conference was held in ~ in October, 

1925, producing a general series of arbitration treaties be
tween European nations and paving the way-to Germany's 

_entrance into the League of Nations the following year. 
In ~ this new atmosphere various commercial agreements 
became feasible, including two preliminary Franco-German 
ones signed in 1926 and plans for a much more sweeping 
general arrangement requiring more time to work out. The 
Dawes Plan and the necessity for tariff and trade readjust
ments to which its operation had pointed were factors in 
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bringing to a focus the plans for a carefully prepared inter
national economic conference in 1927. 

Franco-German commercial relations must not only get 
back to the most-favored-nation basis of the pre-war period, 
but the reparations tangle, if it is to be resolved, will event
ually force them beyond. France's one-sided right to such 
treatment under the peace treaty expired in January, 1925. 
Their changed economic positions, as well as the one-sided 
reparations transfers, raise new difficulties. Both are now 
industrial nations. First the instability of German money,\ 
and then that of French, produced temporary obstacles to 
the smooth working of any tariff s.:c:angement. Finally, 
a French law of 1919 raised new obstacles to most-favored
nation commercial treaties by adopting reciprocity as a 
basis; that is, the tariff rates agreed upon were to be fixed 
for each separate case, and any nation subsequently negotiat
ing with France could have no guarantee that at the close 
she would enjoy equal advantages with those having made 
treaties earlier. 

Endless trouble would have been avoided by listening to • 
the American contention in·the Peace Conference, adhering 
scrupulously to the spirit of the Fourteen Points and the 
armistice agreement, and limiting reparations payments 
by Germany to the covering of direct physical damages. 
Those Class C bonds for 82 billions of gold marks are still 
(1927) a thorn in the side of economic Europe, causing a 
sore which festers and half heals by turns. The delay .in 
getting at the reparations problem by sound economic 
methods postponed Inter-Allied debt settlements. Interest 
went unpaid, and new loans for the post-war period got 
entangled with the still unfunded ones for the war, which 
were in turn a mixture of advances for actual war expense 
with those for industrial and other purposes. Every attempt 
to cancel or otherwise readjust the German indebtedness 
represented by Class C bonds has come to be aSsociated with 
French claims that Great Britain and the United States 
should take the loss by like reductions in the Inter-Allied 
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debts. Ail European nations were drawn more and more to
gether by their post-war hardships and problelns, this as- \ 
sumed the form of propaganda against America IU! "Uncle 
Shylock." This provoked a. lively and understandable 
resentment on the part of Americans who remembered that 
their delegation had objected on principle to the huge addi
tional reparations claim which they were later a.sked to pay 
indirectly by the cancellation of Inter-Allied obligations. 
The mistakes have become history, however. Recrimina,
tions are useless, and there is little doubt that the whole 
tangle will have to be cleared up eventually on the principle 
of all-round capa(~ity to pay. 
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CHAPTER X 

FRENCH INDUSTRY SINCE THE REVOLUTION 

PECULIARITIES OF CONDITIONS IN ll'lIANCE 

To imprison the main facts concerning the industrial develop
~ent of any country during a long period in a single chapter 

[/ is always difficult. A£i£.!!!!:~ is in rea.lity an extractive 
I industry, which refuses to be separated, particularly if it 

happens t~ be relathl'~!Y_!Inl'~r.tant, as in France. To set 
C?ff the growing orgrapes from the manufacture of wine is 

. artificial, and the same remark holds good for sugar beets 
t and the refineries which extract sugar from them. There 
I are other, more serious reasons why the growth of industry 
: in France sinye the eighteenth century is unusually hard to 

'1' deal with.v./\. series of wars, ending in those incident to the 
: ; French Revolut.ion, deprived her of most of her colonial 

\ 'empire, crippled her foreign investl!lents and tr&,!ie, embar-
rassed her finapces at home, and in other ~aYs radically 

\ changed her position as an industrial nation. For example, 
a series of inventions gave cotton textiles an enormous im. 
petus at the very time when she was least in a position to 
import the raw material and keep pace with the change. 
Silk declined in importance relative tQloCotton, and absolutely 
during the French Revolution itself:.JThe great blockade 
dected the introduction of machinery and the growth of 
the factory system in a multitude of intricate ways, at a 
critical time. Be~m was to profit more than France from 
what was actually accomplished in the ·way of stimulating I 
mining and machine industry during the Napoleonic period., 

France was really setting out on a new and uncharted 
course, in a changed European situation, after the Peace of 
1815. The British capital and talent which had been a 
factor in the previous century, now favored Belgium, and 
later Germany to a lesser exten~ when they did not f111w 
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overseas. They were still free to come, however, and often 
did so during the first half of the nineteenth century when 
the French situation made it possible to make money. 

Eth Great Britain and Belgium, with their superior nJ:lalral 
ources and eaW start, were quite near to Franee. She t 

as been relativeFy poor in coal, t1!.e '::'~!~<!" of industry, r 

as the French call it, from the beginning. Though her pro
duction rose from a little over 4 millions of (metric) tons in 
1850 to 41 millions in 1913, this figure d~es not seem so im
posing when compared with Germany's 279 millions arld 
England's 292. vFrance aIso lacked the iron ore to erect the ~ 
fundamental indUStry for t~g t.liiicoaI uito the great 
machinery which is the brawn of the new economic society. 
At the very moment when the basic process promised to 
correct this, LoE;.Bine '!.1Yl, ~a.ken from her and she lost her 
favored position in "LUxemburg, suddenly raising up on the 
Rhine a new and more dangerous rival than Great Britain. '~ 
vit would not be just to characterize French industry as 
"stagnant" during this middle period of approximately a 
ceiitiirY. after 1815. Her economic fabric was different 
from that of her rivals. The richness of her soil and the J' 
sturdiest qualities of a great people tended to make her an I 
agricultural country, and the slow growth of population ... 
emphasized the tendency. Frenchmen could have their 
"well-being" without crowding into smoky towns, and on! 
the whole they were ~sfied to have it so. Moreover, they' 
could practic¥Iy feed then;teelves, a fact which hindered the ' 
development of an urge to world commerce and to the in
dustry to support it in the weak places. Nature seemed al-~ 
most unkindly kind to them as a people placed 'amongl 
teeming and struggling world powers. French agriculture\, 
never developed the tendency toward big holdings and

l
' 

capitaIistic methods, so characteristic of England and parts 
of Germany. lnheri1!1!.ce.laJU were held partly responsible. 

I for this fact, aiid R1il tu.i1rlor the slo')Lgr..!?wth of population •• 
There are many explanations of this kind of thing which may , 
be followed around in pleasant circles, but it seems best to 
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refrain. Of the many factors which swarm into the mind, we 
frankly do not know which are "causes" and which "ef-' 
fects," if it is possible so to divide them up, ~d any weights 
which might be assigned are arbitrary. J 

In the struggle for power with other nations, France took 
on a new and far-flung empire. It was not like the empires 
of other powers which could people them, and hsd vast ex
port industries to feed them goods and be fed by them. Of 
this curious colonial system something will be said later. 

Finally: .the new industrial France bom of the WOrld_War\ 
puts the earlietperiods III a. somewhat different light. Not 
that the historical facts are altered, but different ones have 
become important. The new France must be either a heavy • 

. importer of coal or a greafexporter of iron ore, of which she 
has ~arly a quarter of the developed world supply, ranking 
first in Europe by a wide margin. Already second only to the 
United States in the production of s,U!s.s, she has acquired the 

'

cotton and woolen mi11s of Alsace-Lorraine and become one 
of the great competitors in the textil~. It is now absolutely 
necessary to pay some attention to this new period in French 
industrial history in order to pick out the important facts 
about the earlier one; but both tasks are rendered extremely 
difficult by the shortness of the present phase and the pecu· 
liar, not to say abnormal, conditions surrounding its begin. 
nings. The three outstanding ones have been suggested in 

! 
dealing with Germany: the general di&lQ.cation of world trade, I 

the situation arising from the retrasing of the Franco-German : 
frontier, and inflation. 

French inflation after the war was much mol".!! gradual than _. 
~an, and the appearance of prosperity correspondingly 
more drawn out.1 A period of years must transpire, after 

I Th. note circulation of 6,680,000,000 at· the end of July, 1914, 'II'tIO backed 
by about 11 per cent of that amount in gold and eilver, and the remainder in 
credit.. and eo.uriti... Thio tlocd of paper rose steadily to about 38,000,000,-
000 at the end of 1919, intermittently to 40,000,000,000 early in 192,;, and then 
mtly to over 66,000,000,000 in July, 1926, with a .... tai ..... rve ouly slightly 
higher than in 1914, even if the PlIlt deposited abroad, and not readily available 
,... oountecL 

• 
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an enormous shift of resources from one power to another; 
before any very exact estimate of its significance can be 
made. • This should be obvious from a backward glance at 
Germany as of 1871. Europe as a whole might become far 
more prosperous than in 1914, and yet never recover her 
relative economic importance in the world. Time and pa.
tience are required to find the bllBis of Franco-German co
operation most advantageous to both parties under the new 
distribution of resources and the changed marketing condi
tions. Final.ly, it is always advisable to be cautious about 
counting any apparent gains made during an inflation period 
until sure that ample time has elapsed for all the effects of 
stabiIization to make themselves felt:-The stimulus of arti
ficially low prices (in gold) to foreign trade and manufactur
ing is nearly always false and temporary.(France used her " 
expectation of huge payments from Germany to reconstruct 
the industrial regions, among others, with new and far more 
efficient equipment. At the same time the inflation period in 
Germany WIIB turning VlIBt amounts into the physical form 
of enlarged and improved plants. Between them, they found 
themselves with more production facilities than the existing 
market required. ) 

THE PASSING 01' GILD CQNTRQL 

Turgot, Controller General from 1774 to 1776, took steps 
to destroy the power of .the gilds, but his efforts were only 
partially successful: His downfall in 1776 gave an oppor
tuuity to those who favored the retention of the gild monopo
lies to advocate their reinstatement with Bome success. Thel ~ 
ReX!llu.t.ion. bmught..wi.th..it...drllBtic legisla.tionlor repressing I 
the gilds. The Iice,!lsing of all craftsmen was made compul
sory (1791). The Napoleonic Government, realizing the 
advantages which in certain branches of trade gild control 
offered in regulating production and distribution of victuals 
and other necessaries, WIIB instrumental in 1801 in partially 
reestablishing gild monopolies. But the day of the gild had 
plIBsed. Despite these concessions, which were made largely 
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for the purpose of allowing the Government to exercise a more 
rigid con~rol over the distribution of certain commodities and 

j services, gild organization never again assumed a leading posi
/ tion in the industrial life of the country. Followm,' g the down- . 

fall of Napoleon, freedom to pursue a chosen trade 'was 
'practically restored. The Printers' Gild, the last of the 
monopolies established by Napoleon, finally disappeared in 
1870. 

'The French Revolution and Napoleonic wars cost France 
any advantages which she II)ay have momenta.riIy obtained 
by the cOnlmercial treai!Y with England in 1786. This treaty 
was especi;;]y;~coU;:agmg to the glass and'iiliiS\in industries. i 

It affected commerce and manufacturing more generally, and 
though some provisions might have had to be modified; the 
move was sound in principle and the ultimate effects should 

J have been good. Napoleon's conquests and the resulting 
blockade temporarily enlarged the market for some French 
goods on the Continent, but the net results were not en
couraging. His efforts to encourage industry through the 
direct aid of the Government brought surprisingly small re
turns for a really impressive expenditure of thought, energy, 
and even money. A society for this purpose was organized' • 
and prizes offered by the Government for industrial inven
tions, one notable product of which was the Jacquard loom. 
Industrial exhibitionS were also held, in the hope of stimu
lating interest in the newer mechanical devices. 

These measures fell short of their intended mark, the need 
being less for general interest than for the estab1ishment of 
conditions under which the machinery would pay. For ex
ample, the supply of cane sugar was cut off, ereating a preS&' 
ing market demand which crowned the attempts to establish 
a beet-sugar industry with considerable success.' The chem
ical iIldustry made some headway also, for similar reasons. 
Napoleon's economic, ideas were astonishingly crude and e'" 
roneous for a man of his ability in many other lines. A study 
of this one factor in bringing about his failure would be in
teresting. He entertained some of the worst fallacies of dsea-
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.dent~, including the b~e~f-tradetheon:inits 
crassest form. Even in setting up his famous Continental 

, Blockade against England, he was indifferent to the idea of ; 
I cutting off her imports, believing that she would ruin herself 

in paying for them if he could sufficiently embarrass her ex
port trade. On the other hand, he tried to build up French 
industry by exorbitant tariff rat\lS, which hindered imports ,~ 

and helped to cripple the whole economic system. France, f 
would have been safer with him at the helm if he had found 
time to read Adam Smith carefully - or even Turgot. His 
visionary scheme of organizing the Continent t() shut ou~ 
English manufactures broke against"'tire strong and wide
spread demand for them, raising up more enemies against 
him than he could put down. 

THE INTRODUCTION OF POWER-DRIVEN 1IlACHINERY 

As noted in Chapter III above, the Newcomen type of steam ,. 
pumping engine was in general use in French mines in the 
eighteenth century. In the same period the French took the 
lead in developing silk machinery, and some large plants were 
set IIp, as in Italy Widiii"England. Both the flying shuttle 
and the spinning jenny found their way across the Channel 
almost immediately after their appearance in England, and 
there was also some spinning by power on the eve of the 
Revolution. In the various mentions of "steam engines" 
then used in France, no distinction was genera1lymade be
tween the Watt and Newcomen models. Most of them were 
used in mining, and the presumption is that they were the 
Newcomen type of steam pump. The latter were built in . 
France aiso, and there was thus I!O question of dependence 
upon England. As late as 1810 the total number of "steam 
engines" in the whole country was estimated at about fifteen, 
a probable figure for Watt engines and quite too low to iri
elude both types. 

Although France had been a leader, if not the leader, in 
industrial con~entration before the general introduction of 
power machinery, the spread of the real factory system there . 
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was ~ The machine printing of cotton goods wa.s intro
dUCed in the great Oberkampf mills in 1797. Silk remained' 
almost entirely a putting-out industry in spite of being one of 
the very first to begin using power, a.s in the great Jubie mills 
tof the eighteenth century. During Napoleonin times, cotton 
!spinning became largely concentrated in the hands of big 
:industrialists. These mill-owners often took over other pro
cesses, including weaving and printing. While this entsiled 
a fairly complete industrial capitalism, even as compared with 
England, mOl!t of the weaving wa.s put out in homes, only the 
processes which demanded power machinery being carried on 
by factory methods.1 ~he existenee of industrial capitalists 
like Temaux and Richard-Lenoir during this period, with 
whole strings of factories in France, is proof that the pro
cesses were familiar, and that there was no want of enterprise 
to exploit them where they paid. W~II!! th~ great source 0 

of power everywhere, so the number of steam engines is of 
little significance:' The slow growth of the industry in • 

[France, a.s compared with England, must be explained in I' 
~such general economic terms a.s suggested at the opening of ' 
r this chapter, plus specific difficulties like the sc~reity of raw i 
~aterial, the narrowness of the llI¥ket, mist~e~_~arj.ft' ( 
Ipolicies, the dearth of hands with huge armies mobilized, and) 
so on. 

AIl the early steam engines were small, and the ones ex
ported from England were doubtless below the average. The 
size is casually mentioned in several ca.ses belonging to the 
Napoleonic period, and it is probable that most of the small 
number in France developed not more than 10 horsepower, 
the average being less than that. The 6OOnported in 1830 
may have had an average horsepower of 10, which would 

I Bollot, Charles: L'inlTodudioA d" macAin;"'" da ... I'indurlrie f""'9liH, 
pp, 28 f. Th. other importent oouree on the beginnill/!8 of machine p ......... 
in this industry is Uvy, Robert: HilltmrtJ ~ tU I'indut/rlo _Nno 
en A!saco. Ballot'. is a general work, published in 1923, under tbe auspi ... of 
the ComiU d .. trow,u:e hilltoriquu • 

• Steam furnished le .. h ..... poWlll' to ind\18try than water until after 1857. 
See the table on page 6/j of the Annuaitw ,s1<JlN1iquo for 1924-. . 
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• make 6000 horsepower derived from steam in the whole 
country. Apparently the old Newcomen type, or pompe a 
feu, had entirely disappeared from the mines by that time. 
It is not safe to accept any figures before about 1830. Eng;" 
Ii.sh export prohibitions on machinery were not withdraWll 
until after 1825. The practice of smuggling, the premium 
which the import difficulties put upon the use of French 
machines even where decidedly inferior, and the particularly 
confusing element of the replacement of antiquated equip
ment in the mines warn us against trusting any estimates 
which could be made at this late date. A survey of 1847 
placed the number of steam enginenrt 4853 and the total 
horsepower at 62,000 - or an average of 121 horsepower. 
At the end of the century, French industry was using about, 
75,000 engines, developing over It million horsepower. This 
marked a vast and progressive growth. Note, however, that 
the average size of the engines had hardly doubled in fifty 
years, and that 1900 is rather a recent date. 

This suggests again a certain persistence of the initial 
peculiarities of French industry down through its whole 
course of development. F~airl~ small hand looms continue tor' 
weave goods of intricate and artistic design all over France 
to-day, Paris included. These devices are not" antiquated." 
On the contrary, they are perfectly efficient for the kind of 
work they do. In America we do not specialize in the types 
of goods which cannot be manufactured with power machin
ery. French industry is not comparable with American1' 
German, or even English, merely in terms of size and quan1 
tity. There was nothing necessarily "backward" about the 
use of charcoal in making iron and steel by any country as 
long as it continued in the good fortune of possessing the 
wood. 

GROWTH 01' THE TEXTILE INDUIITRIES 

Since the onset of the Industrial Revolution there has been 
a shifting" t'\\ilight zone" between hand and power-machine 
production, whe~ the two types might compete. 'France 
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produced really wonderful linen in Flanders, Normandy, and, 
Brittany in the eight!l.~!J?Jl\!ntury by hand I2rocesses. After 
a temporary slump during the Revolution, this industry 
again became prosperous, but the power-drivetispindle was 
gradually introduced;)it being found that this merely cheap
ened the. making of most grades of yarn without affecting the 

, quality. , Power machinery did not sprea~ to linen weaving 
, to any considerable extent 1l!ltil after 1850. It first began to 
penetrate the re~on close to the Franoo-Belgian. boundary, 
where ample coal supplies were ava.iJ.able and the type of cloth 
manufactured lent iteelf most successfully to machine pro
duction. Normandy, and esPlilcially Brittany, kept on mak
ing their former grades by much the same processes as before, 
without feeling machine competition v~ seriously. ,Ex
ports of linen yarn rose steadily after 1850,. reaching a value 
of 15,000,000 francs in 1859, and 24,000,000 francs five years 
later. (In the production of yarn or thread, power machinery/ 
was general, the direct competition being on the basis of flax 
production rather than method. Then the British began to 
compete seriously, especially with the machine-made linen, 
by marketing substitutes made partially or entirely of cotton. 
French linen production showed an absolute decline after the 
seventies. It was the hand-woven grades rather than those 

e
rned out by intricate machinery which survived. On the 

ve of the World War, nearly half the French looms em. 
loyed in linen manufacture were of the hand variety. 

• ech.8.llAzation took place rather in the cottons, which had 

I
' !usurped the place of certain grades .Of linen in the market. 

[n th~Q!L2fJa,hor, F,ance held her own best in the 
t,ypic!!ll:\: hand-made goods. ' 
c..~_~plJl!l~g ~~_~eaving were distributed throughout 

the country at the opening of the nineteenth century, indi
cating the predominance of the independent-craft and put
ting-out types of organization.) Some \ concentration wasl 
found in, Rheims, Amiens, 1!:vreux, Louviers, Sedan, and 
Roubaix - somewhat less in southern France. (yower spin
ning and carding made more rapid gains than power weaving, 
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which was almost a negligible factor to the middle of the 
century. This was in contrast with England. where a pro
found change had taken place, as we have seen,) The French 
manufactured many mixed textiles,'combining wool and cot,.. 
ton, and a.lso developed the worsted industry. (Thek foreign 
trade did not suffer greatly in competition with England,) 
exports of woolen textiles increasing from 80,000,000 francs 
in 1838 to 396,000,000 in 1865. ..., 

. France produced an extremely Jligh gradll gf,,~ooLi She 
kept increasing the quantity, developing the best grades 
particularly. ,Up to 1835 she imported almost none. AB the 
textile industry grew, she hs4 to intpert mo.re and more wool ., 
- half the amount consumed in the sixties and over seven 
eighths on the eve of the World War. (some of the wool was 
reexported, representing a growth in foreign trade rather than 
industry)and also a certain fastidiousness as to the grades 
which her peculiar market demanded. The worsteds made 
the most rapid advance, though the weaving of heavier 
textiles likewise made progress. (Machine methods were ex
tensively introduced where the patterns and the number of 
duplicate pieces warranted, but the hand loom continued to 
dominate a field all its own. ) 

However much we may appreciate the peculiar place oc
cupied by original and artistic design, and with whatever 
firmness we may reject quantity as the sole measure of in
dustrial progress, we should be foolish not to recognize that 

I the steady perfecting of machinery has left to hand work a 
I decreasing fraction of the total market. This is true in terInIl 
of value, which is the one reliable measure in business. The 
manufacture of silk goods furnishes an illustration of how this 
has affected French industry. There is a narrow market at 
high prices for distinctive new goods of real artistic merit, and 
the function of creating them in the first place is an important 
one in the world. Out of 46,000 factories and workshops of 
the silk: indJ,lM.J:y of twenty French departement8 in 1926, 
about5000 were specialized to thi~ _iyplL oL pl'Qduction. 
Practically all of these latter used hand methods; and. me.-. 
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chine production was almost as uniform in the others. While. 
the value of the output of these hand units was roughly pro
portionate to their number, the quantity was of course an 
extremely small fraction of the whole. 

Since the element of fashion enters into the price of these 
fine, new materials, comparatively few pieces of any pattern 
will be absorbed by the first market, and the specialist does 
not arrange for mass production. The consumers soon shift 
to still newer designs which have been created in the mean
time. But the really broad market in the contemporary 
world is at lower prices, and remains to be exploited after the 
wealthier, and perhaps more discriminating, buyers have 
moved on. Other manufacturers duplicate the product as 
nearly as possible by machine processes, and it is perhaps cop
ied several more times with cheaper materials and methods. 
For example, a new type of printed silk, or silk mixed with 
metallic threads, comes into vogue, first made by a French 
firm. If other French manufacturers do not carry out the 
idea on a larger scale, through cheaper grades, foreigners will 
gather in the lion's share of the total profits. Furthermore, 

. the machines are getting so highly perfected nowadays that 
v t-they can do nearly everything but think. Machinery has 

usurped these successive markets right up to the first and 
smallest one, enlarging all of them, and even creating some. 

Back of this is the long history of the draw loom, with its 
obscure origin...sj~China.A type of it made the Damask 
or Damascus cloth, so highly prized in the Middle Ages. 
From there the loom came to Italy, and then to lfrance, The 
general principle is simple. -To weave intricate patterns, 
varying numbers of lengthwise or warp th'reads must be 
raised to allow the woof or cross-threads of different colors or 
textures to be drawn through, ,Several French inventors 
simplified the still tedious process in the eighteenth century, If 

-1acqu8:!ci)tJpom, patented in 1801, revolutionized ~. Dis-" 
carding the maze of pedals for manipulating the warp threads, 
he made it possible to control the most complicated designs 

, automatically by a series of perforated cards" (I'he industry 
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was quickly transformed) There were 10,000 Jacquard 
• looms in use in France in 1824, 42,000 in 1832, and 57,500 in 

1840. 
(All were hand looms up to !§.@L:!I'hen .steam power was \1, 

first applied.) In 1866 there were a little over 5000 power 
Silk looms out of a total of 120,000. The shift went on stead-. 
Hy, the actual number of machines decreasing slowly with the 
swifter increase in the capacity of the average one. Of 

. 40,766 silk looms in 1914, all but 5413 were run with power., 
<-France's raw-silk industry was practically ruined by pests 

which appeared about the middle of the century.) In place of 
an output of nearly ~t million pmmds at that time, about 
three quarters of a million are produced to-day, of the 13 
millions used in French mills. Japan produces two thirds of j . 
the world's raw (natural) silk - 57 out of 85 millions of tons 
-.and China and Italy most of the remainder. 

, /France has lost her ancient leadership in silk production tOI 
the United States,which consumed more than twice as much \ 
natural raw silk before the war. The tise of artificial sill!; I 

from its pro-war insignificance to more thaii twTciethevolume 
of the natural product in 1925 created new problems for the 
French.) This material requires new methods, including 
different dyes, tending to cancel the advantages of an old 
industry. Of the 182.6 millions of metric tons produced in 
1925, only 15.4 millions were consumed in French mills. 

o The greater part of the EIi!k.il:LC!ustry is in southern France, 
with Lyons as the center. ~ds (including hosiery), are 
produceaafTroy~ upholstery at Roubaix and TOUr8,IMe at 
Saint-Quentin, Caudry, and Calais,)nd other silk products, 
notably mixed textiles, are turned out by other northern· 
places. There are some silk mills in Alsace. iThe transition 
to power macbinery behind a high tariff wall certainly points 
to a tendency in the new France to abandon some ancient 
peculiarities which are less profitable than of old.) In some 
branches, such as solid-color silk hosiery, the machine is 
supreme. Due to the ta.rifi, there is practically no foreign 
competition in the home market, but this makes for high 
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prices, \"hich in turn atTect the ease of placing the goods • 
abroad. ' Continental tariff programs generally produce 
dumping in its characteristic forms to a degree hard for an 
American to appreciate - presumably because his domestic 
market is broader and it is easier for him to achieve the 
economies of mass production. It is considered normal for 
the average export prices to be lower than domestic prices, 
the 8J'gument being that the extension of the market leads to 
economies which in turn cheapen the goods at home even 
more than the amount of the tariff. This is plausible enough, 
reasoning purely on a national basis, but there are too many 
,"ifs" involved for conclusive proof, one way or the other. 
From the standpoint of Europe as a whole, there is evidently 
a loss somewhere in a vast system of interference, with the 
avowed aim of artificializing territorial specialization. 

The Peace of 1815 removed the physical difficulties of im-j' • 
porting raw cotton, and the industry was soon flourishing be
hind a wall of protection. While the independent master and 
theputting-out system prevailed quite generally in the woolen, 
linen, and silk industries, the production of the cottons was 
earried on iiiideressentially different Conditions. Depend-

• ence upon foreign sources of raw material atTorded opportu
nities from the outset for the establishment of power-driven 
mills. In the northwest, also in Alsace, where the cotton 
industry was highly developed, the PClwer 100I.Jl was intro
duced early in the century. Around Mulhouse, the number 
of spindles more than doubled between 1828 and 1848, and 

" power looms assumed importance after 1830, although they 
did not predominate until 1870. Conditions were less favor

!B-ble in other parts of the country, but on the whole the in
ldustry was remarkably successful. A threefold increase in 
production occurred between 1815 and 1840. The exports 
were valued at 66i millions of francs in 1836, rising to 165 
millions in 1850, thus considerably more than doubling in a 
decade and a half. While this did not match the growth of 
the industry in England, it was. solid progress. J 

In the readjustment of the cotton industry after the loss of 
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• Alsace-Lorraine in 1871; the districts around Lille and Rouen 
showed by far the greatest activity. The most significant 
development took place in the nineties, when the full force 
of the high protective tariff of 1892 exerted itself. This was 
true of many of the important French industries. The 
technique of spinning and weaving was rapidly transformed, 
especially in Normandy and around Lille. Ail early as the 
sixties, the hand loom had practically disappeared from 
Alsace, but it predominated much later in some other sec
tions of the country. All told, France operated more than 
110,000 power looms in 1912.; The number of hand looms 
was probably less than a fourth 'lllrtarge, and their small 
average size made them a relatively sma1I factor in the total 
output. The number of spindles in the same year was over 
7 millions. [These figures compared somewhat unfavorably 
with those for England, where there were more than five 
times as many looms and nearly eight times as many spindles. 
(C~tton texti!es r.~1!.4 n~.J.ilk in t~e export t!a.de of 
Fraricem 12!34,With a total value of 385,500,000 francs. (The 
cotton l'liCIustry had gone through a period of slow growth in 
the late seventies and throughout the greater part of the 
eighties, incident to the general dislocation of that time the 
world over. English goods had found their way into the 
French market in spite of the comparatively low tariff of 
1881, leading to the much higher one of 1892. Finally, the 
loss of Alsace-Lorraine in 1871 must not be forgotten. Fren@ 
textile products werirOTiifexce 'itionally fine_a.YM1M~!t9.l.!!Mty: 
compared Witnlhose of competitors. rmany consumed, 
on the average, a much larger quantity of both cotton and 
woolen yarn, but a comparison of the value of the manu
factured goods shows a much smaller discrepancy than the 
mere qUlmtities would suggest. 

Before the World War, France ranked fifth in the number 
of cotton spindles. She had (in round numbers) 7 iiilllions, 
as compared with Russia's 8, Germany's 10, America's 28, 
and Great Britain's 56.) ',The two million spindles transferred 
from ~y ~th ~e-L9rraine made Fran~Im:c! in 
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rank, but still left her far behind her two principal rivals. 
Especially since the war, some French economists and states- • 
men have expressed a good deal of agitation over the de
pendence upon the United States for raw cotton.) Attemptli\ 
have been made to develop cotton planting in the colonies. 
There is much land which seems snitable, for example in 
West Africa and Indo-China, but the effects of such a pro
ject on the required supply of cotton would be negligible for 
many years in any case. 

COAL MINING 

! The increase in France's coal output during the N apoleonicl' 
period had been mainly due to the exploitation of minesl 
located in territory which was lo~~ in 1815. On the whole,: 

(

the remaining deposits were not so well sitl\!ted or so ch~p 
to mine as those of Great Britain. Production was always 
~uf!icient.to sUPP.!x.Jhe hllme. mar~et) as indicated by the 
following round figures: 1 

YIWI (milllot;:~=triO:toDl) ~"=':tona) 
1820...... ...... ......... 1. 1.3 
Ifl!jO ..................... 4.4 7.2 
1890 ..................... 26. 35. 
1900 ..................... 33.4 46.8 
191~IS .................. ,1.1. 61 • 

. {~ome iw~ hundred m.i!tes. were put out of commissicm and 
more or less damaged as a result ()tthe World. War. Coal 
production dropped from around 41 millions of metric tons in 
1912-13 to 271 millions in 1914 and 191 millions in 1915 
(the first full year of war conditions). It was up to nearly 29 
millions again in 1917, but fell off 2imillions,in 1918. Then 

I Condensed from tables in FoviUe. A. de: La FM .... konomiqu.; mtilllique 
nmi171h146 '" comparative, p. 208, and Tb&,., E.' H .. W ... k<mmnique dJJ I'A ... 
gltlm'., dJJ I' AU_., dJJe £/LIIo-Un;' et dJJ la Fra""" (1890-1900), p. 400, 
and the An .. "';r. Sta/iBtique for 1924, p. 55. Note how nearly "" .. tant is tb. 
percentage ratio betwoen produotion and ""neumption for aIm.,t 8 century, 
in spite of a great increase in both figures, aod of oourae of the actual amount 
of the shortage. Fraoce could a1waye incre ... her production of coal 10 meet 
the risins demand. but the relatively high cost of cIoins 80 is reHected in the lag, 
whioh meane imported coal. 

I 
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, A1sa~aine was recovered, the ~~of. the. Sas.r Basin 
were ac....9.!ll!~d (to balance the destruction of French mines), 
andthe Germans were assessed 7 million tons It. year, to be 
eredited_ to' rep~atiorui. ) ObVIOiiSly, the figureS- iifterthe war 
lire not quite compara"6le with the earlier ones, quite aside 
from the economic crisis. Let us take the most important 
elements,separately. 

Fjrst, (!he two hundred damaged mines were back su~ 
stantially to the pre-war level of productivity by 1925. po-! 
tentially, they were more valuable, as the plants and organ
ization were much imfroved, especially with reference to 
handling by-products.). Lorra:in\T1'1'Oduced about 3i mil
lions of metric tons'before the war, and considerably more 
afterward (around 5 millions in 1924 - France is shorter of 
coal than pre-war Germany was, and inclined to emphasize 
this source more). The 9 millions or so of the Saar and the 
reparation payments in coal are not counted in France's own 
supply. After the Locarno Pact of 1925, restoring some
thing like peace-time normality in Franco-German relations, 
a persistent agitation arose in Germany for the restoration 
of the Sas.r Basin. Ten years of French rule were still due 
under the treaty, and the mines had been definitely trans
ferred, but the fact that the restoration of France's mines had 
required much short of the generation which had been pre
dicted as necessary inevitably affected German feeling about 
the question. 

Taking the boundaries of the new France as the basis of 
. calculation, the average monthly output was as follows (in 

thousands of metric tons): 
1918 ................... 3720 
1921 ................... 2416 
1924 ................... 3746 

That is; production was back to the pre-war level in 1924-
and it continued to rise. France's total output of coal in that 
year was about 4 million tons more than in 1913} With any
thing like normal conditions restored in Europe, it should be 
at least 10 milI!,0ns more, with considerable possibilities of 
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expansion. But the French need much more coal than they 
did. For one thing, th.!l.Y. got .tv!j)_Jl!kd_~ of. Germ,any's iron . 
ore. The fact that this cannot be fired with the kind of coal 
n;;ar it and inside the French frontier was more or less related 
to the Ruhr adventure of 1923, and the vital factor in bring- ' 
ing about the Continental steel trust in 1926. One acute 
problem in the coal situation is the group of chemical by
products, so intimately tied up with potential war strength 

~ 
well as with normal industry. $y the close of 1926 France 

ad developed about a third of her potential 9 million horse
power from hl:dr!l"6l!.l~c sources, and become the first nlll
tion of Europe in this respect. She is much better off than 
she was in 1913, but.J!t~~.Jn ~oal.') If Europe could be 
definitively pacified, this would be unimportant, as no nlll
tion can produce everything it needs in this age. 

IRON AND STEEL 

(. The growth of the French iron industry early in the nine- . 
teenth century was hindered by the relagy':e. scll.l'city of both 
iron ore and coke, and also by the distance which separated 
the two. As late as 1850 the iron furnaces were still largely 
using charcoal. This meant a wig" Aistubution of the in- ' 
dustry, which necessarily had to be established as close as 
possible to the forests where charcoal could be obtained 
cheaply. Production was somewhat increased during the 
Napoleonic period, but there was comparatively little change 
in the processes. Between 1812 and 1828 the ,!!ig;-iron output 
was approximately doubled, with about the same increase 
during the next two decades. I The figure for 1847 was 600,-
000 tons, as compared with' a little over 220,000 in 1821. 

, Coke made very slow headway against charcoa'l as fuel, the 
number of charcoal furnaces increasing until about 1840, Of 
approximately 470 furnaces in 1846, only 106 burned coke. 

,It was not until twenty years later that the two became really 
'comparable in importance. ') 
I (In the early history of the French pig-iron industry, the. 
)nfiuence of English experts and capital was considerable. \ 
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As in Belgium, the foreign element was fairly important dur
ing the whole first half of the century. IThe sudden and very , 
remarkable growth in railway construiition after 1845 (witll 
the exception of the years 1848 to 1852) caused a heavy de
mand for the products of the iron mills. A good deal of the 
material was im..I>!?rted, however, as domestic manufacturers 
were not in a position to supply the demand. Gradually the 
French industry adjusted itself to the new conditions, and a 
period of expansion set in after 1852. l 
IExtensive exploitation of the Frene6. iron ore deposits has 

taken place only within recent years. Some progress was 
made before the Franco-Prussian-War, and in the years im
mediately following, but nothing to compare with the rapid 
advance which had been made in England and in Belgium, 
The annexation of Alsace and a large part of Lorraine by 
Germany meant the loss of important steel plants which had 
previously turued out a large percentage of the total French 
output. The chief loss lay in the retardation of the future of 
the iron and steel industry, sinee thevast phosphorous ore 
deposits of this region were not exploited until after the basic 
process was introduced (beginning with 1878). From 1860 to 
1907 the annual production of ore increased but slowly. It 

',was only aft\lr the latter year that really effective develop
ment began. 1 The growth is suggested by the following con. 
densed table:' . 

FRENCH PBODl1CT10N 01' :mON Ou, 1881-1913 
1881-1890 (ten·year average, in thousands of metric tonsl'... 2,934 
1891-1900 (ten·year a_. in thousands of metrio tons). • • 4.206 
1001-1910 (ten·year average, in thoU8Cl1ds of metric tons). • • 8,547 
1911-1913 (three-yea:raver8&l', in thoU8Cl1dsofmetriotons) ••• 19,258 

Due to the war and the German invasion, the figure dropped 
from 21,918 in 1913 to 11,252 in 1914, and to only 620 in 
1915, the first full year of hostilities. The average for 1915-
18, inclusive, was 1502. 'The part of Lorraine which Ger
many had taken in 1871, a~d now returned in 1918, had alone 

, produced)!l,OOO,OOO metric tons of ore~ 1913, or two thirds 
of the en'tire German output. This is practically. equal to . . 
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-the entire pre-WM production of France, nine tentt of which 
came from the pa.rt of Lorraine left to her in 1871. When we 
rellect that the iron of the Saar Basin, of which rance got 
control after the WM, comes from another pa.rt of what is 
really one field, the importance of this concentration in the 
hands of one power becomes apparent. In fact, the control 
turns out to be more or less fictitious in economic terms, and 
the apparent importance of its being vested in one power 
much greater than the actual one. 

Ore deposits, and even ore on top of the ground, are not the 
same thing as iron and steel. The quality and location of the 

}loking coal in the Ruhr region ma.ke the Lorraine ore more 
ealuable to Germany than to France, especially in view of 

. the developed lines of communication and plants. The same 
is true of the Saar, of much of the Luxemburg ore, and of 
some of the Belgian. If the coal production of German Al
sace-Lorraine as of 1913 was much below what it might have 
been, on the other hand, the iron ore output was enormously 
higher than it would be if strictly cut 011 from Germany
that is, economically. LThe events of the disturbed period 
just after the war indicated that the Germans could still make} 
iron in the Ruhr from imported ore more cheaply than the 
French could produce it in Lorraine with imported coke, if 
the two were a.rtificially cut asunder by hampering communi
cations across a political frontier.·\ How great the disappoint
ment of many politically minded Frenchmen was may be 
indicated by leaving the ore figures aside and taking those 
for raw iron and steel instead. Repeating pa.rt of a table 
given in the last chapter, the 1913 situation was roughly as 
follows: ' 

FuNCII ANI) GBIIIWf mOB ANJ) 8TBI!:L 0vrPuT, 1913 
(Roun4 numbeta, iD milliODS of metric 101la) 

0 ..... .,.,. 

,~ 
Iroll ............... 17 

1:lteeI ............... 17 
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Let us now take the post-war boundaries, giving similar 
round numberS for both pre-war and post-war production 
within them: 

Tm: MAIN Etn!OPIiWl So11llCES OF IRON AND STEEL. 1913 AND 1925 

A. lBoN 

(Round numbers, milliOIl8 of metric tonal 

F'B.u<n 

GUVAn 
(p..,.n't 
exWut. 

Y ... (present. lncludiac LUXIDIBnQ B......".. EKGWJI'D 
...... tl AJaa... 

Lorraine 
.. dSaarJ ---1--= ------

1913 ....... 10.9 10.4 2.5 2.4 10.4 

1925 •••.••. 10.1 9.9 2.3 2.5 6.3 

B. l!TJw. 
(Round numbers. milliona of metric tonal 

t91s....... 11.7 

1925....... 12.2 

9. 

9. 

1.2 

2. 

2.4 

2.4 

7.7 

7.5 

T ..... 

---
36.6 

31.1 

32. 

33.1 

• Auhtrat't abo'lt 1.4 (or ifon and tJl tor .teel to pt the net French production withiD. tho 
political boundt.ri.. Thl!' rnund ~n:t lor FranM appear below. 

t Produewou Waft IIX\ew'led flbout 00 par cent in Luxembur, du.riDa' the "er period. 

If we take out the Saar Basin to get at France's position 
within her political boundaries, it appears as though produc
tion was only a little below the 1913 level a dozen years later 

~
in the territories involved, and that she had actually con
solidated the gains made on paper in the peace treaty. That 
his is not the case is immediately seen by comparing her 

position with Germany's. France got the source of 21 out of 
28 millions of tons of Germany's prc-war ore, not including 
the Saar, Which means some 3 millions more. Leaving this 
last item out, in spite of the fact that it was taken off one side 
of the count and added to the other, it appeared at a glance 
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as though France was to have about 42 millions of tons of ore 
and Germany 7. If we moved the figure foithe Saar over, 
the ratio would become approximately 44 to 4. (But Ger
many produced more iron and ste.!!l..i!Ll~ than France did, 
and her quota, as assigned under the Union internationale de 
l'acier brut of 1926 was about a third larger. She had the~ 

. geographical position, the experience, and the mills.; 
(rhe German producers of ceded Lorraine were indemni

fied, and much of this money was spent in the enlargement of 
plants still within the frontiers of Germany during an infla
tion period when it went very far. This entailed a loss of 
skill, experience, financial power, and market contacts for 
Lorraine, as well as an enlargement of the German industry 

. to substantially its pre-war capacity. ) Luxemburg was a 
more serious competitor than formerly. Japan had greatly 
enlarged her' industry incident to the war, and many of the 
lesser European powers had done likewise.' Finally, the 
United States, which had produced about 5 million metric 
tons less iron' and a shade less steel in 1913 than the five' 
European nations of the preceding table put together, turned 
out nearly 5 millions more of iron and 15 more of steel in 1925. 
This does not mean that we took their market, but rather 
that we were not drawn into the war until late and, far also 
from the later crippling economic struggle, we managed to 
save .something from the collapse of a period of magnificent 
growth. 
; Europe found her capacity for turning out steel enormously 
greater than before the war, and the market hardly capable 
of absorbing even the old quantities. With about a pro-war 
equipment, Germany could place less than two thirds as 
much, though she needed to find export markets more than' 
ever before, to cover reparation payments. Partly due to 
lack of foresight on the part of the Allies in drawing up the 
shipping provisions of the peace treaty, and partly because of 
inflation, she threw much of this manufacturing power into 
ships, at a time when they were rusting by thousands else
where. The German Government was poor while the mark 
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was rapidly sinking, so the market for such things as railway 
• material was bad, and continued so under the economies of 

the Dawes Plan. Moreover, disarmed Germany Jacked the 
steadying factor of a call for military and naval supplies from 
the Government. Her Russian and Balkan markets wert\ 
also below par, due to low purchasing power. The location 
of what market existed was not so important as the fact that 
the European steel producers had either to struggle for what 
there was or divide it up, and also- attempt to build it up. 
Late in 1926, the greater Continental producers chose the 
latter course. 

The Continental Steel Combine-di!!. not solve the problem 
immediately, or expect to. It had to acknowledge at the out
set that its members possessed much more equipment than 
the market warranted. The remaining Continental steel 
producers, and above all Great Britain, should be in it in 
order to regulate even the European output. To organize . 
lworld production into a unit would be a problem of quite a 
ldifferent order. With the exception of Russia, the domestic 
markets of Europe would not seem to be susceptible of the 
expansion which American mills may still expect, and Japan's 
peculiar situation in the Orient makes her a littJe less in
clined to fix limits at all rigidly. Americans tend to under-1' 
estimate the vital necessity of international economic co
operation in Europe, and Europeans conversely to over
estimate its immediate importance to the United States, each 
continent naturally seeing its own situation best. In this
matter of steel, American aloofness must affect the possibili
ties, or at least the difficulties, 'of cooperation among Euro
pean producers. On the other hand, a considerable- success 
there might easily give Americans a much more vital practi
cal interest in international co6peration - and this is true of 
other things as well as of steel. 

Returning to the nation as 8 unit, and thus putting asid~ 
the post-war shift in boundaries, it is apparent at a glanc~ 

. that <france's importance in iron and steel increased enor4 
mously during the first quarter of the twentieth century. The' 
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production of pig iron rose from 2! millions of metric tons 
jn 1900 to a little over 5 millions jn 1913 and Si millions in 
1925 i of steel from 11 millions in 1900 to nearly 5 millions in 
1913 and about 7i millions in 1925 (not including the Saar 
Basin). This growth, before and after the war, was super
vised by the ComiM des Forg68, the organization and concen
tration of which has fully kept pace with the industry.' 

MACHINERY AND SHIPBUILDING 

Various peculiarities of France in respect of her require
ments as to machinery have been suggested in the above sec
tions. i Her railway material before the World War was much 
lighter, on an average, than that of Germany. :! Hand looms, 

. running at comparatively low speeds, are reflected backward 
in the machinery which constructs them. Attention is called 
again to the low average horsepower of steam engines in 
France, less than 13 in 1847, and only about 24 at the end of 
the century. ) To the economist, machinery represents not 
merely, nor mainly, a group of scientific and technological 
problems, but rather a me~ for providing the market with 
those goods which it will absorb at a profit to the organizer of 
production. Thus, when he turns from minute details to 
seek for general tendencies, his sound impulse is to look back-I 
ward from the market to its reflection in technique and 
tools - aince this is just what the entrepreneurs have done 
jn setting up their plants. This is not so simple as it looks. 
Besides the domestic market, which has been protected in the 
case of France, there are various foreign ones in which comp&
tition with other producers is'more direct. It is always felt 
at home in certain goods which are produced "in insufficient 
quantities to meet the demand or not at all. For example, 
before the war most of the cycle parts, such as wheel-hubs, 
were of British manufacture. 

Five million metric tons is a considerable quantity of steel. 
We are not mistaken in supposing that pr&-war France, with 
such an output, had a considerable machinery industry, in
cluding machine tools. The eIectro-chemical and eJectro-
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metallurgical plants alone used some 200,000 horsepower in 
the opening yea\"B of the twentieth century, nearly four times 
as much in 1914, anqabout ten times thefust figure a decade 
later. i The imports of machine tools and machinery were 
over two thousand metric tons by weight on the eve of the 
war, and the exports slightly larger. A decade later the im", 
ports had fallen off slightly and the exports nearly doubled • 

. This is partly a matter of growth and partly one of France's 
improved position in the steel industry as a result of the out
come of the war. That French firms bid successfully against 
foreign ones for such contracts as the huge Cemavoda bridge I 
over the Danube in Rumania, d~=, is ample evidence 
that the country was not to be . with a shrug even 
in the production of heavy structural steel. There were two 
industrial Frances, the second being merely emphasized by 
the war, as well as by the trend of development in methods 
the world over) 

Perhaps the most suggestive illustration is one a little to 
one side of the main branch of the machinery industry. l.A 
dozen years after the outbreak of the World War, the largest. 
manufacturer of'1lutomobiles in Europe was the company 
founded by Andr6 Cit:ml!n.) Foreigners had correctly re
garded the pre-war French motor vehicle as a high-priced 
product, carefully assembled with an amount of hand work 
and non-automatic machining which was rare in Europe and 
unknown in America. Citroro served his apprenticeship in 
the old MO\"B factory, which was of that type.LDuring the 
war there was much emphasis on the simplification of pro
cesses and speed of production, with a decreased stress upon 
details, and afterward many manufacturers went in for a 
cheaper product which would nevertheless be solid and 
practical. Citroiln's scheme was conceived before the war, 

, but not launched until immediately after the peace. With-
out going into his methods in detail, it is safe to characterize 

I them as an "Americanization" of the industry to a degree 
found nowhere in Europe outside of France. There is more 
hand work than in an American plant, the cost of Jabot being 
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less in Europe. Petroleum products being higher-priced than.: . 
in America, the design emphasizes much lower horsepowerf 
and greater fuel economy. In standardization of parts and 
the use of handy accessories, the idea is the same. ) 

There is no broad field of manufacturing where the advan
tages of territorial specialization are greater than iB ma
chinery, and few in which Europe has done so little to reap 
them .. 'In spite of the difficuities raised by tariff legislation, 
particularly at that time, machinery was the fourth item in 
French exports to Germany in 1925 and third in German 
exports to France,) 
{ By the middle of the nineteenth century the English mer

chant marine, with a total tonnage of about 3,565,000, was 
. more than five times as large a.s that of France. Changes in 
construction - the substitution of iron and later of steel for 
wood and of steam power for sails - put the French at a 
further disadvantage. On the surface it might appear that 
the French Government policy of granting bounties would 
have materially aided the shipbuilding interests. But Fran:ce 

...placed import duties upon various materials which entered 
into ship construction, with the effect of increasing costs to a 
degree which offset the bounties and hindll!'Cd the develop
ment of the industry. The result was that, while French 
yards increased the tonnage constructed, a fairly large per
centage of the growing merchant marine was purchased 
abroad. 

h France had the second largest merchant marine in the 
orld in 1880. By 1914 she had dropped to fifth place. 

\During the decade 1895-1905 there was a smalJ..improvement 
of 7 per cent: but at the same ~e the merchant fleet of 
Great Britain increased 13 per centjof Itaiy, 51 per cent; the 
Netherlands, 68~Germany, 78; the United States, 79; Rus
sia, 115/Denmar'k, 129; Norway, 137; and Japan! 27Q.. /.On 
the eve of the war France had about 500 steamers and 400 

• sailing vessels, with a total tonnage of around 1.4 millions.) 
That of her steamers was surpassed by a single German com~ 
pany, the Hamburg-American Line. ~e su~marine took a 
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heavy toll of French ships - around a million tons - and 
France's industries were so strained by other needs that she 
still further prejudiced her relative post-war position by al. 
lowing her allies largely to take care of shipping needs. In. 
spite of vessels taken from Germany and some building, the '. 
situation continued to provoke serious thought, and some 
alarm, in France after the war,) Naturally, those minds in 
which world commerce and empire are associated feel the 
most concern, as it is not comforting for a Frenchman to 
think where his country would have stood between 1914 and 
1918 without the help of foreign ships, including navies, (Aa-

I cording to LIoyd's Register, Fr~ had 3t millions gross 
tons of shipping in 1925, as against slightly less than 21 mil
lions in 1914, or an increase of about 50 per cent.) 

DEVELOPMENT OF MEANS OF COMMUNICATION 

, The construction of well-built roads began in France some
what earlier than in otha";.--OOiintries on the Continent. The 
efforts ofN apoleon to build an adequate network of roads may 
be regarded as the beginning of the important cbanges in 
transportation which were to occur later in the century.) It 
must be emphasized, however, that the energetic steps then 
taken were largely the result of military policy. At the same 
time the self-sufficiency of these districts was now partly 
broken down, and the products of distant sections of the 
country began to be marketed over a much wider territory. 
,Canal construction had begun even earlier, so that by the 
-;oond"deCadeOI the nineteenth century some parts of the ') 
country were fairly well providel.!,with transportation facilities. 
lJn railway constructi~n, Continen~aIEurope_."!I'as some-, " 
what behind Englaiid,'"""'and this was notably true of France. \) 
The 'StoCKt'Olllll1d DaTlington and the Liverpool and Man
chester lines were in operation and 'others were either under 
construction or being projected long before railways were 
seriously thought of in France, in spite of the need for more 
rapid means of communication. {The first locomotive was 
brought to Fr~ce in~. and the successful operation of a 
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short line between Lyons and St. ttienne marked the be
ginning of railway construction; but as late as 1841 France 
could c1a.im a total of only 360 miles. " 

Throughout the Continent the question of a settled rail
way policy received ell:!ly consideration, especially in Be1~ 
gium, where a program for the construction of government
owned railways was formulated fairly early. ,;£n Francdl}e 
same question attracted public attention. I.!! ndecided as to 
the best course to follow, the Government adopted several 
ell:pedients. t-.Of the greatest importance was the plan formu
lated early in the forties whereby the Government aided in 
financing the railways by undertaking the building of the 
roadbed, which was to remain in the hands of the State. The 

. Government also constructed the necessary bridges and tun
nels, but chartered companies were left to lay the tracks and 
provide the necessary rolling stock. In this way it was 
hoped to encourage the development of a well-planned rail
way system which in time would connect all of the important 

Icenters of population with Paris. Some progress was made. 
, in the ell:ecution of this formidable program even before 1848. 
But political. and finanoial obstacles were insuperable.) Jhe 
Governmeno/Was compelled to relinquish its original policy. 
but. maintamed a general supervision over railway con
struction. 
'. In the second half of the century railway-building W8.s 

fairly continuous, interrupted only by the forces that inter
fered with industrial elI:pansion generally. In place of the 
elI:tensive financial assistance which the Government had 
earlier hoped to give to the railways, it was ijossible (1859) 
merely to guarantee the interest on the indebtedness of some 
of them. Yet, by 1860Franee could claim a total of 9167 
kUometers. ) This rose to 29,839 by 1885, to 38,109 in 1900, 
and to 40,933 in 1913. This dropped to a little over 36,000 
for the war period, and the total, including the annell:ed 
territories, was a little over .50,000 in 1920. (In miles, this 
means about 25,600 in 1913, 22,400 during the war. and a 
little over 31.000 in the new post-war France. ) . 
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It should perhaps have been remarked earlier that mileage , 
ill not an ideal measure of either the actual or the relative ef- : 
ficiency of a railway system. The ton-miles and passenger.1 

miles, as compared with other countries, would be too intri
cate for use here. Quite aside from the weight and capacity 
of the rolling stock, the mere question of the average speed 
of trains ill a needed corrective for mileage figures over long 
periods. " For example, the average speed of French trains 
quadrupled between 1835 and 1905. The whole French 
system of internal transportation suffers from too much con
centration upon Paris, due largely to its beginnings before the 
economic life of the country develop~ as we now see it. ThiIl 
has been partially corrected with cross-lines and strategic 
railways back of the eastern frontier, but it remains a fault. 
In pre-war France there were also more than 7000 miles of 
navigable waterways, with other important canal and canali
zation projects under way, and these also )cut across the 
radial pattern of the railways in some cases. ~ 

The Government early provided for the transfer of Pri~' 
vitely owned railways to the State, givin.Kch~ers 'only for 
definite periods of years. Ultimately the French Govern- . 
ment may thus become the sole owner of the entire system. 
The state (;Eta!) system consillts chiefly of th, lines of the 
Western (0ue8t) Company, taken over in 1908. ThiIl serves 
a country which ill mainly agricultural, the lines were fairly 
expensive to build, and the competition with the Seine 
traffic to the Channel ports, as well as of the coasting trade 
between Nantes and Bordeaux, has further increased the • 
difficulty of making the govemment-owned lines pay. 

r. A tremendous amount of work has been done during \ 
three centuries to canalize French rivers, which are generally. 
small, shallow, or swift, and to connect the whole into a) 
system of inland waterways:) L On the eve of the World War 
there wen:/about 7000 kilometers of improved natural water
ways and 5000 of lateral and joining canals -\!n miles, about 
7460 altogether. ThiIl system carried 38 million tons of 
merchandise annually before the war, as compared with 19Q . 
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millions on the railways, ora fifth as much. The port of • 
Paris alone handled 13 million, tons of this traffic by water,) 
putting it well ahflad of the se!lport of Marseilles in terms 
merely ofthe volume of business, and giving it three times the 
tonnage of the seaport of le Havre. These comparisons must 
not be taken too seriously, as the value per ton of the mer· 
ehandise entered and cleared in the port of Paris was much 
lower, being largely local trade. 

CONC=RATION OF l'OPULATlON AND OF CAl'ITAL 

(The rapid concentration of population in urban communi· 
ties which characterized the industrial history of England 
after the opening of the nineteenth century, di~ot appear in 
,France to any marked degree until after 1850. Concentra

'l1Oniila" few cities of political and 'coDimerci importance 
dated from much earlier, of course. CUnder the system of 
economic organization which prevailed during the first half of 
the century, a wide territorial distribution of skilled laborers 
was possible. The rural PO!ation waS still about three I fourths of the whole in 1850. The extent of urban growth 
can be visualized in the folIo g table of the population of 
ten important cities: 

PO~17LA'l'lON GROWTH IN Tl:N Fiwlca Crm:s, 178!}-1851, 

Roubaix ..•••••••...••.•..•..•••. 
Rouen ............. :: ....... : ... ' 
le Havre ...................... .. 
St.liltienn ...................... . 
Nantes ......................... . 
Toulouse ....................... . 
Lille ........................... . 
Bordeaux ....................... . 
Ma""'iII ......................... . 
LyOllB ......................... .. 

1789 

1,000 
85,000 
16,000 
9,000 

65,000 
M,OOO 
60,000 
83,000 
16,000 

139,000 

1821 

9,000 
87,000 
17,000 
2&,000 
68,000 
52,000 
64,000 
89,000 

109,000 
177,000 

ISSI 

35,000 
100,000 
29,000 
36,000 
96,000 
93,000 
76,000 

131,000 
195,000 
149,000 

, Foyille. A. de: La. Fra .... konomiq>u: .um.liguo ra"""'" eI wmparolivf, 
p.IO.! . 
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Note that Roubaix, St. Jl:tienne, Lille, and Lyons, at least, 
may be considered industrial places. That Lyons did not 
grow more rapidly must be set down largely to the actual 
decentralization of the silk industry. As already noted, the 
small workshop has shown an, extraordinary tenacity in 
France. Of a total of 575,000 establishments no later than 
1896, nearly 535,000 employed a working force not in excess 
of ten persons. Tllls type of plant was overshadowed some
what more rapidly during the first quarter of the twentieth 
century, for reasons some of which have been discussed 
eplier in the chapter. . 
l.The general tendency of heavx.,.. industries to concentrate I 
at the points where the conditions o1'transpo!:p and power ar~ 
most favorable has been visible in France in our century.,J 
That all French industry must do likewise does not neceg., 
sarily follow. Somebody is going to make certain handicraft 
products. The small electric motor has acquired a remark
able vogue in France, where it is peculiarly adapted to com
bat overcentralization. There are none too many French
men in a country with vast agricultural wealth, so that pres
sure is still unlikely from that direction, as in the past. A 
strong spirit of nationalism rejects the idea of bringing in too 
many Italians or Spaniards unless they are willing to become 
naturalized, to which process, on any vast scale, their Gov
ernments oppose obstacles. It is hard to see where the urban 
population would come from for industrial concentration at 
any dizzying rate, and not very clear to many minds just how 
the majority of French families, now living in villages, would 
profit by it.l 

I· French indust.ria.l organisation did not require the elaborate m •• hanism for 
baodling uneml'loyment found in Germany, and the problem of social wur-, 
anoe has been simpler.· An Employers' Liability and Workmen'. C<lmpenss-: 
tion Act of 1898 made a.U industrial employere .... ponsible. Industrial w ... 
ance of !.his type has been almost universal in Franoe for many years, and may 
be taken out with .ith.r private companies or the State. A peD8ion act for 
the aged and th. permanently incurable was p .... d in 1905, the oo.t to be 
horn. by the commu .... , the tU~, and the Slate. At th. end of 1921, 
th .... were over 600,000 people ... gistered for such relief and the cost was 
158,989,000 franea (paper), not a very large increase over the 19121ture of 
55.487,~ fran .. ~ld). Th. French Old Age Pensions Law of 1910 ey.d fQ~ 
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LESSER INDUSTRIES 

Industries are particularly hard to force into any rigid 
classification in a rich agricultural country like France. 
Some of them, lik~ flour II!illing and sugar refining, are closely 
allied with agriculture, and do not export much. The wine 
industry is usually classified under agriculture in ~h 
books. The distilling .of liqueur. is not in itself a major in
dustry, such as steel or the textiles, but France is a large pro
ducer of grain and beet alcohol over 57 million gallons a 
year. Even that figure leaves distilling in a secondary posi
tion, as compared with sugar, of which France is the fourth 
producer in the world. 

There are a good nymy industries like this, important but 
not in the first rank.l All the chem,ical plants put together 
employed about 100,000 people-b~fore the war, and have 
grown somewhat since~ Germany's potash monopoly was • 
founded on deposits in AIsa.ce and also at Sta.ssfurt in Prussia. 
Their output was apportioned before the war, and controlled 
by a syndicate, but the Alsatian field is much the more im
portant in total resources. Mulhouse is the center of the 

(

industry. LAn elaborate Franco-German accord, signed in 
December, 1926, provided against invasion of each other's 
markets and fixed export quotas so as to end competition. 

j Among the other important chemical products of France are 
I sulph~c and nitric acids, synthetic nitrates, various cl}}clum 
, and sodium products, and phosphates.) Important deposits 

of phosphates are found in-Tunis, Algeria, and Morocco, 
where they are extracted and sent to France for preparation. 

l Progress in the.,\Y:ll industry has been slow b\lt determined] 
For it really to pay, it must be linked up with innumerable 
other chemicals and by-products, and the technique of many 
single processes is also extremely complicated and delicate. 
The c?,lJ,l-tar derivatives are only the center of a vast complex, 
contributions &om both employer and employee, to which tho State added 
something. the amounts varying with the....... People like independent 
art.ioallll, who ... ", not oompelJed to insure, might do eo voluntariJy. The total 
number registered at the end of 1922 _7,701,948, a large peroenlafe of th_ 
eligible, but oIightly fewer than in 1914. , ,. 
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and the nation which wishes to compete seriously in the 
single field of dyes must have a pretty well-rounded and 
quite highly developed chemical industry. So important did 
this prove to be during the war that France, like many other 
nations, emerged with a determination to achieve it even at 
considerable trouble and no little initial loss. The Germans 
were the great pioneers in this field, especially the Badillche 
Anilin und Soda Falnik, which in 1925 became the center 
of the whole German dye industry, organized in a single 
company as the J.G. Farbenindmtrie Aktiengese!l$chajt, with 
~ch nothing in France really compares. 
(. French pharmaceutical chemill!ry is also considerably de
veloped, the Poulenc and UBine3 ttlI..~Mne products, among 
others, being known around the world.) The foreigner is often 
a little startled at first when he presents a physician's pre
scription and is handed out a rather gaudy sealed carton with 
the manufacturer's name extremely conspicuous upon' it. 
French medicine and French law furnish the explanation. 
The 'former emphasizes a comparatively small number of 
standard remedies for use in ordinary practice, out of the vast 
collection whose properties must be known by the physician 
for emergencies and constantly ,xperimented with and ex
tended in the great laboratories. (Since Revolutionary times, 
the law has bcen extremely rigid about the employment of 
drugs which might be dangerous to the citizen, and quite con. 
servative about multiplying the number of useless remedies. 
Pharmaceutical preparations and the processes of manufac
turing them are not proteoted by the patent laws as in most 
o,ther countries, the 'original idea having been to prevent 
monopoly prices - a "commercialization of medicine." 
The expense of maintaining adequate laboratories, now that 
a stage of enormous complication in chemistry has been 
reached, makes this provision quite useless against mono
poly, and manufacturers complain that it merely hampers 
t;'e growth of a national industry. } 
LOther examples of secondary industries 9.fe..,p<>ttery, glass, \ 
paper, leather, and leather goods (including gloveBj:---Clock. \ ----.... -- . -----
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making is a winter occupation in the mountains of Burgundy, 
Savoy, and AIsa.ce. T2Y-glaking is ca.rried on under similar 
conditions, and there is also some dia!!lond-cutting and other 
work in precious stones in the Jura Mountains.] Many or 
the millions of ":e»rUt articles" are manufa.ctured:inthe sur
rounding region. These iliclude sollie goods which are both 
attracti:ve and useful, besides those which merely prey upon 
the holiday spirit of the visiting provincial or foreigner. 

COLONIAL EMPIRE AND "TARIFF AS8ll11ILATION" 

Historically, two French colonial empires must be con
a;idered, the first ruined by the eighteenth-century wars and 
the Revolution, the seCond begitining more or less by accident 
with the conquest of Algeria after 1830. Saint-Domingue 
(now Haiti), whioh was finally lost under Napoleon, was ~he 
veritable jewel of a tropical empire in the West Indies} of 

A
hiCh only uninIportant fragments now remain. {In the 

eighteenth century two thirds of the external commerce of 
France was with her eolonies. ) gust before the World War 
the figure was a trifle more than one tenth, having risen from 
about one seventeenth since the proclamation of tariff au-
tonomy for Algeria in 1866. The eighteenth-century co
lonial empire was constantly in the back of the French minds 
occupied with creating a new one a few decades later, at the 
same time continuing to administer certain fragments of the' 
old. :\ 
lArthur Girault '!who is probably the foremost authority on 

France's colonial policies, (summarizes the ideas on the sub
ject under three heads: subjection, autonomy .... and assimiIa- I 

tion. Political autonomy has cirrled wfth it tariff autonomy, ' 
and a policy of assimilation tends to work through "tariff 
assimilation" by whioh M. Girault means the attempt to 
treat" coloru81 territory as a part of the national territory." 

I Tho Colonial Tariff Policy", Fr ....... printed by the Oxford University Pro .. 
ill 1916 for the Carnegi. Endowment for International Peace. Rio great work 
ill tbe ,,"1ICi'P<3 de ""Ion_ III de UgioIalWn ""Ionialo. The first edition 
(1895) wa.o in on. volum •• tbe "umber iIlcreasing to five ill tb. fifth edition 
(1926), tbe fonrtb volume (OD Alseria) being pnblished ill J .... uary. \927. 
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This tariff policy, he declares, "has twice triumphed in 
'France because it was the logical consequence of a prin
ciple." (First the free-trad. e ideas of the Physiocrats tri1' 
umphecf--m the French Revolution. Then came Napoleon 
who reestablished slavery and colonial exclusion, and lost th 
oversea empire partly as the result of a "monstrous attemp~ \,. 
at economic isolation." A policy of "mitigated exclusion" 
fitted in with the era of protectionism which followed) When 
it was decided in 1834 to keep Algeria, a new pro@em was 
created - an entering wedge of favoring provisions which 
developed tariff p.?licies along the general lines of their previ
ous evolution. (!'he Second Empi!:e (1852-70) established 
the principle of autonomy, which wdlil:~d very well with the 
comparatively low tariffs of this periocj,l 

The mere fact that the Republic which still exists was 
then set up may be put down as a minor and indeterminate 
factor in the coy.rse of development taken by the vast eco
nomic empire. LA long and severe business crisis began in 
1882, bringing with it a wave of protectionist enthusiasm. 
Parallel to the working-out of this new economic policy to
ward the outside world went the growth of the empire, until; 
at the outbreak of the World War it had many more people! 
than France herself, and covered twenty times as mucl~ of 
the earth's surface. As the French raised their tariff waIf, 
thus tending to throw them back upon their home market as 
well as to protect it, the question of its boundaries became 
acute. "1'o-..aIIsimiIate" the colonies into it meant to raise 
tariff walls thereaiso=' as low as possible on the side of 
F)'ance and as high as practicable elsewhere. ) 
lIt was the high tariffs of 1892 which brought the practical I 

problems into the field of immediate action,' though earlier, 

I Girault, TM CoIorriGI Tariff Polict/ 0/ F'ra-. chap. v, eopeciaIl1 p. 94 f. A 
glance through the maeo of \ochnigal material OD the policiea under the Third 
Republic, eovering over 200 page!! of this work, will8uggest the reason why any 
eonoiderable detail is impossible here. The ... is a good brief summary of the 
economic life of the .oloni .. in BIllIOOD, F~vre, et Hauser: Le. P'm1Ite et ... ...too 
.. iN (1920), pp. 49~, with bibliographioalauggestione. Girault'. volume in 
the Carnegis EndoWlIlents French oerl .. , promised for 1927, will doal with the 
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regulations had paved the way J Algeria is still treated 118 a ' 
half-assimilated colony, though·politically speaking it is not a' 
colony at all. Tunis and Morocco have a nominal independ~ 
ence as protectorates, with their own ta.rilJ systems, worked 
out under French" advice," to fit in with that of the protcc~ 
ing country. They are under the Foreign Ministry instead 
of the Colonial Ministry (established in 1894), and there has 
been endless trouble in connection with their trade with Al~ 
gena (whose Governor-General is under the Minister of the 
Interior), as well as with the colonies proper. ThUl{there 
are three more or less distinct systems of control in the over~ 

1sea possessions. Algeria, the protectorates, and the colonies 
'are usu~y dealt with separately in France's commercial 
I treaties: ) 
/ After the creation of a specia.l Ministry for the Colonies in 
1894, "tariff assimilation" became a looser and more general 
policy than had been envisaged in the purely academic and 
logical stage. Tariff autonomy had been discredited by 
abuses, and did not fit the new European system of econodlic 
nationalism, but a modified form crept back under the name 
of '~pe!:!!onjl.!ity~' Each colony is allowed to have cer
tain peCUliarities within the general ~, which are watched 
over by the ColoniM Ministry in Paris. '\ 
( North Africa feeds the milling i!ldustry of southern France, 
and to a lesser extent certain others, such as slaughtering and 
packing. French industry enjoys a threefold advantage in 
that market. First, the mere fact that the administration is 
French and much of the private business either French or 
tied to France financially swings many contracts. Second, 

• tariff Iegiale.tion in the two protectorates, drlt.wn up under 
French "advice," undoubtedly makes a difference. Finally, 
France is really close to North Africa, and enjoys many ~ 
nomic advantages on account of the ease of communication.) 
Some of the other territories are not so satisfactory as exten-

war and poot-war periods. Augustin Bemard .... done thiII VV7 .....u for 
North Africa in chapler 11 of his volume in the II8IIle ....... : L'.4/,;,p. ""-.l 
I'fl\d4nlIa "....,.. (1927). 
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sions of the m.a.rket for French industrial producte. Indo
China is relatively close to China, Japan, and India, which 
tend to take her heavier agricultural produce, such as rice. 
This colony is also in the British, Dutch, and Japanese lanes 
of maritime commerce. Besides taking manufa.ctures of 
other than French origin, it has shown a decided tendency to 
b)lild up industries of its own, notably textiles. 
CIn 1913 France's trade with her empire was roughly onet 
eighth of the whole of her external commerce. All these 
possessions put together were less important as a market 
than the United Kingdom.") Their value as potential man
power in case of war goes without.~ying. There is little 
Fren.;h blood to spare, and these o~ea subjects remain 
largely alien in language, customs, and religion. (The tariff
assimilated colonies - three fourths of the whole in terms of 
trade in the twentieth century 1 have been almost uni
formly dissatisfied with their lot, and the fra.ction left una.s
similated as uniformly contented.)As Girault rem.a.rks,2 "a.s-/ 
simUation" is a nice word for a mild form of the ancient 
French policy of 81ibjection, the chief distinction being that 
protection has taken the place of prohihltion. A tariff im
pediment to trade in Europe may hurt some competitor more 
than it does the framer, but any distant colony to which it is 
applied is the main. sufferer. To shut out Chinese, or even 
Japanese, goods from Indo-China means to raise prices, cut 
consumption, and hurt lndo-Chinese trade. The exclusion 
of English and German goods may even hurt French trade, 
where the French merchant can sell the foreign nrpduct and, 
not the domestic one at the prices asked. Fina.11y, to hamper 
British, Dutch, and German commerce may rebound upoh 
French industry, whose products they would be willing to 
carry. China ,will use more French goods the freer trade is 
with Indo-China. The net result of restrictions to com
merce, where they substitute long hauls and high prices for 

I Some, especially in Mrica, had to be left out (non......unilated) because of 
etending international agreemenl& The list of IlllSimilated colonies w .. ex
tended, but ne ... r made complete. 

• Op. ~. p. 282. 
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short hauls and low prices, is to keep the colony poor in order 
t1;at nobody may share in its prosperity. 

! (Protectionism in the contemporary world is used ostensibly 
for the purpose of building up home industries. Its defen,se 

, is that the good it does in this way outweighs any injury to 
trade. When its walls are erected piecemeal around the 
world, however, trade and transport inevitably become the 
big factors, and i\ reminds us more and more of an older type 
of Mercantilism. j 
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'j: 'CHAPTER XI 

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT SINCE 1800"": GREAT 
BRITAIN, FRANCE, AND GERMANY 

CHARACTERISTICS 01' THE PERIOD 

A LONG course of historical development may culminate in 
such a volume of change within a few decades as to constitute 
almost a revolution. If the term "Industrial Revolution" 
is to continue in use, the safest and most conservative mean· 

I ing to give it is the shift from the earlier domination of in· 
, dustry by commerce to the domination of commerce by in· 
,dustry. This had largely taken place by the middle of the 
, nineteenth century. Extreme caution is necessary even if 

the term is used in this restricted and rather definite sense. 
We start with a predominantly commercial organization of 
business, and large-scale industry develops with the expan· 
sion and intensive deVelopment of national and international 
markets. The whole series of economic changes involved is 
also inextricably bound up with improvements in transport 
facilities. To separate industry from the commerce through 
which its products are demanded and taken is always arti· 
fici,/ll, though sometimes necessary for convenience. n we 
remember constantly that all business is enterprise, carried 
on by people with the wants of other people in mind, the sub
ject-matter of economic history need not break to pieces in 
our hands, even though we classify one activity as manu· 
facturing, a second as trade, s. third as transport, and so on. 
Those who organized 'and carried on busUless in the seven .... 

, teenth century had very much the same practical purpose in 
view as their successors to-ds.y, and the change in the sum 
total of methods and tools has been quite gradual. The' 
constant thing is the one to follow. It never leaves us in mid
air, as might occur if we tried merely to trace the develop
ment of a machine back to the time when it did not exist. 

We have seen how maritime commerce outgrew the single 
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voyage of a ship, or even a fleet, in the seventeenth century. 
The great trading companies organized the markets at both 
ends'!>f their routes, keeping stocks of goods which were car
ried away and replenished constantly. Bulkier things, of 
less value for weight, were moved as the cost of transport fell. 
This tendency increased, especially in the period taken as the 
subject of the present chapter, though it was apparent long 
before the Industrial Revolution. During the second half of 
the nineteenth century, trade in the necessaries of life and in 
those bulky articles which constitute the basis of modem in
dustrial ·orga.ru.;ation - such as, coal, iron ore, and the pro
ducts of the metallurgical industri~ expanded as in no pre
vious period. The rail\Y.ay and t;he_steamship were vital 
factors in this situation. Viewed as a whole, with its back
ground of manufacturing, it constituted something like a 
"new industrial revolution," or whatever else we may choose 
to call it. 

Increased sp~ed..in. .trJwsp.ort; cheapllning of freight rates 
introduction of better facilities for handling heavy and bulk 
commodities; the substitution of steel for iron rails; improv 
menta in the construction of locomotives; greater tonnage c 
pacity of steam veSSels (made possible through incre&.sed . 
and the saving of tonnage space for fuel) ; the introduction 0 , 

refrigeration in land and ocean transport - these and many 
other changes of recent years permit the wide distribution of 
a variety of goods which could have been marketed only 
within a comparatively small area not so many years ago. 
Changes, in the po~e~1l§., especially the reduction in

l
l 

postage, and the extenaea\itilization of the electric telegraph" 
cable, and wireless, have also contributed their share to com~ 
mercial progress. The development of the mo.t,.or car has', 
brought the highway back into its own. " 

The establishment of scheduled freight and passenger lines 
both on land and sea has added regul3rity as well as certainty 
to distribution, both of which were lacking in the early trade 
relations of the world. BankinJ; in~titution8 for the financ
ing of foreign and domestic s'mJrnientshave been perfected . 
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and multiplied, and the prineiple_of.illsurance has been vastly 
extended. All this is reflected in an increased quantity and 
variety of goods consumed, and hence in an extension df the 
market, which could hardly have been imagined in 1800. 

-i THE BASIS OF DlTERNATIONAL TRADE 

The basis of international trade is found in the ~e 
superio!:!-ty, na}~~.....?!_~~quiJ:ed, of one nation over another 
in the production of particular goods. This superiority is 
rarely simple to calculate in practice. It may be founded on 
the limited geograpl}ical distribution of certain natll!al re
sou!:ces over the earth or on the climatic unsuitability of the 
purchasing countrY. Even in such cases the obstacles to 
production are often partial. It may be expensive but not. 
impossible to produce the commodity imported, in the quan
tities required. For example, France has found it practicable 

" for many years to mine some of the coal her industries re
quire, but impracticable to produce it all, though perhaps not 
impossible. She can buy some of it cheaper abroad than she 
could mine it under poor conditions. The positive side of 
this is that her people are more profitably employed at other 
things. Similarly, Great Britain's advantages in other 
things are greater than in whe~:grl!wing, though she raises 
some wheat. Her especially good climatic conditions for 
textile production tell more heavily in some grades and types 
of goods than in others .. Some possible competitors, as well 
as some importing countries, could do a good deal toward 
duplicating them artificially within factory walls where the 
difference is not too great. Distance may overcome such ad
vantages, or tariffs cancel them so far as a foreign home mar
ket is concerned. It should always be remembered that the 

. bulk of the world's commerce is either domestic or among the 
great trading nations themselves. They are each other's best 
customers. There are many products, such as coffee, tea, 
spices, and cotton, rubber,' and various other raw materials, 
which are restricted by climate and soil conditions. Cpal, 
lrQD.lletroleum,and·many other minerals are of course found . . 
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only in certain areas. Some international trs.de is perma.nent 
a.nd unavoidable in the nature of the case. 

A'somewhat different situation &rises when a nation be
comes industrially powerful, not because of the possessio!). of 
~tural resources, but rather owing to the acquisition of a 
high degree of ie.~hnical skill. This is rare in just this form, 
since the skill usually grows up around the resources, though 
it may remain behind after these have largely disappeared, 
as in the ease of the French silk industry. Germany's over
whelming position in certain bra.nches of chemiClaLll.l.8..llu
facturing before the war was due to both factors. The great 
trading nations of the past, whe~ommerce still dominated 

I industry, were of course essentially competitors in the distri
i bution rather than in the production of goods. Exclusive of 

those things in the production of which there is a natural 
monopoly, competition exists to-day between nations which 
come nearer tha.n ever before to manufacturing the same 
things under the same conditions. In so far as this is true, it 
accounts for an intensi.ty of cOlnpetition unknown even at 
the opening of the nineteenth century. 

As long as only two or three nations were highly industrial
ized - we might single out Great Britain and Belgium be
fore the middle of the nineteenth century-production seemed 
to be incapable of keeping up with the steady growth of 
world markets. The spres.d of manufactured wares was ac
companied by increasingly successful attempts to imitate 
them in countries where imports had already built up a 
market. This had been true even of Oriental goods in 
medieval Europe. Colonizing countries in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries hs.d also struggled in vain against 
the rise of ma.nufacturing where a stes.dy demand hs.d been 
created, and one of the greatest initial obstacles of a purely 
business type thus overcome alres.dy. 

BRITISH TRAnE AND TilE DIFFUSION OF THE FACTORY SYSTE1\[ 

In a situation such as that described above, there are al
ways some pains of rea<ljustment. If the market continues . 
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to grow, 118 the figures leave no doubt that it did throughout 
the nineteenth century and beyond, the original producer 
should be able to turn to other goods, where the naturahmd 
acquired advantages are decisive, and to still others when 
these are successfully imitated abroad. The superiority, 
which is relative, will tend to be ironed out in the long run, 
but this generally turns out to be extremely long in practice. 
A good deal of confusion may be avoided by considering the 

. Industrial Revolution always lIS a. single series of changes in 
relation to a world market. Thus there was no French, 
German, or Russian Industrial Reyolution, but only the 
Industrial Revolution as it spread to those countries and ad
justed itself to their peculiar eonditions. These conditions 
were quite different from what they would have been had the 
factory system not been introduced first elsewhere and con
tinued to develop new I18pects in the eountries where it WII8 

well established. On the other hand, the plaints of British 
manufacturers and traders who eould not adjust thClIlSEllves to 
the changed situation must not be allowed to obscure the fact 
that Great Britain's economic structure continued to grow, 
among others which robbed it of some of its solitary eminence. 

England WII8 the home country of the factory system. To 
this early start, and the continuance of many advantages 
which help to accounUor it, were added a commercial policy 
ell:tremely well adapted to the needs of businese men, and the 
careful management of a growing colonial empire. In spite 
of the rise of American and German foreign trade, English 
leade!Bhip wllli maintained throughout the nineteenth cen
tury, even though British industry and co~erceeould not 
hold their relative weight in an ClI:pansion which had spread 
so widely over the world. At the opening of the nineteenth 
century England WIIS not" far from the possibility of self
sufficiency i by the close she WII8 irreparably dependent upOn 
trade for part of her food supply. This type of rellSoning 
applies only to wars and other em!1rgencies, lIS no country can 
continue self-sufficing in the modern w!"rld without crippling 
its economic development. / • . 
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The growth in British import and export trade during the 
first half of the century was notable. Beginning With a total 
of £24,927,684 in 1801, the official value of the exports of 
British and Irish manufactures and produce rose to £164,-
539,~ in 1849. In the same period imports of colonial and 
foreign merehandise advanced from £31,786,262 to £103,-
874,607.1 During the second half of the century there was 
an even greater increase in the total value and volume ofl 
imports Md exports, but the character of the .trade changed I 
considerably. 

Previous to 1860 the leading ipport commodities included 
tobacco, rice, iron bars, wine, tlWfw, flax, coffee, and spirits. 
These were now displaced by meat Md meat animals, leather, 
chemicals, cotton, wool, silk, flax, iron Md steel manufac
tures, iron ore, and paper. The changes in the export trade 
were equally significant. A marked advance took place in 
the export of cotton goods. With the increasing extension of 
factory methods to the metallurgical industries, exports of 
iron and steel products increased ·appreciably - especially 
after Bessemer steel began to come into the market. W oolen 
and linen textiles, chemicals, leather goods, and pottery like
wise assumed importance in the export trade. 

As suggested above, the declin!nllper.f.e1llage of world-trade 
enjoyed by Great Britain during the final two decades of the 
century was to be expected. The way to clear up the mystery 
about this common Md confusing proposition is to turn it 
around: it is really the rise of industry and trade in Germany 
Md elsewhere, looked at wrong side first. All of Great 
Britain's now numerous competitors put together enjoyed a 

I somewhat larger percentage of the trade with her own 
colonies than formerly. The trade of these possessions in
creased so enormously, however; and Great Britain's trade 
with them at the same time, that it is impossible to accept 
this as evidence of decadence. India was all the more pro
sperous for her trade with Belgium, the Netherlands, Ger
many, and France, and, far from being the loser by that pro-

I Figuree frolll Porter, G. R. (Hirst ed.): TM Progroot qf /hA NoIi.ft, p. 477 • . 
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sperity, Great Britain profited by i~ in innumerable ways, be
sides remaining in the first position by a very wide margin. 

So much for Great Britain's relative position in world 
trade. We must not make the mistake of thinking we are 
comparing her with Germany as, for example, of 1914, when 
we are really contrasting the Germany of 1914 with the 
Germany of 1870. Other nations besides Great Britain. 
forged ahead rapidly during that period mainly because their 
natural advantages had remained undeveloped; she more 
slowly because she had covered so much of this ground al
ready, and found her potential and actual economic develop
ment more nearly in line with each other. War-time and 
post-war events, including the establishment of the Dawes 

, Plan, enabled foreign experts to find out from intimate con
tact how much German economic efficiency had been over
dramatized. Foreigners had read the complaints - which 
were sometimes merely the excuses of unsuccessful salesmen 
- concerning the superiority of German methods, and paid 
less attention to the similar complaints of Germans about 
the inferiority of the same methods, with which the pre-war 
files of such jouma.ls as Weltverkehr are replete. 

Two factors in the rise of Germany were especially emba.r-' 
rassing to British competitors: (1) A n~w factory system 
naturally has less obsolete machinery in it than an old one. 
(2) Germany could use tariff protection to an extent that an 
old trading nation with a far-flung colonial empire could not. 
The whole fabric of Continental tariffs affected that particu
lar group of markets for certain British goods. Of the effects 
upon the British export market as a whole, We ca.nnoii be so 
certain. A tariff may protect the home market at the ex
pense of keeping a fringe of relatively inefficient plants in 
operation and raising the average cost of production. Dump
ing is limited by the prices and quantities which the domestic 
market will stand, and a relatively high average cost of pro
duction may actually benefit the free-trade foreign competi
tor in the long run. There is no doubt that German salesmen 
and agents made themselves particularly agreeable tQ Latin-. 
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American, Asiatic and Airican clients, and exten~ed credit 
accommodations in some cases which British competitors 
were -unwilling to duplicate. These credit facilities were at 
the expense of a certain sacrifice of safety. It is a more or 
less disagreeable fact also that white Europe has. superim
posed her authority upon the peoples of Airica and Asia; and 
it was easier for a European people not responsible for main
taining that authority to be agreeable than for those which 
were. 

The commercial relations of Great Britain to the rest of the 
,world have bee~ vaStly different from those of most other 

I 
nations. This is due largely to the age of her industrial order 
and to the part played in it by carrying charges and the re
turns on exported capital. The growth of V/reign trade dur
ing forty years up to 1920, and the exceSs of imPO!ts over 
exports, are suggested by the following condensed table: 

VALUE OF BIUTISB WOSTS AND ExPosTS, 1880-1919
' 

Foreign and colonial produce included in exports (ten-year averages, 
in thousande of pounde sterling) -1880-1889 ••.•••••••••••.• 393,551 

18110-1899 ................ 435,825 
1900-1909 ................ 570,647 . 
1910-1919 .•••••••••.••••. 937,529 

1lDo ... 
292,736 
297,986 
409,537 
603,128 

Francis W. Hirst • puts the usual explanation of the sig
nificance of the excess of imports over exports in simple, 
terms, following studies of the facts made by Sir Robert 
Giflin in 1882 and 1898, and by the Board of Trade in 1902: 

••. The excess va.\ue of British imports over British exports 
mounted from 132 millions sterling in 1893 to 184 millions sterling 

1 To ",void the distortion of the figuree for 1910-14 by the later ones of the 
decade, when the war and the 8uctuations of the pound affected them, the 
fi .... year averages for 1910-14 ohould he mentioned separately. For imports, 
this average was 713,685, and for e"POrts 570,198. The import balance, as 
weU as the imports and e"POrts themselves, is of course exaggerated by ex
pressing it in depreciated pounde. In 1924 the import balance wao about two. 
and a half tim .. that of 1913, but the pound was not otabilized until M .... , 1925. 
North Ireland w .. included in the .tatistica from April 1, 1923. The figuree 
are not .molly comparohle with thoee for 1913. 

• Porter, op. ciI. (Himt ed.), pp. 622 11 • . 
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in 1902, IInd the average for the ten yell1'8 W88 161 millions. 1nl J 

most of these years we imported more gold than we exported, and, . 
the average annual excess of gold imports over gold exporte W88J1, 
milJ~ns sterling. Taking the excess at 160 millions, about.!l] 
millions is on account of the earnings of our ~ ~ - botIi 
shipowners. and underwriters. This great sum of course does not 
enter into the returns of foreign trade. Another l1!l_millions, ac
cording to the estimate of Sir Robert Giffin in 1898, W88 repre
sented by iI:lterest on investme!lJls abroad against which, however, 
W88 to be set our new capital invested abroad every year. For just 
as the interest on investment comes in commodity imports (chiefly 
of food and raw materials), so our new capital exported abroad goes 
in the form of commodity exporte (chiefly of railway material,"'" 
machinery, and other manufactured articles), so that the excess of 1 
importe over exporte is swollen by the interest on our investments 

. and reduced by our new investments. Supposing the shipping and 
investment imports to remain stationary, it is certain that an in. 
creMe of importe will involve an increMe of exporte and vice versa.. 

QreatBritain's best @siQI!!!lrs in ll!;M were tirst-lndia, 
then, following in this order, the United States, Germany, 
Australia, France, the Irish Free State, Belgium, the Nether
lands, South Africa, Canada, Argentina, Japan, New Zea
land, China, and Italy. Expressed in millions of pounds 
sterling, the first six were in the class of 50 and over, with 
India at the top with 91.6. Of the fifteen mentioned, six 
were in the Empire, Qccupying first, fourth, sixth, ninth, 
tenth, and thirteenth places. While the political ties cannot 

Jbe disregarded, their importance must not be overestimated. 
If they were released overnight, with a perpetual guarantee 
that they should not fall under the tutelage of some other 

, power, these areas wou)d continue to trade wit!! Great Brit
ain, and it is hard to believe that the volume would change 
radically. Something will be said later concerning the in· 
fiuence, mild so far, of "imperial preference." The main 
factors in her predominance in these markets, as in many 

~ others, would seem to be her old and highly organized com
mercial system - backed by an equally powerful industrial 
order and the accumulated habits and good will of her 
customers. In spite of the inroads of the war and post-war 
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jPeriods, she still has enormous investments abroad, and is by 
Var the greatest ocean carrier of the world. 

THE MERCHANT MARINE 

Only by comparisons can such astronomical figures as 
those representing the millions of tons of British shipping be 
made to serve even as useful symbols of the actual and rela.
tive power over the movement of goods which they are sup
posed to convey. We are only beginning to translate them 
into terms of everyday experience when we watch one little 
tramp steamer spend days in dropping a few hundred boxes 
and bales of merchandise and taking on part of a cargo of 
coffee or sugar for consumption thousands of miles and many 
months away. 

Of the 21 millions of tons of regis!e!Cfl~ship.pingin the ~ld l v' 
in 1890, Great Britain had about 8 millions, Germany H, I 
and France 1. By 1914 the total was 4iJnillions, of which 
Great Britain had 191, Germany 5i, and France 2i. If 
we take steam tonnage alone, Great Britain had very nearly 
half of it in 1914. Some idea of the growth of these three 
merohant fleets since 1870 may be gained from the following 
table: 

BRtTlSB, OEIUoIAN. AND F'Iu1I1011 MEaOllAllT FLEETS. 187()-1914 
(Round numbe .... in mill;oruo of groas toDB, .team and sail. v.".,.)s of 

100 toruo and over. as given in IJoyd's Register) 

y..... UMI'fBD KnfGDOM 
1870 .............. 5.61 
1880 .......... :... 6.57 
1890 .............. 7.W 
1900.............. 9.30 
1910 .............. 11.55 
1914 ....... ; ...... 19.25 
1918 .............. 21.03 
1920 .............. 18.33 
1922 .............. 19.29 
1925 .............. 19.44 

0"",""" 
.98 

1.18 
1.43 
1.94 
2.90 
5.45 
3.22 

.67 
1.88 
3.07 

-1.07 
.92 
.94 

1.03 
1.45 
2.32 
2.03 
3.24 
3.84 
3.61 

Note that Great Britain's tonnage was about the same in 
1925 as in 1914, though the world totw. had risen from 49 
millions to over !!!. millions. The British, French, and Ger-
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man tonnage added together was about 27 millions in 1914. 
and actually about a million less in 1925, Germany's decline 
more than making up for France's increase. Obviously the 
comparison is not complete without taking some note of 
the powers which; put together, had gained over 16 million 
tons. 

The United States got nearly 7t millions of this. We had 
about 41 millions tons in 1870, nearly 8 millions in 1914, and 
15} millions in 1925 - or within about 4 millions of Great 
Britain. Japan rose to third place during the war and recon
struction period, in round figures.from 11 million tons to 4, 
giving her much the largest percentage of increase. She was 
not in the registry in 1870, and had only .03 (30,000 tons) in 
1880. The following rough table of the shipping of other 
powers will give an idea of the changes in the relative posi
tions of Great Britain, France, and Germany since 1870: 

SHIPPING 01' Ormlll GREAT MAIUTIMlIl POWlllIlS, 1870-192& 
(Mi11ions of to ... ) 

1870 
United States.......... 4.24 
Japan ................. BDlIIlI, and 

1lll1'egisWed 
Italy .. ".............. 1. 
Norway............... 1. 
The Netherlanda. • • . • . • .38 

1914 
7.92 
1.70 

1.87 
2.50 
1.49 

19116 
15.37 
3.92 

3.02 
2.68 
2.60 

Great Britain's ships were large! and f~ter than the world' 
average at all these dates, so that her supremacy has been 
more pronounced than the figures indicate, H we count the 
French empire and the territories annexed after the war, 
the growth of France as a world power has grea,tly outstripped 
that of her commercial fleet. The most striking cases are 
those of the United States, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, 
Norway, and Italy. 

~ BRI'l'ISH TRADE POLICY 

Although a sligh~ relaxation in the stringent regulations 
surrounding British trade occurred earlier, it was not until 
1823 that steps were taken to liberate commercial activity in 
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the Reciprocity of Duties Bill. By this act the Government' , 
was authorized to enter into agreements with foreign nations I 
for the purpose of eliminating the restrictions onJoreign trade' 
contained in the Navigation Laws in return for the with. 
drawal of similar laws against British merchants. In 1824 
treaties were negotiated with Prussia, the Netherlands, and 
Denmark; in the following year with the Hansatowns, with 
France in 1826, and with Austria in 1829. The Navigation 

, Acts thus lost many of their obnoxious features. 
Of even greater importance was the eliminat!21l of import \ 

an.!L~ort ,restri'ltions. For centuries British trade had 
been struggling under a niost burdensome system of protec
tion. Hundreds of duties were collected at the opening of the 
nineteenth century from both imports and exports. Popular 
opposition to the tariff centered largely about the Corn Laws, 

I but the restrictive system as a whole weighed heavil:r'1ipon 
i consumer and merchant. Duties imposed upon imported 
foodstuffs met with determined opposition owing to the food 
shortage in Ireland, especially in the forties (1845-46). The 
duties on manufactured goods were substantially reduced in 
1825 and the years immediately following; the rates upon 
raw materials were lowered, and.at the same time export 
duties were almost completely withdrawn. Gilbert Slater, 
commenting upon the reduction of the import duty on manu. 
factured silks, makes the following interesting observation 
concerning conditions under the old tariff schedule: 1 

•.. The importation of silk goods had been actually pniln1>itjve; 
\with the result that English ladies were so convinced of the superi. 
"rity of the French silks, which they were not allowed to buy, that, 
in order to induce them to buy the native wares, merchants found 
it necessary to take them out to ~ and smuggle them back into 
the country. HUI!killson allowed importation of French silks at a 
duty of 30 percent ad valorem, with a consequence that the British 

I silk manufacturer revived and even a' flourishing export trade to 
France began. ' 

Under the leadership of Sir Robert Peel, duties upon hun· 
dreds of imported commodities were either completely with· 

1 The Main.., qf Modom BngIaM, p. '15. • 
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drawn or substantially reduced between 1842 and 1845. 
Peel's greatest accomplishment, however, was the repeal of 
theCorn Laws (1846-49). In 1852 and again in 1860, 
GLadstone carried the poli.£y', o( .txad~ lj!>.e~tion to the point 
where Great Britain practically enjoyed free trade, the few 
dutiable articles that remained after' 1860 (forty-eight in 
number) being levied essentially for revenue purposes. 
(The hope or expectation that aJi the nations cif the world 

would ultimately introduce a free-trade policy proved illu
'sory. Alone among the largest commercial nations, Great 
Britain has maintained her policy of free trade, even in the 
:face of opposition on the part of a' few of her statesmen who 
were discouraged by the rise of protection a.broad and who 

. felt that British industry would be successful in a struggle 
with foreign manufacturers only by similar means> Such 
agitation arose periodically before the war, underwent BOm&
thing of a revival during the struggle, and even figured in the 
downfall of a ConselYative Ministry as late as the end of 
1923;lbut the opposition to protection always proved very 

. strong in Grea.t Britain. Not only did it go aga!nst the tradi-
• tional policy of the country, but the practical difficulties of 

the change would be enormous and the long-time effects hard 
to calculate. Besides the question of principle, there is al-

• ways the stumbling-block of economic relations between the 
home country and the other parts of the Empire. 
(Great Britain could hardly establish protection without 

souie kind of an adjustment at least with India and the Do
minions, which are somewhat more than mere good custom
ers. Proposals have been made to organize a customs union 
to include the whole British Empire. Coloni8.I preferences; 
for admitting British goods at special rates, have been sug~ 
gested, and even adopted in Bome degree. One limit upon 
this type of arrangement is imposed by the increasing indus
trial development of the colonies. A sufficient market for 

" such goods can hardly be expected in the United Kingdom. 
The colonies must think of their home markets, and aIso 
build up business with countries outside the Empire.,' When 
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a protective tariff is talked of in Great Britain, it does not 
mean a whole system of protected manufactures, but rather a 
freedom to make provision, together with the oversea pos
sessions, for certain emergencies Which keep rising because 
there is protection elsewhere in the world. Such tariffs are 
most effective in rapidly growing young industrial powers, 
where almost the entire emphasis is on keeping the home 
market and conquering those in which some very special ad
vantage exists, such as nearness or a particularly neat balance 
of complementary resources. Very few 'serious students of , 
the problem in Great Britain( dou!:1.t!he advantages of free 
trade among mature industrial nations, or for that matter in 
the world at large, but some would abandon the rigid princi
ple in order to facilitate dealing with the details of a situation 
in which 'general free trade does not yet exist) But. the 
dangers of such a relaxation are not imaginary. Po!i.ltitrs is a 
realm of more or less rigid principles, on account 9f the clum
siness of public' opinion in masses of. people. l! Protection" 
would itse!f tend to be exploitlld as a "principle ". if admitted! 
at all. Industries would oyerexpand, and exert pressure upon 
the Government through publicity and mass opinion when 
the pinch came. There are innumllrable special interests in 
any political unit which make protection like asnowball roll-. 
ing downhill. In the end, it may lead to the maintenance; 
of inefficient plants, high production costs, an artificial divi-.· 
sion of labor, and serious trouble in competing for distant " 
trade. '\ 
(The pos£..war situation presented special difficulties, due 

to an abnormal state of the world market, reacting especially 
upon British trade in coal, a severe cril!is following 1920, and 
exaggerated protectionism on the Continent and elsewhere. 

J (Continental protection was artificially supported for the time 
(being by currency inflation, enabling some countries to dump 
goods into the world market without being able to estimate 

,the ultimate cost. Like her protectionist neighbors, Great 
Britain was hampered in reaching the American market by 
higher duties. American industry was in an extraordinarily 
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strong position because of the size of this market, undivided 
by tariff walls; and the 'difficulties of exporting through the 
single one which surrounded the United States were par
tially compensated by the mass production which domestic 
buying made possible. The main problem here for Great 
Britain is a very serious one. She may have to improve her 

, productive machinery and organization somewhat radically 
in order to allow the advantages in exporting which free trade 
gives her to balance the really vast power of American mass 
production; but a move toward larger-scale methods needs a 
particularly broad market, and this is just what the post-war 
situation has failed to provide. ) 

rGEl!MAN TRADE DEVELOPMENT AND COMMEllCIAL POLlCY 

, Though the Napoleonic wars had brought about some con
solidation and paved the way for much more, Germany was 
still illfrp.gments in the early part of the nineteenth century. 

; Hampered by political subdivision and internal tariff walls, 
she was still shut out from the economic position which her 
resources and situation entitled her to expect. The rates set 
up by the Prussian tariff of 1818 represented a fairly com
plete reversal of policy. This law sought to attain moderate 
protection for manufactures, combined with the free admis
sion of certain raw .materials. Owing to a government 
monopoly, the importation of salt and of playing cards was 
prohibited i otherwise, the trade. restrictions were far less op
pressive than those imposed by other German States. Prus-~ 
sia extended her economic influence by entering into agree
ments with Schwarzburg·Sondershausen (1819), Schwar 
burg-Rudolstadt (1822), Lippe (1826), Sachsen-Weimar and 
Eisena.ch (1828), and with a number of other small States,) 
(The advantages of a lib~raJ. tJ:~e policy were soon recog.· 
nizedoutsideof~a,andledtotheorganiz&tionofvarious 
pommercialleagues. Bavaria and Wllrtemberg formed such 
,. union in 1827. Another group comprised the States of 
Brunswick, Hannover, Sa.xony, Nassau, and the free cities of 
H~burg and Bremen.) From time to time these alliances 
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were able to induce other States to become members of their 
respective organizations. . 
(This rapid consolidation of Germany into formidable co.!'l
me.rcial leagtll)S was soon followed by a treaty, ratified in 
1833, between seventeen States, including Prussia, Bavaria" 
and Wiirtemberg. Thus the famous ZoUvere'in or tariff union 
came into existence. Through the addition of new members, 
its influence was gradually extended to include practically 
all of German territory by 1852. Its aims were almost en
tirely economic, though in thee-~d it paved the way to com- . 
plete national unity under the leadership of Prussia. The 
elimination of internal trade restrictions gave encouragement 
to the development of manufactures through the extension 
of the domestic market, and opportunities for the expaIision 
of commerce soon opened. Previous to 1843 the tariffs 
adopted by the ZoUvere'in were moderate, closely f61fowing 
the provisions of the Prussian system set up in 1818. 

Begiuning in 1843 a policy of modera~~r9~ll!ltionism was I 

followed for about ten years, supported by the arguments of ' 
Fred~t who ardently advocated protection as a means ' 
of encouraging new industries. In 1853 and subsequent 
years, duties within the ZoUvenrin were again reduced, and 
liberal trade agreements entered into with Austria (1853) and 
France (1862). The adoption of such a policy was undoubt
edly regarded by Prussia as economically advantageous, but 
it was also a political weapon which might be used in case of a 
possible attempt on the part of Austria to become a member 
of the Zollvereill and wrest from Prussia her leadership. The 
Zollvere'in was renewed every twelve years until the outbreak 
of the war with Austria in 1866. A new agreement between 
the members of the North German Confederation and the 
States of southern Germany was successfully concluded in 
1867.1 Free importation of many raw materials and moder
ate duties on imported manufactures were provided for. This 
liberal trade policy was maintained until the tariff revision 
following the Franco-Prussian War. - .... 

• only B_ and Hamburg refuaod to beco~ membelll. 
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A low tariff seemed to be irreconcilable with efforts to 

~
reate a strong industrial state. Protection became a vital 
ssue in the seventies, when competition with foreign coun
ries began to interfere with domestic industry. The unpre

cedented industrial activity throughout Germany following 
the Franco-Prussian War. succeeded by a serious industrial 
depression, gave new energy to the advocates of protec
tion. To. permit the infant industries of the country to 
compete with their more formidable rivals, a revised tariff 
was adopted (1879), which gave protection to industry as 
well as to agriculture. Still heavier duties were imposed in 

11$90 and in 1902. The liberal trade policy of the ZoUverein 

I had now completely disappeared and protection was main
tained even after the infant industries had become firmly 

I established. :f:3ehind a high protective wall German industry 
: 'I!as thus left to work out its own destiny. 

COlWllERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF GEllMANY 

lGerman commerce underwent a complete change during 
the period of industrial expansion. Exportation of manu
factures and importation of essential foodstuffs, raw IIIlr 

terials, and semi-manufactured goods increased rapidly. It 
soon became apparent that Germany would develop much the 
same industries upon which the prosperity of England rested. 
In so far as this was the case, commercial success de
pended upon the ability to prod!lce goods at lower prices. ') 
Exact duplication, or even near enough to it for the competi
tion to be absolutely direct, will never apply in any actual 
situation except to certain kinds of goods. ~tandard grades 
of coarse textiles are an obvious example. High-grade cut-

I
lel'y, rubber vehicle tires, timepieces, shoes, motor cars, opti
cal goods, and such standardized chemicals as those used in 
photography are others Which will come immediately to 
mind. Even ~these lines there was always considerable 
specialization. LGermany exported some cotton yarns even 
to ~ngland and imported others from there. The perfection 
of'TiDitEEg m8.!lhinery in Germany, coupled with her superi· 
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ority in bl~, led her to emphasize certain goods at the 
expense of others, leading to a division of labor rather than to 
cut-throat competition with Great Britain. ~ewise in' 
watches, the Germans went in for the cheap but solid grades 
wliIClC adapted themselves to machine processes.) In the 
American" dollar watch" type they were supreme in Europe, 
and with this went an enormous development, of the manu
facture of desk, alarm, and light wall clocks. I Germany was 

""Strong in the ealicoes and machine-made laces, but weak on 
ginghams, fine muslins, and embroidery) 
~ard German commercial and industrial prosperity as,,, 
growing at the expense of England was 8. one-sided view all, 
too prevalent before the war. At the outset the Germans got I 
rather a bad reputation for marketing extremely cheap imi-' 
tations of standard products. They had to take wh;t trade 
they could get and make the goods they could sell "While the 
market grew up and adjusted itself to their presence in it. 
While they competed directly, with similar goods, in some 
old markets, in general their foreign trade was 8. new and 
added element in world commerce, not a mere diversion of 
business to new channels. Germany had a natural advani1 
age in certain undeveloped markets, such as those of easterni"" 
and southeastern Europe. In opening up new outlets for ex- . 
ports she also added new streams of imports to world trade, 
buying about as much' as she sold, and adding to the pro
sperity of highly industrialized nations as well as the others.) 

Much which has been popularized as peculiar in German 
business organization loses its mystery if we seek th!l peculi
arities in the markets she particularly cultivated.~Eastem 
Europe needed and demanded differe!!t credit accc;>mmoda.
tions from those required by British India, Canada, or Aus
tralia, for example. Both the credit' machinery and the • 
types of goods demanded by many of Germany's customers I 
were in turn reflected in the organization of production. Fi- \ 
nally, her richest industrial regions lay quite close to fron
tiers. This affected both economic and military organiza.
tion and policy, especially after France and Russia made their 
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military allianCe in the early nineties. Peace-time conscrip
tion, leading to nations of trained soldiers, was the standard 
Continental policy. It was eepeclally strong combined with 
mass production in industry." 

The following table will give an idea of the growth of Ger
man foreign trade after 1875: 

VALUE OF GIlJUfAN ExPollTS ANlI lMPoBTS 

(Special trade·) 

wP08T8 
(millions of 

..... ka) 

1875-1884 (lD-y ..... average} ...... 3.411 
1885-1894 (lD-y ..... average) ...... 3. 7\l 
1895-1904 (ID-year average) .•• '" 5.43 
1005-1913 (9-yearaverage) ....... 8.91 

ExPo .... 
(millions of 

_ka) 

2.96 
3.19 
4.34 
7.39 

The figures for 1923 were 6.081 millionS for imports and\ 
6.079 for exports; for 1924, 9.38 for imports and 6.57 for ex-! 
ports. These are confusing because of the disordered cur
rency and price situati911. On the basis of volume, Ger
many's foreign trade from 1919 to 1924 was not more than 
40 per cent as large as in 1913. The general post-war situa
tion has been discussed above, in the chapter on "German 
Industry." 

Germany's excess of imports over exports before the war 
was due to much the same elements as noted above in the 
case of Great Britain, notably "invisible exports" such as 
shipping services and foreign investments. Among ~rts 
which stood out prominently at the opening Qf the twentieth 
century were grain, wool, cotton, and timber. The more im· 
portant exportswere hardw~are, cottpll.manufactures, COal] 
(the only raw material extensively exported), beet sugar, and 
the products of the chemical industry. Owing to the produc
tion of certain specialized commodities, especially chemioals, '" 
Germany was able to carry on an active trade even with 
those countries which had become highly industrialized. 

AB to shipbllilding, only one or two remarks need be added 
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to what hllS already been stated.1 Gernian shipbuilding WIIS 

on the decline early in the nineteenth century, due to the 
growing scarcity of available timber among other causes, re
viving with die development of the iron and steel industry. 
From the table cited above it will be seen that the tonnage 
rose to nearly Si millipns in 1914, but much of it WIIS within 
reach of the Allies during the war,. the drop for the period be
ing more than 2 millions. Under the provisions of the peace 
treaty, Germany lost all vessels oyer 1600 tons, half of those 
between 1000 and 1600, and a fourth of her fishing fleet and 
trawlers. At the low point of 1920, she had less than 700,000 
tons, of which total more than a third consisted of sailing ships. !" 

As the steam tonnage WIIS rapidly built up by building and 
purchase, sailing craft dropped to their proper position of in
significance, making up less than 3 per cent of a total tonnage 
of 21 millions in 1923. The 3 millions mark WIIS passed in 
1925, the tonnage practically equaling that of 1918, but re-

o maining more than 2 million tons below that of 1914. Of the 
quality of this new fleet, Joseph S. Davis, a close observer Of} 
the European situation since the armistice, wrote in 1924: 2 

"[The] German fleet approaches t.!mlll millio~ tons, lIS 

compared with five millions before the war, but in adaptation, 

(
efficiency, and economy it is superior not only to the pre-war 
fleet but probably to that of any other nation to-day." 

FRENCH COMMERCIAL POLICY 

'-France emerged from the Napoleonic wars with her manu
facturers c1amoring for tariff protection. It WIIS gr~ted in 
1816 to the yarn, textile, and iron industries. To encoUrage 

,",ool-growing a tax WIIS imposed upon raw wool. These 
;events were less the foreshadowing of a new policy than the 
continuation of old ones. The various codes of Napoleon's 
time had been compiled with scrupulous attention to the 
legislation of the Old rugim~ In France of the Restoration 
period, it is often impossible to tell whether the forces at work 

1 See t&bl .. OD pp. 619-20 above, and comments upon them, pao.ri ... 
• " Economic and Fina.nciall'rogrells in Europe, 1923-24," in ThiJ R ...... 0' 

E .......... SI<IIimco, Ju1,r, 1924, p. 220 • . 
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were those of the eighteenth century systematized, those of 
~he Revolution itself, or some obscure combination of the two. 

Protection had its bitter enemies as well as its sponsors. The 
~ rates on iron and a number of other commodities were sub

stantially raised in 1822, and again in 1826. In spite of a 
strong free-trade infiuence - partially old French, Physio
cratic and Revolutionary, partially English, following Adam 
Smith and encouraged by the gradual disappearance of trade 
restrictions across the Channel- it is safe to sllof that the 

. ~otectiQIlist.po!i,!lY ~ad the upper hand to 1848. J 
, Under the Second Empire (1852::'70) the above tendency 
declined. ) As noted in the last chapter, \his was the period 
of tati!!.lJ..lltQuomy in colonial policies. In the early fifties du
ties upon foodstuffs, coal, iron, steel, and a number of other 

~
aw m, a, teria,lS were reduced. The 9Qbden ,Treaty of 1860' 
. th England marked a ra4jc.aLc!!m!l.!:t1P'fl fro'!!..the c!U"lier 

protectionism. It establfshed reasonably low rates for nu
merclll!!oommodities important in the trade between tbe two 
countries. Within the next half-dozen years France entered 
into commercial agreements with practically all of the more 
important European countries. ) 

11 (The disastrous effects of the Franco-Prussian War led to a 
I\.renewal of agitatiO!!Jo.!.prt:!t,\'lCtion .. The loss of A1sace-Lor-j 

raine had seriously dislo,!lated several of the more important 
industries. Free trade was bitterly attacked as injurious to 
the industrial interests of the nation. This agitation culmin
ated in the passage of the Tariff Act of 1881, which imposed 
fairly heavy duties upon manufactures. Most raw materials 
were not included, nor were the interests of ,the agricultural 
element looked after. The Government adopted a policy of' 
pa~g bo,!nties on domestic shipbuilding, and treaties werel 
again arranged granting "most-favored-nation" treatmentl 
to a large number of foreign countries.) 
'-Due in part to the crisiS in 1882, followed by a period of de
pr~on, there was much dissatisfacgon with the new tariff.'" 
Many agriculturists had been in distress even earlier, and at
tempts were now made piecemeal to improve their condition 
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by legis1ation. The rates on manufactured goods were 
deemed too low Jespecially the effective ones remaining after J. 
the various treaties had been negotiated. (Finally, in 1892, 
these'were raised, and agricultural produce was given IiiOre 
systematic protection. T~~J2.rinciple oCml1.ldmJl~Ls.nd.mini- • 
mum rate schedul~ w~ established, with the intention of 

Igrantlng foreign nations the privilege of paying the lowest 
duties on condition that they wQuld remove or avoid discrim
inating duties on French goods) This tariff marked a shift 
in colonial policy also, as noted in the last chapter, the aim 
no.w being "tariff assimilation" rather than autonomy. 
(The Tariff Act o~ollowed the general lines laid down 

in 1892. The provisions for"'iD.aximum and minimum rates 
were retained. Greater protection was secured through the 
raising of the minimum charged the most favored nation; and 
at the same time higher maximum rates were introduced, 
operating as an lI<lded inducement in bringing foreign nations 
to ~e terms) Some commodities which had recently pe
come important in trade were added to the protected list. <-To • 
encourage industry, duties upon raw materials were generally 
omitted, as in the case of the earlier acts.,) The adequate pro
vision which had been made for the agricultural interests in 
previous laws obviated the necessity of a general revision of 
th9-t part of the schedules. 

<Such was the situation at the outbreak of the war. Franco-{, 
German trade was on the most-favored-nation basis, exclud-i 
ing by treaty all possibility of its injury by either party~ 
through the adoption of special tariff conventions.) The two' 

,..countries were recognized as economically complementary. 
Even under those conditions there was much dissatisfaction 
among b~ess men in both nations at the difficulties which 
remained' and I': widespread belief that many of them could 
be removed. ; A tariff congress was held in Paris early in 
June,J.~ attended by prominent statesmen and business 
men of both nationalities. Within two months the nations 
were at each other's throats, and the French Comite back of 
the movement foundered. In 1919 France adopted by law a. -
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, Isystem of commercial treaties based on the ide!c,of ,sepa,rjlte 
! recip.!Q!lity agreem.!Lnts instead of most-favored-nation treat
,ment. Under the peace treaty France kept her privileges in 
German trade without reciprocity until 1925, whep theyex
pired. It was not until 1926 that the two nationljlmade the 
initial practical steps to&ut their commercial relations on a 

Yireaty basis of mutual cooperation. Thus they found them
selves again in sight of the tentative and unsatisfactory goal. 
reached half a generatiol;l earlier.) 

Analysis of import and export statistics shows that in.l913 
"f;rance still imported many basic raw materials, especially 

oal and iron, numerous bulky manufactures, such as ma,.. 

binery and the cheaper products of large-scale industry. 
, Her e~!:ll&le remained much as before, consisting largely 

of a;,t~cles of comfort !l~.l~ of, specialized design, with 
relatIvely insignificant amounts of the necessaries of life. 
The value of e~s remained practically stati.2,nary during 
the final quarter of the nineteenth century, and the imports 
varjed only a little more. As in Great Britain and Ger~any, 

~
here has long been an excess of imports, due in the case of 

France largely to ~e~d - and of course the 
igher figure varies to the extent of more francs per year than 

the lower one. Another factor in the general French balance 

f
f payments is the great v!:llliristjndustry," as it is some
imes called. Foreigners bring large siDhs into the country 
nnually and spend them for both entertainment and goods 

in the market. Some of these latter are carried abroad, or' 
exported by parcel post, and most of them do not show in the 
figures. The ten-year averages for imports and exports for 
1881-90 and 1891-1900 were almost exactly the same, but 
that for 1901-10 was larger: 

FrulNCB OOOR'I'II AND ExPOR'I'II, 1881-1910 
(Round numbers, milliards - American bil1ioll8 - of francs) 

I ........ 
1881-1890, IG-y ..... aversge •••••.• 5.40 

1891-1900, IG-year av"""i" ...•... 5.32 

1901-1910, IG-year average ....... 6.83 

ExpolmJ 
4.46 

4.74 

6.47 
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The eight-year.a.vera.ge from 1911 to 1918, inclusive, is dis
torted by war imports, the rise in prices, the regulation of 
consumption, a.nd a slight fall in the fra.nc relative to some 
other currencies, including the dollar. For imports it was 
16.47, a.nd for exports 8.14. These disturbing factors have 
been so importa.nt in the post-war period that the figures in 
fra.ncs would be merely confusing, if compared with earlier 
ones. 

For the pre-war period, the following rough comparison of 
the total trade (exports a.nd imports) with that of Engla.nd, 
Germa.ny, a.nd the United States may be used, the figures 
representing billions (milliards) of francs, gold, at a trifle over 
five per dollar: 

FRENCH, ENGLISH, GElWAN, AND AuEIUCAJI FOIU)IGN Tlw:>E 1 

(Round figuros, .peciol or net trade, in billions of francs) 
hAHc. 

1902............. 8 

1913 ............. 15 

EN.""", 
21 

30 

GOMJ.K1' Um1'1h:I &r"n& 
13 11 

26 21 

With the franc exchanging at about il. thi!do!.its prc-war 
value in dollars, the total imports were just short of 50 bil
lions in 1920, and the exports less than 27. In 1924 the franc 
averaged around a fourth of its par in the same terms, and 
the imports were a. little over 40 billions, the exports over 41. 
Looked at in this all too simple wa.y, it would appear that the 

G
re-war import balance, which had become extremely large 

during the war and remained so in 1920, had been turned i:Q.to 
n export balance by 1924; and furthermore, tha.t the total 

French commerce of 1924 had increased more than 40 per 
cent over the 1913 figure. . 

This ill no place to go elaborately into the nature of the 
fallacy involved - for such it is, as the merest glance at some 
of the factors which do not show in a statement in terms of 
francs will reveal. To begin with, the cha.nge in the price 
level alone more than accounts for the apparent gain. Sec-

• Tb ... figures .... from BUlI8On, F~, et Hs.user: La l"ra .... IJI ... ",/oniea, 
pp. 490--91. 
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, ondly, the larger France ot 1924 should have had consider
ably more foreign~trade, given the same conditions, as she in
cluded valuable territory which had helped to swell the pre
war figures for Germany. Concerning the balance of trade/. 
the fact that inflation tends to check imports and artificially 
swell eltPorts for a while is too much of a commonplace in 
economics to requite much comment. Moreover, the total' 
figures for French foreign trade include the commerce 'With "" 
the cQlonies. Value statistics in terms of an inflated currency 
are particularly over-optimistic in this field, due among other 
things to the relations between the fiscal and monetary SyS-~ 
tems and the roundabout course of many of the payments, 
through other countries. I 

, Exports to the colonies and protectorates continued to 
rise and were a strong factor in the excess over imports, as 
contrasted with the pre-war situation. For example, this 
excess, in the colonial trade, was nearly two billions of paper 
francs during the first eleven months of 1926, whereas the 
balance with other countries showed a deficit. The "favor
able balance of trade" - always in paper francs - was-' 
nearly 1.60 billions in 1925, but sank below 20 milli01l8 in 
1926, though it had been calculated at around 2.50 billions 
on the basis of the first half. This was largely a reflection of 
the (lrratic movements of the franc, which plunged to around 
2 cents in the late summer of 1926 and then crept up to about 
twice that figllre at the end of the year. This rise W8B accom-/ 
panied by a slowing-down of production, by unemployment, • 
rising prices (in terms of gold), and by various other phe-l 
nomena of deflation, though the franc was mer~y held fairlY(' 
stable at the end, not actually stabilized. 

The latest statistics available at this writing are those for 
1926. A tentative comparison with tbose for 1913 brings 
some interesting facts to light, though it shows that the post-

I The ... is • good general diaeussion of this in Victor Cat: L'/>IfIm/MI- ... 
projiJ.eur. -,N vidi"... (Pari., 1926). Thia l()().page brochure is really a po. 
litical tract, aponsored by M. Cachin, leader of the ..,..alled Communists in the 
French Chamber. Some of tb. economic analysis is very much to tbe point, 
however. 
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war readjustment was very far from complete at the begin
ning of 1927. Expo~~~ig!lt, showed an increase of 47 
per cent, or 10.4 million toIlS, over 1913. The exports of raw 
materials had risen 43 per cent, by weight, of manufactures 
107 per cent. Food products showed a very slight decline. 

I The France of 1926 was larger~more industrialized, and also 
! somewhat stimulated as to exports by currency inflation. 
How much of the increase was due to this last artificial factor 
is suggested by the fact that the imports of 1926, by weight, 
were only 3 per cent above those of 1913. This was more 
than covered by the larger purchases of raw materials abroad. 
The effects of the war and the readjustment of resources in 
the treaties upon world trade can never be calcnlated with 
any certainty until they can work themselves out for a time 
under fairly stable currency systems. Even known weights 
make a very unsatisfactory measure of business activities. 
For example, the--extremely low figure of French imports dur
ing 1926, in tons, was partially due to a faIling-off in the im
portation of manufactures from the 1913Ieve1- goods which
are valuable in proportion to their weight . 

.j INTERSTATE COMMERCIAL REGULATION IN EUROPE 

The preeminence of certain regiollS in the economic life of 
the world has always rested upon geogral!hic advantages. 
In medieval Europe the outstanding fact was the POsition 
of the Mediterranean part relative to the produce of the 

, Orient and the markets of the Occident. During the early 
modern period of exploration and the development of oceanic 
commerce a position on the Atlantic offered much the same 
advantages. The nucleus of economic activity moved west
ward and northward; but it shifted slowly. Physical geo
graphy is only the stage, man the actor; and the action it
self, as we look back upon it, is history. Southern European 
business men sought the profits of trade in the regiollS to the 
northward, made investments there, and started enterprises. 
These investments stimulated the development of northern 
Europe, but they also conditioned it, dominated it for a 
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,tJfue, and remained for centuries as 0. brake upon the move
ment of the center of economic power. Northern European 
business men in their turn sought the profits from tro.de all 
over the world, mo.de investments, aided in the development 
of enterprises, and domino.ted economic life by the power of ' 
their organizations. The vast industrial resources of this 
region, combined with its fortunate commercial situo.tion, 
finally knit the world together to a degree whi<;h ho.d never 
occurred before. Modern industry represents an intensiVej 
division of labor inseparable from the extensive one which we 
call territorial specia1ization. If obliged to pick out anyone 
characteristic which distinguishes the present economic order 
from all its predecessors, we D;light very well start by describ
in$ the'ID.echanism of transportation and communication. 
(As in earlier cases, western Europe's dOpllnance has rested 

upon geographic o.dvantages plus history.) Again the periph
ery of economic empire has developed its own nuclei, which 
have threatened the preeminence of the center; and again the 

, center holds on tenaciously through accumulated skill, the 
I power of investments, the force of habit, and the relative ease 
of guarding established rights with an old organization as 
compared with the difficulty of forming a new one to overturn 
them. <:The development of oceanic commerce in early mo
dern times went far toward destroying M.y chance for such 
monopolies as existed in the Levant trade during the Middle 
Ages. Mercantilist policies were gropingly rational as long 

, as they largely represented a northern European struggle 
against Spain's attempt to corner the businese with the New 
World. Two centuries or more went by beforjl an infiuential 
group of tClYfl()1nillUl8 arose to remind the Governments of 

~ Europe that mercantilism was entirely out of date in a world 
where there were markets enllugh for every nation, where 
specialization went on in spite of all efforts toward an un-j 
economical or even impossible self-sufficiency, and where the 
~owth of new transpQrt con<!,itions ho.d forever destroyed the 
basis of commercial monopoly. It was the Industrial Revo
lution even more than the lucidity of Adam Smith which lent 
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force to this view, by strengthening its foundation of economic 
facts.) , 

"Men do otherwise than they intend," - and oftentimes./ 
much better, (As the Industrial Revolution diffused itself 

. over Europe a.n:d the world, older manufacturing regions had 
to specialize more and more in the lines and upon the markets 
wherein accumulated skill and peculiar natural advantages 
counted most. Without any general plan or intention, an ~ 
elaborate international division of labor thus appeared, al
most entirely through detailed efforts to concentrate on the 
business which would yield profits. This territorial special
ization was hampered in Europe by national boundaries'; 
The difficulty of moving goods across these lay not only in i; 
the duties, but also in the maze of conflicting regulations and ,il' 
procedure in the different fiscal systems. Up to the World 
War the c~ were on a gold basi§, so there was only 
the slight trouble of getting them in terms of each other.) 

-This was not very great, though Great. Britain clung to a 
clumsy non-decimal system, and the various units, such-8III"" 
shillipgs, francs, gilder, kronen, and so on were often un
equal. (some countries, notably the Anglo-S8Jton ones and 
Russia, still used antiquated unhandy non-decimal systems 
of weights and measures: These petty annoyances were no
thing to the main difficulty raised. by the conflicts between 

• fiscal systems, including tariff walls.) Competitors like North 
America, with large marketing areas practically free from 
these hobbles to commerce, might rise in the distance, but 
Europe was still smug and strong, even clipping coupons v'" 
upon the prosperity of the world outside. . 
CThe war cut these foreign investments to the bone, andl 
threw the European currencies into wild disorder. Great \ 
nations spent years out of normal touch with the markets 
outside, while these were stimulated by scarcity to supply 
themselves or to call upon other sources. New frontiers/. 
arose, and the tariff walls between old ones were strengthenedD 
When tbe warring countries faced the task of reestablishing 
themselves in the workaday world, the task seemed so appal. 
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ling that books on the decline of Europe were the order of the 
day for a time, and many ranged the Continent with Greece 
and Rome among the vanished glories of the past. Then 
saner and more practical views gradually took the place of 
such sentiment. Investments which have gone lA> in the 'I" 
smoke of high explosives will never come back.;tN 0 aaoe I 
Europeao waots the economic advance of the rest of the 
world undone - Europe may even profit by it if she shapes 
her own division of labor accordingly. She haS only begun to 
realize her possibilities, aod nobody is the poorer if western ..... 
Europe loses its purely relative importaoce because other 
rej;ions have gone ahead. 

<..General free trade may be a dream, applying only to a uni1 ..J 

formiy developed world, but some of the present obstacles to I 
commerce in Europe are uselese. If that continent is to ar- 1 
rive at a division of labor which will make the best use of skill 
and resources,a.nd thus to feed its population by furnishing 
what the world demaods, there is need for some immediate ..... 
ch~e8 which no sensible person can oppose. Since the war 
the actual clearing-house for economic proposals which affect 
more thao one country has been the Lea~ !,tious> We 
are here concerned with its non-political activities, aod chiefly 
with the continuous work which centers in the permanent 
Secretariat. The mere fact that meetings of its Council, 
Assembly, and committees bring people of various nations to
gether periodically in a way which is considered normal aod 
ordinary is also of importll!)Jle. (For example, the long and 
careful preparations-for ad"international economic conference 
in 1927 had their fOlTQal beginning in a resoluljon intro~uced 
into the Assembly byla former Government Minister,(Louis 
Loucheur, for the French delegation, in September, 1925) 
He is also a business mao of the first order. Q3ll1ore the war 
this kind of move was Jeft toijlrivate initiative or to that of 
single Governments;! surrounded with difficulties and sus
'picions, aod usually doomed to sterility. Once it is under 
way, the importaot thing is the continuity which only a 
permaoent orgaoization of trained specialists, keeping proper 
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records of progress made, -can furnish. Here is where the 
"'-Economic and Financial Section of the Secretariat comes in. 
It was provisionally organized in 1920, following the Brussels 
Financial Conference.) 

CI'he practical work which can be accomplished by a per- • 
manent international organization may be suggested by a few 
illustrations. A conference held in Paris in the fall of 192b 

, greatly simplified the passport system, which had grown 
-extremely burdensome during the preceding eight years. A 
similar group met in Barcelona in 1921 and laid down the 
principles of a"6ommunications and Transit law for adoption 
by the different nations. This had a long aftermath, and 
led, among other things, to the adoption of a.n'"International 

, Railway Convention. Another important move led to a 
study of the problem of a standardized and satisfactory j 
calendar for the whole world. In the hope of putting the 
mass of agreements beyond the whims of single Govern
ments, disputes are referred to the "Permanent Court of 
Justice. Most important memoranda have been publis:neQ 

'by the Economic and Financial Section, inoluding three 
studies made in 1926)in oonnection with the proposed inter
national economic conference. (one of these, aM emorandum 
on Production and Trade, showed Europe's commerce still 10 • 
per cent below the 1913 level, and her percentage of world 
trade 1~ below that level, in the presence of a general in. 
crease. r 

One illustration will indicate the kind of action which is per
fectly feasible. (Quite aside from the question of tariff rates, 
a maze of conflicts and obstructions would disappear if only 
~he same goods were named and classified with some de
~e of uniformity.) The example oNi'on-automobile ladder 
trucks was given by one of the German delegates in the 
Franco-German economic negotiations of 1926. In Germany, 
the two-wheeled variety was classified lIS heavy carpentry, 
lathe and wheelwright work, and elsewhere as .. other wooden 
merchandise, non-designated"; the four-wheeled were simply 

. "trucks." SP,ain and Portugal listed them all, though s~!pe-
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what differently, 'II.S .fire-fighting apparatWl. The Union of 
South Africa. admitted them assarety appliances for Ul!IC in 
case of £re. They were lloisting apparatWl in France and 
Belgium, and simply "vehicles" in AWltralia., Sweden, and 
Finland; except that the last two powera treated them as 
f'machines and apparatWl" in some cases, and taxed all the 
parts separately if demountable without complicated tools. 
Norway always considered them as taken apart, taxing the 
running gear as a vehicle and the other parts separately, ac
cording to class. And they came through the American 
custom hoUl!leS as~ooden or iron merchandise, depending 
upon the predominance of one material or the other. In 
Switzerland, AWltria, and British India, among' other places, . 
they were scheduled merely as machines and instruments J 
"}lot designated elsewhere." 
(If instead of enumerating in detail the thousa.nds of items 

which pass through cWltom hoUl!leS, a few general classes are 
set up, the confusion is even worse, as differ~t insp!!,Ct3rs 
will not have the same ideas, and perhaps the same man . 
have different ideas on different days. Moreover, the sam 
country has §Q many c~h~ In Europe alone, there 

, are about 4350 miles of frontiers. To rationalize and to 
! make uniform t.hese. tariff schedules is simply to sub~itllte 
rrganization_ (or disorqer. This is, of course, only the fringe 
of the main question, which concerns the rates. These are 
shaped largely by political pressure, and rarely based on a 
competent study of who pays them eventually or how they 
affect either indWltry or trade. In so far as they are political 
and achieve the ends aimed at by the intereets back of them, 
they are beyqnd the immediate reach of ra.tional study and 
a.djWltment. / Many of the classes are made up quite care
lessly, however, a.nd there are also ca.see where a very little 
disinterested scrutiny would show that the people who think 
they are benefited are quite mistaken. 
{The main function of a permanent international body like 

I the Economio and Financial Section of the Secretariat is to 
give disinterested technical knowledge publicity and prestige. . 
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Its "academic atmosphere," which has been the subject of 
gibes, is really its chief merit. This is only one small case 
illustrating the field of action of one instrument of interna· '\ 
tional economic cooperation in Europe. The main point is t -.( 
that the" decline of Europe" is known to be unnecessary j but 
the rest of the world is getting too well Europeanized to be \ 
led by a disorganized continent which wastes its strength in 
,competition with itself and hobbles territorial specialization 
into the impossibility of adapting itself to the market with a 
maze of conflicting duties and regn1ations. ) 
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CHAPTER XII 

INDUSTRIAL AND ~RADE AS.SOCIATIONS 

GENERAL FEATURES 

LARGIll-5CALE, specialized production requires ~gregations of 
caIlital undreamed of in the centuries preceding the Indus
trial Revolution, and gives rise to types of organi!.ation very 
different from those which have hitherto occupied our atten
tion. In recent years in practically every field of industry 
some form of -Combination among producers or traders has 
been introduced. The effectiveness of these associations 
varies from country to country, from industry to industry, 
and in many cases even within a given industry, since succee-· 
Ilive stages in the production of the same artiQle may allow of 
different forms and degrees of combination. -

A more or less conventional distinction is commonly made 
between two types of industrial combination: the hcuizQutal 
and the vertical. llorizgntal combination unites manufac-· • 
tUum respOnSible for ~~~ stage in the production of an article;, . 
whereas ve!:.l<Wl!combination brings together under one man
agement the s.Y£!lessive stages required in the production of 
the commodity. While there are cases which correspond 
pretty closely to one or the other of these as "types," it is 
generally less confusing in the actual business world of to-day 
to deal merely with horizontal or vertical elements or factors 
in combination. An American will think of Henry Ford 
when "vllrtic!ll" organization is mentioned; but if1i.efnesto 
extend the list into various industries, he will immediately 
find himself rejecting far more cases than he keeps. Even 

lin the automobile industry there are many frankly "as
sembled" cars. If the manufacturer turns out his own en
gines and bodies, he will usually buy a multitude of other 

Vparts from specialists: tires, wheels, bearings, rear axles, 
electrical equi\,ment, and so on. Vertical elements are so 
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much the less important, and horizontal ones so clearly re
present the general tendency in European business organiza
tion, that to call them both "typeS" and put them on an 
equality would spoil the symmetry of the picture at the out
set. 

While ecQJl!Ullies in production are often effected - for 
example, through the'l!ifandardization ali.d common purchase 
of raw materials and the elimination of inefficient plants - on 

I the, whole, combina~o.ALIU"I:l_ commercial rather than in-. 
I dustrial. Even the cOmnlon purcliase -of materials is of 
cOUrse a commercial activity to the end of getting them 
cheaper, though the accompanying large orders for single 
grades may enable the furnisher to make his old profit in 
spite of a lower price by cutting his production costs. The 
inefficient plants eliminated are more likely to be outside 
than inside the combination, and the method employed to be 
pressure through the markets. Given the same marketing 
conditions, the big combine makes possible very few produC::\ 
tion economies which could not be achieved in separate IalgJ 
plants, or in many industries by sma1I ones with efficient ma
chinery and specialization. The shoe industry is an example < 

of mechanization and an elaborate di~on of labor with a. 
small average size of plant. Complete or partial monopoly~ 
has played a big part in the aims and functions of combina
tion. The market will absorb only so much black dye, sul
phuric acid, or gasoline at certain prices. If competing pro-I 
ducers try to sell more, price wars are likely to result; but if 
they cease to compete, divide up the market and hold the 
supply steady, they may even _ the pncu~ly. 

I The combine has a crushing advantage over the sma1Ier pro--
1 ducer outside. It can undersell him in his narrow market, 
both parties sustaining losses there; but he has no gains to 
balance these, whereas the combination can put up the pricei 
elsewhere, in territory where it has a monopoly. Unless the 
law intervenes, the small producer probably goes under, and 
then the combine can increase its business by taking his. 

In making any allusion to the " purposes" qf combination, 
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the general aim of business enterprise to collect profits should 
never be lost sight of. Thus the object of consolidating and 
refinancing a number of plants is often the immediate one of 
taking promoter's Prtlfits. The permanency of the enterprise 
is quite a different question. It will depend upon the control . 
of supply and price, and possibly, of course, upon the achieve
ment of economies in production. 

Every highly industrialized country has a. It trust problem." 
In England, the early adoption of a policy of 'laissez-faire en
abled the manufacturer to conduct his business with perfect 

. freedom. As the competitive struggle of independent pro.: • 
ducers became acute in the domestic and foreign markets, 
combinations of capital began. These took many different 

. forms, varying from simple pri<!C agreements to the organiza.
, tion of'fuergers and amalgamations. 

,,,",J , 

'N GEBMAN CARTELS AND SYNDICATES 

Even before the period of industrial exp8.JlSion, price agree
ments were effected in. Germany in ~ral important in. 
dustries. ThUII {llil...IlQOis were formed early in the history of 
railwa.y construction, as were likewise combinations in the tin
plate industry. Most of these were tempora.ry and exerted 
little influence upon industrial organization, excepting in so 
far as they may have pa.ved the way for more formidable 
agreements in the future. German law is not hostile ~~. 
monopolistic combinations on principle, 80 the process h~ 
been much more open and freer from complications than in· 
the United States. 

Due largely to this legl!l peculiarity, the cartel has been' 
much more rigidly organized, on the whole, t~~-i\mai- . 
can pool. The latter was an extra-legal agreement, while the 
German combines were frequently actual stock companies. 
German writers 1 often make a distinction between the Kar
lell and the 8yn.dicat or syndicate, which may be pointed out, 
though it does not hold at all rigidly in practice. Technically, 

I Ilartoriua von Walterah&uson. A.: DmII4che WirlIdoqflsgUchiohlo, p. 488. for 
ODIIlpio. 
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the carte, I is supposed to b,e,an organiz, ,ation tqLfix.!nu!iC!.es. 1 
limiting output, and ,a.PP2rtioning the market; but the indif 
vidual firms maintain their'identity unimpaired, their Itctivi- j 

ties being merely regulated. The syndicate, in th! narro~er ; 
sense, involves the establishmeniOran organizationessen
tially for _~k!lt~g It part or all of the output of each of the' 
manufaoturers interested. This obviously means a separa-

. tion of production from distribution. In the realm of actual 
business, the terms are practically interchangeable. ' 

, The primary purpose of the cWI is 'p"'r!.ce regulation (as in 
the textile industry), although some attempt is usually made 
to .~egulate productioI.Ulso. This has been done by .!J)ine
o~ and producers of semi-manufactures of iron and steel. 
Distribution also has been regulated in the ceme~ indu~ 
The cartel ,often has some less important general functions, 
such as directing technical education, regulating the qUalitY1 
of the product, obta.iniDg infor~ation regarding conditiois of 
trade at liome and abroad, and promoting the interests of its 
members in other ways. 

Agreements between members of 9. cartel or syndicate are1 
made f,2! 9. definite peIjod of y~ars, which necessitates their 
renewal ~rniIrie: While impermanency may be i 
regarded as a defect in any combination, in many cases it 
produces 9. much greater flexibility of organization than would 
otherwise be attainable. The cartel has been most SUCCessfUlr 
in the coal, iron and steel, chemical, -aiid bulldIng:.materlals 
industries. There are some examples of such agreements 
even among producers or1oodstuffs, although their success 
has been limited. Commodities easily stll:ndardized and • 
produced on a large scale can be subjected to -much more 
effective supervision than those which require considerable 
hand labor and are not geographically ooncentrated. The 
cartilfi.rst...QllQ.ll<mejmp()rtant in Germany during the in~ 
dustrlal depression of the seventies. About !i.organizations 
of this type were in existence in 1879,.M in 1885, and ap
proximately ~in 1905. 
IThere is undoubtedly some. justice in the c~arge that C8J.'-
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~!J! and syndicates, wo~~~riff wa.ll, h~d'< 
to raise domestic prices above those charged for the same, 
P!oauCts1tiloreign markets. It is very hard to tell in such a 
case how much of the rise is due to prote«tion and how much 
to COlltrol. In this connection, the" dl.!!!lPing" operations 
which have been mentioned above are perhaps the most im· 
pressive, The highest possible price is exacted at home and • 
a lower one in competitive markets abroad, it being claimed 
that the total output'thus achieved makes feasible certain 

-economies of mass production. In defense of this, it has 
been argued that the domestic price is higher only relatively{ 
to the export price, and m!lY be actua.lly l<1,.wer than could be 
made without these economies, made possible by a broader 
market. Dumping is obviously limited by the amount of 
the"particu.!aJ:-P.i:oducf concerned which the home market 
wilL take at the prices demanded. Essential goods"for which • 

, the deman!iiswropll.ratively inflI!xible, can be forced to much 
higher levela than non-essential ones without killing the home 
market to feed the foreign one. The evr(ience that German 
combinations bave forced up domestic prices is convincing;'" 
but compelling proof is wanting that they have been able to 
reduce production costs. 

The mechanism of dumping has been for the cartel which 
controls raw materials to give rebates when they are used for 
export products, and for those which control the marketing of 
the output to make one price at home and another abroad, 
equalizing them to the producers. Where a syndicate mar
kets the entire output of associated firms, commercial compe-. 
tition is often practica.lly eliminated. It has been claimed 
that the use of a'1lentrl!:!izedsales agency saves the individual 
firms the expense of soliciting trade; but whether there is any 
saving in the total cost of marketing the same amount of 
goods is decidedly an open question. 

In the operation of the syndicate, the centralized selling 
organization has often worked through some member of the 
combine, through a bank, or through a mercantile establish
ment. A still more important development was the form""" . ' 
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tion of a l!eJ>&!:ate co!!lpany whose function was the marketing 
of the produce of afIiliated concerns. Half or more of the 
combinations existing in 1905 had already organized IJUch 
joint sales 8.§!!.9(l,jations. 

Presumably, the intricate fabric of cartels and syndicates 
has met some peculiar need of German production and 
marketing, or it would not have continued to grow. Their 
IJUCctlll8 has been much exaggerated by playing up only the 
ones which IJUcceeded, and in these cases the conditione in 
the industries were 80 favorable that it is hard to assign any· 
particular weight to the influence of combinations. I If we 

'(attribute their vitality to tarift' protection, we muet face the 
. fact that combinations have a.lso grown up in Great Britain, 

especially in recent years. Moreover, the German coal com~ 
bines were quite effective, though '€oal was admitted duty 
free. Combinations which appear to be independent fre-} 
quently work together through interlocking directorates and 
agreements, but this is not peculiar to Germany. 

The Gsm;pan tendency toward formal, incorporated canceli<' 
trations is well illustrated by the cb:ll..iDdustry. Two groups 
were formed in 1904. These cooperated only thrQ!lgh inter-
locking directorates and agreements until 1916, when a great 
consOrtiillilfi'lraIl Germany undertook to regulate production 
and marketing. In 1925 these were completely fused in a 
single stock company known as the J.G. Farbenind1lo8lrie 

I "The e:rt:reme f01'lllll of oombiDation, cl .... syndicatee and IItrODgly org .... 
iaed oombiDee on a \arge ocaIe and of a permanent chaneter. have BC) far eome 
into .... ten .. in Germany ODly under legal oompulsion. and even then only in 
isolated ..... ; a1most ev_.,.,.bere oount.erbelancing fo ...... of decisive ""igb' 
have made their effeeta felt. Tb .... when it is aid that there are more than at 
tboUSlllld, and even .. many BB two thoUSlllld. eartels in Germany Io-day. the 
reference with very f." ..... ptiona ..... only be to th .... loose eombinatioDB 
which DO doubt purify the atmoepbere of the market to oome extent, but leave 
the market ileelf intaet .. the dominatinc factor in the e..,hange of goods. 
Similarly, eombineo, in spite of important exampl .. in many b"",.hea of iD
dUBtry and although they are even the ro\e in beavy indUBtry, cannot be aid to 
he a typical phenomenon applying to the whole of German eeonomic life, It is) 
Dot th_joint stoct or limited liability oompaDy but tbe individual undertaking. 
and even tbe undertaking which oompriseo only ODe factory and which oeeupieo 
I' position of complete ieo1auoo in rogs.rd to the market, the, otiIIlllrikca tile 
cbaracterietic Dote of German indlllllq." (K. WiedenfeJd, CIriIU GIld Ca. 
w....p.ltl.) 
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Aktiengeael18chaft, the old leader of the consortium, the 
Badiache Anilin und Soda Fabrik, losing its identity in the 
whole. 

THE GElWAN STEEL WOBltB l/.!'lJlN 

In the years preceding the World War, the Bl!!MtD.erklwer
lmnd, organized in 1904, WIIS one of the most powerful of the 
German syndicates. This organization controlled the prO-I\ 

duction and distribution of hea.vy steel materials, and the 
production, but not the distribution. of It staple" iron and 
steel products (known lIS ClIISs B goods: pipe, wire, sheet 
metal, tin-plate, ete.). In the production of many semi
manufactured goods (falling within CIIIS8 A), a virtual 
1!l9~Qll9.ly WIIS established. All goods listed in this elllSs ' 
were sold by member manufacturers directly to the organiza,. 
tion, which took the responsib\lity of 1lI8J.'keting the entire 
output. 

Whatever ~ remaiped after th~ deduction of the} 
necessary operating expenses WB.$ divi<i"OO among the various 
members according to a.gree'""liie'iil:""ln this way the Union 

• WIIS able to maintain remunerative prices, and to eliminate 
practically all competition between producers in the distribu
tion of their output. <Price regulation was earned out through I" 
allotment of a given quota of the total output to each manu- . 
facturer, thus I!!,Ilventing. '6Verproduction and ~ rela,. 
tively high prices to be maintained. In the case of Class B 
goods, no separate selling agency WIIS established. Each 
manufacturer disposed of his own products in the open 
market, but his ~t WIIS definitely ~ in advance. 
Besides the Steel Works Union, there existed in Germany in 
1914 numerous syndicates among the producers of special
ized iron and steel products. Most of these organizations 
were either directly or indirectly a.ffiliated with the central 
1IS80ciation. Dealers in iron and steel goods also established 
organizations which aided the manufacturers in effectively 
controlling the market. 

During the 'far the iron and steel industry WIIS exception. 
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, ally prosperous, but it suffered a body blow in the peacel 
settlement, with the loss of two thirds of the pre-war ore./ 
"Vertical" tendencies in combination had already shown 
themselves. ~l,L1!~ been m@lly_::pori- . 
~," dealing with some stage of production, though there 
were sometimes fairly close ;relations of the various ones 
which depended upon each other for materia.is or markets. 
There were some "mixed" cartels which combined all the 
stages of productioi."""'inthe'disordered period following the 
war, strategists like ~ and especially ~ were 
able to build up pecul.Iii:rCoiiibinations; aiaed by the fall of 
the mark in underpricing physical property and abnorma.11y 
stimulating exports. Stinnes in particular had an imposing 

IgrOUp of p. rop.erties, arranged "v~iqa.Uy," fr.9~eil_to 
steamship companies. With the return to stabilization, such 
biZarre' combinations began to disappear. "V_~I.!I
ral!gelllents have alwaYJlJ!Il!l!1 Iargely-one-ma.n alIairs. The 
C'ontinental Steel Trust of 1926 went farther in the opposite .. 
direction (i.e., toward so-called "horizontal" combination) 
than anything in the pre-war period. Taking only raw steel) 
from the top of one industry, it reached out sidewise into four 
countries and an internationally governed territory. 

Unlike Rugo Stinnes, the ~ family has been able to 
consolidate its combinations of the inflation period. Thys
sen's is fundamentally a grouping of steel mills, tying to
gether industrially related properties, and lacking the more or 
less grotesque" vertical" features of the Stiwitis edifice. The 
Vereinigte Stahlwerke Aktiengeaellschaft was formed in 1926 
by the ~ of fo~!L£Q.lIJlS in th~ne-Ruhr tria!!Jle, 
one of these the Thylisen properties, with Dr. Fritz..'l]ln.sen 
as. President. The Rhine-Ruhr region produced over §Q.. 
p~f the German!lUY steel turned out in 1925, and 
this gigantic new stock company holds about half of the pro
perties concerned. ThUB it controls about 40 per cent of 
Germany's raw steel output. Its mills are mostly in the 
triangle mentioned (roughly bounded by lines connecting 
Diisseldorf, Hamm, and Dinslaken), but it o~ ore lands 
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elsewhere in Germ8ny,. in Sweden, Spain, and Brazil, with a 
total reserve estimated at 650,000,000 metric tons. Besides 
this, it owns about 150 CQal mines, with a r!:llll!:YJl of over 5 
billions (milliards) of metric tons. - . 

This is not only the largest steel combination in Germany, 
but its mines also turn out about a fifth of the entire quota of I 
the Rhenish-Westphalian Coal Syndicate. It is also bound \ 
up with other industries through interlocking syndicates and 
consortiums. For example, one of the four groups fused in 
its formation consisted of the Bochumer Verein, the Geuum
kirchener Bergwerks-A.G., and the De-u!8ch-Luxemburgische 
Bergwerks-und HUtten-A.G.- the last two being already in a 
consortium with the Siemens concerns, whose main interest 
is in the'"e1ectrical industry. The Vereinigte Stahlwerke-A.G. 
has, of course, the largest German contingent in the Contin
ental Steel Trust (L'.Union [nterruItionale de l'acier brut). 

COAL Sl'NDlCATES 

Previo~s to the World War almost lte' entire production of I' 
coal was controlled by a small number of combinations. The 
most·infiuential of these was the Rhenish-Westphalian Coal· 
S~ate, established in 1893 for aperiod of five years. 
Voluntary renewals took place periodically until the close of 
1915, when it threatened to break up, and the Government 
used its war-time powers to insist upon continuation. Pre
vious to 1915 the membership comprised §Lseparate com.~l 
panies. The original purpose of the coml>Iile" was t!.! control 
thil dis~ribution of coal, briquettes, and coke. Its powers' 
wpre later extended to include the ownershi. p of mines. Like '\ 
the Steel Works Union, the Rhenish-Westphalian Coal 
Syndicate maintained a'1!lllling agency, through which the 
associated mine-owners were compelled to dispose of their 
output. This control eldended to nearly one lW! of the total 
coal supply of Germany. Again as in steel, combinations 
among dealers cooperated with the Syndicate to maintain 
prices. The organization found it necessary to conSrol the 

-1ranspor,!atioll of coal on the Rhine. For this purpose a sub-
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sidiary, the Rhine Coal Dealing and Ship Line Company, 
was established in 1904 . 

.Besides the Rhenish-Westphalian Coal Syndicate, there 
was a Brown Coal Syndicate (for lignite) and an Upper Sile
man Coal Convention. The Rhenish-Westphalian and Sile
aian groups competed to some extent, but not so as to threaten 
their existence. Competition from independent mine op
erators was fairly severe until a realignment of bituminous 

t
coal-mine operators in 1.917 practically established a mono
poly. The coal industry was naturally subjected to a good 

. deal of state regulation during the wa.r period. The Revolu
tion and the annistice brought on a critical situation, and 
[cQ!lJ...was one of the industries ea.rmarked for .. ~ia1ization." 
When the. legislation was formed, however, in Ma.rch and 
August, 1919, ~t was much less drastic than the extremists had 
hoped for, the January elections having set up a moderate 
Government. The new org;anization consisted of e. hier-/ 
archy, beginning with eleven regional syndicates. Super
imposed upon these were an Imperial Coal Union and an 
Imperial Coal Council. 

The regional syndicates are essentiallriroducers' kartelle with 
lahor representatives on the board of DI8JllIgers. They assign pro
duction quotas to their members and are responsible for the sale 
and distribution of the fuel. The Imperial Coal Union is a sort of 
syndicate of syndicates. Its members are the regional syndicates, 
but labor also is represented on its hoard of supervisors. Its func
tion is to fix production quotas for its members, define their mar
kets and fix maximum prices for their products. The Imperial 
Coal Council is a complex industrial council in which the interests 
of producers, consumers, lahor, dealers, and the Government are 
represented. Its function is to formulate policies for the operstion 
and regulation of the industry along broad social and eQOnomic lines 
in order to promote the general welfare of the nation.' 

The Coal Council turned out in practice to be largely under 
the control of the mine operators, who alone understood the 
technique of the business and proceeded to run it very much 

I St •• kdor, Archibald: O"""",n Trado A~: TIIo Coal Kan.llIt, pp. 
181~. 
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along the lines of a big private syndicate. Poland invaded 
the Silesian field in 1920, after a plebiscite in which about 
.700,000 votes were cast for remaining in Gilnnany and ~
QQQjor the attachment of Upper Silesia to PoMmel. After a 
long dispute the tangle was referred to the Council of the 
League of Nations, and the territory was finally split in SUCh

l a way as to give Poland nearly 75 per cent of the coal produc
tion. 

THE POTASH SYNDIOATE 

The Kalisyndikat has been one of" the most successful of 
Ge!J:!!3ll combinations. It obtained ~ a Virtual monopoly in 
~~ even before the beginning of the presenTceilturY. A 
cnsis in its affairs was reached in 1910, when temporary dis
solution was threatened. An Imperial Potash Law passed 
during that year set it on a firm footing, All potash manu-t 
facturers were compelled to establish '([fillorm maximum sell-!J 
ing pr!.ces, fix the total quan~ity of the output and the per-!" 
centage of it to be allotted to each producer, and to apportion 
the whole between the domestic and foreign markets. Dis
tribution was placed in the hands of a separate selling agency, 

About three quarters of the output was from the Prussian 
field, near Magdeburg, the rest coming from Alsace. The 

"latter source was rel8.tively more important than this propor
tion would indicate, but its competition with the older one in 

• Prussia was limited by the agreement. After the war the 
Alsatian part was split up between three groups, the Kali
Saints-Ther~ Mining Company of Mulhouse, the state mines 
of Alsace, and the SocieU commercial6 de8 p0ta88U d' A 18tJC8, 
of Paris and Mulhouse. By 1922 the Gilnnan Syndicate I 
was producing about 85 per cent of the world supply, the rest 
being divided up between the three French groups in the 
Alsatian field and various other sources, including Spain and 
the United States. lIi the Franco-Gilnnan accord of 1926, 
mentioned in a previous chapter, the French quota was fixed 
at 30 per cent and the Gilnnan at 70 of an annual total esti
mated at 8401°00 tons. 
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ELECTRICAL AND OTHEa lNDUSTlUES 

Price agreements are common in all branches of the German 
textile industry, in the manufacture of alcohol- in so many 
kinds of business, in fact, that it is quite useless, as well as un
necessary, to attempt any list. The electrical industry may 

, be mentioned as one more typical illustration, a particularly 
happy one in the way it shows up some later tendencies. Its 
history mirrors much of the entire background of German big 
industrial enterprise, from the middle of the nineteenth 
century to the present. . . 

Siemens & Halske set up a. little workshop in 1847 for 
the making of telegraph instruments. The firm grew and 
branohed out with the business, acquiring basic patents 
which enabled it to lay tribute upon its competitors when 
they appeared, or even to prevent their appearance. The 
German Edison Company (Deutsche EdiBcm Gesel18chaft 
- later the great A llgemeine ElektritiUits-Gesellschaft, or 
~'A.E.G." as it is usually called) was founded in 1883 to in~ 
stall electric lighting systems. At first this firm had to pay 
royalties to the Edison Company of Paris, which controlled 
the Edieon patents for the Continent, and to buy most of its 
machinery and other material from its chief competitor, 
Siemens & Halske. Both German concerns found the Paris 
patent monopoly so troublesome that they entered into -an 
agreement and bought their freedom in 1887. It was in 
connection with the necessary financial reorganization that" 
the German Edison Company became the A.E.G. Already, 
under its ~ name, the A.E.G. had gone into the business of 
installing electrio tramways. While both the Siemens firm 
and the A.E.G. were manufacturers, and both undertoolt in
stallation contracts, the former's whole course of development 
has been shaped by its early attention to the purely industrial 
end, and the latter has been characteristically a contractor 
since the days when it was almost entirely excluded from the 
other field by patents. Siemens & Halske had begun to 
make'1llec&o-medical appliances as early as 1858, and later 
turned to the field"Of electro-chemical apparatqs. While the 
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A.E.G. was occupying itself particularly with the electril\ 
tramway, Siemens & Halske were perfectinl1;'(elephone instru
ments and cables. From this it was only a step to electticl 
clock systems, fire alarms, etc. 

'An agreement of 1894 between the two firms finally put the 
,A.E.G. in a position to manufacture its own apparatus', 
Siemens & Halske incorporated as a stock oompany in 1897,' 
Both have spread out over practically the entire electrical 
field, though in the case of Siemens & Halske it was in two 
parts: the Siemens-Schuckert firm'was incorporated in 1903 
to concentrate the manufacture onligh-tension current ma
chinery in the oldSchuckert works at Nuremberg and turn 
over the entire low-tension field to the Siemens works in 
Berlin. \ 

Both of these Siemens companies have established many 
special plants in various parts of Gepnany" the tendency 
being for the industry to split up inttl parts at the manufac-
I turing end, but to group itself by an intricate network of 
l financial and sales organizations. , This practically covers the 
world. For example, the Vienna' branch of Siemens-Schuck
ert maintains a system of technical and sales offices through
out the Balkans. There is a considerable "vertical" ele
ment in the Siemens-Schuckert combination, which controls, 
among other things, porcelain, paper, wood-fiber, wire and/ 
cable factories, and even manufactures the Protos automo-I 
bile at Siemensstadt. A consortium was set up in 1920 under 
the leadership of Siemens & Halske to pool their profits with 
those of three other great works (but not the A.E.G.) for 
eighty years.' Besides the old Schuckert plant, this included 
the Ge18enkirchener Bergwerkll-A.G. and the Deutscht-Luxem,.: 
burgillchll Bergwerkll- 'IInd HiUten,.A.G., the'steel works men
tioned above in connection With the Vereinigte Stahlwerke
A.G. The two Siemens concerns together employ about 
100,000 people, whereas their one great competitor, -the 
A.E.G., reached its peak in 1912 with 70,000, at which time 
it WIIS the larger of the two. There is still a considerable 
division of lItbor between the two great groups and some 
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common effort. The battery works of Hagen (Westphalia) 
and Berlin were'founded as a joint enterprise, the A.E.G. 
then retiring from this field; They also co11a.borated in 
establishing the first great wireless con~ern. 

The A.E.G. popu1a.rized the electrio tramway almost by 
foroe, buying up hOl'Se-Car systems and omnibus concessions../' 
and insta.lling electric material. This eonoem was the pio
neer also (using simi1a.r methods) in proving the utility of gen
lerating electricity by water power and transmitting it by 
wires over long distances. An exhibit at the Frankfurt Ex
position of 1891 was lighted by current from Lauffen, 107. 
miles away. This led to the constmction of a 15.000-horse- ..... 
power plant at Rheinfelden, driven by turbines and the cur
rent transmitted 31 miles for use. The A.E.G. built the largo 

lest steam-driven plant for generating electricity in the world 
at Golpa in a short time during the war, and is constructing 
one almost twioe as large at Rummelsburg Lake. Besides the 
work on water turbines, it went into the'geam turbine busi
ness by absorbing the Union E.O. in 1896. With the aid of 
several banks, it founded the electro-chemieal Aluminum In
dmtrie-A.O., of Neuhausen. Switzerland. The variety of its 
activities may be suggested by a very much abbreviated list 

; of its leading products: electric motors of all sizes, steam; • 
turbines, Diesel engines for ships, automobiles, steam and 
electric locomotives, wire, cable. porcelain, electric meters, 
wireless apparatus, and moving-picture apparatus. Within 
the field of electrical appliances the list woula immediately 
,become unmanageable. 

Perhaps no better example could be found of what Alfred) 
Marshall called "science in the service of industry" than this 
Allgemei1l8 Elektrizitli.t8-Ge8s118chaft. We should go a little 
farther still and say" business" instead of "industry" alone. 

{Both of these great German electrical groups went in for 
scientific research to an extraordinary degree, constantly re
fining and improving their products and also the machinery 
for turning them out. Especially the A.E.G .• in its function 
as contractor, everlastingly hammered and figul1d at its tech-
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nique for adapting the plants it insta.lled exactly to their pe
iQuliar situation and needs.) Some of these needs were techni
caland others of a. business nature. The least improvement 
in meeting one or both in the initial plan made a. vast differ
ence in the profits over a period of yeam. UImost from the 
start, financiers shared the"eollfidence of the A.E.G. sta.fI in 
pts ability to turn organized scientific and business knowledge 
liIlto profits.~ When an exceptiona.lly good thing was worked 
out, it was often swung by the company itself, assisted 
by b&nks. To aid ill such enterprises, especia.lly abroad, 
6t special bank was founded, with the collaboration of the 
Deut8che Bank and the Schweizerische Kredilanat.alt (Swiss). 
As early as 1900 its capital stock and bonds both exceeded six 
million dollars. Most of the money was borrowed abroad,../ 
and a large fraction of the stock was also held outside of 
Germany. ThUB the A.E.G. amassed a vast eapital and at
tached to itself an imposing number o~ependent enterprises) 
This is the process which French writers refer to in the charge 
that German industry was excessively based on credit. 

A concern built up in this way is natura.lly sensitive to the' 
dislocations of a war and blockade, and especia.lly to a loss of .' 
confidence on the part of foreign investors, such as was felt by 
a.ll German industry after the war. (Though it has not grown 
like the Siemens companies, the A.E.G. has weathered the 
storm. Its business methods were conservative with the POB-, 

sible exception of the above-mentioned peculiarity. Presi
dent Deutsch was one of the first great captains of German 
industry to give public warning of the artificiality and the( 
dangers of the extreme" vertical" tendencies in combination 
so manifest in Germany during the inflation periodJ He has 
been one of the main movers ill another kind of propaganda 
which can hardly be overdone ill connection with such highly 
specialized production: every new plant erected should be 
m'IICh more efficient than any of the older ones, which are 
more 9' less obsolete in the nature of the case because of their 
age. COne of the chief troubles with the swift expansion in 
Germany sin~e the war has been a tend~cy feverishly to 
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(duplicate what aIready exiSted. The A.E.G. built up its 
wealth and power originally on the opposite principle, that 
one must always do something at least slightly different in .... 
oI;der to get the cream of the profits.' 

'No country to-day needs the last word in plant efficienc~ 
more than Germany, where a progressively increasing tax 
charge because of reparations iays a dead hand upon capital' 
before there can be any profits. During the second year of 
the Dawes Plan,the A.E.G. paid out roughly two thirds of its 

lnet revenue for taxes, or twice as much as the stockholders 
got.) Nothing short of organized genius can wring profits out 
of capital under such a handicap. The ehance in this c:f 
lies in the still largely open field for the electrification 0 ., 

industry and transport in Europe. !Germany consumes onI 
162 kilowatt-hours of eleetricity per person, England 1411 
and Switzerland~ as against m in the United States.'), 

!)' INDUSTlllAL COMBINATIONS IN FRANCE 

... French' industry grew up mainly around types of goods 
which did not lend themselves to mass production. The 

.. want, and indeed the impossibility, of standardization placed 
great obstacles in the "way of establishing sales combinations 
for maintaining prices and regulating output. Large com-

(bines hardly appear except where big single firms already 
tlxist, and often not even there. For example, England has 
exhibited nothing like the German tendency _in that direc
tion. SO,!lle French industries are adapted to mass produc
tion, however, and in this group a certain amount of combine.-

. tion has appeared. Examples are coal, iron and steel, ca-

Iment, some chemicals, including dyes, a few of the textiles
to a lesser extent flour-milling and tile-making. 

In pre-war France the ~r performed many of the I 
same functions as the German cartel and syndicate, estab
lishing prioes and fixing quotas for the members. Within the 
market designated as the exclusive sales territory of the 01'

ganization, membel'8 agreed not to sell independently. It 
has Dot been the rule to extend the regulations oJltside of such 
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a territory or to bind members as to quan,!ities produced or 
prices asked for distribution there. For example, before the 
war there were two such iron organizations operating in the 
departement of Meurthe-et-MoSelle, the Comptoir M etallur
giqu.lJ de Lo1UJUJY, and the Comptoir d' Exportation de$ F ontu de 
M /iUrtM-elrM oselle. The former controlled sales of pig iron\ 
Within France; the latter was organized for developing sales, 
in foreign markets. The Comptoir Metallurgique de L01I{Jwy 
was established soon after the Franco-Prussian War. By 

y 1914 a considerable portion of the total output in the district 
had been brought under its control. A characteristic feature 
of this organization has been the absence of restrictions on the 
total production of anyone of the a.f!lliated concerns. After 
using up the definite quotas assigned, the members must dis
pose of any surplus outside of the exclusive sales territory of 
the comptoir. .u 

Marketing of the more refined producps of the industry has 
• been more closely regulated than pig iron itself. There ,vere a 

number of such organizations 80S the Comitl de$ Forges (in the 
steel business) before the war. Especially in metallurgy, war 
'conditions and government regulation hastened the growth 
of associations for the technical improvement of both pro-' 
duction and marketing. These comites and "syndicates" arej 
rarely incorporated. Any control they exert over competi
tion is rath_er of a cooperative than a mandatory nature. 
Though the names are of ten-similar, the structure of the 
French and German groups is very different. For example, 
the Comite dea Forgea, representing the de Wendel, Schneider' 
and other great steel interests, ~ not a c()IJl(lratio_n, like the 
Vereinigte Stahlwerke in Germany. The same may be said 
of the French Mechanical Industries Syndi~ate, the loosely 
organized "professional syndicate" of chemical manUfacturj 
ers, the Chambre SlIndicale for water power, electro-metal 
lurgy, electro-chemistry and associsted industries, and so on 
Compare this, for example, with the single great German cor
poration which covers coal-tar chemical production. Again, 
the COIIlite dell Houilleres de France (coal mines) compares . " 
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only in the loosest way with the mixed private and state 
system of syndicates in Germany, with close corporate ties to 
the steel groups. The elaborate fabric of organization back 
of the French textile industries deals mainly with problems of 
design and the technique of production on the one hand, and 
with the national, propaganda for French goods on the other. 

At the head of this curious system, which is a mixture of 
. 'private cooperation and national promotion, is the Con!edera,. 

'tion generale Ik la Production. It is not a combine or "trust," 
but rather a bureau of information and documentation."" 
France was split up economically into regions during the war, 
with groupings of local chambers of commerce as the main 
elements in the skeleton. These regions were more solidly 
and permanently organized in the reconstruction period, 
there being at this writing (1927) eighteen in all. One of the 
objects was to overcome the disadvantages arising from the 
high degree of political centralization.' This economic d&- • 
centralization has bcen promoted by the growth of larg&-'" 

, scale industry since the war, and by the acquisition of Alsace-
Lorraine, where considerable nuclei of regional organizationl 
already existed. Two other forces may be mentioned in pass
ing: (a) a considerable pressure for greater political decen
tralization, arising especially in the newly annexed eastem 
region; and (b) a tendency toward intemational cooperation 
'by industries in Europe, which has been viewed in French po
litical circles with a mixture of suspicion and resignation. 

There was a widespread propaganda in Fraflce during the 
war for mass production, taking its cue from American 
I methods and also to some extent from German ones. The 
French language has no word exactly corresponding to "ef
ficiency," used in the American business sense. As applied 

(
to factory organization and the elimination of useless mov&
ments, the word "Taylorism" has been widely used, due to 
the vogue of a partiCUlar system which originated in the 

1 Prof .... r Hami Hauaer has written & monograph on the subject in the 
""'noh Seri.., ohhe Camegie Endowment'. 11)"""""",, tmd So<iaI HiWry of IhI 
WGI', entitled lA ProbUme d,,~""" (1920). 

to' 
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United States. How much influence has been exercised by 
such ideas, by war necessities, and by the changed economic 
situation of France afterward cannot be estimated exactly. 
Machine industry was already growing at the expense of 
hand processes, and some notable cases of mergers and amal
gamations had already occurred. As early as the opening of 
the present century, the famous ComPOIJ'TIiIl de Saim.Gobain 
had become one of the leading plate-glass manufacturers'" 
of Europe. In the next few years it absorbed into its 

. vast organization a1arge number of independent producers. 
Through ~tions with competing domestic and foreign 
makers, the Saint-Gobain Company was able to exert an im
portant influence, not only in the French market, but also 
abroad. This company has long been known also for the 
production of soda, nitric, hydrochloric and sulphuric acid, \ 
and artificial fertilizers. In this field tjle new situation has J 

· particularly stimulated an already /remarkable growth. 
• trhe rise of mass production and big firms is closely related 

\0 the development of trade associations; but not the same 
thing. There are vast structural differences in such organi
zations, and merely cataloguing methods are always to be 
avoided. 

Like the German Verein and every other form of association 
which contains both economio and non-economic elements, 
the French comiU will always be something of a mystery \ 
to outsiders.,.. There is a perfect tangle of.these "COmmit-i 
tees" in the field of colonial policy, promotion, and propa
ganda. , Some are public, some semi-public, and some private .... 
In membership they not only interlock with each other, but 
&re also interwoven with various business enterprises which 
touch the colonies in one way or another. The special in
tricacy of this pattern will be apparent if it is remembered 

• that France's tariff legislation is interknit with a peCUliarj 
mixture of "assimilation" and "personality" in colonial 
policies and rates. The actual effects of all this imposing 
fabric of organization are not to be measured by appearances, 
including the amount of space devoted to it in newspapers: . , 
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'''There are fifty people in Paris," said a colonial administra
tor, "interested in the colonies. You can go around from 
41Pe meeting, conference, or reception to another, but you 
always meet the same fifty!" He might have added that 
many of, these people had little influence in the realm of 
practical economics and policies. The danger' is almost al· 
ways that size will be mistaken for effectiveness and that the 
seriousness of great but loose associations will be overesti· 
mated. 

COMBINATIONS IN GREAT BRITAIN 

Combination has appeared in Great Britain in much the 
same industries as on the Continent. Considering the fact 
that the British were the leaders in working out the Industrial 
Revolution, price agreements and the regulation of produc-'" 
tion have !!2J!. been particularly ~e factors in eco
nomic development, as compared for example with Germany. 

! The free-trade policy of the past three quarters of a century 
( has certainly influenced this history somewhat. Both Gert' 
man and French combinations have worked from behin 
tariff walls, as have also those in the United States. I 

, France has shown less of the tendency to combine, her indus
tries have not been of the types which, historicaJJy, have lent 
themselves to it; and if Germany has exhibited more of it 
than Great Britain, we must remember that a young in~ 
dustrial country, without a colonial empire .or develope 
foreign markets to start with, had peculiar problems for tha 
reason. Protection and free trade, respectively, are obvi· 
ously related to the economio organi~ations of the home 
countries, but in a far more complicated way than as simple 
"causes~" 

l;li.ce .IIgreeq:Hil~~s ~:psted in. eig¥E!!l.t\th::.rumt!1!I..:Ellg~and, 
~efore the fre~!:l!..de era. An example is the Newcastle 
Coal Vend. TIa purpo~as to restrict the sales"'Or'New. 
c~tle coill in the London market. Owners of collieries were 
iulotted a q,efinite quota of a stipulated maximum output ..... 
'l'he regulations of the Coal Vend were placed in the hands of . . 
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a committee of mine-owneril, who established fortnightly the 
quantity to be sold in the London market. Price control was 
thus effectively maintained. Colliery-owners were not rElQ 
stricted as to sales in foreign countries, with the result that 
Newcastle coal frequently sold in distant markets at prices 
far below those established in London. This" dumping" 
process was extensively resorted to in order to guarantee con
tinuous production. The Newcastle Coal Vend was a dom
inating infiuence in the London market until about 1844. 

Combinations have also appeared during the free-trad~ 
period. A formidable one began with the organization of th~ 
Salt Union in 1888. The North Eastern Salt Company, Ltd.; 
founded in 1899, included-the -important manufacturers of 
the northeastern coast and the Middlesbrough district, and 
the stage of monopoly was achieved in 1915 through the 
organization of the Salt Manufacturvs' Association (in 
the Cheshire district). Two of the l~g members of the 
North Eastern Salt Company, Ltd., the Salt Union, Ltd., 
and the United AIkali Company, Ltd., are also members of 
the Salt Manufacturers' Association. The Salt Union, Ltd., 
controls approximately 60 per cent of the total English out-

r put. All told, over 90 per cent is under the control of the 
Salt Manufacturers' Association. 

In the production of i~,t~~~l,_attempts likewise hav:e 
been made to bring about unified control, ilie methods of 
combination involving vertical as well as horizontal elements. 
An example of the former is the case of Guest, Keen, and 
N ettlefolds, Ltd., and Bell Bros., Ltd. (later merged with 
Donnan, Long & Company). Amalgamations have also 
taken place in armor and ship pla.te, and also in the sheet and 
tube industries. During the war a series of "Defence of the 
Realm Acts" established state control over many basic indus
tries and favored private combinations in other fields. Fm 
example, c<talproductloli-w88brought closely under govern· 
ment supel'Viiiion in 1917, following a succession of more tenta
tive steps, and the pig-iron industry was practically regulated 
by five huge associations. The United Kingdom ~o!!:p Manu-. .-
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facturers' Association, organized in 1914, is largely domi
nated by Lever Brothers, Ltd., makers of more than 70 per 
cent of the soap produced in England. In 1920 the Associa
tion combined llQ separate soap manufacturing plants, 
through stock ownership. Over 90 per cent of the ~ 
~ consumed by the English market is under the direct 
control of J. and P. Coahltd. There is no apparent reason 
to charge that the effects of this particular case have been 
harmful to the best interests of the industry. There were also 
combinations of banks during and after the war. A Govern
ment Conimittee of 1918 expressed alarm at the tendency, 
but the largest amalgamation, known as the" Big Five," took 
place two years later. 

The epecter of financial domination was disquieting mainly 
because the State itself had encouraged a vast concentra
;tion of industrial-organization. A Joint Council, set up by 
earlier federations of industrial and commercial interests, 
looked uncomfortably like a general syndicate of big business· 
in the Empire. British industry is less inclined to adopt 
"vertical" elements in combination than is German - and 
they are much more spectacular than inlIuential in both 
countries. The favorite method of control is the one familiar 

I in America: combinll:.tion through the actual ownership of-
I stock. Great Britain got her share of the wave of seeming 
prosperity just after the war. Before it was stopped by the 
crisis at the end of 1920, a. considerable literature was set 
afloat, predicting a new era of giant combinations with im-I 
pressive vertical as well as horizontal features, "governed 
and directed by the large money and banking trusts whose) 
power over public deposits, over dra.fts, and loans, is so great 
as to give them in all cases control of the levers that set trade 
in motion." 1 This feeling of panic, as later became evident, 

I Ree., J. Morgan: 7'T1W ... B""",, IJ1dmlrr/. pp. 10.. 245. and "... .... 
(1922). Thio view was evidently formed by reading .viden"" taken by ParIia. 
mental}' Committeea three and four years earUer. which is freely quoted. 
Such an attitude wao h .. ty but not inexplicable in 1919. At the time the book 
appeared. th_ ,pneral conclusiono """""'d _mod oomewhat f ...... f.tched. ond 
they oeem more 00 now with the poot-war boom entirely liquidated. Note tho 
IIlviow by H. W. M..."..,.ty in the 8"""""",, oT!1UnI<ll. vol. 32, p. 633. 
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arose from overemphasis upon certain features of an artificial 
situation arising from the war. There is considerable inter- ~ 
locking of the directorates of banks with those of commercial/ 
and industrial concerns, as may be seen by glancing through 
almost any directory of directors; but this does not mean that v 

: the banks actually control either trade or industry. Hetero
geneous combinations with important vertical elements 
proved their instability during the critical years following 
1920. In the eyee of the business world they stand about 

"where they did before the war, as freaks which can some
times display surprising vitality under the smile of chance or 
the guiding hands of genius and ecience. 

COMBINATIONS AClIOSS FRONTIERS l 

In a world which does not have either general free trade or 
international incorporation, the forms 9f business association 
between citizens of different countri~ perforce extremely 
variegated. The most familiar cases where such cooperation 
is found necessary are in connection with commo<!j.ties inter
nationally exchanged and used, but found only in restricted 
parts of the earth's surface. From the standpoint of busi
ncs5, their mere existence or absence is not the decisive thing. 
They must be present in the forms and quantities, at the 
distances and under the transport conditione which will make 
it profitable to move and employ them." For instance, it is 
physically possible to fire the Lorraine iron ore within the~ 
French frontier, but, in the present state of industry and 
transport, Cl iron goes to coal." It is It question of competi
tion,. in which the iron-producing region would certainly lose 
heavily, and the coal fields somewhat less. 

Iron and steel, coal, oil, and rubber are perhaps the "inte, • 
national commodities" which have been given the most 
public attention, but others may be suggested, merely to giv 
a vague idea of the length of the "list. To make the modern 
kinds of steel, various al\o,nl must be used, and generally im-./ 
ported. These include nickel, manganese, vanadium, tung
sten, and chfomite. Other minerals are likewise indispen-
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l
iable to certain industries - notably copper, lead, aluminum, 
zinc, tin, sulphur, bauxite, mica, and platinum. Textile 
fibers are an outstanding case, especially co~ton, wool, and 
Bilk. Vegetable oils are as important in some industries as 
mineral and animal oils in others. This brings us into the, 
general field of agricultural produce. Starting just outside 
of it with fertilizers, we could pick out products here and 
there, such as cocoanut and linseed oils, hides, and various l 
special fibers, including jute and sisal. Omitting entirely 
the greatest single item, the grains, we get over into the ques
tion of ~ and wood pulp. \lane sugar gives rise to curious 
international business arrangements, such as the incorpora
tion of the same group in one country as a landholding and 
agricultural enterprise and of the mill which is situated on 
the land under the laws of another country entirely. Odd 

< complications arise where a power site or a deposit of rawl 
material is so situated near a frontier as to make its utiliza-J 
tion impracticable without crossing into another country. 
All these involve practical problems which come up con
stantly in the world's business. 

They may be dealt :with by means of interlocking or closely 
related syndicates, as in the case of the Lorraine ores and 
Ruhr coal before the war. The main difficulty is that na
tional action, such as a chl!Dge i!l JaJi~ rajes, may throw the, 
arrangement into disorder or a war may break out. For
eigners may protect themselves by purchasing stock in a na- i 
tional corporation. We have seen how Genilan metallurgi
cal interests have bought land with mineral deposits outsidej 
the country and a great German electrical firm helped to 
establish the aluminum industry in Switzerland. Petroleum, 
rubber, and sugar are still better examples of the practice of' 
exploiting lands abroad. The Royal Dutch and Shell (Brit
ish) oil interests combined in 1907 j but Americans and French
men also acquired stock in the new corporation. It estab
lished branches and daughter corporations in different parts 
oftbe wo~ld. The "Turkish Petroleum Company, formed 
in i912, was held, through stock ownership, b, the Angle-
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Persian Oil Company, the Roy&!. Dutoh-Shell combine, and 
the Deutsche Bank. In every one of these cases there has 
been trouble with oil interests of other nations, all working in 
part through their Governments and forcing the subject into 
diplomacy. National retaliation and threats of it have been) 
most disturbing to the oonduct of actu&!. business, as distin
guished from politics. 

Europeans generally recognize that something must he 
done to regulate the organization of business in commodities 
absolutely vital to the industries of more than one oountry. 
This was one of t,.he reasons for calling an international eco
nomic conference for 1927, in the hope that it might lead to 
a permanent mechanism of cooperation. One nationalistic 
snag was encountered when the Russians declined to attend 
any meeting in Switzerland, due to the unpunished assassinar-...... 
tion of one of their diplomats there several years earlier, 
even hinting in the refus&!. that ~invitation to Geneva 
could not have been given in absolutely good faith. A 
Franco-German Information and Documentation Committee 
had &!.ready been formed in May, 1926, with a most impos
ing business and diplomatic membership on both sides. Its 
'object was not action, but merely unbiased information 
iwhich, among other things, might head ot! illogical competi. 
tion and highly impracticable divisions of labor. N egotiar
tions for a thoroughgoing commercial adjustment by treaty 
between these two nations were under way at the time. A 

"Potash agreement between French and German interests, 
also signed in 1926, has been mentioned above. 

The one event which produced the profoundest impression 
in Europe at this juncture was the formation of the Qonti. 
nental Steel Cartel.1 It set in motion a wave of enthusiasm 
for this particular type of solution of the vexed question of 
. 1 Though frequently mentioned as a "trust," even a eursory examination of 
its terms abo ... that word to be mislea.ding. The arrangement W&e a ... rtel or 
eyndics.te - an .xception&1ly loose one becs.use of its international ohamcter 
and the speeial difficulties arising from that fact. It was merely a "union It in 
name: L·Un .... I~ do 1'_ brul; and European papers commonly 
mentioned it as an "~." A good lummary of ita terms appeared in the 
NII1JJ york Timoo tor October 22, 1926. . 
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"international commodities!' There is also at this writing 
(l!i27) a European '"8luminum syndicate, formed largely to 
facilitate competition with the great American trust, and the 
Colmer ~orters, Inc., are attempting to form a world 
combine for trade in the metal concerned.1 TheseLinter
national cartels or synd)e'ate~may meet particular situations 
without furnishing any general solution to the problems of 
industrial efficiency or trade rivalry in Europe. Anyone of 
the arrangements could be broken up or completely changed 
in character in the course of a single year. This imperma.
nency under present conditions may be illustrated by glancing 
at the terms of the steel cartel. 

The dir~ing committee of four is appointed by the pro
ducers ,9f'Q!:rmany, France, Belgium, and L~g, the 

,Germans casting two thirds of the vote assigned to the Saar 
and the French the other third. This committee fixes the 
e:,':sOf raw steel for each producing group quarterly and 

. . ters a common fund arising from the payment of a 
ollar per ton on the entire output. These quotas are worked 

out by coefficients based on production and estimated market 
needs. Voting strength in the directing committee is in pro
portion to them. Each producer must pay four dollsrs a tonl 
into the fund for all amounts tumedout in eXCI!8Sof the quota. 
If production falls below the quota, there is a rebate or in ... 
demnity of two dollars a ton unless the drop remains at 10 
per cent or more below the amount assigned, in which case 
the payment is gradually reduced. It will be seen that the'" 
periodic liquidations of the common fund are rather compli
cated. Permission to exchange quotas can never be given j 
except to a firm in one country which owns at least 40 perl 
cent of the stock of a concern in another. The first probable 
difficulty which comes to mind is that any of the Govern
ments may prevent the transfer of funds when the periodic 
liquidations take p1a.ee - notably Germany, at the behest 

I See aIIIO the ..... unt of the Ameri ...... ltAIian sulphll1' OOIIIIOJ'tium of 1923, 
in W. S. Culbertson'. Row MaIfriaIo """ PIHldlIvJI' ",1IwI c .... ......:iaI Policiu 
III NaIitmI. pp. sa-&. 
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of the Dawes Plan administrators. In such a case a cash I 
payment is to be made into an approved bank in the country( 
whose Government makes the refusal. Troublesome as this 
might be, it is nothing to Bome of the other contingencies pro
vided for, including several which could lead to the formaJ/ 
withdrawal of members or the break-up of the combine. \ 
. Although the compact is supposed to last until April, 1931, 
any country may withdraw two years earlier by giving duev' 
notice, and such a notice would free all the other signatories. 
Withdrawals for cause are also provided for. If Germany' 
should increase the import duties on steel, any signatory may 
denounce the pact by giving three months' notice. It may 
be denounced in the same way if any of the Governments 
concerned should object on the ground that another Govern-I 
ment discriminates against its general imports, unless the 
question is covered by a commercial treaty. This provision 
is of great interest, since it practically;lldmits the impotency" 
of the private international syndicat:e except in a situation 
more broadly and definitively regulated by other means. 

Finally, the whole agreement hinges upon the amount pro-l 
duced. Luxemburg was given permission to withdraw either 
in 1927 or 1929 if her tonnage should not reach specificv' 
figures, and such retirement would liberate the others. If 
the output of any member country should fall 5 per cent be- ./ 
low that during the first half of 1926, cancellation of the 
agreement may be effected by three months' notice. Any 
signatory may give similar notice of cancellation if the total 
output should fall below 13,139,000 tons during a six-months' 
period. Provision was made for admitting other producing 
countries on the basis of the output during the first quarter of 
1926, or by special agreement. The obvious hope is to take 
in both Central Europe and Great Britain. . 

Whether or not this particular international cartel merits 
this amount of detailed mention depends upon its future
especially, it would seem, upon tariffs, commercial treatieS,\ 
the success or failure of the proposed system of conferenees 
resting upon the technical economic services of the League of . 
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Nations, and other similar foundation stones for private coop
eration across frontiers. This example is brought up merely 
to illustrate the dependence of these cartels upon the general 
,improvement of international economic relations. European 
tariffs are particularly unscientific. The rates are commonly 
made absurdly highjor bargaining strength in arranging com
mercial treaties. Items detrimental to the consumer are de
liberately or ignorantly included because some other power 
wishes to export the goods and will trade something for the 
concession. The results of the bargaining based on these 
economically unsound rates are most unsystematic and often 
extremely bad for both producers and consumers. 
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r;~""CHAPTER xm 
OTHER WESTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRmS 

SIMII.AItl'l'IJll8 AND CONTRASTS 

THE distinction between western and .eentral Europe is not 
particularly useful or suggestive for the purposes of economic 
history, especially since the World War has split Austria
Hungary into fragments. It seems more logical to ca\l the 
entire territory between the Adriatic and Baltic Seas" west
ern Europe." Even an arbitrary line drawn northeastward 
from Flume and gradua\ly curving northward and north
westward to follow the boundary between East Prussia and 
Lithuania would have to be extremely crooked to serve at all 
as a boundary between eastern and western Europe. The 
territory east of such a line presents great _~ties as to 
economi~!ife, but it eomprises two fairly distinct parts: First, 
southeastern Europe includes the Balkan Peninsula and cer
tain adjacent lands whose life is similar. The main historical 
facts which distingUish it are the long Turkish occupation, 
the rise of Austria and Hungary at the expense of the Otto
mans, and fina\ly the appearance of independent and race
conscious national groups. Second, the outstanding thing 

,about the remainder of "eastern Europe" is the administra
., tive and economio unity, the rise, degree, bature and con
isequences of which is the subject-matter of Russian history. 
We may set aside both divisions of eastern Europe for 
separate treatment. 

Becauseofthe rough unity of western European civilization, 
most of the matters to be treated in the present chapter are 
fairly familiar, or at least we can stand on familiar ground to 
view them, because they lie so little beyond. Both Belgium 
and the Netherlands have important colonies and consider
able ocean.borne trade. T,beir industrial systems are not so 
radica\ly different from those already examined, as to exclude 
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useful and fairly easy comparison. Switzerland is land
locked and without colonies, but her economic life is decidedly 
western European. The Scandinavian countries have large 
shipping interests and industries similar to those of Great 
Britain, Germany, or France, but their populations are small, 
and they have no important colonies. They are poor in coal, 
as is Italy also. i$."!!lltlen, Italy.and..8witzeriand have all 
developed their resources in w~er to an exceptional 
degree. The only feature of economic life in the territory 
here set apart as "western Europe" which would be quite 
unfamiliar to an Englishman or American is ~easant farm. 
in~ with its attending group of peculiar institutionS: But 
the Frenchman or Italian can find plenty of material in 
his own country that will help him to understand the situa.
tion farther east, where there is an overwhelming peasant 
majority. -' 

., BELGIUM. / 

The southern part of the Low Countries had been the great 
industrial district of northern Europe up to the destructive 
wars of the sixteenth century. The manufacture of clot~ 
from English wool had been gradually transplanted from 
Flanders to England. In a very real sense, the .Flemish 
weavers. were the schoolmasters. of the British Isles in the' 
most~iIDportant textile industries. In sPite of all their vicis
'situdes, the Belgians were fully equal or superior industrially 
to any Continental pecple at the time their country was over
run by the French during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic 
era. With the onset of the Industrial Revolution, the ancient 
r61es were reversed. It was chiefly Englishmen 'who intra; 
duced the new machine processes into Belgium (as the coun1 
try Was to be called after the war for freedom in 1830), giving 
her a tremendous industrial lead over all Continental coun
tries. William Cockerill, a wandering Lancashire mechanic, 
came to Verviers in 1798, and soon began manufacturing tex
tile machinery of the English type. He and his son imported 
a W att ~team engine in 1813, used it as a model, and in a few . 
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years the son had built up one of the greatest machine works 
in the world at Seraing, near Liege. 

Besides the stimulus of English engineers, artisans, and 
capitalists, a great favor was unconsciously conferred upon 
the Belgians by the French occupation at the time of the 
Revolution. The Scheldt River, closed since 1648 because of 
English and DUtch trade jealousy, was reopened by the 
French in 1792. Vestiges of the hampering medieval gild 
system disappeared. Shut off from English goods by the 
Continental Blockade, Napoleon bent every energy to re
placing them in his own territories, and the Belgian lands 
were the greatest beneficiaries. One of the finest coal fields 
in Europe runs across southern Belgium from west to east, 
with its extreme ends in France and Germany. Of nearly 
500 collieries which produced ,some 5,000,000 tons of coal 
for France in 1807, almost all were in what is now Bel
gium. France's output after 1815 was less than 900,000 
tons. Belgium was mining about 6,000,000 tons annually at 
the time of gairiing her independence in 1830 - an output not 
equaled by the whole of France until about 1850, at which 
time the Belgians had far surpassed it. This is only part of 
the story. Industry in general more than kept pace with 
coal mining, and by 1840, the Belgians were actually import
ing English coal. Belgium was the one country in Europe, 
as Clapham remarks, .. which kept pace industrially with 
England, in the first half of the nineteenth century." 

Even in 1913, the coal output of Belgium (23,000,000 
metric tons) was three fifths that of France, and the imports 
,of coal exceeded the exports. !mn was also an important 
mining industry, and Belgium produced roughly a fifth of 
the entire world supply of zinc. Her great textile industry 
employed Bome 180,000 workmen, manufacturing woolens, 
linen goods, carpets, and lace which had been famous since 
the Middle Ages, as well as cotton goods. Belgian hardware 
and arms are known around the world. 

In spit~.of a dense population and It. high degree of indus
trialization, agricultural produce and the man,ufactured by-
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products of farming are among the greatest sources of wealth. 
Sugar factories, breweries, and distilleries head the list of in
dustrial plants of this sort. Rural holdings are small, and 
the methods of exploitation are more like gardening than 
ordinary field work. An area. of 11,373 square miles and a. 
population of 7,570,000 give Belgium more than 650 inhabit
ants per square mile - making her the most densely peopled 
country in Europe. Fields, forests and grasslands cover 88.5 
per cent of the area, leaving only 11.5 for cities, highways, 
rivers and unutilized tracts of land, as compared with 9.5 in 
Germany and 17 in France. In spite of int~tivation 
of cereals, Belgium before the war had to pay about $80,000,-
000 annually for imported cereals to feed her industrial popu
la.tion. Other importan. agricultural products include sugar 
beets, potatoes, flax, hemp, rapeseed, and chicory. Stock
raising is highly developed, Belgian horses being particularly 
prized. Butter and cheese are expoI1ed, and sheep are raised 
for both wool and mutton on the p/orer plateaus. 

By the terms of the Versailles Trea.ty, Belgium gets the 
small but valuable industrial regions of Eupen and M.almedy 
from Germany, besides 8 per cent of any indemnity which 
may be collected, a billion dollars cash, with interest, to pay 
debts to the other Allied Powers, and various mandates. 
The war damage to Belgium was estimated at $7,600,000,000, 
consisting largely of machinery destroyed, removed, or worn 
out and not replaced. The iron and steel industries suffered 
most, the output during the two years following the war being 
less than one fifth that of 1913. Not all of this decline repre
sented material damage, much of it being assignable to the 
general derangement of business due to the war, to unstable 
currencies, to the crippling of the central European economic 
nucleus a.fterward, and to various obscure causes. 

After El long period of inflation, accompanied by inability 
to balance the budget, Belgium finally took radical steps in \ 
1926 to restore financial stability. Though reconstruction I 
was practically complete, the franc (par value 19.3 cents) fell 
to 2.12 cents on July 12. The King was made financial . 
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dictator. The national railways were turned over to a cor
poration for 75 years. Other state property was treated 
similaorly, taxes were raised and consumption drastically 
regulated. In October the franc was stabilized at 2.78 cents 
and a new unit, the belga, created, worth 5 francs or one 
thirty-fifth of a pound sterling. It is based on gold and for 
use only in foreign trade. Like France, Belgium escaped the 
severe unemployment problem 80 common in Europe be
tween 1920 and 1925. About 5 per cent were unemploysd at 
the opening of the latter year, but the number was much 
lower both before and after that time. Compulsory old-age 
insurance was adopted in 1924. 

Eighteen thousand square miles of German East Africa 
were added (as a mandate) to the· Belgian Congo, already 
containing over 900,000 square miles. This vast African I 
empire is rich in minerals, rubber, palm oil, cotton, coffee, 
sugar, tropical fruits, and even in precious metals; but its 
development has hardly begun. It has perhaps 10,000,000 
inhabitants, only 3000 of them being Belgians, two thirds of 
whom are officials of the Government. The cargoes entering 
the ports annually before the war amounted to over a million 
tons. A yearly revenue of nearly $6,000,000 did not quite 
pay the expenses of administration. but of course this does 
not mean that the sum total of profits to Belgia,1III was not far 
greater than the total outlay by Belgians, the Government 
included in both caSes. 

HOLLAND, SWITZERLAND, AND SCANDINAVIA 

Most of the overseas areas seized by England during the 
Revolutionary period were returned in 1815 or later, and the 
economic importance of the Netherlands to-day is largely as a 
colouial power. The home country has an area of only 12,582 
square miles, with a population of about 6,750,000. It is 
thus about the size of Maryland, put is over four times as 
densely settled. The colonial population is about seven times 
as large, ood the aree. over sixty times greater. Seven eighths 
of a colonial empire of 783,000 square miles is, in the Malay 
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Archipelago of the East Indies. This region includes the b$t 
of the famous" Spice Islands" - Java, Sumatra, MolucCa, 
the Celebes, about two thirds of Borneo, and the western 
part of New Guinea, besides many smaller islands. With 
its 700 people to the square mile, Java is the most densely 
populated land mass in the world. Cheap Ma.\ay !abor was' 
and is an inevitable product of this situation, as cheap I 
Hindu !abor is of the British ~loitation of thickly settled: 
India. 

The old labor system of the Dutch East India Company, 
which broke up in 1798, amounted to virtual slavery. Na.
tives were obliged to do forced labor for the company during 
half the year, under conditions so hard that population had 
begun to decline. Free labor proved unprofitable on account 
of the sharp competition of other tropical regions, and in 
1832 the Governor Van den Bose!l, installed the "Culture 
System" which is often known unqer his name. This con
trolled the crops planted, took oml fifth of the produce for 
the Government as taxes, and gave the Government the 
privilege of buying the rest at the supposed "market price!' 
Coupled with the readoption of forced !abor, this gave vast 
opportunities for fraud and for the exploitation of the na.
tives. It was gradually modified, and an ostensibly "free" 
labor system was formally adopted in 1890. 

In regions such as the Dutch and British East Indies, there 
is always a temptation to work up the raw materials as far , 
as possible on the ground, where wages are low and legisla--
tion limiting hours or defining conditions is wanting. HOS 
land, England, and Belgium have all been accused of found 
ing their prosperity on the actual or industrial serfdo 
of alien tropical races, too far away for conditions to weigh 
upon the consciences of Europeans at home. The terrific 
scandal about the Belgian Con~t the opening of the pre
sent century died down later, but there is no want of evidence 
of impending changes in the Dutch and English East Indies. 
International interest in tropical labor conditions was par- ' 
ticularly manifest at the Peace Conference of 1919, but the . 
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increasing movement of capital to the area.s of cheap labor 
may prove the stronger factor of the two, bringing the Ea.st 
Indians into more direct competition with European labor. 
The European labor groups have not only brought great 
pressure upon their Governments, but they have also taken a 
keen interest in organizing native labor and raising standards 
in the tropical or sub-tropical dependencies. These move
ments have barely begun their inroads upon Dutch paternal
ism in the Ea.st Indies, but their swift march in near-by Eng
lish possessions ha.s caused a good deal of alarm. The Dutch 
constitution of 1922 declared the Ea.st India possessions an 
integral part of the Kingdom - no longer a colony. Thus all 
legislation became subject to approval by the States-General 
at home. Nevertheless, unrest ha.s grown, and incipient re
volts have eVIlJl had to be put down. 

There is perhaps no better illustration of the effects of the 
newer world-wide organization of marketing and transporta
tion and the rise of modem applied science than the changes 
brought about in the Dutch Ea.st Indies. The dense and 
increasing population ha.s tended to force the intensive culti
vation of food, especially rice, ahead of commercial crops for 
export. This ha.s been partially due to the profits from other 
things, such a.s tin, oil, and rubber. The competition of 
other regions has kept prices down and ended the earlier 
Dutch monopoly. Brazilian competition for the coffee busi
ness ha.s made even greater inroads than the pests which 
swept the Ea.st Indian plantations during the past century. 
Brazil pours over a million tons of coffee into the world 
markets every year, a figure more than fourteen times higher 
than the present one for the Dutch East Indies. The British 
Ea.st Indies now produce some 250,000 tons of tea, Java only 
about 40,000. Dyes manufactured from coal tar and other 
minerals threaten the final ruin of the indigo trade. Sugar 
cane, tobacco, and Peruvian bark are the great commercial 
crops. Ahnost the entire world supply of quinine is of 
Java.nese origin to-day, the trees having been transplanted 
from Peru.' The tin mines of Bangka and Blitong, however, 
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now export about 20,000 tons, of a world supply of only 130,-
000. Rubber has also become important of late years, and 
the Dutch East Indies rank fourth in petroleum output. 
Thus there is another side to the apparently dark picture of 
agriculture. Brazil might also be willing to raise less coffee if 
she had Java's developed resources in other things. The 
total commerce of the Dutch East Indies amounted to over 
three quarters of a billion dollars in 1923 and 1924. Of this, 
the bulk was with'the Netherlands. Other important cus
tomers of the Dutch East Indies are Great Britain, the Far 
East, Germany, France, and the United States. During both 
of the above years, the value of the exports was about twice 
that of the imports. The chief agricultural exports of the) 
Dutch West Indies and Guiana are sugar cane, coffee, cocoa, 
vanilla, and tobacco. 

This magnificent colonial empire helps to explain why the 
Netherlands is second only to Be:wum among European 
countries in population density - aJlout 555 per square mile. 
Much of the soil at home is marshy, and a good deal of the 
remainder poor. Over 27 per cent is unproductive - an area 
about equal to that of the cultivated fields. More than one 
third of the whole area of the country is given over to pastures 
and meadows. In all Europe, only Great Britain has ala.rger 
percentage of grasslands. There are almost no forests
less than 3 per cent of the area, as compared with 26 per cent 
in Germany and nearly 4 per cent even in Great Britain, 
where the wood shortage is notorious. Moreover, there is 
very little in the way of mineral deposits. The coal mines at 
Limburg yield some three million tone a year, which leaves 
the Dutch to import the bulk of their coal from Germany, 
Belgium, and England. 

It will be reca.lled that the Dutch part of the Low Coun
tries was chronica.lly overpopulated even in the Middle Ages, 
and sent a great many colonists into parts of Germany. We 
might do well also to remind ourselves again of the strategic 
position of the Netherlands. Both the Scheldt and the 
Meuse reach .the sea by way of Dutch territory, and the 
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Rhine is far more important than either. The great Ruhr 
coal field and the concentrated industries of the German 
Rhineland are thus in the same water-transportation system 
with the Netherlands. Perhaps no other European country 
has been so decidedly in the German economic orbit during 
the past few decades, especially as the Germans had iust 
what the Dutch lacked in essential raw materials. The 
Scheldt River was neutralized and guaranteed open to mer
chant ships in peace or war, by an agreement signed in 1925 
between the Dutch and the Belgians. 

With these facts before us, we can get a rather orderly 
view of Dutch industry and commerce. As in early modem 

'times, the S!'eatestm.dustry. is tiab,ing. Stock-raising and 
dairying are -aISo important. Grain-farming has actually 
declined, but sugar beets, flax, tobacco, potatoes, vegetables, 
and flowers are grown on a considerable scale. The other 
great industries are what we should expect after a study of 
the colonial empire. Sugar, rice, liquors, soap, oils, and 
chocolate are prepared in huge quantities. There are also 
some spinning mills. Over a hundred million cigars per year 
are manufactured in the Netherlands, largely from colonial 
tobacoos. 
, Still, it is as traders and financiers rather than as industrial
~ists that the Dutch play so great a r6le in European economic 
: life. Their foreign trade in 1913 amounted to nearly three 
billions of dollars, or only a little less than that of France, 
which had a population over five times as n1lIDerous, and an 
area. more than fifteen times greater. A little over a third 
of this foreign trade was with Germany, the remainder 
with Great Britain, Belgium, the United States, and Russia. 
Some enterprising Dutohmen profited by the disorganized 
conditions in central Europe after the war, but there can be 
no question that the country as a. whole has suffered, and it is 
not difficult to account for Dutch interest in the economic re
construction of Germany. Before the war, American, Dutch, 
and Gel'UltJl oil interests often worked hand in hand, as in 
the Rumanian fields. As a result of the treaty arrangements, 
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EngUshmen and Americans have become the great competi
tors for the world's petroleum supply, with the Dutch pIa.ying 
a rather weak second-fiddle to the English. 

HolIa.nd, Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, all great sea.
faring countries, suffered heavy losses in tonnage through 
sinkings, capture, etc., during the World We:r. Norway 
alone lost over 800 vessels, totaJing about 1,000,000 tons. 
Only the broadest outlines of the intricate problem involved 
can be sketched here, and no really adequate study has been 
made. Nations le:tgely dependent on commerce could notl 
stop trading and starve because of the bewildering decle:r&; 
tion and counter measures of the belligerents respecting\ 
contraband, blockades, and the like. The we:r itself created ~ 
dire needs which led to most profitable business opportuni
ties for individuals. Norway was so situated as best to be 
able to carry for Great Britain, the Netherlands and Sweden 
particule:tly for central Europe, 8.!I.!l Deume:rk both ways, 
Shipowners were willing to use their ~essels for one great bel
ligerent or another, provided that the che:rges were high 
enough and, in some cases, that British or German groups 
would furnish insurance at satisfactory rates. False papers 
had often to be ce:tried, showing the cargo, its origin and 
destination, to be different from what they actually were. 
It was the sailors and officers who ran the real risks and un
derwent the real he:tdships. The Dutch merchant tonnage 
was about 2.6 millions in 1925, as compared with 1.5 in 
1914. 

In all the near-by neutral countries, special we:r needs mad~ 
profits for some industries, while the interruption of normal 
economic life brought about unemployment and loss fo 
many others. For example, eastern Switzerland, in the 
central European economio system, had to pay for the in
dispensable German coal partially by manufacturing things 
which Germany, with her industries converted to wartime 
purposes, found herself short of. This was not a technical 
breach of neutrality, any more than were the enormous ship
ments of munitions from America to the Entente Powers be,. 
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fore the entrance of the United States into the struggle. 
Economically speaking, there is really no neutrality (in the 
sense of absolute non-participation) possible in the modern 
world, for countries within reach of a war. 

Switzerland has partially made up for an almost complete 
lack of coal by vast utilization of water power. It was esti
mated in 1920 that 600,000 hol'!!e power was already in use, 
and that when fully developed, the Swiss would get something 
like 3,500,000 hol'!!e power from theiretream.s. Before the 
war, the exports of silk and cotton textiles from Switzerland 
were about as large aII-tliose-irom France. Zilrich, Wmter
thur, and Base! manufacture much machinery, both heavy 
and light. The watch and clock induetries are largely in the 
French-speaking frliigeornorthwe5tem Switzerland. Of late 
years American etandardized methods have foreed the Swiss 
to go in more and more for the cheaper grades of watches. 
Central Switzerland, largely a herding country, exports much 
cheese, condensed milk, and milk chocolate. What the 
French call the" tourilSt ind'!f:ltry" is one of the most impol'
tant in Switzerland. There are aeeommodations for some 
125,000 visitors at one time. Before the war, there were 
about a million tourists a year, from whom a profit of nearly 
$25,000,000 was drawn - a considerable business for a 
people numbering only four millions. This source of revenue 
again reached the pre-war level in 1925. Old-age insurance 
was established by constitutional amendment during that 
year. 

Norway has no coal worth mentioning, and muet get the 
surplus wealth which keeps her from being a nation of peas
ants chiefly from fishing and from maritime commerce. 
Denmark is an agricultural and dairying country, with Eng
land and Germany as her two best markets. Her merchant 
marine is ninth in the world, with over a million gross tons. 
That of Sweden is only a little larger, but Norway and the 
Netherlands have nearly two and a half times as much. Bel
gium's shi,pping tonnage is less than half that of Denmark. 
This comparison places their relative positions in world com-
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merce fairly well.' Denmark's IIIDllll economic units, over
whelmingly agricultural population, and high general level 
of education have made her a land of cooperative enterprises. 
Her successful cooperatives have greatly influenced those 
more newly established, from Russia to Ireland, aild even 
outside of Europe. 

Sweden is more of a manufacturing country than either 
Norway or Denmark. Like them, she lacks coal, but has 
some important deposits of high-grade iron ore, and, like 
Switzerland and Italy, has developed her water-power re
sources. Iron and steel goods, textiles, glassware and 
matcheS are eJqlOrted. in quantities. Advanced types of' 
electric fl1l'l1&CeS for turning out some of the higher grade \ 
steels have been installed on a very considerable scale. 

Economically, the life of these IIIDllll nations is seen to bel 
very closely linked with that of their larger neighbors. Alli 
of them are short of co~ and all ~ practically ~n 
excepting-Sweden;;bere the quantity is not very great, al
tlleugh thequ8lity is particularly high. Holland, .Switzer..\ 
land, and Sweden are all decidedly in the German economic 
orbit. Norway, Swilden, and neiiIDark-havisiiDilar lan
guages, were under Iianseati() influence during medieval and 
early modern times, and have been politically united in vari
ous ways at various times. Norway, with less than 22 per
sons to the square mile, is the most thinly populated country 
in Europe; Sweden has only about 34 to the square mile, 
while Denmark has over 190, Switzerland over 240; The 
Netherlands over 550. Sweden and Norway have no colo
nies of any great economic importance, and Denmark retains 
only Greenland since selling her West Indian islands to the 
United States in 1917 and giving Iceland its independence. 

I CompariaoDs BUM .. that of Denmark with Belgium, or of the Netherlands 
with Fnonoe, .. to induotrial .... d oolJllDel'cial "im""rtanee" _ oations 
IIUIlI!I'IIt the artiJiciality of treating "ogricultlll'O" and "industry" oeparately. 
The "imporiaDoo .. of a country in international trade la " reJieetion of the de
gree of ........... ~ Other thinp being equal, this will be g.eal<r 
for .. .....u ""untry, .......... her """'''''''''' will be .... ........, \haQ thooe of " 
Ia.toge ODe. In Derunarit, ogrieultlll'O la almoot a "manufacturing industry," 
importing "raw ~teriaIo" (food, fertilioer) and e:xpor1iiDg 6oiobed produ .... 
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The Netherlands, as we have seen, is a great colonial power. 
Switzerland is the only one of the five without a significant 
merchant marine. These reservations and contrasts suggest 
the cautious skcpticism with which all such comparisons as 
the present one should be approached, however valuable or 
suggestive they may be. The similarities are so great as to 
$uggest that in spite of the talk about current economic im
perialism, the differences between European seafaring coun
tries with and without colonies can easily be exaggerated. 
Small and peaceful nations have not been at all backward or 
inferior in their achievement of a high average standard of 
living and a corresponding level of euIture. 

ITALY AND THE IBERIAN PENINSULA. 

These two great Mediterranean peninsulas have a different 
climate from the rest of western Europe. In the Middle 
Ages, as we have seen, they were its most highly developed 
regions. Italy went into eclipse with the decline of the 
Levantine trade routes, and still more so with the rise of 
the western nations at a time when she was in political 
fragments. Spain, economically weakened by the expul
sion of the Moors and Jews, exhausted herself in the simul
taneous attempt to found a world empire and wield a bal
ance of power in Europe, at the time of the great wars of 
religion. ' 
L Italy's national unity was not achieved until the decade 
~860-70. There had been no long-standing customs union, 
'as in Germany, to prepare the way for economic greatness. 
As late as 1840 there were eight customs stations hetween 
Milan and Florence, a distance of a hundred and fifty miles. 
Most of the little Italian states were extremely backward in 
their economic policies, and Leghorn was actually the first 
commercial city of the peninsula. It is significant that Count 
Cavour, the greatest single figure in Italian unification, 
labored for years toward the modernization of the economic 
system o!J'iedmont-Sardinia hefore attempting the political 
and military stroke. The backwardnel!ll of t~e Two Sicilies 
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may be illustrated by the fact that when they came into 
united Italy, adopting the Piedmont customs rates, more 
than 99.5 per cent of their tariff on silk was removed. 

The immediate effect of abolishing the multitudinous\ 
Italian tariff frontiers about 1860 was to double foreign i 
trade. There followed nearly twenty years of prosperity (to 
about 1880), Ja.rgely founded on improvements in agricult~ 
and the free movement of goods. The main railway lines 
were built, increasing the mileage from 800 to 5000. Italy 
had been almost purely agricultural up to 1860. At the time 
when the Germans were feeling their way to a marvelous em
pire founded on steel and coal, the Italians had to face the 
problem of orga.nizing a modern state without these re
sources. The debts of the unification period were large, and 
the new central government proved costly. Agricultural 
methods were still primitive, much of the soil poor and the 
population dense, 80 it was a knotJt;y problem what exports 
might be found to serve as a mearul of paying for the neces
II8.1'y imports. 

England and France led the way to the newest type of 
e~omic ir!lperimi~ just after 1880, and all properly self
conscious nations felt impelled to follow the fashion at what
ever cost. The old free-trade liberalism of the middle of the 
century went into eclipse on the Continent, and the era of 
tariff wars opened; Italy, like other countrieS', followed the) 
'often conflicting principles of revenue and protection ill! 
formulating her tariffs. She found ,it impossible to arrive at 
any rationa.l general principles, beset by conflicting interest
groups and doctrines. A light schedule of duties passed in 
1878 finally became sharply protectionist in 1887. This in
augurated a. disastroUs tariff war with Fran"~, each party 
raising rates by turns. There had been decidedly bad blood 
between the two nations since the French seizure of Tunis in 
1881, which made Italy a. militant member of the 'triple 
Alliance, with Germany and AuBtria-Hungary, the next year. 
. For a'decade following the 1887 tariff, Italy and France 
were bitter rivals, and had almost no commercial dealings . ' 
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with each other. This was the period when the economic and 
imperialistic roots of the World W Br were beginning to 
sprout. An ItsJ.ian attempt to conquer Abyssinia met dis
aster in 1896, largely due to the arming and training of the 
Abyssinians by the French, who had colonial designs of their 
own on that part of Africa, as part of a broad belt of territory 
they were trying to carve out for themselves across the 
continent from west to east. These plans were frustrated in 
turn by the English at Fashoda in 1898. Great Britain had 
her eye OD a strip of territory across Africa from north to 
south, so that the British and French projects inevitably cut 
each other in two, and both could DOt be realized. A similar, 
though perhaps less acote, tariff war between Russia and 
Germany came to a head in 1891. 

During the aame year, Russia and France began the formal 
conversations which led to the Franco-Russian Dual Alliance, 
whose terms were to remain 8ecret until published by the 
)Bolsheviks in 1917. Italy's economic interests in the Balkan 
Peninsula clashed fundamentally with those of Austria
iHungary, as we shall see later. Any diminution of the bitter
ness between Italy and France inevitably tended to bring 
out the clash between Italy and Austria,.Hungary, thus 
threatening to weaken their Triple Alliance with Germany. 
Italy had comparatively little direct interest in the one great 
issue between the groups which came to overshadow the 
others in the new century - whether Austria,.Hungary or 
Russia should dominate the Balkan Penimrula. Provided 
the Italians could acquire the Adriatic coast opposite them, 
they were rather inclined to favor Russia, with which state 
they had no direct quarrel. This anomaly in Italy's position 
enabled France to come to a secret understanding with her in 
1902, and Russia seven years later. Especially after the de
feat of the Turks, first by Italy and then by the Balkan 
League, in 1911-13, the two great Central Powers were left 
practically isolated to deal with the growing strength around 
the nucleu, of the Franco-Russian alliance. Their perturba,. 
tion about this precarious positiOD, and the steps they took to . 
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rectify it, were among the main causes of the World War •. 
Italy took Tripoli and Cyrenaica after her war with Turkey 
in 1911. 

The type of sba.re-tenancy known as metayage survived the 
libera1izing period of the French Revolution in both Italy 
and Spain. Italian agriculture has clung to hand processes~. 
as compared with that of Germany or France, and the yiel~ 
of grain per acre is smaller. Labor has remained relativel ' 
cheap, and Italy has maintained a high tariff on agricultural 
machinery. Wheat has to be imported, but there is a small 
surplus of rice and maize. Of the commercial crops, sugar 
beets, flax, and hemp are the most important. Wine and 
olive oil are exported in quantities. Only Japan and China 
lead Italy in the export of raw silk - about 4000 metric tons 
per year - and silk manufacturing is also a first-rate in
dustry. 

There is but a negligible amoun~ of coal in Italy, and the 
only iron deposits in quantity ard on the island of Elba, 
where they were worked in the Middle Ages. Tuscany pro
duces copper, as in Roman times, and Sardinia yields some 
lead, zinc, and silver. Italy is the great world source of sul
phur, furnishing recently nine tenths of the total supply. 
Borax is another great product of her volcanic soil. The 
finest marble (Ca.rra.ra) comes from northeastern Italy. 

Italy imports English coal by sea for manufacturing pur
poses, but the ~al basis of her industry is water pow~, which 
is perhaps more eXtensively exploited than anywhere else in 
Europe. About a million horse power is already developed, 
and the possibilities are vast. Count Cavour once remarked) 
that Italy had more potential motive force in her waterfalh! 
than England in her coal mines. Both are better calculated 
now, and it is clear that a century or two must elapse before 
that statement can hold good, but Italy's hydraulic power re
sources are important, nevertheless. Their location concen
trates the great Italian industries mainly on the Alpine slopes. 
Among her manufactures the textiles come first, led by silk. 
Home grown flax, hemp, wool, and straw &re woven on a . 
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large scale, and imported wool, cotton, and jute are also 
worked up. Italian machinery and automobiles are well 
known abroad, but play a secondary r61e in the sum total of 
manufactures. Before the war, the Italian merchant marine 
was the seventh in the world, France and Japan being fifth 
and sixth, respectively. In 1925 Italy held sixth place, 
having nearly doubled her tonnage in twelve years. The 
foreign trade (exports and imports) in 1913 amounted to 
$1,200,000,000, or somewhat less than half that of the 
Netherlands. 

Italy is only a little over half as densely populated as Bel
gium, but it is more crowded in the economic sense, because 
of tbe scarcity of raw materials. Emigration has been enor
mous for map.y years. In 1904 some 500,000 left Italian 
Shores, and -in 1913 over 700,000 - which is more than the 
population of Rome. Some of this emigration is temporary, 
but in 1913 the excess of exodus over inflow was over 500,000. 
The colonies in North Africa have some possibilities of de
velopment, but so far have been a heavy drain on the treas
ury. These include Libya (better known as Tripoli), con
quered from Turkey in 1911, Eritrea, and Italian Somaliland. 
Many Italians emigrate to French Tunis, but the bulk go to 
the United States, Argentina, and Brazil.! The cutting of 
the Suez Canal, the tunneling of the Alps for railways, and 
the construction of an Italian railway system have improved 
Italy's economic position from the low point of early modern 

)
times, but it is difficult to sea how, with.<>ut _coal and iron, 
she can ever rank with England, France, or Germany as an 
industrial and commercial power. 

From her imperial eminence in early modern times, ~Jlain 
has fallen to the status of a third·rate power, with a foreign 
trade only a little over half that of Denmark. She is a coun
try of,!abor disputes and political upheavals. The last of her 
really va1uable colonies were torn away by the United States 

I Due to Amerioan ImmigratiOIl reatriotiorut, the nod .. 10 South America 
h .. inore08tld mnoethe World War, and th .... hao alao been. very oollliderable 
"" ..... : __ .: ....... 4_ 1:1"' •• ,,\.. ... _ 'Ilt.- __ _ 
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in the war of 1898 or sold to Germany soon afterward. She 
retains the Rio de Oro, Spanish Guinea., two zones in Mo,. 
rocco, and a few islands off the African coast. The largest 
items in her export trade are foodstuffs, various minerals and 
metal goods, cotton and cotton textiles (importing much of 
the raw material from America), and wool (raw and manu
factured). The iron and steel industry has prospered since 
the war. Spain turned out almost as much ore as Luxemburg 
in 1922, and more than a fourth as much coal as Belgium in 
1923 and 1924. She also has deposits of lead, copper, tin, 
manganese, sulphur, mercury, phosphorus and other miner
als. Sma.1I metayer tenancies, scattered holdings, and & 

growing system of middlemen who rent blocks of land for 
sub-leasing, somewhat as in pre-war Rumania, make up one 
of the worst land systems in Europe. Some development 
of the considerable opportunities for water-power sites has 
taken place, and there are natura.!'llossibilities for intensive 
agriculture. Spain's disasters in Mbtocco, especially follow
ing 1921, cost her vast sums of money. Her currency re
mained more stable than those of France, Italy, or Belgium, 
however, and she finally managed to recover her position in 
Morocco, thanks to French aid in 1925 and 1926. 

Portugal is quite similar to Spain in the backwardness of 
agriculture, and two thirds of the population (a trifie under 
6,000,000) is rural. Her economic significance lies chiefly in 
the fact that she still retains what is potentially an extremely 
rich colonial empire: 823,334 square miles, with some 
8,000,000 people, in Africa; and 8933 square miles, with & 

'Population of 950,000 in Asia. Mozambique, or Portuguese 
East Africa., is in a. strategic position on the coast, where it 
carries & large fraction of the trade of the Transvasl. There 
are rich coal deposits and some copper; and its population of 
over 3,000,000 will some: day export great quantities of sugar 
cane, rice, coffee, rubber, tobacco, cocoanuts, wheat, cattle, 
and probably cotton. Angola., or Portuguese West Africa, 
has an area. equal to Texas, California., and Wa.shington com
'bined. It c\>ntains extremely valuable forests. The coastal 
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region already exports rubber, sugar, cotton, coffee, tobacco, 
palm oil, cattle, hides, ivory, and gum. 

The Portuguese East Indian possessions are similar in 
products to those of England and the Netherlands. Besides a 
number of islands, they include Goa, Damio, and Timor in 
India proper. AIs is usual in cases where colonial administra
tion is not self-supporting, commercial regulations vastly 
more than compensate for the deficit, throwing trade to home 
ports. 

Practical autonomy is enjoyed by the Portuguese colonies 
- in sharp contrast to the illiberal policies of the great days 
in early modern times. Germany had the bulk of the outside 
trade with Portugal's colonies before the war, and seems 
likely to recover it, especiaIly as she now has no colonies of 
her own to divert attention. Portugal's economic weakness 
and backwardness at home raise the question whether the de
velopment of these oversea possessions will not enrich the 
great foreign trading and industrial powers rather than the 
home country. This is particularly true since the inaugura
,tion of the policy of autonomy in 1919. Should Portugal 
ever decide to give up colonial territory, there is a long series 
of agreements with Great Britain which suggest the latter as 
the most probable heir. 

THE BREAlt-UP OF .\ueTRIA-HUNGART 

When the old Austrian Empire gave way to the Dual 
Monarchy of Austria-Hungary in 1867, the Industrial Revo
lution had already made some headway in the part assigned 
to Austria - particularly the regions bordering on Germany. 
The new Hungary of 1867, on the other hand, was an agricul
tural country, with many vestiges of feudalism and almost no 
industrial capital. Hungary favored free trade, since she 
found it necessary to export her produce in exchange for 
manufactured goods. Austria caught the general protec
tionist fever of the la.te seventies, and the Hungarians worked 
around to the same position duribg the slump in grain prices 
a.t the turn of the decade. Some liberal economic Jegisla-. 
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tion had been adopted in the period 1872-75, but from 1885 
on, it gave way to a system of protective tariffs and sub. 
sidies. Hungary having no protection against Austrian in
dustry, the latter's lead was largely maintained. 

In the economic system which grew up during the next 
thirty years, Austria .. :!I'as in a generat:!l'ay the manufacturer 
and HungarY the farmer: .. The whole Dual Monarchy was! 
tfair together with an intricate network of roads, railways,; 
and navigable waterways, centering on Vienna and Budapest, 'I 
with the heaviest traffic of all between the two capitals. The 
three great ports of Trieste, Fiume, and Pola on the Adriatic, 
with some smaller ones, built up a considerable sea-borne 
trade, with a shipping tonnage about equal to that of Bel- . 
gium. More than half of Austria's trade was with Germany. 

Even at some danger of overlapping accounts, it is impera
tive at this point to call attention to the great significance of 
Turkey and the Balkan countries in\A.ustro-Hungarian eco
nomic development. What is tecllnically known as the 
"Balkan Peninsula" is roughly the territory south of a line 
running eastward from the neighborhood of Fiume (near the 
head of the Adriatic Sea) to the Kulpa River, down the Kulpa 
eastward to the Save, and following it and the Danube to the 
Black Sea. It will be observed that nearly all of Rumania. 
lies north of the Danube, outside this "peninsula"; but most 
American and some English writers group her for convenience 
with the "Balkan" countries because of the similarity of 
her situation, history and mode of life. A good many of 
the economic, political, and social realities of southeastern 
Europe are inherited from the shrinkage of this part of the 
Ottoman Empire since 1683, when it included nearly all of 
Hungary and reached almost to the gates of Vienna. 

At first, the Habsburg and Romanoft' dynasties were the 
great organizers of victory over the Sultan's armies, taking 
over the liberated territories and peoples as a matter of 
eourse. Thus, by 1815, Russian territory extended south
westward to the Pruth River, including the Latin-speaking 
Rumanians ,of Bessarabia; Austrian territory reached the 
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Ca.rpat)liaD.ll and TraD.llylvanian Alps, the Danube as far 
dOWIl as the Iron Gate and the Save farther west, including 
also Illyria or the eastern shore of the' Adriatic Sea. When 
the main bodies of GerJnaD.ll and ItaliaD.ll threw off Habsburg 
rule in the 1860's, a. large fraction of the remaining empire 
consisted of lands and peoples taken at one time or another 
from the Ottoman Turks. Included were the Rum.aniaD.ll of 
Bukowina and TraD.llylvania, most of the Magyars or Hun
gariaD.ll proper, and many South Slave (or Juga-Slavs
,Serbs and rela.ted peoples). In the reorganization of 1867, 
Hungary gained her autonomy, and with it the welcome but 
difficult task of ruling other groups earlier liberated, like her
iself, from the Turks. 

Two main factors checked the absorption of Ottoman 
lands by Russia and Austria (besides rivalry with each other): 

( first, the heightened economic interest of other great powers 
in the question, and, second, the rise of Balkan natioD.ll. 
France had made an arrangement with the Turks for exclu
sive trade privileges in Egypt as early as 1528, and it had been 
extended to the whole Ottoman Empire in 1535 as part of a 
general alliance treaty between Francis I and Suleiman the 
Magnificent. The "capitulatioD.ll" with Turkey, as the body 
of specia.l privileges was called - several times renewed, and 
greatly extended in 1740 - formed the cornerstone of French 
Near-Eastern policy. They were still nominally in force on 
the eve of the Crlmean War of 1854-56. Dormant for a time 
during the bankruptcy of the old regime and the disorders of 
the Revolution, French interest in the eastern Mediterranean 
was dramatically revived by Napoleon. This prince of 
trouble-makers stirred up the feeling of nationality in the 
BalkaD.ll to embarrass the Turks immediately, but.in the end 
it plagued the AustriaD.ll and RussiaD.ll even more. The 
capitulatioD.ll had been fundamentally economic in the begin
ning, and so they remained. 

William Pitt the Younger had shOWIl sip of alarm over 
the Russisllo drive toward Constantinople as early as 1790, 
and had been inclined to abandon the traditional benevolence 
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of Eng1a.nd toward Russian expansion. N apolson t;iveted 
English concern permanently to the Near East, however, 
when he occupied Egypt in 1798, proposed to overthrow> 
Turkish rule on both sides of Suez, and to open and improve 
the ancient canal connecting the Mediterranean and Red 
Seas. This would be a shorter route to India. From her 
careless nnconcern for the Ottoman Empire, Great Britain 
became its main prop, maintaining this rllle until elbowed out 
of it by Germany at the close of the ninetsenth century. It 
is significant that the British policy of keeping the Straits 
and the otber keys to the eastern Mediterranean in weak v 
hands was as well served by the rise of small Balkan nations 
as by the lingering malady of the Ottoman Empire. Thus 
Downing Street was inclined to favor the statm quo in the 
Balkans, willing, however, to countenance some modifica.
tions on behalf of the small countries, but obstinate about 
material advances of Austria or R~a. In this, she was 
protecting her interests in the East 1ndies. 

In spite of Austrian opposition, Greece had achieved her 
independence by 1830, and Old (northern) Serbia a large 
measure of autonomy. Mohammedanism had never takell 
any considerable hold in these two regions, in the Bulgaria 
which was to appear as an autonomous province after the 
war of 1877-78, or in the Rumanian principalities. The 1a.nd 
system found by the Turks on their arrival in southeastern 
Europe had been a blend of the Slavic village community 
with, doubtless, elements of the Roman-Byzantine colonate, 
and some feudal arrangements which had arisen with the de
cay of government at Constantinople. Old Serbia, a poor, 
1a.nd-Iocked region, purely Slav in population, retained its 
village economy under the Turks, with a tribute system su
perimposed to furnish taxes for the Ottoman Government. 
Practica.lly the same conditions held for Bulgaria, Monte
negro, and Herzegovina. Bosnia had larger holdings and 
Will! more feudalized - perhaps because its 1a.nd is richer. 
The Rumanian principalities were the bonanza of the Con
stantinople-Greeks (Phanariots) who exploited them down . 
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to 1821. Peasant lands were extortionately taxed and then 
confiscated for non-payment. In the early nineteenth cen
tury, the region had become one of great estates, reminding 
one of 0. large part of Russia at the same period. Serfdom 
preva.iled, and methods of cultivation were crude. Turkish 

I economic policies in Europe were greatly complicated by 
racial and religious differences, erecting 0. barrier which made 
serfdom particularly hard. 

After the Straits were fully opened to commerce in 1826-
29, Rumania had the advantage of a sea outlet, as did Bul
garia also later on. The South Slav lands, however, were 
economically almost entirely at the mercy of Austria, being 
hemmed in. by the mountain ranges which parallel the east 
coast of the Adriatic. The good roads which had crossed 
these mountains in Roman and medieval times had long 
since fallen into ruin, and railway construction would have 
presented great engineering obstacles, even for 0. rich coun
try. AB 0. result, Serbian life was kept quite primitive, and 
the small surplus -largely stock, grains, and products of 
house industry - had to pay Austro-Hungarian tariffs to 
get to Fiume or Trjeste on the sea, or into the heart of 
Europe by rail. Even the Danube outlet was poor, because 
of natural transportation difficulties and Habsburg interfer
ence at the Iron Gate, and also because the river bends far 
north before reaching the Black Sea.. To the south was 
Macedonia, in Turkish hands up to 1912, and the Bulgarians 
on the east had been traditional enemies since the unpro
voked Serbian attack of 1885 upon them. Moreover, the two 
were rivals for Macedonia, 0. land of Slavs who were neither 
Serbian nor Bulgarian, and of whom· many were Mohamme
dan in religion. 

The turmoil and misfortunes of this region, proverbial in 
recent times, date from the incursion of 0. few alien Turks 
and the shift of Oriental trade from the eastern Meditel1'll
nean to the cheaper Atlantic route. Its prosperity and high 
civilization. late in the Middle Ages, centuries after the ar
rival of practically all of the present human g~ups, should 
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put US on our guard against the baseless generalizations BO 

often printed about" mongrel" and "degenerate" strains of 
people. The economic and social effects of centuries of un
fortunate history are rapidly passing away. If the amazing 
progress achieved in the fifty years before the World War is 
duplicated in a period of equal length following it, there is no 
reason to suppose that the Balkan Peninsula will then be re
garded as a "backward" region. 

The old kingdom of Serbia forms &. very important corridor 
for railways connecting central Europe with Salonic&. and 
Constantinople. Austriar-Hungary got possession of (but not 
a title to) Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1878, so that she had 
more South Slavs under her rule than there were in the 
kingdom of Serbia formed at about that time. These South 
Slavs of Austria-Hungary were largely Roman Catholic or 
Mohammedan, in contrast to the Serbian Greek Catholio or 
Orthodox faith. They also differed '(rom the Serbs in eco
nomic ways and in the method of wraing the language; but 
they belong to the same "race," if one may still use that 
much-abused word to distingnish between white peoples. 
Austria-Hungary annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina in the 
midst of the Young Turk Revolution of 1908. This was the 
usual thing for a European power to do under the circum
stances, but it was naturally&. bitter disappointment to the 
Serbs, who had hoped something might turn up to prevent 
the lapse of this particular protectorate or mandate into 
ownership. The rivalry between Serbia and Austria-Hun
gary was one of those unfortunate products of history which 
seem to be unavoidable until the organization of mankind 
shall have passed beyond its present crudity and looseness. 

William Il, who came to the German throne in 1888, in
herited the alliance with Austria and Italy. His Government 
immediately began cultivating a friendship with the Ottoman 
Turks which it was hoped might provide openings for German 
capital and help to make up for the want of colonies. After 
the (partially secret) treaty of 1904, the British and French 
Governments stood together against any German interfer-. 
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ence with their p1a.ns for the partition of Alrica. The Anglo
Russian partition of Persia. and other a.rrangements in Asia. in 
1907 brought England definitely into the Franco-Russian 
camp as an opponent to centra.! European economic penetra
tion of the Near East. The year 1903 sa.w the Constanti
'nople-Ba.gdad ra.ilwa.y enterprise definitely launched, the 
-French and English declining the German invitation to par
ticipate, which made the venture purely a centra.! European 
one. With this vast scheme under wa.y, the Serbian corridor 
to Constantinople became more vita.! than ever. 

Another event of 1903 practically destroyed any chance of 
cordia.! Serbian coopera.tion in the new economic highway to 
Asia. This was the assassina.tion of the old Serbian royal 
fa.mi1y, which had been friendly to Austria-Hungary, and the 
crowning of the Sla.vophil Peter Karageorgevitch. From this 
time, Serbia. was definitely in the camp of Russia. The im
media.te effect was an intensification of the tariff struggle with 
the Dual Monarchy, leading to the famous "pig-war" of 
1905. In 1906 Serbia signed an economio convention with 
her old enemy, Bulgaria, followed by simi1ar arra.ngements 
with most of the other European countries. Italy, however, 
a member of the central European Alliance, was opposed to a 
strong South Sla.v group, and had designs of her own for an 
Ita.1ian Adriatic which were later to bring her into open con
flict with Austria-Hungary. 

Following the Austro-Hungarian announcement of the 
annexa.tion of Bosnia-Herzegovina, the RwiSian <3overnment 
made a half-hearted show of force, but advised the Serbs to 
awa.it a. more a.uspicious occasion when it became evident 
tha.t Germany meant to support her ally. Russia of 1908-09 
was still badly crippled in a. military way from the war with 
Ja.pan. Alter this annexation, the respective alliances ba.ck 
of Austro-Hungarian and Russian economio imperialism in 
the Balka.ns were pretty well committed to programs so op
posed to ea.ch other that neither could be carried out without 
upsettingothe ba.lance of power in Europe. Under such cir
cumstances, it is common to fight rather than accept defeat 
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and humiliation without a blow. If Russia should get to 
Constantinople, she would cut the Berlin-to-Bagdad project 
in two. On the other hand, if this route were ever well 
established by the Central Powers, it would lie squarely 
across Russia's long hoped-for exit to the Mediterranean. 
Moreover, it would enable the Turks to mobilize quickly, and 
perhaps to ba.\k Russian schemes in Armenia. For the 
swifter traffic - both passenger and valuable freight - it 
must inevitably compete seriously with British and French 
sea routes to the Near East, and also to the Far East via 
Suez. 

The logic of both schemes pointed unerringly to a rear
rangement of the map of South-Central Europe which would 
be hard to carry out peaceably. Russians and Serbs longed 
for a break-up of the Dual MonMchy, which would leave 
groups of South Slavs to be annexed by Serbia. This would 
put a strong Slav barrier in the BaJ11JlS between Germany 
and Turkey and threaten the Bagdd'd project, which, far 
more than a mere railway, was a scheme of economic develop
ment for the entire Near East. Austria-Hungary would 
certainly fight before submitting to dismemberment, and 
Germany had too much at stake in the NeM East to stand 
idly by. Serbian revolutionary propaganda among Austro
Hungarian subjects was hotly resented by the Government, 
just as German and Russian propaganda abroad have been 
since. The murder of the heir to the Habsburg throne by 
students who came from Belgrad for the purpose, smuggled 
in firearms and bombs from Serbia for the commission of the 
crime, and belonged to a secret society with such avowed 
aims, seemed to the group at Vienna to substantiate its worst 
apprehensions. 

That the whole vast economio fabric in the Near East, 
shaped by years of toil, was felt to be threatened in 1914, and 
that the very existence of the Dual MonMchy was deemed to 
be at stake, are the things we should keep in mind. In at
tempting to discipline the Serbs, Austria-Hungary precipi
tated a WM "?th Russia, whereupon both great European al-
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liances were immediately involved, in accordance with long
standing agreements. Even the military treaties were of 
secondary importance, for the conversations and loose ar
rangements of a few British statesmen with France and 
Russia proved as binding in fact as the solemn, detailed 
secret pacts between France and Russia., A\lStria.-Hungary 
and Germany. 

As far as sympathies were concerned, sever&! European 
powers would have fought us as cheerfully when we attacked 
Spain in 1898; but they had less at stake. It is not sympathy 
which makes wars. Those who like to view states as mor&! 
persons will doubtless see something like poetic justice in the 
fact that the Governments at Vienna and Petrograd, which 
made war inevitable by acting on the theory that it WIl8 in
evitable, both perished in the struggle. To the historic&lly 
minded, interested in what actu&lly occurred and why rather 
than in an&!ogies drawn from private morals, the centr&! 
reality will continue to be that neither European &!liance 
could afford to see the Near-Eastern situation upset in favor 
of the other. 

The economie "Qlntr&! Europe" we read so much about 
during the war was, then, a very obvious, natur&!, and long
standing development, about to enter upon a new stage in its 
career with the completion of the Bagdad Railway. This 
was well known to some people &ll over the world, but they 
were chiefly the well-informed few, and the fact had prao
tieally escaped popularization until a distorted version of it 
became useful as war propaganda. V mous groups in Ger
many and Austria-Hungary natur&lly differed as to what 
should be done with the great economic organization which 
was taking shape, and of course there were many shades of 
opinion in Russia and among her &!lies as to how far opposi
tion might be carried and what forms it should take. The 
most casu&! student of British and Russian policies during 
the nineteenth century can hardly fail to see that the modern
ization of :rurkey was directly contrary to both. With 8 

system of railways to swiftly mobilize well-tr:uned troops, 
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and a modern economic order to support them, the Ottoman 
Empire would cease to be the '~cls; man ()fEurope," a tot- ,/ 
tering power whose position at the Straits might be viewed 
with hopeful complacency. 

Austria-Hungary was a first-rate power in 1914, with an 
area of more than a quarter of a million square miles and a 
population of about fifty-one millions. She had great facto
ries turning out half a billion dollars' worth of products an
nually. A glance at the character of these goods shows us a 
highly developed economic order. Included were glassware, 
fine hardware and implemen~, musical and scientific instru
ments, jewelry, chemica.Is, and textiles. Austria stood next 
to France in the manufacture of gloves. Cotton spinning 
alone turned some 2,400,000 spindles, and the brewing in
dustry was the finest in the world. There were nearly 28,000 
miles of railways, a system not only itself a unit, but a.Iso part 
of a great unified network of all kinds I{f transportation facil
ities, making the country an economic .... hole which could not 
be divided without great loss. Mter four years of war, cost
ing Austria-Hungary over twenty billions of dollars and 
1,100,000 lives, this historic economic ~t was broken up. 
To be sure, it was polyglot from the standpoint of language 
and customs, but so is Switzerland. Outside of the northern 
manufacturing fringe, mostly German and Czech (Bohemian
Moravian), life was often fairly primitive. For example, 
there were important vestiges of the strip system of agricul
ture in parts of Austria, but the government was systemati
callyencouragmg consolidation, with notable success by 1914. 

THE BUOOESSION BTATEIiI 

The shrunken Austria of 1919 was left landlocked, with 
some 6,500,000 people and only 32,000 square miles -of terri
tory. In other words, she has about a million and a half more 
pe6",le than pre-war Serbia, and some 10,000 square miles 
less territory. About 10 per cent of her land is completely 
unproductive from an agricultural point of view, 38 per cent 
is forest, and over 16 per cent covered with Alpine pastures, , 
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swamps, ponds, etc." The 35 per cent available for cultiva
tion produces only about 40 per cent of the necessary food. 
Trade with Russia is entirely at the mercy of iD.tervening 
states, and has disappeared for the time being. Austria was 
at first too poor to buy much grain from Hungary, and Ger
many has not enough for herself. Left with the Erzberg iron 
ore deposits, Austria was cut off from the coking coal for 
smelting them. Merely for such purposes as heat, light, and 
street railways, she found herself in need of something like a 
million tons of coal a year, of which she was able to produce 
only about a quarter. To get her industries going, and thus 
provide sustenance for a dense population, proved a 'very 
complicated problem. 

Vienna, as an imperial capital and manufacturing center, 
had over two million inhabitants before the war - or about a 
third of the entire population of post-war Austria. The suf
fering following the peace treaty was incredible. A systema
tic examination of 144,947 school children in 1920 showed an 
appalling prevalence of diseases due to malnutrition: 22.8 per 
cent were described as being" very ill-fed" and 56.1 per cent 

,more as "ill-fed" - that is, nearly 80 per cent were not get
ting the amount and kind of food necessary to preserve health 
and vigor. By !.92~ the economic Situation had grown 80 

hopeless that a large !lumber of loans were made to Austria 
by other countries, and the Reparations Cornrrilimon re
leased certain assets from the general obligations involved in 
Ithe peace treaty. At the end of 1923, the Len.gue of Nations' 
plan for rehabilitating Austria was adopted. An interna
'tional loan of some $126,000,000 was guaranteed by Great 
Britain, France, Czecho-Slovakia, Italy, Belgium, Sweden, 
the Netherlands, and Denmark, to be covered eventually by 
designated resouroes, subjected to some financial control from 
outside. 

The paper crown, face value 20.3 cents, had fallen to 7 
cents at the time of the Armistice, to less than .02 cents by 
March, 1922, and to .0014 cents in October, 1923. A new 
bank was organized and a gold reserve collected. The print-. 
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ing of 'papeLmQney~w~ rigidly controlled. Governmental 
economies, ineluding the reduction of personnel, were carried 
out. New tariff schedules were passed, and the whole fiScal 
system overhauled. Both unemployment and the cost of, 
living were reduced, wages rose slightly i agriculture, manu- ' 
factures, and exports all showed improvement, and people 
began to save again. Saving money, or anything except 
goods of comparatively stable value, is foolish where the Clll'

rency is rapidly depreciating, as a dollar saved to-day may 
buy only fifty cents' worth to-morrow and one cent's worth 
or less a year hence. , By the summer of 1924, a limited 
amount of silver money was again in circulation in Austria. 
Most of the Austrian war loans had been practically wiped 
out by paying them off in paper crowns. Following a report 
by two economic experts, Charles Rist and W. T. Layton, the 
Council of the League of Nations voted in 1925 to withdraw 
League supervision the middle of 1926. \ It was specified that, 
the tutelage might be renewed by a thrde-fourths vote of the 
Council if deemed necessary. Most of the conditions were 
met by Austria in 1926, and League control was practically 
withdrawn. The greatest remaining problem was the tariff 
frontiers with other states. 

While Austria. is bound to be a relatively weak state, with 
the gravest of economic problems to solve, her situation is far 
less desperate since the League of Nations' plan was put in 
force. The success of this international rescue led to a simi- I 

lar proposal for Hungary, and finally many of the same prin-! 
ciples were applied to Germany under the Dawes Plan. The I 
two main special difficulties in the case of Hungary, and 
especially of Germany, are the sums exacted under the peace 
treaties of 1919 - still unpaid - and the fact that both 
states are still potentially so powerful that their neighbors 
are afraid to name any price at which full sovereignty and 
freedom from arbitrary military interference may be pill'
chased. 

With Austria's South Slavs and Italians went her access to 
the sea, besides important resources. Poland got the Gali-. 
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cian oil fields and a corner of the Upper Silesian coal field' 
from Austria, and the bulk of this field from Germany - the 
rest of it going to Czecho-Slovakia. While it is true that the 
current economic order creates dense populations which a 
stoppage is likely to leave without means of support, those 
who cite post-war Austria as horrid evidence that we should 
turn back to community self-sufficiency are either ignorant of 
the Middle Ages or trying to impose upon us. The same 
transportation system which concentrates people and makes 
specialists of whole regions is also able to relieve those re
gions in case of need. A crop failure on the medieval manor 
meant distress, and more than one in succession spelled star
vation. There is probably no case in history where a large 
'group of people suffered so little, or for so short a time, from a 
halving of the means of subsistence, as lately in Austria. 

Czecho-Slovakia, a newly formed state with 13,000,000 in
habitants, got the cream of the industrially developed part of 
old Austria (that is, Bohemia, Moravia, Austrian Silesia), 
and also the important iron deposits and forests of Slovakia, 
formerly a part of Hungary. Before the war, the territory 
now incorporated in, Czecho-Slovakia imported between ten 
and eleven millions of bushels of bread cereals (wheat and 
rye) annually. Barley was an important article of diet; the 
amount produced (60,000,000 bushels) being almost equal to 
that of rye (61,000,000 bushels) and far superior to that of 
wheat (38,000,000 bushels). Oats led other grains by several 
millions of bushels, but the production of 60rn hardly ever 
reached 10,000,000 bushels. From one year to another, the 
production of potatoes surpassed that of the five cereals put 
together. 

The effects of the war upon agriculture were after the usual 
pe.ttern. Wheat production had been stimulated through 
price-fixing by the Government during the war, to feed the 
cities and the army. Later, it was decided to requisition 
wheat and rye from the Czech peasants, and the yield fell off 
about fifty per cent from pre-war e.vere.ges. The poor crop 
of 1917 doubtless had more to do with the Austro-Hungarian 
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war-weariness and final collapse in 1918 than many dramatic 
factors given more space in the histories. Live stock were 
also requisitioned in large numbers - the nature of war 
operations and the practical necessities of a commissariat 
cause the same man as a soldier to consume far more meat, as 
well as wheat and wool than he would as a peasant, artisan or 
taborer. There was a terrific cut in the numbers of cattle, 
hogs, and sheep between 1914 and 1918. A rapid increase set 
in after the war, and there was probably more live stock in 
Czecho-Slovakia by 1923 than in the same territory in 1914. 
As in western Europe, the period following the war saw a 
marked shift from grain crops to stock-farming and a fall in, 
the acreage used for cereals. The wheat yield per acre is still' 
low enough (average a little over 20 bushels per acre) to sug~ 
gest the possibility of self-sUfficiency as to fundamental foods1 The average per acre is far higher for the territories taken 
from Austria alone than for the whole bQuntry, agriculture 
being more primitive in Slovakia and Ruthenia. 

Bohemia, Moravia, and Austrian Silesia formed about a 
(ourth of 1914 Austria; yet they produced 35 per cent of the 
wheat, 59 per cent of the barley, 48 per cent of the rye, 90 per 
cent of the sugar beets, and 32 per cent of the potatoes. Bo
hemia alone produced 80 per cent of the hops, 75 per cent of 
the fruit and half the flax. Bohemia and Moravia together 
raised 8 per cent of the world's sugar beets just before the 
war. Slovakia, though a ruder country, supplements Czech 
economic resources in a vital way. Besides crops of tobacco, 
flax, and wine, Slovakia provides more than a third of the 
wheat and also of the barley, a trifle less than a third of 
the potatoes, e. quarter of the cattle, nearly nine tenths of 
the sheep and of the maize, of the whole country. 

Besides getting the richest lands and many of the great 
industries of old Austria, Czecho-Slovakia inherited over half 
of the iron ore and nearly nine tenths of the soft coal. Her( 
most promising future would &eem to be as an industrial stat~ 
like pre-war Germany rather than as a predominantly agri~ 
cultural one ~ke France or Italy. The population is far 
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denser than that of France) and when the new country gets 
economically adjusted to independence, it should be less 
rural in its mode of life. Only about 40 per cent of the 
population is engaged in agriculture, and the figure for that 
part of the country which was formerly Austrian would be 
much lower still.1 

I The two great problems are to establish east-and-west 
:transportation facilities within the country, and to build up 
lIatisfactory commercial relations with the outside world. 
The peace settlement provided for access to German ports on 
the Baltic and North Seas, for unhampered use of the Danube 
and Elbe river systems, and for outlets to Trieste and Fiume 
on the Adriatic. Perhaps no state has so heavy a stake in 
the pacification and reconstruction of Europe in line with 

! these liberal ideas as does Czecho-Slovakia. She is long, 
:narrow, and landlocked. Her territory would be difficult to 
ldefend from military attack. Industrial development and 
'want of ports lay her particularly open to the old type of 
economic strangulation, such as pra.cticed earlier by Austria,.. 
Hungary and Italy upon Serbia. Next to Great Britain, no 
country has a great\ll' interest in stabilizing the currencies and 
helping the new Russia to find her true place in world ec0-

nomic life than Czecho-Slovakia. 
Compared with surrounding states, Czecho-Slovakia's cur

I rency has been exceptionally high and stable in value. With 
a par of 20.26 cents, the crown has exchanged at about 3 
cents from 1922 to 1927. The Austrian croWn, with the same 
face value, dropped below the two-thousandth part of the 
above figure, and was finally stabilized in 1925 at more than 
70,000 to the dollar. The Polish mark (par 23.8 cents) was 
pegged in 1924 at 1,800,000 per zloty of 19.8 cents, but the 
zloty itself exohanged at around 11 cents in the fall of 1926. 

I Czecho-Slova!da has adopted .tate insunm ... agaiDSt sielmeoo and old_ 
the oylItem going into elleet in 1926. Sh ..... ODe of the otatea which parti-
tioned the great llIIldholdinga, nearly & million ..... being _led out in 1928 
and 1924. Unemployment beneSto were & heavy bunlen at the height of thw 
post-war eminomio depreosion when nearly h.u a million were out of work; but 
tbia aituatioll wao practioal\y correollld by 1925. 
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German paper marks (par 23.82 cents) were finally revalued 
in November, 1923, at the astronomical figure of 1,000,000" 
000,000 to one gold mark. 

Rapid decline of currencies in near-by states injured 
Czecho--Slovakia in two specific ways, besides the general 
effect on trade: it made the elCport of manufactured gomut 
difficult because of the abnormally low gold prices in neigh-' 
boring countries; anq for the same reason it made the impor
tation of agricultural produce too easy - to the prejudice of 
the farming population at home. Thus, while some countries 
of central Europe had to protect themselves from being-v 
stripped of raw materials and foodstuffs because of the fall of 
their own currencies, others tended rather to be deluged 
because the moneys of surrounding states fell faster than their 
own. Alongside some positive effects of inflation upon in
dustry, trade, and the fiscal system, there are others which 
depend upon the relative rates of decl'.tne in exchange in 
various countries which do business with \!ach other. Arbi
trary trade control between Germany and Czecho--Slovakia 
was found necessary for a time, but the need disappeared 
when the Germans began to figure their prices in gold marks. 
Due largely to the pacific and constructive policies of several 
exceptional statesmen, Czecho-Slovakia probably suffered'" 
least of all the succession states of central Europe during the 
period of economic readjustment. 

Hungary's case is particularly interesting because it has 
been so carefully observed, due to LeaguEl of Nations super
vision during the critical period of readjustment. Her area 
was reduced by the peace from 125,600 to 35,000 square 
miles, and the population from over 20,000,000 to between 
7,000,000 and 8,000,000. By 1925 she had over 8,000,000· 
people, the number having been increased by immigration 
from the detached regions. Though the population was 
11 per cent larger than in the same area before the war, the 
number of people below 15 years of age was actually smaller. 
This tends to give her an abnormally large percentage of 
producers in this generation, at the expense of the next. The 
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ostensible and obviously temporary economic advantage 
comes at a time when Hungary is least able to profit by it; 
and the increased density of population (which mayor may 
not be temporary, depending upon the birth rate) comes at a 
most embarrassing time. Post-war Hungary is slightly 
smaller than the State of Indiana, with a population (1925-
26) about a million greater than that of Illinois and 
slighter above that of pre-war Rumania. Considering these 
figures, together with the fact that Austria is an even weaker 
fragment of the old empire, we can see a certain suggestive
ness in the expression that this part of _central Europe has 
been "Balkanized." 
. We are less concerned here with the blocks or fringes of 

Hungarians (Magyars) put under Czeeho-Slovak, Rumanian, 
and Jugoslav rule than with the "Balkan" economic situa,.
tion of the new Hungary. She is landlocked, like Austria, 
depending upon international agencies or good will for access 
to world markets. One good coal field remains (about Pees 
in the south), but most of her iron ore is gone. Her forests 
and sources of water power were largely removed with the 
surrounding fringe of mountains - also leaving her no easily 
defensible frontiers. Another serious aspect of the loss of the 
head waters of rivers is that the keys to a highly organized 
system for controlling floods have thus passed out of Magyar 
hands. With the exception of flour mills and some important 
mechanical industries at Budapest, most of the manufactur
ing centers have passed to succession states. Much of the 
finest agricultural land of old Hungary was on both sides of 
the lower Theiss River, a region now divided between 
Rumania and Juga-Slavia. In drawing the new boundaries, 
a good deal of violence was inevitably done to the transporta,.
tion system and to the regional interdependence of this part 
of Europe as nature deerees it and history has shaped it. 
Some of the violence was not so "inevitable" from the 
economic point of view; but peace treaties are also political 
arrangeliftmts. Fragments of railway were left on one side of 
frontiers where they were valueless without the rest of the 
system, and waterways were similarly truncated. ,.. .. 
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While the lU'ea has been cut to 32.2 per cent and the popula,
tion to a little over 40 per cent of the former totals, it may be 
noted that some fundamental economic resources were re
duced more than proportionately. For example, only 14.3 
per cent of the former wood remains, somewhere between 
6 and 10 per cent of the iron, and practically none of the salt, 
gold, silver, copper, antimony, or manganese. Much llU'ger 
percentages of other resources were kept, however, so that on 
the whole the cut was roughly in proportion to that of popular
tionj but the new Hungary is a somewhat different kind of 
economic unit. Hungary's reconstruction difficulties were 
undoubtedly aggravated by the Bolshevik regime of Bela Kun 
in 1919, accompanied by an Allied blockade and followed by 
both political turmoil and troubles with suspicious neighbors. 

As elsewhere in the Dual Mona;rchy, the number of live 
stock declined sharply in Hungary towlU'd the close of the 
WIU'. It decreased still further durixi~the radical regime fol
lowing MlU'ch, 1919, and as a result of Rumanian requisitions 
after the beginning of August of the same yelU'. According 
to a report of the United States Department of Agriculture, 
there were 11.6 per cent fewer cattle in Hungary in 1920 than 
in the same area in 1911. The wheat-producing acreage had 
declined 15.8 per cent from 1911, the drop reaching 19.6 per 
cent in 1922. This was partially due to a shift from grain 
crops to maize, potatoes and beets in the presence of tariff 
barriers to grain shipments and the poverty of the older 
customers. On the other hand, this cut in grain exports 
resulted in a decline in the importation of textiles and other 
commodities - and hence encouraged various industries, 
notably textile manufacturing. Probably this PlU't of Europe 
was the poorer for these forced changes in the international 
division of laborj but we are here concerned merely with the 
fact. 

The choice of the single yelU' of 1911 by the Department of 
Agriculture as a basis of complU'ison gives a somewhat exag
gerated idea of the decline in grain production. If we use an 
average of thq years 1911-15, we find the total area used for 
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agricultural crops practically the same by 1925; but the grain 
area was still about 8 per cent lower and that devoted to 
maize, potatoes, and beets about as much.higher. This is 
not a lOBS, but a shift, and has been explained above. On the 
other hand, the production per acre was still far from the pre
war level by 1925, and the per capita production still lower -
the latter, of course, because the population was over 10 per 
cent larger and the crop acreage the same or slightly smaller. 
A League of Nations expert figured out that the per capita 
production was about two thirds as large in 1924 as in the 
pre-war years, and estimated the average yield of agricultural 
crops in 1925 at about a fourth below that of 1911-15. One 
reason for this is that the soil of Hungary requires phos
phates, as well as some other fertilizers which have to be im
ported. From about 14,000 carloads of imported phosphate 
rock used within the present boundaries of Hungary in 1913, 
the amount was reduced to zero for eight years, and had risen 
to only 4500 carloads in 1924. It would take a long time to 
repair the damage of those eight years, even if the imports of 
phosphates were put enough above the 1913 level to make up 
for the scores of thousands of carloads which were not applied 
at the proper time. As a matter of fact, imports have re
mained far below the pre-war level. 

Like the destruction of human life, and more than that of 
forests, soil-mining is one of the effects of war which is in
calculable, and may be even irreparable. We can hope for a 
restoration of Hungary's agricultural production per acre 
within a few years. Per capita production is quite a different 
matter, and a more difficult one. The urban population of 
the new Hungary is relatively large; and has been increasing 
faster than in the rural districts. There may be more ex
cuse for great industrial cities if the European tariff walls can 
be lowered. Otherwise, wages and per capital industrial 
output may remain relatively low, and the tendencies toward 
a multiplication of middlemen and a reliance upon state aid 
rather thd'rt enterprise are very likely to continue. A live
stock situation can be.restored rather rapid1Y. By.1926 
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Hungary had probably approached the limit set by forage 
production and pastures. 

The industria.1 situation is muoh harder to get into pra-war 
terms. Most of the officia.1 figures are on the basis of values; 
but the price levels have changed, different commodities 
enter in and the same ones have not the same relative im
portance. Statistics by weight, even where available, are 
equa.1ly deceptive, because different commodities have 
such varying va.1ues by the ton or pound. The Hungarian 
Central Statistica.1 Office gave the industrial production 
for 1924 as 1447 millions of gold marks, as compared with 
1650 millions in 1913, or about 87 per cent. On the basis 
of pra-war prices, the actua.l volume of production would 
be about 60 per cent, and the figure would be still lower 
per capita for the entire Hungarian population, which was 
larger in 1924. Some improvement has taken place since 
1924. The new working day is a 61$ shorter, the a.verage 
efficiency of the worker is lower, and th'e industries which use 
cheaper labor have gained at the expense of the others since 
the war. Ha.1f of Hungary's population is engaged in agri
culture, which should be given about four times the weight 
of urban industry in any estimate of economic production -
five times if mining, forestry, and the rura.1 and hand in. 
dustries are included. 

Hungary accepted League of Nations supervision in 1924, 
and was released from it June 30, 1926, with her budget 
ba.1anced. The currency reform was complete January 1, 
1927, with the fina.1 change to the gold pengo (par about 17.5 
cents) in place of the crown, following legislation of Novem
ber,1925. Most of the stock of the National Bank of issue, 
founded soon after the American Supervisor of Finances 
under the League program took up his duties in 1924, was 
subscribed for abroad. The official discount rate was re
duced from 11 to 9 per cent during the first year though 
much higher interest rates are common, the Nationa.1 Bank 
having very limited control over the terms made by.private 
institutions ~d people. 
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There has been a chronic excess of imports over exports'l 
which is closely related to the rise of gold reserves and loans 
from foreigners. League control started out with a $50,000,-
000 loan (floated in July, 1924) j a $10,000,000 loan was sub
scribed in New York a year later at 89, to yield 7.5 per cent 
interest for 20 years. Adding the five sixths of the Bank's 
capital stock owned abroad and a multitude of other foreign 
capital sums at work in the country, we begin to see how 
it is possible to stabilize finances in the presence of a chroni
cally adverse balance in commodity trade, without the "in
visible" elements familiar in countries like Great Britain 
from returns on investments and transport services. There 
is nothing necessa.rily unhealthy about the influx of foreign 
capital if it is used productively; but in the end, the process 
will be justified only if it results in increased exporting ca
pacity. Borrowing abroad to furnish agricultural credits 
may be wise and productive if the capital is used to buy 
better equipment and employ more fertilizers. On the other 
hand, if it is used to buy land, the result may be an increase 
in consumption rather than production - depending upon 
the use of the purchase price made by the sellers. 

Before we take up the question of land expropriation, one 
or two further outstanding facts about the foreign trade may 
be mentioned. Hungary's foreign commerce is still primarily 
with surrounding countries, as in pre-war times. In 1924 
two thirds of it was with Austria, Czecho-Slovakia, and Jugo-; 
Slavia. If we add Poland and Germany, 'we account for 
85 per cent of the total. Much which is now foreign trade 
would have been internal before the break-up of the Dual 
Monarchy. Considering this shrinkage of frontiers, the pro
portion of foreign to domestic commeree should have in
creased; but it has decreased instead. Before the war the 
foreign trade was about 30 per cent of the annual production 
of wealth. In 1924-25 it was about 20 per cent. Among the 
various reasons for this are the high tariffs, the increased cost 
of transpor1ltttion and the loss of purchasing power in former 
outside markets. This is one more illustration, of the arti-
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licial and wasteful division of labor along national lines since 
the war. 

The land reform movement which swept southeastern 
Europe following the war was more conservatively carried 
out in Hungary than e1sewhere. Great estates were divided 
up, the land being distributed among war veterans, agri
culturallaborer8, pensioned government employees, graduate 
agriculturists, and other favored classes. Many estates were 
found to be entailed, and thie fact, coupled with the lack of 
any adequate compensation scheme, flll'llished grounds for a 
stiff legal and political resistance to the proposed reform. 
Count Teleki, one of the authors of the program, has stated 
that the Government deliberately avoided any arbitrary 
scheme for expropriating a fixed large area and parceling it 
out in plots of scheduled size. Such a plan, to be given some 
attention below in connection with Rumania, has grave im
mediate disadvantages. Its friend8...hold these to be more 
than counterbalanced, however, by the advantages of meet
ing all the difficulties of agrarian reform at once, in relation to 
each other, and getting them§:of the way. During the 
two years following June, 19 e 33,000 building sites, 
averaging a little over a quarter r an acre, were distributed, 
and about 190,000 acres more were divided up into peasant 
properties of 17t acres each and small holdings of 3} acres. 
Altogether, about four fifths of the area of the country has 
been affected by the land reform program from its inception 
following the war. 

Two succession states of the old Dual Monarchy, Greater 
Rumania and Jugo-Blavia (technically "The Kingdom of the 
Barbs, Croats, and Slovenes ") are still managed from the old 
capitals, Bucharest and Belgrade. Both Governments have 
resisted movements for autonomy among the more highly 
developed peoples they have annexed. Such being the case, 
we are on firmer ground historically in dealing with them as 
enlarged Balkan powers than we should be in viewing them 
from the angle of central Europe. Italy finally got the great 
ports of Austria-Hungary - Trieste and Fiume. , . 
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Galicia, added to the new composite state of Poland, is a 
region of considerable economic importance. Besides its 
rich agricultural lands, its forests and water-power sites, it 
has great mineral wealth and a good deal of manufacturing 
is carried on. The yield of petroleum is only slightly below 
that of Rumania, and is especially significant because of the 
poverty of the European Continent in this indispensable 
commodity. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE 
TURXISH NATIONALISM AND THE "EASTERN QUESTION" 

TEMPORARILY, at least, the war and the Russian Revolution 
have greatly weakened as a world issue the Balkan corridor 
between central Europe and the Levant, and the cross-cur
rent of Russian ambition at the Straits. The main part of 
Asia Minor, together with Constantinople and its immediate 
hinterland, seem to be firmly and permanently in the hands 
of the Turkish Nationalists; the Greeks, who were backed 
by the English, having been crushingly defeated and ejected 
in 1922. The (unratmed) S~vres Treaty, setting up a neu
tral zone under international control on both sides of the 
Straits, was repudiated by the new Turkish Grand National 
Assembly. 

In two conferences held at Lausanne, Switzerland, the 
Allied Powers had to acknowledge the changed situation. A 
new settlement, embodied in the Treaty of Lausanne, was 
completed in June, 1923, and Turkish troops occupied Con
stantinople in October. The most important economic 

I features were: (1) the practical abandonment of the "capitu
lations," which had given foreigners special legal rights in 
Turkey; (2) exclusion of the question of tlul Ottoman debt 
from the treaty, as a matter to be arranged between the 
Government and the bondholders; and (3) the opening of the 
Straits to foreign merchantmen and, within limitations, to 
warships. This last provision was' vainly opposed by the 
Russians, Turkey's allies. Turkey has become a truly 
.. sovereign" power for the first time since the Kainardji 
Treaty with Russia in 1774. 

After the defeat of the Greeks in 1922, the intense Franco
British economic rivalry which manifested itself in the Near 
East from the signing of the armistice, or even earlier, hardly 
affected the Balkans - French and English cOljllllunications 
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with western Asia being by sea. Thus, instead of being a 
focal point of European" economic imperialism," the Balkan 
Peninsula has now become of interest chiefly because of its 
own peculiar problems. These fall into two main groups: 
(1) agrarian orga.nization and development; (2) commercial 
and mdustriBl qliestiQ!ls, arising from the backwardness of 
tlr~ region. The point can hardly be too much emphasized 
that the Balkan problem has been wholly changed since 1914, 
through the break-up of the Habsburg Empire, the change 
of Turkey from a loose imperial orga.nization to a smaller, in
tensely national one, the strengthening of the two leading 
Balkan powers and the weakening of Russia, and the disap
pearance of the central European alliance. We need not ex
pect such fierce and cumulative economic rivalry as charac
terized the period before the war, over a region which never 
was considered of first-rate importance in itself. 

THE AGRA.RI.A.N PlWBLEM IN SO~STERN EUROPE 

The distinctiveness of southeastern and eastern European 
peasant institutions is based on their peculiar history, and is 
not to be explained away by vague allusions to their" stage of 
economic development." The eastern European villager has 
back of him experiences which we have not shared, nor any of 
our ancestors. Neither can his community ever go through 
some of the most formative and characteristic phases of our 
history. Among these are the expansion of Europe, with the 
opening-up of new continents to trade and settlement, and 
the tremendous effects on the home countries; the commercial 
revolution; the French Revolution; and especially the In
dustrial Revolution, which came to Western Europe at a time 
when it conferred the economic domination of the world. 

These things can never be new but once, and half or more 
of their effect upon the West was in their newness. They 
are part of us, as our own experiences, and our society is 
covered with the new growth and unsightly scars of their 
passage. To the eastern European, they are as mere tales of 
adventure ~ a far country. These peoples cannot discover 
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and populate the Amerioas, or open up India., China., a.nd the 
Spice Isla.nds. There are no more colonies to be won in 
Africa., with millions of dusky na.tives to slave for ivory, gold, 
a.nd rubber to enrich new conquerors. All this seems trite 
a.nd obvious enough, but people often forget or ignore it, a.nd 
feel hurt when the eastern Europea.n does not alwa.ys hasten 
to emulate us, though the reward we worked for is no longer 
offered. 

Serbia. a.nd the Rumania.n principa.lities, as well as Greece, 
underwent a profound economic a.nd social cha.nge as a result 
of the wars of 1820-29. While no reliable population statis
tics exist, we know from travelers' accounts that in 1830 the 
lower Da.nube region was· peopled sparsely.a.nd in patches, 

I a.nd that th~n: were vast tracts entirely unuti1ized or grazed 
over by occllBlonal droves of sorawny sheep. Most of the 
travelers from Belgi-ade to Consta.ntinople went down the 
Da.nube, the heart of Serbia being almost entirely out off 
from the outside world, A guard of 500 Turkish Janissary 
troops 1 had accompanied Lady Montagu in 1717 in her pas
sage through Serbia. She desoribed the country as " the de
serts of Serbia, alu:rost quite overgrown with wood .••. " 
The succeeding century of oppression, closed by two bloody 
a.nd devastating revolutions, did not provide muoh opportu
nity for 'improvemenll, a.nd accounts of· the later period are 
quite similar. BUlgaria had not even begun to emerge from· 
Turkish rule by 1830. Many Serbians had served in th& 
Austria.n armies during the war of i787-91, including Kara. 
(Black) George, who waS to lead the revolt of 1804. Begin~ 
ningwith 1791, almost a decade ofpracticru Serbia.n autonomy 
was passed under Hajji Mustafa, a Turkish officer who was 
more like a Western pMlosopha - a skeptic a.nd Freemason 
who armed the peasa.nts against the Janissaries a.nd com
pletely reformed the Government for the time being. 

Both Kara George a.nd MiloM Obrenovi6 (who led the 
I Th. word "Jani ... ry" i •• foreign COmlption of the Turkish Y .... Chm, 

meaning" n.W'ooldi ..... " They _re at firet taken .. children from aubj •• 1 
peopl .. and apeciaUy trained, but by this dote had become an h.reditary 
military ... ~. 
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second revolt, beginning in 1815) sternly repressed the at
tempts of the wealthier leadere to carve out fiefs for them
selves. This headed off the extension of the feudal order\', 
which loosely covered the Slavic family-village associations. I 
Serfdom was abolished by a series of laWl! which simply de-j 
elared that whatever the peasant had been holding was noW 
his property. A similar declaration was made concerning the 
serfs in the districts added in 1878, but in this instance the 
Berlin Treaty commanded the Serbian Government to com
pensate the Turkish lords. Turkish feuda1ism lingered on in 
Macedonia up to 1913, when the district was finally lost by 
the Ottoman Empire. 

When Austria liberated the serfs of Bosnia-Herzegovina 
after 1878, many were left landless or nearly so, and holdings 
in these regions continued to be much larger than in Old 
Serbia. In the lll8t Serbian returns before the war, the most 
numerous class of proprietors (78;000) )Vas that holding 5 to 
10 hectares (a hectare being 2.471 acres), 2 to 5 hectare hold
ings being almost as numerous. Holdings of 2 hectares Ilnd 
less were about equal in number to those of 10 to 30 hectares. 
Out of a total of about 255,000 holdings in all Serbia, only 
483 of more than 100 hectares (247.1 acres) were recorded, 
all of these in the hands of Zadruga or big family units. 

Too much emphasis can hardly be placed upon what hap
pened between 1800 and 1914, as fully four fifths of the 
present population and a far larger fraction of the present 
wealth have been added since the earlier date. This is sub
stantially true of the Russian Empire of 1914, as well as of the 
Balkans. The two great factors in the increase have been the 
growth of export trade, especially in grains, and the pressure 
from without of the Industrial Revolution (in later years, its 
partial establishment within these countries). There are thus I 

two things especially to be avoided in dealing with eastern 
European economic life. First, their 4istorical background, r 
present circumstances and outlook for the future are so dif- , 
ferent as to make analogies with any Western land dangerous. 
Second, we rpust be equally shy of the contrary assumption 
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'that all features of their present institutions have come di
rectly and solely out of their own past history. Even the 
heritage of the past and such influences from outside as the 
Industrial Revolution, taken together, form only part of the 
picture, in which the two sets of colors are blended, producing 
something different from either. 

Bulgaria's Zadruga., or kinship-oommunity system, was 
almost identical with that of Serbia. Under the Turks, the 
Bulgarians had far less to complain of than did the Serbs
less military feudalism, more voice in their own affairs, and 
perhaps less actual persecution than any European subjects 
of the Ottoman Empire excepting the remote and Moham
medan Albanians. There are several obvious reasons for 
this. Older authorities such as Dicey often expressed the 
opinion that some slight difference in racial strain - perhaps 
the occasional drop of Tatar blood from the original Bulgarian 
conquerors of the !3iavs - made this people more tractable 
and less inclined to religious fanaticism than its neighbors. 
It seems far more important that there was practically no 
agitation for independence until after the middle of the nine
teenth century. This is related to the fact that Bulgaria
or literally the "Vilayet of the Danube" - was not on the 
frontier between Islam and Christianity, the Rumanian lands 
forming a buffer. The garrisons of Serbia, and the accom
panying feudal-military establishments, were for needed pro
tection against the Habsburgs, who had repea.tedly stirred up 
and armed the Serbian population. Turkey feared sedition 
and secession in Serbia, and fear is always likely to be a par
ent of persecution. 

The Rumanian principalities were; like Serbia, on the 
frontiers of the Habsburgs and Romanoffs. Theirs was thus 
a double portion of the danger of invasion and the effects of 
Turkish fears of sedition. Bulgaria was not a rich province 
like Egypt, where the poorest person may be worth robbing, 
or even like the Rumanian lands, with wealthy landlords to 
invite explllitation. Hence the Bulgarians, a nation of peaS
ants, D:lade a plain living out of their small plots, ~d carefully 
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hoarded out of the tax-gatherer's sight anything which might 
be left over. Theoretically, most of the land belonged to the 
Sultan, but in practice holdings rarely reverted to the State 
- only in case the owner died without legal heirs, left the 
land uncultivated for three consecutive years, or failed to 
pay the tax of ten per cent of the gross produce. 

In 1862 - before there was any hope, or even much talk, of 
a stroke for independence - Midhat Pasha, the enlightened 
Governor-General of the Danube Vilayet, started the re
forms from which the more modern features of the Bulgarian 
peasant organization have evolved. He perceived that the 
primitive farming methods then in vogue were ill adapted to 
a situation in which international exchange of products was 
becoming a strong factor. To produce for foreign markets, 
the peasants needed better tools, and local industries must be 
encouraged if the region was not to become economically 
tributary to outsiders for mariiilOOtured goods. Midhat 
founded mutual credit associations as a nucleus of his various 
reforms. The landowners in each district contributed to a 
common fund in proportion to the amount of their tax 
(tithe). Local commissions, partly elective and partly nomi
nated by the administration, managed the fund. Advances 
were made, on personal security, to those who needed them 
for improvements. There were no losses, inasmuch as the 
administrators were also among the largest subscribers to the 
sum from which the advances came. No large banking firm 
of the ordinarY type could well profit by mortgage loans on 
such small properties, BO the alternatives were cooperative 
credit or the Levantine money-lenders. 

In 1895 the Government (autonomous since 1878, inde
pendent in 1908) assumed a general oversight of these credit 
associations, uniformatized their operations, and established 
relations between them under the law. Finally, in ~903, 
the Agricultural Bank of Bulgaria was established with an 
initial capital of 35,000,000 lava (francs), and these local 
credit associations became its branches. It is not merely a ' 
bank in our ~ of the term, but rather a central ~ency for' 
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\ the economic itnprovement of agricultural village life. This 
. included the financiiig ofriiral cooperatives until the Central 
Cooperative Bank was founded in 1911. Though the Bul
garian rural credit organizations bear-some resemblance at a 
glance to the German Raiffeisen societies, their development, 
from Turkish times, has been distinctive. In seeking an ex
planation of this, we immediately encounter the fact that 
they were deliberately introduced by the Turkish provincial 
government into a system of Slavic communities without any 
exact parallel in western Europe. 

Cooperative enterprises play a most striking part in the 
economic life of the rural villages of the lower Danube. The 
Slavic Zadruga or family community is itself a rude coopera.
tive, with elements of kinehip added. These elements have 
tended to disappear - or rather the institution has gradually 
given way to actual cooperative societies. Of these, Serbia 
and Bulgaria had about a thousand each by 1910. There 
was a Central Union of Agricultural Cooperative Societies in 
Belgrade, and the whole system had been put under govern
ment supervision, as in Bulgaria. 

The Yentral900perative Bank of Bulgaria was founded be
cause of the difficulty experienced by such institutions as the 
National Bank and the Agricultural Bank, with their varie
gated activities, in dealing with mall cooperatives. There 
was no question of the solvency of most of these, if dealt with 
understandingly, but such practices as the use of mere per
Bonal security made it hard for big institutions to fit them 
into their business. C01lperatives had had a phenomenal 
growth since 1895, and various types had been adopted. For 
example, most of the rural banks had'assumed the German 
Raiffeisen type, discussed in a. previous chapter. Altogether. 
there were 931 cooperatives in Bulgaria in 1910, when it was 
decided to found a special central bank for them. This was 
done early the next year, and by the beginning of 1912, 
nearly half of the cooperatives had grouped themselves 
around it •• 

One of the most important functions of this Ilew financial 
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institution has been ~he insurll.!lce of Iiy~ stock and ~IJS' ID 
the heart of the Balkan Peninsula, JooaI. hailstorms often 
tota.1ly destroy all growing plants within extremely small 
areas. A peasant who has strips of land scattered all over the 
village often saves part of his crop for that reason. Hence 
there has been a great deal of opposition to the governmen~ 
policy of encouraging consolidation of strips wherever feasi" 
ble. It seems likely that this obstacle will be removed by 
popularizing crop insurance through the cooperative system. 

This practical situation raises a very interesting point 
about the strip system of agriculture in general - including 
that current in western Europe during the Middle Ages. It 
will be recalled that accounts of primitive German agriculture 
frequently. mention the insistence upon each villager's pos
session of some land of each of the various kinds. The school 
of historians which attributed to the N ordies every virtue, in" 
cluding democracy, had a waiOt exploiting this point as 
proving a Teutonic passion for equality. Eastern European 
peasants to-day take a very difl'erent line of argument, and 
it is conceivable that if we had more of the actual talk of the 
medieval villager, it would- likewise be shrewdly practical 
rather than loftily democratl~d abstract. Not only hail, 
but also various pests, such as rust and smut, affect difl'erent 
parts of the same community unequally. Moreover, there is 
the major question of wet and dry seasons. During a wet 
ssason, the high ground is often best, the opposite being true 
in case of drought. Given a cooperative labor system, little 
money, and chiefly local markets, it is obvious that scattered 
holdings have their economic uses. Even after a consider" 
able occidentalization of eastern Europe, some of these ser.
vices can be rep\a.ced only by a rather intricate system of in" 
surance and credit. 

As far as we can see, across a great deal of obscure history, r ' , 
at the base of the Rumanian land system lay a yillage economy '1-1 

quite similar to that of Bulgaria and Serbia. Instead of being I 
frankly assimilated by the Ottoman Empire as integral parts, 
of its a!lmilliBtrative system, the two principalities of Wal. 
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lachia. and Moldavia were technically mere tribute-paying 
subject states. For over a century, up to 1821, they were 
literally farmed out to Phanariot (Constantinople) Greeks, 
the title of Prince and the revenues heing sold to the highest 
bidder when a vacancy occurred.. These Greek sp~latol'8 i 
were certainly not more philanthropic in their attitude to
ward the subject population than was Turkish officialdom in 
the Balkans proper, farther south; but they were far more 
competent in financial mattel'8. The upper-class Turk of\ 
imperial days was an easy-going aristocrat with a contemp~ \ 
for all business. He owed his position in the Near East to a 
great military tradition, long since decayed. His combina.
tion of charming personal qualities with utter uselessness in a 
social order which had shifted under his fect suggests nothing 
else so much; perhaps, as the eighteenth-century nobility in 
France. 

Most of the business of the ()tto~~ire, including the 
technical details of administration, was carried on by subject 
peoples, such as Greeks, Armenians, and Jews - actual 
foreigners playing an increasing rllle as time went on. Many 
1'ur~_!Lmpraceg.1he_liQ.eraL~~) of the eighteenth-century 
phiw80phes, and '~ney.ole~nr;!espotism," such as that of 
Joseph II of Austria, FredenCII: the Great, and Catherine the 
Great, appealed especially to many of them. The personal 

\ 

contact with France was very vital, and many Turks followed 
the French upper-class drift toward democraQY which began 
with the Revolution. We have already noted two cases, 
Hajji Mustafa and Midhat Pasha, of Governors with an 
honest zeal for reforms of the Western type. The checks 
which these and other Turkish officers imposed upon the 
rapacity of t!l.ll: concessionnairee were absent in the Rumanian 
lands, where even the head of the Government was non
Ottoman and non·MosIem. Not only was Rumania richer 
than the Balkan Peninsula proper, but it was also organized 
into a hierarchy for exploitation, from the Prince down to the 
humblest t:ll('gatherer and the smallest manorial. lord with 
serfs to work for him. 
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Rumania is important as a link betwlI~_RuSl!ia and the 
B.a,lkans, in explonng the obscure antecedents of a system ofl 
tenure and ideas which Westerners very rarely grasp. There, 
are not the same specific references by contemporaries to the 
elavoruzation of the Rumanian lowlan~ that there are in the 
casesolBulgaria, Serbill.,·imd eveil G~~ei yet the economic 
terms referring to the land system are largely Slavic, though 
the Rumanian language is strictly Latin in structure. What 
most Rumanian historians think occurred in the early part of 
the Middle Ages was the recoloruzation of the lowlands by 
Latin-speaking remnants from the Roman occupation which 
had receded to the. Transylvanian-Carpathian highlands 
during the great migrations. The two regions are so different 
that there would be nothing strange about the adoption by 
Latin settlers of the Slavic village system which they found 
in the Danube valley, even if they had not found it loosely 
occupied by Slavic and other r~ fragments from the east, 
which they probably did. The main point is that the Ru- ! 
manian land system of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen.: 
turies had many of the peculiarities of that of the Balkan I J 
Slava on one side of it, and of the Slavs of Russia on the other., 

In both Rumania and Russia, where there was not the 
religious-legal barrier which divided the Turkish ruling caste 
from the Balkan Slavs, a powerful manorial gentry of the 
same blood as the peasants grew up. They were called boyaT3 
in both languages. With the disappearance of this feudal 
superstructure, hoth Rumanian and Russian village life have 
shown a remarkable tendency to drift toward the Balkan
Slavic type. This lends color to the supposition that the 
Russian M ir was originally the same as the Bulgarian-Serbian 
Zadruga, which was the primitive Slavic organization, and 
that Rumanian agrarian institutions came from the same 
source. 

The outstanding feature of Rumanian agrarian history in 1 
recent times has been the elimination of feudal and servile \' 
elements, and the return to (or at least the progression to- ..J 

ward) a sYl!tem of small peasant holdings. In this generali 
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'l'flSPect, it has been like the Russian land problem. If the 
general historical background as traced above is substantially 
accurate, there is nothing surprising about the greater sim
plicity of the land problem in Bulgaria and Serbia, where 
these feudal elements had not been superimposed to the same 
extent as in Rumania and Russia. 

Instead of being reformed from within like Serbia, the 
Rumanian principalities were left in the hands of Russia after 
1829; Russian officers, together with local WlM~landlords. 
drew up the Rumanian Reglemmt Organique of 1834 - a 
general constitution and administrative system which was to 
work in substantial independence of Turkey, except for a 
tribute. The b01Jars, long seigMUrs or "J.ords-otthe..laDd" 
in fact, were now so called in definite legal terms, a very 
natural approximation to the Russian practice. After futile 
attempts at reform during the general European popular up
heaval of 1848, the system drifted along until the Crimean 
War (1854-56) resulted in the definite autonomy and union 
of the Rumanian principalities. 

Alexander Cuza, the first Prince (1861~6) of united Ru
mania, surrounded hjmself w; 'liberals. First, the group 
confiscated the lands of the G. ,k monasteries - about one 
fifth of the whole. The sufirage was reformed to secure 
peasant support, and finally an act of 1864 abolished the 
vestiges of feuda1ism and serfdom, giving each cultivator the 
land he held and making the landlords outright owners of the 
rest for the first time. A similar reform was going on in 
Russia during the very years of the Cuza ~gime. 

Political reaction, in Rumania as in Russia, prevented the) 
further drift toward a system of small holdings which the re
formers originally had in mind. Many of the rich, including, 
the industrial class from the towns, bought up small holdings. ' 
Population increased rapidly. An "agricultural conven
tions" act of 1866 permitted the Rumanian peasant to con-_. 
tract his labor to a proprietor up to five years, and provided 
for government enforcement of these contracts. Hence there 
was a steady reaction toward the system of !treat estates and 
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forced labor. To make the situation worse for the peasants, 
there was the same want of CI:editjnstitutions suited to the 
needs of rural villagersas noted above in Bulgaria. Thai 
peasant in need of money sold his next year's crop or labor at! 
a ruinous discount. Moreover, a class of "farmers" ap
peared - people of Ruma.nian and Levantine extraction who 
leased big blocks of land for sub-lease at higher prices. 

Between 1894 and 1897, two popular (cooperative) banks 
got themselves solidly established in Rumania. This means 
of heading off usury and land monopoly proved so well 
adapted to Ruiilariian village life that the number increased 
to 80 in 1900, to 256 in 1902, and to 700 in 1903, with amem· 
bership of 49,844 and a capital of 4,250,600 francs. This 
was the year, it will be recalled, of the founding of the Agri. 
cultural Bank in Bulgaria, one of the functions of which was 
to finance the rural cooperative credit associations, already 
systematized and regulated eight yelJoll'l"'earlier. The RU~' 
manian Government now established a central bureau for 
popular banks and other types of rural cooperatives, which 
had suddenly begun to multiply. Besides a system of banks 
-local, regional and one central at Bucharest - the new 
Central Cooperative Agency took great interest in the grow. 
ing number of land-leasing cooperatives, forest-exploitation 
societies, consumers' leagues, etc. A special law of 1905 
regulated the organization of these institutions in conside!'o 
able detail. For instance, no member of a popular bank 
could hold a share of less than 20 or more than 5000 francs in 
the enterprise. A maximum was fixed to prevent control by 
the rich and powerful. No limit was set to interest-bearing 
deposits, however, since these did not threaten the popular 
character of the institutions. 

Rumania remained a country of great estates, in spite of re- . 
peated reform laws, always inadequate and always defeated 
in practice by the great landlord class. A 1905 report showed 
that 3,000,000 hectares, or three eighths of the arable land in 
the country, were held by only 1563 proprietors, in lots of 500 
hectares and over. Some were extremely large, running into 
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many thousands of hectares. A careful analysis of the in
come from these great estates showed that nearly two thirds 
of it came from lands leased to speculators. That is, Ru
mania was ~omiog a c2..unt~ of ab~6 11gI~~rds. The 
last noteworthy reform b~fore the war, that of 1907, did not 
radically change the situation, though it did some good. 

A comparison with Bulgaria is interesting, because merely 
verbal accounts of the two can be made to sound much 
alike. Like Serbia, Bulgaria had practically no absentee 
landlords. Only about a tenth of one per cent of her arable 
land was in estates of 500 hectares or la.rger - as compared 
with the Rumanian forty per cent! It was chiefly on these 
large estates that the 120,000,000 bushels of grain annually 
exported from Rumania was grown. Bulgaria, a country of 
small holdings, exported only about a sixth as much. This 
Rumanian export of grain partially explains the poverty and 
under-nourishment of the peasants of that country before 
the war. The agricultural resources were largely controlled 
by a wealthy element, and could be turned to commerCial 
cropping at the expense of a decent standarll. of living at 
home. When the peasants got control of the wheat after the 
war, they began to 'eat it. Under the Bulgarian system, 
where the peasant was far better off, the difficulty of intro
ducing western machine methods was greater, both because 
of the uniformly small holdings and of the numerous vestiges 
of the strip system. Nevertheless, the Balkan Governments 
were not enthusiastic about copying the agricultural organi
zation of the west. Before the war, they were pretty con
sistently opposed on principle to the big estate, and they 
have been given no choiee in the matwr since, if they are to 
remain in office. The cooperative is the favorite device for 
combining the economies of large-scale production with the 
equality and other social advantages of a system of peasant 
owners. 
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RECEN'r AGlIARIAN REFORMS AND .. GREEN 

~ERNATIONA.t..ISM " 

7't7 

The International Union of Peasants was first formally1 
organized at the sixteenth cOil.gress-of the !3ulgarian Peasantl 
Union, in February, !9~l. It is popularly known as the 
"Green International," to distinguish it from the rival" Red 
Intematio;-Ill i. of Moscow, and the typical PeaMnt move
iileiit-in eastern and east-central Europe since the war has 
commonly been called "Green Internationalism," whether 
or not the phase of it under discussion happens to be formally 
affiliated with the organization. 

Green communislI). is,not Marxi8.!!..atJlll; indeed, the pre
senteoherence and unity of its aims are Ia.rgely due to the op
position of peasants to the Russian or "Red" communist 
program. The Bolshevik "New Economic Policies," in
augurated in 1921, arose in part from the necessity of com
promising with the closely related pe8l!&l!t movement in 
Russia. The Balkan countries, most of the area of the suc
cession states -of Austri&-Hungary and western Russia, and 
also the Federated Soviet Republics of new Russia herself, 
are overwl;lelmingly agricultural. The estimates for old 
A\1stria.-Hungary were around 74 per cent, for the Balkans 
80 per cent and for Russia from about 80 per cent to 86 
per cent. If we can imagine 80 per cent of the population of 
England and Wales in peasant villages, instead of only 20 
per cent in towns of 20,000 and le88 (many of these very much 
industrialized), it is obvious that the interests and ideas of 
the majority would be fundamentally different. The ma.
jority would be tillers of the soil, not industrial workers, pro
fessional people and lesser business men as in England now. 

The Agrarians of Bulgaria, who ruled the country from 
1918 to 1923, did not" actually constitute a political party, 
but rather a league of representatives of peasant proprietors • 
• • • Most of the parties had lost touch with the peasants ..•• 
They saw in the peasantry merely an instrument for obtain
ing power; ••• The ~ts at last sought means by which 
to safeguard,. their interests, and naturally the rural eo-
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operative societies formed a nucleus for the Agrarian move
ment." In these words, G. Clenton Logio 1 describes the 
preemption of political functions by these typical Bulgarian 
peasant economic groups. 

The Bulgarian Peasant Union was formed in 1900, as a 
I.protective measure against the brutality and ex:tortions of 
I the reactionary Cabinet of 1899, which provoked.a rising and 
Ithen quenched it in blood. Alexander Stamboulisky, Agra
rian Premier from 1918 to his overthrow and murder in a 
military CO'Up of 1923, published a book before the war argu
ing that cooperative organizations should take the place of 
political parties. His idea called for representation by eco
nomic interest-groups; but in Bulgaria, as in eastern Europe 
generally, peasant cooperatives, not trade gilds are the out
standing groups . 
.J This was the most serious quarrel between the Agrarians or 
Green Communists of south eentral Europe and the Russian 

\ 

Bolsheviks. As long as the Bolsheviks were backing the 
confiscation of great estates, the Agrarian groups of south
eastern and east central Europe were enthusiastic. Likewise, 
in accusing" capitalist governments" of forging a war to be 

.J fought by peasants and workers, the Russian Red Commun
ists were merely reiterating what the Agrarians already be
lieved. Had they not been oppressed and mulcted from the 
beginning, they asked, by their non-peasant Governments? 
The sudden achievement by the most nUJIlerous group of 
peasants in Europe, the Russian,of the hope entertained by 
all for generations had a dramatic effect in near-by countries 
which no one not on the ground can ever quite realize. The 
war was still at its height. In ordel' to keep the support of 
their peasants, the backbone of the armies, Governments had 
to commit themselves to agrarian reform, beyond any possi
bility of retraction. 
" Once consummated, the Russian land distribution program 

naturally lost its vitality as an issue. The other great popular 
clltchword'\)f the Russian Bolshevjks, "peace," lost its force 

I Bu/faria, ProW ..... and Polilict, pp. 6oHI& 
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when the European war ended. When the actual form of the! 
new Russian State became apparent, a terrific :revulsion of 
opinion took place in near-by peasant countries. Instead of 
peaaant cooperatives to :replace politioal :representation, the 
hierarchy of councils (soviets) set up in Russia made the city 
minority powerful in an incredible disproportion to its num
bers. This in itself was unpardonable in the eyes of Balkan 
peaaant leaders, but it was not the worst. The type o~ 
council which the Bolsheviks favored was not the historic .
Savet or Soviet of the agrarian Slavs, but an urban, industrial, 
Marxian creation which, though i.t bore the Slavic name, had 
really sprung from notions about the alien society of western 
Europe. Moreover, the theory that the State owned all the 
land had a familiar and disagreeable ring to peoples who had 
recently emerged from Turkish rule. War-time organization 
also gave other Governments potent instruments of defense 
against Russian ideas, in a ooncentra.t;i0n of physical and 

.~Jlloral force'which was able to mark things "enemy propa
r,anda" at will. It was in the heat of war and the turmoil of 
:reconstruction that the long-hoped-for agrarian reforms had 
to be carried out. 

In ]lost-war Bulgaria, which may be taken as a sufficiently 
typical peasant state to form the point of departure, no man 
can own more than seventy-five acres of arable land or one 
hundred and twenty-five acres of forest and pasture land. 
Here the peaaants were better organized than elsewhere, and 
had fewer preliminary problems, sUch as the reduction of 
great estates, 80 we can get a better idea from their actual 
measures of what their intentions were. The peaaant is 
against war. No theme is more reiterated in Balkan folk
songs than the hardships, gnefs, and general uselessness of 
this institution. Stamboulisky himself, peaaant Premier of 
Bulgaria from 1918 to 1923, was in prison during the World 
War for his opposition to it. The peaaant believes in work, 
and regards the person who lives Without some habitual, use
ful employment of hand or brain as a parasite upon those 
who do produce. Not only were strong measures taken by 
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Stamboulisky's Government to fo~ce every able-bodied per
son to pursue some productive occupation; but ten days' 
Jabor on public enterprises was required of every one. This 

I conscription was at first absolute - neither money payments 
nor substitutes were accepted. " 

Everywhere in these peasant states, hostility to towns and 
I townsmen is generally and freely expressed by the country 
, (village) population. More of this feeling appeared in the 
form of aotuallegislation in Bulgaria than elsewhere, because 
there the peasant majority actually got complete control of 
the Government and held it for years. Considering the fact 
that almost the entire national wealth of a. group of these 
countries is based on agriculture, the lLeasa.ntll..cQnsidllr it 
t>.ractical robberytha,t.!o n~arJyall tb"e fiI!el>ui1d!n~_modem 
improvements, higher educational facilities and chances for 
a-life of oivilized comfort should be preempted by the towns. 
As a general thing, they suspect all middlemen, and regard 

I them as useless. They would like to purchase through ayndi
; cates of c05peratives, and these hljlve appeared here and there 
I even as exporters of grain and importers of necessary ma
I chinery. As contrasted with the bourgeoisie in the towns, 
the peasants are generally unfriendly to foreign capital, re
garding the representatives of foreign corporations as one 
more parasitic class living in luxury off the country. It was 
commonly stated in the days of German-American-Dutch 
control of the Rumanian petroleum industry that the peasant 
actually paid more for his oil than he had before this enor
mously rich national resource had been developed. 

Agrarian reform in Jugo-Slavia was first outlined in a De
creeof i919, and later incorporated, with some modifioa.tions, 
in the "1921 constitution. Besides the subsidiary aims of 
eliminating feudal and servile tenure in the lands acquired by 
the Serbs since 1912, the scheme attempts to break up all the 
big properties (with the exception of certain model farms). 
The broad outline of the plan is to allow no individual holding 
larger than 124 to 185 up to 741 acres, the size varying with 
quality, kind, and local conditions. Only 141 ¥res can be 
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owned by anyone who does not cultivate it himself, and a 
non-resident of the Kingdom is limited to 17.3 acres. ElI:
propriated owners are to be paid in state bonds, redeemable 
after twenty years and drawing 5 per cent interest. Certain 
classes of war veterans get their land fres, but the rule is pay
ments over a ten-year period, with interest at 7 per ·cent. 
About a half-million families had been settled under the act 
by 1924. General supervision is entrusted to the Cr~dit 
Fancier or national mortgage Bank. 

Much as agrarian reform in Jugo-Slavia has been compli
cated by the bewildering variety of types of holding and ell:
ploitation, from Turkish feudalism superimposed upon peas
ant villages to big modern farms in some ell:-Austrian lands, 
the situation in Rumania has been even more complell: and 
difficult to handle. In an army order of March, 1917, King 
Ferdinand made a specific promise to break up the crown 
lands into peasant holdings. Be stated in general terms that 
far-reaching land and constitutional :tef.6rms were coming in 

• ~'~llia, but went into details only concerning the lands 
which he could personally promise. The tenor of this mes
sage leaves no doubt that peasant agitation for agrarian 
changes was considered a grave and pressing question out
side of Russia at least eight months before the Bolshevik 
r~gime began. Bolshevik propaganda made the most of a) 
situation: which already threatened revolution in more th~ 
half of Europe. As pointed out above, the system of great 
estates in the Old Kingdom of Rumania was still ell:tremely 
oppressive, in spite of all attempts at reform. Perhaps Rus
sia herself was no worse. In Moldavia, nell:t to Russia, the 
estates were much larger on an average than in Wallachia, 
nen to Bulgaria. 

Bessarabia, or "The Moldavian Republic" under the ear
lier Soviet federation, had been seized by the Rumanians early 
in 1918, with the connivance of both French and Germans. 
ElI:propriation of great estates had already taken place, fol. 
lowing a scheme far more sweeping and less favorable to the 
proprietors, at the time the Rumanian decree was published . 
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in December, 1918. The Rumanian Government thought it 
expedient to reconstruct the Bessarabian law, bringing it into 
line with its own plan. Among other things, the principle of 
compensation is practically identical in the two decrees, pub
lished a week apart. Article 5 of the decree for Bessarabia. 
contained one trouble-making, but unfortunately character
istic, political clause (Sec. d), which declared that those who 
had not made a declaration of Rumanian nationality by 
January 1, 19~9, would be treated as foreign subiects. Later,. 
the time was extended fout months. The provision was 
doubtless to frighten landowners into dropping all opposition 
to the Rumanian occupation, and at the same time to put 
them beyond the possibility of legal appeal to ,any outside 
power. 

Private holdings were limited to 100 hectares (247 acres) in 
Bessarabia. In the Old Kingdom of Rumania, as in the for
mer Austro-Hungarian lands, it was 500 hectares (1235 
acres). Only the largest holders could keep so much, how
ever - that is, those with 10,000 hectares (24,700 acres) and 
over. A man with 100 hectares was not molested. A plot of 
200 hectares was cut to 165.7; 300 to 201.17; 500 to 241.2; 
1000 to 284.9, 3000 to but 351.4, and so forth. 

I Local commissions carried out the actual parceling of the 
land. A commission composed of the district judge, the pro
prietor or his agent, and one peasant delegate, considered the 
evidence - including surveys, rents, records of sale, mort
gages and the like - and made a tentative adjustment. If 
/the decision was unanimous, possession was given immedi-, 
\ ately to the local peasant cooperative group. In ease no such 
organization existed, one was created. Fifteen days were al
lowed for appeal to the departmental coinmission if there was 
difference of opinion in the local one. The whole scheme was 
under the general supervision of a reorganized Central Bureau 
of Cooperatives. 

This national expropriation plan has been the most sweep
ing of the group, as it was the most needed. Hence it has 
been the objeot of ooncentrated attacks on the part of those 
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who object to such wide and arbitrary state action. Its ad~ 
ministration has been fraught with enol'IIlOUS difficulties and 
complications. For example, many of the estates were mo~ 
gaged. Some of these mortgages covered whole estates, and 
were simple to deal with, but othere covered only part of the 
expropriated portion, together with. other specific areas. 
There were second mortgages in some cases, of course. A 
great deal of friction arose over the categories of land ~ 
forest, vineyard, cultivable in cereals, pasture, waste, etc. 
To make it worse, the surveys were often old and unreliable. 
An additional complication arose where land was held jointly 
by a foreigner and a citizen. Some was seeded and some not 
at the time of expropriation. Perhaps the most cogent 
criticism of all is that any arbitrary cutting up of land into 
plots of fixed sizes does not correspond to economio and social 
conditions. 

The largest estates of Rumania lost a much higher percen~ 
age of their land than the smaller oses. Therefore a region 
of greet -t,eS had large areas of expropriated land - often 
more than the number of peasants entitled to it under the law 
could take up. The opposite was the case in a region of 
smaller estates. Often there was a very small area available 
for distribution, and a large population of peasants entitled 
to land under the la.w. They oould move to a different part 
of the oountry, of course, but many families had been a~ 
tached to the same vil.I.ages for uncounted generations and 
found moving a hardship. • In the long run, the land hunger 
of the peasants may even this up, but it has been generally 
charged that for the time being much land was thrown out of 
cultivation. Miss Irvine gives the figure as "nearly a million 
acres" at the end of1919, out of a total of five millions thus 
far expropriated. She cites a statement from the M1Znchener 
N eue81e N achri.chten that an even worse situation of similar 
origin existed in Latvia. at the end of 1920. Count Tele1d 
makes this criticism even more emphatically in his work on 
The Evolution of Hungary. At the end of 1924, only about half 
of the Rumanian peasants entitled to land had received it. 
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The short-lived moderate Socialist Government of Hun
gary, which lasted till March, 1919, went about the parceling 
'or~great estates in much the same radical spirit. Nobody 
was to be permitted to hold more than 250 acres, and small 
holdings of about 13 acres were taken as the general goal. 
Count Teleki gives the example of two villages. One had 500 
acres to divide and lOOO legal claimants - the other 6000 
.acres and only 300 claimants. In the first case, there was a 
half-acre apiece, and in the second twenty acres. "The 
people of the second village dug trenches to defend their new 
property against the less happy people of the first village." 
With the fall of the Hungarian Bolsheviks, the less radical 
program mentioned in the last chapter was adopted. 

The suspicion in which great private corporations, and 
I especially foreign ones, are held in these Balkan countries is 
illustrated by the Rumanian mining law of 1924, nationaliz

. ing the unappropriated subsoil resources. By "nationaliza
tion" the Rumanians did not mean" socialization," as they 

I explained when the oil interests protested, but aimed ulti
mately at majority control by citizens of the country. Small 
nations are never allowed to extingnish such rights, already 
lawfully acquired by' the subjects of powerful foreign coun
tries, without full and satisfactory compensation. The foreign 
oil corporations objected even to the damage they would suf
fer from a definite curtailment of their expansion. The period 
allowed for transference of 55 p'er cent of the corporation 
stock to Rumanians does not end until 1934. There can be 
no doubt as to the right of any sovereign state to regulate the 
conditions under which new corporations may be established, 
or old ones extended, within its frontiers. The main issue in 
such cases is that of proper compensation for lawfully ac
quired rights; and the value of the entire capital stock of an 
enterprise might be afTected by the prescription that certain 
people must be in control. This mining law must not be 
classed with the land expropriation act, although the two 
types of legislation very often go hand in hand. 

In Czecho..Slovakia, the maximum individual holding was 
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fixed at 190 to 315 acres. The Polish law recognizes the 
advantages of farms of varying size. In cutting down large 
estates, the schedule aimed at varies from 148 to 444 acres, 
with provision in some of the old German and Austrian lands 
for estates twice as large. Looking upward from the lower 
edge of the system, thirty-four acres is the maximum en
larged pea.sa.nt holding which the Government assists in 
creating. Nearly a million and a quarter of acres are to be 
».fi'ected by the completed reform. 

Interested parties and agencies have indulged in a good 
deal of economic argument about the effects of the agrarian 
legislation. For instance, the guesS mentioned above that 
"nearly a million acres" remained fallow in 1919 after the 
Rumanian expropriation becomes 854,620 acres in the official 
figures. This was reduced to 580,450 in 1920, 293,930 in 
1921, and practically zero in 1922. Moreover, not all the un
cultivated land in 1919 can be charged to the expropriation. 
Some battlefields had not yet beencleared in 1919. Both 
draft animals and implements were wanting. The greatest 
difficulty was experienced even in getting sufficient seed 
grain in a country where people were still starving and foreign 
relief agencies were at work. ]finally, the large number of 
men mobilized on the Russian and Hungarian frontiers crip
pled agricultural operations, and the transportation systenr 
was in a most deplorable condition as a result of the war. 
In a word, to charge all the uncultivated land to the agrarian 
reform alone is clearly a case of careless reasoning of the 
faJ.se..cause variety. 

Only a very rash person would attempt to predict the out..l 
come of the new peasant movement which has affected mostl 
of Europe - though its accomplishments and aims are natur
ally more apparent in the least industrialized portions. If 
the rural cooperatives continue to thrive, a good deal will de
pend upon what effect they have upon the size of the units 
farmed. So far, it appears difficult to hold together coopera,.. 
tive units as large and efficient as the greatest of' the old 
estates. It is quite possible that the eastern European tend- r 
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\ tlncy may be towa.rd intensive or horticultural methods of 
i cultivation rather than toward the extensive type which de
" mands much machinery. 
, The industrial recovery which is reported from nea.rly all 
these countries represents a gradual repair of the damage 
WI'ougbt by the wa.r and the attempted adjustment to an eco
nomic world greatly altered by the relative decline of tW() 
great powers in central Europe. Much which appears at a. 
glance to be the economic progress of Rumania and Jugo
Slavia is merely the other side of the territorial shifts involved 
in the pa.ring down of Austria and Hunga.ry. Eastern Europe 
will certainly not be cha.ra.cterized by great manufacturing 
plants for a long time. It remains to be seen whether the 
growing self-sufficiency of such regions, which we a.re ao
customed to call "backward," will not call a sha.rp halt to the 
industrial concentration in the west. 

C01lWERClAL AND INDUSTlUAL QUESTIONS 

Agriculture and other extractive and hand industries play 
an overwhelming rllle in the economic life of southeastern 
Europe. Hungary was mentioned above as an agrarian state 
because about half of her people are directly connected with 
agriculture, and this pursuit outweighs manufacturing about 
four to one in the sum total of economic production. When 
we get into the Balkan Peninsula, the agricultural population 
makes up about three fourths of the whole, and the most 
generous estimate would not give manufact.uring a weight of 
one fifth in the total production of wealth. There is nothing 
especially peculiar about the towns, but they are relatively 
few, and very distinct from the villages or agricultural settle
ments, which are often quite large:' For example, in 1920, 
the Rumanian villages of Biloiuresti and Cojasca, north of 
Bucha.rest, had a combined population of more than 6000. 
They lay side by side, so close as to form one continuous site. 
There was no railway, no manufacturing plant of any kind, 
and only four small stores, with almost no merchandise in 
stock. The people farmed their plots and strips in the sur-

o 
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~
unding country, hauling their surplus grain Bome twenty 
. es to the capital in strong, light wagons made almost en

irely by hand - the tires, skeins and bearings for the 
heels and several other metal parts being imported. 
The contrast between country (that is to say, village) and\ 

town is much sharper than in western Europe. Ploeshti, the \ 
oil refinery town, and especially the oil fields farther north, 
look much like similar settlements anywhere. Balkan ports, 
such as Galatz, Constanza, Varna, and the Pirmus, have the 
same cranes, elevators, tracks, and other machinery as one 
finds elsewhere. Aside from a few special conventional build
ings like churches and an occasional group of peasant-type 
houses on the outskirts, the larger cities look little different 
from western European places: the same pavements, tram
ways, automobiles, hotels, parks, residences, business blocks, 
and so on. But the hotel fixtures, street railway material, 
automobiles and most of the other factory made wares are 
imported. The division of lab or between southeastern Eu
rope and the manufacturing outside world is such that the 
towns are mainly commercial, not industrial, and the villages 
extraordinarily specialized to agriculture - the peasants do
ing most of their marketing in the towns for what they do not 
produce in their fields or houses. 
"-"'rhis economic order was being very slowly reorganized 
before the World War. Peasants were wearing more factory 
made felt hats and footwear than formerly. Roofs of cor
rugated iron and tin were occasionally seen instead of 
thatched ones - though not nearly so good, tbe metal roofs 
could be had with less labor. Glass windows were replacing 
oiled cloth or paper. Bulgaria and Rumania had very good 
systems of main highways, and side roads were being im
proved, so that the exchange of products was easier than of 
old, and local self-sufficiency less profitable. Cheap imported 
textiles were making inroads upon the solider and far more 
attractive hand-woven fabrics which had made the national 
costumes so proudly and worthily picturesque. Country 
life was health,y in the sense that it was lived heartily, mainly 
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in the open air. The Sunday gatherings were lively and 
happy, colored by peasant costumes weaving to and fro in 
square dances to gypsy music which haunts the memory for 
life. National literature, and even foreign tongues, were 
often better taught in the village schools than they are in 
English or American towns of fifty thousand people. The 
darker side of this picture is that good doctors were not 
numerous enough, sanitary conditions were bad, many peas
ants were aged before their time by overwork and exposure, 
and there was not always sufficient food of the right kind. 
To the villager living under such conditions, a townsman is 
synonymous with a commercial middleman, and there was 
very little love lost betweeJl. the two groups. The only really 
imposing factory building in Bucharest was a brewery • 
.I War, changed frontiers, the sharpening of nationalism, 
want, and various rather radical innovations in the social and 
economic order to meet new conditions have accelerated the 
transformation somewhat. Such shifts are almost invariably 
overdrawn when writ large in figures, lumping together a vast 
territory like a state. The intimate picture of Balkan life is 
very much less changed from what it was before the war than 
is indicated by the. subtle propaganda of government sta
tistics or the treatises of whose who wish to prove something 
about society in general- particularly somewhere else, per
haps. Still, it is visibly changing. 
v When we are obliged to deal with a complicated and grad
ual economic shift very briefly, it usually proves safest to 
stick pretty closely to the division of labor and the organiza
tion of enterprise, which are intimately related. The divi
sion of the agricultural lands of southeastern Europe into 
much smaller units undoubtedly interfered with the trend 
toward capitalistic methods and expensive machinery. This 
has been compensated for in part by land-working coOpera
tives, but only partially. Considering the breakage of war, 
the imports of such implements have been smaller than 
might have been expected. Low purchasing power is of 
course a "Partial explanation. National economio self-
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sufficiency was hardly thought ot,:.Ahese countries before 
the war, but they have since raised the tariff barriers and 
tried to manufacture for themselves as far as possible. This 
is seen particularly in the textiles. To some extent it works 
in a circle a vicious' circle, it seems to the economist who 
believes in the widest possible market and division of labor. 
Foreigners cut down their wheat purchases, willfully or of 
necessity; then the grain-producing country turns some of its 
efforts to making the textiles which it formerly purchased 
with the grain. If this is done assiduously, aided by tariffs 
or bounties, the market of the textile-producing nation is in
jured, and it may have to Jaise some of the wheat which it 
formerly paid for in textiles. 
, A country which aspires to do the manufacturing for its 
domestic market needs to make it as broad as possible by 
breaking down local self-sufficiency, which process, on its 
positive side, means the fostering of specialization. This is 
hard for a poor and relatively primitive agricultural nation 
to do at the same time that it is splitting up its specialized 
and well-equipped farms into small units, run by people with 
insufficient capital and technical education. Government, 
aid is the popular panacea for such ills, but when the debts \' 
are huge and the currencies struggling to keep above zero the 
governments have little to give. Capital must be obtained, 
if at all, from those who have it, on their terms. They are 
not attracted by such moves as the Rumanian mining law of 
1924. What they think of first is a sound economic struc
ture, in which their capital will be safe, and in Europe those 
who have money to lend in large amounts are generally 
hostile to the high tariffs. Two hundred leading bankers and 
business men, including six from the United States, issued a 
manifesto in Augnst, 1926, stai;ing, among other things~ 
"There can be no recovery in Europe until politicians in all 
territories, old and new, realize that trade is not war but a 
process of exchange, that in time of peace our neighbors are 
our customers, and that their prosperity is a condition of ourl 
well-being." In brief, these political schemes for nationaliz-. 
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ing and artificializing the division of hbor are not likely to get 
much aid from the people who are in a position to lend it, and 
in the end the governments of these financially weak coun
tries will probably have to await the leisurely processes of 
history. 

Allowing for differences in currencies and price levels, the 
level of production in southeastern Europe is certainly no 
higher than it was in the same areas before the war. What 
has been gained in some things is balanced by losses in others. 
Commerce is not along exactly the old routes or in the same 
commodities, but the sum total of the changes cannot be 
called healthy growth. Before the World War, the Balkan 
Peninsula was a critical point in European economic and 
political relations. This was not so much because of its im
portance in its own right as of its position relative to the 
Near East proper. Now that the struggle between Central 
Europe and Russia for those routes is over, for the moment at 
least, the region has dropped into its proper place of second
rate economic significance. 

In the period 1910-11, the total trade of the four leading 
Balkan countries (Rumania, Bulgaria, Greece, and Serbia) 
was considerably less than 1 per cent of the world total.' 
Commercially, the four taken together outranked Portugal 
or Norway, but were inferior to Sweden, Spain, or Denmark. 
If we subtract Rumania, as lying outside the Peninsula 
proper, the trade figures are reduced by half. Although 
Rumania is the fifth oil-producing country in the world, and 
has many lesser industries, about 80 per cent of her popula
tion is engaged in agriculture or stock-raising. Her rank 
among political states on the basis of the petroleum within 
their respective frontiers is one of those deceptive but com
mon measurements which mix two kinds of factors and al
ways have to be checked with the actual quantities or ratios 

1 Clive Day has made a valuable compact study of this question: uThe Pre
War Commerce and the Commercial Approa.cbes of the Balkan PeninsuIa.," 
Geographical Review, 1920, vot. 9, pp. 277--98. For the same a.reas, the intimate 
picture of economic life is mainly accurate to--day, though the shift in political 
boundaries makes compwiBon difficult. 
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to mean much. Mexico produces about seven times as much 
petroleum aa Rumania, and the United States forty-six times 
as much.' 

Most of the commerce did not represent Balkan manu~ 
f8.9tures. At leaat four fifths of the exports were of agricul-\ 
tural and animal products. This leaves only a fifth for ' 
mines, forests and manufactures put together, including huge 
!m:~gn enterprises such aa those which control three quarters 
of the Rumanian oil industry, the most important one in the 
whole region. Most of the manufacturing is carried on by 
fairly primitive methods - if there were no more direct proof, 
this would be evident from the absence of the raw materials 
from the imports, and also of the table luxuries which figure 
so largely in the demands of industrialized countries. Manu
factured goods, on the other hand, made up nearly half the 
Balkan imports, led by staple textiles and metal wares, in
cluding machinery. The bulk of this foreign trade was with 
Germany, Austria-Hungary, England, France, and Belgium. 

Bulgaria's economic position haa not been greatly altered 
by the events since 1914, except that she is loaded down with 
a big reparations bill and her currency depreciated to less 
than a twentieth of its par (1927). Its fall was accompanied 
by the usual bewildering transference of wealth between 
clW!SeS and persons, and the dislocation of business. A bill 
for reparations and occupation amounting to around $110,-
000,000 is a heaVy one for a little country with annual exports 
of $4f,OOO,OOO (1925), even if spread out over a period of 
years.' Bulgaria waa enlarged by conquests in Serbia and 
the Rumanian Dobrudia, and by concessioils from Turkey, 
during the war. In the end, her frontiers were actually 

1 The output and percentages for the oil·produeing countries differ considera.
bly from year to year. According to the BuUeti" M_ue! de l'Offic< Pemoanenl 
de I'I""tiM l11lerMlional de SIatWiquo for FebTll&ry, 1926, p. 84, the figures for 
the &bove three countries during 1925 (in thousands of barrel.) were .. follows: 

Rum&ni.... ................................ . . 16,314 
Mexico . . .................. .. .............. " 113,000 
United Stateo ................ ' .' ........... : . " 755,852 

! Though not compared with Germany, with reparations fixed nomintJIy at 
132 billioDO of gold marks and o.nnualexports (1925) of &bout 6.6 billiona. 
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shrunk, and her outlet to the ..£gean at Dedeagatch taken 
away. The promise of the Peace Conference that she was to 
have access to some ..£gean port was finally realized in 1924 
by agreement with Greece. She is to have a commercial out
let to Kavala (a much better port than Dedeagatch) through 
a corridor nnder the supervision of the League of Nations. If 
this arrangement proves stable, Bulgaria may be commer
cially better off than she was before. Comparing this settle
ment with Germany's position relative to the Dantzig cor
ridor, we cannot help wondering if the advantages of being a 
small nation have not been nnderestimated. Although Bul
garia's imperial hopes have. vanished with the expansion of 
her neighbors, her economic situation is at least as nearly 
normal as theirs. The smallness of her army is a great saving 
in expenses, yet a Greek attack was stopped by international 
action late in 1925, and the League of Nations awarded the 
Bulgarians an indemnity of about $220,000. 

Greece was greatly enlarged by the ill-starred treaty of 
Sevres. Immediately after the war, her currency circulated 
practically at par, even while those of France, Italy, and Bel
gium were declining. Later, her disastrous and costly war 
with Turkey cut her down almost to the pre-war area, over
turned the monarchy, and precipitated financial difficulties 
which have sent the drachma. the way of other Balkan cur
rencies (from a par of 19.3 cents to about 1.3 cents by the 
rmiddle of 1926). Greece hlllll the most varied developed 
'mineral resources in the Balkans, the products including lead, 
magnesia, nickel, manganese, zino, salt, iron, and soft coal. 

About half of Greece's territorY has the Mediterranean 
climate and characteristic products, the remainder the cen
tral European climate of the heart ef the Balkans. Some 
grain has to be imported. The outstanding item in exports 
is currants, of which nearly 100,000 tons were produced in 
1923. Her output of wine and olive oil is also large. Greece 
has a merchant marine of 828,000 tons (1924), ranking be
tween Denmark and Belgium. Since her defeat by the Turks 
in 1922, she has made commercial treaties with both Juga-

• 
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Slavia and Bulgaria, giving them free access to the ports of 
Saroruca and Kavala, respectively. Given an enlightened 
and conciliatory policy, there is no reason why she should not 
prosper as a carrier for the interior Balkan region. With the 
completion of the Athens-Salonica railway during the war, 
she has good rail connections with central Europe. The four
mile canal through the Isthmus of Corinth is not large enough 
for many of the present-day ships, and has been allowed to 
get out of repair. A railway conilects Athens (and its port, 

"the Pineus) with Patras, on the Gulf of Corinth. These two 
ports have the heaviest traffic, but Salonica is potentially one 
of the greatest shipping centers of the eastern Mediterranean. 

Juga-Slavia's two main outlets by water are through Sa.
lonica on the ..Egean and Fiume on the Adriatic, both outside 
her territory. If the southeastern European nations take to 
heart the remark in the Bankers' Manifesto of 1926 that 
"trade is not war but a process of exchange," the above fact 
may not involve any impairment of Juga-Slav prosperity. 
When capital is available to improve and extend the railway 
system, the land traffic to central Europe can be increased; 
but to construct a really good port on the ~driatic, with rail~ 
way connections, in Juga-Slav territory is hardly in the realm 
of practical business and engineering, even if it were necessary. 
The treaty signed with Greece in 1923 provided for a free 
zone at Saloruca, covering 46 square miles, with improved 
pier facilities for three ships at a time, railway lines, store
houses, elevators, etc. Rolling stock was guaranteed free 
movement to and from the Juga-Slav frontier, and Juga-Slav 
postal and customs services were provided for in the free 
zone. This concession was enlarged and its terms modified 
by treaty in 1926, and a French resident official arranged for, 
to work under the League of Nations. A similar arrangement 
was finally made with Italy over the port of Fiume, long dis
puted but now Italian. 

Of Juga-Slavia's 12,500,000 inhabitants, 85 per cent are 
chiefly engaged in agriculture: The parts taken over from 
Hungary are almost entirely agricultural. At least the im-

" 
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mediate future should be that of a moderately prosperous 
peasant state. RecoIllltruction has been hampered by the \ 
general European economic chaos, by threats of new wars ' 
which have kept an expensive military organization on foot, ! 
and to same extent by the fierce disagreements between the I 
Serbs and their new subjects. The paper dinar or crown was 
worth less than a tenth of its par value of 19.3 cents in the 
fall of 1926. Grain, live stock, wood, and prunes are the chief 
items in the export trade. Montenegro, an independent 
state since 1870, was incorporated in Jugo-SJavia in 1922 •. 

To some extent, the expression "h!l4ll!:ward regio~ften 
applied to the Ba.lkan Peninsula before the war was so vague 
that it could include confused -and -even conflictiili ideas. 
Back'of it were some realities, however. Of lliese-,~phY~
cal ones remain much the sameto-day, but n()t!l!l }Vere physi
cal The main question from the economic point of view is 
that of l!.2!!tacts,with the resto.f the~1ICQrld. Serbia. was land 
locked before the~war, but so are Austria and Hungary after 
it. The problem is one of free access to markets, which is 

I 
affected by political frontiersonryif these are- accompanied 
by tariff, bounty, or liceIllle interference with the movement 

i of goods. Even the Qwnership of a port is obviously less 00· . 
. portant than the use of one and the terms on which the other 
ports of the world receive its cargoes. 

About the same percentages of the Balkan populations are 
engaged in the same broad types of productive activity as be
fore the war. These producers were then arbitrarily ham
pered in their attempts to exchange their goods in the logical 
markets on terms of equality. Much of the reason for this 
was political.. With the decline of Hungary, Turkey, and 
Russia as European powers and the beginnings of permanent 
organizations to see that the peace is not lightly broken or 
secretly plotted against, t!Ie Balkan lands have ceased to be 
pawns in the game of world empire. RUmania. and Jugo
Slaviacan hardly entertain further territorial ambitions
the peace of 1919 was more than generous to them. Bulgaria 
can hope f(). nothing by war, and the new ilDd less di$Cordant . . 
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concert of nations has made it very clear that her frontiers are 
watched over by a moral and physical force which she could 
never muster alone. 

In economics as in politics, the fact that human beings with 
personal memories and group histories are concerned injects 
certain imponderable factors which it would be foolish to ig
nore. Old aspirations get translated into disconcerting new 
ones. Recurrent wars and the burden of oversized military\ 
~blill!unentS long tended to keep southeastern Europe poor 
anaprimitive. These countries could not keep their large 
armies in the field very long unassisted for want of industrial 
and financial power. In a general war, the sinews were pro
vided by highly industrialized allies. Thus the Balkan ar
mies were large relative to the popuJations during the World 
War. This is one reason why the human losses of Serbia, 
Rumania, and Bulgaria were 80 heavy. It is disappointing 
but not incomprehensible that a generation of politicians 
which grew up under the old conditions should hanker after 
national self-sufficiency, trying to cure the old weakness in 
respect of sustained military force at the expense of embrac
ing the new opportunities for gaining solid economic pro
sperity by a more profitable international division of labor. 
~ Imperialism is not dead, but there never was any attempt 
so serious as the present one to weaken or remove its main 
causes. The distrib\j.tion of population and resources in the 
world is quite uneven. Where the flow of the people toward 

. the resources, and vice versa, is arbitrarily interfered with by 
'political means, the process is often called "economic im- i" 
'perialism." Economics is only the aim and the tool, how- i 
:,ever. Imperialism is really political, and is always associated 
,with the citizenship of the people who move, the nationality 
~f the capital invested, and the political frontiers crossed by 
r the goods involved. The Balkan countries are thinly popu
Jated relative to their natural resources. Their Governments 
I are quite willing for Italians, Hungarians, and others to come 
rID with their capital and skill, provided this is not later made 
the occasion for political and milita,ry demonstrations or the, 

I • :" • 
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"conomic draining of the countries by people who remain a 
source of domestic weakness and foreign strength. Likewise 
the French do not object to Italian immigration into the 
home country or French North Africa as long as the move
ment is strictly non-political. 

There is no great lasting problem in the case of the Italian 
in France or Tunis, because if he becomes naturalized he has 
all the practical advantages which he possessed before, and 
even some new ones - it is a question of national sentiment, 
,which changes with long residence. The Italian, German, or 
other foreign business man in the Balkans, however, finds his 
citizenship a protection rather than a hindrance. If enter
'prise were as well regulated and safely guarded under Ru
manian laws and justice as in Great Britain, Holland, Amer
ica, and France, the mining law of 1924 which aimed at forc
ing 55 per cent of the stock of petroleum companies into the 
hands of Rumanian citizens would not have been so bitterly 
protested. Some big person in each firm could have become a 
Rumanian citizen, just as Sir Henri Deterding, of' the old 
Royal Dutch Oil Company, was finally naturalized in Great 
Britain after his firm combined with the Shell Transport and 
Trading CompanY'. There is a practical issue here which 
cannot be dodged, no matter how "liberal" our sentiments 
toward small countries may be. ltumania wants foreign 
capital and technical skill. They come in under certain 
guarantees, specific or implied, laying down conditions to 
safeguard the investments and make returns fairly certain 
It is not just to say that this is purely a 'one-sided arrange. 
ment. Rumania taxes the!le enterprises. They pay wages 
furnish traffic, and buy goods. The further point which ~ , 
often overlooked is that when foreign concerns go to mol'1r 
primitive regions without guarantees, they insist upon muel, i 

larger returns to cover the element of risk. 
Since capital represents savings from productive entert 

prise, its creation and flow Can be regulated by political ac· , 
tion onlY within limits. Both capitaJ and the specializec'l 
,skill which is accumulated aJong with it will work somewha\. 
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~ 
cheaply under familiar conditi~ns than unfamiliar ones. 

utch refinery superintendent who goes to Rumania to live 
only gets transportation for himself, his family and their 

. lnal effects, but he usually thinks he is bettering his posi
. Investors in Great Britain, the Netherlands, or Amer
expect higher, interest returns or speculative profits on 
r funds which work in the Balkans than those tied up in 
le enterprises. If a country like Rumania erects political', 

Tiers to foreign capital, it raises the interest charge to' 
.. I!·'~ .. pital will work for undl!!: the new conditions. Po
cal control by tari.!'l's over the influx of goods is limited by 
at the domestic market will stand. The want of industrial 
·ital is usually the reflection of conditions under which it 
.not profitably work. Meet those conditions, and the 
,ital comes in; meet some of them and less of it comes at 
her interest rates; or meet none of them and it stays out. 
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CHAPTER XV 

"RUSSIA 

RESULTS OF THE PEASANT EMANCIPATION 

THE Crimean War (1854--56) against Turkey, England, 
France. and Sardinia ~rystallized a growing conviction in 
the minds of upper-class Russians that competition - either 
military or economic - with industrialized western 'Europe 
promised disaster, and th!l-t the old order must$o. .Thus the 
initial Russian agrarian reform of 1859-66 was precipitated 
by the same event as the simultaneous and largely simil~, 
one in Rumania, considered above. Th war WII4j howev 
rath!!\, tpe occasion than the real cause of the emancipation; 
the economic weaklless of the old orderbaving been recog"\ 
nized for many years. Even more than in Rumania, because 
of the age and strength of the central Government, the de
tails of the reform scheme, in Russia were feft to the upper 
classes. Their. revolutionary ardor was considerable at the 
outset. 

Many soon found their economic interests threatened, 
however. Others became 'disillusioned by encounters with 

I the inertia and ignorance of the peasant masses '- an apathy 
'which gave way most unaccountably to violence at times. 
, In the end, the groups which' knew exactly and in concrete 
terms what they wanted, and .orgaiUzed themselves to get it, 
~rrived at a c<?!!ll!romise a~~nt which becs,me the 
basis of the new order. As in Rumania, a very strong drift 
backward toward the old rlSgime set in, the Crown 'the 
~lI!i!tocracy, and .tlMl wealthy business elements ten~o 
illombine against tbe inadequatel~ed peasantry. The 
wars of the sixties and seventies in various parts of the world 
were accompanied by financial, marketing, and. other eco-

, nomic disturbances - and the tariff wars which began in the 
eighties greatly complicated the attempts of backward ----. , 
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countries such u Russia to introduce the Western economic 
order .. 

~
r SOme 471QQ.0,Ooo~ssian wi!twere li~ the sixties, 
including house se tB,Tactory workers, and miners as well 
as peuants. At the outset, the proprietors in the rich south
ern provinces had wanted simple liberation without giving • 
the peasants any land. This did not suit the upper classes in ' 
lthe nm:th, where the land was less productive and much of 
~~onomic advantage of serfdom_came from indiiStrY. 
~ome plants used their own or state serfs as laborers. Others 
hired serfs from the estates, either all or part of each year, 
apd the masters got handsome revenues from the fces exacted. 
'As a compromise between the demands from different re
-8ions and interests, compensation was granted to the lords for 
the losS of-servile dues: In the agricultural regions, this 
amounted in practice to the same thing as payment for the 
land, which was divided. (Altogether, thtfreed serfs got 0ll81' 

1

3501000,000 acres - half ilie agricultural land of the Em
Pile. ) This was subject to the payment of forty-nine redemp
tion annuities from the new peasant owners to the State, 

fwhich immediately compensated the proprietors for the loss of 
advantage under the new system. On the whole, the pro

. ~rs, who had the ear of the Government, were extremely 
j. well paid. The peasant!lJluite ge~!,!:1!Y found it impossible 
to pay the annJlltles, with iI!..~st, the sum totarof arrears 
accumulMmg uiitIT1i!iiillY canceled, together with all future 
obligations, during the revolutionary period of 1904-{)6. 
{ . Most of Russia had been organized by. 011 agrrCuitural ~. 
\\vi~e s~nts. Where this was the case, the land was' 
given""lOthe m!r_c~ly...J,lAilt to in~ cultivators, 

,andlLwasJ;he group which was made responsible to the 
StlJ.t~. The system of scattered .strips was still generally in 
vogue, and it was not thought desirable to add consolidation 
to a program already complicated. ,Moreover, modern na
tionalism had reached Russia, and many vehement patriots 
among the intelligentsia thought they saw peculiar virtues in 
a system of usociation Md exploitation deemed to be , .. 
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typically Russian. A peasant was not permitted to sell,.Qr <> 

mortgage the land he occupied - technically, after as ~I!.fure 
1~6bWwned a share in th!l~_e},Il.ot aJ?!.rgcul~...J!url9.!le 
of~ven this share was now held subject to his portion 
of the annuity payments assiped to his mir. Since the mt~ 
was colleiittvery responsible for this sum, it is not surprising r.< 
to find it ::;Wed with thp~O redistribute holdings from' 
time to t' "on treassumption that the land must be put in 
the hands of those best calculated to make it produce, and 
thus to meet a share of the various payments to the Govern
ment. Collective responsibility of the village still existed.. ' 
Instead of being bound to a proprietor, the peasant was nowl)' 
practically the §!lIt of the State, with his dues commuted to 
money payments and assessed by the village.organization as , 
the representative of the Government. The inm"" iual p~ .' 
ant was far b~in some respects than he had been as a 
'.serf, but he nevertheless suffered the great disadvantage that 
his pv,xments and meanS of payment were not de_lLfixed. "" 

Under the emancipation act, peasant holdings averaged 
about 13'\..res for the 50 "governments" of European Rus
sia, but'tIie cUltivators on the nClili1a:ci1B.iids ID the south 

"1mUless than half of this amount. The allotments roved~ 
quite insufficient, especially as the 0 uhi' . 
~ap1illH(lligrationJ9 the less crowed \' 
was hampered by all sorts of regulations and restrictions. ; 

I Moreover, the opening-up of this vast region.was extremely 
difficult for 'Yant of transportation facilities. The rivers run 

, north and south - especially into Arctic waters which are of 
litile use as traffic lanes. ' Even more than was the case in 
western America, settlement had to wait upon railway build
ing, and the single line of the Trane-Siberian Railway was not 
completed until 1905. ' 

~cre3§jng e~jt9tign of a great mass of poorer peasan3s ' 
was inherent in t e emancipation scheme, in spite of all saf 
guards such as the legill barriers to £lie'sale of holdings. Mos 
of us have had opportunity to oD'serve that a great many 
people, no matter how honest and industrious they may be, 
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seem to \tick the Qualities neCe5!!8l]1 for SUccess i~ss for 
themselves. This proved true of pmant farming in both 
Russia and Rumania at this period. In practice, something 
had to be done about.the peasa~o proved unable to meet 
his ~s. While in Russia he could not seil his share in 
t1ieVillage outright, he might relinquish his rights for a period 
of time - 'even a decade or more - under a contract which 
was binding in the courts. Moreover, the mir might take 
away his rights and confer them upon another because of non-
~ent of obfigM~. -

at such powerful community rights were not always 
justly or equitably exe.tclsed will be correctly surmised by 

.;any one familiar wi,tli the workings of local politics. As 
· PO~tj9.!L.inJ:res:sed and the average amount of land Jl.!lr 
, . pe~~!if!!orrj~pondingly decreased, the smaller holdinS!!'pe
· ca.me practicall;¥: useless unless they couldOesupplemented 
'~~lenting or purchase. New blocks of land were often either 
rfllted or purchased outright by the commune as a group. In 

'i-!\~gning these areas, the richer and more influential pelll!' 
ruua.of a given mir looked sIter themselves and thflll' fnends.· 
:An illcreasin~ class of .~andless.z.J!,..P"MtjCQ]]¥ JAlldJellfl.pell.lt' 

· antEL.MlRe!!J"~ _,-with 1 ;uoJ!.nterp!l!tLin_l!Jlother.wealthier . 
cl~t!!!cl!.9.!1~~~.h.oI4i~!!t.!Xl...Q.f.lI . .IltllJlk.and..better.machin
ery. The latter class grew more prosperous, the former 1_ 

, so; until peasant Russia was practically divided into twd 
parts, a landed. inf\uentialgtoup and a mass of poor people re-

, sembliiigtiie cotters of western Europe at the time the medie
val system broke up. These furnished a poilential reserve of 
industrial proletarians for the townS. In ~)le meantime, their 
need of supplementary income helped in building up a vast 
cottage industry which hlndered the introduction of the' 
factory system. Moreover, the very poverty of these pot en-

· tial factory laborers was a serious handicap to the growth of 
industry, as it ootailed low purchasing power. It was long 

· ,customary for peasants to do factory work during th~ winter 
:seaso.n only, when there was little to do in their agricultural 
, couununities. 
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Russia being mainly a J,le!l,§llD.t CQunt[y, the hean' Imrderi1 
t tner;;-gular taxes fQr maintaining the GQvernment, as weUi 
s that Qf the redemptiQn annuities, f~ largely J'IJPP the) 
~S§:.. Even befQre the Crimea.n War, the annual budget 
ad shQwn a chronic deficit. FQr the twenty years ending 
cith 1863, the sum Qf these amounted to 1,154,000,000 
~bles, Qr a little Qver half Ill! many dQllars. MQst Qf this 
uge amount had been covered by secret borrowings from 
tate saving!! institutiQns. When this fact became known 
brQugh a lo~erin,g of the jpterest rate and consequent at
emptsof depoSitors to withdraw their funds, the Govern
lent had to cover the shorta.&! by ~s. To the great 
nd growing natiQnal debt was eventually added mQst of the 
e~emption annuities which the Government failed tQ re
gyet.lrom the peasants, and the !!!penses of another ex
lausting war - fuat with Turkey in l!m-78 - besides new 
leficits and the accunmlat!}d interest Qn Qld Qnes. Much of 
he tenorism and' Peasant revQlutionary sentinlent of the 
OOty years following the emancipation must be attributed 
2Jhe cftl,shing burden Qf an inlperialism fQr Fhich th.e.yil~ 
agers generally had not the slightest enthusiasm. During 
he1ralkan camprugns of 1877-78, R~cers repeatedly 
eplQred the effect upon their soldiery Qf observing that thE 
lava they had come to "libcrate" already lived under betteJ 
onditions than the liberators. 
In order t9 create a favorabie balance Qf trade 8.Ild aab

.sh credits abroad, the Government had recourse to deviou! 
no questionable devices. For example, tax cQllectQrs wer~ 
specially active in 'he fall, when the stocks Qf grain wer~ 
~rgest, with the resu1~ that the peasants oversQld. This oftel 
troduced a shQrtage even of seed, but it did create an export 
,ble surplus and prevented a flight Qf precious metals to mee 
,ayments abroad. The ~n shortage following the grea 
amine of 1891 !)Qnvinced a reluctant bureaucracy that RUB 
~a would be bankrupt unless her wJ!.Qle economic syste.!l 
lould be mQdernized. Thus the Industri91 ReyolutiQn ,!a 

Incouraged in Russia, !?t because tiie ruling classes wantec 
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it, or had anything but abhorrence for its social implications, 
but p!cause it seemed the onl:r alternative t6- financial chaos. 
The new methods were being mtroduced by foreign and Rus
sian capitalists anyway, so at the outset the move of the 
bureaucracy was little more than an attempt to control a 
situation which had already arisen. 

The peasant's lot was hardly improved by the inciustri1Vi
z~ wliich increased rapidly after this famine period~na 
the removal of government opposition. The new program in
volved heayy tt0rts of raw and half-finished materials, as 
well as of mac ery. With a number of poor crops and" 
generally low grain prices during the nineties, the peasants 
were in~ and the favorable balance of trade was 
quite slIl.ait=1i1I899. it was even ad~rse. Peasant dis
orders were in no small measure reSfllmsible for'the Govern
ment's decision to fight Japan in lQ04. Instead of the unity 
and strengthened morale which a patriotic p,ppeal and a sue
ce~ful military adventure sometimes produce, the result· 
was I/. disgralleful defeat and a revolution. The redemption 
annuities were iGally ca.oceled, a move which had little real 
significance, since most of them were uncollectible anyway. 
Interest still had to be paid upon that part of the national 
debt which they represented; Burdened with a ne:w war 
debt of 2,442,000,000 rubles, the budget was hencefortllhope
lessly out of balance, and a huge deficit had to be covered by 
foreign borrowing, after the taxpayers had contributed the l 
utmost which the Government could get out of them. 

More important than this shift of a financiaU:>urden from 
one pocket to another was the lee:al deijj;[!,Iction of t he old mir ., 
in.1l!e land laws of 1910 and 1911which followed the ukaz or 
d~cree of 1906. AIly villager might now demand the conver
sion of his ~to a 'private holding, and it would bedone 
. a simple majonty of the village assembly consented. Such 
a holding was always to be in a single block if possible. A 
resolution passed by a simple majority vote of the assembly 
might cony!!rt all the land in a village into private holdings 
at a stroke. Conversion to private property was to be auto-

,- . 
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matic in all cases where no reassignment had taken place 
since the passage of the Emancipation Act. If one fifth of . 
the householders of a village should demand a consolidation 
of holdings, it could not be refused. The legal end of the 
old mir was especially obvious in the provision abolishing'l 
fllmily teLure and substituting the individual

c 

ownership of r 
tliilcliIiifhouseholder. . 

'l"IiiiSeCIianges, no matter how sweeping they may appear 
on paper, did not actually change villaie life very much, or 
alleviate the mis'l!)' of the mass of pe8.§8Jlts. A comparison 
of the grain consumption in Russia and the United States, in 
kilograms per person annually, gives us 1108 for the latter 
and ouly 381 for the former. The German consumption on 
the same basis was 497, and the Rumanian 420. In compar
ing Russia with a Western country like America, it must be 
remember~d that our people consume enormous quantities of 
meat, eggs, fruits, and other things, the Russian relying more I 
upon grain, potatoes; and other staple foods of non-a.niin.al 
origin. c It has been calculated that the per-eapita consump
tion of eggs in Russia in 1903 was about one per week in the 
eities and one in seven 'weeks for the villages, though the 
number exported that year was 1,996,000,000. There was 
almost n.o meat in the diet of the eastern European peasant, 
and of the many millions of pounds of butter produced an
nually, most was exported.1A Russian autbority estimated, 
that before the World War ~o thirds of the peasant popula.
tion was unable to live on the land in a condition above ab
ject misery without Borne supplementary occupation.) Some 
notion of the standard of living is suggested by the ~t that 
the per-eapita consumption of agricultural products in 1913 
was ouly $21. 

The legal encroachments upon the historic mir in favor of 
private proprietorship under the Stolypin land acts men- , 
tioned above was intended as a sop to the more prosperous 
elements, and was never generally popular with the peas
antry. As a. matter of fact, it was chiefly the very small pro
prietors who demanded the separa.tion of their holdings. , 
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The peasants never lost sight of the main p0!nt, which wae 
that a high percentage of the land they coveted. and regarded 
ae ~tfully theirs, wae still in the hands of large proprietors. 

~TRE GROWTH OF INDUSTRY 

1 
As suggested above, the industrialization of Russia began 

in e~st in the earll 18902s. Since the time of Peter the 
Great (d. 1725), or even earlier, a few people had recognized 
the greater force and cohesion of the new type of society 
growing up in the West, and had seen the necessity of copy
ing some features of it. For example, Peter's early military 
ventures showed him forcibly the need for cannon and en
gineering materials if he was to compete with the cordon of 
French satellit~Sweden, Poland, and Turkey-which shut 
him off from tJw..,west. Besides his military attempts to 
break through to a "window" toward the West, Peter made 
some partially successful movllS to profit by the Western ad
vances in economic organization which had accompanied the 
expansion of Europe. Perhaps the most lasting was a vast 

land well-conceived internal waterways plan, including both 
, canals and the improvement of river channels. This made 

progress until past the middle of the nineteenth century, 
when both canals and rivers began to be n~ by the 

. CZN'S Government for fear they might compete with the new 
railways. The Russian system of inland waters - some 

, 200,000 miles in length - is even better naturally than that 
of the United States. In neither case could so vast a terri
tory be economically knit together without railways. ~ , 

I sia's industrial development has marehed with the growth 
o[the railway sys!em. . 

. The 400-mile railway from Petrograd to Mo§cow, begun in I 
1843, w~t important line in Russia. By 1864 some 
2loO miles were constructed, and this figure was multiplied 
by about ten during the following thirty years. In spite of 
her much greater size and population than the United 
States, at the outbreak of the World War, Russia had only 
about 46,600 miles of railways in operation, ae compared ~th .. " 
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our 261,000 miles. Students of American history will recall 
that the old idea of railways as mere auxiliaries and connect
ing links for internal waterways was definitely discarded after 
the Civil War, and that trunk lines all the main transporta,.
tion system first made possible the complete settlement· of 
our great western plains. A slower development of the same 
sort began in the Vallt plain of European and ABiatic Russia. 
EconomicsJ.ly .. -'lllntem'porary Russia. and America have 
grg:Wil iip on the baSIS orThiDi!!~ri:h~(Jh:§icaT"t'riiiiSjiorT 
tion of such bulky commodities as~ains and 've stoc 

Tussla liiiS'iXiiClemuCh'lessprogress0)u er problem has 
been far more difficult-especially because of the question 
of commercial outlets toward the Atlantic. Much of her 
energy has been dissipated in the struggle for these" win
dows," and she has also groaned under the Continental ne
cessity of making her railway system fit military as well as 
purely economic needs. 

Of the 10,000 "factories" commonly attributed to Russi~ 
in the period just before the emancipation, many were hardly\ 
worthy of the name. About 460,000 workmen were em-, 
ployed in them, roughly one third serfs. Most of this third, ! 
and also many of the remaining industrial workers, still had 
some affiliation with agricultural villages somewhere in Rus
sia. Upon their release from bondage, a large fraction of the 
serfs and many of the others left the industries to seek land 
for themselves. The American Civil War, then in progr~ 
was paralyzing the European cotton industry. Iron and I 

Isteel manufactures in Russia. were under still worse handi-
caps, as the Bessemer and other inventions were just then 
cheapening the western European product. The European 
wars for lib~tion or unification did not close until a. decade. 
after 1861. Taken together, the wars of this period prevented 
the flow of estern capital into Russia at a critical time in 
her history, and delayed the eastward march af the Industrial 
Revolution, thou h the railway syste was reat! extended.) 
Not only as t e decade 0 t e 1870's one 0 anew; 
stringency, but it also brought Russia the expensive and reJa,.. 
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tively fruitless. war with Turkey, whose concluding peace at 
Berlin created so many heartburnings and fears that it may 
be said to mark the beginnings of the system of alliances which 
produced the World War of 1914. ~ 

We lay ourselves liable ·to all sorts of errors if we try to 
think of "tqe.. Russian Indu!!.trial Re~ion," when we mean 
merely the Russian phase o~ement which took place 
elsewhere for the most part. ~ngland in the eighteenth • 
century was a great commercial nation, with vast, developed 
oversea markets for her manufactures, while Russia in the 
nineteenth century faced insuperable difficulties in trying to 
protect~n her home market against well-established foreign 
factories. rain was what western Europe wanted from 
Russia as late as the decade 1881-90, the United Kingdom 
was drawing nearly two thirds of its wbeatlmp91:b from that 
Soii'rce. Finally, given the village system, the meager trans
pOrt'atron facilities, and the overwhelming importance of 
the h01I\e market, it was inevitable that Russia!). hoilse 
industry and small plants - cooperative and otherwise
should prove obstinate competitors to the factories. 
I The first year of the grea! .f~e, ~, marks a fairly 
definite turning-point in Russian economic history. The 
thrifl)Ylll'With-Ci'ermanY'naareiiiiheaaClliiiax ..• Germany's 
attempt to force down the exorbitant Russian rates by raising 
~er own had tbe opposite effect of drawing R~ce, 
together. These two adopted a mutual policy flivoring eac~ 
others' goods at Germany's expense. Russia also needed a 
foreign creditor, and France was in the market for a milita 
ally against Italy and Germany. Thus in 1891, out of a com
bination of circumstances, appearsd the FrancO::Russian se- \ 
c~ance which was to play so great a rbl~ in European al
{Ii.irs down to its dissolution and the publication of its termS' 
in revolutionary Russia in 1917. As a result of the grain 
famine, Russia's exports in 1892»11 from the 1887-91 a~rllge 
of 722 million rubles a ~ear to OD)Y 476 million. I!!lll.9rts 
were ,already at a nW.l,imum, and actually rose fropliQ! to 
404 millions of rubles for the same dates. Moreover, the - -r. 
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average unfavorable bullion and specie balance of 9 millions 
for 1887-91 rose to 109 millions in 1892. For a country with 
an enormous debt placed abroad, this shift from a net favor
able trade and specie balance, taken together, of 321 millions 
to an unfavorable one of 37 millions spelled ruin unless some
thing radical could be done. This gives us the setting in 
which the Russian ruling classes, quite against their desires 
and ingrained prejudices adopted a policy of industriali
zation. 

The years 1893-99 constitute the most striking single 
period of indus'1:rlii:r and commercial change, the outstand
ing figure being Count Sergius Witte, who was appointed 
Minister of Finance and Commerce in 1893. His curious 
vacillation between advanced iiiaustrjal policies and readf. 
tionary social ones is easiest to explain on the assumption' 
that in so far as he was a liberal, it was from economic neces
sity. One of his first moves was to make a ten-year com
mercial peace with GeInLany in 1894. Germans were {lius' 
enilbied to play an important role in Russian industrial ei.-~ 
pansion, and to assume the leading part in the country'lllll 
foreign trade. . 

During the two decades which elapsed between that time 
and the World War, the total Russiall state debt increased' 
from 5,775,000,000 to about lUi.,OO,OOO,OOO gold rubles. The 
foreign part of this increased from 1,733,000,000 gold rubles" 
on January I, 1895 to 4,229,000,000 on January I, 1914, or 

~
rom. 30 to 48 per cent of the total. France, Russia's military 
lly, held fo,!r fifths of the strictly government debt, and was 
hus in a position to see that military railways and other war, 

prepirations werp, not neglec~ed. Great Britain held most of 
the remainder .. 'E>f a foreign industrial investment of some 
two billion rubles; Fr~@~, Great 
Britain a. four.tQ, QeW!"1l¥ Md llI:Igillrn D~Jt .51X!lieiiCIi.) 
Cradually a curious situation a.ppeared, in which central 
Europe, controlled the lion's share of Russia's foreign com
merce, collecting a handsome trade balance yearly, while 
western: Eluol,!e collected a heavy balance of payments on 

, . 
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investments iiJ.Russia and wielded great power, through the 
budgetdlJl:lfile IlDlicies of the Russian State. 

1 Thli western European military supporters of Russia were 
not all in the same economic position, however- an impor
tant fact to remember in trying to understand their post-war 
attitudes. France was chiefly the investor, collecting cash' 
revenues, while Great Britain was easily second in Russia's 
foreign trade, her total being about half that of Germany. 

· Thus England had less to lose by a Russian repudiation of old 
debts and more to gain by a resumption of commerce. The 
United States had an unimportant share of the total Russian 

· pre-war trade, as compared with the great European powers. 
In searching for some solid and comprehensible reason for 
~he similarity of French and American pronouncements 

· against rec.ognition, the eye is caught by the fact that 6 per 
cent of the old industrial securities and 7 per cent of the enor
mous war debt of Russia were placed in the United States. 
If we loqk for an economic explanation of French recognition 
(1924;, and American non-recognition (to, 1927), the eye is 
caught'by the foreign trade figures. France had a much 

I smaller Rercentage of the ltussian trade at the time she re-
cognized the Soviet Government than in the pre-war pe-

. nod (1909-13 average). Without a.ccordingrecognition, and . 
" thus prejudicing her debt claims, the United States has 
'. ~ already made considerable headway in the trade with Russia.1 

In 1890 there were still fewer thaq a million and a half 
wQr)l:men employed in fa,ctQries and foundiieS'~about thre~( 
times the number ill Similar plants in 1861. The industri 

. .,ouVput rose from 1,503,000,000 rubles in 1890 to 3.l4r'OOO,0Q{t 
, in 1900, and to 5Ja"§.,OOO,OOO in 1912. To this ast figure, 

something like 50 per cent should be added for the smaller, 
handicraft shops. Prices rose considerably during the 
period, so that the figures in rubleS give a somewhat, exag- • 
gerated idea of the progress made. Aside from transports.
,tion IlJld mining, the most im~!iu§ttil''!!!J!!!!ihe..t~;t· 

• • Zimand, Savel: 8,,", Copllaliam in Ruuia. chap. I .,d table OD p. 211 
f .. 1t. nr\. . 
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t!les, metals, ant!"J'flJioiuLfuj)d~workingdtl'Oups. ( Textiles 
alone employed more than a third of all the industrial work. 
ers, the value of the product being slightly less than a third 
of the total. Just before the World War, the Russian cotton 
industry had nearly.,UlO0,OOO spiR&es, as compared With • 
slightly over 30,000,000 in the United States and about 55,-
000,000 in Great Britain.1 M~king came second in 
number employed, which was about a fourth of the total, if 
railway and naval shops are included., The output was only 
a Sixth of the total, howev~r. Food industries employed 
only a sixth of the industrial personii'el, butproduced more 
than a third of the whole output as calculated in rubles. 

R~ssia maintainep abQI!~ tJau.ltJ!le rate" of ~dustrial in- t 
crease dunng this period as ctici,.the-::t1nitea1itates, which ~ 
means a' considerablll g~,on:~'\l1Il1lJ;,eUl,lrQP~Jm . .llountries. 
Too much stresS should not be placed upon a rate of increase, 
however, since it may be easier to double the small industrial 
output of a slightly industrialized country than to add a 
fourth to that of one already highly developed. Between 
1895 and 1909, the of Russian manufactures r()se from 
$l~54.!!J,~.o,OOO, w . e the figures foX' the 
tJmted States were approXImately $11,400,000,000 and $20,-
672,000,000, showing slightly under 100 per cent growth in 
both cases. At the outbreak of the World War, Russia was 
using about 2,500,000 horsepower in manufacturing, the' 
United States 22,500,000. In 1895 about $5,000,000 worth 
of ajpicultural machinery and implements were imported into ' 

UtuSiia, and the output of factories within the country was 
'only slightly less. By 1912 the importations had increased to • 
$30,000,000 worth, l!J}d the domestic output of $27,000,000 
represented a growth at about the same rate. Such figures 
do not suggest any revolutionary change in the lives of some 

• The number of spindles, while th. basis otdina:rily used for comparison, is a 
.. ery imperfect index of the importanoe of textile manufactures. Tht Russian 
spindles used far 11\01'0 cotton relative to their number than did the American, 
IUId the ,l.merican than the British. This means that Russia was produoing 
too .... r.b,i .. , 011 ... value per yard, than America, and America than Great 

,·Brita.ib. • 
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180,000,000 Russians. If we put the pes.ss.ntry at 140,000,-
000, the combined imports and manufactures of agricultural 
machinery in 1912 still amounted to considerably less than 
fif~y cep.ts per pes.ss.nt. " 

That Ry"ssia was ms.king progress toward ipilependence 2f 
orei raw materials in some lines at least, IS es.si1y shown. 
ake for exs.mp e t e consumption of home grown and im

ported cotton. In 1895 118,800,000 pounds of domestic and 
+295,200,000 pounds of imported cotton were used in Russian 

mills. Over 70 per cent of the total of 414,000,000 pounds 
was imported. By 1912 the imports had increased a little 
over 34 per cent, the domestic supply 300 per cent, an!! Rus
sia was producing 57 per cent of her own raw cotton. To 
partially offset this, the imports of spun cotton, by weight, 
increased over twice as much between 1906 and 1911 as did 
th~ Russian output. 

Almost any industry we may look into likewise shows in
creased activity, ps.rtis.lly or completely bals.nced, in some 
cases even overbals.nced, by rising imports. Consumption of 
raw wool increased, and production slightly decreased,. so 
that the importations of raw and semiworked materials ex
ceeded the exports more and more. The~n output in 

, 1894 was only 80 million poods (of 36 pounds, avoirdupois), 
increasing swiftly to 283 million poods in 1913. Demand 
for iron kept ahead of the increase in supply, however, and 
just before the war Russia was importing a sma1l percentage 
of her annual requirements. G2.al production increased from 
about a million poods in 1900 to 2,213,000 in 1913, with im-i 
ports running from 16 to 24 per cent of the doml!§tic supply. 
A little coal was exported every year - somewhat less than 
one half of one per cent of the output. These exports and 
imports of the same commodities resulted from the long 
distances and inadequate transportation facilities. For ex-

, ample, the coal exports were from the south and the imports 
into the north. The peak of the ~troleum otttput (chiefly 
around Baku) was reached in 1901, anOO,OOO,OOO poods, or 
half the world supply. Just before the 1905 revolution, it 

• 
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had fallen to 112,000,000 poods. Incident to the disorders of 
I the next two years, it fell almost to a third of the above 
figure. A gradual recovery then set in, and the output just 
before the war was sPout half that of 1904. Some industrial 
development is indicated by the percentages of this oil ex
pQrted, about 30 per cent at the peak and only about 12 per 
eent in 1913. Though Russia is potentially one of the larg~s~t .. ' 
petroleum producers in the World, she is far behind the United 
St'!!tl!!;""wb.iilh blijke FISt Iu millions of tons prodUced 1In" 
nuan.y:-the ratio for 1912-13 was only 9,2 to our 29, and 0' 

represented only 4 per cent of the Russian exports, 
"~I In spite of the imposing grand totals, per-capita figures 
show that Russian eeonon¥c life was vastly mbre primitive 
th~!l...Q)ll'.§j~.tl?~IQr.fll!f..'\\'ar:--For each inhabitant"or-the 
United States, 5,12 tons of co!)l were mi!J.ed (average, 1912-
13) j for Russia the figure was less than a fifth of one ton. 
Comparing the hol'll.6 pOlYer used in 'manufacturing per 
inhabitant, we get 0,23 for the United States and 0.014 for 
Russia, The American yield of wheat per acre is low because 
of extensive methods of cuitivatlo; with machinery, but be
fore the war it averaged nearly 50 per cent higher than that 
of Russia, where machine methods were not extensively used.· 
For the period 1907-13, the Russian crop averaged only 10 
bushels per acre, or about half the French. The Rumanian 
yield per acre was more than one and a half times as large, 
the per-capita yield nearly two and a, half times. The Can&-, 

\ Wan yield per acre was not far from twice the Russian, th~ 
i'oer-capit .. a yiel.d nearly seven times greater. As a maritime 
;power, Imperial Russia was relatively insignificll,llt, rankin ~ 

betwettn Holland and Denmark. Nine tenths of the shippin , : 
yji&iJ~g BuswiAII ports wee fereign. -:rnatlighiy industrial; 
bed country like England, carrier services go far toward cor-! 
tecting an unfavorable balance of, trade, but in an unde
veloped land like Russia, this item is gd4ed to that unfavor-I. 
able balance. 
~ at Russia's trade with the United Kingdom alone 

for two or three decades before the war. we mie;ht easily !tet 
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an' exaggerated notion of the progress toward industrial and 
financial seU-suflicieney. It is a striking fact that the United 
Kingdom got only 10.7 per cent of its wheat imports from 
Russia during the years 1911-13, as compared with 63.9 per 
cent in the decade 1881-90. This is related - one might say 
complementary - to the ste~y decline in the percentage of 
Russian imports supplied by Great Britain. The change is 

, not to be accounted for entirely, or even chiefly, however, by 
the growth of industries and of a proletarian population to be 
fed in Russia. Part of it represent~ the increasing commer
cial penetration of Russia by Germans at the expense of the 
British. Germany passed England just before the end of the' 

) nineteenth century, and by 1914 was supplying nearly half of 
, Russia's imports. Again we must be cautious not to over

interpret our figures. This was not the lethal blow at British 
• ,COmmerce which it appears to be at a glance. New sources 

of wheat had arisen, especially convenient to a maritime 
power like Great Britain. Most noteworthy were Canada 
and the Argentine, the total wheat exports of the former p&l!&
ing those of Russia in 1911-12. 

As in the case of the Balkans, central Europe played an in
oreasing rOle in Russian foreign trade during the twenty 
years just before the war. The figures also show a similar 
tendency with respect to the balance of trade. The percent
age of Russia's exports taken by western Europe declined 
.between 1894 and 1903, while that taken by Ilentral Europe 
increased, but western Europe was still slightly in the lead~) 
With imports it is a different story, central Europe furnishin~ 

,31.3 per oent in 1894 and 41.1 per cent in 1903, western, 
Europe dropping in the same period from 33.8 to ,23.3 per 
cent. In 1913 central Europe took 45.8 per cent of Russia's' 
exports and furnished 51.6 per eent of her imports, while 
western Europe took 33.4 per cent and furnished only 18.6 

,per cent. Moreover, Germany's balance in the Russian 
trade was nearly always favorable after 1894, that of 
France, Great Britain and Belgium being as uniformly ad
verse. 
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Count Witte's economic reform policies thus raised almost 
as many new difficulties as he was able to solve. The at
tempt to industrialize Russia so as to increase exports and 
furnish a IiOUr(,e for credit balances abroad resulted in an 
equally· rapid increase of imports. The total trade balance 
was generally favorable up to the war, but not so much so as • 
in the period before 1891. Against this balance was an enol'- . 
mous adverse one of payments. In the first place, Russia as 
an industrial and a more or less U thawed I! trading power had . 
to adopt a gold basis (l.879), which involved large imports 

\ of specie. Added to this charge was a heavy one for various 
kinds of services, such as insurance, banking, and carriage • 

. Interest on the old Russian foreign debt, and on new state, 
municipal, state-guaranteed, and private industrial securities 
.was added to an adverse balance of payments which more 
than offset the favorable balance of trade. A certain ar~ 
tificiality in railway and industrial development resulted 
from government encouragement of such enterprises as were 
fa~ored by foreign investors. The old Russian Government 
was in great and increasing financi_al difliculties even before 
the World War. 

Unable to balance the budget, the Government divided it 
into two parts, an u9l'dinary~~ budget, which practically 
balanced, and an u!!J.k8.oldi!;la.ry" one which ran worse and \ 
worse into arrears, to be covered by new borrowing; The , 

~
Russo-Japanese war debt of 2.,442,000,000 ru. bles was perhaps. 
the fina1 straw which made it impossible to balance both. \ 
l1lese "extraordinary" expenses, which went on from year to 

ear, included' various ·I!!ilitRlY expeditions and prepara.
tions, the building of railwayS <partially for strategic pUl'-
poses, on the western and other frontiers), port construction, 
redemption of old loans, and a considerable sum for famine 
relief. Some items were repeatedly under fire from critics of 
the military alliance with France against the central Euro
pean powers. 

l):e-w&!' Russia thus presents us a general picture of a vast\ f 
peasant country, with poorly tilled fields, a transportationy 

• 
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system totally inadequate really to unify it, and, superim
posed, an artificially stimulated industrial order.) Two fairly 
well-d~fined types of economic institutions clashed at many 
polnts. First, there was some large-scale industry of the 
Western sort, fostered by the Government largely for its own 
financial, military and political purposes, and probably two 
thirds of it under control, directly or indirectly, of the great 
banks. Alongside this hothouse-cultivated importation 
from the West there had grown up a vast network of co
o~ive entllll1rises of the same general type discussed above 
in connection with the Balkans. 

"3 /ooOPEllATION 

Russian cooperative institutions correspond only partially 
to those of western Europe. The difficulty of defining and 
classifying the "cooperatives," in the technical W esteni 
sense of the term, is insuperable. Hence it is impossible, 
except in a loose and arbitrary way, to give the numbers, 
either of all taken together or of any of the various types. 
In,a basically diff'1rent society like that of eastern Europe, 
just where does a cooperative shade off into a real capitalistic 
corporation on the one hand, or a less formal, more temporary 
voluntary association on the other? All of the widely discrep. 
ant figures which the student may encounter are subject to 
the same general criticism: that they try to set down in formal 

• terms a cooperative system which is largely informal, and in
evitably obscure many details of likeness and unlikeness. i 

As among the Balkan Slavs, blood relationship continue 
to play an important 1'61e in economic units, 4I.rger than th 
family, well into the nineteehth century - to some extent 
into the twentieth. Besides the enlarged family-community, 
discussed above in connection with the South Slavs (Zadruga), 
there were the Russian aTtela. frhese' non-kinship associa
,tions were very old, but they st~ out particularly in the 
period of decline of the enlarged family units, sometimes 
serving as a sort of transitional st8fe between the kinship 
group and types more familiar to uo/ In Old Russia, gro~ 
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~ peasants or artisans often worked together'-"teams,"I' 
suggestive of the assoeiations of journeymen in western. 
Eui"ope which finally disappeared into the labor unions dur
ing the past century. These arte18, as they were called, were'· 
o~ic in the ~at the expenses and profits, 
of the en~ pr~u:; iiliiiioea :n CO!Dlllon. FrequenUYf,hey' 
were quite infonnal, without written agreements of any kind. 
We might say that they were coOperative without being" co-
operative.:' . -- ... -. 
"'NiiF"ihirtlie arte18 necessarily become cooperatives when 

formally organized - often the wealthier men became genu
ine capitalists on a small scale, the others merely hired work
men. Enthusiastic populists tried to introduce system and 
unjformity by following western European cooperative prin
ciples, such as the Rochdale, Schulza-Delitzsch, and Raif
feisen. Where the members of arte18 were mere workmen 
practically without capital, employers often found it conven~ 
ient to deal with the group rather than with its component\ 
individuals, wherein we see the nucleus of the later trade 
union. \ 

Consumers' cooperation of the type familiar to us in the 
West made its fonnal beginning among the German elements 
of the Baltic provinces in 1865. It was in the fonn of Schulza
Delitzsch stores. Later, as the movement spread among 
the Slays, it turned more to Rochdale principles. In 1865 
there were about 800 cooperative societies in England and 
200 in Germany. Within a decade of this beginning date in 
Russia, there were between 350 and 400 cooperatives of all 
kinds in the country. The consumers' societies were still in 
a precarious position. Most of them were in the cities, and 
benefited the iniddle and upper classes rather than the work
ers. Beginning with 1870, some workers' cooperative stores 
were founded, but it was a common thing for the employers 
~hold a controlling interest, so that they actually fonned a 

weapon against the working class in case of strike, and were 
often mere cloaks for a truck system of payment in place of 
cash wages. Very few of these early cooperative stores have 

• 
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survived to the present, though a large number came and 
went. Between 1875 and 1891 186 new societies were regis
tered with the Government. 

6 
The famine of the year 1891 gave a great impetus to c0-

operation, which, as in the Balk:a.ns, laid its enduring founda
ions in the decade after 1890. During the last nine years of 

the century, 517 new sohleties were regI~' tered, bringing the 
total number in existence to about 800. Nowhere excepting 
in Italy had cooperation made 80 rapid a wth, and Russia 
was to outstrip Italy in the early years of the new centurY: 

• By 1904 the number of societies had increased to roughlf 
2000, with 700,000 members. It should be noted that this 
period corresponds exactly with that of a eimi1ar rapid 
growth oC the movement in the Balkans. The real basis (or 
comparison is of these peasant-village states with one an
other, not with England or other westem European coun
tries. 

Credit was an imI>.or1;auUeatlUll...Q~coiipar&tion 
J.rom t.he starl':""'Tlie Governmel!t had invested huge SIlqlS in 

agricultural eredit );ooemes-smlllrthii'days of Catherlne the 
Great, and, 8.i'ter the emancipation, the ZermtVOB or district 
assemblies made attempts along the same line. but ,with dirr' 
~ouraging results. 'As elsewhere, the'size of the loans and the 
conventional arrangements ab4,security did not meet the 
needs of the peasant villages. The first cooperative credit 
association in Russia was foun d by S. F. Luginin, a disciple 
of the German Schulze-Delitzsch, in IB'65.JTbeee organiza
tions multiplied rapidly, but the share~ere too large, and 
the Schulze-Delitzsch scheme of unlimite<t liability also 
proved troublesome. Beginning with the nineties, the Raif
feisen type, with sma1l shares and limited liability, ga.liiea 

, ground rapidly. 
Cooperation in Russia was greatly handicapped by the re

actionary Government, whioh viewed with dark suspicion 
any type of association involving discussion and not under 
the direct auspices of either State or Church. ,For example; 

, labor unions were absolutely forbidden, although they had, 
----:: 
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gained legal recognition all over western Europe. Not until 
1897 was it possible to organize a cooperative without direct 
permission of, and registration with, the central Government. 
A decree of that year put the matter in the hands of the pro
vincial governors. Uncertain as to what attitude to take 
toward cooperation, the Russian Government was also back
ward about establishing, or even allowing to be established,\ 
the needed central clearing house and general machinery for 
regulation. A special committee of the cooperatives them
selves studied the question for two years, and reported in 
1898 in favor of a special centralized banking systeql to deal 
with credit in small amounts. This report was formally ac
cepted the following year, but had little immediate effect in 
practice. 

Government opposition was little relaxed until the 1905 
revolution. The natural tendency, observed above in'con~ 
nection with the Balkan States, was for co5peratives to form 
themselves into groups according to kind. The Moscow 
Union" destined to become the great central agency of co
operation, started obscurely in 1898. It began publication of 
a journal in 1903. The 1905 revolution suddenly removed 
most of the old shackles of the movement. New cooperatives 
sprang up almost overnight all over Russia, e 
geog!lt:! 1n'f(a:nrzatro~Dil.p.1.i-anz,atlOr( ,no\,\,-proceeded 
rapidly. 'Ilie Moscow Union called the first c05perative 
c"Oiig'ress of 800 delegates in 1908. By 1915 this Union was 
doing an annu8J. business of 22,000,000 rubles (a. ruble was 
51.46 American cents). At the outbreak of.the war, there. 
were some ~OOO cooperatives, with a membership of close to 
12,000,000. The war period strained Russia's economic ma,..; ~ 
chinery to the breaking point, and proved particularly fa1 
vorable to the growth of cooperatives. At the time of the 
Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, there were close to 40,000.\ 
Twenty millions of householders were affiliated With the 
movement, and several times that many people were affected 
by its activities. . ' 
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'-t v\rHE ~1'I0WTH OF SOCIALISM IN RUSSIA ...J 
In an economically primitive. coUntry such as Russia, the 

leadership of intellectuals in movements for social change is 
inclined to be quite pronounced. The so-called "Decem

. brist" revolt of 1825 was a belated reverberation of the 
French Revolution, many young officers having fought side 
'by side with western Europeans against Napoleon. After 

~:this revolt was stamped out by Nicholas I, the worshipful 
. attitude toward Russian institutions known as "Slavophl1-

ism" aroused considerable enthusiasm am~interrectiiii1s, 
though "Westernism" did not die out. e Slavophils 

, idealized the Russian mir or commune, and garded Russian 
. collectivism as superior to the individualism, rationalism and • 

self-interest supposed to form the basis of action in Occiden; 
tal countries. ) This movsm .. ent. wasjhU. '.~ ~ocil1ted.:!Vith Ru&o 
sian nationa)i'sm, and lO' ii. -certain extent with pan-Slavism;' 
Among-its '!l.efects'wiiSthat it tended 'tO"keep the c'ountry' 
"frozen," to prevent the dissipation of her sUpposed perfee-
tion. It split up into various parts, and influenced· the. 
thought of groups which were not its direct descendants. 
For instance, it fanned the conflicting nationalism of Poles 
and Finns, and its attitude toward the mir affected the 
thought of both anarchists and Social Revolutionaries. As 
new movements sprang· up in western Europe, those Ru&o 
~ians who looked in that direction took their cues from 
!~erent ones, so there was as much disunity among the 
i "Westernists" as among the Slavophils. 

Among the outstanding figures in earlier Russian anarchism 
was ~.u.IJ.in (1814-76), whose intellectual parent was the 
Frenchman P!:!!lJ.dhon. While in theory anarchism may 
fairly be called pacific, its Russian adherents in the period of 
reaction after the reforms of the sixties sowed so much hatred 
againSt a government of which the very idea was obnoxious 
that the movement became associated in the popular mind 
with terrorism and assassination. This was not a fair judg
ment even at that time, as many of the anarchists were op
posed to terrorism, and a large proportion of the terrorists 

t' . • 
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were not anarchists at all. After the terror had become more 
definitely associated with Populism (see below), the anarchist' 
movement fell into the hands of such pacific and constructive 
thinkers as PrinSI!Kropotkin. Russian anarchism inherited, 
some elements, of the old SlavophiIism, as well as the ideas of 
western Europeans like Godwin, Shelley, and Proudhon. 

Utopian socialism reached Russia to some slight exten'tl, 
and l\:I.a.I:xisPl was introduced about 18§0, apparently 'by 
Tchernishevsky, who was also influenced by Bentham and 
Mill .. Tchernishevsky was somewhat of a Slavophil as well 
as a socialist. For example, he thought that, given her p6-
culiar communal system, the experience of other European 
countries to study, and the leadership of intellectuals, Russia i lJlight pass immediately from communism to collectivism or' 
socialism, skipping the intermediate "stage" of individual
ism or "democracy." ,Thus Manism took root in Russia in; 
a considerably modified form at the outset. The above: 
modification represented the ideal of a group of populists 

. (N arodriiki) which gradually won the leadership of the radical 
'peasantry. This" Party of the People's Will" took over the· j 
idea of educating the masses in revolutionary doctrines, and;\ 
like one group of the earlier anarchists, practiced terrorism. j 
Alexander II was one of its victims in 1881. Nicolai lenin's 
older brother was hanged in 1887 for complicity in a Piot tol 
assassinate the emperor. The execution profoundly affected 
the younger Ulianov (better known under his adopted name 
Lenin), and also Kerensky, who had known the older brother 
well. 

While socialism is particularly interesting in view of the 
events of 1917 and following years, it should be remembered 

, that one group of radical socialists was able to utilize the 
force of the whole movement, and to pluck the fruits of at 
least five other types of opposition to the old r~gime in Rus-
sia: ' 
, (1) Di~anized p~asant op~sitiQlh.m~~sti~g itself in 

6~!.l.ttered uprising~ was perhaps ilie mos~iI:rl;. 
portant of the five; , . 
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(.2) Proletarill.!ldiscontent, • showing itself' particuIa.rly ,in 1 
the form of strikes, as dissociated from any political 
program like so'l!\a.lism.. 

(3) Political lib~alism, especially as manifested in the 
Zemstvos or provincial assemblies. 

(4) iNationalistic Iqovements in various non-Russian parts 
of the empire ' 

(5) Anar<;.hism. 
These often clashed with each other. Jj; was a fortunats 

I cQ!llbinatio!l,of-circumsta,nces, as well as excellent organize.-, 
! tignlwiUch ~vated the r~~,:noIiiIie
'vi!!!,tlLpower. In the overwhelmingly numerous medley of 
conflicting Russian groups, it was always inevitable that any 
one group which got into power must first placate eome of the 
others and then begin to compromise with' them - which i1l 
just what the Bolsheviks did after the Revolution of 1917. 

Up to 1879, the populists included both peasants and wage
workers. There was then little industry in Russia. separate 
from farming op~ations, and alarge part of what existed was 
carried on by peasants who moved near the factories in idle 
-see.eons. In the above yaro., a group of real Marxian, prote"' 
tarian socialists, led by Plechanov, split off from the poputists. 
This group did not become a formal "political party" untU 
1898 - real parties hardly existed in, 1879. The Social 
DemQ,cratS;a$tney called themselves after the organization,' 
adh~ed to the "materialistic conception of history," held 
,the conditions of making a living to be the dominant con
si~~ation in shaping the other aspects of life, and regarded 
the Marxian stages of economic evolution as inevitable. 
This attitude toward the Marxian theory of "economic pre
destinatio.n," as it has been aptly termed, at first led the 

"Social Democrats to underemphasize the importance of de-
t~mined leadership. To the "economic determinism," 
mat/lrialism and belief in mass movement of this new~ group, 
the populist!' continued to oppose their idea. of the eoow 
process as voluntary, idelilistic and to be achieved by able, 

, intelligent leadership. When the Social Democra~s organ-
l' ,e ' 
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ized 1J.I!.-~pa.r:t.j.iqJ898, they took in the Jewish Bund ~ an 
old and highly successful organization of handicraftsmen in 
western Russia, especially in the clothing industry. Without 
the Ma.rxi$ts, the populists became a formal party in 1901 
under the title of Social Revolutionaries - also expanded by 
the adherence of a large-number of students. 

Popu!ism·would have none of a "capitalistic stage," which 
was regarded as western and inferior. It was to be avoided 
by developing the Russian commune. As in the Balkans, 
great faith was pinned to producers' cooperatives, which 
were expected to establish prl!oCtical socialism in eacq locality. 
Agriculture was to be the mainstay of the future socialistic' , 
state; but associated cooperatives would tali:e care of all the 
necessary industry and co=erce. This was the limit of· 
'Populist thought the ideal government was conceived to 
be a loose federation of communes. On the other hand, the 
Social Democrats thought industry would become more and 
more .. trustified," the proletariat perfected in socialistic 
idesJs, governmental technique and practical economics, and 
that in the end this majority would peacefully vote the 
State into it£. own hands. . 

nom the launching of the party, Russian Social Demo
cratic theory was complicated by the revisionist movement, 
which had just been put on a formal basis by Bernstein in 

• Germany. The split in 1903 into Bolsheviks (or Majoritaires)l' 
and Mensheviks (or Minoritaires) was not exactly along 
western Europejj.lllines, however. The division arose mainly 
over questions of tactics. Plechanov and the other Men-

• shevik leaders clung to the evolutionarY idea of social ae
velopment, and hence to the function of leadership chiefly 
as a tool Ilf mass movement. l&.nin_(Ulianov) and his &S-

I IIOciates of the Bolshevik wing thought that the stages lead
I ing to socialism might be speeded up. The peasants had 
proved inert, they said. Mass movement, without able.and 
energetic guidance, had shown itself slow and ineffective. 
After a. partial and temporary reconcilia.tion with the Men
lIheviks in 1905, the Bolsheviks split permanently with them 

t , ._." 
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in 1907. What occurred was that the~ revolution mo
mentarily promised success, a:nd brought a egree of coopera.
tion between I30cialist groups as long as the main issue was 
revolution vs. rel!-Ction. In the end, this revolution was so 

. complete a failure from the socialist point of view that the 
. Bolshevik discontent with evolutionary tactics emerged as a 
definite conviction. 

Involved in internal popular diBOrders, the Russian Gov
ernment had allowed an unnecessary war with Japan to de
velop which might have sharpened patriotism and stiffened 
authori~ at home if only it had been successful. As the 
disgracefulness of the defeat became apparent and the taxes 
were increased, the Social Revolutionaries grew bolder, and 
one of them assassinated the unpopular Minister of the In
terior; The Government tried to head off the radicallabor • 
movement by forming unions of its own among the work
ers, and even directing popular wrath from itself to the em
ployer class. This alienated many of the capitalists, who 
resented the position into which they had been thrust and 

. were opposed to unions of any kind. Moreover, socialists 
bored at the Government's "police unions" from within. 
and they began to degenerate into secret societies, where
upon they were abandoned. 

Peaceful tactics were. generally discredited. One Father 
Gapon became the outstanding figure in a movement at 
Petrograd (St. Petersburg, Leningrad) for educating the 
workers and bringing about peaceful reforms. The militant 
socialists again bored from :within, and poor Father Gapon 
found himself in the dilemma of losing the leadership of his 
own group or taking a more aggressive position on current 
labor problems. He chose the latter course, and the famous 
"Red Sunday" (January 22,1905) was the result. An 00-
m-e~e bearing a petition to the W'mter Palace was 
broken up by cavalry and many people slain. A general 
strike in October, 1905, seemed successful, but the Govern
ment kept promising and delilying, liberal sentiment was 
alienated. :.nd the final result of the revolution ~ failure 
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from the socialist point of view. When the general strike of 
October forced the Government to capitulate on'the general 
question of a constitutipn, it was with the PWograd. Sovjet 
that Premier Witte negotiated. This Soviet was a central 
body made upOrone representative for each five hundred 
workers in the city factories, organized into Soviets or Coun
cils of Workingmen's Deputies. Thus began a historic 
movement which was to be put to a more militant use twelv~ 
years later. Trotsky (Bronstein), head of the third BUcces 
sive Soviet tobe'dissolved, arrested in 1905, was 'sent to 
Siberia, but escaped. 

The details of the Government's suppression of the 1905-
06 revolutionary movement and of the period of "dormant 
radicalism" down to 1914 are beyond the scope of this chap
ter. Leaders like Lenin and Trotsky lost all faith in political: • 
action, "dir"c,t action" becoming almost as much a tenet of, " 
the Bolsheviks as it had been of the Social Revolutionariesi 
all along. Lenin's work of 1905 on The Agrarian Programme8 
of Social Democracy accused the proletariat of being too much 
given to abstract speculation, and of a lack of militancy. He 
was much impressed with the spirit of the peasantry, and 
urged that the radical leaders put themselves at the head of 
this element. As to the initial tactics of social revolution, he " 
had deserted the original Social Democratic position, and. 
gone over to that of the Social Revolutionaries. Historically, 
the peasantry which they mainly represented had been the 
real teVoliiilonary class in Russia for centuries. After 1905 

• it was a practical certainty that any Bolshevik coup would 
look for support from the left wing of the Social Revolution
aries. The Bolsheviks also learned an important lesson from 
the Government's use of the army and navy in suppressing 
the 1905 revolution. At the first evidence of any real sup
port at home, the Government had been able to find enough 
loyal units of soldiery to crush and massacre its opponents. 

The Stolypin land settlement of 1906, 1910, and 1911. 
• which put an end to the system of redemptio,! annuities and' 

definitely jlttempted to break up collec!JveQ.woe.rship In the 
'. 
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commune, did little or nothiJ:.!g to cure revolutionary discol\:" 
tent among the poorer peasantry. Individual ownership in
. creased somewhat at- the expense of collective holdings. The 
rise of 'Cooperatives also tended to turn peasant attention 
toward group management, and to lay less stress upon group 
ownership of land. 

4..wAR AND ECONOMIC DISmrEGRArlON 

Viewed after the fact, the Russian collapse seems to have 
been foredoomed by at least three economic factors: (1)~ 
considering the length of the war, the industrial and transport • 
systems could not p7>Ssibly keep millions of men in the field, 
equipped with modern appliances; (2) the withd!'!twal of 
Germap personnel and the stoPP!tge of Germl1.n imports ag- . 
gravated the above situation, at a time when the demand 
was strongest for vastly increl!lled supplies of highly special
ized materials; (3) Russia', western allies found it impossible 
to supply her after the Turks joined the enemy and cut off 
the best avenue of approach, via Constantinople. 

The loss of Poland in the disastrous campaign of 1915 was 
a body blow. -Besides being an important manufacturing 
district, in both textiles and metals, Poland was the source. 
of about twenty per cent of Russia's coal. Like the Balkan 
armies, that of Russia resembled a huge engine with a small 
boiler, able to turn it over c1nly a few times before the steam 
went down, At the close of another discouraging ca.mPai~ 
in 1916, the Russians were practically through. A million 
II1ld a half men were dead, ma.terials were wanting - but 
plentiful with the enemy, as far as the Russian peasant sol- \ 
dier could see - and morale was gone. Human endurance 
simply has its limits. The situation on this eastern front has 
never been really forced upon the attention of the mIIIlSCS of 
people in the West. If the soldier in France silffered from 
cold, at temperatures which rarely sta.yed below the freezing 
point for many days on end, what was it like in the East, with 
a winter climate as bitter as that of the northw~tern plains 
of America.? After two years, the Russian had n,t ,even hope 
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. to bear him up. h goo.;!. government would have been un~ 
able to meet the situation, and that of Russia was known to 

· be as corrupt as it was incompetent. Instead of widening 
Russian liberties, it was busy strangling what few remained .. 

· The Duma itself - a. group which should have beet: fairly 
conservative, considering the classes from which it was 
drawn - had been stirred to obstinate resistance to the 
autocracy. '. 

Russia's debdcle. was fairly complete before 1917. It was 
impossible to prQ.duce the essential materials for the armies 
in the country, or to get them from the seaports to the front 

• when they could be had from allies. The single-track Trans
Siberian railway was too long, and its terminus was in t!le 
wrong place. Troop and supply movements so congested thet 
railway system of European Russia that industry could not. 
be adequately provided with raw materials, and the town 
populations could hardly be fed. Military supplies got lost,: 
and there was hopeless confusion.' Because of this parti'i1~ 
paralysis of internal transport, of the submarine campaign, 
and of the distances, the railway to the Murman coast was of 
comparatively little use after it was finished. The crumbling 

· of military discipline was aggravated by the terrific losses 
among the brave and well-trained old Imperial ofticers..- a 
corollary of the want of material equipment. Many Austro
Hungarian units were no more enthusiastic about the war 
than their enemies. During the winter of 1916-17, the sup
posed enemies fraternized, traded supplies, and even sold 
War material. In some sectors, a good horse, a gun, etc., ac
quired a. standard value. 

During the war, the Russian national debt was inoreased 
from 8,810,000,000 rubles to nearly 23,000,000,000, the for-f, 
eign debt of 4,229,000,000 rubles rising to 11,910,000,000. 1nl. 
1914, there were about 1,775,000,000 paper rubles in circula.
tion, backed by a fund of some 1,700,000,000 rubles in gold 
(par 51.46 cents), Mining was stimulated, and the metal 
money withdrawn from circulation as far as possible. Al
though gold to a value of about 640,000,000 rubles'Was added . .. 
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to deposits abroad, the Russian State Bank still had a re
serve or about, 1,200,000,000 at the time of the Bolshevik, 
Revolution of November, 1917. This was-equal to about a 
twentieth of the internal debt, while the 309,000,000 rubles 
still held on deposit abroad was less than one, thirty-fifth of 
the foreign debt. On July 27, 1914, twice in 1915, and twice 
in 1916, the, emission of paper by the State Bank was legally 
extended, mounting from 300 million to a billion and a hsJ.£. 
The l,ssues of 1915 amounted to 2,600,000,000 rubles; of 1911$ 
to 3,379,000,000, and of 1917 to more than 18 billion rubles;. 
In the Petrograd free IIllI.rket, a gold ruble was worth 1.1D! 
paper ones in January, 1915; 1.30 in January, 1916; 1.60 in· 
January, 1917, and about 2 at the time ofthe March Revolu-l 

I 
t.i:on. By the late lIilminer of 1917, the paper ruble had sunk 
below a third of its face' value, and to an eighth at the time, 
of the Bolshevik'coup'in November. 

While the unfavorable balance of payments was mounting, 
skyward, the favorable 'balance in the commodity trade 
which had helped to offset it before the war had disappeared, ' 

, being replaced by a rising unfavorable balance. In 1913 the, 
last full year before the war, exports valued at 1,520,000,000 ' 
rubles and Imports at 1,374,000,000 left a favorable trade 
balance of 146,000,000 rubles. The year 1914, with five 
months of war, /ihowed a decline of exports to 956,000,000 
rubles and of imports to 1,098,000, giving an unfavorable 
trade balance of 142,000,000 rubles. This rose to 737,000,

. 000 rubles in 1915, and to 1,241,000,000 in 1916. The 1916 
exports, calculated in rubles, were less than a third of 
the 1913 figure, but the imports were about 50 per cent 
greater. ' . ' • 

Up to 1917 the Govermnent introduced new taxes, raised 
railway, telegraph and postal rates, and otherwise increased 
its revenues, so that the ordinary or non-war budget WIIB not 
far out of balance; but annual war expendit)1fSS increased' 
from 1,656,000,000 rubles in 1914 to 8,815,000,000 in 1915, to 
14,553,000,000 in 1916, and about 40,000,000,000 in 1917. 
Some of ~ increase was, of course, onl$-the other,side of the 
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depreciation"~(the 'ruble, but it represented a state obliga.-
tion nevertheless. ' 

.s-T~E REVOLUTIONARY ECONOMlC 1'1IQGlWWI OF 1917 

The groups which easily overthrew the Czardom in March, 
1917, were United only in their hostility to it. Thll chances 
of any new government obviously depended up~ the attitude. 
of the peasants, sol!liers, city workers, non-Russian 'national
ists on the borders, and various other groups and sub-groups'! 
.AJJ.y immediate successor to the Czarist bureaucracy needed 
to be peculiarly sensitive to public opinion, first, because of 
a generally weakened social and. governmental structure, 
second, because of the presence of a growing rival in. the 
soldiers' and workers' soviets, D;lOre and more organized 
around the Petrograd Soviet. 

Professor Milyukov's Western-type liberals tried to im
provise a government out of'the fragments they could find 
and unite. The peasants were seizing the land, the workers ' 
were engaging in strikes and demonstrations, the army was' , 
disintegrating, and the Empire itself was falling apart under,; 
the pressure of nationalistic movements on its western fron-" 
tiers, aided and abetted by foreign powers. Instead of doing' 
something radical about the food situation in the citiea) the 
land question in the country, and other buming domestic 
issues, this new Government sank almost without a ripple, 
trying to continue a War of which most Russians were weruy.' 

Then came Kerensky, himself a moderate or right-wing 
Social Revolutionruy who had worked with the Milyukov 
group. Through them he inherited the war, with its atte'ltd
ant financial nightmare, from the dead Czardom. A bigger 
man might not have done much better. As long as revolu
tion continued to be spelled with a small "r," and meant 
merely 0. politicaJ, overturn, Russia was bound to the Allies, 
with hoops of gold. A separate peace would mean 0. cessa.
tion of economic support from this quarter when none was 
available elsewhere. But the Russian upheaVal was rapidly 
becoming one of those "veritable Revolutions" such as the . . .~. 
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French, which, as M, Mathiez once aptl: 'f put it, "do not stop . 
at changing political forms and governn: lental perso~el, but , " 
transform institutions and displace prOI Jerty." Kerensky's 
Government had no authority worth n lentioning after the 
failure of his July offensive, and little e. nough before. The 
pellli8.nts took the land, the workers' sov iets got entirely out 
of control, and the army wilted away. ! The left-wing Social Democrats or Bo\; sheviki and 'the left 
wing' of Kerensky's own Social Revoluti< mary Party gradu
ally got control of the soviets. Though these Social Revo
lutionaries 'believed in inlmediat~ ~Qnfisc 'ation of, the land, 
without waiting for' government sanction, they were 'anxious 
'to get that sanction. They wanted iron lediate peace" and 
had no patience with Kerensky's attempt! I to gain time. It 
was their espousal of'the irrepressible dE ,mands for ~, 
11!~~.QJ)!%d which gave th~ Bolsheviks the moral force 'to 
seize the helm of State early in November, Kerensky could 
not meet the radical social demands withc lut alienating the 
bourgeois-liberal elements in his group, an.cl he failed com
.ptetely in his attemjlts to get the Wester;n Allies to state 

. 'specifically their war ailns, repudiating all . conquest. Both 
the bourgeois-intellectual (Cadet, MiIyukov) party and the 
conBlrvative wing of the Social Revolutiollaries had prac" 
tically eliminated themselves by their land ~ \nd war policies, 
and the Mensheviks or right-wing Social Democrats had 

. f;one far enough in support of , these polic. ies seriou$Iy to 
weaken their influenCe. 

/ , THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION . 

There remained the two left-wing socialist groups; for the) 
moment welded by Lenin's famous land-and-peace resolu.i 
tion, passed by the Workers' and Soldiers' Soviet the mom- , 
ing after the roup of November 6. They toolk the "eins be- , 
cause nobody else was holding them, and they 4ad a.program, 
The details would be tedious, and they 40 not\Jll&tter much. 
Probably the Bolshevik leaders had little idea, ~h'lt their pro
posal for a general peace would be entert~ed \ by the Allied 
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/ qovernments, which were immediately stung to fury by the 
, W1blication of the secret treaties showing how the world WIl8 

tt> be divided up in CIl8e of victory. Getting favorable re
sponses only from the Central Powers, the new RuBSian Gov
ernment signed the armistice which led to the peace of Brest
Litovsk. 

Undoubtedly the Bolsheviks did cherish an unfounded 
hope that war weariness and popular anger at the diplomacy 

, disclosed by the treaties would lead to workers' revolutions. 
When it became evident to the Germans in power that the 

, Bolshevika meant to treat with them only until they could 
be displaced by communists, they stiffened their terms, ~nt 
their armies farther into Russia, and vied with the Allies in 
bolstering up friendly separatist groups. Finnish independ
ence was declared early in December, and German forces 
aided the moderates in gaining control. Most of Poland was 
already in the hands of the Germans, and Russia soon lost 
her Baltic provinces - all of these States becoming inde
pendent after the war. The Ukraine fell under German in
fluence. Both of the great alliances wjnked at the RumlUl
ian occupation of Bessarabia. Rumania, isolated by the 
Russian withdrawal" was next forced to sign a peace which, 
~ong other provisions, gave the Germans use of the railway 
!4J.es through Bessarabia to the Ukrainian grain fields and 
tae Black Sea ports. ,-

V-BOCIALISM AND "STATE CAPITA~M" AFrER 1917 7 
In terms of history rather than theory, Bolshevik rule in 

Russia can be arranged in three periods: (1) The remaining 
year ol the World War - to November, 1918. During this 
time the nearest and perhaps the most fortnidable of Russia's . ' 
foreign menaces was Germany. (2) From the armistice to 
the coJl!pse of the internal rebellions and the cessaJion of 
fo~ iillitary interference in 1920. This WIl8 also a w~,t~ . 
period for RUllSia - one rendered particularly difficult by 
~he, bloeJallliO and the wearing-out of the econotnic machine. 
(.3~ The peace period, the histOry of wblch is practically that 

, ' 

" 
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of the 1'!ew Economic Policiee ("NEP"). These new poli
cies were aaopted early in1921. All earlier ones must be 
viewed against their military background, always bearing in 
mind the medley of group interests and aspirations which the 
Government had to placate or put down. 

The first concern of the Bolsheviks was,of JlQ\!!S~!,jQ_stay 
in pORer. As far as possible; conSiStent-with this, they bent 
fanatical energy toward guiding the bewildering stream of 
events along the course of their dream of a new Russia, lead
ing a reconstructed world. Bludgeoned almost every mo
ment by the necessity of doing something without any clearly 
defined precedents, they compromised innumerable times, 
dividing between their wishes and the force of events. We 
should never be able to distinguish between the Bolsheviks 
as leaders - men faced by practical problems - and the 
Bolsheviks as Bolsheviks. 

r Land nl!,gonalization, for example, was an avowed ultimate~ 
aim of radical sochliists. Good Marxians believed that the \ • 
way should first 1:{~ paved by an era of capitaljsm and the I 
formation of' large holdings, accompanied by polifJcal de
mo..crJlcy to prepare the peasants for taking over these units. 
Facing a situation in which the land had been seized piece
meal, and no government which wished to live would dare 
interrupt the process, the Bolsheviks had to let theory go and 
take what they could get. The necessarY sanction tied the 
peasants to the new regime, but the state of war continued, 
the Government was obliged to continue the old grain l'e-" 

quisitions, or even to increase them, which the peasants 
resented. Moreover, it was impossible to get the imple
ments and other goods which were expected in exchange. 

Similarly the Bolsheviks' hand was forced in the matter of 
, nationalizingjpdustry. As in the case of the land, there 
were grave misgiVings as to the ripeness of the Russian eco
nomic system for such a move. In the larger cities - par
ticularly Petrograd and Moscow - strikes, non-coOperation, 
or sabotage on the part of the technical and directive per
sonnel made positive action unavoidable.' Most of the 
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nationalization and sequestration of plants in Russia was 
carried out locally, by district or provincial groups, and the 
central Government had no choice but to accept it.l There 
was, however, little hesitation in cases where necessary in· 
dustries stopped dead. It was not until June 28, 1918, that . 
the decree was finally issued looking forward to systematic 
nationalization of all heavy industries. The final nationali
zation decree was issued at the end of 1920, and almost 
immediately canceled by the introduction orthe New Eco
nomic Policies. Lenin himself, both in his prc-revolutionary 
writings and later in the journal Pravda, had expressly dis
claimed any haste about this. The" control" set up by the 
Bolsheviks very quickly lost its balance through contests for 
authority which drove out the remaining ex-proprietors and 
most of the specialists, leaving the workers supreme and the 
Government with the vexing task of coordination. "!~~ 
~S!-Jill:!p~ocracy" - that is, management by collperating 
elective comrilltlees - was tried, but :t proved utterly un
workable, so recoUl'Sj! was had to centralized authol'ity. 

Witb the ~ much the same story was repeated: They , 
exercised vast economic power, which they were naturally 
inclined to use for obstructing the plans of the Bolsheviks. 
All private bruiks were confiscated to meet the emergency -
not because the dictators were ready to erect Marxian ma
chinery to fill the economic gap. In defense of their finan-i • 
cial policy, the Bolsheviks asserted that they were delibllrately 
WfeQ.king a money system which enabled people to speculate, 
inherit incomes, or otherwise live without work. Only "so:. • 
cially productive labor" should be rewarded, they said, and 
deprived those who did not perform it of the franchise. 

Opponents scorned this explanation and pointed out that 
the Bolsheviks were themselves printing money at an un
precedented rate. The retort to this was that the faster the 
currency depreciated in value, the sooner the old monetary 
system would be liquidated. This was accompanied by an
other defense?f a practical sort which shouUl,frobably be put 

• ~ in Daa HouIigo R ... land, I TeiI. table on p. 4. 
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first. According to W. Z. Foster,1 an American apoloJ for the communists: 

••• it (the paper money) is reaJly a form of tax upon the Jar 
body of independent producers in non~nationalized industries -4' 
chiefly the peasants,.who make up 85 per cent of the whole popula
tion. These petty bourgeois elements, besides really believing in, 
the institution of money, have an actual need for a medium of ex,; 
change. Hence the Government issues them enormous quantities 
of paper rubles adorned with bright revolutionary mottoes, and 
gets in exchange Ia.rge quantities of grain, cattle, and other com-, 
modities vitally needed by the army, the city dwellerBl etc. ' The' 
essence of the exchange is that the Government puts in a little 
printed matter and takes out great masses of substantial products. 

Last year this process netted the Soviet Government 250,000,000 
gold rubles' worth of commodities. And thus, in fact, the deficits 

, in the national budget have been made up every year since the 
\ revolution ••.• 

, Once out of their military difficulties, the Bolsheviks did no! 
abolish money, however. Instead, a State Bank began a~ 
temp¥! to stabilize the currency, and in 1923 established j 
new monetary system which is about as orthodox econoIDj 
ically as could be wished. The new unit, the tchervQ1llJt~ 
equivalent to ten gold rubles ($5.14), must be backed by a r~ 
serve of at least 2,5 per cent in precious metal (or some forei~ 
currency wit~a stable relationship to gold). The rest of t 
backing mayJ>e commercial and government paper.2 

During the years of continued foreign and domestic wa 
up to 1920, the Tai1)!ays continued to deteriQrate. Many' 
of the pre-war locomotives had been twenty, and even thirty 
years old, before the strain of the World War fell upon them: 
In the civil wars, they were used by both sides, and often de
liberately ruined when in danger of capture. The victories 
of the Bolsheviks gave them more and more track, at tM 
sa.me,time that the locomotives were growing fewer.: Cars 
are simpler mechanically, and a much larger percentage of 

, t.hem were kept in running order. The food situation was 
I The RUI,"", Revol14li<m. Chicago, 1921, pp. 6!HI9, 
• Fa> the note i""""" 1922-26, .... Zimand: St414 CQpi/<Jliam in RUlM. 

tabl .. on pp. 70 and 71. 
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r)mewhat relieved by the rec~v~iY of the Ukraine and other 
elI'tile regions, but there was want of both transport facilities 
[ld the normal trade relations which might have stimulated 
iJroduction. The drought and famine of 1921 were all the 
more severe in their effects because the land surlace under 
cultivation had been greatly reduced. ; 

Most of the gold supply disappeared. Germany got some 
120,000,000 rubles through the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, .the 
Allies taking it under the terms of the Vel'llailles Treaty. A 
large fraction of the remainder fell into Admiral Kolchak's 
hands. What was left must have largely disappeared in pay
ment for absolutely necessary war supplies and other mate
rials. Some, of course, went for propaganda and the expense 
of various missions abroad. 

"State capitalism" is not a particularly happy addition to 
the terminology- ill economics. When the danger of forcible' 
overthrow seemed past early in 1921, and the problems of 
economic reconstruction were given undivided attention, it 
was decided that capitalism was unavoidable, at least for 
some time. "We are now trying," wrote Lenin, "to revive· 
trade, private enterprise and capitalism, at the same time 
gradually and cautiously subjecting them to state regulation 
just so far as they revive." The military period, down to the 
end of 1920, may be characterized as an attempt to introduce 
socialism. The New Economic Program of 1921 recognized U

1 capitalism, substituted taxes for requisitionS, and soon set to 
work to create a currency system. This cap~lism has con,,\ 
mated of state enterprises, mixed state and private ones, co-I' 
operatives (which, in the Russian form were called "semi
socialistio undertakings" by Premier Rykov, Lenin's suc$.e8-
sor, in.1925), and purely private undertakings, which work 
under state regulation. While this modi~ .. ~aIlij;alism has 
often been Called "state capitali,sm," Rykov prefers to call it 
"state socialism!' This sxpression has come to mean some
thiiig~ else in the West, and it contains an element of hope 
that socialism proper rns.y come out of it - which me.y be 
useful for Russian consumption, but we may be pardoned for 
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preferring the .more de1nptlve term "state caPitalism~1 
The main objection to this latter expression would apply 
any other: it attempts to describe three or four differetU; kin , 
of undertakings; some familiar and some unfamiliar to ou!!. 
aiders. It was Lenin's own term, and it will probabI.; 
hold. n, 

~ 

""THE SOVIET ECONOMIC STRUCTURE IS ' 

Historically interesting though they are, welIjllW pass ov\~ 
the attempts of the military perioti (before the New ;F;.co.;' 
nomic Policies) in the direction of gettmg in<lustry !IIl4-tr,!tde 
.entirely in the hands of the State and obviating the necessit-· 
of a mone~ary SYl!tsm. At the end, there was still much nof. . 
socialized industl'X! and private trade went on in spite of t\~ 
handicaps. The Government itself printed money, "Whin . 
had the disadvantage of instability. The" NEP" organized~: 
a State Bank, sct about creating astable "Cii:iTency, restored! 
credit cooperation and the ~perative Consumers' B~: 
and permitted private indus~ enterprises employing notJ 
over twenty persons. Many smaller establisbments we~, 
handed back to their former owners. Provision h",d a1read~! 
been made for letting state property out to foreigners as con
cessions, for limited periods. These have usually been for 

, short terms of fifteen or twenty years, a considerable draw
back from the point of vie'f of prospective investors. ' 

The state monopoly over large-scale industry was relaxed 
in 1923, three general exceptions being made in the cases of ' 
leased properties and concessions to private persons, and 
management by "mixed companies." These last are oper
ated with both foreign private and Soviet State capital. At 

o the beginning of 1926, there were 117 enterprises in which 
foreigners were involved, including 86 regular concessions 
and 31 mixed companies. There were in addition 91 regi~ 
tered foreign firms and 18 authorized foreign joint-stock. 
companies operating under Russian law. Among the largest 
granted in 1925 were the Lena Goldfields concession (Anglo-

, American, fifty years), and a manganese concession in the 
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Georgian Soviet Repub~, in ,connection with which the 
American firm of W. A. Harri.ms.n & Co. agreed to spend at 
least $4,000,000 for development during twenty years, and 
'pay the Soviet GoverI1f!!.ent roy!!Jties on exported ore and 
peroxide. ' 

Foreign trade was made a state monopoly iq ,19lS. Joint
stock companies were authoruioo"'lri'1922;in which private 
capital might participate. The Commissariat for Foreign 
Trade was then limited"to administrative functions, the purely 
commercial operatiorul" passing over to State Trading Organi
zations and to the above joint-stock companies. The Com- . 
missariats for Foreign and Domestic Trade were consolidated: 
in 1925. This new department of commerce was given 
supervision over trading and customs matters, and also all 
the IIistltutions and people engaged in foreign trade, including 
the Gostorg or State Trading Organizations, Commissariats, 
Syndicates, Trusts, Banks, Credit Institution~, Consumers' 
and Agricultural Coijperat~es, Mixed Companies, and pri
vate companies and persqns. The monopoly 'Was made l 
l!!!l.!lh ~ic in operation by the formation of ~ecial
ized syndicates or stock companies for dealing with different 
cliiSSeSO£g;;ods. ' 

EveD' suggestion to modify state control itself over foreign 
trade, ~ distinguished from mere methods of application, has 
been repelled. The monopoly is..perhaps less important in it- ' 
self than as a check upon ~ther parts of the economic system. 
For exampl~, t'heState Bank atways quotes the tchervonets as 
on a gold par, but it has often bden worth less than that in the 
open market. The control over exports and imports is one ' 
means of preventing dangerous inflation. This was freely 
used during the anxious year of 1926, and doubtless with 
some effect, though the good crops of that season are usually 
given the main credit for the improved monetary situation at 
the close, and the issues were also curtailed. The minimum 

, legal cover for the note issue in specie and foreign currency 
I is 25 per cent. The actual cover dropped from 33.7 to 30.9 
per cent between December 1, 1925 and May 1, 1926, and be-

I ' 
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low 28 per cent by October, rising later as the grain crop be-: 
gan to move out. ' , 

Already in a bad way in 1917, foreign trade practically col-
lapsed during the period of isolation which followed. Ger

,I many was the first of the great powers formally to resume 
I trade with RusSia (1922), most of the others following suit 
I during the next two years. Even in the United States, where 

recognition has not been accorded (1927), the great soviet 
trading organizations do a thriving business, and both they 
and the Russian State Bank have connections with American 
financial institutions of the first rank. In millions of rubles, 
the Russian exports during the fiscal year 1922-23 were only 
210, as compared with 1520 in 1913; and the imports 187, as 
compared with 1374 in 1913. By 1924-25 the exports had 
risen to 567 and the imports to 718. Viewed merely in terms 
of value, the exports appeared to be 37.3 per cent, and the im
ports 52.2 per cent, of the pre-war volume. Making due al
lowance for changed price levels, the showing would not be 
nearly so good - the trade over the European frontiers for 
1921:::25 has been calculated as: imports 29.2 per cent and ex
ports '22.5 per cent of the 1913 amounts.' 

Since 1922 many of the heavier nationalized indu/;trial • 
plants have been grouped into "trusts" for better manage-

\ ment. In 1923 these w~ over frankly to the" commercial 
basis" of making profits. They have their own finances, 
with a, basic capital which cannot be alienated except by 
permis,<,on of the Supreme Council of National Economy, 
wJVch ,,ppoints the directors annually. All trusts are mem .. ( 

,. bers of the Bourse, and their transactions are :registered.'\ 
Selling prices can be fixed by the above Council, the Council; 
of Labor, and Defenae and the Commissariat of Trade, in!\ 
case of necessity, but the trust is guar8J!.teed against losses 
occurring because of state interference. Lighter industries ' 
which are largely dependent 'Upon the State are syndicated, 
the syndicates also controlled by the Supreme Council of 
National Economy. The 'kross value of Russia's industrial 

• ZillWld, ./1. cif., pp. 23-24. r 
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butput in 1925-26 was estimated at 6.7 billion gold rubles, as 
leompared with 4.3 in 1924-25 and 7 in 1913; but these gold
price figures are too optimistie, and would be oonsiderably 
scaled down by price-level corrections or checlcing with actual 
volume. The ootton textile industry was back to about 90 
per cent of the pre-war level by 1926, oil about the same, coal 
85 per cent or more, and iron and steel around 70 per cent. 
There were over 45,000 miles of railway in operation, or 
more than in the same area in 1913, but the freight traffio i 

was less than two thirds of the pre-war amount. Industrial 
reoovery is overstated even by the most rigidly accurate fig- \ 
ures on output. The system of trusts has led to a concentra- ' 
tion on the better plants, many of which have been worked 
constantly on a plan ofthree eight-hour shifts per day. Quite 
aside-from any question of the excessive wear upon them and 
their growing obsolescence, expansion had reached a point by 
1926 where soviet authorities themselves admitted that new 
capital was absolutely necessary to carry it much further. 

At the close of 1923 the Central Statistical Department 
'estimated that private trade had over 90 per oent of the do- " 
Inestic field. This ws.s-8iarming to sincere communists, and 
nobody could be blind to some startling abuses which had 
grO'l'1'Il up in connection with the "Nepmen" or private trad
ers. Lenin's long illness, and the uncertainties as to what 
would follow his imminent death, led to a policy of marking 
time. The growing inequalities of eondition and the in
creased use of luxuries by the new-rich were especiailly dis
tasteful to the more radical socialists. These cha.tl'iil' the 
abuses to a relaxation of principles, and their enemies laid 
them to sovietism. Lenin's death drew the factions together 
and strengthened communistic sentiment. The spring of 
1924 saw a considerable reaction against the "Nepmen." A 
commission was set up to regulate domestic trade, especially 
~he relationships between the 't!rivate capitalists and the 
public and cooperative enterprisl" The main idea was to 
"suppress all attempts by privat~ capital ••• to injure the 
trade a;nd industry of the State or the cooperative move-

, 
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ment ..•. " Private traders had been securing better credit,; 
and payment facilities, and it was also charged that they 
were getting their pick of the goods. For the purpose of 
propaganda, it was assumed that these advantages consti. : 
tuted a plot against the soviet system, though it was evident 
that the private trader was favored because he was a better 
customer, his methods giving him I/o more flexible organiza
tion and a quicker turnover. 

About a quarter of a million private shops went out of bus
iness as a result of the reaction against them in 1924. This 
move took the dual form of relaxing government control over" 
the cooperatives and imposing new regulations upon private 
trade. Beginning with the spring of 1918, a series of measures 
had been passed to the end of incorporating the cooperative 
system into the soviet economy. On January 15, 1920, the 
Supreme Council in Paris lifted the ban on trade with the 
Russian cooperatives, at the same time refusing any recogni
tion of the Soviet Government. The Bolsheviks naturally: 
regarded this as an attempt to use the cooperatives against 
them, and responded by declaring that from February 1 
these bodies would be directed by the People's Commissaries. 
When the military and diplomatic crisis had passed, one of the 
first effects of the New Economic Policies of the following 
year was a partial relaxation of control over the cooperatives, 
but it remained excessive. There are four main groups in the 
state system. The Centrosoyuz (Cen~~al Uni0ll of Consum
ers' Cooperatives) did about 530,000,000 worth of business in 
foreign markets in 1925, the Agricultural Union (SeIskosoyuz) 
over 524,000,000. Besides these, tneU'niOn of Ukrainian Co
operatives I accounted for nearly 59,000,000 worth of foreign 
business and the flax cooperatives exported to the extent of 
about 54,000,000. The Centrosoyuz included over 26,000 
societies, with 10,000,000 members, at the end of that year, 
and the agricultural group consisted of 31,000 societies, unit
ing 6,500,000 peasant landholdings, or more than a quarter 

I Rl18Sia h .. heen a "Union of Soviet Socialist Republica" sin .. 1923. ThiII 
is the way the problem of nationalitica was solved. 
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of the whole. The 1924 program included the abolition of I. 

state supervision and compulsory membership, and the ex-f 
tension of special credit and price facilities. 

This policy showed up the weakest spot in the soviet eco
nomi,~and was~iather precipitately changed early in 1925. ,,_ 
To finance a semi-official system of trade at the expense of 
purely private enterprise called for more capital than the 
Government had at its command. The State has been spend
ing over $100,000,000 a year to develop industry, and if this 
does not come back in the form of profits it puts a strain upon 
the currency system and the budget, which are tied up in
extricably. When inflation begins, both imports and in
dustrial expenditures have to be curtailed. If it gets serious, 
the note issues may have to be sharply restricted. The eom
bined effects of these measures spread over the whole eco
nomic system, even injuring domestic trade and hence the 
market for manufactured wares. The Government appears 
to have found out approximately what the limits are to state 
enterprise. It is claimed that more-could he undertaken if 
there was more cal1ital; but it will occur to the economist that 
the problem of organization would also be more intricate in 
that case .. For anything we know, the complications might 
increase faster than the means of solving them. Awkward 
and wasteful as a trial-and-error system of private enter
prise is, it acts as a semi-automatic governor of business and 
reduces the intricacy of the vast problem of organization to 
something like the human capacity for managing it. Some 
acknowledgment of this sad fact appeared in the revised 
Russian attitude toward private trade and industry in 1925. 
On April 1 of that year, it was announced that private capi-I 
talists would henceforth enjoy the same rights and privileges 
as the official" trusts" and semi-official cooperative organiza,
tions. Private property was permitted, and it was state~.' 
that the State would allow the establishment of privat \ 
banks. A final principle of communism was surrendered a 
few weeks later when farmers were given permission to emJ 
ploy hire? labor throughout the year, excepti~ns also being 
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made in their case to eight-hour day and child-labor regula
tions. The prescribed system of sickness insurance was of 
the orthodox type used in many capitalist countries - it 
must be provided by the employer. The system of com
pulsory labor exchanges was converted into one of voluntary 

,employment bureaus. 
: Is...;.1JMIJlgli~,Y!!tel!L.s.QQioJism, or ..J!al?ita!i!m? ~ 
called it "state capitalism" when it was far more socialistic 

,than now. His successor,~, called it "state socialism" 
after four ~ears of temporizing with actual capitalism. Cer-
tainly the State interferes to an unusual degree with what is, 
nevertheless, a price economy. ]jven in the state industries, 

~
rofits are the basis of business operaJiions. These prices and 

profits are calculated in terms of gold, not labor. Private 
caI1ita1ism is tolerated. ~ly the lar~e-scale industries.re
m_generally inJhe h.ndsjjfih~ SUe, and .these not ,ex

usiv.ely. Even after the reaction of 1924, a quarter orthe 
I~tic trade remained in private hands. Tax~are col
lected from I!roduction, real property, incomes, customs and 
excise g4arges on many articles, including alcoholic drinks, 
tobacco, sugar, matches, tea, coffee, and textiles. 
~e might be taken as something of a test in a 

country where more than [!JUf fifths of the population ~ 

I .. 
engaged. Th~easant's hold upon the land ne @!!I is not 
~ a "t'tl to" ropert ," but it is fairly secure I1osse§:" 
~ an the plots may e strictly individu!!.l if the village so. 
elects, as it usually does. This peasant may hire help the 
year round, for wages calculated in terms of gold. He pays 
ti!:lSes according to fixe~~~e;;fsposes of the rest of his 
produce in the market, an oar s or spends the money 
which he gets in return AA he pleases or use.!i!..t~on 
,business for profit. This may be '~aiiSi'j)"; the term 
for it does notgreatly matter. Agncu tur production fell 
off during the war, as it did in the Balkans, and for much the 
same reasons. Machinery and fertilizers were wanting, many 
men were mobilized, and business was generally dislocated. 
The decline continued during the period of internal strife, . ' 
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blockade, and threatened invasion. Then production rose 
again. The grain acreage for 1925 was about a fifth below 
the 1909-13 average (within present frontiers), and the total 
crop was about 2.6 billion bushels in 1925, as compared with 
3.2 before the war, or roughly four fifths of the pre-war 
amount. Before the war, Russia exported grain out of be~ . 
n,Usery r!l4her th0tl ber~ and s~es. The peas~, 
anmts what the state monopoly fixes on the part exported 
and pays wbat the same monopoly li1i:ewise arranges for an 
imported product he may choose to buy. . . 

All these things are too near to us in time to pass any reli
able historical judgment upon them. History may pretend 
to deal with all that has transpired, but in practice it has to 
confine itself to what is significant. Only the passage of time 
can tell us for certain which elements in a situation are tran
sient and which permanent, by weeding out the former and 
leaving the latter. Every set of conditions is a mixture of 
new and old factors - mostly old. The only prophetic 
function which history can have is to aid in recognizing the 
old factors and calculating their probable strength in the 
presence of the new ones, which are always an unknown 
quantity. There are some certainties in the realm where 
politics and economics overlap. One of these, recognized by . 
the Soviet Government, is that the time must come when it 
will adjust the claims of other States and their citizens against 
it. Another, which these creditors understand perfectly 
well, is that the settlement can never be at face value, in
cluding accumulated interest. Negotiations went on in 1925 
and 1926 between Russia and France concerning a prc-war 
debt of some five billion dollars to investors, in the latter 
country, but no fraction of it could be agreed upon as pay
able. Counting public and private loans, interest, and the 
claims for confiscated or destroyed property, the American 
bill to Russia was nearly three quarters of a billion dollars in 
1926. Russia's oreditors insist that she must acknowledge 
the huge foreign claims "in principle." In practice, this 
usually means that the debtor nation exchanges the acknow-, , 
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ledgment of a large sum "in principle" for a quiet agreement 
to accept a much smaller one. 
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